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ABSTRACT
,

.

Nine operational events that afTected eleven commercial light water reactors (LWRs) during 1994 and that are considered
to be precursors to potential severe core damage are described. All these events had conditional probabilities of subsequent

4
severe core damage greater than or equal to 1.0 x 10 . These events were identified by computer-screening the 1994 licensee
event repons from commercial LWRs to identify those that could be potential precursors. Candidate prec ursors were then
selected and evaluated in a process similar to that used in previous assessments. Selected events underwent engineering
evaluation that identified, analyzed, and documented the precursors. Other events designated by the Nuclear Regulatory,

'

Commission (NRC) also underwent a similar evaluation. Finally, documented precursors were submitted for review by
licensees and NRC headquarters and regional otTices to ensure that the plant design and its response to the precursor were
correctly characterized. This study is a continuation of earlier work, which evaluated 1969-1981 and 1984-1993 events.
The report discusses the general rationale for this study, the selection and documentation of events as precursors, and the
estimation ofconditional probabilities ofsubsequent severe core damage for events. This document is bound in two volumes:

; Vol. 21 contains the main report and Appendices A-H; Vol. 22 contains Appendix 1.
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PREFACE

The Accident Sequence Precursor (ASP) Program was established by the Nuclear Operations Analysis Center at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL) in the summer of 1979. The first major repon of that program was published in June 1982
and received extensive review. Twelve repons documenting the review of operational events for precursors have been
published in this program (see Chap. 5). These repons describe events that occurred from 1969 through 1993, excluding
1982 and 1983. They have been completed on a yearly basis since 1987.

The current effort was undenaken on behalf of the Office for Analysis and F aluation of Operational Data of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC). The NRC Project Manager is P. D. O' frill

The methodology developed and utilized in the ASP Program permits a reasonable estimate ofthe significance ofoperational
events, including observed human and system interactions. The present effort for 1994 is a continuation of the assessment
undertaken in the previous reports for operational events that occurred in 1%9-1981 and 1984-1993.

The preliminary analyses of the 1994 events were sent for review to NRC stafTand licensees for those plants for which
potential ASP events were identified. This is similar to the review process used for the 1992 and 1993 events. In addition,
the 1994 events were also independently reviewed as pan of NRC's policy regarding probabilistic risk assessment (PRA)
activities. All comments were evaluated, and analyses were revised as appropriate.

Reanalyses typically focused on and gave credit for equipment and procedures that provided additional protection against
core damage. These additional features were beyond what was normally included in ASP analyses of events prior to 1992.
Therefore, comparing and trending analysis results from prior years is more difficult because analysis results before 1992
may have been different if additional information had been solicited from the licensees and incorporated.

For 1994 the total number of precursors identified is less than that of past years. This is due at least in part to incorporating
feedback on equipment, systems, procedures, etc., such that events initially identified as potential precursors with a

4 4conditional core damage probability somewhat greater than 10 were reanalyzed resulting in a value less than 10 , which
is the threshold for rejection. In addition, new models were used for the analysis of 1994 events. These models utilize ASP
class-based event trees and plant-specific linked fault trees. The models are based on previous work performed by ORNL.
The models were converted into the Integrated Reliability and Risk Analysis System software by the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory. These new models, which obviously influence the calculation of conditional core damage
probabilities for events, represent another factor for consideration when comparing results for 1994 with those from previous
years.

The operational events selected in the ASP Program form a unique data base of historical system failures, multiple losses
ofredundancy, and infrequent core damage initiators. These events are useful in identifying significant weaknesses in design
and operation, for trends analysis conceming industry performance and the impact ofregulatory actions, and for PRA-related
information.

Gary T. Mays, Director
Nuclear Operations Analysis Center
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P. O. Box 2009 I
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-8065
(423)S74-0394

i
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FOREWORD |
l

his report provides the results of the review and evaluation of 1994 operational experience data by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's ongoing Accident Sequence Precursor (ASP) Program. He ASP Program provides a safety significance
perspective of nuclear plant operational experience. The program uses probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) techniques to l

provide estimates of operating event significance in terms of the potential for core damage. De types of events evaluated j
include initiators, degradations of plant conditions, and safety equipment failures that could increase the probability of j

postulated accident sequences.

De primary otjective of the ASP Program is to systematically evaluate U.S. nuclear plant operating experience to identify,
document, and rank those operating events which were most significant in tenns of the potential for inadequate core cooling
and core damage. In addition, the program has the following secondary objectives: (1) to categorize the precursor events
for plant specific and generic implications, (2) to provide a measure which can be used to trend nuclear plant core damage
risk, and (3) to provide a partial check on PRA-predicted dominant core damage scenarios.

his year marked the completion of the initial development ofimprovements in the methods used for the ASP analysis of
operational events. The ASP analyses of 1994 operational experience were performed using the staff s recently developed
simplified, plant-specific, train-level models for analyzing operational events. These models are based on the staffs
Integrated Reliability and Risk Analysis System (IRRAS), which uses fault tree linking techniques to quantify accident
sequences.

In recent years, licensees of U.S. nuclear plants have added safety equipment and have impmved plant and emergency
operating procedures. Some of these changes, particularly those involving use of attemate equipment or recovery actions
in response to specific accident scenarios, can have a significant effect on the calculated conditional core damage
probabilities for certain accident sequences. In keeping with established practice, the 1994 preliminary ASP analyses were
transmitted to the pertinent nuclear plant licensees and to the NRC staff for review. The licensees were requested to review
and comment on the technical adequacy of the analyses, including the depiction of their plant equipment and equipment
capabilities. Each of the review comments received from licensees and the NRC staff was evaluated for reasonableness and
pertinence to the ASP analysis in an attempt to use realistic values. All of the preliminary precursor events were reviewed,
and the conditional core damage probability calculations were reised where appropriate. The objective of this review process
was to provide as realistic an analysis of the significance of the event as possible. In addition, consistent with the
recommendations of the NRC's interoffice PRA Working Group, each of the analyses has been independently peer
reviewed. This review provided a quality check of the analysis, ensured consistency with the ASP analysis guidelines, and
verified the adequacy of the modeling approach and appropriateness of the assumptions used in the analysis. ]

;

he total number of precursors (9) identified for 1994 is less than last year. The two most important precursor events for i
'

1994 consisted of an intersystem loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) which occurred at a PWR during shutdown, and the
unavailability of both pressurizer power-operated relief valves (PORVs) for an extended period of time, which was
discovered at another PWR.

Charles E. Rossi, Director
Safety Programs Division
Office for Analysis and Evaluation
of Operational Data
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Appendix I I trcd:ctia

)
|
.

I.1 Introduction |
|

This appendix contains the Licensee Event Reports (LERs), Augmented Inspection Team Reports (AITs), and routine !
NRC Inspection Reports (irs) that are cited in Appendices C-G. The documents are ordered by docket number. The {
associated plant, associated event type, document title, and page number are included in Table I.1. '

;

Table I.1. LERs, AITs, and Inspection Reports Referenced in Appendices C-C

Document Plant Event Type Document Title Page

LER 213/94-004 Haddam Neck At power Automatic 480 Volt Bus Transfer I.2-1 ,

'precursor Failure Due to Circuit Breaker
Malfunction

LER 213/94-005 At power Pressurizer PORVs Failed to Fully I.3-1
precursor Stroke Open During Testing I

LER 213/94-007 At power Potential for Radiological Release 1.4-1
precursor During Post LOCA Sump Recirculation

LER 213/94-012 Impractical Potential Loss of Service Water Due to 1.5-1

Flood Induced Strainer Fouling i

LER 213/94-013 At power HPSI Pump Discharge Relief Valve 1.6-1
;

precursor Setpoint Found Low
|

1R 213/94-03 At power Inspection Report 50-213/94-03 Related 1.7-1 l
precursor to Pressurizer Power Operated Relief

Valve Failures and MCC-5 ABT i

LER 219/94-010 Oyster Creek Impractical Reactor Shutdown Commenced Due to 1.8-1 )
Loss of Both Containment Spray
Systems Due to Biological Plugging

LER 237/94-004 Dresden 2 Impractical High Pressure Coolant injection System 1.9-1
Steam Drain Line isolation Valves
Installed Backwards Due to
Construction Error

LER 237/94-006 Impractical Unit 2 Shutdown Cooling Pump Motors 1.10-1
Did Not Have Relay Setting Orders
Reviewed Prior to Motor Installations
Due to inadequate Work Practices

LER 237/94-018 At power Potential Trip of Motor Control Centers I.11-1
precursor Due to Improper Feed Breaker Settings

LER 237/94-021 At power HPCITurbine Tripped on High Exhaust 1.12-1
precursor Pressure Due to a Failed Exhaust Check

Valve

LER 245/94-015 Millstone 1 Interesting RPV Draindown and Drywell Spray 1.13 1 !

Event

249/94-S01, Dresden 3 Impractical Cracking in the Lower Region of the 1.14-1
NRC P. 94-42 Core Shroud in Boiling -Water Reactors |

LER 250/94-005 Turkey Point 3 At power Design Defect in Safeguards Bus 1.15-1 ;
precursor Sequencer Test Logic Places Both Units i

Outside the Design Basis
1
1

1.13 NUREG/CR-4674, Vol. 22
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Table 1.1. LERs, AITs, and Inspection Reports Referenced in Appendices C-G (cont.)

Document Plant Event Type Document Title Page

254/94-S01, Quad Cities I impractical Cracking in the Lower Region of the 1.16-1

NRC IN 94-42 Core Shroud in Boiling-Water Reactors

LER 255/94-008 Palisades impractical Lack of Separation or Isolation Between 1.17-1 ,

IE and Non-lE Circuits

LER 255/94-014 Impractical Potential Sump Blockage From Signs, I.18-1
Adhesive La'oels, and Tape

LER 266/94-002 Point Beach i At power Inoperability of Both Emergency Diesel 1.19-1 -

precursor Generators

LER 269/94-004 Oconee 1 Interesting Post-Accident Core Cooling Technically 1.20-1

Inoperable Due to a Design Deficiency

LER 271/94-002 Vermont Yankee Impractical Alternate Cooling System Water 1.21-1

Temperature Greater nan Design Basis
During Warm Weather Circ Water
System Operation Due to Inadequate
Analysis of the Altemate Cooling System

LER 272/94-007 Salem 1 Interesting Reactor Trip From 25% Power /Fwo I.22 1
Safety Injections, Manually Initiated
Main Steam isolation, and Discretionary
Declaration of Alert

AIT272/94 80 Interesting AugmentedInspection Team (AIT) 1.23-1

Report 272/94-80 and 311/94-80
Related to Plant Trip and SI Actuations

LER 275/94-020 Diablo Canyon 1 Interesting Reactor Trip Due to Reactor Coolant 1.24-1

Pump Bus Undervoltage That Resulted
from an Electrical System Disturbance
Extemal to the PG&E System

LER 293/94-004 Pilgrim impractical Automatic Closing of the Reactor Core 1.25-1
Isolation Cooling System Turbine Steam
Supply Isolation Valves Due to High
Steam Flow Signal During Surveillance
Testing

LER 295/94-003 Zion 1 Interesting Containment Pressure Sensing Lines I.26-1
Were inadvertently Capped During
Containment Closcout

LER 295/94-011 Impractical Violation of the 10CFR50 Appendix R I.27-1
Analysis Separation Criteria in Fire
Zone 18.6.A-1

LER 298/94-010 Cooper Interesting Closure of Shutdown Cooling Suction 1.28-1
Isolation Valves While Warming the
Residual Heat Removal System Due to
Leakage Rrough the Minimum Flow
Valve
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Table 1.1. LERs, AITs, and Inspection Reports Referenced in Appendices C-G (cont.)
1

Document Plant Event Type Document Title Page !
LER 304/94-002 Zion 2 At power Exceeded Limiting Condition for I.29 1 |

precursor Operation 3.7.2. Action E for Placing
*

Unit in Mode 4 with a Turbine-Driven i

and Motor-Driven AFW Pump
Inoperable i

1
LER 318/94-001 Calvert Cliffs 2 At power Reactor Trip Due to Opening of 13.8 1.30-1 !

precursor Kilovolt Feeder Br eaker !

LER 324/94-008 Brunswick 2 Interesting Dispatcher Switching Evolution Results I.31-1 {
in Loss-of-offsite Power to Unit 2

|
LER 336/94-040 Millstone 2 Containment Ventilation Design Deficiency Afrecting 1.32 1 !

Enclosure Building integrity
,

!

LER 366/94-003 Hatch 2 Interesting Fuse Actuation Results in ESF I.33-1
Actuation and Intermption in Shutdown
Cooling Flow

LER 382/94-004 Waterford3 Impractical Degraded CCW Heat Exchanger 1.34-1
,

Discovered While Shutdown, Due tu '

Biological Fouling
|

LER 454/94-003 Byron 1 and 2 Impractical Auxiliary Feedwater Isolation Valve I.35-1 |
Exposure to Potentially Harsh
Environment Due to Flood Seal Removal

LER 458/94-023 River Bend At power Reactor Scram Due to Spurious Signals 1.36-1
precursor from Undamped Rosemount Model

1153 Transmitters

AIT 458/94-20 At power Augmented inspection Team (AIT) I.37-1
precursor Report 458/94-20 Related to Reactor

Trip

1R 482/94-18 WolfCreek Shutdown Inspection Report 50-482/94-18 Related 1.38-1
precursor to the Draindown Event of September

17,1994

LER 482/94-013 Shutdown Personnel Error Resulted in an 1.39-1
precursor Unanticipated Loss of Reactor Coolant

Level

LER 529/94-002 Palo Verde 2 Interesting Reactor Trip Caused by Personnel Error 1.40-1 |

AIT = NRC Augmented Inspection Team Report
LER = Licensee Event Report
IR = NRC Inspection Report

1.1-5 NUREG/CR-4674, Vol 22
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ABSTRACT

On February 16, 1994, at 0130 hours with the plant shut down in
mode 5 (cold shutdown) for Service Water piping repairs,
performance of special test ST 11.7-126 " Functional Test of MCC-5
Automatic Bus Transfer (ABT)* was unsatisfactorily completed when
the 480 volt bus 6 feed to Motor Control Center (MCC) 5 circuit
breaker llc failed to close. The cause of the failure has been
identified to be an out - of- position mechanical retaining device
mounted on the manual operating shaft of the bus 6 lle breaker.
This device being out of its normal position allowed the shaft to
travel further than designed into the breaker operating mechanism
causing the breaker to malfunction upon receiving a close signal.
Corrective action consisted of replacing the breaker's manual
operating mechanism and modifying the ABT scheme to minimize
challenges to the breaker operation. The condition leading to the
transfer failure had very likely existed for a time period in
excess of the 72 hour Action Statement in Technical Specification
3. 8.3.1.2 and thus is reportable under 10CFR50.73 (a) (2) (1) (B) as acondition prohibited by the plant's Technical Specifici.tions.
This Supplemental Report provides the results of the root cause
evaluation and the long term corrective action.

..,c .
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The Motor Control Center (MCC) 5 Automatic Bus Transfer (ABT)
circuit provides power to MCC-5 from either of two 480 volt AC
power sources (EIIS Code: EK) (see Figure 1). MCC-5 is normally
aligned so that bus 5 (Train 'A') provides power to MCC-5 via
circuit breaker 9C. If for any reason bus 5 becomes de-energized '

the ABT scheme (see Figure 2) will transfer the feed for MCC-5 to
bus 6 (Train 'B') via the 11C breaker. Upon restoration of bus 5 i

power the ABT scheme will then transfer the feed for MCC-5 back to
I

bus 5 (the preferred supply) . During the refueling outage of May
to July 1993, an ABT failure was experienced. A root cause ;

investigation performed following that failure was inconclusive
yet a component, the 52X relay, common to both ABT circuit
breakers (EIIS Code: 52) was determined to be the most suspect.
These components were replaced on both the bus 5 9C breaker and
bus 6 11C breaker. Connecticut Yankee (CY) committed to perform
on- line testing of the 52X relay associated with the ABT. All
testing on the bus 5 supply to MCC-5 has been successful since
start-up from the 1993 refueling outage in July 1993. CY also
committed to perform a functional test of the MCC-5 ABT whenever :
the plant entered Mode 5 (Cold Shutdown). The current shutdown >

'
for service water pipe repairs afforded an opportunity to perform
this functional test.

EVENT DESCRIPTION
,

!

On February 16, 1994, at 0130 hours, with the plant shut down, in
mode 5 (cold shutdown), a failure of the MCC-5 Automatic Bus :
Transfer scheme, while under test was experienced. Operations ,.

personnel were performing ST 11.7-126 " Functional Test Of MCC-5 ;

Automatic Bus Transfer (ABT)". This test includes the sequential ;

tripping of the 480 volt bus 5 (4851) and then the bus 6 (4 961) :
feeder breakers. The bus 5 feeder breaker, 4851 was tripped and t

the ABT switched, i.e., bus 5 9C breaker opened and the bus 6 11C i

breaker closed, providing power to MCC-5 from bus 6. The bus 5 |
feeder breaker 4851 was then closed and the ABT successfully i

switched back powering MCC-5 from bus 5 once again. Bus 5 loads ;

were restored in preparation of the second section of the test.
When the preferred source selector switch (SS43) was selected from
position I to position 2 in order to select bus 6 as the preferred
source the bus 5 9C breaker tripped but the bus 611C breaker did
not close. This left MCC-5 and all its associated loads de-
energized. The operator manually closed the bus 5 9C breaker. ;

This restored power to MCC-5 and its associated loads. The test i

was terminated at enis point
;

| '

| .

| n
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CAUSE OF THE EVENT

The cause of the bus 6 11C breaker to not close when position 2 l
was selected on the SS43 switch has been determined to be due to a !
mechanical problem within the breaker operating mechanism. A snap |

retaining ring was discovered approximately a half inch away from I

its mounting slot. This allowed the manual operating shaft to
move further into the breaker than designed. It was able to
travel far enough into the breaker that it interfered with the
trip bar and actually maintained the breaker in the tripped !,position. When the breaker was called upon to close it would ;
close and immediately trip. Performance of a root cause 'j
evaluation to determine all the circumstances that led to the MCC-
5 ABT failure, including an assessment of the previous root cause
evaluation was completed. The root cause of the ABT failures was
confirmed to be an out-of-position retaining ring on the breaker

iclosing handle operating shaft. Although it could not be
|determined how the retaining ring came out of position the most
!likely cause was that during breaker maintenance the retaining

ring was moved out of position to lubricate the shaft and may not
;have been correctly re-installed. An assessment of the June 27, '

1993 event found the previous root cause report to be compre-
hensive given the intermittent nature of the failure. The |
conclusive determination of the root cause of the recent failure !

was facilitated by the repeatability of the failure on demand.
|

SAFETY ASSESSMENT
|
|

This event is reportable under 10CFR50.73 (a) (2) (1) (B) since a '

condition existed prohibited by the plant's Technical
Specifications. Technical Specification 3.8.3.1.2 requires MCC-5
to be energized and capable of automatically obtaining power from
480 volt busses 5 and 6 in Modes 1, 2, 3 and 4. This condition
had most likely existed for a time in excess of the 72 hour ACTION
statement of Specification 3.8.3.1.2. MCC-5 and the associated
Automatic Bus Transfer (ABT) are required to provide power to
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) valves needed to mitigate the
consequences of design basis accidents with the failure of
emergency diesel generator EG-2A. A postulated single failure of
the ABT could render the ECCS inoperable. Throughout Cycle 18 the
preferred power source selector switch SS43 for MCC-5 bas been in
the position whereby bus 5 would be the preferred power source.
Having SS43 in the bus 5 position has ensured that the ABT would
return to bus 5 (if energized) in the event of a failure of the
bus 6 supply breaker (11C). All testing thus far on the bus 5
supply to MCC-5 has been successful. The safety function of MCC-5
would still be provided through bus 5. In addition, both emergency
diesel generators were available had there been a loss of off-site
power to bus 1 and 2.

g.... .uaem. + tom.u !
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Emergency diesel generator EG-2A would restore power to bus 5 and
the ABT would provide power to MCC-5 from bus 5. There are also
emergency operating procedures in place to restors power to MCC-5
and associated loads as required. Based on the above the safety
significance of this event is minimal. ,

CORRECTIVE ACTION

Initial corrective action included the following:

1. Replacement of bus 6 breaker llc manual operating mechanism.

2. Verification of position and condition of other breakers' r

manual operating shaft retaining devices.

3. Implementation of a modification to eliminate the preferred
source selector switch SS43 and redesign the MCC-5 ABT scheme
to block the trip of the normal feed bus 5 9C breaker on a
total loss of AC power to minimize challenges to breaker
operation.

Long term corrective action will include the revision of all
appropriate preventive maintenance procedures for Westinghouse
type DB breakers to include verification that the retaining ring ;
is securely in place. j

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION !

|
Comnenent Manufacturer Model/Part Nnmher i

Circuit Breaker Westinghouse Model No. DB-25 .

'Operating Mechanism Westinghouse Par' No. 405D804B07

This Supplemental Report is being issued to provide the results of
the root cause evaluation and the long term corrective action.

PREVIOUS SIMILAR EVENTS

MCC-5 ABT failure during the 1993 refueling outage (June 27,
1993).

:

,

;
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ABSTRACT 1
i

on February 19, 1994 at 1345 hours, with the plant in Mode 5
(Cold shutdown) while performing a stroke test of the pressurizer
Pilot-Operated Relief Valves (PORVs) it was determined that the
valves would not fully open. The problem was traced to a leak in
the diaphragm assembly of the PORVs (PR-AOV-568 & 570). This leak
was caused by improper assembly of the diaphragm in the actuator
due to incomplete communication between the manufacturer and the
licensee. Both PORV diaphragms were replaced during the 1993
refueling outage with a new style. Corrective action consisted of
replacing the new style diaphragms with the original material
which had no history of this kind of failure. It is not known how
long the PORVs had been inoperable prior to this surveillance, but
it is believed to have been longer than the ACTION time allowed.
Therefore, this event is reportable under 10CFR50.73 (a) (2) (i) (B) ,
since it resulted in a condition prohibited by the plant's
Technical Specifications. It is also reportable under
10CFR50.73 (a) (2 ) (v) (D) and 50.73 (a) (2) (vii) as a comon mode
failure.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The primary purpose of the pressurizer Pilot Operated Relief
Valves (PORVs) (EIIS Code: AB) is to limit Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) pressure to below the pressurizer safety velve setpoint,
thus limiting the operating frequency of the code safety valves.
The PORVs open automatically on two out of three high pressurizer
pressure signals. The air operated pressurizer PORVs (PR-AOV-568
and 570) receive their air supply from the containment control air
system (EIIS Code: LD) snd an air accumulator. The control roem
operators have the ability to open either PORV manually to '

establish a " bleed" path for use in the " feed-and-bleed" method of
core cooling (" feed" via safety injection and " bleed" via the
PORVs). This is required when the steam generators are not
available for decay heat removal.

,

The control air system includes a 107 gallon emergency air
accumulator to support PORV operation for the " feed-and-bleed" ;

method of core cooling in the evenc of a failure of both non-
safety related containment air compressors. The air supply lines
which lead to the PORVs (Figure 1) are each provided witt. a
pressure regulator (CA-PRV-836A & B,(EIIS Code: LD). These
regulators reduce the air pressure being supplied from 120 psig to
85 psig.

The portion of the containment control air system that supplies
air to the PORVs from the accumulator serves a safety related
function. It is isolated from the remainder of the containment
control air system by two safety related check valves.

EVENT DESCRIPTION

On February 19, 1994, at 1345 hours, with the plant in Mode 5
(Cold Shutdown) for a maintenance outage, while performing
Surveillance 5.7-112, " Inservice Testing of Power Operated Relief
Valves PR-AOV-568 and 570 and Associated SOVs", both PORVs failed
to fully open. This surveillance verifies the ability to fully
stroke and the time to stroke the PORVs in accordance with
Technical Specification 4.4.4.1 and 4.4.4.6. Since the PORVs were
last tested during the 1993 refueling outage, ending July 1993,
the actual time of failure is unknown but is conservatively
estimated to have been longer than allowed by the Technical
Specification ACTION statement. Investigation of the failure
revealed two problems:

1) Both PORV diaphragms leaked between the cover and the
diaphragm.

2) The air regulators supplying both PORVs were set too low
(77.3 PSIG and 75.1 versus the required 85 PSIG). The air
regulator problem is secondary and would not alone have
caused the failures.
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CAUSE OF THE EVENT

The leaking diaphragms were caused by loose diaphragm cover bolts.
Both PORV diaphragms were replaced during the 1993 refueling
outage with a new style. The principle change was the
substitution of a longer lasting material (EPDM) for the old Buna-
N material. The manufacturer also changed the shape of the
diaphragm somewhat although this was never communicated to the

,

licensee. This change resulted in some difficulty installing the >

diaphragm. To overcome this a commonly used lubricant (Moly 55)
was applied to aid installation. The PORVs were subsequently re-
tested satisfactorily. Subsequent to the February 1994 failures
an in-depth discussion with the manufacturer on the possible
causes for failure revea?.ed several aids to overcome installation
problems. The most significant was the use of a sealant around
the diaphragm's bolt circle. It is believed that the presence of
lubricant instead of the sealant allowed some extrusien of the
diaphragm from between the base and cover and away from the bolt
holes. This extrusion also led to small tears at several
diaphragm bolt holes, allowing the bolts to loosen over time.

The cause of this event was incomplete communication between the
manufacturer and the licensee.

SAFETY ASSESSMENT

This event is reportable under 10CFR50.73 (a) (2) (1) (B) since it
resulted in a condition prohibited by the plant's Technical
Specifications. It is also reportable under
10CTR50.73 (a) (2) (v) (D) and 50.73 (a) (2) (vii) as a common mode
failure.

The operation of the pressurizer PORVs (PR-AOV-568 and 570) during )
a design basis accident is not required to prevent the violation
of the pressure and temperature safety limits. In post-small
break LOCA conditions the HPSI recirculation line back to the RWST
is isolated and it is assumed that the PORVs are opened to ensure
that the HPSI pumps are not dead headed. In this event the valves
would open and perform their intended function for a short period
of time. However, the air leakage would have resulted in the
eventual loss of air and closure of the PORVs. The closure of the I
PORVs would result in the loss of forced flow and core cooling
would occur by natural circulation. The safety significance of
the event is low since, for a small break LOCA, charging flow
would continue to supply coolant to the core. For large break
LOCAs, the system pressure would be low enough to allow for
recirculation using the HPSI pumps.
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The operation of these valves is also required for a beyond design
basis feed and bleed type accident (when the steam generators are

3 unavailable to remove core decay heat). Although the use of the
main and auxiliary feedwater systems is the primary and preferred1 ,

'
'

method of safe shutdown, feed and bleed remains limiting to
meeting the Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) core melt '

frequency goal and is credited as an available safe shutdown
method for the following applications:

1

1 1. Loss of main and auxiliary feedwater
: 2. High energy ripe breaks

3. Internally generated missile
4. Tornado missiles / wind protection

The eventual loss of air to the PORVs results in an increase inthe core melt frequency.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

Corrective actions that have been completed relating to this event
include the following:

1. Significant extrusion of the diaphragms was noted,
raising questions as to the long term adequacy of this
new style. Therefore, the new style diaphragms were
replaced with the original Buna-N material which had no
history of this kind of failure. ,

2. Discussions vere conducted with the vendor regarding the
incomplete communications issue.

3. The PORV air regulators were replaced.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Svrtem Emmr>ene n t Manufacturer Model Number

LD Air Regulator ITT Conoflow (I208) GTH25XT2365GAB PORV diaphragm Copes-Vulcan (C635) 264331

PREVIOUS SIMILAR EVENTS
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ACCESSION #: 9404130172
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER)

FACILITY NAME: Haddam Neck

DOCKET NUMBER: 05000213
I TITLE: Potential for Radiological Release During Post I4CA SumpRecirculation

EVENT DATE: 03/08/94 LER f: 94-007-00 REPORT DATE: 04/05/94
OTHER FACILITIES INVOLVED: DOCKET NO: 05000
OPERATING MODE: 5 POWER LEVEL: 000

THIS REPORT IS SUBMITTED PURSUANT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF 10 CFR SECTION:50.73 (a) (2) (v)

LICENSEE CONTACT FOR THIS LER:
NAME: J. Majewski, Senior Engineer TELEPHONE: (203) 267-2556
COMPONENT FAILURE DESCRIPTION:
CAUSE: SYSTEM: COMPONENT: MANUFACTURER:
REPORTABLE NPRDS:

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT EXPECTED: No

ABSTRACT:

On March 8, 1994, at approximately 1320 hours, with the plant in Mode 5
(cold shutdown), it was determined that the potential existed to lift a
relief valve in the Chemical and Volume control System (CVCS) during the
performance of the emergency response procedure to establish containment
sump recirculation following a Loss of Coolant Accident (IDCA) . This in
turn could cause another relief valve to lift in the Radioactive WasteGas System which discharges to the environment via the plant stack. Ifsuch an event were to occur, radiological dose consequences could be more
severe than previously predicted. The cause of this condition was a
failure to recognize the full potential adverse impacts of a change to an
emergency response procedure during the review of the procedure change in1990. Corrective action involved revising the affected emergency
response procedure to eliminate the potential overpressure condition.
Also, in October, 1991 the station procedure addressing the preparation,
change, and review of emergency response procedures was revised to
provide for a more rigorous technical review of new or changed proceduresthan had existed previously.
END OF ABSTRACT
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Several systems can be used at the Haddam Neck plant for containment sump
recirculation following a Ioss of Coolant Accident (IDCA) (see Figure 1).
Namely, the Residual Heat Removal (RNR) system (EIIS code BP), the High
Pressure safety Injection (HPSI) system (EIIS Code BQ), and the charging
portion of the Chemical and volume Control system (CVCS) (EIIS Code CB).
After the Refueling Water Storage Tank has been emptied to a specified
low level during the injection phase, the RHR pumps and heat exchangers
are then used to remove water accumulated in the containment sump and
discharge it back to the RCS via the Charging and/or HPSI system.

The Charging system consists of three pumps in parallel (two moderate
capacity centrifugal and one low capacity positive displacement) which
discharge into a common header. Suction can be supplied from the Volume
Control Tank (VCT), the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST), or the
discharge of the RHR pumps r.nd heat exchangers via either of two parallel
motor operated valves (RH-MOV-33A and 335). The discharge header splits
into two paths, one provides Reactor Coolant Pump seal water supply and
the other provides RCS makeup supply via the charging header toethe RCS
loop two cold leg. The discharge of the positive displacement pump is
equipped with a relief valve- (CH-RV-280) which is designed to protect the
downstream piping and compon=r,tm from overpressure if the discharge flow
path were to be isolated with the positive displacement pump in
operation.

CH-RV-280 relieves to the Primary Drains Tank (PDT) in the radioactive
waste gas system (EIIS Code:WE). . The PDT is a 7500 gallon tank that
receives waste water containing dissolved hydrogen or fission gases from

| various reactor plant sources Liquid in the PDT is pumped by one of two
| parallel purps through a filter and a heater to the degasifier where it
I is sprayed through nozzles causing the heated liquid to flash thereby
| releasing the dissolved gasses. The degasified liquid is pumped through
'

a cooler either to the CVCS or to outdoor storage tanks for eventual
release offsite. The gases stripped from the liquid are cooled to
condense any steam and are then routed to the waste gas ",arge tank. The
waste gas surge tank receives radioactive waste gases from various
sources including the gas space of the PDT. Collected gases are
compressed by one of two parallel compressors and stored in three waste
gas decay tanks for eventual release off site. The waste gas surge tank
is protected against overpressure by an air operated valve actuated by a
pressure switch at 14 psig and also by a spring loaded relief valve set
at 20 psig. Both of these valves relieve directly to the environment via
the plant stack.

I
l

|
|
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overpressure protection for each of the three waste gas decay tanks is
provided by an air operated valve actuated by a pressure switch at 215
psig and a spring loaded relief valve set at 225 peig. Both of thesevalves relieve directly to the environment via the plant stack.
EVENT DESCRIPTION

on March 8, 1994, at approximately 1320 hours, with the plant in Mode 5
(cold shutdown), an engineering evaluation determined that the potential
existed to lift a relief valve in the Chemical and volume Control System,

(CVCS) during the performance of the emergency response procedure to
establish containment sump recirculation-following a Loos of CoolantAccident (IOCA) . Emergency response procedure ES-1.3, " Transfer to Sump
Recirculation" provides for the use of the RHR, Charging, and HPSI pumps-for sumbuses. p recirculation if offsite power is available to the emergency

The RHR pumps are aligned to take suction from the containment
sump and discharge to the suction of the charging pumps. One chargingpump is checked to be running or is started and the flow control valves
and motor operated isolation valves on the charging header are checked tobe open. Flow from the sump to the RCS is then initiated by opening the
RHR to Charging pump suction motor operated isolation valves (RH-MOV-33A
and 33B). The charging pump suction is then isolated from the VCT andthe RWST. If RCS pressure is less than 1500 psig, actions are then taken
to align the discharge of the RHR pumps to the suction of the HPSI pumps.After this alignment is completed,
the charging header (CH-MOV-292B&C) the motor operated isolation valves onare closed and one HPSI pump isstarted. The charging header isolation valves are closed to prevent
excessive flow and runout of the RHR pumps once the HPSI pumps arestarted. The charging pump is left running to inject water through theRCP seals.

The reduced charging pump flow resulting from the closure of the charging
header isolation valves when combined with the discharge pressure from
the RHR pumps results in a charging pump discharge pressure in excess of
the lift setpoint of CH-RV-280. CH-RV-280 has a lift setpoint of 2735
psig +/- 3% (2653 to 2817 psig). . The charging pump discharge pressure
during such an event was estimated to be approximately 2658 psig, which
slightly exceeds the lowest allowable lift setpoint value for CH-RV-280.
CH-RV-280 has a rated capacity of 30 gpa (the maximum flow rate of the
positive displacement charging pump) at an accumulated pressure of 3300
psig. Thus, at a pressure very close to the lift setpoint, the flow rate
would be expected to be much less than 30 gpa.

1
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SAFETY ASSESSMENT
,

The potential to lift CH-RV-280 during post LOCA sump recirculation is
reportable under 10 CFR 50.73 (a) (2) (v) (C) as a condition that alone
could have prevented the fulfillment of the safety function of a system
that is needed to control the release of radioactive material.
Thic event is only potentially significant foll' wing a large break LOCAo
in wnich significant core damage has occurred. If CH-RV-280 were to lift -

during sump recirculation using the charging pumps, there would be a
slight reduction in the total coolant injection flow. As much as 30 gpa
could be potentially lost, although much'less than this would actually be ,

expected as discussed above. Thus, the effect of CH-RV-280 lifting on i

the ability to maintain core cooling is insignificant.

A second concern with the potential to lift CH-RV-280 during post IDCA
sump recirculation would be the increase in system leakage outside !'

containment, that could resalt in an increase in calculated offsite dose
consequences. The radiological consequence analysis for large break LOCA
assumes a total system leakage of 3 liters per hour, which is ,.

'

significantly less than what could potentially be released. However,
CH-RV-280 is downstream of the RHR heat exchangers and the temperature of
the recirculated coolant leaked at this point would be less than 200 ,

degrees (F) . At this temperature, no flashing of the coolant will occur t

and the primary mechanism for iodine to become airborne will not be
present. Thus, the actual airborne iodine fraction would be
significantly less than assumed in the Final Safety Analysis Report
(FSAR) radiological analysis. There is the possibility that the coolant '

released to the plant stack could leak out onto the ground and eventually 7

get offsite. It would take a substantial amount of time for a leak o .

tthis magnitude to reach the site boundary and could reasonably be
expected to be discovered by radiation monitoring surveys conducted i

during an accident. Based on the above, the actual safety significance
is judged to be moderate.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

Corrective action involved revising emergency response procedure ES-1.3
to eliminate the potential overpressure condition by stopping the running
charging pump prior to starting the HPSI pump. A review of the sump i

recirculation flow path was performed to determine if there were any !

other system relief valves that could potentially lift during performance i

of ES-1.3 and none were found. |
|

|
|

|

|
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Relief flow from CH-RV-280 would cause the level in the PDT to increase,
eventually starting an automatic degasifier cycle to process the water in
the PDT. The PDT, degasifier, and waste gas systems would cycle on and
off automatically to process the input to the PDT provided that steam is
available to heat the degasifier feedwater. Unavailability of process
steam would result in the failure of the PDT pumps to start since a
temperature switch on the degasifier necessary for PDT pump start would
not be actuated. PDT level would continue to increase. Eventually, the
PDT and waste gas surge tank would become filled to capacity. Pressure
up to this point has been controlled by the automatic starting and
stopping of the waste gas compressors. Eventually, the suction lines for
the waste gas compressors would be filled with water. If the temperature
of the water is 125 degrees (F) or greater, the compressors will trip onhigh suction temperature. It is also possible that the compressors may
trip on overload. Either of these two conditions will result in wastegas surge tank pressure reaching the setpoint of the rell'f valves and a
radiological release to the environment via the plant stacx. If the
compressors continue to run, the waste gas decay tanks would eventually
fill and be pressurized. Automatic alignment to the next unpressurized
tank would occur until all three tanks had been pressurized. Pressure inthe last tank would continue to increase to the lift setpoint of the
relief valves also resulting in a radiological release to the environment
via the plant stack.

Indications and alarms for the PDT, waste gas surge tank, degasifier, and
waste gas compressors are provided locally on a control panel in the
primary auxiliary building. However, radiological conditions in this
building during sump recirculation may not permit monitoring of this
control panel. Radiation monitoring for the plant stack which is
displayed in the control room would provide the control room cperators
with information on a release in progress. This information alone,
however, would not be sufficient to allow diagnosis and mitigation of
such a release.

CAUSE OF THE EVENT

The cause of this cendition was a failure to recognize the full potential
adverse impacts of a change to amargency response procedure ES-1.3 during

,

the review of the change in 1990. The alignment for sump recirculation
using a combination of HPSI and Charging pumps was added to procedure
ES-1.3 in April,1990 following modifications to the HPSI pump suction :

lines which added valves to accomplish the alignment of the RHR pump
discharge to the suction of the HPSI pumps.
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Also, in October, 1991 the station procedure (ACP.1.2-6.13, " Emergency
Response Procedure Generation Guidelines" which addresses the
preparation, change, and review of emergency response procedures was

-

revised to provide for a more rigorous technical review of new or changed
Procedures than had existed previously.

;

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
N/A
PREVIOUS SIMIIAR EVENTS
LER 90-011-00
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ABSTRACT

On April 28, 1994, at 1230 hours, with the plant in Mode 1 at 100
percent power, a previously unidentified external flooding
scenario was discovered which has the potential to incapacitate
the service water (SW) system at a river flood elevation less than
that which was assumed in the design analysis. Under this newly
discovered scenario, a flood at slightly above site grade <

elevation would enter the plant's intake structure and completely I

flood the lower level. This would prohibit personnel from entering
i

the lower level to clean the SW pump discharge strainers. It is '

further postulated that river debris could clog the SW strainers
to the point that the SW pumps are not capable of delivering i

sufficient flow. The cause of this condition was the apparent
lack of recognition of the potential need to clean SW strainers
during floods. Corrective action consisted of providing the
operating shifts with alternatives for mitigating this event and
incorporating appropriate changes into plant procedures. This
event is reportable under 10CFR50.73 (a) (2) (v) (D) as a condition
that alone could have prevented the fulfillment of the safety
function of a system needed to mitigate the consequences of an
accident.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) Section 2.4.2
discusses the potential for flooding at the Haddam Neck site.
This section states that the probable maximum flood (PMF) at the
site is elevation 39.5' MSL. UFSAR Section 3.4.1 provides a
discussion of the flood protection features at Haddam Neck. It
states that structures and components required for safe shutdown
of the plant are protected from external floods to an elevation of
30' 0" MSL (grade level is approximately 21' MSL). Floods in
excess of 30' are of very low probability and procedures have been
written and temporary equipment is available on site to maintain
the plant in a safe condition for floods in excess of elevation
30'.

During the period of April 4, 1994 to May 6, 1994, the Service
Water Operational Performance Inspection (SWOPI) was conducted to
verify the ability of the service water system (EIIS Code: BI) to
meet its design basis. One of the items which the inspectors
postulated was a flood slightly in excess of grade elevation.
This assumed flood would enter the intake structure (EIIS Code:
MK) and flood its lower level by means of a stairwell. Two
service water pumps (EIIS Code: P) are protected to elevation 30'
0" by means of fiberglass cans placed around the pump motors upon *

warning of impending site flooding. However, flooding of the
lower level of the intake would make the service water discharge
strainers (EIIS Code: STR) inaccessible for cleaning by normal
means.

EVENT DESCRIPTION

On April 28, 1994, at 1230 hours, with the plant in Mode 1 at 100
percent power, a previously unidentified external flooding
scenario was discovered which has the potential to incapacitate |

the service water (SW) system at a river flood elevation less than
that which was assumed in the UFSAR. Under this newly discovered
scenario, a flood at slightly above grade elevation (approximate i

el. 21' MSL) would enter the plant's intake structure and '

completely flood the lower level. This would prohibit personnel
from entering the lower level to clean the service water pump I

,

discharge strainers. It is further postulated that river debris )
could clog the SW strainers to the point that the service water
pumps are not capable of delivering sufficient flow to maintain
vital functions (Emergency Diesel Generator cooling and Residual
Heat Removal). j

l
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Although it is believed that the service water system will remain
operable for some time after the intake lower level is flooded and
may remain operable throughout the entire flood, it cannot
conclusively be shown that the service water system will remain
operable. This condition has therefore been conservatively judged
to be reportable.

CAUSE OF THE EVENT

The cause of this event was the apparent lack of recognition of
the potential need to clean the service water strainers during
floods. The methods and hardware modifications for coping with
flooding conditions were evaluated during the Systematic
Evaluation Program (SEP).

SAFETY ASSESSMENT

This event is reportable under 10CTR50.73 (a) (2) (v) (D) as a
condition that alone could have prevented the fulfillment of the
safety function of a system needed to mitigate the consequences of
an accident.

;

Abnormal Operating Procedure ACP 3.2-24 requires a plant shutdown
prior to the flood arriving at the plant site. Therefore,

!required service water flow to maintain the plant in a safe
!condition is greatly reduced. All non essential Service * Water
;

loads will be isolated (Service Water to the diesels and to the
Component Cooling Water (CCW) heat exchangers would be the only ;

i

requirements during this scenario). Also, the diesel cooling
requirement will be lessened due to the light loading of the
diesel (when compared to design basis LOCA loading) and reactor
heat loads rejected to service water through the Residual Heat
Removal (RHR) and CCW systems will be greatly reduced from those
experienced immediately after reactor shutdown.

Because of the reduced Service Water flow requirement in this
scenario, the Service Water System would remain operable with
considerably greater strainer clogging than would be permitted
during power operation. It is estimated that a total service
water flow of approximately 2000 GPM would be sufficient to
maintain the plant in a safe condition (runout for a single
Service Water pump is about 7000 GPM). It is therefore highly
probable that Service Water would be available to provide its
limited cooling requirements for a substantial period of time
after the flood. In the event that the Service Water strainers
clog and Service Water is not able to remove the required heat
load, divers may be used to clean the clogged strainers.
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!Additionally, throttle valves on the downstream side of the diesel

generator and CCW heat exchanger could also be opened as the
strainers clog to partially compensate for strainer blockage.

The actions to be taken to assure plant safety, assuming Service
Water System failure due to strainer clogging, involved changes to
AOP 3.2-24. Specifically, a gas driven pump will be set up on the
mid level of the Turbine Building and suction will be taken from
the Demineralized Water Storage Tank (DWST) or the Condensate
Storage Tank (CST) to provide cooling water to the depressurized
steam generators. In addition, the Primary Water Storage Tank
(PWST) and the Recycle Primary Water Storage Tank (RPWST) can be
used as backup sources of water. As a last resort flood water can
be supplied to the gas driven pump.

Based on the above, the overall safety significance of this
postulated scenario is minimal.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

The operating crews were briefed of the postulated scenario on
April 28, 1994. Several potential alternatives to mitigate this
unlikely event, including use of the portable gas driven pump,
were discussed.

Plant procedure AOP 3.2-24 " Flooding of the Connecticut River" was
enhanced to ensure that appropriate actions, as discussed above,
are taken to maintain the plant in a safe condition during a
postulated flood of a lower elevation.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

None.

PREVIOUS SIMILAR EVENTS '

None.

>.
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ABSTRACT

On May 5, 1994, at 1630 hours, with the plant in Mode 1. at 100
percent power, the High Pressure Safety Injection (HPSI) conunon
discharge header relief valve was found to be lifting during the
performance of a routine surveillance procedure. The relief valve
was found to be lifting when 'B' HPSI pump was operating, however
it did not open when the *A* HPSI pump was operating. Lifting of
the relief valve during the injection phase of a LOCA and its
subsequent f ailure to reseat during sung recirculation would
result in a discharge of contaminated nung water back to the
refueling water storage tank and the potential for an unacceptable
radiological release. The apparent cause of this event is setpoint
drift coupled with the proximity of normal operating pressure to ',

the relief valve setpoint. Short term corrective action consisted |
of removing the 'B' HPSI pump from service, increasing the I

allowable system header pressure along with the relief valve |
setpoint and returning the pump to service within 28 hours. Long
term corrective action involves increasing the testing frequency
of the relief valve (5 years to each refueling) and evaluating the
feasibility of a further increase in allowable system pressure.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The rated capacity of relief valve (EIIS Code: RV) SI-RV-870 is 35
;

gpm which discharges to the refueling water storage tank (RWST).
Its purpose is to protect the High Pressure Safety Injection
(HPSI) (EIIS Code: BQ) discharge piping (rated for 1500 psig) from
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) (EIIS Code: AB) back leakage (at 2000
psig) through four 3" injection lines, each containing a normally
closed motor operated valve and check valve in series (see rigure
1). Historically both HPSI pumps (EIIS Code: P) have operated with
discharge pressures of 1400-1450 psig. However, as a result of
overhauling the 'B' HPSI pump during the last refueling outage
(ending mid July ' 93), the discharge pressure increased from 1440
psig to approximately 1500 psig. During subsequent startup
testing, it was found that the relief valve was lifting when the
'C' Pump was operated. This testing was performed in Mode 4 (hot
shutdown) to verify HPSI Pump operability prior to placing the
pumps in service. The valve was removed and adjusted to lift at

.1540 psig. Prior to placing the system in service the 'B' Pump !

was again operated with SI-RV-870 at the revised lift point to
confirm the valve did not lift.

.

EVENT DESCRIPTION

On May 5, 1994, at 1630 hours, with the plant in Mode 1, a t 100
percent power, the HPSI common discharge header relief valve SI-
RV-870 was found to be lifting while performing surveillance
procedure SUR 5.7 - 145A " Quarterly Inservice Testing of A & B
HPSI pumps, and Non-Return Valves SI-NRV-921 and 922". The
discharge pressure of the HPSI pumps during testing is 1460 psig
and 1510 psig for pumps 'A' and 'B', respectively. While operating
'B' HPSI pump in accordance with this surveillance, abnormally
high flows were detected via an ultrasonic flow device used to
verify adequate pump recirculation flow. This condition was
determined to be the result of SI-RV-870 lifting, and it only
existed while the stronger 'B' Pump was operating. Subsequent
relief valve closure was verified by obtaining normal flows while '

running the 'A' Pump.
|

The failure of SI-RV-870 to reseat after opening in a small Break
LOCA, would introduce an unanalyzed flow diversion of up to 35 :gpm. This is considered negligible as both pumps would deliver
much more coolant than assumed by Safety Analysis using degraded
pump curves. However, if a LOCA occurred coupled with a SI-RV-870
failure to reclose, the potential exists during the sump
recirculation phase for highly contaminated reactor coolant to be
diverted to the atmospherically vented (RWST).

.
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CAUSE OF THE EVENT

The cause of this event is attributed to the slightly higher |

'

shutoff head of the 'B' HPSI pump (1510 psig versus 1460 psig for
the 'A' pump) coupled with a drifting of the relief valve setpoint
in the downward direction.

SAFETY ASSESSMENT

This event is reportable under 10CFR50.73 (a) (2) (v) as a condition
that alone could have prevented the fulfillment of the safety
function of a system needed to control the release of radioactive
material.

Once SI-RV-870 was found to be lifting, it became considered an
active component (while previously being considered a passive
component) which would need to reseat prior to entering sump
recirculation. This new postulated single active failure would '

introduce an unanalyzed post LOCA condition. However, as
described below, the valve is fully expected (under all accident
scenarios) to reseat prior to entering sump recirculation.

The lifting of the HPSI discharge relief valve during the !

injection phase of a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) and its
|subsequent failure to reclose during sump recirculation would !

result in a discharge of contaainated sump water back to the RWST
and the potential for an unacceptable radiological release.
However, in the 'as found' condition and subsequent testing, SI-
RV-870 demonstrated repeatability while fully reseating after each
lift. Therefore, it's considered unlikely that the valve would
fail to rescat.

I

During the recirculation phase of a LOCA a Residual Heat Removal
(RHR) pump discharges to the suction of a HPSI pump. If both
pumps were running near shutoff there would be the potential to
lift the HPSI discharge relief valve. However, in all liklihood,
for a small break LOCA a plant cooldown would be commenced and
HPSI would be terminated before sump recirculation is initiated.
If RCS pressure is above 1500 psig when it is time to enter sump
recirculation, Emergency Response Procedure ES 1.3, " Transfer to
Sump Recirculation" directs the operator to enter sump
recirculation using a charging pump aligned to the RHR pump
discharge, thereby precluding a challenge to the HPSI discharge
relief valve. This procedure also directs the operator to open a
pressurizer pilot operated relief valve (PORV) prior to starting a
HPSI pump during entry into sump recirculation.

.., . a.. m
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6This action rapidly decreases RCS pressure so that the HPSI and
RHR pumps will run out on their pump curves and not challenge the

iHPSI relief valve.

6

Finally, an open relief valve would also represent a diversion
path for ECCS coolant away from the core and back to the RWST. |
However, the single active failure in this scenario would be the

Ifailure of SI-RV-870 to ressat. Therefore, the flow diversion
during the injection phase is negligible as both HPSI pumps would
be available to provide sufficient delivery.

The significance of potentially sending 32 gpm of sump
recirculation water to the atmospherically vented RWST is
minimized for several reasons. The sump water will not cent.ain
significant noble gas activity, and since the temperature of the
diverted sump water and RWST water are low enough that any leakage
into the RWST will remain in the liquid phase, it is not expected
that any significant offsite dose consequences will result from '

radioactive iodines or particulates in the diverted flow. '

Furthermore, the most likely scenario of SI-RV-870 opening is the
Small Break LOCA, and this scenario has been analyzed to introduce
less fuel failure than the scenario bounded by the Large Break 1

'

LOCA.

Based upon the discussion above, the overall safety significance
of this event is low.

,

i

CORRECTIVE ACTION f
s

In order to prevent the relief valve from opening during the
injection phase of the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS), the
control switch for the "B" HPSI pump was placed in Trip Pull Out
(TPO) in order to prevent an automatic start on a Safety Injection
Actuation Signal. This resulted ir, tt.e "B" HPSI pump being
declared inoperable and entry into a 72 hour Action statement.
The maximum allowable operating pressure was increased to 1600
psig by completing a previously ongoing technical evaluation
(initiated after the lifting event during start-up). A special
test was then satisfactorily performed to raise the relief valve
setting (in place) to 1565 psig using a hydrostatic pump, and the
'B' HPSI pump was placed back in service within 28 hours. The '

testing / maintenance frequency of the relief valve will be
increased from once every five years to every refueling outage.
Additionally, measures to further increase allowable header
pressure will be investigated along with a possible modification
to allow for on line removal / adjustment of SI-RV-870.

,

~~
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|

PREVIOUS SIMILAR EVENTS
|

LER 94-007-00 Potential for Radiological Release During Pisst LOCA !

Sump Recirculation
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMh0SSION

{
REGION 1 '

Docket / $4213/94-03
Report No.

Ucense No. DPR 61 !

|

Ucensee: Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company (CYAPCo)
P. O. Box 270
Hartford, CT 06141-0270

Facility: HaMam Neck Plant

Location: Haddam Neck, Connecticut

Dates: January 16 to Mio.rj 26,1994

Inspectors: William J. Raymond, Semor Rendent lavar
Peter J. Habighorst, Resident Ia-ar
Suresh n=*=7, Senior Reactor Engmeer

Q!7!9iApproved by: W
Lawrence T. Doerflein, Chief Date

4

Reactor Projects Section 4A f

Armas Inspected: NRC rendent =57Gon of plant operations, outage activities, maintenance,!

engmeerms and technical support and plant support activities.

Ensuhr See Executive Summary
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

'

HADDAM NECK PLANT INSPECTION $6-213/94-03 I
|

Plant Operations |
I

Plant operators performed very well during this penod responding to transient conditions, ]
Plag an orderly shutdown to cold shutdown, and ig' =--ting controls to minimize '

shutdown risks. The operators also prended good support to engmeering to identify all semce
water system stagnant legs. The w.. my measures to address degraded semce water
piping were appropnate and thorough. A licensed semor reactor operator demonstrated estellent
knowledge of the plant configuranon and procedures by his recognition of a poesntial
vulnerability when in the sump recuculanon mode of reactor coohng followmg paenilatari
accidents.

Mamtenance

Maintenance invesugations followmg the failure of both pressunser PORVs on February 19 were
good. The root cause determiannari for the failures, and the accons to improve the PORV air
system is an unresolved item (UNR 94 0341). 'Ihe use of naar*=nent restrainmg bars while
testag the main steam trip valves will be reviewed on a subsequent inspection (91964342).
'Ihe hcensee promptly investigated the operability of the main sleam safety valves following the
receipt of test information from the vendor. Although an acceptable method was developed to
test the instaltari valves, the darinian to not test the valves with the plant operatmg at power
reflects a conservative safety ethic. Some main steam safety relief pilot valves failed when
tested during cold shutdown plant conditions. 'Ihe causal analysis was not compiece at the end
of the inspection penod. Future NRC ineparnan will review the CYAPCo's root cause analysis
and the corrective acnons (UNR 94 4343).

CYAPCo staff performed wellinvestiganng the failure of the MCC 5 automatic bus transfer
(ABT) during this ia& penod. This item is considered unresolved pendmg the completion
of the root cause invesagation of the failure, and the * ,'--- . 2- of corrective menaan (UNR
94 03 44). CYAPCo management and engmeenng did not aggressively pursue indicanane of
corrosion induced degradanan in semce water piping, and had lost the initiative in resolving this
problem prior to substantial NRC involvement on the issue. This item is considered open
pending the completion of accons to replace degraded SW piping, and to address the root cause
for the corrosion (UNR 94-03 45). 1

)
Engineenny and Technical Support

The discovery of silt and sAmivoling in the semce water supplies to the RHR heat exchangers
revealed an inadequacy in CYAPCo's achons in response to NRC Genenc I. meter 89-13. 'Ihis
is an inspector follow item (D1944346).

ii

|
' NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22 g,7,4
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Executive Summary

CYAPCo's identified discrepancaes between the of *as-built" conditions for the low pressure
safety injoenon sysaem and the ongmal pipmg specificanon. De &vanons from the
specifianons were Whle. This item is open pending the complenon of accons to assure
the accuracy of plant design basis information used for agineenng evaluanons (D1 M.43-07).

i

Plant Support
,

Radaological controls were well implemented. Actions to invesagate and conect an unsecured
gate pnmding access to a locked high radiation arum were prompt and thorough. De security [
officer who discovered the unsecured gate during a routme tour demonstrated good attention to !

detail and regard for radiological controls. Licensee rnessures ' to control and monitor |
. radiological releases while purging the containment were good. Licensee accons during contract

negotianons with the security force were thorough.

|
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DETAILS

1.0 SUMMARY OF FACILITY ACTIVITIEi

The piant was operstmg at 100% full power at the satt of the penod on January 16. On
January 20, plant load was reduced to 85 % at 4:40 p.m. due to fhw*dag temperatures on the
main generator hydrogen coolers. The load reduction was stopped after finding the tempemture
controller for control valve SW-TCV-1711 had failed. 'Ihe valve was placed in manual control

,

and temperatures returned to normal. Plant load was increased to 100% on at 7:15 p.m.

The plant continued operstmg at 100% power until February 12, when both service water system
headers to the emergency diesel generators were declared inoperable. An Unusual Event was
declared due to the Technical Specification required shutdown. 'Ihe plant was in cold shutdow's
at 6:10 p.m. on February 13, commencmg an anticipated 55 day outage. The plant remamed
shutdown at the end of the period. 'Ihe major work in progress included: activities to inspect
and replace service water system piping, r=/=- -- ~=t of the seal on the #1 reactor coolant pump,
painting the reactor cavity, and ig'= = t of the coolers for containment air recirculation fans
#2 and #3.

2.0 PLANT OPERATIONS (71707 and 93702)

In addition to normal utility working hours, the inspectors routinely conducted the review of
plant operanons during portions of hackshifts (evemng shifts) and deep hackshifts (weekend and
night shifts). !==+:f = coverage was provuled for fifty five hours during backshifts and forty
five hours during deep backshifts.

2.1 Operational Safety Vertiteettaa

This inspection coneissad of selective naminatians of control room activities, operabdity reviews
of sgir 4 safety feature systems, plant tours, review of the problem identificanon systems,
and attendance at penodic planmng meetings. Control room reviews annenenad of vertfication
of staffing, operator procedural adherence, operasor cognizanne of control room alarms, control
of technialspecificanonlimitingconditionsofoperation,andelectncaldistribution :"=F==.-

Admmistrative control procedure (ACP) - 1.0 23, 'Operanons Department Shift Staffing
Requuements," identifies the maimum staffing requirements. Dunng the inspecnon period, the
i=:r--:= . venfied these requirements were met.

,

The inspartars reviewed the onsite electrial distnbution system to verify proper electncal line-
,

up of the emergency core coohng pumps and valves, the emergency diesel generators, radianan
monitors, and various engmeered safety feature equipment. The inspectors also verified valve
lineups, position of locked manual valves, power supplies, and flow paths for the high pressure
safety injection system, the low pressure afety irdecnon system, the coneminmant air
recuculanon system, the service water system, and the emergency diesel generasors. No
deficiencies were noted.

,
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Bypassjumpers were renewed against the requirements of ACP 1.2-13.1, " Jumper, Lifted lead,
and Bypass Control," with emphasis on proper installation and the content of the safety
evaluations. The mspector reviewed all jumpers for age, and verified that Plant Operations
Revww Committee (PORC) evaluations were mmpleted to disposition longstandag evaluations.
"Ihe jumpen revwwed were found to be in accordance with administrative requirements.

Img-Keepmg and Turnovers

The inspectors reviewed control room logs, night order logs, plant information report logs, and
crew turnover sheets. No discrepancies or unsatisfactory conditions were noted. 'Ihe != ;=i--e
observed crew shift turnovers and determmed they were satisfactory, with the shift supervisor
controlhng the turnover. Plant mnditions and evolutions in progress were discussed with all
members of the crew. The information exchanged was accurase. Durmg attendance at daily
i,L. 4 meetmgs the i= ; -_- noted diseneeians were held wluch identified maintenance and-

surveillance activities in progress. The inspectors conducted penodic plant tours in the primary
auxthary buddmg, turbine buddag, and intake structures. 'Ihe '==;=^ -e noted plant-

hamaWag was *=k'- :--y.

2.2 Plant Shutdown - Unusual Event

With the plant operatmg at 100% full power on February 12, plant workers prepared two welds
in the service water system for ultrasome (UT) exammation. The UT exam was planned to
better characterize degradation caused by corramon in two welds in the service water supply
piping to the emergency diesel generators (EDGs). While grmdmg the crown of weld #22, the
weld began to weep through a pin hole sized defect. The leaky weld was on the upstream side
of the isolation valve for the 'A' EDG supply header, was not isolable from the main SW
header, and thus potentially affected the supply to the 'B' EDG as well. Although the weld still
had structural integrity and both supply lines to the diesels were functional, the beensee declared
both servia water system headers inoperable.

The loss of two service water headers awa=adad the minimum requirements for the SW system !
Whd in Technical Specification (TS) 3.7.3. The hcensee entered the action statsmant for I

TS 3.0.3 at 9:50 a.m. and began a controlled shutdown. An Unusual Event emergency was
declared due to a shutdown required by the 13, winch required that the plant be placed in Mode

5 (cold shutdown) within 36 hours. The reactor entered Mode 3 (reactor subcritical) at 3:23
p.m. on February 12, and Mode 5 at 6:10 p.m. on February 13, at which time the Unusual
Event was terminated.

The rendent amar e to the plant and observed control room operators implementi
,

normal operatmg procedure (NOP) 2.2-1, " Changing Plant I. cad." Durms the plant !
downpower, the inspector observed steam generator blowdown radianon monitor reapanee,
conformance with selected nachmcal specificanon limiting conditions of operations, emergency

L7-9 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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,

core cooling alignments, offsite power availability and reactor coolant pump seal flow. The
i observed appropnate controls. De !=5+:ter followed the shutdown activities through -= == :

ternunation of the event.

De licensee accons to repair the leaky weld and to address degraded piping in the service water
system to are described in Seenon 3.5 of this report. De degraded conditions will be addressed
prior to returmng the plant to power operabon. De inspector identified no inadequacies in the
licensee actions to meet the technical specificanon requirements. De inspector determmed ti.e
plant operators performed well in completing the orderly plant shutdown.

2.3 Service Water Systen Stagnant IJae Verification and Align ===e for Isolation

On February 2. the licensee began a systemanc review to identify stagnant lines in the service
water (SW) system. His effort was part of the review to identify the scope of the service water
system piping and welds potentially degraded by corromon. De CYAPCo review was +

performed by a senior reactor operator. The inspector indaaaadaatly reviewed the licensee's
service water piping and instrument drawmss, normal operaung procedure valve line-up and
plant walkdowns to verify stagnant lines within the service water system. ;

De lines identified by the hcensee were consistent with the list developed by the !=5=:--.
Tturteen areas were identified not including the service water supply to the emergency diesel !

generators. De areas include both safety and non-safety related portions of the system. De
areas were:

e Manual screenwash line from SW pump discharge (North and South headers) :

e Diesel Fire Pump discharge to service water pump discharge header ,

SW to control room, chemistry lab and office building air conditioning unitse
,

e Fire header to turbine lobe oil cooler
e Standby tube oil cooler supply and return ;
e Lube oil cooler Bypass line j
e Exciter cooler inlet Kinney Filter Bypass

~

e Exciter cooler outlet Drottle Valve
e Generator hydrogen cooler outlet bypass
e Waste IJquid Ev.i .h - Overhead Condenser
e Adam Filter Bypass Motor-operated Valves
e Component Cooling Water Stand-by Heat Exchanger i

e 'B' Spent Fuel Pit Heat Exchanger inlet and outlet lines

De inspector reviewed CYAPCo's wi=+ian criteria and the system =13.aa-t necessary for
components to be considered stagnant. The !=5=i--- found CYAPCo's review was -:-:-- ,':^:
and thorough.

.
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2.4 . Compensatory Measures for a Postulated Servlee Water Systen Line Break

i On February 4, CYAPCo made changes to enhance existing procedures, tramed operators andi
pre-staged materials to align fire water to the emergency diesel generators. CYAPCo eveb ai
an operability CL,indi-Gon for the service water system that accounted for potentially degraded

g

1

! conditions in SW system welds and piping.1he operability C; J=t-i was discussed with
the NRC staff on February 3. '!he operability determination was not rejected by the NRC;i-
iwwer, some questions and concerns were raised by the staff.1he compensatory measures;
were meant to provide alternate means to provide EDG cooling upon loss of the SW headers,a

and not to w,rgeste for an inoperable SW system.

'Ihe mspector verified procedure changes to abnormal operating procedure (AOP) 3.2-5,

}
" Natural Disasters," and AOP 3.2-19, *14ss of Service Water." AOP 3.2-5 was altered to refer.

operators to AOP 3.2-19 upon a postulated natural disaster. The inspector observed the trammg
j of operator crews pursuant to lesson plan CY-OP-LORT-93-5-L93502. '!he training made the

operators aware of the service water pipe degradation, and the actions r-=ry to isolate and
2

, compensate for a postulated failure of the piping.
i
i

. The inspector verified the licensee actions to pre-stage matenals needed to align a supply of
{ cooling water to the si.ay diesel generators from the fire water system. This included the
i

placement of three lengths of 50 foot reels of fire hem at the north door for each generator )i
!

room.1he inspector verified that 100 feet of hose was sufficient to reach from the diesel to l| either of two fire hyuants located in the yard. The inspector verified the presena of tools in
!{ a fire hose station needed to complete the connecuans. The plans included coordmation with
!plant security to assure prompt access to the diesels.i

i

;

The inspector determmed the licensee was thorough in definmg the w.or.rsy measures to
provide an alternate means of EDO cooling, and the measures were properly implemented.:

5

2.5 Power Red-elan Due to IAes of Generator Cooling

Dunng routine operations at full power on January 20, the temperature controller for thei
; generator hydrogen cooler failed at 4:30 p.m. 'Ihe reactor operators noted meressmgi

temperatures on the generator, and received alarms on " hydrogen hot gas temperature" and
" hydrogen stator euw.L- " The shift supervisor directed the operators to start an immediate;

;
plant load reduction and di=1=' chad the nuclear side operator (NSO) to investigate the status ofi
the generator cooling.

;-
"
-

The NSO Ci.udied that service water ; @.hus control valve SW-TCV-1711 had failed to
the closed position.1he NSO was directed by control room operators to take manual contmli
and to open the TCV.1his action was completed to restore cooling to the generator, and once
generator temperatures had stabilized, the operators stopped the load reductaan at 85% full,

i power. Licensee investigataan determmed that the ^ , .a.. controller had failed to 87
!

degrees (*) Fahrenheit (F), which provided a false indication that the generasor was overcooled,,

4

:

!

!

i
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causing the TCV to go to the closed position. After assuring generator cooling was stable in
manual control, plant operators began a power increase at 4:45 p.m. to return the plant to full
power operation. He temperature control valve was left in manual, a trouble report was written
to effect repatrs, and a plant information report was initiated.

The inspector reviewed plant status from the control room and at the hydrogen cooling station
in the turbine building. The inspector noted the operator closely monitored the limits in the
abnormal operating procedures which require that the turbine be tripped when stator temperature
reaches 176* F, and generator differential temperature reaches 14.4* F. He temperatures
reached during the transient were 172' F and 11.8* F, respectively. De inspector determined
the plant operators performed very well, and in a timely fashion, in responding to the degraded
cooling conditions. The inspector had no further comments in this area.

2.6 Shutdown Operstic=s

The inspector reviewed plant operations during the load reduction on February 12 and after the
plant was placed in cold shutdown. The review included the licensee actions to minimize
shutdown risk. The shutdown risk assessment was completed for the service water (SW) outage
schedule, once the full work scope was established. The licensee established controls for key
safety functions (decay heat removal, reactor inventory, power availability, reactivity control,
containment and support systems) and set up a status board in the control room to track changes
to in service equipment. De status of essential equipment was summartzed in the daily * plan
of the day" for consideration by plant management and staff during the, planrung meetings.
Contingency plans were established in the emergency and abnormal operating procedures.

The outage hs4 because the licensee declared both service water henders inoperable due to
corrosion induced degradation. He irioperable service water system impacted the operability
of the diesel generators, which rely on the SW system for cooling. The emergency diesel
generators were considered functional (when the associated SW headers were in service), but
not * technical specification operable *. SW headers were removed from service sequentially to
allow for pipe inspections and replacement, ne licensee's shutdown risk controls included
assurance that the alternate diesel was functional and unaffected by the construction activities
whenever one diesel was out of service for the pipe replacement. The liceusee assured that at
least three class IE power supplies (one diesel plus two off site lines) were operable at all times.

| In addition, the licensee obtained a portable, trailer mou.ited air cooled diesel. He temporary
diesel was set up at the site and made available to the operators to power shutdown coohng

,

loads.
|

He inspector reviewed operator actions to implement shutdown risk controls during daily
reviews of plant status and operations. The inspector identified no madequacies with the!

I licensee's plans. The inspector concluded the licensee's implementation of shutdown risk
controls was a strength.
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2.7 Charging Systen Valve IAshage

De inspector soviewed accons by plant operators on February 14 to identify and cosvect
apparent leakage by valves in the charging (CHG) system. Achons were in progress to align
the charsmg and residual heat removal systems to supply coohng water to the reactor coolant
pump seals. Seal coohng was being established for thutdown operanons in accordance with
NOP 2.6-I A, ' Mode 5 or Mode 6 RCP Seal Water Supply." De operators noted an unaparead
increase in the level in the volume control tank (VCI), which was not in the ulve haeup
boundary for the inemidad seal coohng. De leak rate was deteramed to be about 5 gallons per
minuse. De leak was secured by cloemg CHG system valves 276 and 267, while investigations
continued.

Subsequent invesaganons determmed that chargmg valve CH-TV-334 was not fully closed even
though it was in the closed position. De trip valve was a boundary valve in the kneup to
establish seal coohng.14akage past this valve on February 14 would allow seal inyecnon waser
to enter the VCT As corrective accon, a work order was impimnantad to exercise and reset
the stroke for the valve. De valve was masfactorily leak tested followag the reper. Seal
coohng for shutdown operanons was subsequendy established without further pmblems.

De work control supervisor (a heensed senior reactor operator) initiated plant informanon report
(PIR) 94-025 for this issue due to a plant safety issue idenafied by his review of the as found
C-pg system conditions. De supervisor d==ananaamd good integrated system knowledge by
recogninns that the chargmg system boundary valve leakage had impleanaam when plant
emergency syseems were ahaned to the sump recireidaaaa mode in the post accident condition.
The same chargmg system boundary valve leakage would exist while * ;'-- --g emergency
procedures ES-1.3, " Transfer to Sump Recirculanon," and ES-1.4, " Transfer to Two Path
Recirculation," following a prwadatad loss of coolant accident. - De inspector noted the leak
path would be isolable in the post accident mode.

Licensee review of this issue was in pmgress at the end of the insparnan penod. De PIR was
assigned to plant engmeerms to evaluate the issue and recommend follow up acnons. De
inspector had no further comment on this matter at the present time. Licensee accons on PIRs
are reviewed during routine inspection of plant operations.

3.0 MAINTENANCE (61726 and 62703)

3.1 Maintenance Observations

The inspectors observed various corrective and preventive maintenance activities for namaliaana
with procedures, plant technical specifications, and applicable codes and standards. De
inspectors also verified .yymyu.te quality services division (QSD) involvement, appropnate use
of safety tags, proper equipment alignment and use ofjumpers, adequate radiological and fire
prevention controls, appropriate p- .el qualificanons, and adequate post-maintenance testing.
Portions of activities that were reviewed included:

,

9
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AWO 94-0969, Invesagate EG2B Supply Pipe Welds*

AWO 944077, Replace Pipe Elbow in EG2B Supply Line*

AWO 94-0065, Replace 'A' AFW Pump Hydraulic Hose*

AWO 944071, Replace 'A' AFW Pump Discharge Relief Valve*

AWO 94 0009, Hydrostanc Test of Servia Water Pipeg*

'Ihe inspector did not identify any deficiencies with the observed maintenance activities.

3.1.1 FaDure of the Ptussuriser Power Operated Relief Valves

On .%.-y 19, during cold shutdown plant conditions, CYAPCo identified that both
pressunzer power operated relief valves (PORVs) failed to fully stroke open during scheduled
survedlance testing. Surveillance test SUR 5.7-112, " Inservice Testing of Power Operated
Rehef Valves PR-AOV 568 and PR-AOV-570 and associated SOV's," is written to demonstrate
operabdity each cold shutdown of valve opemng times for valves PR AOV-568 and,PR-AOV-
570. Both valves opened to approaimately 50% during the surveillance.

Upon discovery of the failures, CYAPCo reported the evait to the NRC pursuant to 10 CFR
50.72(bX2Xiii)(D) as a condition that alone could have prevented the fulfillment of the safety
funcuan of systems necessary to mitigate the consequences of an scantant "Ihe valves are
credited in the emergency operanns procedures as an alternese means to cooldown the reactor
coolant system (feed and bleed mode) followmg a pa=hil=*=' steam generator tube rupture, and
as a flow path in the alternate heat sink funcnon for certam post accadent conditions. 'Ihe
PORVs are tot relied upon in the present plant made (cold shutdown). Another set of spnng
loaded relief valves are used for the LTOP funcnon while in cold shutdown.

SUR 5.7-112 implements the technical speciftennana survattanar requuements 4.0.5,4.4.4.1,
and 4.4.4.6. Dunng the survedlance, each PORY is stroled through one complete cycle of
travel, the air and control power is manually transferred from the normal to the emergency
power and air supplies, and the valves are operated through another complete cycle of travel.
The valve's design basis and technical specificanon basis is to open within 15 emanaris, and to
close within 2 seconds. 'Ihe in-service test acceptance criteria opening time vanes between 1.8
to 7.0 seconds 4,= E== on the valve; each valve is requind to close in less than 2 seconds.

System Desenpnon I

'Ihe primary purpose of the pressunaer PORVs is to limit reactor coolant system pressure to.
below the pressunser safety valve setpoint, thus limiting the operadng frequency of the safety i

valves. 'Ihe control room operators have the ability to open either PORY manually to establish |
a " bleed" path for use in the " feed-and-blood" method of core cooling. The inspector noted in
emergency operating piecedure E-0, " Reactor Trip or Safety Injecnon," step 15 that if secondary
heat removal is inadequate due to insufficient miliary feedwater flow, operators are directed i

1

!
!

I
1
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to functional recovery procedure FR H.l. 'Ihis procedure discusses the use of the PORV's as
a method for core coohng. 'Ihe PORV's may also be used to reduce reactor coolant system
pressure during a postulmami steam generator tube rupture.

'Ihe pressunser PORVs receive an air supply from the containment control air system and an
air accumulator. 'Ihe 107 gallon emergency air accumulasor supports PORY aperanon for
" feed-and-bleed" core coohng in the event of a failure of both non-safety related containment
air compressors. 'Ihe air supply lines wiuch lead to the PORVs ase each provided with a
pressure regulator (CA-PRV-836A & B). '!he regulasors reduce the air pressure supphed from
the containment air system at a nonunal pressure of 120 psig to 85 peig. An air relief valve
(CA-RV-838A & B) is provided on each PORY operator to pecemet it from overpronounannon
in the event that the regulator fails open. The relief valves are set to open at 100 peig
(maximum design operaung pressure of the PORV diaphragms).

'Ihe feed-and-bleed method of core heat removal is important in the Haddam Neck probabilistic
risk assessment (PRA) core melt frequency goal and is credited as an avadable safe shutdown
method for loss of main and auxiliary feedwater, high-energy pipe breaks, internally generated
missiles, and tornado missile / wind protecnon. The design of the PORV's is to remain operable
for thirty hours, with a total of four valve strokes during feed-and-bleed scenanos.

u _:. _._. = gienry

The inspector reviewed the past performance of the PORV's and the pressure regulators (CA-
PRV-836A & B) based on surveillance results and conective mamaan=are activities. Dunng the
past refueling outage (June 1993), both PORV diaphrages and covers were replaced. The
diaphragms were replaced because of a valve survatimane failure, and due to the required
preventive maintenance frequency, 'Ihe replanement was controlled under i+/ - =t item
evaluanon (RIE) fann PEG-CYOE-93 0062, which upgraded the operator to allow for a longer
time interval between diaphragm replacemait. '!he replacement diaphragms were of different
material and bolt hole configuranon. 'Ihe revised diaphragms were developed by the valve
vendor (Copes-Vulcan) for model D-100-160 operators. The new matenal used was ethylene
propylene rubber (EPR) versus Buna N. EPR has a 50 degree Fahrenheit higher ^ .are.

limit. The replacement diaphragm has a twenty-four hole au% ; r. versus the twelve hole
configuration in the original diaphragm.

'

The diaphragms had been replaced prior to June,1993 for both PORV's. In 1991, the PORV
(PR-AOV-568) diaphragm was v.:placed due to air leakage around the valve shaft, and the PR-
AOV-570 f.;.,J..gm was replaced after air leak around the diaphragm was identified during
surveillana testing.

"Ihe two pressure regulators PRV-836A & B have had various cormctive maintenance activities
during the last four years. Vr.lves PRV-836A & B were replaced in June,1993 primarily due
to water intrusion from the containment air system. The event was documented by CYAPCo
in licensee event report (LER) 93-007-00. Between 1990 and 1992, corrective maintenance

1
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activities involved repainns air leakage around the regulator identified by the failure of the |
pressure decay test during techmcal specificaten surva11 mane SUR 5.7-98, " Inservice Testag ;

!of Containment Control Air Supply Check Valves to PORV's and PORY Air Receiver."
I

The CYAPCo department responsible for the pressure regulators (PRV-836A & B) has initiated
a preventive maintenance request since 1986 to replace the regulators every refuehag outage.

;

However, the regulators were not changed between 1986 and 1993 even though an active I

y h order (277937) eriewl, because the regulator vendor (Canoflow) was unshie, until ;

recently, to ==nafacanrily pass the required pressure test to show conformance with Gnnnel ;

report No. 3412 for the regulators.

'!he inspector noted a CYAPCo engineer recommendation in early 1992 to develop a propect ;

I

assignment to reevaluate the PORY air system design basis, and to recommend modificanons
to increase the maintainahility of the system. '!he recommendation was based on the failure to ;

I
procure a ig-P- t air regulator within a reasonable time fratte, and the resenctive technical
specificanon limit of 0.3 ps:/ hour leakage from the air accumulator to PORV's. ;

Carrective Actions

CYAPCo initiated authonaed work orders (AWO's) CY 9401631 and 940164 to trs=ditashaat |
the failure of the PORV's. CYAPCo's troublenhannag activities idennfled vanous deficasacies j

in the air supply to the PORV's. The deficiencias included air leakage between the daphragm |
and the cover assembly, loose cover assembly capocrews, pressure regulators (PRV-836A and i

B) low "as-found" setpoints, and small radial cracks in both PORV daphragms. At the end of i
the inspecnon penod, the 1- was reviewmg the failures to detennine the mot cause of the |

air leakage from the PORV diaphragms. Additionally, the Unit Director anagned the |

engmeering 4i a.t a agnificant unresolved issue to evaluant the PORV air system and ;

propose upgrades. The recommendatens from engmeenng were to be developed by May,1994. |
:

Based on the failures on February 19, CYAPCo changed pmoedure PMP 9.5-264, "PR-AOV. !
568 & 570 Pressunzer Power Operated Rehef Valve Maintenance," in the secten involymg |

valve diaphragm replacement. 'Ihe basis of the changes were to pnmde better controls on (
seating and forming the diaphragm in the operator during replarernants. 'Ihe revimon added !

cleaning the sealing surface of the cover and actuator base, app 1wenan of permatex avanan i

form A gasket around the bolt circle on both sides of the diaphragm, and applicanon ofloctise |
242 to the case wa and nuts. 'Ihe procedure revision also changed the torque value of
the capscrews from 24 +/-2 ft-lbs to 25 +/-1 ft-lb. The inspector verified the incorporanon of
the changes, and discussed the basis of the changes with maintenance - r .w.s.sl and the systemp

engineer.

I
!

!
i
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! The inspactar noted from the maintenance history for the PORVs that system air lenlageshad
] subsequent survalin- failures have enenad. The lianname has * .' ' hardware and ;

! procedure changes to PMP 9.5-264 to primde better maintenance controls to properly seat the j
i diaphragm. CYAPCo recosmses the need to review the PORV air system design. The inananne ;
j- of a significant unresolved issue, and a proposed project asagnment to address this area is j
j appropriate.

|
J !

j The inspector considers the root cause of the surveillance failure and resolution of the air supply - |
4 problems as an unresolved issue. '!his item is unresolved pendmg issuance of the hann=== event {
j report by the licensee,and subsequent review of the operability determmanon by the NRC. |

Acuans to resolve this problem prior to entering a plant operstag mode that requires the PORVs |
,

1 be operabz will be reviewed during a subsequent routine rendent ineparnari (UNR 944341). 1
,

;
!i 3.2 Sur,.m== Observations '

i i
! The inspectors witnessed selected surveillanar tests to deterame whether: frequency and acnon |'

statement requirements were sansfied; necessary equipment tagging was performed; test- !
1 matrumentation was in cahbranon and properly used; testing was performed by qualified |
I y-c :: and, test results sansfied acceptance criteria or were properly dispositioned. Portions j

-

4 of activities associated with the following procedures were reviewed- !

i

j ENG 1.7-4, laservice Testing of Essergemey Diesel Generater Heat ir.,b..g , ;
i

On February 8, the !=;= _-= observed the i, i a of ENG 1.7-4, " Inservice Testag of
E-- wy Diesel Generator Heat Exchangers," by a nuclear system operator (NSO) "Ihe
objective of the test was to obtam the hydraulic ramenmaar of the service water to both
emergency diesel generator jacket water heat exchangers. The test frequency is weeldy. '!he

4- '=-7== observed good procedural adherence by the NSO; the hydraulic resistance data was
acceptable. The inspector != '-i= '=tly calculated the hydraubc r===*=na* which was consistent
to that of the CYAPCo system engineer calculations..

SUR 5.7-1488, A and B Servlee Water Ptumps E=h=e==ri=1 Nw Test

On February 15, 1994, with the plant in cold shutdown, the hcensee completed a substantial
flow test for the 'A' and 'B' service water (SW) pumps in accordance with SUR 5.7-1488,
Revision 3. During the test, the total dynamic head (TDH) for pump 'A' was in excess of the
required action Wa^* criteria. In addition, the TDH for all other curve points was higher
than the basehne curve generated on July 11,1993.

The licensee was unable to identify the specific root cause for the excesave TDH. The boensee
.

suspects that the ineranatiari of new pump discharge check valves and service water piping has i
decreased system remerance, resulting in the higher pump hydrauhc y i--A. !

1
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The licensee performed an engineenng evalumnon of the pump's performance and determined
that the pumps have undergone no degradanon and, therefore, are amape=Ne for all modes of
operanon. The mapector reviewed the engmeerms'evalusaan and was satisfied with the
licensee's conclusion.

!

SUR 5.1 12, Main Steams IJae Isolation Valve Trip Valve Test . i

On January 26, the mapector observed operators perform SUR 5.1-12, " Main Steam Line I

lealat==i Trip Valve Test," for valve MS-TV-1211-3. The survallance test, which pernally ,

strokes the main aimam trip valve, was performed as post-maintenance teenng following j
adjustment of the valve's " live-load" packmg. The inspa ear queerianad the accepenh lity of thei .

use of mechanical bars in the valve yoke casmg during the survedlance. The markanical bars '

prevent the main steam trip valve from closmg in the event of a test solenced failure. The
,

survedlance test was successful. This is an inapa ear follow-up item (IFT 934442). !

I3.3 Main Steam Safety Reuer Valve Testing

\
The b ;--1+ reviewed CYAPCo plans to test the main steam safety relief valves during power

;

operanon, and the surveillance test results obtamed during the plant shutdown.
|
\

On January 20 during power operanons, CYAPCo initiated plant informanon report (PIR) 94-
Oli that documented a test failure of the " active' pilot valve for main steam safety relief valve |
MS-SV-14 at the vendor facility.' Prior to diennaamhly of the safety relief valve for invesaganon !
of the root came of a previous body-tcAsonnet leakage, the vendor placed the valve on a boiler |
for prelimmary testag. The testing included w."/ leakage from the gasket area and '

measuring pressure to the unloader, as well as setpoint testag of the pilot valves. The vendor t

(Anderson Greenwood) identified that the setpoint of the safety valve was at 1430 peig instead !
of the required 1034 psig +/-3%. The valve tested by the vendor had been removed from the !
main steam system during a November,1993 plant shutdown (reference inspar*=vi report 50 !
213/93-21). |

The main steam safety valves are operated with two pilot valves that control the pressure in the '

valve unloader. The safety valve operates when differential pressure across the unlow reaches
,

a set value. One of the two pilot valves is canadered " active" in that it is valved in to sense
;

steam inlet pressure. The other pilot valve is conadered " inactive" in that it is inainead ftom !

the steam inlet to the safety relief valve. The setpoant of the safety valve is directly related to
the setpomt pressure of the pilot valve. The relief valve funcnon is provided by a solenced valve ,

that bypasses the pilot valve to allow for remote operanon.
|

The vendor diana.ernbled the failed pilot valve and identified aside build-up on the disc. The
pilot valve spmdle and guide showed smooth travel and no signs of foreign matenal or deposits.

~ 1he vendor recommended to the licensee, that the installed valves be tested, first with the
{

" inactive' pilot valves, then transfer to the " active' pilots to verify the "as found" setposts. '

\
i .

;'

,

'

|
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CYAPCo did not declare the installed safety relief valves inoperable. The basis of operability j
was that no specific cause of failure in the pilot valve was evulent, and the valve that failed was !
no longer in service. Nonetheless, the licensee initiated a plan to test the main steam line safety |

relief valves during power operanon to acquire additional informanan. 'lhe valves installat in |
the main steam system had successfully passed the setpoint survedlance during the last idi.d .; I
outage in July,1993.

,

|

'Ibe hcensee develyM a draft special test (ST) 11.7-135, 'Special Setpost Testing for Main |
Steam Safety Relief Valves MS-SV-14,24,34, and 44," that allowed for tesang of the two pilot
valve setpoints during power operation. The =-- '- discussed with CYAPCo the y. ' ey

,

* of performmg the survedlance at power, and the potential consequences if a safety relief valve |

were to inadvertently open during testing of the pilot valves. The Lw performed a field
walkdown of the special test, and reviewed the consequences of an excessive steam demand
event as' documented in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report Chapter 15. 'The inepartar
reviewed the me.gscy operanng procedure actions, and the results of CYAPCo's simulator
test of the plant response followmg a ponnilawl failure of the safety relief valve'(with and
without a manual reactor trip). The inspector reviewed the ==== *a4 acnons in the emergency
plan implementing procedures on emergency classifications, and reviewed ' critical" procedure
steps in ST 11.7-35. Critical steps were those action steps where a human error could result in
the safety relief valve opemng. 'Ihe inspector identified no inadequacies in the proposed test
meti,od. Subsequently, CYAPCo decided to not parform the pilot setpomt verificanon during
pov er operations because, even though the test method provided assurance the test could be done
sfely, the consequences of opemng a valve at power were deemed unacceptable.

On February 12, the licennae commenced a plant shutdown to a cold shutdown condition to
repair the service water system piping (see report detail 2.2.). On February 15, during a cold
shutdown condition, CYAPCo initiated the performance of survedlance procedure SUR 5.5-69,
'MS-SV-14, 24, 34, & 44 Main Steam Safety Valve Surveillance Testing.' '!he testmg
indicated that the ' active' pilot valves for MS-SV-34,44 and 14 did not lift at a nitrogen
pressure of 1,500 psig. The licensee stopped testmg of the valves, and initially concluded that
the failures were due to low ambient temperatures (approximanely 20 degrees Fahrenheit).

!

CYAPCO reperformed SUR 5.5-69 on February 17. The inspector observed the survedlance.
'Ihe pilot valves sensing lines were warmed by the iristallanan of heat lamps and inniilahan. All
eight pilot valve setposts were outside the setpomt range of 1034 +/-3% psig. 'Ihe beensee
identified that the test nitrogen pressure indicanon was out of calibration. 'Ihe pressure
indication was calibrated prior to the start of the survedlance as required by the test; however,
due to either cold ar bient *===a=es, or mishandhng of the sensor it was out of cahbration
approximately 180 to 200 psig.

CYAPCo performed a third test on February 20 using a different test pressure sensor. All pilot
valve setpoints were acceptable except for the " active' pilot of MS-SV-34 and the ' active" and
" inactive" pilot valves for MS-SV 44. CYAPCo reported the surveillmare failures as a condition
prohibited by technical - haa= At the end of the inspection penod, the haannae was j

j
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worlang with the vendor to understand the cause of setpomt vanaten on the pilot valves. The
hcensee was reviewmg the industry exponence with pilot valves, and implementing a root cause |

investigation. |
,

Sumnary i

CYAPCo reversed an initial decision to test the main steam safety relief valves during power i

operaten. 'Ihis demonstrated thorough management and engmeenng revmw of the technical !

issue, and reflected a conservative safety ethic. 'Ihe valves subsequently failed the survedlance !

during cold shutdown. The root cause of the setpost failures for the main steam safety relief ;

valves was not conclusive at the end of the mspecnon pened. 'Ihe inspector will evaluate |
CYAPCo's proposed accons and implementation, and will revww the operabdity manaan==t and ;

corrective acuans documented in the bcensee event report. '!his item is unresolved pendag ;

compienon of the above hcensee acuans and subsequent revww by the NRC (UNR M43 43). ;

;

3.4 MCC-5 ABT Testing

The inspector reywwed activities in progress throughout this pened to test the automanc bus j

transfer (ABT) for motor control center 5 (MCC-5). 'Ihe inspection was initiated followmg the ;
li-eae's report that the MCC-5 failed during a test on February 16. 'Ihe ABT failme during :

tesung was the manand such occunence in nine manths. The ABT failures are safety significant ,

since: MCC-5 is not single failure proof; MCC-5 powers redundant plant valves in the i

emergency core coohng system; and, the proper operanon of MCC-5 is evaaanal to mitignae ;

certam design basis a-lents.
!

Past NRC inat=raiaae have described tinaaaaa testmg of the MCC-5 ART. 'Ihe transfer achame ;

was the focus of a special NRC !=;- 1== (reference Reports 50 213/93-80) after it failed a test
during the 1993 refuchng outage. 'Ibe imag=w*w witnessed the performance of test PMP 9.5- !

285, "MCC-5 Supply Breaker X-relay Drop-Out Venficanon," on November 10, 1993 ;

(reference 50-213/93-21). The November 10 test was the first performance of a surveillnam |
written to implement the new tar haical specification r%uiramants issml on November 1,1993 i

as part of Amendment #169 to the plant hcense. Technial Specifbtion 3.8.3.1.2 provuled a ;

limiting condition for operanon for MCC-5 and its ABT and allowed for the test of the ABT i
with the plant operating at power.

|
|

'Ihe test of the ABT on November 10 was we*=aful and was repeated periodically with the j

plant operating at power. The last =-e==ful test at power was performed on January 28. The
purpose of the test was to assure continued operabdity of the ABT by de-energizing the 52X
relay in the Westinghouse AK-25 breaker supplying power to MCC-5. A schematic of the
MCC-5 bus and the ABT logic degram are enclosed with this report as Figures 1 and 2, |
respectively. For the tests at power, the normal supply was from 480 volt Bus 5, which fed i

MCC-5 via breakers 9C on Bus 5. 'Ihe test plan was to dw 4se control power to breaker i

9C to drop the 125 Vdc supply to the anwiatad 52X relay. 'Ihe 125 Vdc power was removed I

by opening the knife switch in the Bus 5 control power supply cabinet. Once control power was
|
1

!
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removed, test p~ : verified proper operanon of the 52X relay by listening for the drop !
sound of the movceble core piece, and by visually verifying the that core piece was in the down !
position. This action occurred satisfactorily when the test was done periodically during
operanon at pomer.

,

ABT Failme faitial Ta=*ia= an February 16
,

On Febnery 16, the ABT was tested in accordance with ST 11.7-126, "Funeenanal Test of the
MCC-5 Automanc Bus Transfer." This was the first test of the ABT with the plant in cold |
shutdown. 'the transfer scheme was funcnonally tested by actually d: a s.i..g the an=acineari '

MCC-5 supply buses, first Bus 5 and then Bus 6, while verifying that the MCC-5 remamed
u .M. Essential plant loads were transferred to alternate power supplies prior to the test of ,

the ABT.
!

'Ihe first test phase was completed on M. ry 16 in accordance with Secnon 6.1 of ST 11.7-
]

126 with Bus 5 as the preferred source for MCC-5. Bus 5 was doenergtand by opomng the ;

transformer feeder circuit breaker 4851. The loss of Bus 5 was mannarl by the ABT, and the 9C "

supply breaker from Bus 5 opened as required, and the 11C supply breaker from Bus 6 closed '

as required. Plant p..e. then reenergized BW 5 by closing breaker 4851, lhe ABT sensed '

that Bus 5 was a p d and opened breaker 11C from Bus 6, and then closed breaker 9C from i

Bus 5, as required. MCC-5 remamari c p d. Plant personnel reset the ==acinead lockout
relays and returned plant loads to the normal configuranon. ,

,

Upon c=aalaaaa of phase 1, plant ri : began procedure step 6.2 to test the ach==a in a !
transfer from Bus 6 to Bus 5. To set up for the phase 2 test, plant r. : placed selector j
switch SS43 from position 1 to position 2 at 1:40 a.m.1his action should have caused besaker
9C to open, and breaker 11C to close. Breaker 9C did open, but breaker 11C did not close as

irequired. MCC-5 d p d. After canententian with the control room operators, tesung was
secured and test r. : were directed to reenergiac MCC-5 from Bus 5. Test personnel first
placed switch SS43 in position 1; but MCC-5 reaminari doenergised. MCC-5 was reenergised
when test r..e .e; manually cloemd breaker 9C at Bus 5. Test permannat observed the 52X
relay in both the 9C and 11C breaket. vul noted that both relays were doenergized, the
moveable core pieces were in the "down" position, and the relays were ready for a close signal.
Further testing was unspmelart pendmg the development of a troubleshooting and test plan to
invesagate the failure in the "as-found* condition. Since the 52 X relays appeared to have
operated correctly, the licensee investiganon focused on switch SS43 and on a cell switch as the
potential cause of the failure.

Fai1=e Invae+i==+iaa mad ed= - T==+ian an February 16.

The bcensee dad.r4 a troubleshootmg plan in accordance with authonaed work order CY 94-
01445 to invesugate the failure. The troublaahantmg plan used instrumentation to monitor
conmets in the ABT as the loss of power test per ST 11.7-126 was repeated. The sequence of
testing during the evenmg of February 16 and the rueults were as follows. Aher establishing

I

I
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conditions per ST 11.6-126, test -3-w 4 initiated a transfer per Secten 6.1 by de<mergizmg ;

Bus 5 at 7:44 p.m. The ABT failed to transfer MCC-5 to Bus 6. Bus 5 breaker 9C opened as |

required, but breaker 11C attempted to close and then tripped clear. Test -w : char * art the
'

3

cell switches for both breakers, and then manually reclosed breaker 11C with a hand tool. :
'

MCC-5 was energtaed from Bus 6. After Mag the status of monitarmg instrumentation and
!the ABT, Bus 5 was .n pad at 7:47 p.m. The ABT ananart he presence of power on Bust
'

5 and successfully transferred MCC-5 back to Bus 5.
:

Smce no anomalies were noted in the operaten of the ABT, and since breaker llc was involved ,

in the ABT failures at 1:40 a.m. and 7:44 p.m., the investiganon focused on the misoperaten |
of the breaker. Breaker llc was removed for !=,=d== and a spare breaker (marked 16C) was f

installed in Bus 6 compartment. The ABT operated properly during subsequent testmg on i

February 16 with the new breaker in Bus 6. Specifically, MCC-5 remained u p 4 when Step j
6.1 was performed which caused the ART to transfer MCC-5 from Bus 5 to Bus 6 and back to

'

Bus 5, in a test sequence starting at 9:00 p.m. At 9:49 p.m., test -w : placed switch SS43
3

in position 2 to set up for the Bus 6 test. The ABT operated properly at that time. Finally, j

MCC-5 remamed c-pad when Step 6.2 was performed wluch caused the ABT to transfer i

MCC-5 from Bus 6 to Bus 5 and back to Bus 6, in a test sequence starting at 9:50 p.m. !

The ABT funcnoned properly again at 9:51 p.m. when MCC-5 was restored to the normal !
configuration (u-pad from Bus 5 with SS43 in position 1). Further mvestiganon was |
deferred pendmg the development of additional plans to troubleshoot breaker 11C and to test -

breaker 16C in the ABT acheme. Durmg the test activities on February 16, the heensee noted
and corrected a problem with a loose fuse holder (primary side of fuse B13), which powered the
agastat relays used in the ABT. The ammar determined that the fuse holder problem could nots

have caused the noted ABT failures. The i. = ind Fadaatty confirmed this conclusion
(reference drawing 16103-31035, Sheet 6). 3

i

Visual Inspection of Brunker an February 19. 1994
|

Breakers 9C and 11C are Westinghouse Model DB-25 air circuit breakers. Figmes 3 through !
5 show the relevant features of the DB-25' design dotads. The heensee conducted visual !
inspections of the breaker 11C components on T.A. y 19. Covers to the purihary switches
were removed and the anvihary switch wirms and contacts were visually inarread. No
abnormalities were identified during the visual evaminanan of the auxahary switches. The
amptector (overcurrent device) and the cover to the closmg/ trip hakage was removed. Dunng ,

a visual inspecuan of the hnkage, the tinaname identified that the snap ring on the manual cloems :

hnkage was not properly located in the snap ring slot (see Figure 5). The snap ring was back |
away from the slot, toward the mrnual closing handle, approaimately 1 to 1 1/2 inches. This
allowed the manual breaker cloang linkage to protrude into the closing / trip knkage. j

The manual breaker closing hakage interfered with the breaker trip hakage due to the improper f
!position of the snap ring. The hoensee was able to demanarrase that a slight rotation of the

manual closmg linkage tripped the breaker. The heensee then protracted the manual linkage to

!

!
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it's normal position and bench tested the breaker by providing a de power to the breaker from
a test source. The breaker operated 2 times satisfactorily and then tripped free and failed to
close on the third attempt. This test was supeated and the breaker again failed on the third
attainpr. The snap ring being improperly located would caust, the 11C breaker to have
intermittent failures. Vibrations of the breaker would cause the trip to occur at times and not
to occur at other times. This condition would result in intermittent failures of the MCC 5 ABT.
The ability to manually close the breaker using the manual close handle would not be impaired
by the mislocation of the snap ring. The operanon of the breaker using the handle would tend
to retract the manual linkage when the handle is removed, which would allow the breaker to
enanamefully operate during the subsequent few cycles.

Based on the presence of dust on the lubricanon on the manual close hnkage, it appears that the
snap ring was mispositioned for quite some time. There was no apparent recent scrapping of
lubricant off the linkage. It does not appear that if the snap ring was properly placed in the
groove that the snap ring could jump out of the groove. The Wa=*iapaa= engineer stated that
the snap rings are sometimes removed to facilitate lubncanon of the breaker hakage. The
licensee's PM procedure did not remove the snap ring or inspect for the proper locanon of the
snap ring. The !==,- L- concluded that the snap ring was most likely nuspositioned during past
breaker assembly or maintenance. The licensee is revising the PM procedure to address the snap
ring. The boensee conducted visual inspections to verify that the snap rings in other breaker are
properly installed. This inaparnan was done without disturbing the installed breakers by visual
exanunation and the use of a " rod" to verify the larahart of the snap ring. The inspector
iPtly confirmed the proper placement of snap rings by erarnining a randomly selected
sample of 27 of 48 breakers in the 480 bus secnons.

Ev=1a=+4aa of the ".i. ;s 16 Test Failuoma

The first failure occurred (1:40 a.m. on Febmary 16) when the 1w==== malareal position 2 on
the y. f ..; bus selector switch. Breaker 9C opened and 11C failed to close. Ifthis
mechamsm were the cause of the failure, the breaker would always attempt to close and then !

trip open. The beensee personnel located at the breaker stated that they did not hear any motion :

of the 11C breaker. However, at the time of this failure the liannaar had just tened the ABT '

and did not beheve their was a problem with the Alfr.1herefore, the maintenance stafflocated
in the area of the ABT may not have heard 11C trapping free. It would also have beest difficult |
to here breaker 11C trip free when breaker 9C was tripping in the same area. If the manual j
breaker close mechanism were to interfere with the trip hakage the breaker would not have
closed. This failure enanhannarn would explain the events that occurred.

1he second failure of breaker 11C occurred when Bus 5 was doenerstand (7:44 p.m. on
. .L. - f 16). At this time breaker 9C property opened and bmaker 11C failed to class. During
"

this test, maintenance staff were :; T="y focused on obserymg breakers 9C and 11C
,

operanon and heard breaker 11C momentarily closing and then opemag.1he operators then '

locally closed breaker 11C. When power was remored to Bus 5, by closing breaker 4851, the
ABT automatically swapped back to Bus 5 by closing breaker 9C. The breaker close latch

|
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problem would also explain this sequence of events. When Bus 5 was da-rgiaod breaker 1IC
trippud free. De bus selector was in position 1 and when power was restored to Bus 5 the ABT ,

in the trip free condition. De manual close hakage snap ring being d ennennad would cause this
'[swapped back and breaker 9C closed. De events can be directly attributed to the llc breaker

condition to occur. ;

De failure observed in June 1993 may also be attributed to this failure mechanism. His test !

was a 6-5-6 MCC-5 transfer sequence. Bus 6 was the preferred source of power for MCC-5. |
When Bus 6 was ( 6and the ABT swapped to Bus 5 but did not swap back to Bus 6 when
power was restored to Bus 6 by the diesel generator. Again a trip free condition by breaker llc

,

v

would cause this to occur. Following the ABT failure the operator changed the position selector j

switch to position 1. De swap to Bus 5 did not occur because the 52X relay was never
'

deenergized. De licensee conducted bench tests to verify that the momentary closing of the llc
breaker in the trip free condition does not rotate the auxiliary switch and close the $2/b nunhary
contacts. De 9C breaker was then manually closed. j

Prior to the June 27,1993 failure during the 6-5-6 test sequence, the ABT initially operated
properly in a 5-6-5 test sequence on June 26. Both the June 26 and the June 27 tests were
performed with the ART MCC-5 in the "as-found" condition. This test history demonstrates that
the failure mechamsm is intermittent, and allows for successful ABT operation. His test history ;

also suggests that the maintenance that resulted in the mispositioned snap ring most likely ;

occurred some time prior to the 1993 outage.
;

Further Test and Repair Plans
!

De licensee initiated plans on N,. sy 19, to proceed with testing of the ABT. De test would
be contingent upon the ineenitanari of a jumper that will prende power to MCC-5 via a source
other than breakers 9C and 11C. This would allow test personnel to conduct reputed tests of 5

the ABT without f.iruptirig power to MCC-5. It would also prende additional time to i

troubleshoot the ABT if a failure were to occur. De jumper development and approval took |
2 days to x--i " De heensee removed the close/ trip machansem from breaker llc. A new j
close/ trip mechanism was installad. De hconsee plans to use me rebuilt breaker as a spare. ,

De rebuild of the breaker was a praeannanary measure. De hannene conservanvely chose to '

install a new trip /close mechamsm rather than just returnmg the snap ring to the appropnate
position.

Safety Impact f
De proper operanon of MCC-5 is important to assure the rehable power to redundant valves ,

in the low pressure safety injection and high pressure safety injection systems. Dese engmeered
'

safety system valves are credited to operate for pasadaamd loss of reactor coolant accidents that i

occur with the plant operatag at full power, and assuming the concurrent loss of normal power
for the plant. Since the plant was in Mode 5 (cold shutdown) at the time of the test, the impact
of the ABT failure on actual plant safety was mimmal.

;
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Based on the test and troubleshooting sequence detailed above, and the successful test history |

per PMP 9.5-285 during the latter part of 1993 and the tests on February 16, the inspector j
concluded that the MCC-5 ABT would have operated at least once in the as-found condition. i

Hus, the ABT was operable if called upon during the penod of plant operation from July 1993
(plant startup) until February 1994 (plant shutdown). However, the ABT was unreliable due to ;

the intermittent failure mechanism. The licensee determined this issue is reportable to the NRC |
and intends to submit a licensee event report (LER). The licensee concluded the loss of |
redundancy in the ABT constituted operation in a condition not allowed by the technical j
specifications. The operability issue will be reviewed further by the NRC upon completion of !

the licensee's formal root cause analysis of the failure. I

Findings

The inspector determmed that CYAPCo staff performed well investigating the ABT failure
dunng this period. The actions to inspect and investigate Breaker llc were very good. He )

,

inspector observed good coordination and cooperation between operations, maintenance nd
i

testing personnel. The root cause investigation started on February,18 was thorough. 'The |
support by the site engineering and design engineering groups was good. He inspector ',

J observed good performance regarding procedure controls, including the activities to test the
ABT, install the bypass jumper; and to implement the troubleshooting plan.

NRC review of licensee activities for this issue were in progress at the end of the inspection
period. This item is considered open pendmg: completion and NRC review of the op:rability
determination; completion of formal root cause investigation; trview of long term actions to
address the root cause; completion of actions to report the issue; and, completion of the ABT
modifications and acceptance testing (UNR 94-03-03).

3.5 Examination and Replaecment of Service Water Piping

History

in May 1993 with the plant shutdown for a refueling outage, the licensee replaced a defective
segment of service water (SW) pipe in the supply line to the 'B' emergency diesel generator
(EDG). The defect was initially identified by through wall leaks in a weld, and was
charact.arued as lo::alized (refer to NRC Inspection Report 50-213/93-03, Detail 4.2). Actions
were completed during the outage to replace the pipe containing the degraded weld. Two welds
on either side of the degraded weld were also replaced with the section of pipe. De adjacent
welds were destroyed during the replacement process and were not available for subsequent
evaluation. After removing an extensive coating of macrofouling (tubercles), subsequent
exammation by site personnel identified apparent lack of weld penetration (LOP) and extensive
corrosion over the full inside diarneter (ID) circumference of the weld that leaked. A similar ,

section of pipe in the supply to the 'A' EDG was also replaced due to sinularities in geometry
and conditions. De similar weld in the 'A' header also showed extensive degradation. The

,
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'

samples of degraded welds imm both headers were sent to the Berhn masenals laboratory to
evaluate the root cause of the condition. 'Ihe root cause evaluanon proceeded in parallel with j
accons on site so complete the outage and to restart the plant.

The masenals laboratory provided the results ofits evaluanon in a memorandum (CIS-93-754) i

because the samples had been disturbed (i.e., the tubercles were removed along with scale and
'|to site engmeenng dated June 21,1993. The laboratory could not perform a compione analysis

deposits), to expose the degraded weld. "Ihe laboratory evaluanon concluded that extensive
degradanon evieurl in a crevice runnmg on the inside diameter of the weld. The defect was i

enhanced by the original poor quality weld (concavity and ID mismatch), and was accentunned !

by corrosion. The pits and * worm holes" in the defects were charactenstic of microtnologically I

influenced corrosion (MIC). Although the corrosion had the charactensucs of MIC, live {
samples would be required to prove this potential root cause conclusively. Cultures of the welds j
necessary to positively identify MIC as the corrosion mechanism were not obtamed with the May ;

'
1993 sample, because MIC was not a ==ed failure mechamsm. The laboratory recommend-
ed that future samples be submitted immediately after removal with all deposits intact to confirm
the influence of MIC.

.

An engmeenng evaluanon was completed in the summer of 1993 to assess the structural integrity |

of the dagrud joint, and assuming that flaws similar to the weld removed from the system L

flawed welds existed in other locanons of the SW system. 'Ihis evaluanon concluded that the {
pipe would be able to withstand design stresses, including seisnuc loads. The SW lines (and i

EDGs) were cantidered operable and actions were initiated to assess the condition of the ,

remammg welds in the supply pipe to the EDGs where MIC could develop. The structural !
assessment was formally provided in a NUSCo memorandum (DECY-94-502) to CY engmeenns !
dated January 5,1994. !

!

Due to limitanons in the ability to fully characterne the defects by ultrasome (UT) and !

radiographic (RT) exammanon, the hcensee made plans to cut out an elbow in the supply line - f
to the 'B' EDG to allow full non-destructive and destructive examinanon of two welds contained f

in the sample. The acnons to replace the elbow in the 'B' EDG header were completed within !
a 72 hour acnon erstement for the diesel on January 25-27,1994. 'Ihe plans were to RT the
samples removed fmm the system on the as-found condition, and in this manner * benchmark" !
the RT process for future erammanan of other welds in the SW system while the plant was on- |
line and the SW system was in service. A 791 design change was drafted and piping )
matenal was y.m,M in advance of the January EDG outage in anticipanon of the need to

'

shutdown the plant to replace SW piping, if that acnon was indicamui by an evaluanon of the !

welds in the elbow sample. !
!

NRC inegwerms of this topic began with a review of the elbow .+/-- --- work within this |
Inspecnon penod. A chronology of he,nese activities regarding the service water corromon

~

issue was hdopd. during this inernenan penod as described above; additional disails are
pumded in Attnehment A to this inernenan report.1he CYAPCo accons developed over the |
Fall of 1993 under the prammpann of continued operabihty of the SW system.

{

I

!
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Based on the test and troubleshootma sequence detailed above, and the successful test history
per PMP 9.5-285 during the latter part of 1993 and the tests on Ts. y 16, the != ;=W |

concluded that the MCC-5 ABT would have operated at least once in the as-found condition.
;

nus, the ABT was operable if called upon during the penod of plant operanon fan July 1993
(plant startup) until re. j 1994 (plant shutdown). However, the ABT was unreliable due to
the intermittent failure mechanism. De licensee determined this issue is reportable to the NRC ,

and intends to submit a licensee event report (LER). De licensee concluded the loss of i

redundancy in the ABT constituted operation in a condition not allowed by the technical i

specifications. The operability issue will be reviewed further by the NRC upon completion of ;

the licensee's formal root cause analysis of the failure. j

Findinn ;

The inspector determined that CYAPCo staff performed well investigating the ABT failure :

dunng this period. The actions to inspect and investigate Breaker llc were very good. De '

inspector observed good coordination and cooperation between operations, maintenance and
testing personnel. De root cause mvestigation started on February,18 was thorough.' The
support by the site engineering and design engineering groups was good. The inspector +r,
observed good performance regarding procedure controls, including the activities to test the i, s

ABT, install the bypass jumper; and to implement the troubleshooting plan.

NRC review of licensee activities for this issue were in progress at the end of the inspection
period. This item is considered open pending: completion and NRC review of the operability

'

j
.

determination; completion of formal root cause investigation; review of long term actions to .
,

address the root cause; completion of actions to report the issue; and, completion of the ABT -i
modifications and acceptance testing (UNR 94-03 03). |

i
3.5 Examination and Replacement of Service Water Piping !

History
,

in May 1993 with the plant shutdown for a refuelmg outage, the licensee replaced a defective :
segment of service water (SW) pipe in the supply line to the 'B' emergency diesel generator
(EDG). De defect was initially identified by through wall leaks in a weld, and was I

charasi! l as larshwd (refer to NRC Inspection Report 50-213/93-03, Detail 4.2). Actions I
were completed during the outage to replace the pipe containing the degraded weld. Two welds l
on either side of the degraded weld were also replaced with the section of pipe. He adjacent '

welds were destroyed during the replacement process and were not available for subsequent
evaluation. After removing an extensive coating of mr mivuling (tubercles), subsequent
examination by site personnel identified apparent lack of weld penetration (LOP) and extensive

corrosion over the full inside diameter (ID) circumference of the weld that leaked. A similar .

section of pipe in the supply to the 'A' EDG was also replaced due to similarities in geometry
and conditions. De similar weld in the 'A' header also showed extensive degradation. ' The

.

9
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samples of degraded welds from both headers were sont to the Berim masenals laboratory to j
evaluate the root cause of the aandition. The root cause evaluanon proceeded in parallel with j

accons on site to complete the outage and to restart the plant. |
,

!
'!he matenals laborneory provuled the results of its evalumnon in a memorandum (CT3-93-754)
to site ensmeenng dated June 21,1993. 'Ihe laboratory could not perform a compiese analysis 1

because the samples had been disturbed (i.e., the tubercles were removed along with scale and j
deposits), to expose the degraded weld. The laboratory evaluanan concluded that extensive j

degradanon enemvl in a crewme runnmg on the inside derneser of the weld. The defect was !

enhanced by the ongmal poor quality weld (concavity and ID mismatch), and was accentuated j

by corrosion. The pits and * worm holes" in the defects were characteristic of microbiologically j

influenced corrosion (MIC). Although the corrosion had the characteristics of MIC, live I

samples would be required to prove this potential root cause conclusively. Cultures of the welds
necessary to positively identify MIC as the corrosion mechamsm were not obtamed with the May
1993 sample, because MIC was not a enW failure mechanism. 'the laboratory recommend-
ed that future samples be submitted imrrwwbately after removal with all deposits intact to confirm
the influence of MIC.' |

t

An engmeenng evaluation was (-_-;' i in the summer of 1993 to assess the structural integrity j

of the degraded joint, and assuming that flaws similar to the weld removed from the system i

flawed welds existed in other locanons of the SW system. This evaluanon concluded that the -|
pipe would be able to withstand design stresses, including emame loads. The SW lines (and [
EDGs) were considered clarable and acnons west initiated to assess the condition of the ,

remammg welds in the supply pipe to the EDGs where MIC could develop. The structural i

assessment was formally provided in a NUSCo memorandum (DECY-94-502) to CY engmeenns .;
dated January 5,1994, i

;

Due to hmitations in the ability to fully charactense the defects by ultrascene (UT) and t

radiographic (RT) exammanon, the hcensee made plans to cut out an elbow in the supply line f
to the 'B' EDG to allow full non<lestructive and destructive esaminanon of two welds contained .

iin the sample. The acnons to replace the elbow in the 'B' EDG header were completed within
a 72 hour acnon an=ne==at for the diesel on January 25-27,1994.1he plans were to RT the ,

samples removed from the system on the as-found condition, and in this manner *hanchmark"
the RT promss for future erammanan of other welds in the SW system while the plant wu on- ,

line and the SW system was in service. A 7=1 design change was drafted and piping ;

matenal was procured in advance of the January EDG outage in anticipanon of the need to -|
shutdown the plant to replace SW piping, if that acnon was indicated by an evaluenon of the !
welds in the elbow sample. |

:

NRC !=----#=- of this topic began with a review of the elbow replananurd west within this }
irupenan penod. A chronology of licensee activities regardag the service water conomon t

issue was developed during this ir=penan pened as desenbod above; additional dienils are
provuled in Ainschment A to this inspecnon report. The CYAPCo actions developed over the

i

Fall of 1993 under the pr====pnaa of canunued operatulity of the SW system. !

.

i
|
|
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. 'Ibe scope of the NRC mapecnons for this scgic during this penod included renews by the
~

resident inspector, and on .".;,. j 8 and 9, the reviews by the Chief, Masenals Secnon, and -
the Acting Deputy Director of the Division of Reactor Safety, NRC Region I. In addition,
numerous phone convernanana and telephone conferences between the NRC staff and the hcensee
occuned as necessary to understand the linaneam's position and to solicit commitments for
supplemental acnons.

The inspecnon included reviews of: the actions to replace the elbow in the supply line to the 'B'
EDG; the acnons to -:s=(~: full nonslestructive and destructive examination of the pipe
samples; the engmeermg and NU Malenals laboratory evalu_* ions of the pipe samples removed
in May 1993 and January 1994, and of the cause(s) for the acceierated conosion evident in the
SW samples; the engineering evaluanon of the degr= dad welds removed from the SW headers

. in May 1993, including (i) uniform wall thinrung analysis and (ii) a fracture mechames analysis
per ASME Section XI, Appendix H; the initial and updated operability evaluanon for the SW
system and its bases; the NDE (RT, UT & ECT) activities conducted to support the operability
evaluanons; accons e complete RT examinations of SW piping to identify the presence of
severely degraded welds and to bound the scope of the corrosion; d hy controls to address
corrosion; sampling and analysis for MIC; the darmilad exanunanon of degraded welds #21 &
#12 and #22 in the SW supply to the EDGs, and actions to charactenze the defects in these
welds; and, the decision to shutdown the plant followmg the development of a pin hole leak in
the 'A' diesel supply line. Followmg the plant shutdown, the inspector reviewed the continuing j

,

actions to inspect and examme SW piping to identify the scope of the conomon. i
|

F1 haw Remaval in 1-~ -ev 94 and Ramala Evmina*ian

The licensee completed work under AWO 94-0071 on January 25 - 27,1994, to replace a elbow
on line 6*-WS-121-168 in the supply to the.*B' EDG. The work was completed during a
scheduled EDG outage, and provided two welds for evalumnon for the suspect corroman. The
NRC inspected the replacement activities, the lustory on the issue, and the condition of the two
welds removed from the system. Samples of the pipe corromon masenal were obtamed and were
cultured for MIC. Both welds showed some evidence of degradanon and corremon, but in
general were in much better condition than the samples removed in May 1993. In particular,
the weld had full penetranon over most of the circumference, and showed much less severe
conomon. Whde the welds showed various indicanons that require dispomnonag (including
porosity, surface undic=*w=is, pits and undercut), the indicanons were charactensed as not
d -J, cat enough tojeopardiae the integrity of thejoint.

'The results of the MIC cultures were provided in a NUSCo letter (CES-94-554) dated February
10,1994, based on work perfonned by an irviapandaa' vendor (Thomas M. Iaronge, Inc). *!he
samples were cultured for sulfur reducing bactena (SRB), acid-producing bactena (APB),
general anaerotnc bactena, and general aerotnc bacteria. Very little growth was seen after 14
days of growth for APBs, aerotnc becenna and anaerotnc bactona. SRB was present, but a

NUREC/CR-4674,Vol 22
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minimum deseemble levels. Due io the somam- slow growth penods, plans were set to
measure the cultures after 30 days. Frammarian of the pipe wall found evidence of conditions
typical of oxygen manuation cell mrronon (OCCC).

Sennd Onerabihty Assessment

ne NRC review in January 1994 of the licensee's initial operability mentment identified no
inadequacies in its conclusions, within the limits of the methodology used. Subsequent NRC
review on Febnuuy 2, noted that the atesment was based on the stresses attendant with
uniform wall thinning, and that this method might not be conservative when the stress risers
associated with the lack of weld penetration (LOP), pits and * worm holes" were considera!.

9
The licensee completed a more detailed analysis assuming the combination of LOP /MIC ,

cormsion was a * crack", using the fracture mechanics analysis (FMA) of the ASME Code,
Section XI, IWB 3650 and Appendix H. The analysis w2s documented in NUSCo Calculation

,

CY-LOE 1014-MY, and showed with as little as 0.095 mils remammg in the degraded pipe
samples (nominal wall thickness for new pipe was 0.280 inches), the pipe wss capable of
withstanding the stresses auendant to normal and faulted conditions, including seismic loading.
The NRC staff discused the results of the fracture mechanics analysis on February 3, which

,

showed the piping system was still operable if defects of the type removed were still in the
system. An advanced copy of the calculation was provided to the NRC staff on February 4.
The NRC performed the same analysis using the ti 's data for input, and s.rnved at the
same conclusion. The licenw chose 100 mils as the acceptar.cc limit for defects to assure a
degraded weld wi.s bounded by the FMA.

.

The licensee initiated a pmgram to radiograph (RT) as many welds in both service water headm
that are we"ible. Bas:d on NRC questioning, the licensee revise:i the RT planned schedule
so that the RTs would be done as expeditiously as possible and with a quality suf5cient only to '

identify the gross " lack of penetratioc* obvious in the first samples. All accessible welds would
be exammed in this tnanner, and defects would be further charactenzed as nece:sary for
companson with the bounding defect' analyzed in the operability atmement. For any one weld
found to constitute an inoperable condition, the licensee intended to declare both service water
headers inoperable and shut the plant down in accordance with the technical specifications.

The licensee instituted compensatory measures starting on Febr.tary 4 to enhance enstmg
procedures and operator training for responding to carthquakes and a complete loss of service
water. 'Itc co==~y actions included pre-staging matenals needed to align a supply of
EDO cooling water from the fire water system. The _ _ f==y measures were meant to
prtmde alternate means to provide EDG cooling, and not to compensate for an inoperable SW
system. The ta=i : id ws! the revised pmcedures, wimensad the operator trauung, and
walked down the staged equipment. No inadequacies were identified. ;

i
e

h

t -
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De heenses an= mined on February 3 to subaut on the decist the moults of his - ~ . . !
and would include a desenption of his long tenn 11ans, including his canaderances to replace

!
affected pornons of the SW system, a prograsi to monnor the h0C conoded pquag until ;i
:=T a== mar and a program to address h0C. Once the RTs of the welds in the SW pquag to ;
the EDGs were namplanad the hcensne pionned to evalusse other suscopable lines in the SW
symem. ne initi=1 plans inci=ind the perfonnance of ulassame ==== anna of ===~r** pipe

j

for conomon. His infonnanon was subsequendy pnmded to the NRC in lener (B14755) dated i
i

February 22,1994. Falenlanaa CY-LOE-1014-MY was included with the solunitial.
!

1

Although the NRC staff did not reject CYAPCO's operabdity dacimaa, the staff expressed !
concerns regardag the status of the remaming pipe and the panandal for the presence of defects

j
that were worst than those identified. While the hcensee planned initially to perform RT

I
ernanandaa of the piping by April,1994, based on NRC concerns, that schedule was advanad

i
to begin the exams as soon and the work could be orgamand. De hea==ae chose to remove the
pipe irisulanan to enhance the quality of the RT results. De RTs were taken with water in the {
process lines. ,

I

pr .;
.._::.2 of A AAieinami h-h Water Sw... Welds i

*

During the period from February 3 - 5, RTs were completed for 19 welds in the SW supply to i
the EDGs, and on 6 welds in the SW supply to the travelhng screenwash system at the intake

!
structure. Three other welds (for a total of 22 accesable welds in the EDG supply papmg) were

i
not RT'd because of structural interferences. The inspector reviewed a sampling of the RTs for j
the entire set of welds to verify the overall characterunnaa of the findings. The E 9; ' -1 NDE
exam theets accurately reflected the indicanons present in the RT flims.

;
'

The welds at the intake struenne had backmg rings. None of the welds in the screenhouse
ishowed the LOP /bOC type innhennaan that are of concern. Dose welds did have indxations j

that requhe dispositioning, including porosity, surface mdimnaan, concavity, and slag, his *

evaluation continued during the week of M.-y 7. The welds in the EDO supply piping also
showed varums indicnions that reqmre dispositioning, including porceity, surface indicanaan, ,

iconcavity, pits, lack of fumon, lack of peneannon, conomon, eromon, burn through, undercut,
|and slag. De indicanons for sixieen (16) of the 19 EDO supply line welds were characeenaed

as not significant 4 4.nse, and did not jeoperchas the integrity of the joint. Rus, most
welds were mmdar to the overall quality of the SW pipe segment taken out of the *B' EDG
supply line on January 25.

;

Dree of the remaining EDG welds had indicanons that resemble the LOP /bHC indicaa'=is i

observed on the weld removed in May 1993. De welds were #22 on the *A' EDO header, and
#21 and #12 on the 'B' EDG header. De welds locations were as follows (See Figure 6): Weld
# 21 'B' EDG supply, first 'old" weld downstnam of main SW header and just upsunam of
the first header isolation valve V-146B; Weld # 12 *B' EDG supply, second 'old" weld-

,
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dowmasam of main sW header andjus downsnam of me header isonanon valv v-146a: and,
Weid .f 22 *A' EDG supply, Arm "old" weld downsnaam of main SW header and just
upeness of the Arst header isolanon valve V-144A.

Summary of RT Rannits Far the Mme Warm Welds

De inspector reviewed the NDE results far the times welds in detail. Weld M1 showed lack
of fumon over 6 inches in 3 of 4 sectors of the weld, plus locaband areas of concavity, pommty
and voids. De vendor remarked the weld showed possible MIC. De indummon follows the
root pass aro.ad the cucumference and was mostly narrow - showag MIC irregularmes along
the surface of the base masenal. Weld #22 showed LOP /MIC similar to that on weld M1, but
the indicanon was less severe and did not cover the full extent of the weld. His is naamissant
with the Andings with the May eneplas in which the weld on the 'A' header show somewhat less
severe degradanon. For weld #12, the indemnana were also similar to the weld M1, but the
LOP noted in the other welds was not apparent. Iassand, the general area of MIC conomon was
broad along the root pass, and covend most of the extent of the weld. SigseScandy, the area
covered by the MIC corrosion appeared to wulen from the root toward the toe of the weid. Of
concern was whether the 60C was memly saying shallow but raschang into the base metal of
the pipe, or travelhng up the heat affected zone of the weld, resulting in a pernally cucumferen-
tial defect that was about to break through the surface.

De licenses concluded that the ladianaat required funher characaensanon, but appeared to be
bounded by the analysis for the May 1993 sample, because the indimanan on welds #22 and #12
did not appear to be as deep and did not cover the full extent of the weid. De indimaaan for
weld #21 did cover the full essent of the weld and most closely inna= hind the May sample taken
for the 'A' header, in winch the h0C had n::t progressed as deep as on the 'B' header. Still all

!

3 welds required funhar characsonannon to assure the FMA was still bounding.

Imnal ECf' and UT Evaluaaans
I-

Welds #12, 21 and 22 were selecsed for further evaluanon using ultrasome and addy current
(subauface) an=namaan to bener characaenas the depth of the defects and to allow for,

'
compenson with the boundag defect that was subsected to the fracture mechancs analysis. A
cahbranon ennadant for ECT was selected using =arenand blocks and pornons of the May 1993
SW pipe samples with cucular and groove defects cut into it. AAar exteneve trials to calibrate
to a multitude of defects em TJ,.-y 6, the calibranon block selected was one containmg a !

-

defect that was 65% through wall, or had about 0.100 inches of wall mansnal left his depth
corresponded to the wall ====ad for the FMA analysis. Rus, any manal on the ECT would
represent a defect that was approachmg the FMA maaT*=aar criteria thelran== De initial
namiantiarts were completed on February 5 - 6.

The UT standants were anularly chosen. De NU ===naar chose two probes: (i) a straight
beam for shooting down the crown of the weld; and, (ii) a 70 degree 'L' wave pube, winch
could be used to shoot under the crown of the weld. However, Sold measuremens qmckly
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:

revealed that the surface of the weld was too rough to provide a rehable measurement through
the crown - there was too much noise. The 'L' probe was eNective in shootag under the crown

| to help inveengase inamaane found by ECT.
i

| For welds #21 and #22, no ECT signals were observed around the circumference of either weid
-

(or the pipe wall - which was randomly sampled near the weid). All areas exanuned clearly
|
" passed the 0.100 inch criteria. For weld #12, the general wall thicarne=a on the croes and on

either side of the weld met the 0.100 inch criteria around the entire circumference. There were
four highly laenh=d signals (two in sector 2 - 3 and two in asesor 3 - 0) where ECT showed

|1
sosne signal below the hanahae iaamnat the presence of pinholes (worm holes) that might be

j approachmg the 0.100 inch thiciramas All four defects were on the toe of the weld (rather than j
I

the crown).;

i i

!
Fouow up UT exams using the straight and 'L' wave probes to scan the pipe wall connrmed:

i (i) the apparent lack ofindienaans chahmg up the best anscend none of the weld front the root
!

to the toe; and (ii) generally good pipe wall (moody > 0.200 inches) around abe weld. However,
j
'

the results near the weld were still conadered inenaciusive due to roughness of the surface of:
i

the pipe and the weld crown. '

!
'

3 r.x- -. Onershiliev C : on "1 i 9 - 11
!
'

i
;

"Ihe hannaa's initial NDE evaluanons (RT, UT & ECT) for welds #21, #22, & #12 t.howed
i that the degradation caused by LOP /h0C was still bounded by the FMA provided for the May |

,

:
sample. Based on the above, CYAPCo engmeerug concluded that the SW piping was operable.

|j This cxaclusion was presented to plant managnennat on February 7 for canaderanon in '

j developsag the accan plan to address the SW system welds. 'Ibe inspector fouowed the RT, UT '

and ECT calibranons and the conduct of the ar==amaana lhe mspector indap-dantlyj confirmed the conclumons reached by the hma==
4

| These results were discussed in demil with NRC Region I permannel who vissed the sine on
j T4.- j 8 and 9 to remew the l===== activities. At the time of the revisms on February 9,

-

| the naal accuracy of the ECT results could not be determined. "the heensee cominued so rennei-
the ECT measurements by using the May 1993 welds in a standard to correlate the degraded
weld conditions against the ECT signal obtamed from a cahbranon standard made from electro-

! discharge machined naschas To help improve the confidence in the NDE reamits, the licensee
! used a segment of the May samples in a mockup of the pipe geometry with water to oboun
j additional RTs of the flaws.

{ No additional FMA or stress entenlanane were i iv ...sd on T4..-j 6. However, the stress-

! analyst noted that the pipe stresses used in the boundmg FMA analysis are the worst case
i stresses found in the henders supplying the EDGs. The highest stresses occur in the lacanaan'

of the welds removed from the synom in May 1993. The stresses at welds #21, #22 and #12
! are about 405 to 50% of the stresses used in the htmawhnp analysis. L; _ * " ; the above
!

4
4

1

]
,

|.
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aamai==na== the licenses aa==anad to insall clamps on the degraded welds with the innmanan !

to use the clamps as a teasporary masses to ressure marga to the smens land hauts. De ;

clamps would be installed on the imown degraded welds by February 25. j
!Dunes reviews of the amia=l=''a== on February 9, the NRC noemd that the hasasse aneanded to

renne the analysis further by using dynanne loadings for the impas syneen, insemed of applying }
the worst case loadas at the locanon of the imown defect. It was expected that the results of j
the venned a i-i- would != bounded by tem pretinunary resuks, and that the operabdity ;

ca- h- would not change. De hasame . d that de reanes ic a aa- would show ,

acaq==hl* results with a little 80 mils of ligament remainmg in the pipe wall. |
.

Funher NDE was planned to bener charactense the defects and to quantify the flaw depths. !

Dis plan included the need to prepare the welds for UT narmnanan De NRC staff discussed |
the CYAPCo operabdity desenmnanon and on ".L.-y 11 reviewed the plans to prepare the |

weld joints for further evaluanon. Due to NRC staff concerns reganhag the status of the EDG j
supply piping located underground and not a aaa'ahle, the hnmanem comm ned on February 11i

to replace the untested piping. De pipe would be replaced during an outage schaduled to occur :
prior to river waser temperature acanding levels necessary to support diesel operabdity with the i

temporary fire homes, or June 15,1994, whichever occuned nrst. *Iliis commitment was made
in a telT ane conversanon with the NU Executive Vice Premdent. jh

!

Weld Preparanon - Through Wall Defect ;

i

With the plant operanng at 100% full power on February 12, plant workers prepared two weids |
in the service water system for UT ammmanan. De plan was to prep both welds #21 and #22 i

by gnndag the weld either flush with the pipe, or by flanomag the crown as necessary to
,

perform a UT n==manan. De plan was to grind the crowns about 30 to 40 mils in this i

manner. De amount to be ground and the iae='saae was chosen with canaderanon from the
,

pipe stress analyst and the RTs to assure the 0.100 inch criteria would be met throughout the ~
process. De plan included gnading both welds over a pomon of the cucumference in this |

manner. The piping was maried on February 11 to designate the areas to be ground in areas '

detennined from the RTs to have " good" wall thielmaan I

On February 12, plant engmeenng requested that test sites be ground out first in areas where
,

the pipe wall was imown to have excess wall thleimman but only over a sector about 2 to 3 |
inches in length, his approach was chosen to gain con 6dence in the techmque befest gnading i

a large secnon of the weld. A regment of weld #21 on the 'B' EDG header was ground by
about 40 mils on February 12 without incident. Ur esasunanen of the segment conGrmed the
eddy cunent findings that at lease 0.100 inchas of wall was present in that locanon.

|
.
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A three inc't segmesit on weld #22 ('A' EDO header) was ground about 40 mils. Housever.
| while this operanon was in progress, the NDE m I noted weepage from a pin hole defect

| is the weld. De leaky weld was on the upstrumm side of the innlanan valve for the 'A' EDG

| supply header, was not isolable from the main SW header, and thus potennally affected the
I supply to the 'B' EDG as well.

De leakage was noted at9:45 a.m. and was reported to the control room operators. Subsequent
| review by the tiemmaa noted that the actual locanon ground was about two inches to the left of

| the intended area. Rus, instead of grmdang in an area where the RT had shown what was
i expected to be good wall'hb-tra===, the area ground was actually cver the site of two pin hole

| " pits" noted on the RT. However, the previous ECT exams had not identified that the pits were
'

within 0.100 inches of the surface. Subsequent UT measurements on the segment confirmed the
presence of 0.100 inches of wall over most of the 3 inch segment of weld, except in the area
of the two wormhole defects. |
Since the grinding operation caused a through wall defect in an area that was thought to have
wall thickness margm based on the best available NDE data, the licensee management concluded
the event called into question the ECT inspection process used to characterne the defects, .ad
based on which the operability evaluation for welds #12, #21 and #22 were ht upon.
Although the weld still had structural integrity and both supply lines to the diesels were
functional, the licensee declared both service water system headers inoperable.

Elant Shutdnwn - Um>=m1 Event

The loss of two service water headers exceeded the minimum requuements for the SW system
Wad in Technical Specification (U) 3.7.3. He licensee entered the action tranement for
TS 3.0.3 at 9:50 a.m. and began a controlled shutdown. An Unusual Event emergency was
declared du to a shutdown required by the B, which required that the piant be placed in Mode
5 (cold shutdown) within 36 hours. De reactor entered Mode 3 (reactor suberitical) at 3:23
p.m. on February 12, and Mode 5 at 6:10 p.m. on February 13. At which time the Unusual

I Event was terminated. De licensee notified the NRC Duty Officer at 9:59 a.m. on February
12. He resident inspector r==naadad to the plant and followed the shutdown through

I termmation of the event. His began an outage to inspect SW piping for corrreon and replace
I affected piping.

De licensee initiated actions to first repair the leaky weld and to complete nondestructive
exammations of other welds and piping in the service water system to identify other MIC

,

induced degradations. All known degraded SW welds / piping would be repatred as needed prior j
to returnmg the plant to power operation. His included the replacement of the entire service

'

|
water header to each EDG, including the underground piping. De nuntmum job scope for SW
replacement includes the headers to both EDGs, the headers to the RHR heat exchangers, and
the Adams filter bypass lines. De plant outage was scheduled to last about 55 days.

l

| !
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Followmg removal from the system, the NRC inspector visually ===iaad welds #21,22 and
12 and noted defects mmdar to those removed from the SW system in May 1993: extensive
corrosmn around welds with initial construenon defects, with " wormhole' type defects
penetrating the crevice. Each sample contains a significant circumferential ligament with a wall
thickness estimatad to eaceed 100 mils.

Most other welds ===inad by RT in the SW system (both stagnant and flowmg secnons) were
umdar to the type of defects noted in the sample removed from the SW system in January 1994.
Two welds in the RHR lines had defects similar to those noted in the May 1993 sample.
CYAPCo actions were in progress at the end of the period to dar./w.cize the SW defects and
to complete an operability nueument in accordance with the Mmding Appendix 11 analysis.

Marm. erd Retnonsiveneet/Aueument

During the week of February 7 site management concluded the plant orgamzation did not have
the initiative in addressing the SW corrosion issue. The Unit Director initiated actions and plans
starung on February 8 to regam the initiative in solving the problem. His message was
addressed in a meenng with the principle plant staff on February 10 in which expectations on
the .yymer.h to the problem were dienaad, along with the need to accelerate the pace of the
investigations. He approach taken would be one in which the staff would not assume the
problem has been limited. Station management s ;--a the weakne*= in its own and the
engineermg group's past actions relative to the issue. The Unit Director accelerated plans to
conduct a service water system operability review (SWOPI). Further, the liansee directed that
a third party nuenment be completed to evaluate the management and engineering decision
makmg process. He NUSCO Nuclear Safety Engineenng group was tasked with the work.

Euldulas

The sequence of CYAPCo actions described in the February 22 Ictter to the NRC were reviewed
and found to accurately capture the facts and chronology of events to address SW. Followmg
substantial interactions with the NRC staff and in response to questions +Lg the degraded
pipe and weld mnditions, on February 10 CYAPCo idully demonsmund that the SW
system remamed operable to the extent the defects were known and accurately =-- edzed.

The decision to shutdown the plant following the development of the through wall leak on
February 12 was good and necessary in light of the uncertamties in flaw charactenzation based
on the then available RT and ECT naminariant Post shutdown nnmmatinn of the defects
(welds #21,22,12) showed conditions sinular to that noted for the May 1993 sample. CYAPCo
actions are .yymyuzte to complete its evaluation of the worst case flaws identified in the SW
piping and to finalite the operability determination for the SW system. He licensee stated this
maner will be further reviewed for reportability upon completion of that evaluation.

NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22 1.7-34
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CYAPCo managenwat and engmeenng did not display the usually semog quemoning suitude
in the pursuit of the issue and had lost the initiative to addmes this problem prior to =d==an=1
involvement by the NRC staff. 'Ibe initianvc was lost dunng the 1993 outage when insparnane
and analyses of degraded welds idennSed the posannal for a wide spread problem affectag
pagang and welds in the SW system. 'Ibese advase anadirians were not thoroughly invengated
when the initial operabdity assessment was made. The naamalane aa=dinane were not promptly
invesagated followag the outage when plans were made to gather data to invesagase the status
of the SW syssem. 'Ihe underlying nemimpnon of presumed contmund operabdity was not
conservative in the face of the substantial uncertamty reganhng the matus of the SW pipe and
welds, the exact machamam causag the identified corroman, and the uncertamty in how rapidly
the corromon progressed. CYAPCo appears to have regamed the initiative on this issue str.rting
from about T&i-j 7.

NRC review of this are was in progress at the end of the inspecnon penod. A maanne between
the NRC and CYAPCo staffs is planned on March 16 to further the NRC review of this topic.;

This item is enandered unresolved for the followmg accons: (i) complenan of modinentiane to
SW system and accepumce tesong; (ii) <-- 3 '== of the evaluanon of the degraded weids/SW
pipe to assure root cause is identified and addressed; (iii) camplanan of accons to meet
commitments made in the February 10 conference calls and as desenbed in the T4.-y 22-

lemer, including: the development of a MIC manganon program by April 1,1994, the
- - ~ - t of CYAPCo's ruepense to Genenc letter 89-13, and the i --wce of a SWOPI; I

(iv) completion of the operabdity determmanons for the htsioncal condition and subminal of the
licensee event report; and, (v) compience the third pany root cause evaluanon to undermand
how the SW corramon issue was handlad by CYAPCo engineenng and management. This item
is open (UNR 94 03 45).

4.0 ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT (71707)

"Ihe inepartars reviewed selected engmeenng activities. Paracular asennon was given to safety
evaluanons, plant operanons review comannae approval of modificanons, procedural controls,
post-mod:Scation tesung, procedures, operator tramag, and UFSAR and drawag revtsons.

4.1 I.mese Sedhneet in Servlee Water Line to Residnal Heat Reunoval (RHR)
Hegg Fuehanger

On February 19, during cold shutdown (Mode 5) plant cxmditions, CYAPCo was removmg
sections of service water supply piping to the 'B' RHR heat exchanger. 'Ihe pipe was
removed due to corromon (see report detail 3.5). During the pipe removal, the liannene
identified approximately twenty five pounds of medimentary material in two hansontal supply
legs. The sediment was composed of fine silt and benthic matenal. Based upon the amount
of aadimant and the potential to affect the RHR beat awehanger safety function, CYAPCo
declared the service water supply piping inoperable. The inoperability resulted in a 10 CFR
50.72 (b)(2)(1) notificanon to the NRC at appmannesely 9:10 a.m. CYAPCo mainated plant
informanon report (PIR) 94 033 to darmnant the event, and to identify possonal corrective
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acnons. The inoperabdity did not duectly affect shuidown coohng operancas, since the heat
'

enchanger is normally cooled by carnpanent coohng water, and the post-accident afety
fhacten (post-LOCA sump recirculanon) was not appbcable in cold abuedown.

Backpaund
;

The RHR heat exchangers are normally used for shutdown cooling operanon. ' Each heat
achener is ahgned to component cooling waner as described in normal operanng procedure :

- (NOP) 2.9-1, "Placmg the RHR System in Semce." The semce waaer supply is normally *

isolated from the RHR heat aehenre and is used during emergency operating procedmes
ES-1.3, " Transfer to Sump Recuculanon," as the safety-grade coohng supply to the RHR
heat exchangers to cool contamment sump water. !

Two twelve inch semce water supply headers (12*-WS-121-257 and 12"-WS-121-104) are .
stagnant lines with some limited spearn flow. The limited stream flow is prtmded by one
and one halfinch supply lines to the steam generator sample chdier condensers. O'n a
quatterly basis, the normally closed motor-operated valves (SW-MOV-5 and SW-MOV-6) are i

cycled for the ASME Section XI insemce test program per SUR 5.7-67, "Insemce Testing
of SW Isolation Valves, SW-AOV-8,-9, SW-FCV-129, and SW-MOV-5 and -6." During the
test, the twelve inch supply header is flushed via a 1 1/2 inch drain line downstream of the !
motor-operated valves for at least two minutes. The hennene s'--s this test to assure silt !
does not accumulate above the seats of MOV 5 and MOV 6. I

t

'Ibe inspector evaluaand CYAPCo's program agamst the accons identafled in NRC Genanc !

Letter 89-13, "Semce Water System Problems Affecung Safety-Relaaed Equipment." .

CYAPCo's response to NRC Generic Letter 89-13 dated January 25,1990, stated that the
RHR heat exchangers haneline performance will be verified during the Current niii ,
outage. CYAPCo's response further stated that the RHR best exchangers are not susceptible
to biofouling concerns, and therefore no =d===at testmg or monitorms will occur. The-

NRC's gW , as docun=nsed in NRC Generic Letter 89-13, was that performance tasang
of infrequently used coohng loops should include an initial test fA.,_y of each refuehag
cycle, but after three tests the He*nene could determme the best frequency. The inspector i

verified that during the 1991 refuehag outage, the licensee performed a basehne thermal
performance test using component cooling water versus semce water. The test results were '

n'= Fy. 1

The H --- reviewed past semce water Now tests through the RHR heat ach--emi
,

Specut test (ST) 11.7-10, ?Semce Water System Throede Sestag," vertfied that the heat
achanger outlet throttle valves (SW-V-250A and 250B) were in the proper position to

;

prtmde the specified flow based on a Wesanghouse design basis analysis, (WCAP-121916,
|

"CY Ultimate Heat Sink Temperanne Demgn Basis Change." TT 11.7-10 was perfonned in
|November 1989 and in January 1990. '!he design basis nummum service water flow through
I

one RHR heat ach=== post acculent is 2,250 gallons per minute (spm). The recorded
|

|

i
'

?
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service water now in January,1990 was 2,300 gpm to the 'A' RHR heat exchanger, and
2,500 gpm to the 'B' RHR heat exchanger. ne November 1989 flows were 2,500 gym and

,

2,400 gpm to the 'A' and 'B' heat exce,ws, respectively.
,

| Assessment

On February 24, CYAPCo retracted the 10 CFR 50.72 report issued on February 19. ne
engmeermg analysis concluded that the RHR heat exchangers were operable in the "as-
found" condition when supplied with service water. The operability determmation was basexi,

|- on engineering judgements regardmg the adequacy of service water flow, and the prevention
of heat exchanger shell side fouling. CYAPCo concluded that the sediment would not foul '

; the vertically mounted heat exchangers for the following reasons: the sediment was a fine silt
'

ara would readily form a suspended solid in solution; and, the service water flows through
the shell side of the heat exchanger from a top to bottom direction, resulting in a continuous
flushing action. Finally, the past heat exchanger performance tests were conducted with a
likely similar buildup of silt in the stagnant lines. De inspector reviewed the licensee's

; basis for operability of the service water supply lines to the RHR heat exchangers. Although
no recent (since 1990) tests have occurred to support the judgements presented in the
operability memnent, the bases for operability determmation were reasonable, and the
conclusion was acceptable.

| The inmeer also concluded that CYAPCo's actions in regard to RHR heat exchanger
| monitoring was not consistent with the expectations in Generic I2tter 89-13. Speifiestly,
!

CYAPCo elected to not perform heat exchanger monitoring since the bneehne test in 1991,
based on the assumption that fouling would not be a concern due to the chemically treatex!
component cooling system water normally in the heat exchangers. However, it is evident
from the Febtuary 19,1994, mspections that fouling has occurred in the stagnant service
water lines to the RHR heat exchangers. De inspector presented this issue to licensee !

management on February 25. At the end of the inspection period, the licensee stated that
p:rformanx monitoring using the component cooling water would occur to both RHR heat
exchangers, and both sutmant lines were being replaced. De in r+1 connders this item

!
open to verify the performance monitoring of the RHR heat exchangers, and to review future l

activities planned by the licensee (IFI 94 03-05).

4.2 Improper Pipe Flanges on the Imw Pressure Safety Injection Systein
|

On January 11, CYAPCo identified that the discharge pipe flanges for flow element (FE-660) |
were A182-F304 300 psi class. The piping specification (Class 603) requires that flanges
between 2.5 inches to 16 inches to be A182-F304 600 psi ratmgs. The flange size on flow

; element FE-406 was a 10 inch flange. He system engineer identified the incorrect pipe
flange during a pr.A. ry walkdown supportmg plant design change PDCR 1461, "Remov-
al of FE-660." De engmeer was measurms flange thickness to deserame the gasket raised
face di==namn, when he notaeed that the flange was the wrong class.

!
,

4

i
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Upon discovery of the dimW, CYAPCo initiated a walkdown of all ammchle pipe
flanges in the low pressure safety injection (LPSI) system. He walkdown also identified that
both LPSI pump dig.is flanges were carbon steel lap-joint flanges with a 300 psi rating.e

Piping == iMadoo CYS-1550A class 603 does not allow lap-joint flanges, but the suction
piping class 153B for the LPSI suction piping allows lap joint flanges for sizes ranging
tmweca 0.5 to 4 inch sizes. De LPSI pump discharge flanges are 10 inch. Additionally, |

the LPSI pump succon flanges were 300 psi lap-joint flanges whereas piping ==-iMadon
153B requires a weld neck type flange with an ASTM specification A183-F304150 psi .

rating.

CYAPCo performed an operability evaluation of the LPSI piping system based on the
identification of the "as-built * construction deficiencies. He operability determmation
compared the 300 psi flange rating using ANSI B 16.5 table 2-300 to tnat of LPSI design
conditions. Engmeenng standard ANSI B 16.5 is the reference in the original piping
specification CY-1550A. The licensee concluded that the system pressure boursdary integrity
was maintained and the system was considered operable ir. the "as-found" condition. He
inspector verified the licensee's conclusion by reviewing ANSI B 16.5 for the grade
identified and found the following flange ranngs: 620 psig/100* F and 550 psig/300* F. ne
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report states that the LPSI pumps are designed for 350 psig
and 100* F with normal operanng tempi.uun ranging between 50 to 100 degrees F.
CYAPCo further evaluated worst case conditions at FE-660 and concluded that worst case
temperature was residual heat removal entry conditions (300* F) md a system pressure of
430 psig. He worst case temperature and pressure at FE-660 assumes that the upstream
check valves (SI-CV-103 and SI-CV-107A or B) between the RHR and LPSI systems are
leaking excessively. De irsge,i determmed that the licenw's operability timenn was
ayysvysiately iuyyudad.

At the end of the inspection report period, CYAPCo was evaluanng the acceptability of the
flange bolting pursuant to ASME section 3650 evaluanons. ne evaluations were being
performed on static as well as dynamic conditions.

De inspector noted that the differences between the piping =riMadon and the "as-built'
configuration might affect other engineering evaluations (i.e. SEP setsmic calculations, and
future plant modifications). Procedure NEO 5.05, * Design Inputs, Design Verification, and
Design Interface Reviews,' states that a design input source document is the original
equipment design documents, such as calculations, specsfications, and calibrations. NEO
5.05 step 6.5.3 states that design deficiencies identified by other prDject g.w l. audits,
tests, or failures during operation shall be reported via the appropriate corrective accon
prDgram mechanieme, Rig matter was discussed with the Unit Director on February 26,
who stated actions would be taken to assure that these noted as-built devianons from the
construenon specificanora would be included in the plant design basis documentation. He
iam considers the accuracy of piping =einadons as reinted to past engmeermg
evaluations an open item (IFI 9443 06).

I.7-38NUREGICR-1671,Vol 22
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service water flow in January,1990 was 2,300 gpm to the 'A' RHR hat exchanger, and
2,500 gym to the 'B' RHR heat exchanger. De November 1989 flows were 2,500 gpm and
2,400 gym to the 'A' and 'B' heat exchangers, respectively.

Assessment

On February 24, CYAPCo retracted the 10 CFR 50.72 mpon issued on February 19. He
engineering snalysis enach@ that the RHR heat exchangers were operable in the "as--

found" condition when supplied with service water, ne operability determmation was based
on engineering judgements regardmg the adequacy of service water flow, and the prevention
of heat exchanger shell side fouling. CYAPCo concluded that the sediment would not foul
the vertically mounted heat exchangers for the following reasons: the sediment was a fine silt
and would readily form a suspended solid in solution; and, the service water flows through
the shell side of the heat exchanger from a top to bottom direction, resulting in a continuous
flushing action. Finally, the p.at heat exchanger performance tests were conducted with a
likely similar buildup of silt in the stagnant lines. The inspector reviewed the licensee's
basis for operability of :he service water supply lines to the RHR heat exclumgers. Although
no recent (since 1990) tests have occurred to support the judgements presented in the
operability muecment, the bases for operability determmation were reasonable, and the
conclusion was acceptable.

The inwew Aso concluded that CYAPCo's actions in regard to RHR heat exchanger
monitoring was not consistent with the expectations in Genene Letter 89-13. Specifically,
CYAPCo electai to not perform heat exchanger monitoring since the bzwhne test in 1991,
based on the assumption that fouling would not be a concern due to the chemically treated
component cooling system water normally in the heat exchangers. However, it is evident
from the February 19,1994, inspections that fouling has occurred in the stagnant service
water lines to the RHR heat exchangers. He ins-4 presented this issue to limnw
management on February 25. At the end of the inspection period, the licensee stated that
performan:e monitoring using the component cooling water would occur to both RHR heat
exchangers, and both sta;;nant lines were being replaced. De i=r : connders this item
open to verify the performance monitoring of the RHR heat exchangers, and to review future
activities planned by the licensee (IFI 94 03-05).

4.2 Improper Pipe Manges on the IAw Pressure Safety Iglection System

On January 11, CYAPCo identified that the dieharge pipe flanges for flow element (FE-660)
were A182-F304 300 psi class. He piping specification (Class 603) requires that flanges
between 2.5 inches to 16 inches to be A182 F304 600 psi ranngs. De flange size on flow
element FE-606 was a 10 inch flange. The system engineer identified the incorrect pipe
flange during a prehmmary walkdown supportmg plant desgn change PDCR 1461, "hemov-
al of FE-660." ne engmeer was measunng flange thickness to desenmne the gasket raised
face d=wa==n, when he nonced that the flange was the wrong class.

'
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Upon discovery of the M -----5, CYAPCo initiaasd a walkdown of all accesable pipe,

flanges in the low pressee safety iqjecnon (LPSI) system. 'Ihe walkdown also identified that
both IJSI pump discharge flanges were cartion sesel lapjoint flanges with a 300 pai rating.
Papsag aparifir=*ian CYS-1550A class 603 does not allow lap-joint flanges, but the suchon
piping class 153B for the LPSI succan pipeg allows lap joint flanges for sises rangmg
between 0.5 to 4 inch sizes. 'Ihe L*SI pump discharge flanges are 10 inch. Additionally,
the LPSI pump sucnon flanges were 300 psi lap-joint flanges whemas pipes specificanan
153B requires t weld neck type flange with an AS1M specificanon A183-F304150 psi
ranag.

CYAPCo performed an operabdity evaluanon of the LPSI piping system based on the
identificanon of the "as-built" construction deficiencies. '!)e operabdity determinanan
compared the 300 psi flange rating using ANSI B 16.5 table 2 300 to that of LPSI design
conditions. Waaaring standard ANSI B 16.5 is the reference in the ongmal piping
specificanon CY-1550A. The licensee concluded that the system pressure boundary integrity
was maintamed and the system was canaidered operable in the "as-found" condition. 'Ihe
ineparvar venfied the licenene's conclusion by reviewmg ANSI B 16.5 for the grade
identified and found the followmg flange ratings: 620 psis/100* F and 550 psig/300' F. "Ihe
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report states that the LPSI pumps are demgned for 350 psig
and 100* F with normal operanns temperamres rangms between 50 to 100 degrees F.
CYAPCo further evaluated worst case conditions at FE-660 and concluded that worst case
temperature was residual heat removal entry conditions (300* F) and a system pressure of
430 psig. The worst case temperature and pressure at FE-660 mem- that the upstream
check valves (SI-CV-103 and SI-CV-107A or B) between the RHR and LPSI systems are
lealung escessively. The inspartor determannd that the hansee's operabdity dariman was
appropriately supported.

At the end of the ineparnan report period, CYAPCo was evaluatmg the accepubdity of the
flange bolting pursuant to ASME section 3650 evaluanons. *!he evaluanons were being
performed on static as well as dynanuc canditiana

The ineparent noted that the differences between the papag specificanon and the "as-built *
configuranon might affect other engineenng evaluanons 0.e. SEP seissuc calenimeiaan and
future plant modificanons). Procedure NEO 5.05, 'Demgn Inputs, Demsn Venficanon, and
Demgn Interface Reviews," stases that a demgn input source document is the origina'
eqmpment demsn darunwnwa. such as mientanane, speciha==. and calibranons. A t!O
5.0$ step 6.5.3 stales that demgn deficiaamme idsstified by other project personnel, audits,
teen, or failures durms operanon shall be reponed via the apprepnase conective accan
program ==eh==+=ne *llais mener was discussed with the Unit Director on February 26,
who stated accons would be talen to asses that thsee noemd as-budt devianana from the
construcuan specificanons would be included in the plant denga basis dar===enanan 'Ibe
inspector canaders the accuracy of piping specificatiane as related to past engmeenna
evaluenons an open item GFI M4346).

I* ~38NUREC/CR.4674,Vol 22
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4.3 Modificaties to MCC-5 i
-

:
The daensmannanan for Plant Demgn Change Request PDCR 1434, Rev 0, "MCC-5 Anansnat-
ic Bus Transfer (ABT) Re-Demgn," was revmwed. . The intent of this modificanon, in part,

~ is to prevent ann =====ey ABT operanons caused by the preferred bus position logic. The
enndeficanan added some _- ,'=:ty to the current ABT logic. Included in the modifkanon

,

were two new breaker control switches, a new minan==ne/ manual relay, a new control room i
alarm, and a change in the funenan of the cusang y. fened bus position switch. The )
inspector quennanad whether the additional relays and contacts would reduce the overall ABT '

rehabdity.

I

'Ihe addition of the manual to automatic transfer of the breaker connel adds several addinon- |
al components to the logic. The hansee tehniemi staff stated that the new breaker control '

switches will be located at the breakers. "Ihe additional conuols would facilitate breaker |
tesang when racked out in the bus compartment. The DB-25 breaker demsn already includes

{
a manually actuated breaker close and trip capability. This capabdity is complessly separate ;
from the ABT logic. Therefore, if the ABT were to fail, the proper operator action would ;
be to manually close the breakers using the ensung manual close handle on the breaker. j

lhe present ABT demgn provules a needless transfer of the AST when both bus 5 and 6 had )power. If the ABT had transferred to a pz 4 bus it would leave the perfectly good bus
i

and transfer back to the y..fM bus. This feature of the ABT could be eheninaned by |
removmg the preferred bus feature from the ABT logic. 'Ibe test of the logic would remam !
as-is. The ABT would still always seek and find the a y 4 bus as it pressady does. .;

'Ibe licensee acimowledged the insparear's comments.1he beenses staand the proposed ;

dengn change was reviewed by the prah=hm* risk ====rnant (PRA) group and was_ !

included in the PRA model for Haddam Neck. The PRA group found that, although the
,

proposed modificanon added - ?=:ty to the ABT, the overall impact of the new demgn {
would result in an improvement in the core melt frequency for Haddam Neck by an order of

,

magnitude. The 1===a= stated the detads of this e=lenimiaa would be provided for insparear !
review.

|

The changes desenbed above could simplify the ABT logic and make the ABT rnore reliable.
The licensee stated the inapartar's comments would be considered in the ongang plant and

' engmeermg evaluanon of the proposed ABT inadifiennan I.Joensee accons in this area will |
be included in future routine inaparaans of engmoenng activities.

|

|
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5.0 PLANT SUPPORT (40500,71707, 90712, and 92701) ,

5.1 Badiaa.gae=1 Controis
,

Dunng routme mspections of the accessible plant areas, the != ; :- . observed the imple- -
menation of selected portions of the licensee's radiological controls program. De i;5-- :
revwwed urihration and compliance with radiation work permits (RWPs) to ensure that they

-

provided detailed descriptions of radiological conditions and that personnel adhered to RWP
rwummats. The inspectors observed controls of access to various radiologically controlled
areas and the : se of personnel monitors and fnsking methods upon exit from those areas.
During the period, the irw;urs periodically observed health physics controls during
radiography of service water piping welds. Appropnate pre-job briefings, postings, and
surveys were performed in accordance with radiation proteccon manual (RPM) 2.5-1,
" Radiography." The inspectors verified that posung and control of radiation areas, contami- !

nated areas and hot spots, and labelling and control of containers holding radioactive
matenals were in accordance with licensee pmcedures. The inspectors determined'that the
health physics technician control and monitoring of these activities were good.

5.1.1 i acN High Radiation Controls

The inspector reviewed licensee actions on February 7, in response to an issue involking a ,

locked high radiation area (HRA) gate. While conducting a routine tour of the radiation
?

- control aren (RCA) at about 9:00 am on February 7, a plant security guard noted that the
' gate to the ion exchange pipe trench was closed but not locked. De guard lockrx! shut the

ga:e and contacted the health physics supervisor.
i

Licensee ir.vestigation detercuned that gate had la::t been opened at 7:19 a.m. that morning |
by a health physics technician. The gate was opened as p2rt of checks per Amenment A cf |
procedure RPM 7.3-2, " Daily Routine Checklist," which is completed to assure gates are
secured. De technician performing the gate check failed to assure the gate latched com-
pletely after it was opened to check the gate alarms. A radiological posting sign hung on the
gate had interfered with full closure and prevented the gate from latchtry securely. ,

As corrective action, the licensee immedwely verified the status of all other gates listed in

,
procedure RPM 2.3-2 and confirmed that the gates were secure. The technician who
performed the daily check was subjected disciplinary action. De postmg was moved so it
could not intesfere with gate closure. The liansee evalua*ed the incident and noted that the
access to the high radiation area was lessened but not compromised during the period the
gare was not secure. A hatch providing access to the high radiation area controlled by the
gate was locked in place with both security and health physics padlocks. Thus, no violation
of the Techmcal Spda=h 6.12.1 requirements for controlling access to a locked high
radianan area occurred.

~.
_

|

|
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f Nan =t=l= the failute to secure the gate dunng the checks completed at 7:19 a.m. was
- contrary to the reqmrements of pmoedure RPM 2.3-2. IJcensee health phymes.supernman

| demonstrated a high regard for the control oflocked high radunon areas, and the need to
; address personnel performance issues, nus, no wolanon will be isseed since, in acconiance
j with the NRC Enfor-nant Policy in Secnon VII.B of 10 CFR 2, Appendix C, the wolanon

j was identined by the boensee, it was classified as a Seventy level IV, it could not be
: prevented by the corrective acnon from a prenous violation, and the limnear corrective
j accons were appropnate. De insportar concluded that the security officer who noted the
i OPen gaae displayed a good regard for plant rarhalagical controls.

5.1.2 Ca=*=8=====* Purge Operations
i

! De inep=*ar renewed the controls implemented by the licensee to monitor and control the

! release of radioactivity during the shutdown for the service waser piping r F= -^ The
inep=cene renewed stack releases using the process radianon monitor rundouts in the main

j control room, and renewed the release calculmaan< provide in gaseous release permit G-19
dated February 25,1994; De permit was wrinen to allow the initianon of purge operanon
for the primary cont = nan ==* Containment purgmg began on February 25, which was 13
days after the shutdown from full power, and became continuous as the conemn=ent was
opened for outage related work.

De iperariar renewed the lia=nese e=1cn1=nana for the number of cunes of the isotope
xenon-133 released. De initial 4:14 ig resulted in a release of 9.86 cunes of radioactivity
over 24 hours, with a release rate of 114 nuero cunes per second. De release rase was
0.05% of the amount allowed by the nachnal ==-4Wa De aan==eart total site
boundary dose rate was 0.0036 millinant. No inadequacies were idenafied.

5.2 Plant Operations Review hie *=

The inspectors anandad several Plant Operanons Renew Commines (PORC) mestags. The
ia=paamars venned Taehment aparsnearian 6.5 requusments for ma=8=r =**=d=== were met.
Tbc mesang agendas included procedural changes, proposed changes to the Techmcal
S h=, Plant Dessa Change Records, and nunutes froen pronous =asosare PORCi

meetags were charactenaed by frank diennemans and quesnommg of the proposed changes.
De major issues were renewed very well and included the work this pened on the main
steam safety valve test plan and failures, the MCC-5 ABT failure and inveenganons, and the
actinnes to inveengaae the SW symem conomon. Items for winch adequate renew time was
not available were postponed to allow comminee members time for further renew and
comment. De insparear detenened that the comuninos cicealy =nniensed and evaluesed
plant y 'm ;4 and conducted a thorough self-========t of plant activities noted above.

I.7-41 NUREG/CR.4674,Vol 22
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!
5.3 Fouow-up of Previous Insp-elan Madings |

The inspectors reviewed hema == acnons taken in raspaa- to open items and findings from !
premous iner-aaae The insp-ears determmed if correenve actions were appropnase and
thorough and whether previous canarns were resolved. Items are closed whose the in=pe'ar i
desermmed that corrective accons would prevent recurrence. Those items for which !
additional licenene accan is warranted remam open. The followmg ineen was renewed: ,

(Closed) fasa-ear Fallaw item 92-15-02. Connerive =*iaae ~4 nane r*mn= for
12censee Event Renart 92-020 00

This item was open pendmg review of the licensee root cause deternunanon, and the ;

cormctive actions for the failure of the *2B' steam generator wide range level indicanar. 1

i iemanae event report (LER) 92-2000 documented a condition prolubited by eachnical :

5 - - Tr=+= . The basis for the report was CYAPCo's inability to insert a trip signal within ;
one hour on the *2B' wide range level instrument. 'Ihe trip signal was necessary based on a j
momentary failure of the instrument in July 1992. I

CYAPCo's root cause investiganon of the momentary failure of the *2B' wide range steam
,

generator level instrument was inconclusive. The operanng experience since the July 1992 i
event has not identified any failures. :

!

The inspeCaor verified the hcensee's corrective accons to review enchancal specificanon |
instrumentation in regard to insernon of trip agnals, and F;' '= of a plant maddica- i
tion to insmil per==nant trip switches for the eight channals of the sense generasor wide !
range level instruments. CYAPCo's reyww of insuumentation demsn ulennfled that the i
4,160 volt bus 8 and 9 undervoltage level agnals could not be placed in a inpped nannheiaa j
within the one hour allowed by the tachaie=1 specificanane CYAPCo developed procedure
CMP 8.81, " Taur =11mana and Removal of UV Trip Signals Bus levels 1,2, and 3." The
insparear reviewed the adequacy of the W .. and concluded that appropnase accons I

were idamfied to ==iaipinah the reinoval of one of the UV channale The W verifial )
that the apphcable control recen annuecissor procedures reference CMP 8.8-1 to be accom-
phshed by the generance test personnel when a channel failure is evulent.

Plant modificanon PDCR 1344, " Install Steam Generator grule Range level Trip Sweeches,*
was implemented and successfully tested on June 26,1993. The steam generasar low level,
and feed flow /suem flow differential control room - m diact the operasors to have--

instnuneet and control = pariah * perform corrective " . - c - procedure (CMP) 8.2-26, *
Insernon and Ressoranon of Trip Signals.*

The inspacear canaders this issue a violanon that is not subject to enforcement accon because
the hcensee's efforts in idennfymg and correcnag the violanon most the canona specified in
earenan VII.B of 10 CFR Part 2 Appendix C. This itsen is closed.

I.7 42
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5.4 Union Negnelatia= Contingency Plans (IP 92709)
,

Plant security officers are represented by the United Plant Guani Workers of Amenca
(UPGWA) Union. I.acal 533. 'the expirsson date for the exisung union contract was
January 31,1994 Burns Internananal Security Sernces prepared a time line of events and a
plan to promote ranficanon of a new contract. The inspector reviewed the licensee's plans
and accons for rWmg to a work stoppage in the event of a job acnon. T ===
planmng was formah=d four months before the expuanan date.

[

The inspector reviewed the lieuw's plans to meet the mammum shift ----,'--- t for "

normal security and contingency staffing requirements. The inspector also reviewed vanous ;

bcensee and contractor documents. The licensee kept the rendent inepar'ar and the NRC
Region I Division of Padia'ian Safety and Safeguards Section informed of the contract
negotiations and the planmng status.

No ia=d-a* were identified reganhng the matingency plans. A new four year' contract i
was accepted by the union on January 29,1994. 'Ihe inspector found that the tiemene |

security supervisor performed very well in promptly and fully infonmng the inepar'ar of the !
status of the contract negoustions. The inspector identified no inadequacies in this area. |

6.0 MEETINGS

6.1 Exit Maaeine

During this iruparnan, periodic mestags were held with stanon rnanagenwnt to discuss
inspection observations and findings. At the close of the inerarnan penod, an exit mecang
was held to smnmarue the conclumons of the ineparnan No written matenal was given to
the licensee and no rvr-i.q infonnanon related to this inspecnon was identified.

In addition to the exit moeung for the rendent ineparnan held on March 4, the following
ineenngs were held for insparnana conducted by Regica I based ineraesars.

Ta=a-*aa Reportmg Assas
Report No. n=*= Inspector Jagaggi

50-213/94-04 2/7-2/8/94 Mayfield Service Water Pipe Weld,

Degradanon

i
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6.2 Meedag with 14 cal Omcials

On February 18, the inepar*w met with the First Selectwornan for the Town of Haddam,
CT, 'Ibe purpose of the meetag was to meet the local official, to desenbe the role of the
NRC, and discuss the inspecnon of activities at Haddam Neck. 'Ihe types of informanon
available to the public and the Town of Haddam on the 50-213 Docket were also discussed.
'Ibe inspector felt the meetag was benefical for ==E=:=- communranane with the town.

1

i
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ATTACHMENT A

INSFECTION REPORT NO. 56213/94 43 i

EDG SERVICE WATER EVENTS SUMMARY
!

'!he following chronology of hoensee activities regardag the service water corroman issue
was developed dunng this invian pened in response to an in=psrear request.

3/8/93 PIR 93 07 initiated for pahole leak in 'B' EDG supply. UT of surroundag
base meal SAT. Rehef request initiated in accordance with 9005.

5/93 6' Pipmg from 12" east and west supply headers up to and including first
elbows replaced on 'A' and 'B' EDG supply piping during RFO.

5/93 Sample of weld which leaked sent to NUSCO Matenals for root cause evalua-
tion.

6/93 Root cause memo (CTS-93-754) issued stanng poor weld quality with poembil-
ity of MIC (no active samples acquired with welds). .

7/93 PIR 93-027 and CR 93-240 for pmbole leak accepied and closed out by PORC
withdrawal of previous relief request submined.

8/93 Informal discusson began between NUSCO and CY pw ; on need to
inspeer for other potential poor weld quality or MIC attack if present. Sample
qualitatively evaluated and results consisseet with PIR findags.

Im :- : i feasibility of - iv.--g RT inspeions of potentially affected9/93 m
areas (i.e., stagnant, low flow service water).

10/93 Began ke4g ingwe'iaa plan to evaluate potentially affected service water
sub.y--;.

11/16/93 RHR and EDG piping i=--- ^i= acnon plan memo issued. Inspeiane
delayed by management to develop contingency plans. Decimon acceptable
based on weld operability.

12/93 Numerous nwerings held and contingency plan O;y to perfonn inspec-
tions and take sween =ry acnons if operability is not met. Including shutdown !

and piping repl=< evnear PDCR if necessary. I

12/22/93 NRC Region I Adnumstrator Tun Marun visits site, visually inspects samples
and notes sigmficant corromon.

l

|
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1 0/94 CYAPCo deculed to remove an elbow with welds during diesel outage to clean i

HX on 1/25/94 at which time full mammilurgical, RT and visual iaaparanaa will i

be performed. This data would "hanchmark" the RTs for future insparaan of '

in service pquag. Further RT's without removing pipe daarna===l

1/94 Darnmaalation of operability annessment pnmded by Stress Ei which
reaffirmed samples are acceptable / operable, based on measurements and

,

calculanons. r

;

2/2/94 NRC queshon regarding exisung pA.k if operability assessment prompts a
flaw analysis IAW Secnon XI Appendix H to be 3 'v.. 4 by NUSCO. This
analysis reconfirms operability to the extent known defects are characterized.

!2/3/94 Began acquiring additional RTs of all accessible welds to EDGs to assess
:

operability.

2/7/94 Initial screemng of pi ..- rf RT data identifies 3 welds (F21,22 & 12) withd

flaws similar to those removed in May 1993, and wtuch require further
,

characternanon to verify the defects are bounded by the Appendix H analysis.
Eddy Current (ECT) exammanon confirms presence of at least 100 mils of
ligament. Efforts continue to hanchmark the ECT calibration standards against

1

samples with the flaws removed from the system. t

2/12/94 A through wall leak develops on weld #22 during actions to prepare the weld !
crown for UT namwation. CYAPCo declares both SW headers anoperable
based on loss of confidence in NDE methods to charactenze weld defects. An

:
Unusual Event is declared and a plant shutdown is started. '

2/13/94 The plant reached cold shutdown on February 13. 'Ihis began an W 55
,

day outage to inspect SW piping for corromon and replace affected prpung.

2/26/94 End of permd status: Mammum job scope for SW i p= ---t includes the
headers to both EDGs, the headers to the RHR heat exchangers, and the
Adams filter bypass lines.

!

Visual nammanon of welds #21,22 and 12 after removal from the system !
note defects sunnlar to those removed from the SW system in May 1993;

|extensive corromon around welds with initial construcuan defects, with
!

" wormhole" type defects penetraung the crevice. Each sample contains a
significant liramaat with a wall 'hicimana amama==8 to exceed 100 mils.

t

CYAPCo acnons in progmas to characterue the defects and to complete an |

operability a-* in accordance with the bounding Appendix H analysis.

i
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FIGURE 3
VIEW OF DB-25 BREAKER
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FIGURE 4
,

Cross Sectional View of DB 15/25 Breaker 1
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FIGURE 5
DB-25 BREAKER OPERATING MECHANISM
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Appendix I LER No. 219/94-010

.C, m.
(5 92)

U.S t.a.lCL. EAR.,RfS.A.ATSY (IBBt!)SIGIm. sm-.1.
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) E m s 5/3t m

FACILITY mAIE (1) getK T asmEt (2) ] PAE (3)Oyster Creek, Unit 1 05000219 | 1 OF 4itTLE (4)

Reactor Shutdown Commenced Due to less of Both Containment Spray Systems due to Biological Plugging
G =' MTE (5) LER E5 m (61 Mp(If7 BATE (T) OTIER FACILITIES ImILUB (S)

N I UIIDNTN DAY YEAR YEAR IIONTN DAY TEARg 05 0
07 05 94 94 ''''''" "*""010 00 08 04 94 ***"-- --

05 0
SPgIIAT3ns

* * ".402(b)
"' " " " " ' " " " "" * *N

'' '' '' '" '.73(e)(2)(tv)
''"'** ""' '" """'' ' *IEBE (9) 20 20.405(c) 50 73.71(b)

puhER 20.405(e)(1)(t) 50.36(c)(1) X 50.13(a)(2)(v) r3.71(c)g
LEVEL (10) 20.405(e)(1)(41) 50.36(c)(2) 50.73(a)(2)(vtt) ofuta

m-., - x 4 .. 20.405(e)(1)( t t i) X 50. nce)(2)( o 50.nc e)(2)(vu t )( A) (SrecHy in
. $- 20.405(e)(1)( t v) X 50.73(a)(2)< t s ) 50.73(a)(2)(vitt)(a) $'[,I[y

;WAPA ^

20.405(e)(1)(v) 50.F3(a)(2)(li4) 50.73(e)(2)(a) NaC Form 346A)
s

>

L I N"" (INTACT M T518 LER (12)NAME

TELEPuent anAISER (Incle Area Caste)John Galanto 609.971.4349

(IBPL ITE M LIM m p EACM _ _ _, Fall M --_- m is Tuls EEPERT (1'll
CAUSE SYSTEN CSIPoutNT senNUFACnste CAUSE SYSTEM C(BIpoutNT 014mpfACTURfA I

5 kH.
.w%

s@@@fq*s

$N
RPp'-m AL MP(BT bynvmp (14)

EWECTS 810mf u DAY VEAR

7,gT,87yes, couplete EXPECTED SLSEISSION DATE). X m
5

ASSTRACT (16) (Llett to 1400 spaces, i.e., appresteetely 15 etriste-speceit lines)

On July 5,1994 at approximately 1155 hours, both Containment Spray and Emergency
Service Water systems were declared inoperable due to high differential pressure on the tube
side of the heat exchangerdue to biological plugging. A 30 hour plant shutdown was
commenced per Technical Specifications. The heat exchangers were cleaned and returned to
service prior to completion of the shutdown. The plant was returned to full power. The
cause of this event was the release of Blue Mussel shells and other minimal biological debris
into the heat exchangers.

Immediate corrective action was taken to clean, inspect, and return the heat exchangers to
operability. Additional corrective actions are planned to inspect and clean the E.re.ay Service
Water piping during the upcoming refueling outage and install inspection ports ig the affected
systems to assist in the early detection of possible future concerns.

ueC FORIs 346 (5 92)
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LER No. 219/94-010 Appendix I !
!
!

fE,[ u.s. uuttfas arenator muitslam
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) [,fsb

TEXT CONTINUATION ,

f acittif mAIE tu DOCKET ESSEE (2) LES ESWER te. PAE ts) [
sneuenTiat nevisrom i,,,,

oyster creek, Unit 1 2M505000219 94 00-- 010 -- i

!
;

DATE OF OCCURRENCE f
'

The event occurred on July 5,1994, at approximately 1155 hours.
t
*

IDENTIFICATION OF OCCURRENCE

While performing a scheduled monthly surveillance on Containment Spray (Ells BO) and ,

Emergency Service Water (Ells BS) system 2, heat exchanger (Ells HX) differential
'

pressure was observed to increase beyond the operability limit specified in the procedure.
Containment Spray and Emergency Service Water system I was then run with the same

,

result. Both systems were declared inoperable and a 30 hour plant shutdown was +

commenced per Technical Specifications. This event is considered reportable in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(i),10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(ii), and 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(v). ,

!

CONDITIONS PRIOR TO OCCURRENCE
i

The Reactor was operating at approximately 100% power. Containment Spray and '.

Emergency Service Water system 2 was being operated for a normal monthly surveillance.

I

DESCRIPTION OF OCCURRENCE |

On July 5, the normal monthly system operability test for Containment Spray and Emergency
Service Water system 2 was commenced. Shortly after the pumps were started (one !
Containment Spray pump and one Emergency Service Water pump) it was noticed that both |
heat exchanger tube to shell differential pressure indications in the Control Room began to ;

decrease to the alarm set point. Tube to shell differential pressure measures the inlet j
pressure to the heat exchangers on the Containment Spray (shell) side and the outlet pressure i

of the heat exchangers on the Emergency Service Water (tube) side. As the tube side of the
heat exchangers plug, the tube to shell differential decreases. The operators checked the flow
rate of the Emergency Service Water pump and found it to be twenty four hundred gallons
per minute which is below the expected value of approximately thirty five hundred gallons
per minute. The operators then checked the heat exchanger tube side differential pressures
which are local gauges and found differential pressures exceeding the operability limit of 40
pounds per square inch differential (psid). The actual readings were 75 psid for the 1-3 heat
exchanger and 58 psid for the 1-4 heat exchanger.

I
i

NRG FCAN 3eeA 0 90
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So[
u.s. uuctsas armaAtarf camisseau |LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) Egyjj'''NTEXT CONTINUAT!oN

pacittiv hanF m
occurf asete m lea 6 dW

vtanOyster Creek, Unit 1 ,,,,, ,,,,,05000219 3#094
-- 010 -- 00

DESCRIITION OF THE OCCURRENCE (Cont.) t

System 2 was run for approximately twenty minutes 1.rior to being shutdown and declared
inoperable.

As a result of the plugging in Containment Spray system 2 heat exchangers, Containment
Spray and Emergency Service Water system I was run to determine its operability. Within
minutes of starting the Emergency Service Water pump the tube side differential pressure
began to increase quickly and pump flow began to decrease. Heat exchanger differential
pressures exceeded the operability limit of 40 psid. The system was shutdown and declared
inoperable. This resulted in both Containment Spray systems being inoperable at the same
time which required a reactor shutdown within 30 hours per plant Technical Specifications.

i

CAUSE OF THE OCCURRENCE

The cause of the heat exchanger high differential pressures was a result of biological
plugging mostly consisting of blue mussel shells deposited on the first pass tube sheet. 'Ihe
mussels were nearly all found dead, with very little tissue left in the shells. It is strongly
believed that the mussel shells found in the heat exchangers had been growing inside the
Emergency Service Water piping and were released when the Intake water ex'wdad the
temperatures which can support life. This can occur each summer when the Intake water
reaches approximately 80 'F. The amount of biological plugging which occurred during this
event is greater than any which had been previously experienced, and may have been
aggravated by previous loss of the chlorination system.

ANALYSIS OF OCCURRENCE AND SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE

Oyster Creek has two Containment Spray and Emergency Service Water systems.
Emergency Service Water pumps take suction at the Intake Structure (Ells-NN) and supply
Barnegat Bay water to the tube side of the Containment Spray heat exchangers. Plugging of
the heat exchangers is an event typically experienced during the summer months and causes

|
tube side differential pressures to increase. Past experience has shown that differential |

pressures trend up from test to test during the normal monthly surveillance but have never
exceeded eleven psid from one test to the next. When differential pressures reach
approximately 20 psid the heat exchangers are scheduled for cleaning. The operability limit
is 40 psid. Data have been collected in the past for several days of Emergency Service Water
system operation during the summer months with typically very little increase in heat
exchanger differential pressure (several psid). The Emergency Service Water s) stems are
chlorinated when idle.

NaC FURN 3464 0 WZ)
!

!

!

I
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.c ,=0 m6
(5 923

u.S. InscLEAR afasLAter emesissia
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) y g y so-oiesTEXT CONTINUATION

recitity mesir (1) DocKit assfa (2) tit MSeER(6' PAM is) i

Oyster creek, Unit 1 yggg SEGUEk11AL REVISION

05000219 94
-- 0 0 - - 0 4 OF 5

,
6

ANALYSIS OF OCCURRENCE AND SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE (Cont.)
>

The Emergency Service Water systems provide for the long term heat removal of the energy
released from the primary containment (EIIS BD) during a design basis less of Coolant
Accident. Partial plugging of the heat exchangers does not cause a problem for the heat
removal capability because they are four pass heat exchangers and are over designed. Also

,.

the flow rates are not reduced significantly when the units are plugged to normally expected
levels. Although the indicated flow rate was twenty four hundred gallons per minute, the
discharge pressure of the pump running at the time indicated a flow rate of approximately ;

thirty two hundred gallons per minute. The lower indicated flow was a result of a plugged
t

flow sensing element causing an indicated flow rate lov'er than the actual flow rate. The ;
!

required flow rate for a design basis accident is three thousand gallons per minute. Even
with the very high differential pressures, flow rate through the heat exchangers was above the !

!required flow,

i

The structural limit for differential pressure across the heat exchanger baffle plates has been
Icalculated to be seventy psid. The 1-3 heat exchanger reached a differential of seventy five

psid. The baffle plates were inspected and found normal. |
5

t

Continued operation of the Emergency Service Water systems under the plugged condition
could have eventually caused structural damage to one or more of the baffle plates rendering
the heat exchanger less effective for heat removal. There would have been no failure of the
pressure boundary of the system. ;

'

!This event has been determined to be potentially safety significant in that excessive heat
exchanger plugging could interfere with heat removal during an accident and require |

operators to implement contingency procedures. Additionally, as corrective actions were j

initiated and completed prior to the complete dislodging of all the dead mussels, the final !

differential pressure which might have occurred across the heat exchanger tube sheet is not
i
'

known.
I

!
!

CORRECTIVE ACTION i

The System 2 heat exchangers were cleaned and placed back in service on July 6,1994
,

within the thirty hour shutdown window. The shutdown was terminated and a return to full !
j

power was commenced. The System I heat exchangers were then cleaned, inspected, and [
l

placed back in service on July 3,1994. ;
>

NEC f Mft 3664 (3 92)
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592f'
u.s. nactras mesaArcar craselssion

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) ,y,yl$i/
TEXT CoNTINUAT!oN

FACILITY t m (1) mMIIT E M (2) LfB ESJER (6' PAE (3)
YEAw SEQUEtilAL REVISION I

Oyster creek, Unit 1 ' " "05000219 YO94 5 OF 5
-- 010 --

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS (Cont.)

Additional corrective actions will include: 1) Performing an internal piping inspection on the
Emergency Service Water system before the end of the upcoming refueling outage (ISR) to
determine if biological fouling of the piping still exists; 2) cleaning the Emergency Service
Water piping in ISR if necessary to eliminate any growth that has occurred; 3) installing
piping inspection ports during cycle 15 to assist in the early detection of any future biological
growth inside the piping; and 4) determining, by the end of December 1994, the
effectiveness of the chlorination system in each Emergency Service Water system.

l

SIMILAR OCCURRENCES

LER 85-018 Emergency Service Water Pipe Coating Failure

|

mac roam 3664 (5-na
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Appendix I LER No. 237/94-004

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER)
l Form Rev 2 0
! Faedse Name (1) Decket Nummer (2) Page (3)

0|0|2D'oesen Nuclear Power Statum. Urut 2 and 3 3 7 1 of 'O 40 6 0

Tew ads

mea pressure Cootent besetion Svetem Steem Drem tme teoasten Vaaves instened ascerwards Due to C_ _ asen Ener

E= eat Dete I5D LFR Numbee sei L-; Date (16 Other Feenestee M*oive8 (85

(- ... . . _ R._en M.nt, o., . F.o.t. - N_ e,
N_e N_.e. N.n

UNIT 3 0 5 0 0 2 4 0
012 2t4 s|4 3 4 - 0 0 4 - o o o 2 2 2 3 4 Nfa

OPERATING THas REPORT 5 SusurTTTD PURSUANT 70 THE REQUIRMENTS OF 10CFRMODE IDI N
,C .n. e. n .t o .e.e-, (11,

;
20 402el 20 405tc) 50.73iaH2)hvt 73 71(b)POWER

LEVEL 20.406teH1)W 50 3essH1) x 60.736eH2Hvt 73.71tcl '

41 01 20.405taH1 Heil 50.36scH2) 50.731sH2Hvial Othee (Seeca, an
Abstreet teiew0 8 8 20 4054sH1Hisit 50 73(aH2)DI 50.73teH2Hvere (Al end m Testi

20 40EiaH1)Dvl 50.73taH21thi 50.734aH2HwtnHol

20 406tsH1Hvl 50.73teH2Halil 60.734eH2Hal

LICENSE CONTACT FOR 1NIS LFR (121

N4 ME
Tetra.ONE NUMenn

AREA
CODE

m.e<mt.o t..e tE - ,I,I. . I4| , I . I , I . I , |0 iE et ,,..

COMPLETE ONE LINE FOR f ACH COMPONFNT FAILURF OFSCRigED IN THIS REPORT (131

CAUSE SYSTEM COMPONENT MANUFAC- REPORTAsLE CAU$E SYSTEM COMPONENT MANUFAC- REPORTAsLE TOTURER TO NpRos TURER Np4DS

|

|
|

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT EXPECTED (14) Essessed Menen Dev veer
subauseen
Dew stEl

es Hf vos. semplete EXPECTED SusMESION DATE)

ABSTRACT 4Lhnet to 1400 ePases. Lo., --y afteen - _ typeuneteen kneelits)

on January 24, 1994 at 1140 hours, with Unit 2 at 886 and Unit 3 at 744 rated core
thermal power, it was determined that the NPCI steam drain line isolation valves
would not open under LOCA conditions. The unit 3 valve was replaced on January 15,
1994 as a result of leakage through the valve. During this valve replacement, the
original valve was discovered to be installed backwards, when the valve was
replaced, it was installed in the proper direction. The installed orientation of
the Unit 2 valve was verified to be incorrect on January 17, 1994 at approximately0800 hours. An engineering evaluation determined that, since a stronger spring
had been installed on May 5, 1993, the Unit 2 valve would perform its design
function. Prior to these dates, the valves would not have functioned as required.
The safety significance was minimal because the MPCI system was capable of
initiation during an event. A nuclear work request to re-orient the unit 2 valve
has been initiated.

i

i

reemeneme.ses
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UCENSEE EYDr7 REPORT ADO 71XT CONTINUATION
..

F ACIUTY NAME 0) DOCIET NUMBIst (2) ER NW SERfO MW
v., -- -

Nenhar *

el.. - . l. .I.|,l.|.l.| |>I, .|. - .i .i oro--
Tm - - .- oen - .a. .nm

1

i
i

PLANT AND SYSTEM IDENTIFICATIONt
l

| Ceneral Electric-Boiling Water Reactor-2527 MWt rated core thermal power.

Nuclear Tracking System (NTS) tracking code numbers are identified in the text as
(XXX-XXX-XX-YYYYY)

EVENT IDENTIFICATION:
High Pressure Coolant Injection System Steam Drain Line Isolation Valves Installed
Backwards Due to Construction Error.

A. CONDITIONS PRIOR TO EVENT;

Unit 2 (3) Event Dates 01/24/94 Event Times 1140

Reactor Modes N (N) Mode Names RUN (RUN) Power Levels 884 (744)
Reactor Coolant system Pressure: 1000 (1000)

,

I

B. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

On January 24, 1994 at 1140 hours, with unit 2 at 884 and unit 3 at 744
rated core thermal power, it was determined that the High Pressure
Coolant Injection (HPCI) [BJ) steam drain line isolation valves (2301-
28) on both units would not operate under IACA conditions. These valves
had been found to have been installed improperly during initial plant
construction. These valves are designed to open with system pressure
assisting, i.e. flow under the plug. With the valves installed
backwards, the flow is from over the plug, so the system pressure
inhibits the valve from opening. This condition would have prevented
the valves from opening under LOCA conditions.

,

|
l

The improper orientation of the valves was discovered while the unit 3 1

valve was disassembled for repair of leakage through the valve. The
best repair for the leakage was determined to be to replace the valve,
at which time, on January 15, 1994, a new valve was installed in the
proper direction.

Because of this discovery on Unit 3, the orientation of the unit 2
valve was questioned. The orientation of the Unit 2 valve could not be
immediately ascertained, because there are no distinguishing marks on
the outside of the valve body. On January 17, 1994, upon closer, more
detailed scrutiny, barely perceptible engraved markings were found on
the valve body which showed that the 2-2301-28 was also installed
backwards. An engineering analysis was performed which determined that
the valve would operate when required as a result of the installation
of stiffer springs, as described later. The assumptions for this .

analysis, which included packing friction and actuator spring )
capability, were verified by testing the valve on January 20, 1994. ;

The Unit 2 valve was replaced in December 1990 under nuclear work )
request D82665. The existing valve was removed and the new valve was
oriented to the same position. Additionally, the valve manufacturer was
contacted for approval to install a stiffer actuator spring. This
approval was obtained and the new spring was installed in May 1993
under nuclear work request D08593.

i.m.mm
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Appendix I LER No. 237/94-004 i

UCDISEE EVENT REPOst (12R) TEXT CONUNUATION
1.

.

meturv -m oocm,u m m u- m m
i

v., -- -
N.m. .

.l..|,l.|.l.I2|>I, ,i. . .i.|. . .i. .Ii or--
m1 , - . .

C. APPARENT CAUSE OF EVENTt

This event is being reported in accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(v)(D1,
which requires the reporting of any event or condition that alone could
have prevented the fulfillment of the safety function of systems that
are needed to mitigate the consequences of an accident. It should be
noted, however, that this condition would not have prevented initial
NPCI initiation for core injection, but on subsequent MPCI initiations,
potential equipment damage may have occurred.

The apparent cause of the events is that the valves'were improperly
installed during original plant construction, and this orientation was
maintained during subsequent maintenance activities. The history for
unit 2 reveals 15 work requests, while the history for unit 3 reveals
9. The valves demonstrated signs of re-occurring packing leakage,
valve sticking and binding, and constantly requiring stem lubrication,
defective diaphragm replacement, valve internal work, and spring
tension adjustment to make the valves perform their function with load
on them. It is apparent now that these symptoms are a result of the
valve being installed backwards with pressure applied to the top of the
valve plug. In sumanary, a more ef fective root causs = 21ysis would have
identified the potential for the valve being improperly installed.

D.

The 2301-28 valve is a normally closed valve, it is maintained closed
by air pressure, and it fails open due to spring force. Upon NPCI
initiation, the valve is signalled to open. If the 2301-28 valve fails
to open during an event in which HPCI is initiated, moisture could not
drain from the NPCI steam line and would eventually back up through the
drain line and the steam trap. Subsequently, if the HPCI turbine were
tripped, upon re-initiation, any moisture collected at the HPCI Turbine
steam Inlet valve, 2301-3, would be introduced into the MPCI turbine
steam chest. In either situation, moisture would be introduced into
the NPCI turbine presenting potential impingement damage to the turbine
blading. In addition, if sufficient water were to collect upstream of
the 2301-3 valve, and the system were to re-initiate, a slug of water
would become entrained in steam flowing through the turbine. The MFCI
turbine design is capable of ingesting a water slug without casing
damage occurring. The amount of water which would have actually
entered the turbine in this event is unknown.

The safety significance of these events is minimal. In either event,
the HPCI system would initiate and provide cooling to the core.
Moisture impingement, which could occur during HPCI restart, would
shorten the life of the turbine blades, but would present no problems
for the operation of the system.

~

E. 90RRICTIVE hCTIONS

The Unit 3 valve was replaced under WR D23704. An operability
evaluation was performed on the Unit 2 valve and it was determined to
be operable with the stiffer springs installed, and will be replaced by
D2R14. (NTS 237-180-94-00401)

The Integrated Reporting Program (IRP) has been implemented at Dresden
since the installation of these valves. Had IRP been effectively

e---mme
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UCDi3EE EYDiT RDORT (15t) TDCT CONTINUATION.

Form Rev.10
FACdmr NAhG (1) DOCEET NUMBS (2) IDt NUMBER (6) 1%e (3)

Yew Secuumal Number Saruus
Number *

Druden Nedmar bs=ur 8mmes 0|5|0|0|0|2|3 |7 9|4 - 0|0 |4 - 0|0 0|4 0|4OF
TIAT Emergy Indmary Idemonsume Syemen (EE3) endes ese aisunned a lbs asas as (XX)

implemented at the time, it could have identified the recurring
problems with these valves, and it could have prevented the subsequentineffective root cause analysis performed.

Dresden is in the process of developing a matrix to establish the
training recommended for investigators, team leaders, and reviewers,
and this matrix will be completed by 10/01/94. (NTS 237-180-94-00402)

In addition, the IRP procedure will be revised to contain requirements
to determine the reason the past corrective actions failed. These
actions will be completed by 10/01/94. (NTS 237-180-94-00403)

F. PREVIOUS OCCURRENCESt

LER/ Docket N"=hers h
No previous occurrences were noted.

G. CGiGunn.n r FAILURE DATAt

Manufacturer Momenclature Model Number Mfer . Part Number
Mona

L t03mSIU1mRtamme
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Appendix I LER No. 237/94-006

ACCESSION 9: 9412050207 g 2,')bLICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER)

FACILITY NAME: Dresden Nuclear Power Station, Unit 2 PAGE: 1 OF 4

DOCKET NUMBER: 05000237

TITLE: Unit 2 Shutdown Cooling Pump Motors did not have Relay
Setting Orders Reviewed Prior to Motor Installations due
to Inadequate WcJk Practices '

.
,

EVENT DATE: 02/05/94 LER f: 94-006-01 REPORT DATE: M.''07/i
OTHER FACILITIES INVOLVED: None DOCKET NO: 05000

OPERATING MODE: N POWER LEVEL: 099

THIS REPORT IS SUBMITTED PURSUANT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF 10 CFR SECTION:
50.73(a)(2)(v)

LICENSEE CONTACT FOR THIS I2R:
NAME: George C. Eckert III, SEC Ext. 2796 TELEPHONE: (815) 942-2920
COMPONENT FAILURE DESCRIPTION:
CAUSE: SYSTEM: COMPONENT: MANUFACTURER:
REPORTABLE NPRDS:

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT EXPECTED: YES EXPECTED SUBMISSION DATE: 09/16/94

ABSTRACT:

At approximately 1300 hours on February 5, 1994 with Unit 2 at 99% power,
it was discovered that the installed Unit 2 Shutdown Cooling Pump Motors,
which were replacement motors, had different electrical characteristics
than the original motors. It was determinea that a review of the
protective relay setpoints for these motors had not been performed.

Subsequent engineering analysis indicated that the relay setpoints should
be reset to accorunodate the installed motors. The analysis also
indicated that the coordination between the motor feed breakers and the
main feed breakers to ESS buses 23-1 and 24-1 had not been affected. The
ESS buses were never in jeopardy of becoming unavailable due to a fault
at or on any of the Shutdown Cooling Pump motors. The protective relay
setpoints were reset and the pumps declared operable.

L:\8360\8301\237\180\94\006.r01

END OF ABSTRACT
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LER No. 237/94-006 Appendix I

TEXT PAGE 2 OF 4

EVENT IDENTIFICATION:

Unit 2 Shutdown Cooling Pump Motors did not have Relay Setting
Orders Reviewed Frior to Motor Installations due to Inadequate Work
Practices.

A. PLANT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO EVENT:

Unit: 2 Evont Date: 02/05/94 Event Time: 1300 hrs

Rei .2 Mode: N Mode Name: Run Power Level: 994

R tetor Coolant System Pressure: 1000 psig

B. Dm..RIPTION OF EVENT:

At approximately 1300, on February 5, 1994 with Unit 2 operating at
99% power, it was determined that replacement motors installed on
the 2A, B, and C Shutdown Cooling pumps did not receive an
evaluation of the effect of the replacement motors on protective ,

relay settings. This problem was discovered during a i
similar(breaker)installation on Unit 3.

The Unit 2 Shutdown Cooling Pumps were declared adainistratively
inoperable per Dresden Administrative Technical Requirements 3/4.9
on February 5, 1994 at 1459. An ENS phone notification was made at
1459 EST, February 5, 1994 to report a condition affecting RHR
Capability. Engineering analysis was performed to determine the
correct relay setpoints and the effect the new setpoints would have
on the ESS buses (EB). The analysis indicated that the relay
setpoints should be reset to accommodate the installed motor. The
new relay setpoints would not affect the coordination of any of the
motor feed breakers with the upstream ESS bus feed breakers.
Therefore, the upstream relays would not be reset.

The existino configuration of the installed motors and existing
relay setpoints did not adversely affect the availability of the ESS
buses. The existing relay setpoint had both the long time and
instantaneous settings too low for the existing motor. As such, a
motor may have spuriously tripped its feed breaker due to high
current but would not have challenged the main feed breaker to the
ESS buses.

C. CAUSE OF EVENT:

This report is being submitted in accordance with 10 CFR
50.73(a)(2)(v) which requires the reporting of any event or
condition that alone could have prevented the fulfillment of the
safety function of systems needed to remove residual heat.

!

| The apparent cause of having motors installed without a review of
' their protective relay setpoints is due to a preconceived idea that

this motor changeout was a like-for-like replacement and did not

} require an engineering review. This work was classified as
| reliability related. The existing work practices and procedures do
j not require an engineering review of this type of work package. The
j interaction of the replacement motor with the existing

L:\8360\8301\237\180\94\006.r01
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protective relaying was not understooo or believed to be a problem.
Consequently, the change was not compatible with the as built
condition.

D. SAFETY ANALYSIS:

The Shutdown Cooling System is not considered safety related or used
to mitigate the consequences of any design basis accident. The
protective relays were found to be improperly set in the direction
which would have resulted in spurious trapping of the affected
motors. Engineering analysis of the installed protective relay
setpoints determined that the safety related bus which feeds the
affected motors would have been protected from a postulated fault.
All three of the affected motors have been satisfactorily run since
their installation thereby making it highly unlikely that all three
Shutdown Cooling Pump motors would have simultaneously caused
breaker trips upon demand Furthermore, if all three Shutdown
Cooling pumps were lost, rocedural guidance exists per DOA 1000-1
if alternate Shutdown Coo ing methods were required.

The ESS 23-1 and 24-1 4kV buses provide the electrical feed to the
Shutdown Cooling Pump motors. At no time were these buses in
jeopardy of being lost because of the improperly set protective
relays for the Shutdown Cooling Pump motors. The protective relays
for the Shutdown Cooling Pump motor breakers must coordinate with-
the protective relays on the main feed breakers to the ESS buses.
Coordination ensures that a fault at a load will be cleared by the
load breaker and will not propagate upstream to the main feed
breaker. Coordination existed between the Shutdown Cooling Pump
motor breakers and the main feed breakers both before and after the
Shutdown Cooling Pump motors protective relays were reset.
Therefore, if a fault condition existed at or on a Shutdown Cooling
Pump motor, the motor feed breaker would have tripped without
affecting the availability of the ESS bus.

E. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

1) The protective relays for all three Shutdown Cooling Pump motor
breakers were reset on 2/11/94.

2) As a result of this event, a root cause investigation team was
formed to determine what work procedures or practices should be
modified to prevent recurrence of this event. The team
consisted of representatives from operations, System
engineering, electrical maintenance, stores, and site
engineering departments. The root cause of the event was
determined to be a breakdown in the station work request
program. The new motors were believed to be a like-for-like
substitution for the existing motors. However, although the
new motors matched the existing motors in horsepower, voltage, i

RPM, and other parameters, certain characteristics were not the
same. These characteristics, including the fact that the new
motors were high efficiency, gave the new motors different
electrical current requirements.

Existing procedures were reviewed to determine if they were
violated, unclear, or lacking necessary information for this
specific event. It was determined, however, that the existing
procedures governing work request generation and processing
were not violated and did not need to be revised. Instead a
heightened level of awareness concerning motor

L:\8360\S301\237\180\94\006.r01
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characteristics and their effects on electrical systems was jachieved through engineering correrpondence and training. The
Site Engineering Plant Support department issued a letter ,

4

(CHRON 90302044) listing certain motor parameters which affect
relay setpoints. The letter was issued to Site and Systems

,

'

Engineering personnel as well as electrical maintenance work
analysts. For future reference the letter was incorporated
into the Work Analyst's Guide to Work Package Preparation as a
supplement for this lesson learned. This event was included inthe operator's six week training cycle, and was presented in
tailgate as a lessons learned item. To assure the lessons
learned form this event were identified to the appropriate
personnel, the maintenance and engineering individuals involved
in the motor replacement were members of the root cause
evaluation team and responsible for the lessons learned
identification and these corrective actions. Also, the work
analyst involved with the motor replacement recognizes and
acknowledges his' error and clearly understands the impact of
motor characteristics on relays settings.

F. PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES:

There were no previous occurrences of this nature found.
G. COMPONENT FAILURE DATA:

None. -

L:\8360\8301\237\180\94\006.r01
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With Unit 3 in Refuel, while performing a 24 hour endurance run of the Unit 3
Emergency Diesel Generator, motor control center (MCC) 39-2 tripped. The trip
of MCC 39-2 caused a trip of the Unit 3 Emergency Diesel Generator Cooling water
Pump and consequently a trip of the Unit 3 Emergency Diesel Generator on hightemperature.

Loss of MCC 39-2 also caused a loss of the 33 Reactor ProtectionSystem (RPS) MG-set, the *B' Standby Gas Treatment (SSGT) Train, the 125VDC
Charger #3 and the 250VDC Charger #2/3. The loss of the RPS MG-Set caused aUnit 3 half scram, and the loss of the '3" StGT train caused a start of the 'A'StGT train, which is considered an ESF actuation. An operability determination
was made which stated that the MCC trip was due to an improperly set feedbreaker. It also stated that the MCC was operable provided the compensatoryaction of controlling running load on the MCC was implemented. station
Operations department controlled the loading on the MCC until trip settingscould be revised. A review of the MCC loading indicated that the original
setting of the breaker was adequate but that load additions over time had
created an overload situation. This event initiated a review of all safety
related MCC feed breakers. The review indicated that McCs 28-3 and 30-3 alsohad improperly set feed breakers. A separate operability assessment was
performed c,n these two McCs, which included immediate compensatory actions of
controlling running loads to below the breakers' trip settings. The loadingrestrictions remained in place until the breakers could be properly set.
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EVENT IDENTIFICATION:

Potential Trip of Motor Control Centers Due to Improper Feed Breaker Settings

A. PLANT CONDITION 5 PRIOR TO EVENT:

Unit 2(3) Event Date: 06/08/94 Event Time 1913 hrs

Reactor Mode N(N) Mode Names Run (Refuel) Power Levels 994 (006)
,

peactor Coolant system Pressures 1005 (00) poig

IB. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT:

On June 8, 1994 with Unit 3 in Refuel Mode, MCC 39-2 inadvertently tripped at
1913. The trip occurred concurrently with a 24 hour endurance run of the Unit 3
Emergency Diesel Generator [EK], during operation of the Unit 2/3 sBGT system ;

[BH] 'B" train, and during a Unit 2 High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) [BJ)
surveillance. There were no failed components which contributed to this event.
The following equipment is fed by MCC 39-2 and consequently became unavailable
when the MCC tripped

Unit 3 Emergency Diesel Generator Cooling Water Pump [LB]
Unit 3 Emergency Diesel Generator Vent Fan [EK]
Unit 3 Emergency Diesel Generator starting Air compressor 3B [LC]
Unit 3 Emergency Diesel Generator Fuel Transfer Pump [EK]

'CC5W Pump Cubicle Cooler C Fans 1 and 2 [80]
CCSW Pump Cubicle Cooler D Fans 1 and 2 [50] '

SBCT Inlet Damper 2/38 [BH]
SBGT Air Heater 2/3B [BH]
SBGT Fan Discharge Damper 2/3B [BH]
SBGT Fan 2/38 [BH],

SBCT Outside Air Damper 2/3B [BH]
Reactor Building Vent to 85GT Damper 2/38 [BH]
RPS Motor-Generator set 3B (JC]
125VDC Battery Charger 3 [EJ)
250VDC Battery Charger 2/3 [EJ)
Turbine Building Emergency Lighting [FG)
Condensate Transfer Pump 3B [KA]

Trips of these services caused the following system events to occurs !

Loss of the SBCT [BH] *B* train caused an automatic initiation of
the 'A' train at 1913. This is considered an ESF actuation and an
ENS notification was made at 2235 EST on June B, 1994.

Loss of the Emergency Diesel Generator Cooling Water Pump (LB] and
| Vent Fan (EK] caused a trip of the Emergency Diesel Generator [EK]
I due to high temperature at 1914.

Loss of the RPS Motor-Generator set (JC] caused a loss of power to
the RPS and, consequently, a Unit 3 half scram.

Lessmemmeseum
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Loss of the 125VDC charger #3 required that operators realign the
Unit 3 125VDC system [EJ) to the available 125VDC charger #3A. Loss
of the 250VDC charger 2/3 required that operators realign the Unit 3
250VDC battery system [EJ) to the available 250VDC charger #3. Both
battery systems were realigned by 1928.

The next actions were to strip the MCC of all its loads and reclose the feed
breaker at switchgear 39 which was completed at 1935. The SBCT "B" train was
placed in off and then reenergized at 1937. The Emergency Diesel Genstator
cooling water Pump and Vent Fan were energized from MCC 39-2 and stanad. All
remaining loads on MCC 39-2 were restored by 1942.

Due to existing plant conditions, the MCC trip was not believed to be a result
of a fault condition. The trip was believed to be due to an overcurrent
condition in the long time range of the feed breaker. Per discussions with
operating personnel, the HPCI Auxiliary Oil Pump had been recently started when
the breaker tripped. Starting the pump would cause the Unit 2/3 250VDC battery
charger to go into a current limiting condition meaning that it would draw its
maximum current rating from its AC source. This large load in conjunction with
the other loads already running on the MCC caused a current of approximately 405
Amps to be drawn. This is in excess of the feed breakers 400 Amp trip setting.
The trip of the breaker is not considered an equipment failure because it
tripped as designed.

A review of the loads fed from MCC 39-2 indicated that the loads energized
during the event may also be energised under certain accident conditions. This |

implied that the MCC and therefore the loads would not be available for accident |
mitigation under all scenarios. Because a basis for the existing feed breaker i
setpoint could not be immediately established, an operability determination was |

begun by Site Engineering to determine the worst case accident load scenario. |
The results indicated that the breaker was set too low for a postulated loCA
condition without loss of offsite power; a loading condition similar to the
recent event. Immediate cotr.pensatory actions were directed to the station
Operations Department. The compensatory actions included realigning the AC feed

.

of the Unit 2/3 250VDC charger to MCC 29-2 and to consider the Condensate |
Transfer Pump 3B out of service. This would ensure the connected load would not I
trip the feed breaker under accident conditions.

The overcurrent trip device in MCC 39-2 is a General Electric dashpot type EC-2A
device which is original plant equipment. Because a basis could not be
established for the existing setting, all other MCCs using the original EC-2A
devices were also suspect. A review was performed which determined that the
remaining MCC feed breakers using EC-2A devices would not suffer from a similar
overcurrent problem.

A review of all safety related MCC feed breakers, including those which used
newer RMS-9 trip devices, was also performed. The review accounted for all
accident conditions to determine the worst case loading and voltage conditions
on the safety related switchgear and MCCs. The review indicated that the feed
breakers for McCs 28-3 and 38-3 were also set too low for all postulated
conditions. Because the breakers to these MCCs were set too low for all
postulated events, the emergency AC power system was believed to be outside of
its design basis and an ENS notification was made at 1312 EST on June 13, 1994.

L _ _ . . Les
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A second operability assessment was performed to address Mcco 28-3 and 38-3.
Isusediate compensatory actions similar to those for the previous operability
determination were again directed to the station Operations Department. The
actions included considering the Turbine Bearing Lift Fumps out of service on
MCC 28-3 and considering the Turbine Turning Gear out of service on MCC 38-3.
These actions would ensure the cor.nected loads would not trip the respective
feed breakers.

C. CAUSE OF EVENT:

This report is being submitted in accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(ii), which
requires the reporting of any event or condition that results in the condition
of the nuclear power plant, including its principal safety barriers, being
seriously degraded, or results in the nuclear power plant being in a condition
that is outside the design basis of the plants and in accordance with
10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv), which requires the reporting of Any event or ccndition
that results in manual or automatic actuation of any Engineered safety Feature.
The trip of MCC 39-2 was due to an incorrectly set feed breaker. The feed
breaker for this MCC had a General Electric dashpot type EC-2A overcurrent trip
device which was original equipment. The settLng for this breaker was 400 ampo
+/- 10% due to tolerance of the EC-2A device. A review of the original loading
on the MCC indicates that the 400 Amp setting was adequate based on protective
device setting standards at the time of original design. Load additions made to
the MCC over time however, increased the available running load current above
the 400 Amp setting. Therefore, the cause of the overload condition was a
failure to assure that additions of plant loads were reviewed for impact on
bCoaker settings.

The feed breakers to McCs 28-3 and 38-3 have had their EC-2A trip devices
replaced with General Electric solid state type RMS-9 trip devices. The new
RMS-9 devices provide enhanced trip selectivity to allow 480VAC breaker
coordination. The RMS-9 devices were installed in November 1991 for MCC 38-3and March 1993 for MCC 28-3. Both of these feed breakers were set at 400 amps.
Because the new devices were installed after implementation of the ELMS program,
an investigation was performed by the Electrical / I&C department in Downers
Grove to determine the cause of the protective device settings for McCs 28-3 and
38-3 not refleeting all postulated load conditions. This department perforised
the investigation because it was responsible for control of 480 Vac switchgear
protective device settings at the time of the event.

The investigation determined that the new setting for MCC 38-3 was chosen to be
identical to the original setting based on the assumption that the MCC loading
had not changed over time. This was determined by interviews with the personnelinvolved with the setting calculations. Also, letter #173174 dated
september 18, 1991, which transmitted the revised device setting, gave no basis
for the setting and did not identify the potential for an overloaded protective
device. However, since loading had changed, the total connected load was
greater than the protective device setting. The cause of the overloaded
condition is therefore a failure to assure that the addition of plant loads over
time were reviewed for impact on breaker settings, and a failure to review plant
conditions during the calculation of the protective device setting.

t;ememnzmmesasm
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At the time the setting for MCC 28-3 was issued, it was recognised that the
protective device setting was lower than the total connected load. That
information is documented in letter #191606 dated February 2, 1993. However,
since the new protective device setting was identical to the original setting,
it was assumed that the running load during accident conditions would be within
the setting of the protective device. The significance of the potential for an
overloaded protective device was not understood by those receiving it or by its
authors. The actual running load during a design basis accident was not
considered during the device setting calculation. The cause of the overloaded
condition on MCC 28-3 therefore, is the same as that for MCC 38-3.

D. SAFETY ANALYSIS:

The following discussion makes reference to the equipment fed by McCs 28-3 and
38-3; the loads are printed here for ease of discussion.

2.0.-l
Turning Gear Oil Pump Turning Gear
Piggy Back Motor Turbine Bearing Lift Pumps
Fire Protection Panel FP-2 Unit 2 250VDC charger
Unit 2 EDG Circ Lube Oil Pump Unit 2 EDG Turbo Lube oil Pump
Unit 2 EDG Isumersion Heater Unit 2/3 EDG Cooling Water Pump

2.0-1

Turning Gear Oil Pump Turning Gear
Piggy Sack Motor Turbine Bearing Lift Pumpe I

'
Fire Protection Panel FP-3 CCSW Cubicle Cooler A Fans 1&2
RPS MG-Set 3A CCSW Cubicle Cooler B Fans 1&2
Unit 3 EDG Circ Lube Oil Pump Unit 3 EDG Turbo Lube oil Pump
Unit 3 EDG Isumersion Heater Unit 2/3 EDG Cooling Water Pump
Distribution Panel 2253-85

The auxiliary power system is designed using safety related and balance of plant I
switchgear and MCCs to provide AC power to norinal and emergency plant loads. |

The safety related equipment is divided into two separate divisions to provide
diversity and redundancy. Under accident conditions, the safety related
equipment is designed to have power supplied from the safety related Emergency
Diesel Generators of the same division. There are two accident scenari.cs which
are considered to present the worst case loading conditions for the saiety
related equipment; 1) a Loss of Coolant Accident with a Loss of Offsite Power
(LOCA/ Loop) and, 2) a Loss of Coolant Accident with offsite power available
(LOCA).

During a LOCA/ LOOP condition, some loads on MCCs 28-3, 38-3 and 39-2 will trip
and not reenergize when the Emergency Diesel Generators start and provide power
to the esorgency buses. As such, the loading on the MCCs is significantly
reduced and the voltage levels are greatly improved thereby reducing the current
draw. Preliminary analysis has been performed which indicates that under
LOCA/ LOOP conditions, MCC 28-3 may trip due to current levels above the feed
breaker's setting. The other MCCs will not trip due to excessive current.

LWSSWHIFNS$88tGA
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!Icos of MCC 28-3 would cause a loss of the Unit 2/3 Emergency Diesel Generator
Cooling Water Pump. Although this pump has a backup source of power from MCC
38-3, it is assumed that under Unit 2 LOCA and full site IAOP conditions, MCC
38-3 would not have a source of power. Therefore, the Unit 2/3 Emergency Diesel

!
Generator would not have cooling water and is assumed to be unavailable.
Assuming a single failure on the Unit 2 Emergency Diesel Generator would render
all Unit 2 emergency AC power sources unavailable. However, the Division I
cromotie between buses 34-1 and 24-1 would be available to provide AC power. >

The remaining loads on MCC 28-3 are not required to mitigate the consequences of
an accident or to ensure operability of safety related equipment.

I

Under the second condition of LOCA with offsite power available, it is
conservatively assumed that the offsite power is degraded to a level slightly
above the second level degraded voltage relay setpoint so that the Emergency
Diesel Generator has started on the LOCA signal but is not connected to the bus,
thereby forcing onsite power to its lowest postulated value. Under this
condition, preliminary analysis has shown that McCs 28-3, 38-3 and 39-2 will
trip due to current levels above the feed breakers' settings thereby causing all
loads on the McCe to become doenergized. The Unit 2/3 and Unit 3 Emergency '

Diesel Generator Cooling Water Pumps would be lost causing the Emergency Diesel
Generators to fail or require manual operator action to be taken to restore ,

;cooling. An assumed single failure of the Unit 2 Emergency Diesel Generator
would cause all'on site emergency AC power to be unavailable. However, in the ,

assumed scenario, offsite power is available to mitigate the consequences of the
LOCA.

i

Another significant load is the feed to the StGT *B' train. This event could
have resulted in the "B* train being unavailable to maintain rolesses within
20CFR100 limits. However, the "A" train was not affected by this event. Also, i

loss of the CCsw cubicle cooler fans may cause a loss of the vaulted CCsw pumpe
and therefore inhibit long term cooling ability. This would again require
operator action to mitigate the consequences of this loss. However, the CCSW

3motors are manually started loads and therefore operator action is already i

required. Loss of the remaining loads on the McCs would not cause the inability |
to mitigate the consequences of an accident.

I

E. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

Immediate corrective actions during the loss of MCC 39-2 included reenergizing
the tripped loads. Intermediate corrective actions included operability
assessments performed by Site Engineering. The compensatory actions associated
with the operability assessments included limiting the loads connected to the
affected MCCa. Long term corrective actions of replacing the existing feed
breakers to the affected MCCs with properly set breakers is complete. The feed

,

breaker to MCC 39-2 has been replaced with a breaker that contains an RMs-9 trip J

device. All trip device settings have been reviewed and, where necessary, reset
at levels that account for breaker coordination and worst case current levels
expected at the individual MCCs.

Long term corrective actions also included reviewing various historical loading
conditions on the auxiliary power system. The review considered the
modifications to the auxiliary power system over the years including those due
to degraded voltage considerations, addition of new MCCs, and other eyeten
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changes. The review determined that loads a,ere added which caused an
overcurrent condition on these MCCs. However, long term corrective actions with
regard to the modification process are not believed necessary due to this event.
The load additions which created the overcurrent conditions were made prior to
modification enhancements. The heightened level of awareness regarding the
auxiliary power system design and the modification process in general have
resulted in substantial required reviews during the process of adding loads.
The modification process now requires a load analysis by the Electrical Load
Monitoring system as well as breaker coordination and protective device setting
calculations when a new load is added.
With regard to the improper review of plant loading conditions during device
setpoint calculation, the investigation determined that Technical Inforination
Document TID-E/IEC-13, 480 volt switchgear Trip Device Selection And setting,
was not issued until May 21, 1993. This TID gives guidance as to how a
protective device for an MCC feed breaker is to be sized. Prior to issuing the
TID, protective device setpoints were determined in accordance with procedure
ENC-QE-59. However, the guidance in QE-59 is directed toward new design as
opposed to modification of an older plant. In calculation of the device
setpoints for Dresden, it was believed that the existing setpoints were adequate
and that review of the running loads was not required. The personnel involved
witn the calculations recognise and acknowledge the error of this methodology,
and understand the importance of reviewing plant conditions prior to calculating ;
protective device settings. These personnel were responsible for the 1investigation into the event, the determination of the affected MCCs, and the
corrective actions.

As an added action to prevent recurrence, additional controle have been placed
on load changes and the resulting impact on the electrical distribution system
trip device settings. The IIJss-AC+ program, used to evaluate the system load
flow, has been revised to flag conditions in which the additional load current
will exceed the espacity of the connection. Through the load addition process,
both the ELMS program and Relay Setting Program are updated. The ELMS program
will flag cases in which the running load is higher than the cable ampacity,
therefore requiring further evaluation to avoid nuisance tripping. The
protective device settings are currently and will continue to be checked to
ensure coordination. This action will preclude recurrence and assure proper
review for protection and coordination within the electrical distribution
system.

In cases where the connection ampacity is higher than the protective device
setting, the device setting will be revised through the relay setting program.
The new setting will reflect the additional load condition and thereby also
avoid nuisance tripping. The current modification process requires a review of
both the ELMS database and protective device settings when a new load is added
or a current load is modified.

F. PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES:

There have been no previous occurrences in which a MCC spuriously tripped due to
an incorrect breaker setting.

G. COMPONENT FAILURE DATA:

N/A
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On August 4, 1994, at 1559 hours, with Unit 2 at 994 rated core thermal power,
while performing Dresden operating Surveillance (DOS) 2300-03, High Pressure
Coolant Injection (HPCI) System Monthly operability Verification, the turbine
tripped due to high exhaust pressure. Inspection of the turbine drain system
was performed. The rupture diaphragm was also replaced. The turbine was
retested on August 7, 1994. The drain system and the exhaust line check valves
were functionally tested. The turbine was manually tripped prior to exhaust
pressure reaching 30 psig. Following a failed Local Leak Rate Test (LLRT) Unit
2 was shutdown. The cause of the high exhaust pressure was the failure of the
2-2301-74 check valve. The valve disc was found separated from the piston guide
assembly. Tack welds which prevent the assembly from rotating were found
cracked due to fatique. The valve disc was reassembled with the piston guide
and tack welded. The safety significance of this event is considered moderate.
There have been no previous events.

m.m.mmami m.mi.m
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EVENT IDENTIFICATION:
,

HPCI [BJ) Turbine Tripped on High Exhaust Pressure Due to a Failed Exhaust Check '

Valve

A. PLANT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO EVENT:

Unit 2 Event Date: 08/04/94 Event Times 1559

Reactor Mode N Mode Name: R Power Level 994

Reactor Coolant System Pressure 1004 psig
B. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT:

On August 4, 1994, at 1559 hours, with Unit 2 at 994 rated core thermal power,
while performing Dresden operating Surveillance (DOS) 2300-03, High Pressure
Coolant Injection System Monthly operability Verification, the turbine tripped
due to high exhaust pressure. Prior to the trip, the turbine was operated for
approximately 5 minutes at 2500 rpm during manual trip verification. Following
the manual trip, the turbine was rolled back up to 2500 RPM for a fifteen minute
warming period. During the time the turbine was being rolled back up to 2500
rpm, steam was noted to be leaking from the Low Pressure Gland Seal area. The
turbine automatically tripped approximately one minute into the warming
evolution. The HPCI system was declared inoperable and the steam supply was
isolated. Following the failure of the test, the exhaust line high pressure
switches, 2-2368A and 2-2368B, were functionally checked. Both switches
actuated at 100 psig (+/- 3 psig). In order to determine the cause of the steam
leakage out of the low pressure gland seal, a walkdown of the cooling water
valving was performed. The walkdown found the 2-2399-94 valve, the HPCI cooling ,

sensing line valve, closed. The closure of this valve decreased the cooling s

water flow to the Gland Seal Condenser (GSC) . The valve was restored to theproper position. There was no further testing or troubleshooting performed on
August 4, 1994.

Based on Conunonwealth Edison experience, the high exhaust pressure was believed
to have been caused by the presence of water in the turbine exhaust. Two
previous turbine high exhaust events, within Consoonwealth Edison at other
stations concerning HPCI/RCIC turbines, have been caused by the presence of
water in the turbine exhaust. During this event, an unexpected exhaust drain
(WK) pot high level alarm did annunciate and clear during the initial warming of
the turbine indicating the presence of water in the turbine exhaust. In
addition, several weeks earlier, the turbine exhaust drain pot high level alarm
annunciated while the HPCI system was in its normal standby condition. The
drain pot was drained and the leakage into the drain pot was later determined to
be caused by steam leakage past A02-2301-28, HPCI Inlet Drain Pot Dischargevalve.

On August 5,1994, a multi-disciplined troubleshooting team (team) was assembled
to assess the turbine trip and prepare the system for a retest, if possible.
The team consisted of the System Engineering Supervisor, HPCI System Engineer,
Site Engineering Supervisor, General Electric Site Representative, Unit 2 Master
Work scheduler r.nd the Operations Department Supervisor. In addition, the Quad
cities Syste'n Engineer was taking part in our teleconference for additional i

munuunmuen.nen.wi
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insight of similar problems at Quad Cities. The team was responsible for
determining the cause of the turbine exhaust high pressure problem and to
resolve it prior to ratesting the turbine. The following actions were presented
to the team by the HPCI System Engineers inspection or functional check of the
exhaust check valves 2-2301-45, HPCI Turbine Exhaust Check Valve 2-2301-74, HPCI
Turbine Exhaust Check Valve, 2-2301-34, HPCI Turbine Drain Exhaust Check Valve,
2-2301-71, HPCI Turbine Drain Exhaust Check Valve, disassemble the rupture
diaphragm, functionally check exhaust drain pot level switch, check turbine
drain restricting orifices for blockage, inspect A02-2301-28, review the
potential impact of the new revision to DOS 2300-03, and functionally check
gland seal condenser (GSC) drain pressure switch.

The team discussed the aforementioned items and the sequence of the events that
occurred on August 4, 1994. The areas focused on were the high exhaust line
pressure alarm and the steam leak from the low pressure gland seal area. The
team c'etermined that the probability of a turbine exhaust check valve failure '

was not the potential cause of the high exhaust pressure. This was based on the
short duration of the exhaust high pressure alarm and the fact that the turbine
operated for approximately 5 minutes prior to failure. It was determined that
the HPCI exhaust check valves would be functionally tested during performance of
the HPCI retest, as provided for in DOS 2300-03. The original duration of the
exhaust alarm that was reported to the team on August 5, 1994, was .07 seconds.
The exhaust alarm duration was determined from review of the Sequence of Events
Recorder (SER) [IQ] print out. The following actions were reconenended by the
teams verified turbine case drain restricting orifice is free of blockage,
functionally checked Gland Seal Condenser (GSC) pressure switch, functionally
checked the Exhaust Drain Pot Level Switch, and installed exhaust line
instrumentation to monitor pressure. The team reviewed the new DOS 2300-03
procedure revision that was used during the performance of the August 4, 1994,
test, replaced the rupture diaphragm, and performed a valve check list on all |

valves in the HPCI room. The applicable changes made involved the initial speed
at which the turbine is brought up to for manual turbine trip verification. The
procedure was changed from 1000 rpm to 2500 rpm with General Electric

,concurrence and the first HPCI run, under the new speed, was conducted on August i

4, 1994. General Electric has stated that the process of bringing the turbine
up to an initial speed of 2500 rpm is acceptable. The HPCI turbine has been
fast start tested numerous times without any exhaust pressure problems
occurring. In addition, NRC Information Notice (IN) 82-26, RCIC and HPCI
Exhaust Check Valve Failures, reconenends that " System operation below the
reconenended turbine rated speed should be minimited." Therefore, based on
previous operation of the turbine and reconenendations from General Electric, it
was determined that the new procedure revision used for this event was not a
contributing factor to the high exhaust pressure.

Following the original reconenendations, the duration of the high exhaust line
pressure alarm was later verified, on August 5, 1994, to be 7 seconds instead of
the reported .07 seconds. This oversight was the result of the HPCI System
Engineer mis-reading the SER printout. After discovering the mistake, the
decision was made by the team leader to continue with the present course of
action and add the requirement to replace the rupture diaphragm.

.

In addition, the team recomunended that the Operations Department perform a valve
Ichecklist on all valves in the HPCI room prior to the next test. The

mean unmumm.u.m
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performance of the check list would identify any valve mispositioning prior to 6

the performance of the next test.

!The following repairs and inspections were completed successfully on August 6,
19948 verified turbine case drain restricting orifice is free of blockage, ,

t

functionally checked Gland Seal Condenser (GSC) pressure switch, functionally
checked the Exhaust Drain Pot Level Switch, installed exhaust line

Linstrumentation to monitor pressure, the team reviewed the new DOS 2300-03 t

procedure revision that was used during the performance of the August A, 1994, *

test and replaced the rupture diaphragas. In addition, the HPCI valve check '

list was performed on all valves in the HPCI room on August 7, 1994. Due to a
lack of control room personnel manpower, the perfortaance of the HPCI test was
postponed until August 7, 1994.

On August'7, 1994, an extensive Heightened Level of Awareness (HLA) meeting was
held with the operating crew prior to retesting HPCI. The HUL was conducted by
the HPCI System Engineer. The areas that were covered extensively involved the

!verification of the HPCI Exhaust Line Check valves' operation. The Nuclear-

Station Operator (NSO) was informed that the expected exhaust line pressure
would be a maximum of 35 psig at full turbine speed. The instructions were .

!
given to the NSO to trip the turbine if exhaust pressure approached 35 psig

'

iprior to reaching full power conditions on the turbine (4000 rpm).

At 1900 hours, the HPCI operability surveillance began. The initial warming of
,

the turbine was perforined to functionally check the drain system. The exhaust '

drain pot and associated drain line check valves were verified to be operating
satisfactorily by the system engineer. The turbine was then rolled up to 1600
rpm when it was noted by the NSO that exhaust pressure was increasing at a
higher than normal rate. The turbine was manually tripped prior to the exhaust
pressure reaching 30 psig. The HLCI steam supply was isusediately isolated to
prevent the turbine from starting on an Emergency Core Cooling System initiation
signal. The 2-2301-74 valve was then manually closed to isolate the exhaust ;
line. '

1After the August 7th run, investigation of the turbine exhaust check valves was
pursued. A local leak rate test (LLRT) of the check valve volume was performed
and leakage was found which exceeded the Technical fpecifications (TS) limit

'

(the LLRT failure is being addressed in a separate Licensed Event Report (LER)
Docket 50-237, number 94-022). Since the HPCI exhaust line check valves could
not be repaired on line, the reactor was shutdown.

The 2-2301-45 valve HPCI Turbine Exhaust Check Valve, was disassembled and
inspected under work request D26915. The check valve seats were found to be
slightly worn due to normal valve operation. This failure did not affect the
operation of the HPCI system.

The 2-2301-74 valve HPCI Turbine Exhaust Check Valve, was disassembled and
inspected under work request D26919. The valve disk was found not attached to
the valve guide piston. Further inspection revealed that the four tack welds,
which prevent the assembly from rotating, had broken due to fatigue.

A search of industry operating experience was performed and two documents were
found which are directly related to this event! INFO Significant Operating SOER
Experience Report (50ER) 06-3, Check Valve Failures or Degradation

m.mimmmmmm.m
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(Recomumendation 1),' and NRC Information Notice (IN) 82-26, RCIC and HPCI Turbine
Exhaust Check Valve Failures.

i

Review of SOER 86-3, (Reconenendation 1), was performed initially in July of .1986, addressing the preventive maintenance program for check valves. Dresden i

Administrative Procedure (DAP) 11-25, Check valve Inspection Program, was issued
.in October, 1988, to implement the check valve preventive maintenance program. ;

However, stop check valve 2-2301-74 was included in the preventative maintenance
.

program for inspection / testing in January, 1994. Dresden's original response to '

SOER 86-3 stated that the HPCI system check valves would be included in the
program. The reason for not including the 2-2301-74 valve in the original
preventive maintenance program has not been determined. However, Site
Engineering and Construction personnel recognized, in the fourth quarter of
1993, that the 2-2301-74 valve was not included in the preventive maintenance
program and informally added it to the PM program in January, 1994, prior to ,

this event. The 2-2301-74 valve had been scheduled for inspection during D2R14 ~

starting in March of 1995.

NRC IN 82-26 concerned problems with HPCI turbine exhaust high pressures I

resulting from check valve problems. In the IN's discussion section, General
Electric (GE) Application Information Document (AID) No. 56, High Pressure Core
Injection and Reactor Core Isolation Cooling Turbine Exhaust Check Valve
Cycling, recomunended actions are provided.

Recomumendation 5 states, "the turbine exhaust check valve internals should be
inspected on a routine schedule such as every refuel outage" due to possible
system flow blockage. In the response to this recomunendation, the reviewer '

stated that local leak rate tests (LLRT) would be performed every outage rather
than valve inspection and if the valve failed the LLRT, then an inspection would
be performed. T:.1. Osponse is deficient in three aspects. First, the response
apparently failed to it.clude the 2-2301-74 valve. If the LLRT failed, the focus
for repairs would have centered on the 2301-45 check valve since this valve is
the only valve taken credit for when performing LLRT on this volume. The
reviewer also states that the IN does not apply because the failures in the IN
are on swing check valves unlike the Duo-Check valve (2301-45), but fails to
address the 2-2301-74 valve. Secondly, the focus of review is on primary
containment, not elevated HPCI exhaust pressure. Leak rate testing is to assure
valve closure and sealing and provides little indication of blockage in the line
which could affect exhaust pressure. Thirdly, the scope of the review was too
narrow. The generic applicability of turbine exhaust line blockage causing
exhaust pressure to go high is not addressed.

C. CAUSE OF EVENT:

This report is being submitted in accordance with 10CFR50.73 (a)(2)(v)(B), which
requires the reporting of any event that alone could have prevented the
fulfillment of the safety function of systems that are needed to remove residual
heat.

The root cause of this event is due to inadequate review of IN 82-26. If the
reviewer had performed an adequate review of the IN, he may have recognized the
need for inspection of both HPCI exhaust valves. If the HPCI exhaust valve
internals would have been inspected, as recomunended in IN 82-26, it is believed

omm wwunem.m
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the valve degradation would have been found prior to the 2-2301-74 valve failure
in August, 1994.

The 2301-74 valve is a stop check valve, of which none were initially included
in the preventive maintenance program, in response to SOER 86-3. The reason the
stop check valves were not included in the program was not documented at the
time and cannot be determined. In the Station response to the SOER 86-3, it was
stated that all check valves in the HPCI system would be included in the
preventive maintenance program. However, the 2301-74 valve was not included in
the tabulated list of valves for inspection / maintenance. Consequently, an
inadequate review was performed and thus is a contributing cause to this event.
It should be noted that all safety-related check valves, including stop check
valves have been in the program since January, 1994. However, the 2(3)-2301-74
valves were not scheduled to be inspected until D2R14, starting in March, 1995
and D3R14, starting in January, 1996.

In addition, SOER 86-3 was reviewed for effectiveness on April 6, 1989, and
October 22, 1993. Both reviews missed identifying the HPCI 2301-74 valve as
being excluded from the preventive maintenance program. The April 1989
effectiveness review contains very little documentation, which prevents
determining why the review missed the 2301-74 valve. The October, 1993
effectiveness review took a sampling of systems specified in the SOER 86-3
response and verified that those valves were included in the PM program.
However, the sampling did not include the HPCI system, which prevented the
reviewer from detecting the exclusion of the 2301-74 valve.

The closure of 2-2399-94, cooling water sensing valve was determined to have
been inadvertently closed during maintenance in the area on August 3, 1994. The
valve is orientated next to oil filters which were cleaned. It is believed that
during maintenance the valve was inadvertently closed by being brushed against,

moot cause for 2-2301-74 valve separation:

On August 19, 1994, the tack welds that prevent the two components of the HPCI
Turbine Exhaust stop check valve (2-2301-74) piston from disassembling were
inspected by engineering and a member of the System Material Analysis Department
(SMAD). Three important items were noticed during the inspection and are listed
as follows:

1. The four tack welds were found broken. There was evidence of besching
marks trough, chevron-shaped surface with curved rows extending from the
initial crack area) on the surface of the tack weld fracture area. These
marks are evidence that the initial cracks were caused by fatigue.

2. The tack welds were worn. Only two of the four tack welds had a surface
with small remains of besching marks.

i

3. The threads of the two components of the piston, which are normally
covered if the two components are properly fastened, had very little
corrosion. This is relative to the rest of the surface of the piston
surrounding the threaded region,

muumennm s mi..n
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From these observations, it was concluded that the fracture of the tack welds
was due to fatigue, occurred recently and the separation of the two piston
conponents occurred during the last HPCI turbine operation.

SMAD believed that the tack welds would be likely to fracture after twenty years
of service in a high vibration, low cyclic stress environment. A tack weld
fracture in this environment is not abnormal. The cause for the vibrations in
the weld area is the loosening of the two piston components. Originally, the
two components of the piston are tightened and tack welded, however, after time
and many cycles of thermal expansion / contraction, the two components became
loose. As the two components loosened, they were able to vibrate, and thereby
caused cyclic stress in the tack welds, eventually initiating cracks and
fracture in the welds.

The actual fracture of the tack welds was recent. This conclusion is proven by
the condition of the surface of the fractures. The extent of the wear of the
fracture surface was enough to remove most of the beaching marks except for the
small traces found on two of the four tack welds.
The separation of the two piston components would have occurred during the last
HPCI Turbine operation. This conclusion is supported by the fact that the HPCI
Turbine Exhaust pressure has remained constant until this last turbine
operation. This assumes that the HPCI turbine exhaust pressure will increase as
the length of the piston is increased as it separates. Also, water was noted in
the HPCI turbine before operation. This water can cause higher vibrations in
the exhaust line and consequently an adverse effect on the check valve piston.
These higher vibration amplitudes could have caused the two piston components to
unscrew and finally separates whereas, the previous vibration maplitude was not
large enough. Therefore, it is believed that water in the HPCI turbine was a
contributing cause to this event. Although the exhaust drain pot level alarm
cleared during the performance of DOS 2300-03, it is believed that some water
remained in the system. A verification which would have insured that the
turbine was completely free of water, following the alarn, was not performed.

A maintenance history review indicated that the 2(31-2301-74 valves have never
been disassembled. A further review of the station safety related check valves
with piston type design indicated that the 2-1402-BA, Core Spray [BM) pump
discharge check valve, was a similar style and manufacturer. In addition, it
was found that Quad Cities HPCI 2301-74 valve had a similar piston type design
as Dresden's 2301-74 valve. The tack welds on the Quad Cities valve were found
cracked during routine check valve inspection in April, 1994.

D. SAFETY ANALYSIS:

The HPCI system is designed with several exhaust overpressure protection
devices. Pressure switches 2-2368A and 2-2368B are connected in parallel and
are set to trip at 100 psig. Upon actuation of either pressure switch, the HPCI
Turbine and Stop Valve will trip. The Exhaust Line also has a rupture diaphragm
which opens at 125 psig to further prevent exhaust line overpressurization.

On August 4, 1994, the turbine tripped as designed when one of the exhaust
pressure switches actuated. The HPCI system was isolated and declared
inoperable. Further testing that was conducted on August 7,1994 insured
turbine exhaust pressure did not exceed 30 psig in order not to challenge the

sammummummm.m
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turbine overpressurization devices. Following the testing the HPCI system, the
supply steam was isolated to prevent the turbine from initiating. In addition,
the 2-2301-74, HPCI Exhaust check valve, was manually closed to provide an k

exhaust isolation.

The safety significance of this event is considered moderate since the turbine
protective devices operated as designed and all other Emergency Core Coolant
Systems required by Technical Specification 3.5.C.a.2 were operable during this
event.

4

E. CORRECTIVE ACTIONST

Nuclear Tracking System (NTS) tracking code numbers are identified in the text *

as (XXX-XXX-XX-XXXXX). |

Since the review of IN 82-26, the OPEX program has provided the reviewers with
instructions to improve the responses and to assure that the concerns raised in
the OPEX document are addressed. These instructions are part of IAP 2-11, .

'
operating Experience Review, and have been in the DAP since May of 1993. The
instructions ask for the specific and/or generic applicability to the station.
Dresden Station will create an administrative procedure to control corrective
actions effectiveness reviews per Dresden Improvement Plan 1.II.4.4.1.d.

4

All safety related stop check valves have been informally included in the check
valve preventative maintenance program.

1

Dresden Administrative Procedure (DAP) 11-25, Check Valve Inspection Program, '

will be updated to reflect the current additions to the check valve preventive I
maintenance program. (NTSN 237-180-94-02101)

HPCI Exhaust HI Pressure Switches 2-2368A & 2-2368B were functionally verified
per Dresden Instrument Surveillance (DIS) 2300-09, HPCI Turbine Pressure Switch
surveillance on August 4, 1994.

The NPCI Turbine Drain System was inspected under work request D26905 on August
6, 1994. The exhaust drain check valves were functionally checked successfully
during performance of DOS 2300-03 on August 7, 1994.

HPCI Exhaust Rupture Disks were replaced on August 6, 1994, under work request
D25294 due to the diaphragas reaching a pressure greater than 80% of their burst
pressure value.

1

The EPCI Gland Seal Drain Pressure HI switch was functionally verified per
acceptance criteria. The switch was recalibrated and tested successfully under 1
work request D25704 on August 6, 1994. (

l

!

!
i

i

I
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The system engineer was counseled to practice the " STAR" (Stop, Think, Act,
Review) program and to take the appropriate time in reviewing items such as the
SER print out or a verification that the HPCI turbine exhaust is free of water
following an alarm.

Dresden Operating Procedure (DOP) 2300-M1/El, HPCI Valve Checklist, was
performed on all valves in the room to insure correct positions on August 7,
1994, prior to the performance of DOS 2300-03.
A cover was installed on the 2-2399-94 valve to prevent the valve from'being
inadvertently turned in the future.

The 2-2301-45, HPCI Turbine Exhaust Check Valve was disassembled, inspected and
a new valve installed under work request D26915. The check valve seats were
found to be slightly worn due to seat impacting. This failure did not affect
the operation of the HPCI system.

The 2-2301-74, HPCI Turbine Exhaust Check Valve, was disassembled, inspected and
repaired under work request D26919. The valve disk was found not attached to
the valve guide piston. Further inspection revealed the tack welds, which
prevent the assembly from rotating, had broken due to vibration fatigue. The
valve was reassembled and tested satisfactorily during Unit 2 start-up on
November 19, 1994.

The 3-2301-74, HPCI Turbine Exhaust Check valve, was disassembled and inspected
under work request D27123. The valve internals were found to be intact. The
valve was reassembled and tested satisfactorily during Unit 3 start-up on
November 4, 1994.

A Problem Investigation Report was generated to address the potential Part 21
issue for the Edwards /Rockwell model exhaust check valve that failed during this
event. (NTSN 237-200-94-19400) i

1

Ao2-2301-28, HPCI Inlet Drain Pot to Suppression Pool valve, was disassembled |
and inspected under work request D25302 during D2r23. The seat was found to i

have some minor indications. The valve seat was repaired and a seat contact |

check was performed satisfactorily. The valve was then successfully tested !

during Unit 2 start-up on November 19, 1994.

The Core Spray discharge check valve 2-1402-8A was inspected during D2F23.
There were no problems noted during the inspection.

T. PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES:

None.

G. COMPONENT FAILURE DATAI

Edwards /Rockwell Stop Check Valve, Model No. 6504Y.

m.a.s.un m u..s..s.n.ui
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On April 10,1994, durmg the p L ow.w of a Low Pressure Coolant injecton (LPCI) System logic surveillance
test. an inadvertent decrease in the MNistone Urvt One reactor preneure veneet (RPV) water level occurred The
water level decrease was the result of a proceeural ceAconey that estabished a flow path from the Shutdown
Coolang (SDC) System to the *N LPCI crywell spray henaer through me LPCI aoss-connect piping. This flow
path allowed approxwnately 12,000 ganons of reactor coolant to spray into the cryweN

The RPV level decrease was recognized by the reactor operators who terminated the event by cloung the LPCI
crywell spray valves. The Anal water level remuned above any automate level solpomes (l. e. acram, teclabons, or
ECCS inmatens). No emergency safety features actuated dunng this evert.

This event resuiwd from a fanure to recognize system interaccons dunng the cr. %-- a', approval, and
implementaton of the LPCI System logc test procedure,

i
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On Apr810,1994, dunng the performance of a Low Pressure Coolant intaction (LPCI) System logic ;

survoitance test (SP 412K), an madvertent decrease in the Maletone Unit One reactor pressure veneel !

(RPV) weser level occurred. The weier level decrease was the result of a procedural detoency that -
estat2shed a Aow patn from the Shutdown Coohng (SDC) System to the W LPCI drywed spray header
through the LPCI cross-connect ppmg. This now pam allowoc apprommately 12,000 gebons of reactor
coolant water to spray snto the crywelt (See Figure 1) .

The RPV water level decrease event occurred at approximately 1610 hours when the W drywed sprey ;

valves were openso dunng the pertormance of surveitance procedure SP 412K, *LPC1/Contamment ,

Cooieng System Logic Test * At approxwnately 1613 hours, the drywed aump Hi-HI level alarm was
recewed in tne control room. Approxrnately two mmutes later, the valves were closed ty plant operators,
termmstng spray Sow into the crywell RPV water level, which was initiaNy at 83 inches (which is just
below me maan steam knes), dropped to -4,,e.,Lr^fi 6 inches on me PLOOD-UP level indicosars At all
tunes dunng the event. RPV level romaned above the reactor protecean and emergency core cochng
system actuseon setpoents.

At the smo of the water level decrease event, the SDC system was in servios to mentain adeouseo decay
heat removal. The RPV dran pam was estacNehed when a conleinment sprey header unamewm valve
(1 -LP-16A) was opened. RPV level had decreased from 83 inches to about 40 inches on FLOOD-UP
instrumentagon when the sump Hi-HI level alarm annuncensed. Contal Room operators evaluesed me '

situabon and termenated the event &ss,,-, ; two minutes taler by shuang LPCI system valves. RPV .

Sow to the orprell was totaHy securoc at 1615 and approsdmetely 12,000 gemons of weser wee pumped into
. the drywell The surveillance tut was ;,,,,.+'" , termmeled and plant condnions were elebEland. The |
RPV weser level was restored to 85 inches by infecting weser into the RPV from me condenesse transler
system.

,

immodeste acnons by the plant operators included stopping the test and stabitsing RPV water level. ,

Personnel involved in me event were interviewed by seruor plant management to their perspeceves
regardmg me event. AH integrated techng acevilles were suspended. The Plant Rev6ew
Committee (PORC) met and estat2shed an Event Evoluellon llsam (EET) to perform a delsmed root cause
evaluamon. Members on the EET were from several discipunes from within the orgentsedan including
Operemons Enomeenng, instrumentation and Controls Training, Nucieer Uconung, and omer support
orgarttamons The Director of Unit One Engineenng served as the Senior Management Representenve

,

11, Cause of Event

The cause of the RPV drain down and drywell sprey event was a tallure to recognize me system
interaceons dunng the on 7 ,,erii, approval, and implementaton of the LPCI System lagic test
procedure

i
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The LPCI System logic surveillance test is pwformed to vwWy that me LPCI valves and tumr relays actuate
as reQuered unoer samulated Scendent Conditions, in accoroence with the test procedure, velves an me *S*
LPCI system were aisgned as recuired. This resulted in a conneccon between me SDC system and me *A*
LPCI system via the normally open system cross ne valve. The procedure men droceed the poeleoning of
the *A* LPCI system valves. This resutted in the opensng of the inboard and outboard drywee spray valves
at 16:10. At 16:13. the DRYWELL FLOOR DRAIN SUMP Hi-HI LEVEL alarm was receeved. This was the
first alarm received to endscate a potennel problem. Pnor to this alarm, all narrow range level ,

instrumentaton remamed pegged high. Reacang to the alarms, operators evaluated the avaliable RPV a

water level snetrumentahon and noted that water level was at 53 inches and decrosamg rapusy, The crew a

realized that the LPCI System could be the source of RPV waterlevel reducson. The event vos termmated
when the LPCI valves were closed at me direceon of the shift supervisor

When the LPCI spray valves were fully cloemd, RPV wator level had decreased from approximately
83 inches to 6 inches on the FLOODUP and Narrow Range GEMAC loved meters. Following the closure of
LPCI sprey valves it was venhed that level statWhzed. It was determmed that RPV wager was being drected
to the crywell througn the 'A' crywell spray valves. This flow pam was the result of a velve line-up
specifled in the LPCI System logic surveillance test procedure cf=**my, wnh SDC runnmg, a Sow pam
was establashed from the SDC system through the LPCI cross- connect piping (from 'B' system to 'A'
system) to the 'A' crywell spray heaoer. (See Figure 1)

Immediately following the corrective actions taken by the operating crew, level was restored to
80 to 85 inches using me SDC and concensate transfer systems in apprommately 25 mmutes.
Calculasons determmed that apprommately 12.000 gallons of weser flowing at .w.wa - ; 2200 GPM
and 140*F was sprayed into the crywell.

When this event was termmated, RPV water level indicated 6 inches on the FLOODUP instrumenteslon
which is about 132 inches above TAF. Neither the low level screm nor the low low level Emergency Core
Cooing System (ECCS) actuason setponts were chauenged. The SDC System, which was runnmg for
decay heat removal capat>hty, contmuod to operate. There was no heat-up of the RPV trwentory

Had the operators not taken correceve action and closed the dryweN sprey valves to terminate me event, |

the RPV water level would have conanued to drop untd the Group 3 leolabon segelnt was reached (at 8 |

inches on narrow Yarways). Closure of any one of the remaining three SDC isoleelon valves would
have teolated me S system, thus terminabng the event at apprommately 120 inenes above TAF.

In this postuteled scenarlo, the decay heat removal system would have been ingenupted due to the
isolation of the SDC system. Since this event occurred 85 days after the reactor shutdown, decay heat was
very low (only 0.06%). The only other source of heat would have been the reacnor recirculaeon pumps,
wh6en would have contmuod to run at minimum speed during mis event. Based on recent data concoming
plant heat-up wHh the SDC cooling system secured, there would have been sulhetent time for restoration
of both RPV water level and the SDC System. APeo, RPV weser temperature was 140*F and me operesors
would have had ample time to establish primary containment integrity (closing me drywe5 personnel
hatch) If RPV water temperature approached 212'F.

The RPV water level transsent itself was not safety sign 6Acant due to the margin of weser met remained
above the core. In modition, the low decay heat levels due to the long #me emco shutdown and the
operabalty of automane isolation contribute to this conciunion. Nonetheises, although me actual overW had
mrumal safety signiacance the event is considered a signdicant issue that is recorving the sortous anonson
w$ thin the NU organizamon it deserves

c . == o-
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This event is reportable in accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(v)(B), as any event or condNion that alone
could have prevented the fulfillment of the safety functon of structures or systems that are needed to
remove reesdual heat.

IV. Correcsive Achon 3

Initial comeceve acDons were to isolate the leakage into the drywes, termenate the survedience that inetmeed
the event, and restore RPV water level.

,

Senior plant management suspenood all intwgrated teetmg unts a multi-deciphne review team could be
esabhehed to review tne accouacy of integrated test procedures. An Event Evaluaton Team was formed
to thoroughey revow the event and to make recommendahons to prevent recurrence The Event
Evaluahon Team g 6-c an m-oopth root cause evaluenon of the event. The scope of tHe EET was
divided into three omenet areas:

Determene the cause of the RPV level transent and implement short term correceve acton which.

would allow conhnuation of Refusing Outage 14 survedience tesang and doesgn modeScahon
tesang.

Develop an inspeccon plan and evaluate both the drywou and torus souipment to ensure.

opJrabanty. Evalaste the neoa for a long term component mopocean plan as a result of the
drywell sprey.

Evaluate the circumstances pnor to and follovnng the RPV loved transent to decomune additional.

conenbueng factors.

Procedure Review Process ,

Since the cause of the event was directly related to the procedure development, review, and approval
process assocated with test proceeures, a screeneng commrttee was organized to review all remarung
outage rotated tests and survediences. Based upon tie results of the screeneng, selected procedures were,

| demgnated for an in-depth, multi-discipline technical review and subsequent approval by fie Plant

|
Operations and Revow Commrttee (PORC)

i
; Drywat ar'd Torus Eousoment insnactions
i

The equipment recovery from the Drywell spray resulted in an exteneeve inspecton effort. As motor
operated valves, motors, electncal instrumentamon, and vanous omer components were inspected to
assure operabihty. No electncal grounds resulted from the spray event. An extenelve analyses was
performed to evaluate the impact on the piping insulanon and other mecharecel componones. These
inspectons concluded that the torus and drywell components were not allected by tie spray.

Management Oversight

The current procedure development, review, and approval procoes mamaramead witt plant procedures is
bemg evaluated. An increased awareness of all personnelinvolved with the performance of tegeng has
been emphasized by the Urvt Director and the Operatons Manage . Addnional rogurements for the
development and implementation of test procedures have been implemented Long term procedure
process changes are being evaluated.

Senior Utgity management commissioned an Independent Review Team headed by tie Nucteer Review
Board Chairman to perform a global oversight review of the RPV level transsent and the procedure process

ce - a .-ni
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The EET report is stil under management revow. A foNow-up report of this event wdI be submined to
document the reeutts of the inoeoencent Revow Team and the uT@Ta- =. of addtbonellong term !

'

correctve acDons.

V. Additionalinformation

None

!
.

:
:

j
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY CG011SSION

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20555

July 15, 1994
l
!

l
NRC INFORMATION NOTICE 94-52: INADVERTENT CONTAINMENT SPRAY AND REACTOR !

VESSEL DRAINDOWN AT MILLSTONE UNIT 1 !

!
Addressees I

All holders of operating licenses or construction pemits for nuclear power
reactors.

Purnose

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is issuing this information
notice to alect .ddressees to the potential for inaovertent containment spray
and reactor vessel drainoown as a resuit of valve misalignment caused by
naceouate procedures. It is expected that recipients will review the

'nformation for applicability to their facilities ano consider actions, as
appropriate, to avoid similar problems. However. suggestions contnned in
:nis information notice are not NRC reouirements: therefore, no specific
act1on or written response is requireo. '

,

Description of Circumstances

Millstone Unit I was shut down in January 1994 for refueling. During the
outage, the licensee planned to test the low pressure coolant injection (LPCI)
logic system. The LPCI logic system functional test procedure, which had been

|oerformed numerous times in the past, had been revised recently to pemit the
!licensee to test system valves and the two-thirds core height LPCI/drywell jspray interlock at the same time. This interlock pemits manual initiation of '

drywell sp.ay via the LPCI system after adequate core cooling has been
achieved. When the event began, both recirculation pumps were running, both
trains of shutdown cooling were operating, and LPCI was not operating (see
Figure 1). The water level in the reactor vessel was 85 inches. Much of the
equipment previously taken out of service during the outage had been restored
to operable status and the licensee considered the shutdeun risk free this
test to be low. However, the test procedure included steps to rack out the
breakers for the LPCI pumps and to place the control switch for the core spray ;pump in the " pull-to-lock" position, rendering these pumps incapable of
automatically starting in response to a low water level in the reacter vessel.

Most boiling-water reactors use the same pumps for the shutdeun cooling and
LPCI functions, but Millstone Unit I has separate pumps. The licensee
intended to functionally test the LPCI system valves without flow. While
performing the test on April 10, 1994, the licensee opened the 108 valve,

9407000145
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IN 94-52
July 15, 1994 '

Page 2 of 3

pressurizing LPCI loop 8 and, through the normally open 8A valve, LPCI loop A.
Continuing the procedure, the licensee opened the 15A and 16A valves in the

.

LPCI system, opening a flow path from LPCI loop A to the drywell spray header. |
This alignment allowed approximately 9500 liters per minute (2500 gpe) from
the disenarge of the shutdown cooling pumps to be diverted from the reactor

,

vessel to the drywell (see Figure 2).

The licensee did not realize that the test procedure had established this flow
path. Within about two minutes a high-level alam for the drywell sump was
received. Approximately two minutes later a control room operator closed the
drywell spray valves, isolating the flow path. The water level in the reactor
vessel decreased approximately 180 cm (70 inches), and a corresponding volume
of water (approximately 46,000 liters (12,000 gallons)) was sprayed into the
drywell . Shutdown cooling cont 4nued during the event. If the operator had
not closed the drywell spray valve;, the shutdown cooling discharge and
suction valves would have started to close automatically about 30 seconds
later. These shutdown cooling valves would have closed in less than .

48 seconds, ending the event. The level instrumentation that initiates this
,

automatic closure is independent of the instrumentation being tested by the
two-thiros core height interlock logic test.

,

Normally, if the water level in the reactor vessel had decreased further LPCI
ano the core spray system would have initiated automatically to restore the
level in the reactor vessel. However, the breakers for the LPCI pumps were
racked out for the test, and the core spray pump control switch was in "pell-
to-lock," so an operator would have had to start the system.

:
Discussion '

The root cause of this event was the failure of the licensee to adequately
review the procedure. The revised procedure had formal concurrence, including
a detemination that integrated review was not required. The combined
procedure was primarily the product of the instrumentation and control staff.
The operations staff was not involved in preparing the proc. dure or in the
subsequent training, but gave approval to perfom the test. The test
procedure gave directions to open not only the dryuell spray valves but also
the torus spray valves (13A and 14A) and the valves in a test line to the
torus (43A and 44A). Any of these flou paths would have drained the vessel.
However, during the test one of the torus spray valves was inoperable and was
not opened,- so the torus spray flow path was not established. The test flew
path to the tores was not established because the test procedure was stepped
as soon as the drywell spray event occurred.

This event demonstrates the importance of rigonusly reviewing precedures for
potential systems interactions and of avoiding inadvertent systen lineups that
have the potential to drain the reactor vessel.

NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22 1.13 10
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|
UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COP 911SSION
!

0FFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION'

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

June 7, 1994

NRC INFORMATION NOTICE 94-42: CRACKING IN THE LOWER REGION OF THE CORE SHROUD
IN BOILING-WATER REACTORS I

Addressees

| |
All holders of operating licenses or construction permits for boiling-water

!| reactors (BWRs).
I

l Purnose

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is issuing this information
notice to alert addressees that a 360-degree crack has been observed at a weld
in the lower region of the core shroud in two boiling-water reactors. It is

iexpected that ecipients will review the information for applicability to
their facilities and consider actions, as appropriate, to avoid similar iproblems. However, suggestions contained in this information notice are not

i

NRC requirements; therefore, no specific action or written response isrequired.

Descriotion of Circumstances

During the April 1994 refueling outage at Oresden Unit 3, Commonwealth Edison |

Company, the licensee, found a 360-degree crack that extended around the !,

'

outside circumference of the core plate support ring weldment. The shroud is
'

a 5.1 centimeter [2 inch]-thick stainless steel cylinder that directs the flow
of water i'nside the reactor pressure vessel. The shroud is completely
contained inside the reactor pressure vessel. The structural integrity of the
reactor pressure vessel is not affected by cracks in the shroud.

i
The cracking was found during a visual inspection and was located in the lower !

section of the shroud in' the heat-affected zone (HAZ) of weld H-5. See
Figures 1 and 2.) Weld H-5 is a horizontal weld that joins the core (plate
support ring to the core shroud. Subsequent ultrasonic testing, utilizing
automated equipment from General Electric, determined that the maximum crack
depth was 2.13 cm (0.84 inches).

Commonwealth Edison Company also performed a visual inspection of the
Quad Cities Unit I core shroud. That inspection revealed a similar 360-degree
circumferential crack located at the same place as the crack found at Dresden
Unit 3. Both Dresden and Quad Cities units are BWR-3s and have similar core
shroud geometries. Core shroud designs for other BWRs may exhibit some
differences, and weld identification numbers are not necessarily congruent
between the designs.

|

|
|

9406060138
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IN 94-42
June 7, 1994
Page 2 of .1

Discussion
1

At Dresden Unit 3, in addition to the 360-degree circumferential crack in the
HAZ of weld H 5, numerous crack indications were also found in the HAZ of weld :
H-3. ' The licensee plans to perform UTs and take boat samples at both Dresden '

Unit 3 and Quad Cities Unit I to help determine the root cause of the
cracking. |

Comunonwealth Edison Company inspected the Dresden shroud using a criterion I
that required the resolution of a 25 micron [1 mil) wire with a 25-sun camera :
lens positioned to within 2.5 to 7.6 cm [1 to 3 inches) of the shroud surface. r

The same 25 micron [1 mil) wire resolution criterion had been used previously j
at Quad Cities, but with a 9 aun camera lens positioned approximately 15.2 to ;
30.5 cm [6 to 12 inches from the shroud surface. Using this technique,.no jcrack indications were )nitially detected at Quad Cities. However, afteri
Comunonwealth Edison Company detected the crack at Dresden, the H-5 weld at ;

i
Quad Cities was inspected again, this time using the Dresden technique, and !the 360-degree crack was detected.

.

!

Related Generic C - nications j

In Information Notice (IN) 93-79, " Core Shroud Cracking at Beltline Region IWelds in Boiling-Water Reactors," (issued September 30,1993) which discusses
cracks detected at Brunswick Unit 1, the staff pointed out that camera and
lightif:g positions were crucial in performing adequate visual inspections. It
is imperative to position the camera or video probe as near to the examination
surface as possible and to use an appropriate camera lens. The lighting
direction and intensity are important factors and should be adjustable to ,

-

enhance the detection of these tight surface crack indications.

Crack indications have been previously reported at shroud welds in domestic
and overseas reactors at the beltline region and higher in the shroud.
However, the severely cracked H-5 shroud welds at Dresden Unit 3 and a

Quad Cites Unit I are located 45.7 centimeters L18 inches) below the bottom of ,the fuel, suggesting that horizontal welds in all regions of the shroud may be !
susceptible to stress corrosion cracking

The'IN 93-79 also referrtd to GE Rapid Infomation Communication Service
Information Letter (RICSIL) No. 054, Revision 1, " Core Support Shroud Crack

|Indication." Since IN 93-79 was issued, GE issued additional infomation on
;

core shroud cracks in October 1993 April 1994, and May 1994. '

The BWR Owner's Group (BWROG) submitted an evaluation of core shroud cracking
to the staff on April 5, 1994. After reviewing the evaluation, and in light
of the Dresden and Quad Cities findings, the staff issued a list of questions ;

to the Chairman of the BWROG Executive Oversight Committee on May 12, 1994.
|

The NRC staff is evaluating the safety implications of the shroud cracks for
normal plant operating and accident conditions and will consider the need fori

additional generic conununication. *

;

NUREG/CR-4674,VoL 22 1.14 4 1
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Page 3 of 3
j

;
This infomation notice requires no specific action or written response. If

!

I

you have any questions about the infomation in this notice, please contact
one of the technical contacts listed below or the appropriate Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) project manager.

4

/'

.-. m

I
Brian K. Grimes, Director
Division of Operating Reactor Support
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Technical contacts: R. Hermann, NRR'

(301) 504-2768:
'

J. Schapker, RI!!*

(708) 829-9715
|

T. Greene, NRR
(301) 504-1175

!

Attachments:'
l. Figure 1: Shroud Weld Locations for Dresden Unit 3

] 2. Figure 2: Details of Weld Locations H-5 and H-6 in the |
Dresden Unit 3 Core Shroud !.

1 3. List of Recently Issued NRO Infemation Notices

i ;
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IN 94-42
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Figure 1. Shroud Weld Locations for Dresden. Unit 3
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COP 911SSION

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555

July 19, 1994

NRC INFORMATION NOTICE 94-42, SUPPLEMENT 1: CRACKING IN THE LOWER REGION OF
THE CORE SHROUD IN BOILING-WATER
REACTORS

Addressees

All holders of operating licenses or construction pemits for boiling water
reactors (BWRs).

Purnese

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is issuing this supplement to NRC
Information Notice (IN) 94-42, " Cracking in the Lower Region of the Core
Shroud in Boiling-Water Reactors," to give addressees more information on the
core shroud cracking at Dresden Unit 3 and Quad Cities Unit 1. It is expected
that recipients will review the information for applicability to their
facilities and consider actions, as appropriate, to avoid similar problems.
However, suggestions contained in this infomation notice are not NRC
requirements; therefore, no specific action or written response is required.

Backoround

in Information Notice 94-42, NRC discussed the 360-degree cracking that
Commonwealth Edison Company, the licensee, found while visually inspecting the
core shroud at Dresden Unit 3 and Quad Cities Unit 1. The cracking is located
on the outside diameter of the weld attaching the shroud to the upper side of
the core plate support ring. This weld is designated the "H5 weld" (see
Figure 1) at these plants. Cracks were observed in and adjacent to the weld -

heat affected zone (HAZ) in the core plate support ring weldsent. The staff,
in IN 93-79 and again in IN 94-42, pointed out the importance of an
appropriate camera lens, positioning the lens as near as possible to the
surface being inspected, and properly directing light of sufficient intensity
during inspections.

In IN 94-42, the staff stated that the marinum crack depth at the H5 weld was
2.13 cm [0.84 inches) for Dresden, as indicated by in-vessel ultrasonic
testing (UT) examinations using the General Electric (GE) automated tracking
system. However, metallographic examination of four material (boat) samples
taken from other areas demonstrated that the UT examination had underestimated
the crack depth in these regions.

940718016'
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Descrintion of Circumstances
l

i During the April 1994 refueling outage the licensee discovered the 360-degree |cracking at the H5 weld location in the core shroud at Dresden 3. The
'

licensee later visually inspected the Quad Cities I core shroud and found
similar 360-degree cracking at the same H5 weld location as at Dresden 3. The
licensee performed UT at both units to help characterize the depth of cracking
on the outside and inside diameters of the H5 weld location. Finally, the
licensee removed material (boat) samples by electric discharge machining to
corroborate the UT results and determine the root cause for the cracking.

l Discussion

The extensive cracking discovered by the licensee at lower core shroud weld
i locations other than those which had previously been considered to be limiting
! (i.e., H3 and H4) has brought into question the validity of the 8WROG original
-

rankings of the shroud welds with respect to cracking susceptibility. The
BWROG is reevaluating the screening criteria proposed in GENE-5523-148-1193.

| The screening criteria were based on the examination of the N3 and H4 welds as
a scoping study to determine if other weld areas need to be inspected. By
this approach, the H5 and other weld locations would not necessarily be
examined. Also, the H3 and H4 welds are generally accessible from both the
inside and outside surfaces. Other shroud welds may require UT examination if
visual inspection is impeded by reactor internals.

The licensee performed UT examinations using a variety of techniques. The
first technique involved using manually-operated, pole-mounted 60- and
70-degree refracted longitudinal (RL) wave transducers to examine six
locations on the H5 weld. This technique indicated a maximum H5 weld crack
depth of 3.94 cm [1.55 inches) at Dresden 3. The licensee later performed UT
examinations using a GE automated tracking system with two types of
transducers. The first type was a 45-degree shear wave transducer intended to
determine the presence or absence of cracking. The second type consisted of
two 60-degree RL transducers to measure overall depth using pitch-catch tip
diffraction methods. This technique indicated a maximum H5 weld crack depth
of 2.13 cm [0.84 inches] at Dresden and 1.45 cm (0.57 inches) at Quad Cities.
The accuracy of these results is discussed below. At Quad Cities 1, one
indication about 5 cm [2 inches) in length was detected in the core shroud on

|- the inside diameter above the H5 weld in the heat affected zone. The
| indication was estimated to be about 0.64 cm (0.25 inches) deep by UT

examination.
,

To fully investigate the cracking observed at the H5 weld, the licensee used
electric discharge machining to remove material (boat) samples from the
outside diameter of the shroud at the H5 location. The licensee removed the
boat samples from Quad Cities before UT examination, and the flaw depths
present in the boat samples were compared to ultrasonic measurements from
areas adjacent to the boat sample locations. The results from metallographic
examinations of the boat samples show that the UT examinations using the

| I.14-9 NUREG/CR-4674, vel 22
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automated tracking system underestimated the size of the existing flaws by up
to 0.79 cm [0.31 inches) at Dresden and up to 0.76 cm [0.30 inches) at Quad
Cities. These discrepancies may be due to the tightness and fineness of the
intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) near the crack tip. The
licensee confirmed that the cracking in the boat samples was intergranular
stress corrosion cracking.

This information notice requires no specific action or written response. If
you have any questions about the information in this notice, please contact
one of the technical contacts listed below or the appropriate O fice of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) project nager.

'

.=1-
Brian K. Grimes, Director
Division of Operating Reactor Support
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Technical contacts: M. Mitchell, NRR
(301) 504-2735

T. Greene, NRR
(301) 504-1175

Attachments:
1. Figure 1: Dresden and Quad Cities Core Shroud Weld Locations
2. List of Recently issued NRC Information Notices

.
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FIGURE 1
DRESDEN AND QUAD CITIES

CORE SHROUD WELD LOCATIONS
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Appendix I LER No. 250/94-005

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) t

,AC,,,,,._,,, _.,_.t.... ,A.t .,,

TURKEY POINT UNITS 3 AND 4 05000250 * '' "

DESIGN DEFECT IN SAFEGUARDS BUS SEQUENCER TEST LOGIC PLACES BOTH UNITS7 ttt m

OUTSIDE THE DESIGN BASIS
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LICENSEE CONTACT FOR THIS 1,ER (12)

75LEPNONE OR3eSEA

C. L. Mowrey, Licensing OEF Engineer / Analyst
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<

ASSTRA:? ills
I

On November 3, 1994, Turkey Point Unit 3 was in Mode 1 at 100% power,
and Unit 4 was in Mode 5 during a refueling outage. During the Unit 4
Integrated Safeguards Test, the 3A sequencer failed to respond to the
Unit 4 Safety Injection signal. A defect was found in the sequencer
software logic which, for a limited period of time, could inhibit any
or all of the four sequencers from responding to specific valid j
signals. The defect only affects the sequencers during manual or
automatic testing. The sequencers were installed in late 1991.

Monthly manual testing of the sequencer has been resumed. Front panel | !

visual examinations are being performed every 8 hours, and internal l
visual examinations are being perfomed every 24 hours. A permanent |
repair to the software logic is being evaluated. Independent '

consultants performed an assessment of the existing sequencer design,
software design, and the Validation and Verification process. One
other software error involving Containment Spray (CS) pump autostart
was discovered, and determined to have minimal safety significance.
The CS system remains operable.

I

I
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,

I. DESCRIPTION OF TEE EVENT

On November.3, 1994, Turkey Point Unit 3 was operating in Mode 1 at 100%
power, and Unit 4 was in Mode 5 during a refueling outage. During the Unit
4 Integrated Safeguards Test, a failure of the 3A sequencer (JE:34] to '

respond to the opposite unit's Safety Injection (SI) signal occurred.
Troubleshooting resulted in the discovery of a defect in the sequencer
software logic which, under certain conditions, could inhibit the sequencer
from responding to a valid emergency signal. The defect manifested itself
in the failure of the 3A High Head Safety Injection (HHSI) pump [BQ:p) to
start. Turkey Point has four HHSI pumps; one per train, per unit. Each .
HHSI pump is capable of providing 50 percent of system requirements,
therefore two of the four are required to mitigate the consequences of
accidents analyzed in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR). In
order to meet single failure criteria, each sequencer signals its associated
HHSI pump to start, and the opposite unit's sequencers signal their '

associated HHSI pumps to start. For example, an SI signal on Unit 3, Train
A, signals the 3A sequencer and both of the Unit 4 sequencers. With no

I
i

equipment failures, all four HHSI pumps will respond to an SI signal on
either unit.

The software logic defect is limited to the test function, but the defect is
common to all four sequencers (one sequencer per train, per unit). The
design intent of the sequencers is such that should a "real" emergency
signal occur while the sequencer is being tested, the test signal clears,
allowing actuation of the Engineered Safety Features controlled by thesequencer.

Because the sequencer's would not have responded properly to an SI signal as !designed, Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 have been operating outside their i

design basis. This condition was reported to the NRCOC at 1609 on November3, 1994, in accordance with 10CFR50.72 (b) (ii) (B) .

The detailed review of the sequencer software, described in Corrective
Action #6, resulted in the discovery of one other error in the software, ,

!

which is independent of the test mode. A potential condition was identified
which, for a remote set of circumstances, would preclude the automatic start
of the Containment Spray (CS) pumps (BE:p). The condition identified occurs
when the Hi-Hi Containment Pressure (HHCP) signal is received by the
sequencer during an approximate 60 millisecond (ms) time window just prior
to the end of sequencer load block 3 for Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) or
Loss of Offsite Power coincident with LOCA (LOOP /LOCA) events. The
sequencer is designed to autostart the CS pumps 11 to 13 seconds after an SI
signal (without LOOP) if the HHCP signal is present or at or after 44
seconds under conditions where the HHCP signal occurs more than 13 seconds
after receipt of the SI signal. For a LOOP /LOCA, these times are shifted by
the bus stripping and EDG start delay of approximately 16 seconds. Thus the
60 ms window occurs 12.886 to 12.945 seconds after receipt of an LOCA
signal, or 28.886 to 28.945 seconds after receipt of a LOOP /LOCA signal.
Although Turkey Point is licensed to accommodate a LOCA with or without a
concurrent LOOP, the sequencer was designed to accommodate non-concurrent
LOOP /LOCA sequences as well. As a result, for certain non-concurrent
events, a Main Steam Line Break or a Small Break LOCA (but large enough to
cause a HHCP signal) can also create conditions under which this error may
manifest itself.

NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22 L15-4
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Automatic CS pump start actually involves two HHCP signals; one via the
sequencer logic as described above, and one directly from Engineered Safety
Features Actuation System (ESFAS) relay [JE:44]. Because of the minimum l

pulse required to assure CS pump breaker (BE:bkr) closure, and a potential
relay race with a CS pump start permissive from ESFAS, the CS pump breaker
may not receive a close signal of sufficient duration to assure breaker
closure. The identified condition is unique to the start of the CS pump
because the CS pump start signal duration decreases as the postulated
receipt of a HHCP signal approaches the end of load block 3. All other
sequenced equipment receives a start pulse of fixed duration, either 2 or 5
seconds. This condition was determined to be not significant, in part

]because the manual start capability of the CS pump is not affected (and is
adequately proceduralized), and in part because the probability of
occurrence of the condition is lower than the probability of a common-mode

|f ailure of both trains of containment spray. The significance of the
icondition is discussed further in Section III. '

SEQUENCER DESIGN BASIS AND FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Each of the four sequencers, 3C23A-1, 3C23B-1, 4C23A-1, and 4C23B-1, is
associated with a given train (3A, 3B, 4A, and 4B, respectively). They are j
designated Class lE, Seismic Category I, since their operation is required
for safe shutdown of the reactor in the event of a Loss of Offsite Power
(LOOP) and to mitigate the consequences of a design basis accident.

The sequencers are Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)-based cabinets using
a PLC for bus stripping and load logic and control. The signal path
structure of the PLC uses dedicated input modules, control logic, and
dedicated output modules.

LOOP Sional Only

On a LOOP in a given unit, both sequencers associated with that unit will
respond accordingly to clear their associated buses, stripping all 4.16KV
1 cads and specified 490V loads within one second after the LOOP signal is
generated. The Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs) [EKidg) will start, and
within 15 seconds the EDG output breakers (EK:bkr] close, then loads
required for safe reactor shutdown are sequentially connected to the
corresponding bus; the first lead block output signal is generated 16.5
seconds af ter the onset of the LOOP.

LOCA Sienal Only

If either unit experiences a LOCA, and preferred (offsite) power is
available, bus stripping signals and EDG breaker closure permissive signals
will not be initiated by the sequencers. Vital loads will be sequentially
connected to the buses by the sequencers (including the opposite unit's HHSI
pumps). If an EDG is already operating and parallelled to offsite power,
and either unit experiences a LOCA, the EDG breaker will trip. The EDG will
continue to run in a standby condition. On the LOCA unit, Engineered Safety
Feature (EST) equipment will be sequentially loaded onto the bus by the
sequencer. Following a LOCA, if any given train experiences undervoltage,
bus stripping, EDG breaker closure, and sequentially loading will be
directed.

L15-5 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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LOOP /LOCA

After a LOOP on both units, if one unit experiences a LOCA, the buses
associated with the LOCA unit will be stripped and ESF loads will be loaded
onto the bus. On the non-LOCA unit, both buses are stripped again, and
reloaded with essential equipment; both HHSI pumps will also start.
Secuencer Testine

Each sequencer is provided with Manual test and Automatic Self-test
capability. The test mode is determined by a three-position Test Selector
switch. The three positions are AUTO (self-tests 15 steps or scenarios in
the automatic test sequence), MAN (each test is manually initiated), and CFF
(no test signals are generated). In the automatic test mode, the sequencer
continuously tests the input cards, output cards, and output relay coils,
and exercises the program logic. The sequencer is designed to abort the
manual and automatic test modes in response to a valid input. The automatic
self-test function is normally in operation, however it is not required to
be in service for the sequencer to perform its safety function. The manual
:est, in addition to testing all the conditions covered by the automatic
test, actuates the output relays. However, blocking relays energize before
the output relays energize, and the output relays de-energize before the
blocking relays de-energize.

Placing the Test Selector switch in MAN stops automatic self-testing.

Manual testing involves five stripping / clearing scenarios (bus clearing,
480V undervoltage with SI present, 480V degraded voltage, 4.16KV
undervoltage, and safety injection [LOCA) on an isolated bus). Upon
completion of the stripping tests, sequencing scenarios are tested manually
by rotation of a Sequencing Mode Test Selector switch through eleven steps
Or loading scenarios (LOOP; LOOP /LOCA same train; LOOP /LOCA other units LOCA
same train; LOCA other unit; LOOP /LOCA same train with concurrent HHCP;
LOOP /LOCA same train with HHCP before 13 seconds; LOOP /LOCA same train with

iMHCP af ter 13 seconds; LOCA same train with concurrent HHCP; LOCA same trJ n
:with HHCP before 13 seconds; LOCA same train with HHCP after 13 seconds). I

Automatic self-testing cycles through 15 of the 16 test steps in the same
order (the bus clearing scenario is not tested in AUTC) . The test steps
start roughly an hour apart, and there is one hour in the automatic test
sequence in which no testing takes place, so a full cycle of automatic self- Itesting takes approximately sixteen hours. Then the cycle begins again.
Should a valid process input signal be received during manual or automatic

.

testing, the testing stops, the test signal clears, and the inhibit signal lis supposed to clear if present, allowing the valid signal to sequentially Ienergize the output relays and their associated EST equipment.
l

1
|

|
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II. CAUSE OF THE EVENT

The 3A sequencer failed to respond as expected to an opposite unit SI
isignal. The 3A sequencer had dropped out of the Automatic Self-Test without
|ala rming, indicating that it had received a valid input signal. During

troubleshooting, the input LED for a 4A SI signal was found to be lit,
indicating the signal was still present. The 3A sequencer response should
have been to start the 3A HHSI pump after a 3 second delay. However, the |

,

pump failed to start because it did not receive a start signal from the
sequencer.

Following the failure of 3A HHSI pump to start in response to a 4A SI input
signal as described above, an analysis of the sequencer software logic was
performed to determine the root cause of the failure. A software design
defect was discovered whereby the start signal for the 3A HHSI pump remained
inhibited during sequencer automatic test step 3 (LOOP /LOCA other Unit) even
though a valid process input was present. In parallel with the above
analysis, this particular fault was duplicated on the sequencer simulator
which is identical to the 3C23A-1 (3A) sequencer. This is in contrast to
the original design bases of the sequencer Automatic Self-Test and Manual
Test functions.

The review was then expanded to include additional test modes, process
inputs, and required outputs. It was found that the problem exists during
both manual and automatic testing, during sequencer test steps 2, 3, 6, 8,
and 10. These steps correspond to the following scenarios:

Step 2 LOOP /LOCA

Step 3 LOOP /LOCA other Unit

Step 6 LOOP /LOCA with concurrent High High Containment Pressure

Step B LOOP /LOCA with High High Containment Pressure less than 13
seconds la*er

Step 10 LOOP /LOCA with High High Containment Pressure more than 13
iseconds later
)
|

Note that these are tested scenarios, not potential plant events. Note too |that all five of the affected test step scenarios involve LOOP and LOCA.

If a valid SI signal is received 15 seconds or later into one of the above
tests, the test signal clears as intended, but the inhibit signal is
maintained by means of latching logic. This latching logic is originally
established by the test signal, but may be maintained by the process input
signal if it arrives prior to removal of the test signal.

Since the above condition is applicable to both the automatic self-test and
manual testing, the sequencer must be considered inoperable during both
testing modes. Note, however, that this defect will not cause a sequencer
operating malfunction with the Test Selector switch in any position for any
design basis scenario which involves a loss of offsite power.

I.15-7 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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This software logic defect was introduced during the detailed logic design
phase of the software development. The detailed logic designer and the
independent verifier failed to recognize the. interaction between some
process logic inhibits and the test logic. The defect in the software logic ;

was not detected during the Validation and Verification process (V&V)
because the response to valid inputs was not tested during all stripping and
loading sequences of the automatic and manual testing logic. FPL has
evaluated the V&V for the sequencers and concluded that the existing V&V
adequately addresses operation of the sequencers with the Test Selector
switch in OFF.

This logic defect can occur when the sequencer is in either the manual or
automatic test mode, and the test sequence currently being executed is
loading sequence test 2, 3, 6, 8, or 10. This was determined based on a
review of the sequencer logic drawings for the 15 steps in the automatic I
test sequence, and design basis event signals. The sequencer simulator was

,

i

used to confirm the results of the review. The defect cannot affect
sequencer operation with the Test Selector switch OFF.

In loading sequence tests 2, 6, 8, or 10, the sequencer may be inhibited
from responding to a valid SI signal on the same train. In loading sequence
test 3, the sequencer may be inhibited from responding to a valid SI signal
on the opposite unit.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE EVENT

As a result of the erroneous inhibit signals, the potential exists for any
sequencer output to be prevented from being generated when required. |

,

Exactly which output or outputs is(are) determined by a combination of
factors, i.e., which test scenario is in progress, how long since the test

,

scenario was initiated, and which process input or inputs are received. In
general, for the approximate one-hour duration of each of the above test
steps (with the Test Selector switch in AUTO), the sequencer will not
respond correctly to a valid process input signal.

With the sequencer Test Selector switch in AUTO, the sequencer steps
sequentially through sixteen steps as described above; first the five bus
stripping / clearing steps, followed by the eleven LOOP and/or LOCA scenarios.
Note that the five test steps affected by the software defect are all in the
loading sequence test steps, so the first affected step is the seventh step
in the total testing sequence. During each of these affected test steps,
fifteen seconds after the initiation of the step, the sequencer would not
have responded properly to a valid process input signal. So the sequencer
was incperable for about five hours out of each sixteen hour period as long
as its Test Selector switch was in AUTO. The sequencer was also inoperable
for the duration of any Manual test of the five test steps listed above. A
complete manual test on one sequencer takes about one hour.

NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22 I.15-8
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|

POTENTIAL ACCIDENT CONSEQUENCES FOR SEQUENCER FAII.URE MODES

Test Logic Defect
The review of the sequencer logic determined that improper operation of the
sequencer could occur for only certain sequencer stripping / loading scenarios
in which an SI signal without LOOP occurs. The sequencer logic software
defect does not affect any scenarios where a LOOP also occurs, whether
before, after, or concurrent with an SI signal. A failure modes and
effects matrix identified the following four potential plant events where
the logic software defect could affect the operation of the sequencer,
depending upon which of the five affected test steps (discussed above in IL,
CAUSE OF THE EVENT) are being performed when the SI signal is received by
the sequencer:

#1 LOCA Same Train

f2 LOCA on other Unit

#3 LOCA w/High High Containment Pressure (HHCP) < 13 see'onds

84 LOCA w/HHCP > 13 seconds i
'

Note that these are potential plant events, not test step scenarios. Note
too that in contrast to the list of affected test step scenarios presented

iearlier, none of the potential plant events affected involve a LOOP. I

For each of these events, the sequencec could receive a valid SI signal but
the logic defect could inhibit the sequencer from starting equipment.
Events fl, #3, and #4 above each havo four logic test steps out of a total
of sixteen which would inhibit the sequencer from providing a start signal
to the equipment it controls while event #2 is affected by only one of the
sixteen logic test steps.

The probability that an individual sequencer would not respond to a valid
same train SI signal is 4 hours /16 hours = 2.5E-1. The probability that an
individual sequencer would not respond to a valid opposite unit SI signal is
1 hour /16 hours = 6.25E-2.

i

The equipment affected due to the failure of a sequencer was identified from I

plant drawings. The equipment listed below is specific to the 3A sequencer.
The equipment lists would be similar for the other three sequencers.

For event fl, the following equipment would not be automatically loaded by
the sequencer:

Residual Heat Removal Pump 3A [BP:p)
HHSI Pump 3A
Intake Cooling Water Pumps 3A (1) and 3C (1) (BI:p)
Emergency Containment Cooler Fan 3B and 3C (BK: fan]
Component Cooling Water Pumps 3A (1) and 3C (1) [CC:p)
Emergency Containment Filter Fans 3B and 3C {BK: fan]

Note (1): The equipment identified may already be in operation and may
not require manual action to start.

I.15-9 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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|
For events #3 and #4 (LOCA w/HHCP < 13 sec; LOCA w/HHCP > 13 sec), '

Containment Spray Pump 3A would be affected in addition to the equipment
identified above for event #1.

For event #2 (LOCA other Ur.it), only the 3A HHSI Pump would not be
automatically started.

It should be noted that one of the initiating signals for Auxiliary
Feedwater (AFW) system [BA:p) is bus stripping, which is controlled by the
sequencer. No credit is taken, however, for bus stripping in the accident
analyses for initiating AFW. AFW is also initiated on low-low steam
generator level, SI, manual initiation and trip of all Main Feedwater pumps
[SJ:pl.

Using the above information, the defect in the sequencer test logic
represents a potential concern for events where SI is required for
mitigation and no LOOP is experienced.
CS Pump Autostart Software Error
Using the Turkey Point baseline Probabilistic Safety Assessment model, the
probability of dual train failure of the CS system if called on to operate
has been estimated to be approximately 2.6E-3. This estimate reflects CS
system and support system component failure probabilities not includingeither of the software errors reported here.

The failure to automatically start a CS pump due to this software error can
only occur under a very remote set of circumstances. The 60 ms window is on
the same order as the tolerance on relay pick-up times and the sequencer i

processing and timing tolerances. Even with sophisticated timing equipment, '

it is unlikely that the failure mode could be demonstrated repeatedly. The
probability of receipt of a HHCP signal during a 60 ms window of
vulnerability compared to the range of timing conditions for which the
sequencer is designed is considerably smaller than the overall system
reliability icentified above. If it is assumed that HHCP can occur at any
time within approximately two minutes after the SI signal (the earliest time
at which SI is postulated to be reset), then the probability of the
evaluated condition occurring on one train is:

0.060 sec/(2 min x 60 sec/ min) = 5.0E-4

The estimate of the probability of a CS pump not starting automatically in a
LOCA or LOOP /LOCA due to the reported software error is therefore
approximately a factor of five below the estimated probability of both CS ,

'

trains failing during a design basis event.

1

,
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The probability of the software error affecting both trains is considerably'

lower, since it would require: 1) the initiating SI signals to be at the
sequencer inputs within 60 ma of each others 2) the two trains of HMCP both
occurring within the 60 ms window of vulnerability; 3) the sequencer input
processing times to be identical; and 4) the timing of the two sequencers in
synchronization. The difference in the cumulative delay time for relay
actuations on the two trains of ESFAS and differences in sequencer
processing, in all likelihood would be sufficient to preclude the condition
on both trains. This conclusion is supported by a review of previous
Integrated Safeguards Test data. The difference between the train A and B,

CS pump recorded start times during a simulated LOOP /LOCA has been between-

90 and 500 ms. Since some timing differences between the trains can be,

expected, and timing differences greater than 60 ms have been recorded
during previous safeguards tests, the probability that the specific error,

could affect both trains of Containment Spray is therefore considerably less
'

than the single train probability.
Effect on Analysed Accidents

A review of the Turkey Point UFSAR Chapter 14 Accident Analyses was.

performed to determine which accidents would be potentially affected by the
e sequencer test software logie defect. This review identified 7 of the 22

accidents which may be affected. Two of the seven, " Loss of External Load"
and " Loss of A.C. Power" were determined to be dependent on the sequencer
but not affected, since the inhibited sequencer failure mode applies to loss
of coolant accident (LOCA) scenarios only, i.e., no LOOP.

The five accidents both requiring SI, and affected by the sequencer test
software logic defect, are the following:

1. Large Break Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LBLOCA)
2. Small Break LOCA (SBLOCA)
3. Rupture of a Steam Pipe (Main Steam Line Break, or MSLB)
4. Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)
5. Ruptare of a Control Rod Mechanism Housing

The effects of the sequencer test logic defect will be discussed below for
each of the five accidents. In each case, the transient is described and
equipment necessary for mitigation of accidents is identified. Each
transient is then evaluated assuming all four sequencers fail to operate
properly. Credit is assumed for operator action to start HHSI pumps as well
as other EST equipment within 10 minutes as described below.

LARGE BPEAK LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT

A LOCA would result from a rupture of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) orany line connected to that system up to the first closed valve. For a
postulated LBLOCA, a reactor trip is initiated by pressurizer low pressure
(1790 psig) while the SI signal is actuated by pressurizer low pressure at
1636 psig. The consequences of the LBLOCA are limited in two ways:

1. Reactor trip and borated water injection supplement void
formation in causing rapid reduction of nuclear power to a
residual level corresponding to fission product decay.

2. Injection of borated water ensures sufficient flooding of the
core to prevent excessive temperatures and provide long term
cooling.

I.15-11 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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The reactor is designed to withstand the thermal effects caused by a LBLOCA
including the double ended severance of the largest RCS pipe. The reactor
core and internals, together with the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS),
are designed so that the reactor can be safely shutdown and the essential
heat transfer geometry of the core will be preserved following an accident.

The LBLOCA analysis presented in Section 14.3 of the UFSAR assumes that 2 of 6

4 HHSI pumps and 1 of 2 RHR pumps are automatically actuated during the
accident. If all four sequencers were inoperable because of the
simultaneous presence of the test logic defect, SI actuation would not occur
automatically.

The LBLOCA is a design basis event whose probability of occurrence is
extremely small. A LBLOCA is considered to be a break with a total cross-

8sectional area equal or greater than 1.0 ft .

LBLOCA sensitivity studies, performed in 1988 to assess the impact of
delaying SI, indicate that the maximum permissible SI delay is about 1
minute in order not to exceed the Peak Clad Temperature criteria of 10 CFR
50.46, and about 5 minutes to avoid exceeding fuel melt temperature, for a
generic Westinghouse four-loop PWR. As a result of the test logic defect,
Turkey Point tested operator reaction times to manually start SI in the
absence of an automatic start (described below under MITIGATIcet CF SEQUENCER
FAILURE 380t'ES) . The maximum time did not exceed 4 minutes. This
information was provided to Westinghouse, who then determined that if SI is'
delayed 3 minutes and 15 seconds, the peak clad temperature for the hot rod
will not exceed 1922 degrees Fahrenheit. If a conservative adiabatic heat
up rate of six degrees per second is assumed for the fuel, SI may be delayed
until four minutes into the LOCA without exceeding 10 CFR 50.46 PCT
criteria. Therefore,1f reasonable operator action is credited, no core
damage would be expected.

Centainment Reseense to a LBLOCA

A LBLOCA results in a significant mass and energy release into containment
that results in pressurization of the conteirment structure. The UFSAR
indicates that the pressurization event is limited by the size of
containment, by containment heat sinks, and by the operation of containment
cooling equipment (containment sprays and emergency containment coolers).

The containment analysis for the LBLOCA was assessed using better estimate,

techniques in 1989 by Westinghouse. This analysis showed that peak'

containment pressure for a Double Ended Pump Suction (DEPS) to be on the
| order of 42 to 45 psig. Using the mass and energy release values developed

for the design basis reconstitution work, Westinghouse re-performed the
Turkey Point containment analysis assuming no operation of the containment
spray pumps or the emergency containment coolers, for ten minutes. This ,

reanalysis shows that the peak pressure of the DEPS LOCA to be approximately
44.3 psig. Accordingly, since this peak pressure is less than the design
pressure of 55 psig and less than the originally analyzed peak pressure of
49.9 psig, the results are acceptable. The ultimate strength of the Turkey
Point containments is estimated to be approximately 140 psig based on the
Individual Plant Examination (IPE) analysis work.

1
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Dose Consecuences for a LBLOCA j

The UFSAR contains an offsite dose evaluation that assumes a total core
release (100% noble gas, 50% halogens) occurring at time t = 0 with results
that re. din within 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines. The event under review,
however, is different than that evaluated in the UFSAR in that engineered
safety features are assumed to be delayed. Using knowledge learned from
observation of accident phenomena and advanced light water reactor
development programs, it has been concluded that an instantaneous core melt
and release of fission products to containment is not credible. Rather,
significant release to the containment would not be expected to occur during
the first ten minutes of an accident. During this time, credit is taken for
operator action to start SI, containment sprays, etc. Manual actuation of
the containment sprays and emergency filters would provide for fission
product cleanup within containment. While a calculation has not been
performed, it is expected that the offsite dose consequences for this event
will not exceed those stated in the UFSAR. Operation of sprays and filters
will provide radioactive material cleanup prior to any significant fission
product release from the containment.

SMALL BREAM LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT (SBLOCA)

SBLOCAs are slow transients which take longer to initiate SI and therefore i
are less sensitive to delays in the actuation of the HHSI pumps. j
Containment response and dose consequences for the SBLOCA event are bounded '

by LBLOCA discussions above.

MAIN STEAM LINE BREAK

The UFSAR analyzes two separate steam line break events; opening a relief or
safety valve, and main steam piping failure. The piping failure bounds the
opening of the relief or safety valve. Since the sequencer issue is only a i

'

concern for the offsite power available case, only a main steam piping
failure with offsite power available will be addressed. The most limiting
cooldown event occurs at zero power with ..o decay heat. As indicated in the

.

UFSAR, credit is taken for a single HHSI pump to provide borated water to I

return the core to a suberitical state.
;

Westinghouse re performed the limiting MSLB accident with offsite power j
available assuming SI was not available for ten minutes. The results of ~

this analysis indicate that the event can be accommodated without SI for ten
minutes with acceptable results.

Containment Resoonse to an MSLB

A Main Steam Line Break inside containment also results in a containment
pressurization transient. This event was rerun by Westinghouse assuming no
active containment pressure mitigating features (i.e. no containment sprays
or containment coolers). Assuming no safeguards actuation, peak containment
pressure for the MSLB was 48.8 psig occurring approximately 300 seconds (5
minutes) into the transient. This is within the containment design pressure
of 55 psig and is therefore acceptable.

1.15-13 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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JTEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE

The event examined in the UFSAR is a complete tube break adjacent to thetube sheet. Each steam generator tube has a nominal diameter of 0.875
inches with a wall thickness of 0.050 inches. Accordingly, the cross-
sectional break area of a double ended tube rupture is less than 1.0 square
inches. This small break area shows that this event is bounded by the
SBLOCA in terms of assessing the potential for core damage resulting from
this event, and that dose releases for this event will not increase as a
result of delayed SI.

RCCA EJECTION -
RUPTURE OF A CONTROL ROD MECHANISM HOUSING

The event examined in the UFSAR is a failure of a control rod mechanismpressure housing such that RCS pressure would eject the control rod and
drive shaft to a fully withdrawn position. The consequence of this
mechanical failure is a rapid positive reactivity insertion together with an
adverse core power distribution. The reactivity transient is terminated by
the Doppler reactivity effects of the increased fuel temperature; and by i

subsequentfuel melt. reactor trip before conditions are reached that can result in

Actions are included in the Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) to addressa SBLCCA that could be caused by a failed control rod mechanism pressurehousing. Accident
consequences of a SBLOCA in the reactor vessel upper head

are bounded by the design-basis SBLOCA in the cold leg.

Summarv of Potential Accident consecuences

Of the five UFSAR accidents affected, four are bounded by the LBLOCA. i

Consequences of a LBLOCA are acceptable if operator action to start ESFequipment takes place within four minutes of the start of the accident. Theconsequences of a MSLB are acceptable without operator action for tenminutes, since containment pressure peaks, below the design pressure, fiveminutes into the accident.
I

MITIGATION OF SEQUENCER FAILURE NODES 1

Because the presence of an SI signal during sequencer testing (automatic ormanual mode) may render the sequencer inoperative, the dependence on SI was
the primary consideration for determining the five affected accidents. Foreach of the affected accidents, the EOPs were reviewed to determine what
mitigating actions would be taken by the operator. The effectiveness of the
mitigating actions was also assessed based on its sequence within theprocedures.

Upon initiation of any of the five affected accidents discussed above, thereactor would trip placing the operators in procedure 3/4-EOP-E-0, " ReactorTrip or Safety Injection." At Step 4 in EOP-E-0, the operator verifies
whether SI is actuated or is required. If an SI is required, the operator
verifies that HHSI and RHR pumps have started, or he is required to manuallystart these pumps in Step 8. These two steps are part of the immediate
actions to be taken by an operator following a reactor trip.

NUREC/CR-4674,Vol 22 1.15 14
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In addition, the foldout pages for EOP-E-0 contains specific reactor trip
and SI actuation criteria which require operators to start the HHSI pumps.
Therefore FPL concludes that for these five accidents, there is a high
probability that timely mitigating actions would have been taken by the
operators to activate safeguards equipment even if the sequencer had failed.
To assess the operators' ability to accommodate sequencer test software
logic defects, the Turkey Point Training Department constructed three
different scenarios involving design basis accidents with failed sequencers.
The failure mode modeled was a failure of the sequencer to load safeguards

,equipment. These scenario runs were completed on November 5, 1994. The
!three scenaries were:
!1. A LOOP /LBLOCA with Unit 3 sequencers failed.

2. A LBLOCA with no LOOP, with Unit 3 sequencers failed.
3. A SBLOCA with no LOOP, with Unit 3 sequencers failed, Unit 4 HHSI

pump breakers racked out, and the Unit 3 HHSI pump control
switches in PULL TO LOCK on the Unit 4 control board.

Six control room crews ran each of the three scenarios, for a total of 18
simulator exercises. The Training Department was primarily interested in
determining how long it took the control room crew to successfully energize

l

i

all available safeguards equipment. A summary of the control room crew
|response times follows:
1

RESPONSE TIMES FOR Full. SAFEGUARDS
INITIATION (IN MIN:SEC)

LOOP /LOCA LBLOCA SBLOCA
!SCENARIO SCENARIO SCENARIO '

A 2:40 2:30 2:45

B 2:00 2:10 1:40

C 2:50 1:30 1:30

D 8:00 1:30 1:55

E 4:40 3:15 1:05

F 2:50 1:32 1:20

The simulator training coordinator stated that the longest time required to
initiate SI flow was during Crew D's 8 minute LOOP /LOCA scenarios it took
them approximately 4 minutes. However, the sequencer defect is not present
for LOOP scenarios. The longest non-LOOP response time was 3 minutes and 15
seconds. An assumed operator response time of 10 minutes is therefore
conservative.

In addition to the scenario exercises described above, a review of earlier
observations of operating crews in simulator training during July and August1994 was made. These observations illustrated that it took each crew 4 to 5minutes from event initiation to complete alignment of the required
safeguards equipment associated with a full sequencer failure.

I.15 15 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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Operator verification of SI, and HHSI pump flow, is performed within the
immediate action steps (Steps 4 and 8 respectively) of EOP-E-0. The first14 steps are memorized by the control room crew. In addition, immediate
action steps are required to be re-verified by the operators. Therefore FPL
concludes that the control room crew would be successful in timely ,

initiation of HHSI pump flow in the event of a sequencer saalfunctAon.
'

PROSABILI2 TIC SAFETY ASSESSbWrTS

A probabilistic safety assessment was performed to estimate the safety
isrpact of inhibited emergency sequencer operation due to a logic error in
the software associated with the test feature. The assessment is based on ,

the Turkey Point IPE Submittal and subsequent updates, and includes the
effect of the failure of all four sequencers. The recovery actions are
added to the model for different scenarios, e.g., recovery for LBLOCA vs.SBLOCA. These operator actions are calculated based on the time availableto do the actions (NUREG/CR-4550, Vol. 3, Rev. 1, Partl), and the time it
taker the operators to perform the actions obtained from a reviey of 3/4-
EOPs-0 and from simulator scenario runs.

The probabalistic safety assessment determined that the estimated change in '

the Core Damage Frequency (CDF) under the above conditions, with all four
sequencers inoperable, is 6.3E-6/yr. However, all four sequencers were notinoperable at all times. '

Each sequencer is inoperable during 5 of the 16
tests. In order for all sequencers to fail simultaneously, all sequencers
would have to be in an affected test. This would happen most often if all
four sequencer test cycles were synchronized. Even if all four sequencers
were synchronized on the same test cycle, the sequencers would all be
inoperable during only 5 of the 16 tests. Therefore, all four sequencers
would be inoperable approximately one-third of the time. This results in an
estimated c.hange in CDF of 2.1E-6/yr. This change in core damage frequencyincreases the baseline CDF by 3.2%. The PRA calculation considers anaverage probability over a one year period.

The 3.2% increase in the CDF is a conservative estimate for this situation.
'This increase in CDF is not safety significant, based on the acceptance .

criteria stipulated in the draft EPRI PSA Application Guide.

The estimated risk impact of loss of sequencers for LBLOCAs is relativelylow due to the low initiating event frequency of LBLOCAs, and recovery
actions described in the early steps of the EOP E-0 for reactor trip and SI.Although SBLOCAs have a higher initiating event frequency the risk is
relatively low because the operator has more time available to perform ,

recovery actions. )
i

4 |
1

,
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An est imate of the potential risk impact of the failure of the CS pumps to
; autom.tically start was performed. The scenario is assumed to occur for a
'

certain size LOCA or MSLB such that the HHCP signal is generated at the 12.9
to 13.0 second window during which the sequencers may not actuate CS pumps
automatically. A further assumption is that failure of all containment
spray with a medium LOCA leads directly to core damage. The core damagefrequency increase is thus estimated to bei

CDP = (frequency of event (medium and small LOCAs, MSLB]) times
(probability of "right size" break to cause the event) times
(probability of failure of manual starting of CS pumps)

(1. 0E-4 + 1.0E-3 + 1.0E-4) x (5.0E-4) x (6.0E-3)=

= 3.6 E-9 / year

Note that the frequency of the event is conservatively estimated to be that
a

of the medium LOCA (6-13.5 inches), the small LOC.A (2-6 inches) or a MSLB.
Since a specifically-timed LOOP would be required for either tho'small LOCA
or the MSLB to bs of concern, the CDT is actually lower.

A estimated increase in the CDF of 3.6E-9/yr is insignificant compared tothe baseline CDF of 6.63E-5/yr.

SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE AMD OPERABILITY

The periodic inoperability of all four sequencers, as described above, has
existed since the sequencers were installed during the dual unit outage in
1990/1991. The sequencers were accepted as operational in September and
October, 1991, for Units 3 and 4, respectively. From early December, 1991,
until November, 1992 (Unit 3) and May, 1993 (Unit 4) the sequencers' Test '

i

Selector switches were in Orr except for monthly manual tests, as described
in LER 251/91-007.

Since then, there have been four challenges to the bus sequencers (between
the two units). LER 251/92-004 reported an inadvertent Safety Injection on
' hit 4; all plant equipment responded as designed, including the Unit 3 HMSI
pumps. LERs 250/92-009 and 250/92-013 reported a LOOP (due to hurricane
Andrew), and an inadvertent 3A bus stripping. In these three instances the

l

!

sequencers' Test Selector switches were not in AUTO, and they performed as Idesigned.

LER 250/94-002 reported an inadvertent EST actuation en Unit 3, in which all
equipment responded as design, except the 4A HHSI pump. At that time the
f ailure of the 4A HHSI pump was attributed to an intermittent failure, which
could not be reproduced. As a result of the discovery of the defect
reported herein, that earlier event can now be reproduced at will on the
sequencer simulator. FPL believes that the 4A HHSI pump failed to start
because of the sr.me defect that caused the 3A HHSI pump failure to start,
reported in this LER.

Since there have been no actual events requiring Engineered Safety Features
actuation to protect the plant, the health and safety of the public has not
been affected by the periodic inoperability of the sequencers.
This event is reportable under the requirements of 10 CTR 50.73 (a) (2) (i) (B),
(a) (ii) (A), (a) (ii) (B) , (a) (v), (a) (vii) , and 10 CFR 21.

L15-17 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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Regarding the second software error involving the CS pump autostart, TPL has
concluded that the CS system remains OPERABLE because, in the highly
unlikely event that the condition were to occur, simple operator action to
start the CS pumps, in accordance with the plant's emergency operating
procedures, would ensure compliance with the system specified functions.
The ability to manually start the CS pumps as much as ten minutes into the
event and maintain required cooling is supported by analysis, procedures,
and training. In addition the safety significance of the evaluated
condition is extremely low because the probability of the evaluated
condition is lower than the probability of a common mode failure of both CS
trains, as discussed earlier under Possible Accident Consequences for
Sequencer Failure Modes. In any case, the contribution to CDF of this
software error is negligible.

IV. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
t

1. The Test Selector switches on all four sequencers were placed in OFF.
Tags have been hung on each switch to require specific permission from
the Nuclear Plant Supervisor to change the position of the switch.

|With the sequencer test mode switch in the OTT position, the automatic
test logic is disabled. The sequencer is fully functional and will '

,

respont properly to input signals. The automatic test function is not
a requtrement for periodic surveillance of the sequencer.

2. With the Test Selector switch in OFF, additional visual inspections
are being performed on a eight hour basis as described below:
a. The local reflash annunciators points are verified not in alarm,

b. The I/O power, PLC Power, and ANN Power switches are verified in
the ON position and the Processor Power white indicating light is

2 verified illuminated,

c. The Test Selector switch is verified in the OFF positions the
Stripping Clearing Test Selector and Sequencing Mode Test
Selector Switches are verified in the OFF position.

)

|
d. The 2 green test reset indicating lights and the sequencing reset

{green indicating lights are verified illuminated.

e. The otner indicating lights are verified not to be illuminated
(except the ground fault indicating lights are supposed to be
dimly lit).

f. Every 24 hours, the sequencer door is opened, the Processor
Indicator LED is verified to be a solid green and the 9 indicator
I/O cards " ACTIVE" LED are verified to be a solid green.

3. A detailed review of the original Validation and Verification process
was performeds it has been concluded that an oversight occurred

ibecause not all sequencer functions were validated during all modes of
automatic and manual testing. The existing verification and
validation sufficiently covers the sequencer safety functions if the
Test Selector switch remains OFF.

!
l
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4. Functional testing on the sequencer simulator of design basis inputs
has been repeated with the Test Selector switch OFF, with acceptable
results. j

5. A safety evaluation has been issued demonstrating sequencer
operability with the test selector switch in the OFF position. This
safety evaluation was approved by the Plant Nuclear Safety Committee
on November 4, 1994.

6. Independent consultants were retained to perform an assessment of the
existing sequencer design, software design and V6V. This " Independent
Assessment Team" (IAT) concluded that operation of the sequencers with
the Test Selector switch in OFF represented a safe condition and that
FPL's evn ;on of the condition was appropriate.

The second phase of the IAT's assignment was to provide a detailed
'
,

review of the software documentation. Some drawing discrepancies were
identified and have been evaluated. In general the discrepancies
dealt with the inclusion of additional information on the logic
diagrams not reflected in the ladder diagrams, to aid in understanding I

the logic diagrams. One other software error was identified involving I

autostart of the CS pumps, and has been discussed earlier in the LER.
The drawing discrepancies will be corrected when the software is
modified (see Corrective Action 89 below).

The IAT confirmed that the V6V was not comprehensive enough to test
certain aspects of the logic. "The plan was weak in that it relied
almost completely on testing as the V&V methodology. More emphasis on
the analysis of the requirements and design.would have increased the
likelihood of discovering the design flaw." A revision to the V&V
documentat. ion will be made coincident with the design modifications
described on Corrective Action #9 below.

7 The original software vendor, United Controls, Inc. has been notified
of this Cefect and its significance.

8. In order to eliminate itsues related to the use ci enc-of-a-kind or I

first-of-a-kind equipment, FPL implemented Nuclear Policy NP-905,
Equipment Selection, in October of 1991. This policy states in part
that, "FPL's nuclear engineering department shall select only specific
models of equipment with proven records of reliable performance for
use in FPL nuclear facilities. Verification of the equipment
reliability must be established through contact with NPRDS, nuclear
station managers, or other appropriate sources. If no prior operating
experience is available, appropriate prototype testing, under
equivalent plant operating conditions, must be undertaken to establish
its reliability before it is placed in service at FPL nuclear
facilities." The Engineering Quality Instructions contain the Nuclear
Policy requirements for design outputs.

| 9. Design modifications to eliminate the software logic problems will be
! implemented during the next refueling outages of each unit.

10. Other safety-related process computer suppliers were notified of the
event on November 14, 1994. These suppliers responded that similar
software errors do not exist in other safety-related process
computers.

|
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11. An FPL Nuclear Engineering standard will be developed on the use of
PLCs, prior to the procurement of any additional PLC-based equipment.

12. Manual testing of the sequencers was resumed on January 11, 1995.

V. ADDITIcetAL IMFCOUGATICet

EIIS Codes are shown in the format (EIIS SYSTEM: IEEE component function
identifier, second component function identifier (if appropriate)].
The Programmable Logic Controllers used 6n the sequencers are made by
Allen-Bradley; the sequencers are assembled by United Controls, Inc. (UCII.
According to UCI, Florida Power & Light Company is the only utility to which
UCI supplied this sequencer.

!

,
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY CONMISSION

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

June 7, 1994

NRC INFORNATION NOTICE 94-42: CRACKING IN THE LOWER REGION OF THE CORE SHROUD
IN BOILING-WATER REACTORS

Addressees
i

All holders of operating licenses or construction permits for boiling-water
reactors (BWRs).

Purnose 1

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is issuing this informatiori
notice to alert addressees that a 360-degree crack has been observed at a weld
in the lower region of the core shroud in two boiling-water reactors. It is
expected that ecipients will review the information for applicability to
their facilities and consider actions, as appropriate, to avoid similar
problems. However, suggestions contained in this information notice are not
NRC requirements; therefore, no specific a: tion or written response isrequired.

Description of Circumstances

During the April 1994 refueling outage at Dresden Unit 3, Commonwealth Edison
Company, the licensee, found a 360-degree crack that extended around the
outside circumference of the core plate support ring weldsent. The shroud is
a 5.1 centimeter [2 inch]-thick stainless steel cylinder that directs the flow
of water inside the reactor pressure vessel. The shroud is completely
contained inside the reactor pressure vessel. The structural integrity of the
reactor pressure vessel is not affected by cracks in the shroud.

The cracking was found during a visual inspection and was located in the lower
section of the shroud in the heat-affected zone (HAZ) of weld H-5. (See
Figures 1 and 2.) Weld H-5 is a horizontal weld that joins the core plate
support ring to the core shroud. Subsequent ultrasonic testing, utilizing
automated equipment from General Electric, determined that the maximum crack
depth was 2.13 cm [0.84 inches).

Commonwealth Edison Company also performed a visual inspection of the
Quad Cities Unit I core shroud. That inspection revealed a similar 360-degree
circumferential crack located at the same place as the crack found at Dresden
Unit 3. Both Dresden and Quad Cities units are BWR-3s and have similar core
shroud geometries. Core shroud designs for other BWRs may exhibit some
differences, and weld identification numbers are not necessarily congruent
between the designs.

9406060138
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Discussion

At Dresden Unit 3, in addition to the 360-degree circumferential crack in the
HAZ of weld H-5, numerous crack indications were also found in the HAZ of weld
H-3. The licensee plans to perform UTs and take boat samples at both Dresden
Unit 3 and Quad Cities Unit I to help determine the root cause of the
cracking.

Commonwealth Edison Company inspected the Dresden shroud using a criterion
that required the resolution of a 25 micron [1 mil] wire with a 25-am camera
lens positioned to within 2.5 to 7.6 cm [1 to 3 inches) of the shroud surface.
The same 25 micron [1 mil) wire resolution criterion had been used previously ,

at Quad Cities, but with a 9 sua camera lens positioned approximately 15.2 to !

30.5 cm [6 to 12 inches] from the shroud surface. Using this technique, no
crack indications were initially detected at Quad Cities. However, after
Conunonwealth Edison Company detected the crack at Dresden, the H-5 weld at
Quad Cities was inspected again, this time using the Dresden technique, and
the 360-degree crack was detected. *

Related Generic Communications

In Information Notice (IN) 93-79, " Core Shroud Cracking at Beltline Region
Welds in Boiling-Water Reactors," (issued September 30,1993) which discusses
cracks detected at Brunswick Unit 1, the staff pointed out that camera and
lighting positions were crucial in performing adequate visual inspections. It
is imperative to position the camera or video probe as near to the examination
surface as possible and to use an appropriate camera lens. The lighting
direction and intensity are important factors and should be adjustable to '

enhance the detection of these tight surface crack indications.

Crack indications have been previously reported at shroud welds in domestic
and overseas reactors at the beltline region and higher in the shroud.
However, the severely cracked H-5 shroud welds at Dresden Unit 3 and
Quad cites Unit I are located 45.7 centimeters [18 inches) below the bottom of
the fuel, suggesting that horizontal welds in all regions of the shroud may be
susceptible to stress corrosion cracking

The IN 93-79 also referred to GE Rapid Information Communication Service
Information Letter (RICSIL) No. 054, Revision 1, " Core Support Shroud Crack
Indication." Since IN 93-79 was issued, GE issued additional information on
core shroud cracks in October 1993, April 1994, and May 1994.

The BWR Owner's Group (BWROG) submitted an evaluation of core shroud cracking
to the staff on April 5, 1994. After reviewing the evaluation, and in light
of the Dresden and Quad Cities findings, the staff issued a list of questions
to the Chairman of the BWROG Executive Oversight Committee on May 12, 1994.

The NRC staff is evaluating the safety implications of the shroud cracks for
normal plant operating and accident conditions and will consider the need for
additional generic communication.

NUREGICR-4674,Vol 22 1.16-4
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This information notice requires no specific action or written response. If
you have any questions about the information in this notice, please contact
one of the technical contacts listed below or the appropriate Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) project manager.

.

_- _o +

Brian K. Grimes, Director
Division of Operating Reactor Support
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Technical contacts: R. Hermann, NRR |
(301) 504-2768 i

J. Schapker, RI!!
(708) 829-9715

T. Greene, NRR
(301) 504-1175

Attachments: !.

1. Figure 1: Shroud Weld Locations for Dresden Unit 3
2. Figure 2: Details of Weld Locations H-5 and H-6 in the

Dresden Unit 3 Core Shroud
3. List of Recently Issued NRC Information Notices

4
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LIST OF RECENTLY ISSUED
NRC INFORMATION NOTICES

Information Date of
Notice No. Subject Issuance Issued to

94-41 Problems w?+h General 06/07/94 All holders of OLs or cps-

Electric i ce CR124 for nuclear power reactors.
Overload Relay Ambient
Compensation

94-40 Failure of a Rod Control 05/26/94 All holders of OLs or cps
Cluster Assembly to Fully for pressurized-water
Insert Following a Reactor reactors (PWRs).Trip at Braidwood Unit 2

94-39 Id ntified Problems in 05/31/94 All U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Gamma Stereotactic Commission Teletherapy
Radiosurgery Medical Licensees.

94-38 Results of a Special NRC 05/27/94 All holders of OLs or cps '

Inspection at Dresden for NPRs and all fud cycle
Nuclear Power Station and materials licenues
Unit 1 Following a Rupture authorized to possess spent
of Service Water Inside fuel.
Containment

94-37 Misadministration Caused 05/27/94 All U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
by a Bent Interstitial Commission Medical Licensees
Needle during Brachy- authorized to use brachy-
therapy Procedure therapy sources in high ,

medium , and pulsed-dose-
rate remote afterloaders.

94-36 Undetected Accumulation 05/24/94 All holders of OLs or cps
of Gas in Reactor for nuclear power reactors.
Coolant System

91-81, Switchyard Problems that 05/19/94 All holders of OLs or cps
Supp. 1 Contribute to Loss of for nuclear power reactors.

Offsite Power

OL = Operating License
CP = Construction Permit

NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22 1.16-8 |
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|
Between March 29, and May 3,1994, with the lant in cold shutdown, twelve discrepancies i

were identified where Class 1E and non-Class 1 irequired by the Palisades FSAR and IEEE 279 - 197 . pment was not isolated or separated asThese discrepancies are reportable as
required by 10CFR50.73 (a)(2)(ii)(B) as conditions which were outside the plant's design basis.

Causes for the deviations from separation or isolation criteria include inadequate design reviews I

and design installation controls utilized at the time of either plant construction or subsequent
modifications in the 1980's that added cabling or additional control circuits to the plant.

Eleven of the twelve discrepancies have been corrected. The twelfth will remain in place under
an NRC approved deviation until the 1995 refueling outage. Longer term corrective actions
include full utilization of the recently enhanced modification review process, providing trainingto design reviewers to ding specific separation or isolation modification guidelines previously

,

'

developed, and de ng accurate schematics for affected systems. This report addresses all ;
of the plant's discover s made as a result of a review of isolation and separation issues. !,

I.17-3 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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! Event Descrintion:

| On March 29 and 30, and April 9,1994, with the plant in cold shutdown, it was discovered ,

j that some Class 1E (safety-related) circuits were not isolated or separated from non-Class 1E j' circuits. Requirements for electrical independence and isolation are defined in the Palisades
! FSAR, Chapters 7 and 8, which commit to IEEE 279-1971. These require that non-Class 1E
j circuits be isolated from Class 1E circuits so that a fault in a non-Class 1E circuit would not t

"affect the Class 1E circuit. Four discrepancies were identified involving isolation or separation.

i of circuits for the Reactor Protection System (RPS) Eng~ineered Safety Teatures (ESF), and on
j the Subcooled Margin Monitor (SMM). Subsequentiv, it was discovered that additional Class 1E

(safety related) circuits were not isolated from non-Class 1E circuits. The plant was in cold :,

; shutdown at the time of discovery of all the deficiencies. The following discrepancies were
4 noted: ,

.
Low Tamnarature Overora==ma Protection: The first discovery on March 29,1994, involved a ;

i lack of isolation between Class 1E Primary Coolant System (PCS) temperature transmitters that !

provide inouts to the Reactor Protection System (RPS) via the Thermal Margin Monitor (TMM) '

! and the Class 1E Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) system. These circuits f

! were not isolated from non-Class 1E PCS temperature indicators used for plant control. The
i LTOP is considered to have been outside the required isolation design basis since its installation
j in 1989.

| Thermal Marcin Monitor: Also on March 29, it was found that four channel circuit
; independence was not provided between the safety related " upper" and " lower" nuclear power ;

! rance signals nor between the safety related TMM circuits. Redundant channels in both the
nuclear power rance indication system and the TMM systems are routed through the same'

receway. In additi'on each of these systems is connected to both the non-Class 1E Critical |

Function Monitoring system (CFMS) and plant data logger without adequate circuit Class 1E to
non-Class 1E isolation. An analysis of the effects of both discoveries lead to the conclusion
that the TMM had been outside the plant's separation and isolation design basis since the TMM
was installed in 1988.

Invertar Power t'ahia=: As a result of ongoing drawing reviews and physical walkdowns of
systems, another discrepancy was identified on March 30,1994. The power cables from
inverters to RPS and ESF instrument loops were not separated in accordance with Palisades
design basis cable separation criteria. Cables for "richt channel inverters Y20 and Y40 were
routed together in the same cable tray, as were cab'les for "left" channel inverters Y10 and
Y30. This condition had existed since original plant construction.

Subcooled Marair) Ma tors: On April 9, in the course of further examinations promoted by the
previous discoveries, nt personnelidentified that power feeds to the Class 1E Subcooled
Margin Monitors (SM s) were not isolated from power foods to non-Class 1E devices. The
SMMs had been installed in 1980 to meet requirements of NUREG 0737 Item ll.F.2. One
requirement was that grimary and backup dis lay channels should be electrically indeguidendent,

glied from Class I sources, and phy ical separated from other devices per Reg

NUREG/CR-4674, vel 22 Lt7 4
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| "---tor Preisction System: On April 17,1994, it was found that there was no isolation
between Reactor Protection System (RPS) "B" channel and a 120-volt standard power outlet;

Installed in the same cabinet. Both are supplied by the same breaker. The RPS channel is Class.

1 1E while the outlet, which may be used for any purpose, is not restricted to class 1E loads.
| This condition had existed since original plant construction,

i Auviliarv Faadwater: Class 1E Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) flow control and indication circuits
j and non-Class 1E Main Feedwater (MFW) recirculation control circuits were found on April 17,

1994, unisolated. Circuits were protected by the same fuses. This condition resulted from I
1

1

! modifications in 1982 and 1984. '

Condensata Storana Tank Laval: One of the two Class 1E Condensate Storage Tank (CST) levelt

! indication circuits was found April 19,1994, to be protected by the same fuse as the non-Class
. 1E diesel fuel oil tank level circuit and the non-Class 1E engineered safecuerds room cooler
i temperature instrument circuit. This condition appears to have resulted'trom a modification
; made in 1981 or was left in place from original plant construction.

|~ Reactor Protection Svstam Tamnaratura Protection and Thermal Maroin Monitor: A fused
| connection from a breaker used for the Reactor Protection System (RPS) temperature protection

and Thermal Margin Monitor (TMM), both Class 1E, was also used for the non-Class 1E audiblei

count rate drawer. This discrepancy was identified on April 20,1994. This condition appears
! to have resulted from modifications made in 1980 or 1988, or was left in place from originalplant construction.,

|
1 inverter autout: On April 22,1994, it was found that Class 1E breakers are used as isolation

devices between Class 1E and non-Class 1E circuits on all four of the plant's safety related
sinverters. The impact of a short circuit on any one of the non-Class 1E circuits isolated by i

; t*)ese breakers could reduce output voltage on all four inverters below the manufacturer's
|cesign amount. This could result in an extended tilp time of the breaker, allowinc a reduced '

4

; voltage to feed the Class 1E loads until the breakers tripped. This conoition resufted from a'
combination of original plant construction and modifications made in 1984.

! Cora Exit Thermocouolas: On April 27,1994, it was found that there was no isolation device
. separating the 15 Class 1E qualified Core Exit Thermocouples (CETs) to the non-Class 1E
i primary data logger computer. The plant had initially committed to removing the 16 qualified

CETs from the primary data logger. A request for a deviation from that previous commitment ;i was made to the Commission on May 20,1994, and was subsequently approved by the NRC
j on June 1,1994. The CETs were connected to the Primary Data Logger as part of a -
i modification in 1988.
4

| n April 28,1994, the plant identified that Primary
1 nt tem trumentation ass 1E isolators were not fully qualified in accordance with
!

Regtion from output to snput. The Iristrumentation affected included hot and cold leg 1.97 and Reg. Guide 1.75 because they were not tested to demonstrate acceptable
Guld

iso
'

temperature indicator channels, four channels of the Thermal Margin Monitors (TMM), two
channels of the Low Temperature Overpressure Protection system (LTOP), two SMMs and two

3,
recorders. This condition appears to have resulted from modifications made in 1980 and 1988.

i

i

l
i
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Main Stamm isolation Valyng;lenoids were not electricalTy isolated from non-Class 1E equipment.
On May 3,1994, ongoina reviews identified that the Class 1E

main steam isolation valve so
Non-Class 1E equipment powered from the same fuse as Class 1E equipment included main
feedwater block solenoid valves, atmospheric steam dump solenoid valves, turbine bypass
solenoid valves and a non-safety related solenoid valve associated with the auxiliary feedwateri

pump steam supply. This condition had existed since original plant construction.

For each isolation or separation deficiency identified above, operability determinations were made
and the appropriate equipment was declared inoperable. Those cases which required resolution
pr%r to startup from the maintenance outage were identified and corrected. Because each !
condition identified to date showed the plant outside its design basis, they are reportable in
accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(li)(B). ;

Cause Of The Event:
,

For all of the discrepancies addressed in this report an inadequate or incomplete review of !
electrical design allowed the circuits to be modified or left in place without adequate isolation or
separation. A contributor to the problem was a lack of engineering design guides identifying
standards, methods, and examples that are needed to achieve isolation or separation. A second
contributor was a lack of composite schematic diagrams for use by engineenng.
Analvals of the Event and Safety Sionificance

.

|
Low Temnerature Overoreasure Protection: This discrepancy involved a lack of electrical isolation
between Class 1E and non-Class 1E temperature monitorin circuits. In two cases, a single fuse
was utilized to power non-Class 1E temperature monitorin instrumentation as well as Class 1E ,

temperature monitoring loops which provide input to the actor Protection System (RPS) and
low temperature overpressure protection (LTOP). The fuse also provided power to the Thermal
Margin Monitor (TMM) which provides input signals to the RPS for variable low pressure and high
power trips. A fault in the non-Class 1E temperature monitoring instrumentation could have
caused the fuses to blow, resulting in a loss of Class 1E functions. This fault would have been
immediately apparent to the operators as a loss of power to the TMM would result in generation
of a reactor tnp signal on one of the four R*S cabinets.

Faults resulting in blowino fuses would also affect the LTOP system. Loss of the temperature
input would cause the LTDP to alarm, however, the low temperature input to the system would
also result in generation of a signal to open the primary coolant system (PCS) power operated
relief valves (PORV). An alarm would be Generated to alert the operator to the PORV openi. g.n

block valves are normally closed.g of a PORV would not be of any consequence as the PORvOpening of a PORV during reduced temperature operations
During power operations, openin

would result in a pressure reduction in the PCS. The operator could terminate this pressure
reduction by closing the PORV block valves.

Thermal Maroin Monitor: This discrepancy involved a lack of four channel cable separation for
cables connected to the input of the TMMs. All four channels of upper and lower nuclear power
inputs to the TMM were routed to remote data processors through a single cable. The upper and
lower nuclear power signals are used in the TMM to generate an axial shape imbalance (ASI)
signal. This ASI signal is then used to generate a vanable PCS low pressure trip setpoint for

NUREG/CR 4674,Vol22 L17-6
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input into the RPS. Failure in the common cable carrying signals for all four channels would have
resulted in erroneous calculation of ASI and generation of an incorrect low pressure trip setpoint.
The TMM however, also generates a constant minimum low pressure trip value and selects the
higher of the ASI biased value or the minimum value. Therefore faults in the cable would have
resulted in a default to the constant low pressure trip setpoint and not a complete loss of low
pressure trip capability.

Inverter t'=Ma Secaration: This deficiency, identified on March 30,1994, involved a lack of
power cable separation from inverters to RPS and ESF instrument loops. Cables for the "right"
and "left" channels were installed in the same cable trays rather than separated.

The RPS is designed as a deenergize-to-trip system. Postulated failures of the cab;es (short,
open or ground) sharing a common raceway would have resulted in a loss of power to the
system. This loss of power would doenergize the associated RPS channel resulting in the one
cnannel failing to a trip condition. If both cables faulted, the two out of four trip logic of the RPS
would have been satisfied, resulting in a reactor trip.

The ESF detection circuits are designed doenergize to actuate whereas the actuation circuits (two
out of four logic) are designed energize to actuate. Postulated failures of the cables (short, open
or ground) sharing a common raceway would result in a loss of power to the system. If both
cables faulted, two of the four detection relays would drop out, providing inputs to both "left"
and "right" channel actuation circuits. As one of the faulted cables also powers one channel of
actuation circuits, only one channel of required safeguards equipment would have been actuated.

: On April 9,1994, the Subcooled Margin Monitors (SMM) were
dec r mopera n it was found that this Class 1E system was powered from the same
fuse as the non-Class 1E feedwater control solenoid valves. Loss of the SMM would be obvious
to the operator as the digital display would be dark. In a case wtr 'e both SMMs are lost, plant
procedures require that the operator manually calculate subcoolin nargin using pressure and
temperature curves or steam tables. j

P-tor mm-::en Svatem: This deficiency involved a 120-volt AC outlet being connected to
one channel of the RPS without adequate electrical isolation.- A fault in equipment connected to
the 120-volt power outlet could have resulted in losing power to one channel of the RPS. Each
of the four RPs channels is designed to trip on loss of power. This fault could have resulted in
tripping one channel, leaving the RPS in a one out of three tripping scheme. As the 120-volt
outlet was only connected to one channel of the RPS, this lack of isolation is not considered to
be safety significant.

A =" " v T:: - men This discre ncy involves a lack of electrical isolation between non-Class 1E
instrumentation in the main f water system and Class 1E auxiliary feedwater instrumentation.
For the "Left" channel circuitry, a fault in the non-Class 1E components would result in a loss of
1 of 2 auctioneered DC power supplies which provide auxiliary feedwater flow control and
indication. The remaining suctioneered power supply would remain available and auxiliary
feedwater control and indication would not be affected. Two backup redundant AFW flow

|

1.17-7 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol. 22
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however, lose power and be unavailable. For the
indicators (one per steam generator) would, Class 1E components would result in a loss of flow"Right" channel circuitry, a fault in the non-
control and indication to both steam enerators. The flow control valves in this train of AFW
would fail open assuring that a suppl feedwater was available for removing heat from the
steam generators in the event that A cooling was required. The operator would rely on steam
generator level to control AFW flow by cycling the AFW pumps as necessary.
Condensate Storace Tank Level: This discrepancy involves a lack of electrical isolation between
non-Class 1E instrumentation and Class 1E condensate storage tank levelinstrumentation. A '

fault in either of the two non-Class 1E indication loops could result in a loss of tank level!

monitoring loop LT-2021. A redundant tank level monitoring loop LT 2022, would have been
available to provide control room operators with an indication of dondensate Storage Tank level.,

|
Reactor Protection Svstem Temnerature Protection and Thermal Marain Monitor: This

'

descrepancy involves a lack of electrical isolation between the non-Class 1E scurce range audible
countrate amplifier and Class 1E temperature monitoring equipment. A fault in the non-Class 1Ei

'

audible count rate drawer could cause a loss of the Class 1E RPS temperature protection
channel "D". This would result in the loss of that channel's inouts to the Subcooled Margin
Monitors (SMMs) and one channel of Variable High Power (VHP) and Thermal Margin / Low
Pressure (TM/LP) trips. With the loss of the "D" channelinputs to the SMMs the operator would

i receive an annunciator alarm. However, the SMM would continue to function using redundant
temperature inputs from other sources. The loss of the "D" channel of TM/LP/VHP trips would

i

also be alarmed in the control room, "D" channel could be placed in the bypass condition, and
the resultant two out of three tripping logic would be used, it has been concluded that, even
with the fault, the (RPS) would still have been capable of performing its safety function.

Class 1E inverter output breakers were used as isolation devices between ClassInverter outout:
1E and non-Class 1E circuits on all four 120 vac preferred power inverters. Due to the current
limiting nature of inverters, short circuits on the non-Class 1E loads have the potential to reduce
voltage below the manufacturer's minimum requirements for the equipment being fed from the
inverters for a period of between 8 and 25 seconds. A short circuit on one of the unfused non-
Class 1E inverters would result in a trip of one channel of the reactor protection system. The
remaining three inverters would remain available to power vital instrumentation. The affected
inverter's output voltage would recover in 8 to 25 seconds.

Core Exit Thermocouoles: Palisades has 16 core exit thermocouples (CETs) which provide
operators information on primary coolant conditions during accident conditions. These CETs
were found connected to a non-Class 1E data logger computer. A fault on the non-Class 1E data
logger computer could potentially render all of these thermocouples inoperable. Although it is
consklered unlikely that a single fault would atfect all 16 circuits, other temperature indications
including hot and cold leg temperatures would still have been available. These temperature
indicators in conlunction with the reactor vessel level monitors and SMMs would provide the
operator with sutticient information to monitor for potential inadequate core cooling. The planti
requested, and received approval for, a temoorary deviation from the commitment to remove the ,

'

16 CETs from the data logger on June 1,1994. The CETs will, however, be disconnected from
the non-class 1E datalogger during the 1995 refueling outage.

NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22 1.17 8
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Subenaled Marain Monitor Iaalators: This discrepancy involved electrical signal isolators in the
primary coolant system temperature monitoring loops. No documentation uns avaliable for
these isolators demonstrating their ability to prevent a fault on the output side of the device
from degrading below an acceptable level for the circuit connected to the device input. These
isolators are used for two applications. First is isolation of two temperature channels which feed
the SMMs. An electrical fault in one of these channels or the SMM could result in a reactor trip
if two of the High Power trips or two of the TM/LP trips were actuated in the event the reactor
did not trip because of erroneous indication, the control room would have quickly noted the
problem given the high visibility of the Variable High Power Trip instrumentation. The second
application of these isolators is to isolate non-class 1E instrumentation used for reactor control.
A fault in control circuitry could propagate to the safety channel circuitry. One channel of the
instrumentation would be disabled. A reactor trip could not result but any temperature error
would be quickly noted due to the high visibility of the instrumentation in the control room.
Although no qualification tests were available for these electrical isolators, they are similar in
design to other isolators (transformer coupled) which have been successfully qualified it is
believed that if these isolators had been tested they would have been shown to be acceptable
for their application.

Main se==m i=alation Valves: This discrepancy involves a lack of electrical isolation between
the Class 1E main steam isolation valve (MSIV) actuation solenoid valves and non-Class 1E
equipment including the atmospheric dump valve and turbine bypass valve control circuitry. A
fault in the non-Class 1E circuitry could have resulted in blowing fuses which provide power to
the MSIV solenoids. These solenoids are energize to actuate and operate valves to remove air
from the MSIV operators to allow them to close. There are two redundant MSIV isolation
control circuits and each of those circuits provides output signals to close both valves. Thus,
even if the fuses were blown in one of the circuits, the redundant circuit would have remained
available to actuate both MSIVs if required. The control power schemes for the MSIVs contain
power available lights located in the control room. Had the MSIV fuses blown, the control
power lights would have extinguished. This would have been noted by the control room
operators during their routine rounds in the control room.

Corrective Actions:

To provide higher quality designs, a number of enhancements to the plant's design change
program have taken place in recent years. In the early 1990s, modification procedures were
revised to more clearly identify separation and isolation requirements. By 1993, engineering
guidelines hed been developed to scentify specific approaches to implementing effective channel
separation and Class 1E to non-Class 1E isolation in the field. These guidelines are now -

referenced in the plant modification procedures. |

Prior to 1994 the plant's modification process was revised to require a multi-disciplinary group
review of all safety-related design changes just prior to their release for installation.

:
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Durino the recent maintenance outage an overall review of channel separation and Class 1E to
non-Class 1E isolation was conducted. As part of this review, composite connection diagrams
for preferred AC power circuits were developed. Prior to startup from that outage allidentified
separation and isolation deviations were corrected with the exception of the Core kxit
Thermocouples which will be corrected during the 1995 refueling outage. A request for a
deviation to allow the CETs to remain in ace was granted by the NRC on June 1,1994.
Training of plant personnel regarding the lass 1E to non-Class 1E isolation and associated
design guidelines and bases will be conducted as part of technical staff training.

,

Previous Occurrences:

LER 94-008
LER 93-006

NUREGICR-4674,Vol 22 1.17 10
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On April 28,1994, with the plant in cold shutdown, signs, adhesive labels, and tape which have
the potential to block the containment sump were identified. The initial operability evaluation
assumed, in a worse case scenario, that if these items became loose they could obstruct the
containment sump screens and cause an unacceptable flow blockage for recirculation of the
containment sump water. The root causes are a lack of controls on the use of material used to
attach signs and labels to walls and equipment in containment, lack of consideration of the impact
the loose signs, labels, or other material could have on post accident containment sump water
recirculation path and a less than adequate containment cleanliness verif; cation process. An
extensive containment cleanliness and re-labeling effort was undertaken. Also, an engineering
analysis demonstrated that clogging of the containment sump by the remaining identif'ed signs,
labels, and tape is unlikely.

I
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f
EVENT DESCRIPTION

On April 28,1994, with the plant in cold shutdown, signs, adhesive labels, and tape which have !

the potential to block the containment sump were identified. Specifically,Also found were selfdouble sided tape was;
found in use to attach signs to walls and installed equipment and piping. :

adhesive labels and duct tape used for labeling purposes. The initial operability i

assumed, in a worse case scenario, that if these items became loose they couse, evaluationobstruct the i
containment sump screens and cause an unacceptable flow blockage for recirculation of the |containment sump water. This assumption prompted personnel to declare inoperable both the
High Pressure Safety injection (HPSI) pumps and the three Containment Spray System (CSS)

,
*

pumps.
,

CAUSE OF EVENT .

This event was due to a failure to recognize the need for a comprehensive sign, tag, and labeling
3

standard for the containment building. A less than adequate containment cleanliness verification. '

process was also evident.

ANALYSIS OF EVENT

Following a design basis accident, the Safety injection Refueling Water Tank (SIRWT) supplies
water to the Safety in
actuation signal (RAS)jection System (SIS) and to the CSS. On receipt of the recirculatson, suction for both systems is switahed to the containment sump. Particles
or debris that may have migrated to the containment sJt3p following the accident are prevented
from being drawn into the CSS or SIS systems by a,cieens located around the suction lines in the
containment sump. The identified problem is the unanalyzed potential for labelin
migrate to the sumps following a design basis event, and cause screen blockage.g material to

]
An analysis of the as found condition has not been completed. |
Following identification of the labeling material an extensive clean up and re-labeling effort was )undertaken. Over a dozen containment entries involving several groups of 2 man teams removed

iduct tape and self adhesivo labels. The 2 man teams consisted of a worker and an verifier to
iassure that configuration control was not com romised (i.e., equipment identification removal '

intact). All areas including levels accessible b ladders were included in the clean-up and re-
ilabeling effort. Removed were all non-assenti i vendor self adhesive labels from equipment, '

Dymo-tape labels, self adhesive labels, duct tape, and other adhesive tapes used as markers on '

cable trays. It is estimated that about 100 square feet of labeling material was removed. It is
also estimated that less than 10 square feet of labeling material remains in areas that was not
accessible to the workers. A few items that are considered essential for personnel safety were
allowed to remain in containment.

In parallel with the clean-up and re-labeling effort an engineering analysis was performed. This
analysis demonstrated that plastic signs and labels greater than 5.1 feet radial distance from the
containment sump downcomer would not be drawn into the containmen? sump. Likewise duct
tape greater than 10.1 feet radial distance from the cont 9 r'rntr:t rJmp ticwncomer would also noti

be drawn into the sump. Thew areas (zones of influence) were completely cleared of potential ,

debris. The cleaning and re-labeling effort was conservatively extended throughout all of the '

containment building as mentioned previously.

NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22 LIS 4
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j The result of the containment clean-up, equipment re-labeling effort, and the engineering analysis

is that with the limited labeling materials left in containment, there will be no effect on the,

! operability of the containment sump.
}

f SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE

| When the deficiencies were discovered, plant Operations declared CSS and HPSI pumps j
j inoperable. The decision was based on the conservative assumption that, if the signs, labels and
^ tape were to come loose, they would migrate to the containment sump and would obstruct the

sump's screen. The conclusion of the engineering analysis was that the containment sump
screen would not be significantly blocked by any of these items.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

e An Engineering Analysis was completed to estimate the impact of loose signs, labels, tags
or duct tape on the containment sump.

e The containment cleanliness checklist will be revised prior to use, by the end of this outage.
it will address sump blockage from signs, labels or tags secured by adhesives material.

e An independent verification of the containment using the revised containment cleanliness I
checklist will be completed prior to startup from the maintenance outage. j

e The plant consumables control program will be revised to ensure consumables used in i

containment will not deteriorate or fail under accident conditions. i

1

The plant will develop a comprehensive sign, tag,f attachment,and labeling standard which will include |e
consideration of materials used and the method o j

,

o Engineering design guidelines will be revised to ensure that containment materials are |

evaluated and qualified for use in containment.

I.18-5 NUREG/CR 4674, vel 22
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ACCESSION #: 9403160301
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) g*3 M.

'

FACILITY NAME: POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT, UNIT 1 PAGE: 1 OF 6 ,

DOCKET NUMBER: 05000266 ,

TITLE: INOPERABILITY OF BOTH ENERGENCY DIESEL GENERATORS

EVENT DATE: 02/08/94 LER #: 94-002-00 REPORT DATE: 03/09/94

OTHER FACILITIES INVOLVED: PBNP UNIT 2 DOCKET NO: 05000301

OPERATING MODE: N PONER LEVEL: 100%

THIS REPORT IS SUENITTED PURSUANT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF 10 CFR SECTION:
50.73 (a) (2) (i)q o

LICENSEE CONTACT FOR THIS LER:
NAME: CURTIS A. CASTELL, SENIOR TELEPHONE: (414) 221-2019

ENGINEER-LICENSING

COMPONENT FAIIDRE DESCRIPTION:
CAUSE: B SYSTEN EK COMPONENT: DG MANUFACTURER: E147,

REPORTABLE NPRDS: Y

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT EXPECTED: HQ

ABSTRACT:

At 0339 hours, on February 7, 1994, with both units operating at full
power, Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) G02, the Train B EDG, was
voluntarily removed from service for annual maintenance. This required
placing both PBNP units into the LCO defined in Specification
15.3.7.B.1.g which states that an emergency diesel generator can be
inoperable for up to 7 days provided the other emergency diesel generator
(in this case the Train A EDG Col) is tested daily to ensure operability.
On February 8, 1994, at 2204 hours, EDG G01 was declared inoperable due
to abnormal voltage reaula* - indications. The declaration of EDG G01 as
inoperable placed both units in a condition, which by Technical
Specification 15.3.0.A, required both units be placed in hot shutdown
within 3 houra (by 0104 hours on February 9, 1994). A Notice of
Enforcement Discretion) (NOED) was requested from the NRC, to allow
additional time %n the LCO to return at least one EDG to service. The
NOED was granted.at 2320 hours on February 8, 1994. At 0244 hours, EDG
G01 was returned to an operable status, Technical Specification IIO
15.3.0.A was exited and the 7-day LCO required when one EDG is inoperable
(EDG G02) was continued.

END OF ABSTRACT
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EVENT DESCRIPTION

At 0339 hours, on February 7, 1994, with both Point Beach Units operating !
at full power, EDG G02, the Train B EDG, was voluntarily removed from '

service for maintenance. This required placing both PBNP units into the
I40 defined in Specification 15.3.7.B.1.g which states that an emergency !diesel generator can be inoperable for up to 7 days provided the other !emergency diesel generator (in this case the Train A EDG G01) is tested i
daily to ensure operability. '

On February 8, 1994, at 0753 hours, the daily test of EDG G01 was being
performed as required. Ddring this test, at 0951 hours, the control room
received an EDG G01 alars on Main control Board CO2. A check of the EDG ,

Gol local alarm panel revealed that the fuel x - en =1= = was in and
the electric fuel oil pump was malfuncticiining. Engineering and
maintenance personne2. were called to troubleshoot EDG G01..

;

The troubleshooting determined that the electric fuel pump for EDG C01
had become " - motor. EDG G01 continues operating with |fuel oil suppl ed from the s riven mechanical fuel oil pump. The !

mechanical fuel oil pump is fully capable of starting and operating the
EDG independent?y, without reliance on the redundant electric fuel oil

t

pump. Therefore, EDG G01 was operable because the electric fuel pump 25 '

not necessary for starting or operating the EDG. At 1202 hours, EDG C01 ;

was pisced in automatic mode to enable it to respond to a loss of AC
!power automatically. EDG Col was maintained running in an unloaded

condition to provide additional assurance that it was operable. At 1940
hours, the electric fuel oil pump repairs were completed and EDG G01 was
shutdown. ,

'

At 2046 hours, EDG G01 was started and loaded to clean the exhaust system
of carbon and other contaminants which may have built up as a result of '

running the diesel engine unloaded for an extended period of time during
the trouble-shooting and repair of the electric fuel oil pamp. At 2100
hours small swings in power on the varmeter were observed. The. intensity
of these swings increased such that at 2204 hours EDG C01 was declared -

inoperable and TS 15.3.0 was entered.
[
tAt 2208 hours, load e - -- of 154 per hour was - - - ' for both

units. An Unusual Event.was declared at 2210 hours in accordance with i
our emergency plan basea:on the loss of both trains of standby emergency !

power. At approximately 2230 hours, engineering and maintenance trouble-
|shooting determined that the malfunction was caused by shorting of the DC
|excitar voltage between a rotating bus bar and one of the two stationary !brush famper cables which connects the slip rings within the generator. j
!
>

h
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At 2320 hours, NRC. regional representative Mr. Robert Greger verbally
approved our request to suspend the requirements of the ICO specified in
TS 15.3.0, pending review of a request for a Notice of Enforcement
Discretion (NOED) . Therefore, at 2320 hours, the power reductions on
Unit 1.and Unit 2 were stopped and the units were maintained at 864 and
854 power, respectively. A NOED was requested to allow additional time
on the 3-hour LCO to return an EDG to'an operable status and for
sequential shutdown of PSNP Units 1 and 2, if efforts to return at least
one EDG to an operable condition were unsuccessful. The NOED was granted
by NRC Region III personnel at 0225 hours to hold in abeyance the
shutdown of both units until 0800 hours on February 9, 1994, at which

' time the orderly rampdown of the units would be initiated if an EDG had
not been restored to an operable status. Also, three hours were granted
for placing one unit in a hot shutdown condition and an additional three
hours granted for placing the other unit in hot shutdown.

The return to service test for EDG G01 was completed and results were
accepted at 0244 hours. EDG G01 was declared operable at 0244 hours and
the extended 3-hour LCO on both units was exited. The 7-day Ic0 required
when one EDG is inoperable (EDG G02) was continued. At 0247 hours, a
load increase on both units was initiated. Unit 2 achieved full. load at
0350 hours and Unit 1 achieved full load at 0446 hours.
EDG G02 was declared operable at 1638 hours on February 11, 1994 and the
7-day LCO, which was entered at 0339 hours, on February 7, 1994 for EDGG02, was exited.

CAUSES

EDG G01 was declared inoperable at 2204 hours on February 8, 1994, due to
power fluctuations as seen on the varmeter in the control room during a
load test. Trouble-shooting determined that the power fluctuations were
caused by shorting of the DC exciter voltage between a rotating bus bar
and one of the two stationary brush jump,er cables which connects the slip jrings within the generator.

The brush jumper cable had been installed in an improper orientation 5days earlier on February 3, 1994, during the annual maintenance outage onEDG G01. The brush jumper cable was inspected as part of the routine EDG
annue.1 maintenance. Based on the inspection, in which some damaged and
loose strands were noted near the lug, the brush jumper cable was
removed, re-lugged, and replaced. The amount of damaged and loose
strands did not pose an operability concern for the EDG, therefore, the
re-lugging was not considered absolutely p - === 7 and was performed as :

)normal corrective maintenance.
!

I
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!

A Human Performance Root Cause evaluation (HPRC 94-02) was performed and
documented for this event. HPRC 94-02 concludes that the improper i

installation of the brush jumper cable was caused by (1) lack of adequate i

work control and (2) lack of adequate post-maintenance testing for the ,

maintenance that was performed, which should include inspection for '

interference while rotating the generator. ;

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS +

The immediate corrective action that was completed for this situation of
both emergency diesel generators being inoperable was to expedite the !

return to service of one of the emergency diesel generators (EDG G01).
The damaged bus bar and jumper wire were replaced by using the identical
parts from EDG G02. The proper clearance between.the brush jumper cable
and the rotating bus bars was verified, prior to returning EDG G01 to

i

service.

Long term corrective actions include:
(o

1. The plant policy and procedur performing maintenance that is
beyond the scope of the preventive maintenance or surveillance work
control documents that are being used will be rexiaed to require
appropriate work controls for the corrective maintenance being
performed. For example, in this case, the routine maintenance
procedure used for the EDG G01 maintenance required an inspection of
the generator. Based pn this' inspection, the brush jumper cable was
re-lugged. The work control documents should have been revised or
supplemented to provide additional work controls for the re-lugging4

: of the brush jumper cable. This corrective action will be
implemented by May 31, 1994.

f*
2. Review and revise the Post Maintenanc[ Test Procedure (PBNP 3.2.6)and/or other procedures as necessary to include manual rotation and

inspection to verify adequate internal clearances after removal and
replacement of parts near rotating equipment. This corrective
action will be completed by May 31, 1994.

COMPONENT AND SYSTEN DESCRIPTION

The emergency diesel generators, G01 and G02, at Point Beach, provide
emergency electrical power to the safeguards buses if the normal power -

supply is interrupted or not available. The safeguards buses provide
power to equipment that is used to safely shutdown the units and mitigate
the consequences of an accident.

!

|

|
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i

The emergency diesel generators, G01 and G02, were manufactured by the !Genesal Motors Electro-Motive Division, Model Number 999-20. The IEEE IStandard 803A-1983 component identifiers for these components aret

Diesel Generator DG
Exciter EXC

!
REPORTABILITY

!
l

This Licensee Event Report is provided pursuant to the requirements of 10
CFR 50.73 (a) (2) (i) (B) , "Any operation or condition prohibited by the
plant's Technical Specifications."

A 1-hour notification to the NRC was made at 2257 hours in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.72 (a) (1) (i) , "The declaration of any of the Emergency
classes specified in the licensee's approved emergency plan," and 10 CFR
50.72 (b) (1) (1) ( A) , "The initiation of any nuclear plant shutdown requiredby the plant's Technical Specifications."

~

SAFETY ASSESSMENT

During this event, EDG G02 was out of service for a maintenance outage.
EDG G01 failed during testing due to a brush jumper cable that had been
installed in an improper ories;tation 5 days earlier on February 3, 1994,during the annual maintenance outage on EDG C01. EDG Col had been tested
three times prior to the test in which it failed on February 8, 1994.The dates of these tests and the approximate run durations are as
follows:

February 4, 1994 3 hours
February 7, 1994 1.9 hours
February 8, 1994 10.3 hours

The failure caused by repeated impingement of the rotating bus bar on the
brush jumper cable was such that as EDG G01 was run, cable damage was
accumulated. This type of failure mode eventually lead to the short
circuit of the brush jumper cable to the bus bar which caused the
perturbation of the exciter voltage. Therefore, EDG G01 was able to
perform its safety function after the annual maintenance outage ended on
February 4, 1994 for approximately 15 hours prior to failure, based on
the accumulated run time during testing.

If a loss of off-site power occurred and both. emergency diesel generators
failed during this event, a Station Blackout would have occurred. If
this had occurred, the gas turbine generator (G05) was operable and

|
|
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PAGE 6 OF 6TEXT

available to provide power to the required safe shutdown loads. In
,

addition, both units were at normal operating temperatures which would '

have allowed the use of the steam generators and auxiliary feedwater
system for the removal of decay heat. If the units had been in cold
shutdown, a loss of decay heat removal capability would have occurred i

until the required shutdown loads were repowered from G05, which can be
started and loaded within one hour. A loss of decay heat removal for one !

jhour or less would not be expected to cause fuel damage.
,

SIMIIAR OCCURRENCES
i

Other Licensee Event Reports that describe events that occurred while one
'

EDG was out of service and electrical system operational errors that
affected both trains of Engineered Safety Features include !

1

!Unit 1 and Common

LER 88-010 Electrical System Misalignment
LER 93-002 Inoperability of Both Emergency Diesel Generators !

LER 93-009 Inoperability of Both Emergency Diesel Generators

Unit 2

LER 80-006 Defeat Containment Spray Actuation during Surveillance
LER 80-007 Loss of RHR Redundancy During Surveillance

NUREG/CR-4674,VoL 22 L19-8 ,
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on July.13, 1994, during the planning process for maintenance on the High
Pressure Service Water System (NPSW). system Engineering (SE) was asked to
determine the applicable Limiting conditions for operations. SE determined
that the NPSW was required for Emergency Candmamer Circulating Water (ECCW)
siphon flow when lake level is low, and this could render the Iow Pressure
Service Water (LP8W) System inoperable. As a result, SE perforised an
operability evaluation. on July 25, 1994, with all three Oconee Units at
100 t Full Power, SE completed the evaluation which revealed that the SCCW
System could not maintain siphon flow as required following a Ecos of
offsite Power event if lake level is less than 790.13 feet and the Elevated
Water Storage Tank is unavailable. The evaluation also determined that the
LPSW System had been inoperabile for short durations in the past due to
this condition. Further evaluation coupleted by SE on February 15, 1995
revealed that the LPSW System had been past inoperable on other occasions
due to the Unit 1 MPB being out of service greater than 72 hours. The root
cause of this event is a Design Deficiency, Unanticipated Interaction of
Components, (Design oversight). Planned corrective actions included
reviewing and revising design basis documents.
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The condenser Circulating Water (CCW) System [EZIS 381 supplies the Low
Pressure Service Water System (LPSW) [EZIS t BI) through the CCW crossover
header. The Emergency Condenser Circulating Water System (ECCW) is a part

One of these ,

of the CCW System and performs two separate functions.
functions is to recirculate CCW to the intake canal following the loss of
Lake Keowse (Das Failure) . The second function is an unassisted siphon
during Loss of Offsite Power (with or without a Loss of Coolant Accident).
This siphon has two distinct purposes; one supplies suction for the LPSW
System (Post Accident Core Cooling) and the other provides cooling water
flow through the condenser. Each units' CCW System includes four CCW
Pumps, each with an associated discharge valve. Each CCW Pump has a
pump / valve interlock such that when the last CCW Puup is turned off or upon
loss of power, the last pug's discharge valve will remain open to ensure
siphon flow. All open valves stay open if all pumpe stop at the same time.

.

The LPSW System provides cooling for components in the Turbine Building
[EZIS NM), the Auxiliary Building (AB) [EIIS:JE] and the Reactor Building !

(RS) [EIIS NN). Engineering Safeguards [EIIS:JE) equipment located in the
AB and R3 (such as the Low Pressure Injection [EZIS:BP) and Reactor
Building Coolers [IIIS BK]) is cooled by the LPSW System. The LPSW System
is required to be operable per Technical Specification 3.3.7.

The High Pressure Service Water System (HPSW) [EIIS EP) consists of NPSW
Pump A, Pump 3 and a Jockey Pump which, together with the Elevated Water
Storage Tank (ENST) provide a source of fire protection, bearing '

lubrication, sealing, and cooling water to various equipment on all three
Oconee units. All three pumps are powered from the Unit 1 Main Feeder
Busses. In the event of Loss of offsite Power, the NPSW via the EWST |

:automatically supplies cooling water to the Turbine Driven Emergency
Feedwater Pump and its associated oil cooler. It also maintains CCW pump |

Iseal water and supplies CCW pump motor cooling.
I

The Continuous vacuum Priming System (V) [EZIS SM] maintains the ECCW
System operable to initiate ECCW siphon flow from the intake canal, through
the main condenser to the discharge. The V System includes two Emergency
Steam Air Ejectors, one for Unit 1 and Units 2 and 3 share the other.

I

!
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rYFJrf DESCRIPTION

On July 13, 1994, during the planning process to repair a leaking High
Pressure Service Water (HPSW) valve (HPSW-25), System Engineering (SE) was
asked to determine which Limiting Conditions for operations (LCO) should be
entered if the Elevated water Storage Tank (EWST) is taken out of service.
SE determined that sealing water supplied from the EWST to the cand===er
Circulating Water (CCW) pump shaft seals is necessary to prevent the loss
of ECCW siphon flow when lake level is less than 798.13 feet (approximately
two feet below full pond), during a Loss of offsite Power (140P) event.
The initial response was that a seventy two hour LCO would be applicable
for the Low Pressure Service Water (LPSW) since the EWST supports the
suction flow of the LP8W pumps. Further discussions led to the conclusion
that the 72 hour LCO is for removing one LPSW pusy from service. However,
the loss of the EWST would result in the loss of suction flow to all LPSW
pumps during a LOOP. This concern was entered into the Problem
Investigation Process and SE continued the evaluation.

On July 21, 1994, tesperary operational guidance was given to Operations on
the importance of the EWST and HPSW Pumps to LPSW Pumps suction during a
LOOP event.

On July 26, 1994, with all three oconee Units at 100 t Full Power, SE
completed an operability evaluation. The evaluation concluded that, if
lake level is equal to or greater than 798.13 feet (approximately two feet
below full pond), gravity flow will supply suction to the LPRW pumps during
a 140P event. However, if lake level is less than 790.13 feet, and the
EWST is unavailable during a 140P, the Emergency Condenser Circulating
water System (ECCW) may not maintain siphon flow due to assumed air
inleakage through the CCW Pump seals, thus rendering the LPSW pumps
inoperable.

!The evaluation by SE revealed that the EWST had been taken out of service
!during 1985 and 1990 while lake level was less than 798.13 feet

(approximately two feet below full pond). In 1985, between August and
November, the EWST was removed from service to be painted (inside and out)
and lake level was eight feet below full pond. In 1990, at various times
between July and September, the EWST was removed from service, as a result
of maintenance on HPSW-25 (Altitude Valve), with lake level four feet below
full pond. The evaluation concluded that the ECCW and LPSW had been
technically inoperable during these time periods.

|
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An investigation into the event revealed that in 1985 when the EWST was
removed from service, compensatory actions taken were in regard to fire i

protection and cooling water for the Turbine Driven Emergency Feedwater
Pump. During maintenance of the Altitude valve (HPSW-25) in 1990, the same
conpensatory actions were taken. No compensatory actions were taken in
regard to the loss of suction to the LPSW Pumps. No calculations existed
that determined the minimum lake levels required to maintain not positive
suction head to the LPSW Pungs. A calculation was performed on May 14,

'

;
1993 and revised on March 3, 1994. The purpose of this calculation was to
determine the required lake level that maintains siphon flow to the ECCW
System.

On February 7, 1995, SE discovered a condition that could prevent the LPSW
System from being single failure proof. During a review of the NPSW DSD,
it was discovered that during Unit _1 outages, when a Main Feeder sus (MP3)
could be taken out of service for maintenance, the remaining HPSW pump and
Jockey pump would be fed from the remaining MFB. Since NPSW is required to
support the ECCW, which is required to support LPSW suction during a design
basis LOCA, a Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) should be entered.
This concern was entered into the Problem investigation Process and SE
continued the evaluation.

On February 15, 1995, SE completed an operability evaluation. The
evaluation revealed that this condition is known to have existed for
periods exceeding 72 hours during one or more Unit i refueling outages. If
the remaining HPSW pung(s) were affecsed by a single failure, the NPSW
system would not be able to make up to the EWST. After a short period of
time motor cooling water would be lost to the operating CCW pumps on all
units, and the CCW pungs would have to be shutdown (resulting in trip or
shutdown of the operating unital. In the past, the potential effect of
such a condition on CCW and LPSW of all three units was not recognized and,
the appropriate LCOs were not applied. As a result, the LPSW System was
determined to be past inoperable.

,

cowf.trs?cus

,

Prior to this event it was not understood that the removal of the Elevated |

Water Storage Tank (EWST) and one of the two Unit 1 Main Feeder Busses |
from service could result in the loss of suction to the Low Pressure
Service Water (LPSW) Pumps. During the times the EWST or one of two Unit 1

I
I
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Main Feeder Busses were removed from service, the only concern was fire
protection and cooling water for the Turbine Driven Emergency Feedwater
Pump. It is apparent in the original plant design that the High Pressure
Service Water System was not recognized as being required to function in
order to support the Emergency condenser Cooling Water, which provides
suction for the LPSW system during design basis accidents. Therefore, the
root cause of this event is a Design Deficiency, Unanticipated Interaction
of Components, (Design Oversight) .

A review of LERs, written within the last two years, revealed that two
events (LERs 269/93-04 and 269/94-01) involved design deficiencies from a
failure to anticipate interaction of systems, design oversight. LER
269/93-04 involved a potential single failure that could close all
Condenser Circulating Water Pump Discharge valves on a single unit
following a Loss of Coolant Accident / Loss of offsite Power. LER 469/94-01
involved a potential seismic interaction that could have resulted in the
loss of Emergency condenser circulating Water (ECCW). Both of these events
involved the loss of ECCW. Therefore, this event is considered to be
recurring. The corrective actions for the events identified above included
modifications and the completion of the single failure analysis. Because
the periods of inoperability reported in this report occurred prior to the
discovery of the problems reported by those LERs, the associated corrective
actions could not have prevented this event. Enhancements in the design ]

process, since the original design of Oconee Nuclear Station, should
'

prevent this type of design oversight in the future.

This event did not involve equipment failure and therefore was not NPRDS
reportable. There were no radiological overexposures, radioactive releases
or personnel injuries associated with this event.

cnonrmnr A~rmwe

Immediate

1. System Engineering verified lake level and Elevated
Water Storage Tank availability to assure Emergency
condenser Circulating Water was not currently
inoperable.

.
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Subsequent
;

1. Temporary operational guidance was given to '

operations on the importance of the Elevated Water
Storage Tank and High Pressure Service Water System
to Low Pressure Service Water pusy suction during a
Loss of Offsite Power event.

Planned

1. Revise the Emergency Caadaamer Circulating Water to Low
Pressure Service Water Single Failure Calculation to include
High Pressure Service water ca=ranaats as they relate to
possible failure of the Low Pressure Service Water System.

2. Review the High Pressure Service Water (MPSW) Design Basis )Document (DSD) to ensure that it properly indicates the '

importance of the HPSW Pumps, and the check valves /NPSW-25
following a Loss of Offsite Power event. Revise the NPSW DSD
as required to reflect the results of review.

|

3. Review the Caadammer Circulating Water (CCW) Design Basis
Document (DSD) to ensure that it properly indicates importance
of the Elevated Water Storage Tank in a Loss of Offsite Power
event. Revise the CCW DSD as required to reflect the results
of review.

4. Revise the appropriate procedures to provide
administrative controls of the High Pressure
Service Water System and the Elevated Water Storage
Tank to Low Pressure Service Water following a Loss
of Offsite Power event.

5. Revise Selected Licensee Commaitment 16.9 to reflect
the required lake levels for taking the Elevated
Water Storage Tank out of service and provide
proper compensatory measures.

6. Review the NPSW DSD to determine if changes need to be made to
reflect the consequences of removing a Unit 1 Main Feeder Bus
(MFS) from service. Update the DSD as required,

ame eases smaa sesi
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7. Review operations procedures to determine if procedures changes
need to be made to reflect the consequences of taking a Unit 1
MFB out of service. Make appropriate procedure changes as j
required.

8. Review Selected Licensee Commaiteent 16.9.4 to determine if it
needs to be revised to reflect the consequences of removing a
Unit 1 MFB from service. Revise if required.

marrry AaratynTm

The emergency function of the Candanner circulating Water (CCW) system is
to provide a source of water to the Low Pressure Service Water (LPSW)
system, which, in turn, provides ecoling water for the Low Pressure
Injection (LPI) (Decay Heat Removal) System, the Reactor Building Coolers
(23 ventilation), and various motor, oil, and auxiliary heat = =' p re.

In the event of a Loss of Off-site Power (140P), the CCW pumps would be
tripped either by undervoltage relays or by the Emergency power Switching
Logic *14ad Shed" feature. In either case, the intent of the system design
is that the CCW pump discharge valves would remain open to provide a path
for gravity / siphon flow, which would be adequate for all emergency
functions.

There are several applicable scenarios:

1. In scenarios where the LOOP does not affect all three Oconee units,
isolation valves could be opened to cross connect the affected unit
to the CCW system of one of the unaffected Oconee units.

If the LOOP affects only Unit 1, the NPSW pumps would be affected
while the Main Feeder ausses were doenergized, but would auto start
as needed as soon as the Main Feeder sus was reenergised by the
amargency Power Switching Logic.

12. LOOP on three units, without a Loss of Coolant Accident (14CA) .

Without a 14CA, the Emergency Feedwater system would be removing
decay heat rather than the LPI/LPSW systems. As described in the
Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR), power is restored to the Main
Feeder Busses within approximately 48 seconds. With the EWST ;

esc soms asma een
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unavailable, and lake level less than 798.13 feet (two feet below
full pond), sealing water would have not been available to the CCW
Pumps. Therefore,' depending upon the condition of the pusy shaft
seals, there could have been excessive air inleakage into the system.

|Siphon flow may have been lost af ter a short period of time. Manual
operator action would be required to start a CCW pump to restore ,

!

flow. The applicable Emergency Procedure contains steps to perform
j this action within 1.5 hours. The High Pressure Service Water (NPSW)
, pumps would have auto-started upon restoration of power and would *

have supplied sealing water and pump motor cooling for restarting the
CCW pump. Therefore, this scenario should not have any significant
effect on decay heat removal.

3. LOOP on three units, with a LOCA on one unit.
sNOTE: The probability of a LOCA/ LOOP occurring is very low.

As described in the FSAR, power is restored to the Main Feeder
Busses within approximately de seconds. With the EWST
unavailable, and lake level less than 795.13 feet (two feet
below full pond), sealing water would have not been available
to the CCW Pumps; therefore, depending upon the condition of
the pump shaf t seals, there could have been excessive air
inlaakage into the system. siphon flow may have been lost
after a short period of time. The Continuous Vacuums Priming
System was aligned to take suction on the CCW lines to prevent,
or minimize, any effect of air inleakage on siphon flow.
During the time periods in question, the Continuous vacuusa
Priming system was considered adequate to handle expected
inleakage. Testing performed at low lake levels in 1986
demonstrated that, with seals in poor condition, air inleakage
interfered with proper siphon flow. However, with new seals,
siphon f1r.,ar was maintained for four hours without support of
either Continuous Vacuum Priming or NPSW seal supply water.
Since that time, CCW pump seals have been included in the
Preventive Maintenance program for the CCW pumps. Each
refueling outage one CCW pump seal is replaced. However, .'

subsequent tests have not verified the ability to maintain
siphon flow without seal flow.

Manual operator action would be required to start a CCW pump to
restore flow. The applicable Emergency Procedure contains

e .o= m *=
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:steps to perform this action within 1.5 hours. The High

Pressure Service Water pumps would have auto-started upon
restoration of power and would have supplied sealing water and j

pump motor cooling for restarting the CCW pump. If, for some
reason, a CCW pump cannot be restarted on the unit without 1

isiphon flow, the operators could cross connect to a unit with
siphon flow as described in scenario 1. Siphon CCW flow for

j

Ione unit would be adequate to provide required flow and Net
Positive Suction Head for the LPSW system on the affected unit.

LPSW does not provide any significant contribution to core cooling
until the water inventory in the Borated Water Storage Tank is
depleted and the LPI system is placed in recirculation mode to take
suction from the Reactor Building emergency sump. This is typically
several minutes into the LOCA scenario, and should occur after a CCW

t

pump has been restored to service. During this time, Reactor
IBuilding temperature would be elevated, and may not remain within the

envelope cal-ulated for maintaining environmental qualifications of j

equipment located inside the reactor building. However, most of the
'

affected active components would have moved to their post-accident
positions soon after the LOCA occurred. Therefore, prompt operator
action may mininize or prevent any significant effect on decay heat
removal capability due to this scenario.

4. " Station Blackout" on three units, without LOCA (e.g. AppendixR event)

Depending upon the exact scenario, the Turbine Driven Emergency
Feedwater Pump may be available for decay heat removal to maintain
the unit at hot shutdown. Alternatively, the Standby Shutdown
Facility (SSF) is a separate seismically qualified building which
houses the systems and components necessary to provide an alternate
and independent means to achieve and maintain hot shutdown conditions
for one or more of the Oconee Units. The SSF was designed to resolve
the safe shutdown requirement for fire protection, turbine building
flooding, and physical security. The SSF has the capability of

imaintaining hot shutdown conditions on all three units for
approximately three days following a loss of normal AC power. The
SSF takes its water supply from the Unit 2 CCW line, so that it would
be affected by this design deficiency only if the air inleakage
occurred on Unit 2. A submersible pump is also available and can be

i.
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employed within 3.5 hours through damage control procedures to add
water to the Unit 2 CCW intake piping.

5. An additional scenario was discovered. If Unit 1 has a Main Peeder
sus deenergised or one NPSW pump is out of service, then the
remaining HPSW pumps are subject to being lost due to single failure
(such as failure of the other main feeder bus) . In the past, the
potential affect of such a condition on CCW and I.PSW of all three
units was not recognised and, therefore, appropriate LCOs would not
have been applied. This condition is known to have existed for
periode exceeding 72 hours during one or more Unit 1 refueling
outages. If the remaining NPSW pump (s) were affected by a single
failure, the NPSW oystesa would not be able to make up to the EWST.
After a short period of time, motor cooling water would be lost to
the operating CCW pumps on all units, and the CCW pumps would have to
be shutdown (resulting in trip or shutdown of the cperating units) .
The units could remain in hot shutdown (using the SSF, if necessary).
If any units were already at cold ehutdown or subject to a ICCA, LPSW
cooling could be lost, if lake level were low enough, due to the
effect of seal leakage on siphon flow. One train of EPSW would need
to be restored or alternative campaa== tory action taken prior to re-
establishing CCW pumped flow.

In susseary, in the unlikely event of a 14CA/IDOP during the short time
periods that the EWST and/or HPSW was unavailable, decay heat cooling may
have been lost if il excessive seal leakage existed, 2) Continuous vacuum
Priming failed, and 3) power could not be restored to a CCW pump and a EPSW
pump prior to loss of siphon flow. This combinatico, while possible, is
not considered probable. Therefore, the potential for loss of decay heat
cooling due to this design deficiency is not considered significant. But,
if this scenario had occurred, long term core cooling and R5 cooling could
have been adversely affected. During these periods of inoperability no iLOOP events occurred. Therefore, the inoperability of the Smergency CCW |System did not adversely affect the health and safety of the public.
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meC Form 366 U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION APPROVED OMS No. 3150-0104 )
(6 89) EXPIRES 4/30/92

ElflMATED BURDEN PER RESPONSE TO COMPLY WITN INIS
INFORMATION COLLECTION REQUEST: 50.0 NRS. FORWARD j

COMMENTS REGARDING BURDEN ESTIMATE TO THE RECORDS AND
-

REPORTS MANAGEMENT SRANCH (P 350), U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMN!!$10N, WASNtWCTON DC 20555, AND to THE PAPERWDRE

REDUCfloh PROJECT (3160-0104). OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND
,

SUDGET, WASNINGTON, DC 20603.

FACILliY NAME (1) DOCKET NO. (2) PAGE (3)

i VERMONT ?A':::** 2:'/TJAR POWER STAf!ON O|5|0|0|0|2|7|1 0 | 1 | OF | 0 | 5
f!TLE (4) Alternate Coott#w System Water fesperature Greater then Design Basis During Wern Weather Circ Water

System Operation Due to inadegaste Analysis of the Alternate Cooling System

EVENT DATE (5) LER NtesoER (6) REPORT DATE (7) OTNER FACILif!ES INVOLVED (8)

MONTN DAY YEAR YEAR SEQ o REV e MONTN DAY YEAR FACILITY NAMES DOCKET NO. (S)
0500 0

0 0 2 - 0 1 0 6 3 0 9 4 0 5 0 0 00 2 0 9 9 4 9 4 .

CPERAflNG TNis REPORT 18 SuentifE0 PURSUANT TO RE0'MTS OF 10 CFR 9: CNECK ONE OR MORE (11)
MODE (9) N

20.402(b) 20.405(c) 50.73(a)(2)(iv) 73.71(b)

PoWR 20.405(e)(1)(l) 50.36(c)(1) x 50.73(e)(2)(v) 73.71(c)
LEVEL (10) 100 - - - -

20.405(e)(1)(fi) 50.36(c)(2) 50.73(a)(2)(vil) OfMEtt

20.405(e)( . 3( f i t ) 50.73(a)(2)(1) 50.73(a)(2)(viii)(A)..................
i

20.405(e)(1)(iv) x 50.73(a)(2)(II) 50.73(a)(2)(vlii)(B) I..................

.405(e)(1)(v) 50.73(a)(2)(lit) 50.73(a)(2)(x)..................

LICENSEE CONTACT FOR TNIS LER (12)

NAME TELEPMONE NO.
CEDE i

ROBERT J. WANCZTK, PLANT MAeAGER 8|0|2 2|5|7|-|7|7|1|1
COMPLETE ONE LINE FOR EACN COMPONENT FAILURE DESCRIDED IN TMit REPORT (13)

CAUSE SYST COMPONENT MFA REPORTABLE CAUSE SYST COMPONENT M7R REPORTAoLE I
TO NPRDS TONPWS.... ....

| | | | | | |S 8|| |C|T|W C|7|4|8 Y ........

i
....

I I I I I I I I I I I I i -

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT EXPECTED (14) EllPECitD NO DAT YR

suBMIS$10N
DATE (15)

YES (If yes, complete EXPECTED SUOMISSlou DATE) M NO | | |

ABSTRACT (Umit to 1400 spaces i.e.. opprox. ftfteen swiele-space typewritten lineel (16)

During a Self Ama--nent of the Service Water System and se a reouit of evolust6ene conducted to respond to leeuse
identihed by tNo esecesment, several design condit6ans were identif6ed wNch may have preciudad the Aftsmote Cochng System
from performing its intended design boo 6e funcnone

The root cause of this event has been detemuned to be on inodoquete snelyeso of the Altemate Coalmg System to
ensure that 6t could actuove its design besse ftmetion to remove sono 6ble and decoy heet from the reacter under all postuleted
design basis evente.

Corrective actions inc6uded procedure changes the documentat6on of a Beele for Maintaining Operability (BMO) and en
update to the FSAM under 10CFR60.69 to ensure that the FSAR occurately describes required parameters

NRC Feen 366
(6 09)
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ESf! MATED eURDEN PER PESPONSE 70 COMPLY WITN TN!$
INr0RMAfl0N COLLECfl0N PEQUEst: 50.0 NRs, 70euARD

LICENSEE EVENT REPORY (LER) COMMENTS REGAR0 LNG eURDEN Elf! MATE 70 THE RECORDS AND
TEXT CONTINUAfl0N REPORTS MANAGEMENT eRANCN (9 350), U.S. NUCLEAR RESULAf0RY

COMN!5510N, WAININGTON DC 205s5, AND 70 THE PAPERW0sK
REENCfl0N PRcJECT (3160-0104), (JFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND
eLSGET, WASNINGTON, DC 20603.

FACILiff NAME (1) 00CKEY NO (2) LER NUMBER (6) I PAGE (3)
_

YEAR SEo e REV #

VERMONT VANKEE NUCLEAR PcWER CORPORAfl0N 0|5|0|0|0|2p1 9|4 0|0|2 0|1 0|2|OF- -

TEXT (if more space is required, use eddrtional NRC Form 3f6A)(17)
DEsclyn0N OF EValtr

RACKM BdFORMATION

On November 30,1966 Vermont Yankee Nundam Power Corporation (VYNPC) filed with the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC;
an apphcotton for an AEC license to construct and operate the Vermont Yankee Nudeer Power Station (VYNPS). The
oWormenon contamed in the appilcocon, whee included the engmal Plant Design and Anniveis Report (PDAR,1966), was
evaluated by the AEC reguietary otstf and the Advisory Comenettee for Reactor Safeguards (ACMS).

On April 12,1967,in Amendment 3 of the PDAR, Vermont Yankee responded to the following gueseen. 'Please stoes the ses
level elevation of the station service water inteks. If this is higher then the Connececut Ibver low pow stovstion at this poet
without the Vemon Dem, please provide the justification.' The VyNPS response to this gumenon was that consistent with the
design ezitorie for the structures and egumenent regused for a. este shutdown of the VyNPS, the Vemon Dem was analysed fu
the monimum 0.14e earthouska and found to be stable.

On May 19,1967,in Amendment 5 of the PDAR the fotowmg information was transmitted to the AEC by VYNPC: 'The loss of
water from the Vemon Pond would reouit in uncovenne the station service weger pump suction and would preclude the norrM
funceone of the Reensluol Heat Removal System heet endiengere Although the dewetoring of the Vemon Pond is considerort to
be a most remote possibility, an attemete means of prowMhne for reactor decoy heet removal will be induded in the plant
design.'

On July 7,1967, the AEC Safety Evoluenon Report (SER) da- and further summenses the beeis for attemete cochng/tt
states, 'The station service water intake is at a higher elevation then would exist for the Connecticut Mwer if the vemon D%
whidi is approxoneesty 2500 feet downstroom from the eles, were to feil. Ahhough it appears to our consultant, Dr. N.M.
Newmerit, that the dem con probably accommodsee the monimurn ino less of safety funceerd eartigusha, we have required
that in the event of a dem failure, service weser (or its equivalent in cochne cepecity) always be ovellette for shutdown coes .
The appbcont hee responded by amounne us that an ahomets odiome for removing stocoy heet from the Reactor Shutdown
Cochng System will be provided (Amendment 5). Our acceptance criesris for this syseem win indude: (Il confermance to Class
i design stonderde, (2) power requirements within the cepebelty of emergency armise power eeuroc, and (3) heet removal
capelNkty oguivalent to what is provided for shutdown when the nonnel r6ver weest seasos is avelleble.'

On December 31,1969, VYNPC filed a revised apphootion along with the FSAR and roguested an operating Noonse. In the
FSAR, Seccan 2.4.3.4, it states that the ' Standard Prefect Flood * st Vemon resists in a Vemon Pond Bevotion of 235.1 ft
MSL, some 15 feet below plant grade of 250 feet MSL

On June 19,1970, the AEC roguested the probeble monimum fleed (PMF) et the plant be eedmetod using a method consistent
wrth the U.S Corps of Engineers Probable Maximum Flood calcidetien. On October 23,1970, VYNPC submstted AmerMbnent 16
of the FSAR. This document shows that the PMF river essee le 252.5 feet MSL et the plant when using a mothed consistent
wNh the U.S. Corps of Engineere

On February 5,1971, VYNPC submitted a Supplement to Amendment 16 of the FSAR. Because the now PMF affects the
intake structure it is specussed in this F ._. In port 6cular, 'Servios water pumps weise previele for normel reactor coomns
When their service is termmated due to river water leakage into the ineske structure, the sitamese cooling weser syseem wondd
be put into serv 6ce from within the station to provide for reactor cochng-

On June 1,1971, VYNPC received the Safety Evaluemen Report en floodne and service weser system

As can be seen from the above, the Aleemste Cooung System was enginsey desired to secommodate a less of the Vemen
Dem, and inter to provide shutdown osomns in the emme of e Probates Membnum Fieed. There were no requirements for
reshadency, arid the eyeesm wee not denlynod for accMent mielsselen, nor wee it ever incanded er slesipod to be single fanure
proof. There is no Safety Desip anois for the Attemete Coenne Syseem in the FSAR.
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TEXT (18 more space is required, use addtional NRC Form 366Al (171

RACKGRotNjk ICONT.)

in t 983, Vermont Yar*ee completed a Safe Shutdown Capability Analysis to address 10CFR50 Appends R. to ensure
the capotelety to achieve sete shutdown if a fire were is occur in any given area of the plant, For a fire in the intale structure,
the Service Water l' umps are assumed to be lost. and the Alternate Coolmo System would be used. No detailed anstysis of
system operation was performed to support this conclus on.

In JanuaryNetwuery 1994. Vermont Yatese conducted a Self Assessment of the Service Water and Attemete Cooling Systems.
In order to address the open issues identified as a result of this Self Assessment, a protect team was estatifished. The issues
identified tielow are a result of the Self Assessment and evaluations conducted in response to this assessment.

DHCRIPTIO4,

On Fetwuary 9,1994 while operating at 100% power, it was identified that the Alternate Cooling System (EttS.80 could be
operated in a manner inconsistent with the supportmg design informstron descritied in the FSAR during certain periods of plant
operation. The supportmg design information contamed in Section 10.8 of the FSAR states that the Afternate Cooling System is
designed to supply 85 degree coes.no water to tfwee ftesidual Heat Removal (RHR) Service Water (Elis 80 pumps. During
certam periods of warm weather operation the initial temperature of water in the Alternate Cooling System storage reservoir
(doep tasses was greater than R5 degrees. Thes was considered operation outside the design basis of the plant, and operation in
an unenalysed condition for those periods.

The water supply for the Alternete Cooling System is contained in a deep basin located under one of the two eleven ceN cooling
towers which are used in confunction with the Ceculating Water System. The cooling towers are normally used to ensure water
dectierge temperatures from the plant reman within limits of the NPOES permit. During operation of the coohne towers the
water in the deep basin can reach temperatures above 35 degrees. The Alternate Coeling System uses the number one ceu of
the west cooling tower.

An anyneerme evaluation was mitiated to assess the stinty of the Alternste Ceoung System to provide the required ceshne if
the deep besin temperature was above 85 deyees. Each of the components included in the Alternete CosEng System was
evaluated, and the entwo system was incorporated in a computer model to ensure that required Rows codd be provided to each
component with elevated water temperatures.

On June 1,1994,it was sistermined that esisting operating precedures were insufficient to ensure that odeguste oesung seide
be provided by the Attemete Cashne System. In reviewing the doelen of the Alternate Cesens tower esel, k was determined
that a ininimum of 3000 som water would be required to ensure that seyvficant channeens within the cesAng tower luneven
New sSetributeene would not impact the heet removal casebihty of the coeAng tower. Based en our recendy completed new
model, with RHR heet eschenger flow restrictione contamed in the operating precochas, 9000 gym to the cosene tower wedd
not be obtaened in order to otMain 8000 gem to the coeNng towes, four RHR$W pumps would need to be operated through
two futR host eschengers with the flow ifwough each host eedienger above that normepy permitted by the operating
preesdures

Addelensey, with high initial temperatures in the deep besin, if the Attemete Coeling System was required to provide Terus
Casang, regused flow through the RHR heet enchangers would escoed the flow limitatione contaened irt the operating
prosechses. These constions were else contrary to the description contained m the FSAR. Sesed en this condusion, the
Attemete Casang System was dedored inopershle. Reacter operation is sNewed for 7 days with the Altemete CesAng System
inoperstle

amt pero seen
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FACILITY NAME (1) DOCKET No (2) LER enseER (6) PAGE C3)

YEAR SEG f REW 8

0|1 0|4 0F 0|5VERMONT YANEEE NUCLEAR POWER CORPORetIGN 0|5|0|0|0|2p1 9|4 - 0|0|2 =-

TEXT Of more space is requwed. use additional NRC Form 366A) (17)

'

CAUSE OF EVRIT

The root cause has been determined to be an inadequate analysis of the Altemete Cochne System to ensure it could edueve :
the design basis funceon to remove sensible and decoy host from the reactor during all postulseed design boom evente. ;
Although the Altomate Cooling Tower System had been doessned to provide 85 degree cochng water,insufSolent analysis was
performed to assoas the effects of a high initsel deep boosn temperature, and to ensure the required flow to to cochng tower
could be provided under the operseng rootnctione contesned in the procedures Adesioneity, when the Altommes Cochne System
wee assumed to be avadable in the unlikely event of a fire in the intoke structure which deobles all four Service Water Pumps,

,

no analyes was conducted to ensure the heet removal requwements of the system could be met. |

ANALYSIS OF EVBfT

The Attemete Cochng System provides for the removal of shutdown hast loods in the event of: (1) a loss of the Vemon Dem; 6

(2) dunne the postuteted Probotde Maximum Flood; and (3) in the event a fire in the intoke structure destroys all four servees
water pumps, if the Altemete Cochng System had been regured to provide cochng in any of the above estuneens, the host
removal capotility of the system may have been below the design levels. If extensive diennehng exists in the cochng tower, it
is dfficult to pro 6ct with any confidence the amount of host that would be removed With channehng, the het woest retum
temperature would be increased. whidt in tum increasse the actual heet removal performenos of the cochng tower. The
system le designed to remove decoy hast et three hours after shutdown, when the reactor is depresourteed to agow Shutdown !

Cochng to be pieced in service For this to occur within three hours, the cooldown rate during depressurisadon wondd have to
be approximately one hundred degrees per hour (the upper hmet of tedinical epocefleeWone), whidile not uhely. A normal i

cooldown rate would rarely encoed fifty degrees por hour, thus depresourtsstion would teks considerably longer then three
,

hours. and the decoy heet rate would be esgnrficently lower then dessen. The not effect of a reduced host removal capability ;

would be to extend the ame romered to obtain coid shutdown conecone
I

The Appendu R fire in the intake structure is the most severe of those three peandeemd evente, se it is aseened to occur |
snotentaneously white the plant is at 100% power along with a esmutteneous loss of offette power. During this soonerlo, there le ,

a ponod of time when no coohng water le available to remove essay host. Opersson of HpCI, RCIC, and SRV's wul transfer !
heet to the torus, resuleng in increassne torus temperature untN the Algemete Coohne System con be placed in service i
Although the Apponex R rules require amoumwig the loss of ad four service woesr pionpo due to a Are in the ineske structure
L a-.C ;, this is not reehotic for postulated fwe scenarios. The power supply to endi service water pump is in esserees ;

condurt and the rouang is separated such that a credible fue could not reasonabiy affect all four pwnpo esmidenneously. It is !

highly unkkely that a fre would effect more then two pumps. The intoka structure is a fire control area which ensures tronaient I

combustibles and tronment ignicon sources are minimised. Aioo, due to the look of condnuity of inattu combuellble leseng, it le I

unlikely that a maior fire will develop in the room. A smoke dessator is loosted in the room, this the contral room would be
queddy alerted to a fire in the oorvios water pump room. The fire engede would respond gisekly upon receipt of a fire eierm.

i

The lose of the Vemon Dem scenario indudes approsdmetely 1.6 hours of conelnued service water sparselon uneN 1he level of |
the Vemon Pond drope below the level of the intoke necessary for Service Weser piene opereelen, in this scenario, the service '

water pumps can provide for conteenment itorus) cochno, and the total host load on Alesmees CooNng is reduced sinos the i

i torus temperature w6ll not be se lugh as the Appenen R fire econerlo. Fellure of the Vemen dem is highly urehaly. The sesemic
capsidhty of the dem is wellin excess of the Vermont Yankee Sete Shutdown Earthquehe essign of 0.14g.

,

The floodng econerio is by for the least limieng soonano. This is due to the fact that Wie Pfeboble Menimum Pleod wondd occur,

| with eigraficent woming over a period of days. With the amount of reindoN requesd to produos fleeting to a level where the
Serv.oe weser pumps weide be unebie to operen, avfacient advance woming is evensbio no shut v. ,nent down and oo.1 downi

>

| long before Altoinese Cootng would be needed. Thus the host toed on wie eyeesm woned be wie least of Wie Wees acenaries
described. In adetien, in accordenes with the Verment Yankee Todinical SpostAcellene, the Aiesmaso Caebne System le not
roguesd to be operoide once the reactor coolant temperature le below 212 depues F. Per FSAR Chapter 2.4.3.4, the flood of
Moren 19,1936, which wee sie gresenet and most destructive flood on thle partien of the Connecticut fever, residend in s

|

| esc fore 3eeA
(6 gM

'
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Appendix I LER No. 271/94-002
.

) ARC Form 366A u.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS$10N
* APPROVED OMS No. 3150-0104(6 89)

|ESilMATEDBURDENPERRESPONSETOCOMPLYWITHTHIS
EXPIRES 4/30/92

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) INFORMAi!ON COLLECTION REQUEST: 50.0 MRS. FORWARD
|

TEXT CONTINUAfl0N COMENTS REGARDING BURDEN ESilMATE TO THE RECORDS AND g )REPORTS MANAGEMENT BRANCN (P 350), U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY ' '

, CopellS$10N, WASn!NGTON DC 20555, AND TO INE PAPERWORK
l
. REDUCfl0N PROJECT (3160 0104), OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND '

| BimGEY, WASHINGTON, DC 20603,
fACitiff NAME (1) 00CgEt No (2) LER NUMBER (6) PAGE (3)

TEAR SEQ o REV e |

VERMONT VANKEE NUCLEAR POWER CORPoRAfl0N
0|5|0|0|0|2|7|1 9|4 - 0|0|2 - 0|1 0|5 0F 0|5,

TEXT (11 more space is regured, use androonal NRC Form 366A) (17)

ANALYS15 OF EVBfT (CONT.)

stRweter level of 231'4" wNch is approximately six feet below the intake structure elevation. Thus, Ahemete Cooling System
operation would not be required frv e repeat of tNs worst Nstorical flood.

Based on the above tNs event had menemal safety esgraficance,

ii--- .cTWE ACTIONS
j

Extensive engmoer6ng evetustions of Ahemete Cooling System operation have been conducted. The procedure for Attemete
Cooling System operecon was revised on June 8,1994 to ensure that the system will be operated in a manner cormstent weto
these evaluations. A Bases for Maintaining Operabil6ty (BMO) was documented and reviewed by the Mont Operations Review
Committee. The Afternate Cooling System was deciered operab6e at 1630 on June 8,1994. A change to the FSAR has been
made under 10CFR50.59 to recognize the current analysis and procedural regierements to operate four RHRSW pumps and tu
RHR Heat Exchangers at increased flows. Evoluenons were performed assumme a maximum inrtial deep basen temperature of
105 degrees. Deep beein temposetures rarely exceed 95 degrees. A peak cercuteeng water retum temperature of 102 degrees
was recorded over a 2 hour period in 1988. Based on our current analysis, even if the initial temperature were 105 degrees n
would be reduced to less than 85 degrees withm 12 hours of Attemete Cooing System operanon. ,

Vermont Yankee is contmung to assess the reguwements of the Attemete Cocios System. Required pump flows are bened on
conservative assumptions and analyses, which may be reduced with further evaeusbane and/or pionned testmg of the Attemate
Coo 8mg Tower. Any future changes would be conducted in accordance with 10CFR50.59 and included in the next updatedFSAR submrttsi to the NRC.

eRC r.r. 366A
(6-99)

1.21 7
NGN7W 22
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Appendix I LER No. 272/94-007

NRC 8;ORM 304 U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS$4( N APPROVED SY oMo. 315041043n
EXPIRES 5/3I/96

EstiuaTED sumoth eEm MspoNsE To cowPLv w'ta t-t

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) c'o'uurc'7'=E*f8."ua#,, fSJ'o*;".'. c'inu ,'"5
* "" "*

aND MECo Ds uama3Euftfr Bula cM a8NSS ??ter. U s haCLlaa
aeoutaroav cowu,ssou nas N.etos. oc nosea-cooi amo ve
TME Parfawoan aEeuCTsoh psi 01960'0s. oF8scE or(see reverw for reowned numoer et orgetsienaracters for eacn neocni ua=aasuswr ano suoort wasa.CMECTorou. oc senci

Pace 6sTV seases op
00cetr7 esistetta its east (8t

Salen Generatina Station - Unit 1 05000 272 10' 09
maa Ms Reactor Irip from Z M Power /Two Safety Injections, tanually Initiated Main 5 team
Isolation. And Discretionary Declaration Of ALERT.

EVENT DATE (s) LER NUMSER (6 i REPORT NUMsER m oTHER PACluTIES 18fvoLVED (e)
sEQUE474 MVissore | FaCaeTV hauf Docur'hauSEauoNTM Day Ygan ygaa " ' "

| 05000tevutta ##uuSEa

| Saciurv nansE pocsitt muussa~
04 07 94 94 007

~

01 1 05 10 94 05000
OPERATING

THis REPORT 18 SU9MITTED PURSUANT TO THE REoteREMENTS oF to CPR e- (Cnece one or moree (111MODE (t) ] 20 a02tDs 20 405tci x 50 73 alG)tivt 73 7510#
power 20 405 tan t HO 50.36scHis 80.73salGHvi 73 71 cs

LEVEL (101 073 20 40siaHiHui 50 3sicH2> 50 73taH2Hvat x OTHER
20 40SlaHisasus x 50.73 aH2HH 50.731aH2HvusHA) * a ,e

20 40Slan1Hsve 50 73 aH2Hni 50 73 aH2HvenH81 s, = assa-
20 405:aH1Hvt 50 73 aH2Heue 50.73 aH2Hal | Special Rep.

LICENSEE CONTACT PoA THIS LER (12)**ut
riaewo a uueen a c .

M. J. Paseva, Jr. - LER Coordinator (609) 339-5165
COMPLETE ONE UNE FOR EACM COMPONENT FAILURE DESCRISED IN THIS REPORT (13)

]f,,,,*g*,dcauss sysTru coupoNts? unsusactunsa caust systsu coupommett unhuFaCTU4a g

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT EXPECTED tial EXPECTED **3*'" L'' '"'
yas

SusMISSloNu , ernetro sunuissou eats, ,,o

, DATE (1s)

ASSTRACT (Umst to 1400 spaces e e , appronimately 15 sing 6e spaced typewrrnen hnes) (16)

At 1050 hours on 4/7/94, an automatic Reactor trip occurred, was
immediately followed by an Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Safety

.

Injection (SI) and, at 1100 hours an Unusual Event was declared. At
1105 hours, the SI signal was reset and ECCS flow reduction began.
Reactor Coolant System temperature increased, Pressurizer level
increased to >1004, steam generator pressure increased and main steam
safety valves lifted, and at 1128 hours, a second automatic SI
occurred. At 1316 hours, a precautionary ALERT was declared. HOT
SHUTDOWN was achieved at 0106 hours on 4/8/94, and at 1124 hours (same
day), COLD SHUTDOWN was achieved. The trip resulted from assigning
inappropriate priority of actions and improperly monitoring reactor
power while withdrawing rods. The first SI resulted from inadequate
control of primary loop temperature, concurrent with a falso high
steam flow signal. The second SI resulted from low Pressurizar

{pressure due to lifting a steam generator safety valve. Involvedpersonnel will complete remedial training and evaluation. Operating
|procedures have been revised, as appropriate. Component testing,

repairs, and modifications have been made, as required.
,

!

ac soau = .ni
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LER No. 272/94-007- Appendix I

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) TEXT CONTINUATION

Salen Generating Station DOCKET NUMBER LER NUMBER PAGE ,

|Unit 1 5000272 94-007-01 2 of 9 >

PLANT AND SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION:

Westinghouse - Pressurized Water Reactor

Energy. Industry Identification System (EIIS) codes are identified in '

the text as {xx)

IDENTIFICATION OF OCCURRENCE:
.

.

|
Reactor Trip From 25% Power /Two safety Injections, Manually Initiated '

Main Steam Isolation, And Discretionary Declaration Of ALERT
,

8Event Date: 4/7/94

Original Report Date: 5/6/94' ,

Supplement Report Date: 5/10/94

This report was initiated by Incident Report No. 94-102.

CONDITIONS PRIOR TO OCCURRENCE:
*

Mode 1 Reactor Power 73% - Unit Load 800 MWe
T at 562 degrees Fahrenheit (F). Control Rods in manual control
wi U Bank D rods at 195 steps.

The: Unit was at reduced power due to seasonal problems with excessive .

'Delaware River marsh grass / debris affecting the Circulating Water (CW)
!{UA) intake structure. The amount of grass / debris loading in the

river in was excess of four times the seasonal average recorded over a
17 year period.

Operational challenges were being encountered maintaining the CW ,

circulators {UA) and traveling screens in service. Between 1016 and
1043 hours on April 7, 1994, a load reduction was in progress to take
the Main Turbine {TA) off-line following " emergency'' tripping of 13A ;

and 13B CW traveling screens and subsequent trips of 11A, 11B, and 12A ;

circulators. Reactor power had been reduced to 7% with Unit load at
80 MWe. 11A and 12B circulators were in service prior to the trip. -|

In response to decreasing T,y,, at approximately 1049 hours (same
day) control rods were being manually withdrawn to increase Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) {AB) temperature. ,

'

DESCRIPTION OF OCCURRENCE:

During rod withdrawal to restore Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
temperature, Reactor power increased to 25% and, at 1050 hours, on
April 7, 1994, an automatic Reactor Protection System (RPS) {JC) trip
occurred. This was immediately followed by an Emergency Core Cooling
System (BQ) Safety Injection (SI), (Train A) and, at 1100 hours, an
Unusual Event (UE) was declared. Following the reactor trip / safety

|

;

NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22 1.22-4
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Appendix I LER No. 272/94-007

,

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) TEXT CONTINUATION
i

Salen Generating Station DOCKET NUMBER LER NUMBER PAGE i

Unit 1 5000272 94-007-01 3 of 9

DERERTPTION OF OCCURRENCE: fcont'd)

-injection, the Main Steam isolation valves were closed due to the
primary plant temperature decrease below 547 degrees F. The RCS
temperature started to increase at this time.

At 1105 hours, the SI signal was reset on Train A. The ECCS pumps
~

were secured and normal charging'was placed in service. Pressuriser
level increased to greater than 100% indication (solid condition) and
pressure increased due to the SI charging flow and increasing RCS
temperature. At 2335 pounds per square inch gauge (psig), the
Pressuriser power operated relief valves (PORVs) {AB) cycled
. automatically. Steam Generator (SG) pressure also increased and two
safety valves on 11 SG loop lifted causing RCS temperature and
pressure to drop rapidly._ At 1128 hours, a second SI automatically
occurred on Train B. After the second SI was reset at 1143 hours,
the Pressurizer Relief Tank (PRT) {SB} rupture disc operated due to
discharge from the PORVs. At 1316 hours, an ALERT was declared, in
accordance with Event Classification Guide 175, as a precautionary.
step to mobilize engineering resources for assistance, if needed.
Required notifications were made in accordance with 10CFR50.72 and
the Salem Emergency Plan.

NRC discretionary enforcement was obtained, to provide an additional
12 hours beyond the six hours to HOT SHUTDOWN, required by Technical
Specification (TS) 3.0.3, due to the blocking of the automatic SI
signals. The Pressurizer bubble was reestablished at approximately
1500 hours. At 0106 hours on April 8, 1994, cooldown to HOT SHUTDOWN
was achieved and at 1124 hours (same day), COLD SHUTDOWN was
achieved.

ANALYSIS OF OCCURRENCE:

On the morning of April 7, 1994, Salem Unit 1 encountered problems
maintaining Main Condenser vacuum due to the ongoing seasonal river
grass / debris influx affecting CW circulator availability. A Unit

,

load reduction was in progress to take the Main Turbine off-line. !

Reactor power was reduced to 7% with Unit load at 80 MWe. Reduction ;
of power to less than 10% automatically reinstated low power trip |
setpoints. Due to the power reduction, T was 553 degrees F. |Two manual borations were performed and c,yErol rods were manuallyon )

inserted to return T to program. During this time, the Senior
ReactorOperator(SR8f,directedtheprimaryNuclearControlOperator
(NCO) to transfer the power supply to the Group Buses from the
station Auxiliary Power Transformer to the 11 and 12 Station Power
Transformers. During this evolution, Tay, decreased to 530 degrees
F.

Control rods were then withdrawn to increase T and Reactor power ;ay,

L22-5 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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IJER Pio. 272/94-007 Appendix I

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) TEXT CONTINUATION

Salem Generating Station DOCKET NUMBER LER NUMBER PAGE
Unit 1 5000272 94-007-01 4 of 9 )

l
ANALv2fB OF OCCURRENCE: (cont'd)

increased to 25%. Power Range channels IN42 and IN44 initiated an
automatic Reactor trip and trip of the Main Turbine. An SI occurred
immediately thereafter, when'the steam line high steam flow bistables
actuated on a short duration pressure pulse, concurrent with T
below 543 degrees F. SITrainAlogicpartiallyactuatedand$Y,
Train B logic did not actuate due to the short duration of the high
steam flow signal.

The high steam flow signal was due to a pressure pulse in the main !

steam lines caused by closure of the turbine stop valves. Emergency
Operating Procedures (EOPs) were entered and components were

.

,positioned in response to the SI signal. The SI Train A was reset
with the automatic actuation in the " blocked" condition. The Train B j

,

automatic logic remained armed. After the Main Steam isolation jvalves were closed, T increased due to decay heat and Reactor ;yCoolant Pump (AB) ope,aIlon. Pressurizer pressure increased, due to i
r

. increasing T and SI charging flow and the Pressuriser power I

operated relAeI valves, 1PRI and IPR 2, automatically cycled at 2335
psig. SG pressures also increased in response to increasing T
ThesecondaryNCOdidnotopentheMainSteamatmosphericrelieE..
valves (MS10s) {SB) in response to the increasing SG pressures.- Two
safety valves {SB) on 11 SG loop lifted causing T and primaryay
pressure to drop rapidly. Operators were in the pr, cess ofo
initiating a manual SI to respond to the plant condition, however, a
second SI, from the Train B logic automatically occurred. The
Pressurizer Relief Tank (PRT) rupture disc operated due to the PORVs
relieving to the PRT. The SI was terminated, the Pressuriser bubble
was reestablished and COLD SHUTDOWN was achieved.

Personnel Performance
|For approximately six weeks prior to the event, the Salen
3operating shift crews were challenged by the marsh grass / debris '

affecting the CW intake structure. This has resulted in
iextended periods of load reductions and numerous transients '

regarding maintaining operation of the CW circulators.

The Reactor trip is attributed to personnel error, includinginadeguate command and control. This occurred when the
operating crew took inappropriate action, which resulted in an
automatic RPS actuation on the Nuclear Instrumentation System
{IG) power range low setpoint. The control rod withdrawal to
correct T was not correctly implemented and resulted inay
reactor pow,r increasing at a faster rate than anticipated bye

;the NCO. The Nuclear Shift Supervisor (NSS) did not maintain '

adeguate oversight of changing plant conditions and
i

inappropriately prioritized the actions of the operating crew. |

NUREG/CR-4674, Vel 22 I.22-6
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Appendix I LER No. 272/94-007

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) TEXT CONTINUATION

Salem Generating Station DOCKET NUMBER LER NUMBER PAGE
Unit 1 5000272 94-007-01 5 of 9

ANALYSIS OF OCCURRENCE! (cont'd)

Personnel Performance (cont'd)

He directed the primary NCO to transfer the power supply to the
Group Buses from the station Auxiliary Power Transformer to the
11 and 12 Station Power Transformers. As a result, the NCO's
focus was divided between a number of monitoring activities.
The NSS recognized the low T condition and withdrew control
rods a few steps, but realiziy,ng this was counter to management
expectations and training he discontinued this action. After
the electrical bus transfer was completed, the NSS directed the 8

NCO to restore Tave'

Following the reduction of Reactor power to 7% and transfer of
the Group Buses, the primary Nuclear Control Operator (NCO)
recognized that T was below the program value. Because of

his focused attenk1,n on restoring T,yIthdrawing rods.o the NCO did not,

properly monitor reactor power while w

The MS10s were set in automatic control, but did not respond to
the increasing pressure. The operating crew did not adequately
communicate RCS temperature and no trending of the T value
was performed by the NCOs. The required action of t$y,e secondary
NCO, to take manual control of the valves and open them to
prevent lifting of the SG safety relief valves, was not done in
a timely manner.

Equipment Performance

At the time of the event, rod control for the Unit was in manual
for troubleshooting of suspected problems with automatic rod
control. Subsequent troubleshooting, which included testing of
the Rod Speed circuitry, showed the Rod Control System was fully
functional.

Due to " shadowing" by rod position and T being off program
low, the Nuclear Instrument System (NIS)aY$termediate Range (IR)
Rod Stop at 20% did not actuate to prevent the increase in power
to above 25%. It was concluded that the system, functioned, as
designed. (The NIS is not an Engineered Safety Feature and I

credit for it is not taken in the plant accident analysis.)
The first SI occurred due to T below program coincidentywith an erroneous high steam l$ne, flow signal. Due to the short
duration of the high steam line pressure pulse, the SI signal
was only generated by the Train A Solid State Protection System
(SSPS) {JC). Train B SSPS did not respond to the SI signal due
to acceptable differences in the actuation time of the SSPS.

1.22-7 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) TEXT CONTINUATION

Salen Generating Station DOCKET NUMBER LER NUMBER PAGE
Unit i 5000272 94-007-01 6 of 9 |

ANALYSIS OF OCCURRENCE! (cont'd)

Equipment Performance (cont'd)

The high steam line flow signal occurred when the turbine stop
valves closed following the Reactor trip signal. This generated
a pressure pulse of sufficient magnitude and duration to actuate
the steam line high steam flow bistables. Post event testing jverified both channels of high steam flow were functioning
within overall time response required by TS and showed no ,

<

indication of degradation.

Following the first SI, main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) {SB)
13 and 14 MS167 closed, while MSIVs 11 and 12MS167 did not
automatically close. The 11 and 12MS167 did not close due to

Idifferences in the response of the actuation circuitry to the
short duration pulse of the SI signal.

The closure of the Main Turbine stop valves caused a pressure
pulse of sufficient magnitude and duration to initiate a high
steam flow signal. Due to the short duration of this signal,
the SI cleared before some plant equipment could latch and .

operate to allow completion of all component actions. Although
Train'"B" did not respond due to the short duration of the

,

pulse, it operated within design specifications and no equipment |

failures were ncted.

Several main steam safety valves operated, per design, during
the event, due to the increase in secondary loop pressure.

Operation of the PRT rupture disc occurred per design.

During the cycling of PORVs 1PRI and IPR 2, the valves performed
as designed.

Response of the MS10s to open in automatic is a previously
identified condition. The valves have a delay in opening due to
the valve controller being below its setpoint for an extended
period of time. The design of the valve controller allows the
controller output to saturate lov when the process is below the
control setpoint. This necessitates manual action by the
control operator. Following this event, individual problems
involving a binding servo drive in the 11MS10 controls, a logic
transfer circuit board in the 13MS10 controls, and a missing
gear tooth and a misaligned drive shaft in the 14MS10 controls
were also identified.

NUREG/CR-4674,Vol. 22 1.22-8
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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) TEXT CONTINUATION

Salen Generating Station DOCKET NUMBER LER NUMBER PAGE
Unit 1 5000272 94-007-01 7 of 9

mt-Ysis or oCCernanCEr (cont'd)

Equipment Performance (cont'd)

The following SI components did not respond to the first SI
signal:

Train A

11 and 12MS167, main steam isolation valves for 11 and
12 SGs, did not close.

11, 12, 13, and 14BF13, SG feedwater motor-operated
inlet isolation valves did not close.
11 a .i 12 SG feed pumps did not trip.

Train a

SSPS Train B did not respond to the high steam flow
SI.

Subsequent testing and analysis indicates the pressure
pulse from closure of the main turbine stop valves was not
of sufficient duration to initiate the complete train
logic. Therefore, it is concluded the above-listed
equipment responded, as designed.

The second SI of tb s event constituted the 21st accumulated SI
actuation cycle to date.

APPARENT CAUsE OF OCCUDD MCE:

This event is attributed to " Personnel Error", as classified in |Appendix B of NUREG-1022. The Reactor trip and initial SI occurred
when the NSS failed to maintain adequate command and control,
communications, and assigned inappropriate priority of actions in
response to the changing plant conditions. The NCO added positive
reactivity change at a rate which caused power to increase too ;

quickly, resulting in the reactor trip. The response of the '

operating crew to the changing conditions of the event was affected
by some equipment problems and procedural guidance.

PREVIOUS OCCURRENCES:

Prior events involving excessive CW intake grass / debris have been
reported in LERs 272/83-033/01T, 272/93-011-00, and 311/89-013-00.

A prior event involving greater than 1004 level (solid condition) in

|
1
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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LEP) TEXT CONTINUATION |

Salem Generating Station DOCKET WUMBER LER NUMBER PAGE
Unit 1 5000272 94-007-01 8 of 9

PREVIOUS OCCURRENCESr (cont'd)

the Pressurizer was reported in LER 311/89-005-00.

SAFETY SIGNIFICANCEr

This event did not affect the health and safety of the public. This
event is reportable pursuant to 10CFR50.73(a) (2) (iv), due to the RPS
and SI actuations and 10CFR50.73 (a) (2) (1) (B), due to entry into TS
3.0.3. In addition, this report fulfills the requirement for a
Special Report within 90 days of an SI, as required by TS 3.5.2.,
ACTIONr b.

The combination of all personnel actions and equipment performance
contributed to the plant response. An analysis of that response was
performed which addressed the safety significance of all contributing
factors. The plant response was reviewed against Condition II safety
criteria from Chapter 15 of the Salem Updated Final Safety Analysis
Report. Tnis review, which included the safety limits on peak
primary and secondary system pressure, and minimum Departure from
Nucleate Boiling Ratio, showed these limits were not exceeded. In :
addition, similar consideration was given to plant component fatigue, i

fuel integrity, and the effects of lower than normal T This.ayshowed all component fatigue analytical conclusions rema,in valid, no
fuel failures have resulted from the event, and the effects of the
lower than normal T were insignificant with respect to plantave
safety. ,

CORRECTIVE ACTION:

The PRT rupture disc has been replaced..

The CW traveling screens were repaired and returned to service.

Operating procedures have been revised, as appropriate.

Simulator training,on this event has been conducted with all
!operating shifts. '

!

The MS10s controls have been tested and repaired, as required.

Modifications have been made to the MS10s to improve performance.

Changes to the plant design have been implemented to dampen / filter
ithe erroneous high main steam flow signal generated by closure of the

Main Turbine stop valves.

The involved licensed personnel were removed from Licensed Operator
duties. Remedial training and evaluation will be performed for these

NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22 1.22-10
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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) TEXT CONTINUATION

Salen Generating Station DOCKET NUMBER LER FUMBER PAGE
Unit 1 5000272 94-007-01 9 of 9 )

CORRECTIVE ACTION: (eent'di

personnel, prior to their resuming licensed duties.

The PORVs have been inspected and greater than expected wear was
noted on several components. Internal parts will be replaced, as
required, prior to return to power.

The Salen Emergency Operating Procedures will be reviewed and
revised, as required.

j
i
i

|

T -

I
General Manaper -
Salem Op ions

|

MJPJ:pc

|
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FTFfUTIVE SUMMARY

An Augmented fa& eam (AIT), consisang of md from Region ITAreas inspecsad:
AEOD and NRR, mspected those areas necessary to ascenam the facts and deterame probable
causes of the autamanc reactor shutdown and multiple automanc initianane of the safety negocnon ;

system that occurred on April 7,1994. The team assessed the safety sip'- = = of the event,
including the resultant plant operanon with a water (liquid) filled pressuriser and its challenge
to the pnmary coolant boundary integrity and the potential vulnerabdity of the ultimate best sink
to the same marsh grass intrusions that eh=Haa=ad the plant normal heat sink, which was the

,

initianas event for the sequence of events on April 7. The adequacy of the bcensee's design, !

===aaa=* and troubleshoonag pracaces relative to the safety lejecnon system was reviewed.
<

'!he poeminlity for any paaaa'ial genene implicanane posed by the Salem event was assessed.

Results: 7he Augmented f=-i- -d= Team (AIT) developed a sequence of events detaahng the
circumstanas .uuvuodiag a Salem Unit 1 plant trip and a series of safety injecnon system

It was found that the events led to the loss of the pressunser steam bubble and theacnnnane
normal reactor coolant system pressure control system, and an Alert declaranon. The AIT noted ;

through an event sequence and causal factor analysis that the root causes of key events generally
'

included a combmanon of component failure and human error. Additional procedural guidance |

for, and prioritizanon of work activities of control room operators would have resulted in a
bener response to the event. '!he AIT found in general that the ticenaae response to the almost ;

daily event of grass cloggmg of the circulating water screens was very well planned and
coordinated for the additional workload at the circulanng water structure. However, as indicated
by the performance of rA d and equipment in reepane, to the April'7 event, the limnene

-

did not adequately plan for, and coordinate, the activities wuA to the additional
workload in the control room resulting from the same event.

Finally, even though some equipment and licensed operators performed poorly during the
iensuing transient on April 7, the core and its pnmary protecave hrners were =mintained

throughout the event.

In addition, the followmg conclusions were developed as a result of the AIT review and
discussed at a public exit meetmg held on April 26,1994:

Summary of Conclumons:

1. No abnormal releases of radianan to the environment occurred during the event (Secnon

3.4).

! 2. The April 7,1994 event challenged the RCS pressure boundary resaltag in mulaple,
successful operanons of the pressunser power operated relief valves and no operanons

,

I of the pressunser safety valves (Section 3.2).

3. Operator errors occurmd which cosaplicated the event (Seccan 4).

il
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (CONT'D)

4. Management allcwed equipment problems to exist that made operations difficult for plant
operasors (Secnon 7.2).

:

5. Some equipment was degraded by the event, but overall, the plant performed as designed 1
(Section 3).

6. Operator use of emergency pmcodures was good. However, procedural inadequacies
were noted with other operating procedures (Section 4).

7. Nanae's invesngations and troubleshootmg efforts were good (Section 5).

iii
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DETAILS
'

!.0 INTRODUCTION

I.1 Event Overview

On April 7,1994, operators at Salem Unit I were operating that unit at 73% power. De plant
was at a reduced power level due to the reductions of condenaar cooling eff.i.n,y resulting
from the problems river grass had been causing at the unit's condansar circulatmg water (CW)
intake structure. Shortly after 10:00 a.m. that mormng, a severe grass intruman occurred at the
make structure, and many of the Unit 1 CW pumps began to trip. Operators = 2

i7
began to reduce plant power in order to take the unit turbine offline. As a result of apamane

,

error and equipment complicanane, a Unit I reactor trip and automanc safety injecnon occursed
at 10:47 a.m., and a subsequent mannad automanc safety injecnon occurred at 11:26 a.m. De
subsequent sequence of events resulted in the Unit 1 primary coolant system filling, resolung
in a loss of normal pressurtzer pressure control at normal operaung temperature and pressure.
De licensee declared an Unusual Event and subsequently an Alert condition at the unit.

De events of April 7, from the initiating downpower tranment to the ensuing resceor trip and
safety injections, were complex and involved a combination of m- .i.1 errors and equipmenti
failures.

1.2 Augmented Inspection Tessa Activities

On April 7,1994, semor NRC managers determined that an AIT was warranted to gather
information on the plant trip and subsequent safety injecnon system ar==naae at Salem Unit 1.
He AIT was initiated beenme of the complexity of the events, the unartainty of the root causes
of some of the conditions and equipment problems that had been encountered during the events,
and possible generic implications. A charter was formulated for the AITand transmined to the ,

'

team on April 8,1994 (At:schment 1). De NRC Region I Regional Admmienster diep=*ehari
the AIT carly on April 8,1994. De AIT met with PSE&G management and staff.W.ug

,

the facts known at that time for the April 7 event.

On April 8,1994, NRC Region I issued a confuu iuiy action lener (CAL) that documented the
1

verbal commitments made by the licensee to the NRC regarthng the control of activities
for equipment that failed to operate properly during the event, PSE&G support of the team
inspection activities and the subsequent restart of the unit. The CAL is enclosed as Attachment
3.

The team completed initialinspection activities on April 15,1994 Additional onsiteinspection
was conducted on April 17,20 and 21,1994, to perform additional operator interviews and to
review the results of ongoing troubleshooting and testing activities. De work duected by the
AIT charter was completed and a public inspection exit meenng was held on April 26,1994.
He AIT participated in two congressional staff briefings, a public NRC and PSE&G

1.23-7 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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2

management meetag on May 6,1994 and an NRC Commissoners' briefing on May 11,1994. ,

'
'the AIT provided mformation/fmdmgs to NRC Region I for use in dcd.,, g the issues
warranung correcove acnon or further analysis prior to restart of Unit 1.

2.0 GENERAL SEQUENCE OF EVEN13 ;

On April 7,1994, prior to the reactor trip and safety injecnon events, Salen Unit I was
,

operating at approdwe 735 power. Operators were operatag the plant at less than full !

power due to the she S 4 grass in the Delaware River was having on the Salem units' |
circulatag water (CW) g t ems. Over the course of late winter and early synag, heavy

'

=a==alasia== of the river grass at the CW structure were cloggag the CW syneeni travelhag
'

screens whach protect the CW pumps from river debns.
,

By appenrt==anly 10:30 a.m. on April 7, the power level at Unit I had been er====s8 to about
60 % power as a result of an increase in caarlanear back pressure due to river grass L .'--4- e

with the navelhas screens at the CW structure. In rampanaa ao the approaching loss of CW,
Unit 1 operators began a unit load reducuan at 15 power per minute. From 10:15 a.m e 10:40
a.m., several of the Unit 1 CW travelhng screens clogged with grass and caused the
correspondag CW pump to trip offline. Operators anempted to restore the pumps as they
tripped, but by 10:39 a.m. only one CW pump was available. As the CW pumps were lost from
service, operators meressed the rate of the downpower maneuver froen 15 to 3% to 55 to I

eventually 85 per minute. As the operator responsible for concelhas turtnoe power reduced I

the unit load, the operator r==panaihte for reactor power corrumpondegly reduced reactor power
by insernag the reecear connel rods and by boranon.

,

!

Instally, dunng the downpower amoeuver, operators reduced turbane power ahead of reactor
power, and the resulnag power misaatch caused shghdy higher than nonnat temperature for the
prunary coolant syneos. At about 10:43 a.m., the Nuclear Shift Supervisor (NSS) directed the
operasar controlling senesor power m go to the elecencal disenbunon control panel to begin
shifbag plant elecencal loads to of faite power sources. At that time the control room crew
ma=h-s believed the plant was stabie; however, they failed to recogmae that reacsor power was
still decreasmg due to the delayed ettect of a baron addition that had been made. This led so
reversal of the power =====ar* and a i % T At 10:45 a.m., the NSS identined the'

ramahmat over-coohng condition, went to the reactor control panel and began withdrawing control
rods to raise coolant temperamre, and then turned over control once again to the original
operator. 1his operasor connamed to withdraw the control rods, and reactor power incruised !
from , H 'y 7% to 25% of full reactor power. Since power dropped below 10% power,
the power range "high neutron flux-low acepaint* trip had automancally re ia=*=* art, *='=hlishing
25% renceor power as the automanc reactor trip aaepaint When rencsor power reached the 25%
setpost, at approximately 10:47 a.m., the reactor automancally tnpped.

|

Almost ==arhanaly followmg the reactor trip, an automanc safety injecnon (SI) actuated. The Ii

SI was ime==nari only on Train A of the Si logic on high steam flow comendent with low primary
naalaat T . Although the operators did not recogmae it at the time, the finaamaa later

i
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i

; deseramed that the high steam flow signal was a asult of a pressee wave crunned in the main
j steam lines by the closing of the tutine stop valves when the turbane ==*wa=*icany tnpped. In

response to the reactor trip and SI, the operssors entered Emergency Opentag Procedme (BOP)
; EOP-Trip 1 at 10:49 a.m. Due to the natme of the imaanns manal, the SI actuanon did not
j successfully position all necessary evvapan=== to the expecaed, post-actuanon postion, and the
'

operators, as part of EOP y ;- - =, manually . , " ' affected aa pan =asa At 11:00
, a.m., the beenses declared an Unusual Event based on a " manual or m*i==ese emergency core
i coohng system actuanon with a discharge to the vessel." Dunng further perfonnance of the
| EOP, operators had to reset the SI logic, and it was at this point that they malised that Train B -

i of the SI logic had not actuated and that there was thus an appannt logic dungreement.

| As the operaton were perfonning the regered EOP steps, the pnaary coolant system continued
to beat up due to decay heat and runmag the reactor coolant pumps. As the pnaary homend up,
steam generator pressee consequently inenamed, and because of pre exisang problems with the
seems generasar ='maarh==nc relief valve (MS10) automanc connel, sesam genersoor possure
was not psoperly cannolled by these valves. Concunently, due to pnmary hensup and the
volume of weser added by the SI, the pressunaar Alled to solid or near-solid aa=ma== and the
pressunser power operated relief valves (PORVs) penahcally =aan==sia=11y opened to control
pnmary pmesure. Shortly before 11:26 a.m., senun generator pressure increased to the ASME
code safery valve lift seapoint in the Number 11 and/or 13 steam generator (s). 'Ihe opening of
the safety valve caused d rapid cooldown of the prunary coolant sysessa, and due to the solid
waser sense of that system, a aaiaevisat rapid decrease in prunary systenipessus. At 11:26
a.m., pnmary presses nached the autoentic SI seapoint of 1755 peig, and since Train B of the
SI logic maarl anned, a second ai*===*ic SI was aceussed by that main of logic. Opemears
had also M==**And the decreaang prunary presses and manually innseed SI maoments aher the
mana==*ie ininanon. )
Followag the second SI, operusers r====taal in the EOP adwork and pursued stabshsing plant
craah'iana At 11:49 a.m., the pnasunser relief tank (PRT) rupeme disk rupased to rehove the
mermaang tank pressee which resulted from the volume of prumary inventory relieved to the
PRT. At this point, the operators were faced with cooling down the plant from nonnal operanag
temperamre and presame without having a steam bubble in the pressuriser to connel pnaary
presome dunng the tranannt. Once the ECCS insection was tersunneed, operators controlled
plant pressme through a combinanon of charging and leadown using the chamar=1 and volume
control system. At 1:16 p.m., Iwwine- maang==anat decimed an Alert under Section 17.B.
"T.-j Standby," of the Salem Event Clasancanon Guide. The beanses decimon to-

voluntarily enter this Ea ,, ;y Acevanon Ixvel was made in onier to assure the acevanan of
the Salem Taehase=1 Support Center (TSC) to provule the Salem operators with any eachaaral l
asustance that would be reqmrod as they cooled down the plant. By 2:10 p.m., the TSC had
been fully staffed, and at 3:11 p.m., the operators removed a bubble in the pressunser,

i
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At 4:30 p.m., operators restored pressunzer level to the normal band and returned level control .

to =ana===nc The operneors subsequently emised the EOPs and used innegrated operating !

precedures to cool the plant down to Mode 4 (Hot Shutdown), wiuch was achieved at 1:06 a.m.
on April 8, and then to Mode 5 (Cold Shutdown), which was aclueved at 11:24 a.m. on the
same day.

,

A desmaled sequence of events is prended in Annehnumit 4.

:
3.0 PLANT RESPONSE 'IV EVENT

3.1 Solid State Pawla= Systen (SSPS) Response I

3.1.1 SSPS Description

The funcnon of the reactor prnaarnaa system is to sense an approach to unsafe crvwhaans within
the nector plant and then initiate automatic accons to protect the reactor fuel, the rencear coolant
system and the pnmary enneminnwar from damage. A block diagram of the system logic is given3

- in Anmehawat 2. Process sensors monitor various plant conditions and provide an output to the
system bistables. When a trip ea'pmat is eaceeded the bistable doenergtzes its mennemead input
relays which them prende an input to the solid state logic circuatry. '!he solid state logic
processes the vanous inputs, determines if an unsafe condition is being approached and, when i

appropnme, actuates the output relays to cause a protective acnon. The pressctive accon may
be a reactor trip or the acnianaa of the safeguards equipment. As shown in the block daagram,
each channel bistable controls a relay in both Protecnon System Trains A and B. *Ihe two
protecnon trains have irleancat funerians to ensure that in the event of a failure of one train the
assomatic protecnon acnons will be ensured. Another demgn feature of the system is that, once
initiated, a protective acnon shall go to complenon. 'lhis feature is actueved by vanous means
for the different safeguards, equipment. In some cases relays within the solid state prosecnon
system electrically seal in and thereby ensure the protective accan annannan so coempletion
regardless of the duranon of the signal. For some companan*= this feanne is =-- ." " by
companante and ciscuitry downstream of the solid staae protecnon symem circuitry. For example

, the main steam isolation valve closure (MSIV) action is " sealed-in" when a machanie=Ily latchmg
i relay, within the MSIV control circuitry, is released by the acnon of a solid stase prnearnan

system buffer relay. For these components, the duration of the input signal must last long
enough for the latching relays to acanne.

synom Aen= inn in,ic

The protection system is designed such that the failure of a single component cannot prevent a
desired automatic protective action from occurnng. Likewise, the design ensures that a single
component failure cannot cause an un- y system actuanon. These design objectives are
accomplished by having multiple instrumentation channels and redundant protection trains. A
vital component of the protection trains is the solid state logic. 'Ihis logic ensures that more

,

than one instrumentation channel is sensing an unsafe condition; however, it does not require

NUREG/CR-467 8, Vol 22 1.23-10
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all ch Jinels to iniciare a protective action. For example, to protect the plant from the effects of
a n'2in steam line brsak acculent, the protective symem monitors differential pressures from
v'aich main steam line flow rates may be inferred, main steam line pressures and the average
reactor naatant temperature (T.,,). One of the conditions regarod to cause a protective acnon
is the canewlane ==ienme= of both:

1. High seems flow in two of the four main seem lines. (Each steam line has two flow
matruments with an associated bistable. The logic canaders sammen flow in a paracular
steam line to be high if one of the two bastables are tnpped.)

and,

2. Iow T condition on two of four reactor coole~ system loop temperature instrument
channels; at low steam line pressure on two .. the four main steam line pressure
channene,

When this logic is sansfied the protective accons that are initiated are the inalahan of the main
steam lines and a safety injecnon. The safety injecnon logic then results in closure of the
feedwater control and bypass valves, main feedwater inalahan, trip of the feedwaaer pump
turbines, r=lig-t of various system valves and dampers and meammaan of the safeguards
equipment control systemq (e.g. safety injecnon pump and emergency diesel generasor sarnas).

'Ihe solid state logic processes the vanous system inputs in a anular insaner as necessary to
generate the appropnate protective acnon based on the y. ,,.| i acculent analysis.

Some of the safeguards eqmpment receives actuanon signals front both protection trains (e.g.
emergemey core cooling pumps, emergency diesel generators). Other equipment (canaisting
mostly of train specific safety injecnon system valves) receive actuation signals from only one
of the protection trains. The system design is such that the campan-en that are actuated from
a single train alone, result in completing the safety funcuan. Therefore, a angle logic systent
failure will not result in a total loss of safety function.

When the solid state logic generates a protective accon signal one of two accons occur. For a
reactor trip the undervoltage coils of the rememar trip circuit breakers are stannargized directly
by the solid stase logic circuits. For all of the other protocove accons, the solid state logic
circuits control the operation of a master relay in the Safeguards Eqmpment Cabmet. Dependag
on the number of relay contacts that are needed to = ---dM a protective funcnon, additional
slave and buffer relays are utihzed. The slave relays are contmiled by a masser relay and buffer

,

'

relays by a slave relay. Some of the control circuits use additional control relays in the
operation of the safeguards equipment, as A- ad previously. For the MSIV system, each
latchinf relay, once actuated, operates solenoid valves that cause individual MSIVs to close.
*Ihe resultant effect is that for the MSIVs the series operation of a master, slave, buffer and
latching relay is required before the protective action, generated by the SSPS logic, is assured
of going to completion.

I.23-11 NUREGICR 4674,Vol 22
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3.1.2 SSPS Response During the Event ;

Dunas the plant tranment that occuned on Salem Unit 1 on April 7,1994, the solid state
to a sustained low T condition and naiarviane short duranon highNproescnon symem .-g

mean flow indie=*iaan The low T candiaan was a result of actual plant raadi'iaan
'

exponenced dunng the rapid plant power reduccon. The short duranon high seems flow agnals
occuned followag the main turbine trip. These high steam flow agnals were not the result of
an actual high steam flow aaadinaa resulang from a panailmaad seenm line break; but rather,
were caused by a pressure wave in the main seena lines that occurs when the turbine stop valves ,

trapidly close dunng a turtune trip.

High Sesam Flow Signal Analvas
,

The esem nmewed PSE&G's analysis of the high steam flow agnal associated with the imnal
safety injecnon on April 7,1994. At Salem C-iia: Station the seems flow in each main ?

steam line is determined by messunng the pressure difference across the steam line flow
resenceor. The flow restnctor is a venturi type flow unamer. However, the pressure taps are on
each side of the flow reatnceor and there is no pressme tap at the throat.

Followag a reactor trip the P-4 penessive selects a new setpoint for the high steam flow safety ,

inpocoon and seemm line analanaa- This new setpost is equal to a 405 power steam flow
*

equivalent. Additionally, P-4 also initiases a tuntune trip. Acconhag to PSE&G analysis, the
quick cloems of the turbine stop valve a==acinead with a turbane trip genersees compressive
pressure waves in the main seems line. These pressure waves travel upstream towant the steam
generasor and are reflecaed back and forth from the two ends of the pipe. These waves are also
refleceed such that they ensar the pressure sanang lines for the presome transmanera, where a
presses difference is then indicneed, and insonninent, short duranen, high sesam flow manals
are gena ssed. ,

The team qih whether either Salem unit had expenenced maalar intennment high steam I

flow agnals following premous reactor /turbee trips. PSE&G remewed pass renceor/turtine trips
and identified at least three occamons where short duracon high steam flow manals were
generated following reactor /turtune trips. Although PSE&G had idaannad short duranon high

,

steam flow mgnals following previous reactor /tstane trips, as a result of the analysis during 1

those prior events they doesnained that the naadiana resulted from the P 4 high steam flow
seapoint change and the time acmal mens flow decreases below 40%. PSE&G considered this
to be an - ==raad response of the inserna=a*=haa and that no vaadincanan was necesserp 1he
spunous high mene. Jbw agnals caused by the pressee waves following a reactor /natine trip
were not identified, and thaufore, not evaluated until the April 7,1994 event.

Also, followmg the April 7,1994, event PSE&G found that afety injecnons due to the spunous
high seemm flow manals had occuned at another Westagnouse plant and that time delay cucusts
were ia==in=d to address this protdeen.

1.23 12NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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Plant Response

A remew of the sequence of events generated by the plant computer followmg the reactor trip
and turtune trip indicated that protective action signals were generated in response to the high
seenm flow / low T signals two times. The sequence of events prograrn divides each one second
time interval into 60 cycles and identifies events that occur and/or clear within each one cycle
time interval. AIT review of the acquence of events computer pnntout deserunned that the
an=ar= dan' high steam flow and low T,., conditions were logically sansfied twice just aAer the
reactor trip on April 7. The first occurrence occurred and cleared within one ciecencal cycle
(0.0167 second). The second occurrence occurred during one cycle and cleared in the next
cycle. Since it is not pa==ihl- to deternune when, within the first cycle, that the instation
occurred, or when, within the second cycle, the trip canditian cleared, the actual duramon that
the trip signal was present cannot be determined other than it was present for a " - - oftwo
cycles (0.033 second).

"Ihe first occurrence was of such short duration that neither tic A nor B protecnon system trains -
was able to actuate any safeguards equipment prior to clearance of the input signal.

The second occurrence was sufficient for protecnon train A to respond and resuhed in a pernal
arena *iaa of the safeguards equipment. "Ihe difference in the response times of the A and B
logic trains resulted in the single train actuanon. The reason for the parnal actuanon of the
eqmpment =-=*ad with the A prosecuca train is that the short duranon agnal did not allow
sufficient time for all of the seal-in and/or latchmg relays to respond. The safeguards
enaq= ware that are acmaand as a result of operanon of a solid state pramaceian syssen slave
relay (with a seal-in demsn) all perfonned as expecasd for the A pecescmon system train. Other
components, that have seal-in or latching relays within their specific control cmants, did not all
operase. The later set of components included two of the four MSIVs that failed to close, the
main feedwaaer pump turtunes that failed to trip and the main foodwater isolanon valves that
failed to close. PSE&G tested the symem naponse to varymg duramon input aganis to valideae
theos conclumons. This tesung is diaen==ad in Secnon 5 of this report

3.2 Presserteer PORVs, Safety Valves & A==acia*=d Pipe

The pressunmer for each Salem reactor coolant system (RCS) is eqmpped with two power
operated relief valves (PRI and PR2) that can be isolated from the pressunser by block valves.
The PORVs are set to open at 2335 pois. 'Ihey accuased over 300 tinnes during the event to
reheve water and unce=== fully prevented an RCS overpressure enadneian that could have
ek.n ,.ad the pressunze- safety valves. Also, they successfully opened and closed several times
aAer the event.

Post-event caammanon showed that both PORVs incurred went of the valve intenals; however,
the valves still worked after the event. Prediction of future valve operanon, parncularly due to
the galhng observed in PR2's valve stem, is judged i .y.g&El by the AIT. The galling could

1.23-13 NUREG/CR-4674, vel 22
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lead to failure at any time, or the valve may operate numerous additional times before failare.
Damage to PRI was found to be generally less severe than to PR2. 'Ihe hcemsee subsequently
replaced the worn internals, whach the AIT considered an appropnate accon.

PORY Deman
|
1

Pigust 1 in Anaebaame 7 shows the Salem PORV demsn. The valve is air actuated with the
:

actuation diaphragm moving a seem (9) that passes through packing located in the valve haanet
'the seem is threaded into a plug (20) and an anti-rotanon pin (8) is dnven through the threaded
juncnon to prevent rotanon. The ha=== is bolted in place, and holds the cage (19) against a
gashst (18) in the bosom of the valve body via the case spacer (21). The valve seat surfaces

j

are on the becom of the plug and along the inade of the cage toward the bonnes. Ilfhng the
plug moves the plug seat away from the cage seat, allowing flow. At the time of the event for
Salem Unit 1, the seem was 316 armiah steel with a chrome planag, the anti-totanon pin was
300 series an=ial**a steel, and the plug and case were 420 stainless steel. "Ihe valves are
==anf= caned by Copes-Vukan.

This valve madal was tested in the 1981 EPRI test program exczpt that a combinarum of two
different valve internals types were tested (a Stellite plug in a 17-4 PH cage, and a 17-4 PH plug
in a 17-4 PH case). Some delayed closures weie identi5ed in the EPRI tests due to scanng and
galhag of some surfaces for the valve with the 17 4 PH plug. Ongmally, Salem Unit 1 used
the 17-4 PH plug and cage internals. Subsequently, the liaaaaaa changed to a-316 samnless steel,
Stellite plug.

The change to the 420 stainless steel valve internals was aamphe=d in 1993. These new
internals had no service life other than testag prior to the April 7,1994 event.

Subsequent to the event, the bcensee replaced the valve internals using the 316 stainless steel
seelhas plug in a 17-4 PH cage.

PORY Performance Dunny Event

The PORVs actuated over 300 times dunng the event to reheve water and successfully prevented
an RCS overpressure condition. Figme 2 in Anachmaat 7 depicts the RCS peessure dunng the
tranment aher the second SI actuation. It was during the pened from about 11:30 a.m. to 12:00
noon that the PORVs exponenced the greatest amount of operanon.

Each PORY is equipped with a " valve not fully closed" position indicanaa acavated from the
i

valve sessi. This provides a pomave indwanaa if the valve is more than - 5% open and is a i

recorded ladicanan. The hcensee reconstructed the number of valve cycles frees this indranan
by anninhaf a cycle as a aa=h==anan of passag 5% on an opemag monon followed by passag

i

5% on clomag. On this basis, PR1 cycled 109 times and PR2 cycled 202 times. Cycle times |vaned from: 0.3 see to 2 sec.
{

1
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Post-Event Framiantian and Ev.6.einn

The hcensee ahs='aad the followmg informanon for temperanne downstream of the PORVs from
the Techmcal Support Center logs:

Approximate time, Tail pipe Pressuruer Pressuruer

April 7 temperature, 'F temperature, 'F presare, psi

3:30 p.m 215 650 2250

4:16 p.m 212 2260

6:53 p.m. 211

7:00 p.m. 605 1800

8:00 p.m. 205 595 - 1500

Roughly 212 'F or greater is expected under these remhnana if the valve is open or leaking
=i==iha'iy. The observed behavior from 6:53 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. indicased that the PORVs
were closed and not lealong sigmficantly. The earlier values could be due to tahpspe cooldown
fouowing the event. For compenson, the Unit 2 thermananplan indv=mt 135 - 150 'F at about
5:00 p.m. on April 23,1994, while that unit was operatmg at power.

Fouowng the event,1r===a, personnel obeaved that the leak rate into the pressuruar relief tank
(PRT) was erattar to tLe exutmg before the event (0.66 gym prior to the event; about 0.64 gym
at 5:00 p.m. following the event). The source of the leak appeared to be from a pressuriser
safety valve, as is diseassed later in this section.

The AIT noted that the hoensee innally inwwaad to accept the PORVs as opacable fouounng the
event without a vuual la=p=*aa of the valve na=paamna However, as a resalt of an AIT
request for the engmeenng evaluanon of the PORVs upon which that opmabuity desernananon
was based, the licensee then elected to open the valves for ianparhaa.

The hcensee post-event, r.hy - "/ l of PORV PR2 showed galling of the seem
where it passed through the bonnet and severe wear / scrapes, but little or no galling, along part
of the plug and cago. The damage was ananaansted on the side toward the outlet, which the
licensee indicated uas aanniemant with past experience. 'Ihe 11aaaaa* also indacased the cage l

appeared softer than the plug. The seat did not adubit otmous cuming. The plug was reponed
as freely movable in the cage by hand. Valve PRI did not exhibit seems wear, although there
was some wear to the plug and case and there was a poemble cut in the valve seat. Both valves
had an axial crack on both sides of the anti-rotaban pin. ' Ibis crack passed through the
havre,at

|
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The linenene planned to reassemble the internal parts and the bonnet from PR2 in a different
valve body and test to destruenon with water at - 2300 psi if a test facility can be found that
will use the radioactive companants. 'Ihe internal parts from PRI will be carefully era =ened.
'Ibe hcensee will ann =ina new internal parts for the PORVs to see if there are cracks in the
vacinity of the anti-rotanon pins.

>

Prunary Cmde Safety Valves

The pressunser for each Salem reactor coolant system (RCS) is equipped with three safety
valves (PR3, PR4, and PR5) that are set to open at 2485 peig (i 15). Pressme never reached
the safety valve semag dunng the event, although the PR4 tailpape temperature indicated high.
Post-event testag showed that PR4 was weeping; a candinan the AITjudges to have existed
before the event. The lie ==iana plans to replace PR4 and will also remove and test PR3 and PR5.

Valve tailpape temperstme for PR4 was observed to be - 216 'F at - 12:00 noon on April 7
(220 *F via post trip renew report), while PR3 and PR5 indicated a more normal 130 - 135 'F

-

range. (Roughly 212 "F or higher is expected under these =dmane if the valve is open or'

lenkmg sigmScently, dependag upon both the pressunser and pressunser relief tank conditions.
Note that the Unit 2 f.-. - , ' - indicanad 135 - 150 'F on about 5:00 p.m. on April 23 while
the unit was in mode 1. Also note that these temperatures are set recorded. The only
informanon was from logs and personnel remilernana ) This elevated tailpape temperature
raised the quesnan of whesher PR4 lifted during the event.

| Attempts to evaluene the taalpepe temperature indie=*=aa operabdity followag cooldown failed;
appaready mimakes were made by the licensee in selecting sensors to test and the
instrv===manan was damaged during PORY di====amhly and dunas instr ==nntahan evalumnon.

'

Review of RCS presses data and PORY open/close behavior shows that the pressure never
signtfimatly exceeded the PORY lift pnesse of 2335 peig. Thus, PR4 should not have lifted
unless its setpost was esgninenntly low. Each pnasuriser safety valve has a 0.15 to 0.3 inch
limit switch, which -.._ , ' to - W to % opei. These is no record of a limit switch
indiennng open during the event.

'

The leak rate into the pressunser relief tank (PRT) was 0.66 gym before the event and was
=====nad as - 0.64 gym at 5:00 p.m. followag the event. This is -mat with a leak that
was unaffected by the event.

Post-event testag of PR4 at Wylie Imboratones showed valve lift at 2515,2516, and 2524 peig,
with seat leakage at 90% of the seapoint value. Ghe valves are supposed to open at 2485 peig
with a i 15 tolerance, winch gives a maanmum allowable of 2510 psig.) Wylie indermert to
the hcensee that 25% to 35% of the safety valves they test will exhibit such leakage.

The combin=han of event pressure, leak behavior, and post event valve testmg support a
conclusion that PR4 was leaking prior to, during, and following the event and did not lift durier,
the event. 'Ibe AIT did not assess the slightly out of-tolerana lift seapoint for PR4 since itind
no effect on the event.

NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22 1.23-16
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!
; PORV/ Code Safety Valve Pipmg

i
; The hcensee performed a visual ia=Fraan of the piping and supports downstream of the PORY ,

1

; and safay valves immedianaly after the event and stated there was no evidence of damage.

4
later, aAer exanuning piping upstream of the valves, the hconsee reponed two support rods

i were bent; but that these wees not behewed to have been damaged during the event. The 1

| 1samanaa found no other pipe or support related damage. After the AIT effort, the licensee |
1 completed their evaluation of the ===acinead paping and deseramed that no flaws occurred as a '

i result of this event. This evaluation was revmwed by Region I as part of the effort suppornog
! restart a-* and will be daen=anead in a future report.
.

| The licensee di====ad pressunser nozzles and its papang system with We=naghan== regenhag
; pressure tranments upstream of the PORVs and reported an expectanon that there was little ,

| effect. The pressunzer volume would be a====d to dampen such traaniaans and no safety valve l

| operanon would be expected. The hoensee reponed that an analysis assumms 2350 peig and 680

j 'F resulted in a usage factor of 0.01 for 350 full-open/ full-close cycles.

i The licaaman's analysis was based upon PORY opemag times of 0.5 see and 2 see for closure.
. The 1-aae did not address shoner times, the influence of a lower temperature (pressunser
j temperature during the event was probably as low as - 550 'F), the effect of both valves being
; in operanon rather than one, or the influence of the valve not going fully open before receiving
i a cloes egnal. The AIT behewed addinanal analysis was necessary to amahliah the lack of
j impact upstream of the PORVs. This concern was disen==ad with the 1-aan Subsequent to
i the AIT completag its ia=Fraan activities, the hcensee parvaded eddshanal evaluanons of the
; a==acinead piping to the NRC for revmw prior to restart. The AIT did not assess this =ddmanal
4

informanon.

AIT Evaluanan of PORVs. Safety Valves and Associated Pipe

The galling (or deep gougmg) observed on the seem of PR-2 is of conoun. The valve is l
deegned with a clearance around the steen such that it should not touch the bonnet. With this

'

clearance closed and with the seem draggag agenst the inade of the hannar the ability of the
plug to open or close could be severely affected. Ofinterest, the seem damage and plus damage
were both on the downstream side of the internal assembly which leads to the hypothems that
the damage could have been at lema partly flossaduced.

As premously mentioned, this valve model was tested in the 1981 EPRI test program, eacept
that different valve internals were tested. The 420 mainte== sesel plug and cage in the PORVs
at the time of the event, is a manensitic stamiens whose hardness is dT=da=* on the heat
tramemaat. This is a much-used alloy where wear and conomon resistance are both imponant.

,

PSE&G and Copas Vulcan indha=d the valve with the 420 seamless steel internals perfonned j

well in the field in nimilar apphcanons. I

1.23-17 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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The AIT found the PORVs' operability to be mdeternunant after the event because of the ,

observed damage, although noting that the valves opened and closed upon command shortly
before disassembly. "The AIT also notes the PORVs were relied upon for low temperatae ;

overpressure prosecnon (LTOP) followmg the event, but prior to disassembly, and were also |

relied upon as a vent. The AIT concluded that the hcause met the legal reqmrements for
'

demonstrating the PORVs operable prior to rehance for L'!OP purposes. However, the AIT |

behewed that since the PORVs were operated in a condinon beyond that envimoned in the PSAR !
'

(i.e. multiple acnianane involving steam and water), additional evalumnon was appropnate.

Salem's FSAR analyses include an allowance of 20 minmaa to reset safety injection for
inadvertmit acmanons. Westinghouse recently provided informanon on this topic to the heensee
as requred by 10 CFR 21.21(b) (Gaspermi, J. R., 'Inadvenant ECCS Actuation at Power," ,

Lemer to Dave Perkms, Public Servim Electric and Gas Company from Womaghouse Electnc |

Corporanon, PSE-93-212 June 30,1993.). This stated that:
:

"Waa'a:Waa has discovered that potentially non conservanve naamnpnane w'st used ,

in the 16aia: analysis of the inadvertent Operation of the ECCS at Power nemhat
Ramad on preliminary sensitivity analyses, use of revised assenpeans could cause a water

,

solid condition in less than the 10 minutes assumed for operator acnon time. If the
PORVs were blocked, the PSRVs (safety valves) would reheve water and poumnally |
cause the accident to degrade from a Condition H incident to enndinan DI incident ;

without other incidents occurnng uidapandantly. Per ANS-051.1/N 18.2-1973, a ;

Condition 11 event cannot generate a more senous event of the Pandman DI or IV type
without other incadents occurnng iad====d=='ly."

"Ihe leaar further stated that Westmghouse =darmad the following crteenos:

"The pressuriser shall not become water solid as a result of this Condition H tranment
within the minimum time required for the operator to ideenfy the event and tennmase the
source of fluid increanng the RCS inventory. Typically, a 10 minute opensor acnon ,

time has been assumed.'
i

(NOTE: Chapter 15 of the Kalam FSAR dennae Candman H events as faults of moderate ;

'

frequency including "spunous operanon of the safety injecnon symem at power," and, Cand*=
IH events as infrequent faults including small break LOCAs.)

'!he AIT concluded that the Westinghouse recommended accons may need to be re araminad
in light of the Salem expenence. The Salem operators took about 17 minutes to tennisaae safety :

!injection during the first SI and 12 minutes to ternmate the injection on the second SI. The
pressunser did in fact become water solid and yet, plant opennors rampnadad appropnessly to ,

the inadvenent EECS actuations per approved EOPs. j

.

I

:

,
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Solid plant operanon as encountered during the event is not specifically addresad in Salem's
j heensing basis as addressed in Chapter 15 of the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR).
t I.aoenang basis analyses generally do not reach solid plant conditions. For ewample, the
| apphcable LOCA analyses involve two phase conditions rather than the single phase resulting

from a solid RCS, and a Iwsment basis inadvenent safety injecnon does not lead to a solid RCS.
Regardless, tbs pressure and temperature challenge to the RCS pressure boundary is generally
enveloped by the composite of analyses addressed in Chapeer 15 of the FSAR.,

|
1

r'- - , My, the AIT evaluated the event with respect to challenge to the RCS pressure
j boundary and addressed whether the event could have logically progressed to a more sonous
; <w winnan. He AIT found that no RCS pressure boundary design paramesers were exoneded
! during the event. 'Ihe operasors restosed a pressunser sesam bubble before conducang a planned
i' plant cooldown, thus alimiaanny the potential problems that may have occurred if a solid
a

cooldown were enempaart. De AIT judges that not being strictly within the hcenang basis
i envelope is not a significant safety concern for this event.
1

! The AIT addressed the possbility of progresson to a more senous acculent due to PORY or'
; safety valve problems and concluded that multiple additional failures would have been necessary.
i Further, the AIT judges the most likely such medent sequence would have been a loss of -

coolant acculent (LOCA), which is within the design basis for the plant.
;

3.3 . Chrulating and Service Water Systems

overview
I

! As dascussed previormly, the event of April 7,1994 evolved from an initial problem of pluggag
! of the Salem dsQ water (CW) inake screens followed by CW pump mana==ne trips as
| waaer level dinerence across the intake screens reached the 10 foot inp value. Although CW
j is necessary for plant operanon at power, it is not sesential to the plant's safety. However, the
! vulnerability of the CW system to grass intrusions challenge ananaamd power operanon of the
! plant as well as challenge the plant operators and safety systems in response to the resultant
;

trannent conditions, as occuned during this event. Consequently, the AIT assessed aspects of
CW operanon.

<

In contrast to CW, service water (SW) is vital to safety - it provides the safety related ultimaec
*

heat sink. Salem CW, Salem SW, and Hope Creek SW are located in three manier intake
! structures along the Delaware River. His observanac immediately raises the quashon of
{ whether the problems that occurred with CW could also occur with SW. Consequently, the AIT

i
1 assessed the potential for a loss of Salem SW in light of the problems with the Salem CW. i

l. I

Hope Creek expenenced a loss of one SW pump while the team was on site, and the AIT briefly
'

i
assessed this event for apphcability to general SW reliability, and concluded that the failure was
unrelated to the events caumng CW difficulties at Salem.

,

l
i I

,
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DWERE

The AIT found that the continuing problems expenanced with Salem CW present an important
challenge to plant operanon. This could become a safety naar=rn because of continuing plant i

permrbanons that cause ===anamanry plant tranaents, distracts the operators, and pnerneimity leads j
to na==n== mary challenges to the operators and plant safety symems. Winie noting that the
licensee had previously apptowed a long term fix by w&'i4 the CW demgn, the AIT behoved-

a short term fix was warranted, such as improving the operstmg procedures to respond to the
reauttant tranaents.

SW operatslity :..s foiand to not be a short term issue, requirmg corrective accons. The
hr===ne indicased that they have neverc had a SW failure due to detms and the AIT found no
other evidence to the contrary, inchcating that SW was not vulnemble the same initiator. The
AIT m9iaaaad that the design of the circulanng water structure lends itself to such vulnerabdity
and that the service water strucmre deman is potentially unaffected by debris. The AIT further
concluded that additional NRC review of service water system vulnerability was warranted but
was not within the scope of the AIT irieparena.

D - -..- v. of R=Imen and Hana Creek Water Intaka Struenices and Pal =*ad Mr' r- rv

Salem and Hope Creek have th.ree water intake strucmres positioned as shown in Fig. 3 in
Anachrnemt 7.

Salem's SW intake is about 100 yds upstream (north) of the CW intake and Hope Crook's SW |
intake is about 3/8 mile upstream of the Salem SW intake. Water entering each intake structure

;

passes through a trash rack, a moving screen, a pump, and, for SW, a filter. These are shown *

in Figs. 4 - 6 in Attach ===t 7. The bosom of both SW intakes is at about the river bottom, !
about 30 feet below surface grade. The CW intake bottom is 50 ft. below grade and the river
bocom is dredged to that depth for the width of the intake structure and for a dimance of 100
ft. from shore.

CW N'-- ___= Durine the Evenit_

In anticipanon of additional gmss intrumon events, the Iwaneae had removed the front covers of
the travehag CW screens and laid fire homes that were used to wash accumulated grass and
debns frosi the screens before the built-in screen washes were fuoched. Quick <lisconnects had
been pnmded on covers in the screen drives so that shear pins could be replaced quicidy (3 to
7 minuses).

Despite the fire bones and runmag the screens as fast as posable, the screen loads bomme so
heavy during the event that'aboar pins were fading and screen cloggag was caumag a agmficant
water level drop across the screens. One hcensee representative aanranted that the water level I
drop across the trash racks was about 1 - 1% ft. CW pumps trapped when level reached a 10
foot differential across the screens. ,

'

i
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There is no easily obtamable record of CW screen operanon. However, CW pump operadon
was obtamed and is summanzed as follows:

.

Five CW pumps were in operanon during the initial part of the grass intrumon. Vanous !!

pumps tripped and were reserad to operanon by the efforts of the penannel staged at *

the CW structure. Just before the reactor trip, only one pump remained, and at the time
of reactor trip, two were in sernce.

,

An AIT =amher observed one grass intrusion during the onsne mapannan Fire bones were j
being operased to clean an ama=anari 1 - 1% inch thickness of dehns off of the screens. '

I==adianaly after the attack, debns around the seremi machinna was anide to knee deep. ;Iin a. pg ; said the debns was waist deep followmg the April 7 event. '

sw nahminktv
.

Y a- representatives informed the ATT that they had never seen a coneledon between Salem
CW debris problems and problems with SW at the Salem or Hope Creek siens. Day funhar
iarlicawi no historical problems with loss of SW due to debris. De AIT found no inmances that

,

contradict those descriptions.

De licen=aa prended excerpts from its evaluation of a June 1993 turbine trip /rescaer trip due
to loss of CW (SERT Report 93-07). (That loss of CW event was attnbuted to accons of a
diver cleenmg a cuculator trash rack.) His stated that:

" ..semce water rake and screens are not challenged by dehns as are'the circulating.

water systems. As a result, sernce water screens operates (sic) penodacally as compared
with -rantly for cuculatmg water. The service waner trash rake is used infnquandy
while the circulating water trash rack must be cleaned at least daily dunng heavy
grassmg penods.... The Sernce Water intake has not been subject to the same
accumulanon of trash and silt as the w@ water intake. Por exampic, while the
Corps of Wm was dmdgmg upriver in 1983, along caused the shutdown of all
cuculatmg water pumps, but the service water intake was not affecsed. His difference
in susceptibility to trash and silting is attnbuted to the locanon of the earnee water intake
duectly on the river front. De cuculaung water intake is in a divergmg section of the
river and the resulting drop in velocity and eddy fonnanon is more conducive to trash
and silt accumulation."

Licenean personnel also often cited the high velocity at the CW intahm as a enojor contnbutor.
In addition to such factors, the AITjudges that the CW high flow rate is a nugar factor in that
it affects a much larger section of river bottom than affected by the SW systems and a 20 foot
deep * pit" is dredged in front of the CW structure. Malenal falhng into this pit is likely to be
sucked into the CW intakes.

I.23-21 NUREC/CR.4678,Vol 22
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Based on this information, the AIT concluded that there was no immediate concern reganhng
the rehability of the semm water system; however, as previously stated, this issue warrants
further review by NRC as part of the planned reviews of semce water systems and individual !;

; plant evaluanons.

Addananal Informanon Regardmg Hope Creek SW
1

| 'Ihe Hope Creek innaaaaa stated that no recent SW travehng screen failures have occurred due
to sheer pin failure. Several years ago, the screens were not routinely in ope:ranon unless there )
was a pressure d:Norential across the screen. Then the screen would start at normal speed and ,

j i==adianaly shift to high speed. Sheer pin failure would ofesa follow. ]I;

| Each seresa at Hope Creek is now operated whenever the respective SW pump is ,operanag, and
a shift to high speed does not cause shear pin failure. An naar=gwahle increase in pressure 1,

! differennal when the screen is operanng at high speed is addressed by starung another SW pump

{ and stoppag the first pump to allow the acreen to clear via normal wash while it connaues to
i operate. Accordmg to the licensee, switching between pumps in this manner has always been
: sufficient to prevent a problem. The potennal is still r"==d in ih HC.OP-AB.ZZ-

0122 (Q), " Service Water System Malfnacana," 7/9/93, wluch states:
;

" Lass of service water can occur due to reed intrumon. The event typically occurs
followmg marsh burns followed by heavy rains and the next high tide.... This heavy
meruman overloads the screen wash system with subsequent intrumon of the reeds into
the sucuan of operanng semce water pumps. 'Ibe resultag heavier than normal fiber
strumon clogs the semce water pump stramers." |

1he inat=r*ar was told that there are relatively heavy debns " hits" roughly 3 times in the fall
and 3 or 4 times in the spnng in wluch high differential pnesure alarms across the travehng
screens are recesved in the Hope Creek control room. The response is to start a different SW
pump and shut down the operating pump while the screen anahan== to operase. The built-in
sommi spray system has always been adequate to class the scaen once the flow was removed,
and the problem has been headlad without further comphrannn by swappag back and forth, a
repahility made possible by the two trains of three pumps each.

3.4 Remeter Systems Bampa===

The Salem Unit 1 event included aspects of potential concern with respecUo the reactor fuel and
the reactor coolant system (RCS). These are as follows:

1. Power and criticality control
2. Adequate margm to the departure from nuclease boiling ratio (DNBR)
3. Adequare subcoohng margm (SCM)
4. Rate of change of 4.rore
5. Rate of change of pressure

1
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6. Challenge to fuel cladshng
7. Imv temperature overpressure
8. Pre-Cooklown and raaidawn gj- ,ta-,r
9. Post-Event Usage of the PORVs (power-operated relief valves)'

10. Pgang raa.idaranons :

Each is addressed as fouows:

Power =ad cri+ia=H+v caa*=nl
*

Control of power and avoidance of conditions that could lead to rapid power excursions are
important to prosecuan of the fuel cladding and the RCS pressure boundary. Although poner

,

was rapkuy reduced during the April 7,1994 event, no unusual con 5guranons resahad and the
reduction rane was aman when compared to a typual tranment associssed with a rincear trip froni
full power. This aspect of the event was not a challenge to the fuel or the RCS.

The power increase rate just before the reactor trip was about norinal, and actual power was
small in compenson to full power. Heatup aspects of the transient were probably of little
consequence since there was not a large local tranawat effect. For this reason, the AIT did not
invesagate such arens as tranment 'va=e distribunon within the fuel.

Peaching a lower ^
-_ than permined by Technical Spec 5 cations raises queenons such,-

as: adequate rod control to attain shutdown; and, could a positive moderneor temperature
coefneiant have been enconnemed. The heensee avesagated these quesmans and reported that
shutdown marge was always armAcantly grenser than required. 'lhe snoderator ta l==a=
coef5snent always ramas==d signincantly neganve. These aaaalasiana were '' . 'y'

versned by the AIT.

Esarmannan ofintermediase and power range nuclear instrn=aa*= nan indemnans was perfonned
by the t==== and no signinemat devianons were found between the inshcanons and actual plant
power during the power maaan=== tranment.

The AIT concludes that no local or overall power conditions were reached that are of concern.

Aaa- .e =.u.m f. a., .= ' - hanin. e.., mNain

An adequate DNBR is necessary to assure that the fuel cladding does not become blanisted with
steam, a condition that would cause a rapid claddag temperature excurmon. The lia====
investigated core thermal limits and the axial power disenbution durmg the event and concluded
that DNBR limits were not approached. The AIT concurs with this amaanemant

1.23-23 NUREGICR.4674,Vol 22
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Adanum, whmaline marrin (SCM)

Maintenance of an adequate SCM with an adequate DNBR assure that the fuel claddag re. mains
*

. cooled. De reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) remamed runmng throughout the event and
! cxmsequently large temperature vanations did not result and the reactor vessel upper head

rwnsinari cooled. De pressure /-.W.iuit behavior during the event was evahmand and the
nunsmum SCM was determmed to be 39 'F. This occurred during the pressure tranawat at the
time of the steam generator safety relief valve (s) lift. Much of the time the SCM was > 80 *F.

.

'

Although all temperature and pressure indicahons substantiated that adequase SCM was always
maatamed, annuneimear data indicated loss of SCM at .yy.vu My 12:20 p.m. dunng the
event. De hoensee invesagated these alarms and reponed that overhead windows D-40 and D-
48, SCM low, are set to actuate at s 10 *F SCM, and that post event evaluanon of ananneinenr
histoncal data showed the followmg alarms:

Item Date Thne Train

1 4n/94 12:20:02 - 12:20:05 A

2 40/94 12:22:57 - 12:23:00 B

3 40/94 21:21:38 - 21:29:01 B

4 4n/94 21:48:03 - 21:56:58 A

5 4/8/94 03:30:42 - 03:46:36 B

6 4/8/94 04:00:55 - 04:10:31 A

The licensee attributed these apparent losses of SCM to the core sait thermocouple processirq
system (CETPS) indication that results from pushmg a train A or train B CETPS reset bu'. ton
or when a train of the CETPS is tested.

Each of the two CETPS trains is provided with the following inputs:

1. 29 incore thermocouple temperatures
2. RCS pressure
3. Containment radiation
4. Containment pressure

De licensee stated that the apparent losses of SCM indicated in items 1 and 2 were due to the
nuclear control operator pressing the CETPS reset button. De rational is as follows. De
bottom of the containment radiation scale is 1 R/hr whereas actual contamrnent radiation is close
to zero. A zero will cause an alarm. The operator will respond by acknowledging it on CETPS
followed by pushing the system reset buuan to re-arm the containment radiation input alarm.
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1

Depressmg the reset bunon causes indicated SCM to go to aero, a result noted in the operator's
procedure. De specificanon for CETPS data transmittal time provides a maximum of 4 sec,
con =amar with the 3 see time observed in table items 1 and 2.

Table items 3 - 6 were attributed to performance of RCS hot leg pressure chcnnel f-naani
testag. Placmg the channel switch in the test position causes the RCS pressure input to CETPS
to be zero. De lice === sensed it venfied this testing as the cause by revwwmg the control room

'

narrative logs and the overhead annunciator hastancal data.

De ATT concurs with this explaamana of the loss of SCM indiapaaan and concurs that adequese
SCM was mainmaad throughout the event.

|

Rate of change of temperature

De temperature change prior to initiating the controlled cooldown was less than 100 *F and the
cooldown was conducted slowly and deliberately without approachmg cooldown rate limits. Rate
of change of temperature was not a problem.

Rate of chan=e of traeinse

No large pressure excurmons occurred that would represent a direct ch=1h=* to the RCS
pressure bcn=Ay (except as noted below) or the fuel eladdia:

Challenge to fuel cladding

De licensee reported that there was evidence of one or two fuel claddag defects before the
event and observed an iodine spike consistent with that number of defects after the reassor trip.
As diecineaad above, no conditions were found that could represent a ch=16-a to the cladding
during this event.

He licensee obtamed a gas sample from the reactor vessel head on April 13 that eaammwl of
about 96% nitrogen, 3% hydrogen, and minor amounts of other gases. No agmficant
radiaar*ive components were found. This is conastent with a conclusion of no fuel damage
since no significant quantities of fission product gases were found.

He AIT concludes that there was no fuel claddmg damage and no conditions avien=i that
represented a chalW=e to the fuel cinddmg.

Iow am.om,-..mc o m. m. . -c

Temperature during the event never reached a value where low temperature overpressure would
be a concern.

1.23-25 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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Pre-Canidown and Cooldown Operanons f
,

The operators elected to remore the vapor space in the pressunser aher the initial solid operanon }
in which pressure was controlled by the PORVs rather than initianng an immediate cooldown. ;

'Ihey additionally eleceed to not trip the RCPs. The AIT concurs with these darisiana A choice i

to trip the RCPs or to anempt a solid plant cooldown could have agn: Scantly ca gdic=aad the
event.

,

'Ihe quesman of tnppag RCPs was raised during the event. The AIT canaders such quesnoes I
to be part of a reasonable =====*ia= of alternative acaces. In d==an==a= with key personnel '

who were in the connel room area dunng the event, it became clear that this alternanve was
never sonously canadered for ' ,' i=.

|

Waimmianar RCP operation during solid operanon assured unifonn RCS temperature, provided !

bemer temperstme consol, and allowed even'ual enay into cooldown with a nonnat plant
con 5guranen. Trippag RCPs would have introduced a usan5 cant temperature vanance into
the RCS and would have caused average RCS temperstme to increase, a paracularly dif5 cult

,

situanon since a vananon of only 1 'F would change RCS pressee by about 100 pai. !
i

Reacsor coolant symem pressee for several hours folkmang the second safety injecnon is !
summanand in Fig. 2 in Anmeh= mat 7. The part of the event dunng which the PORVs wese ~

conselhas pressure occurred froni about 11:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon. Followag that, the PORVs !
were not challenged again. The operators essentially set the leadown rase and RCS :emperature,
and coot'olled pressure by varying the chargag rate with the objecove of ==na'aining 2150 i :

,

50 peig. A pressunser bubble was ressored and pressanser level reached 50% at 4:30 p.m. A '

nonnal cooldown from hot slaney was initisand at 5:15 p.m. and was conducted wasbout
unLd.^y.

Post-Event Usage of the PORVs

The presuminer PORVs were relied upon for low temperature overpressure protecnon and for
vennas following the event. There was no evidence of a malfuncuan dunas this usage although,
as discussed in Seccan 3.2, sig=Ama' damage was found when the PORVs were di==a=hl=4.

Piping Canaderanans

As discussed in Secnon 3.2, the AIT has Wie concsen with piping downstream of the PORVs
and safety valves. Previous analyses, team, d the post event an====*ian of the piping by the
hoensee have shown this piping was not ca.lhaged during :he event. The AIT q==iaaad the
licenses regarding the poeminal for damage upstream of the PORVs. "Ihe pnncipal concern was
the poembility of damage that could lead to a LOCA. This quesnan had not been closed at the j
time of the AIT's exit from the facility, but was addressed by the liaanama prior to requestag |

|
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restart agreement from NRC Region I. This additional informanon was revumed by NRC
Region I in order to lift the provisions of the CAL the was in place. Results of that review will
be darumerited in a resident inspecnon report.

Pressunzer Rahnf Tank (PRT) Rupture Disk

Dunng the safety injecnon actuanons, the PRT rupture disk ruptured to relieve the increasing
tank pressure, which resuhed from the volume of pnmary coolant inventory reheved to the PRT.
As a result, .pr.--- *y one gallon of pnmary coolant was spdled onto the aaaamia-aat floor.
t=h==7=ar to the event, the rupture disk was replaced and the PRT ing= rami 'ne rupaus disk
operased as designed and no damage occurred to the PRT.

Based on the AIT assessment of the reactor systems response dunng the event, no protecnve
barners hiiled and no abnormal releases of radianon to the envunamaar occuned. .

3J At= age =ric Steam Dunp Valves and Steam Generator Safety Valves

Following the plant trip and initial safety injecnon, the reactor coolant system temperanne
increased as a result of core decay heat and reactor coolant pump heat. 'Ihis RCS bestup, and
the -..A increase in steam generator pressures were not recogmaad by the plant
operators. Steam generator pressures increased above the seapoint of the steam generator safety
valves because of the failure of the == =?=;c steam dump valve (MS10) controllers to
prompdy respond. Consequently a steam generator safety valve lifted and the steam release
through the valve caused a cooldoum that initiated the second anar=name safety injecnon due to
an actual low pressunser pressure condition.

'ne reason for the slow response of the armaapharic seemn dump valve was inveensated by
PSE&G and reviewed by the team. The resuhs of this review is descnbed in Secnon 5 of this
repon. Ihe steam ge ierator safety valves and low pressunaar pressure safety injecnon ininanon"

circuitry operated as designed.

4.0 PLANT OPERA'IDR PERFORMANCE & PROCEDURE ISSUES

Grass intrunons at the circulanng water intake structure at Salem are a amenant phearmamaan, i

with more sev: ire attacks in spnng and mutumn. Lasaes of-Q waaer pumps or acumens
affect marl =aar vacuum. Degradanon of condenser vacuum can paenamiana reducing rencear
power or removing the turbine from service. The operator acuans to cope with a grass intremon
are governed by procedures. In general, however, the accons taken by operators are a funcnon
of the extent and rapidity of the grass intrusion (and resultant loss of circulators and enadannar
vacuum), and piw for recovery of any lost cuculators.

1.23-27 NUREC/CR-4674, vel 22
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4.1 Operator Response Prior to the Plant Trip j

Preparanans and Bampense At h Circulanny Water Intake Senacture

PSE&G manarmaw had undenaken extensive effons at the imake strucase to combat the
cuculatag water grass strumon and smammine the resultant, at least twice daily, tranannt. >

Management had asagned a shift supemsor, a mainannance supervisor, and an apper=imman 12
person crew at the cuculanng water innhe structure for expecand grass intrumans followmg

,

|
dunnat tide changes. Fire hoses and shovels were ;g ^ M and used to remove gas from ,

the smeens dunng gram intrumons. However, during heavy gram intrumons, as occuned on !

April 7, a high screen differennal pressure rapidly develops and disables the travelhas scrusas j

by sacrificial failme of the shear pins that annaaet the screen motor to the screen gear. ;

The extensve PSE&O effons at the intake structure had generally poemve results in dealing with j
prior grass intrumans. M==agan==* ==e=hhal=ri specal work control procedmes to facihamaa
quick restoranon of failed e-- M- water screen shear pins. "Ihe special work control |
procedmes allowed the local shift supervisor to approve work and blocking tags dunng screen
reper, thus bypasang nonnel work control overaght. Records were procedurally regated to i
be ===*===i by the local shift supervisor for all work performed however, the lagouts and I

work control history used during the April 7 event were lost and no pennanent reconi was made.
,

The local shift supervisor provided direct continuous commumcnnon with both Salem control
|roonis.
1

!
Pruparanans and Ramponse at the Turtune Hall '

Two offwiaty shift supervisory penmanel were ==aan-i at the waner box area dwug gram
intruman to assist in remoranon of cuculasors to semce should trips occur. These individuals
were available to assist in penp prumag operanons. The inspectors learned that shift
supervisory personnel would, at times in the past, override the water box prumag praesenve
inteock for the cuculators by manually hfting contacts. This was found to be the case during
the April 7 tranment when an anempt to remore the 12A cuculator to serynce was na======ful.
The on-duty Sauor Nuclear Shift Supemsor (SNSS) manually lifted contacts, an accan wluch
is not directed in approved operatmg procedures. This accan by an SNSS sets a poor
supemsory example for other crew meshers. As will be desenbed and developed below, the
SNSS's presence would have likely been more tw=-Acial in the connel room. His absence from

;

the cosmol room was an example of inappropnane pnantasanon of activities by shift crew '

maa pmaat

In spite of the efforts in planmng and guwinam outside the control room to effectively respond
to grass intrumons, md response actions at the dn..;--s water inake structure did not |
fully meet plant rnanagement exparratiane, and an action in the turbine hall Qumpering a

'

praesetive interlock) was not procedurally duected and was taken by the semor crew manager.
|

|

|
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Preparatens and Onerator Response in The Control Room (Pre-tnp)

Plant and crew management had made no specul preparation for control room operumor response
to routme, expected grass intrusion into cuculanng water, even though the plant was operatag
with an important automatic control system in manual. The event revealed wealmesses in the
existag procedures and trammg for control room response that might be requued for a
sigmficant grass intrumon.

Despise twice daily grass intrumons which caused power rwhereia== and restoranens, no
ca-p=.manry actions had been taken by meangamme to ensee adequase reactor and plant
consol during the power swegs. Automanc rod control was out of serwoe on April 7 due to
corrective maintannare Operators had enaparend that the T,. - T., comparanor did not work
properly and rods were being manually controlled. No na-pa==eary actions had been
a=*mklinhad to ensure manual rod control would not adversely heder rapid power changes,
appaready because management did not foresee the potential difficulties that could arise. Crew ;

management e the two reactor operators to mordinate the reactor tranment dunng the
grass intruman. In -wcider, crew management foresaw no difficultaes with one aparnaar on
control rods and boration, controlhng reactor power and temperature, while anonssonna
pressunzer level; and the other operator perfonmag turtune load reduenon while monisonag
steam generasor levels, and controlling balance of plant equipment such as heater drain pumps,
feedwater pumps, and ctreulanng pumps and screems.

Remew of control room logs revealed some differences between those logs and the final
sequence of events which suggemed some mmor confusion among the crew members. The
opennor asagned to control the reactor was also asagned to maastam a control room nog of
activities. Remew of the log revealed that all cuculator pumps were removed from service or
tripped during the event. At the time of the reactor trip, consol roosn logs showed all pumps
out of service and none returned. However, subsequent PSEAG review of cuculator pump
amperage, talen from computer data obtamed during the event, reveal that two pmaps were
runmag at the time of the reactor trip.

The ianparea : conadered the alarm response procedures for low vacuum aandenia== to be week
har=naa no specific turbme trip criteria were pnmded. Main aandansar vamma is osonitored
by the operators as turtune last stage back pressure. The operator's attempt to maintain back
pressure as low as poemble, with ====asmaar alarms at 25 inches of vacuum (Iow alana) and
23 inches of vacuum (Low-Law Alann). *Ihe abnonnel procedure for high backymanse (Iow
vacuum) aands*ians ana'amad no rescaer trip criteria.1he seapoemt for the low vacuum tubese
trip was not specified by the procedure and the procedme mased that the operator should restore
vacuum unless a turbine trip occurred between 1g and 22 inches Hg vacuum.

At 10:34 a.m. on April 7, the 12A, and 13A and 138 arculators were out of service. The
abnormal procedure for cuculanng water regares that loss of both 13 pumps in aa=hia=*iaa
with any 12 pump out of service, requires the tutune be talma offline within one hour. It was
clear to connot room personnel that acnon was programmag to perfonn a nonnel, but rapid,
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turbine shutdown until and unless the minimum number of ctreulators could be returned to
semce. The rate of turtune load reduction was an attempt by the turbine operator to maintain
a muumum 144,._ in the main condenser. The operators started the tranaent with the
normal 1 percent per minute load reduction rate. Within a few minutes, an 8 percent per minute
rate was used to unload the turbine. The reactor control operator was required to control reactor
temperature and power while simultaneously addmg boron and inserting control rods while the
turbine was being unloaded.

iN& aa* that circ :.;i .g water could be returned to service in a short penod of time and >

prior experwoot in maintaining turbine operanons through grass intrusens were contributing I

factors in the operators continued attempts to maatam turbme operanons while progresang to I
a normal turtune shutdown. The SNSS lea the control room during the tranment to over-ride j
a cuculator pump permissive interiock and restart the 12A cuculator pump in an annmpt to i

maintain condenser vs.cuum and prevent a turbine trip. The SNSS would normally primde
direenon to the NSS on when a reactor or turbine trip should be initiated, The actions of the |

SNSS in combination with the extensive effort undertaken by stanon personnel to maatam i
turbine operanon at both the circulanng water intake and in the turtune hall reflected perceived
management expectanons that exh,.4;i f effort would be used to overcome grass intrusions;
and when viewed in conjunction with the below-described lapses in control of reactor power and

i

coolant temperature, indicate that attention was inappropnately diverted from the primary |

systems to the balance of plant. !

Numerous distractions were present in the control room during the load reduccon. Continuing
enemununnnne with : g water operasors required numerous asemannents of plant
conditions and restarts or trips of cuculasors, la the ten numnas prior to the reacnor trip, during
the enaldawn of the reactor; seven circulator pump trips and three restarts occurred on Unit 1.
Additionally, the commumcenons included Unit 2 activities as well as repensed cuculator screen
trips and restarts. During this penod, the rod control operanor made at least one baron addition
and moved control rods nearly 150 steps into the core. At low power, a feedwater pump
<=e'llanaa occuned and the BOP operator requested and received authonzanon to idle a
feodwater pump. The rod control opeastor was direcsed to leave the rod control panel and shih.

; nonnal plant electncal loads from the main generator to an offsite power source. This evolution
requued three to five minuses to conspiete.

The reactor cooled to below the minimum temperature for critical operanon. The shiA
supervisor noted the cocidown and snade a reactivity change by perannally " t 4 control
rods while the rod consol opesasor was sluAnns nonant plant elecencal loads. The result of this
change could not be deteramed by the irisparows. The rod consol operator returned to the
control panel. He was given a duecnon to raise power to ressore plant tempermane and began
a steady control rod pull. The shiA supervisor did not discuss the fact that he had manipulated
the consol rods with the rod control operator when he returned and his duecnon to raise power

;

lacked specificity, i.e., how far or how fast to raise power. The reactor trip occurred when
poner reached the 25 percent power high flux trip. At the time of the reacnor trip, the only
heensed 4 ; in the control room were the shiA supervisor and the two assignad control<

operators. Other shift supervisory personnel including an SRO, an SRO-lia====d shift technical
]
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advisor, and the SNSS were in the turtune hall =amadia: to water box priming. The AIT
concluded that these resources could have been more effectively used for ensuring reactor
control and coordmanon of prunary and secondary plant operanons.

i Summary

PSEAG ==a=&r's preparanon for control room operator response to routine, expected grass
intrumon into eiW-ia water was weak. Automanc rod control, an important system for
=ana a ae remenvity control dunna rapid downpower maneuvers, was ==da'ed non-fuocoonal.
' Ibis posed an addi*ianal burden to the operasors. Operator gudence and procedures for rapid
downpower maneuvers, loss of circulasors, and ressoration of T., below the Tanainical
Specifications nanimum were weak or did not exist. This mana==*= earl on-thm subjeenve
?_= _ --*- and operator response rather than a ;- 7 ', thought out, operator
rampaa. The above waalraa==P were manifested in poor command and control of control room
activities (confumon and lack of supervision of a relatively inexpenenced reactor operator) prior
to the reactor trip and safety injecnon. When the operasors' efforts were ===wwa==4st, the
ramilemat plant conditions (14-Lo T ) combined with a long-standing equipment problem (main
steem line pressure spikmg on turtune trip) to cause the first safety injection. The event
suggested trauung weaknesses ==aaein' art with the above topics, as well as perform ane
waaltaa=== (multiple, simultaneous reactivity changes and monitoring of reactor response) and
control room supervisory waalraa=== ===acimeM with supervimon of operator activities and
resoutce allocanon, e.g., extra luwmead operator FC were used outside the control room
for balance of plant equipment, rather than inside the conuol room to assist with control roosn
activities ===aai=iad with reactor convol.

4.2 Operator Response Following the Plant Trip and Safety Indections

Dame *ar trin =ad first enfaev inimeeina

At 10:47 a.m. on April 7, the reactor tripped on low power high flux (25%) while temperanus
was below P-12 (543 degrees F). The reactor trip response was as expected. However,
momentary main steam flow instrument spdes while in the low-T condition allowed pernal
aca=aan of Safety Injecnon logic. Whde operators recognised the SI memnatina occurrence, no j
"First Out" alarm indicanad the cause. Injecten equipment actussed as expected. Other i

eqmpment failed to respond as the operators expected when solid state pran=cew= system (SSPS)
train B did not actuate as desenbed in Seenon 3 of this report. Emergency Operatmg Procedures
(EOPs) account for SI actuanon failures by duectag operators to align individual ca pan =are
to the SI position. Ten valves required manual repoenomag during sheet 1 of EOP-TRIP-1, the
appbcable EOP. Operators made one minor error in that they nussed one leadoes isolanon
valve during the initial valve alignments. Dunng this time high head safety injecnon was filhng
the pressunser. Prior to reset of safety injecnon and renhgnment of J.- -g and lendown, rnose

,

'

than thirty minutes had passed, the pressunser filled solid, and the power operated relief valves
had actuated repeatedly.
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i Operators took approximately 5 minutes to realign valves. Four more minutes were required

: to -+- y EOP steps that included control of aux 1hary feedwater and innlanna of main stenns
! isolation valves (MSIVs). 'Ihe operators took about seventeen minutes (reset at 11:05 a.m.) to

| reset from the initial safety injecuon. ' In addition, w.wis rwriari seventeen more minutes to
; establish pressure control with letdown and charging.
1

4 PSE&G had recogmand that safety injecnon train 45,. were possible occurrences and
operator tramag included diagnosis of train disagreement anarlitiaan However, no procedural

j acnons were specified when train disagreement occuned. Dunng the tranment, the operators
! canadored that train B of SSPS did not automatically arente and took action to manually align
: the components as eramr-i in the EOPs. Some diammanan took place that train B should be
j declared moperable due to the failure to acmate. At 11:26 a.m., train B manual armanaan was
; used to insert a safety injecnon arenanant signal during the solid plant cooldown, although
; automanc actuanon occurred prior to the manual actuanon. Because train A safety injecnon had

='*=aari without any apparent ominculent logic (as would have been indacated by the "First Out';

; alarm) in the control room, the vyi i could not be assmed that either train was fully

j Operable.

Sohd Pressure Control

i The condition of the solid pressunzer should have been anticipated by the operators. The pre-
j trip cooldown below the m=imum :- 7=-s had caused a shnnk of pnasunser level due to

contracnon of coolant. 'Ibe pressunzer level control system attempeed to maintain level by
limiting leadown and incrunang chargeg into the reactor. The pressunser level had contracted
to less than 17 percent and the pressurtzer hauers had cutout as expeceed on low pressunser
level. The subsequent safety injecnon added inver.iory to the renceor coolant system. In
addition, the rapid reactor henmp after the first safety injecnon caused a sweihng of roector
coolant makag the pnasunser solid. Apparently, none of the operators had y.h the result
of the operanng sequence although all were trained to do so.

Following the initial safety injecnon, as they had been tnuned, the reactor control operator
an== art the rampaanihility for stanng the required initial accons of the BOPS. 'Ihe BOP operator
<-taceart the initial actions as read by the reactor operator. 'Ibe initial accons were an=risaart
in apperwimmaaly five ==nesa Because he was involved in the amnerous manual valve
shgn==== needed in this event, the naara-.4=ry plant opeensor did not adequately man **ar and
maintain a stable steam generator pansure, and the automene feanne (senem generator
mana=ph-w steam dumps or MS10's) used to control RCS temperatus did not funcnon because
of the characeansacs of the controller. Secnos 5 of this report desenhos this charactensec.
Also, the operators not recovenng the use of that feature led to the lifting of the stea m
senerstar code safety valve.

The operators did not anecipate the effect of the lifted steam generator code safety valve on the
solid plant pressure and no anempt was made to control pressus prior to the rapid pressure
decrease that led to automanc and manual actuanons of the safety leiection system.
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Although the command and control function during EOP-TRIP 1 was as pracaced, the operators
neither dugnosed that the post-SI sequence would result in a solid pressurtaer nor developed an
adequese plan of acnon for contml of solid plant pressure when reshaed. De p-=dary plant
operator did not esablish adequate heat removal using the armaarheric steam dumps.

Second Safety inacnon and Connnued SolM Plant Pressure Control i

AAer a steam generasor code safety I J cooldown of the solid plant caused a second, ;

automatic safety injecnon on low - + m. De operators initiated a manual safety isiection |

about the times when RCS pnesure reached the SI wepr==* 'llie second niety isisation caused
i

numerous PORV actuanons. De PRT rupture disc failed as would be expected dunng this time. i

The rapid pressure reduccon was not anticipated by the operators. De opersoors did not have i

clear guidance on solid plant pressure control. Dey did not canader that ===hhahiar a bubble j
in the preneuriser was within the scope of the EOPs. De yellow path for high pressuriser level j
was not recogmaad nor used as guidance in drawing a bubble. Although in the Weennghouse 1

syssem of EOPs, a yellow path represents and optional approach to the event, the hoensee did ;

not provide for procedurally <mntrolled alternatives to it. Dus, the AIT's view is that the ;
correct path would have been identification of coolant inventory yellow path, then use procedure, j

Funcnonal Recovery Coolant Inventory (FRCI-1) to eenhliah a bubble. |
\
'

Rasananan of Normal Plant Pressure Control

Stable plant conditions were established prior to starting the pressunser hentup. BOP guidance |
was adequase in maintaianng plant control and although there west amnerous anchaie=1 ;

d>===ana and distraccons in the control room during and ' " to the safety injections,.

the operators controlled the plant to a safe endpomt. Event declaranons were in acconiance with
sianon procedures. I

De operators rumet the second SI at 11:41 a.m. Operators were controlhng RCS temperature
by manual control of the MS10s. Earber, during the response to the openug of the steam
generaer code safety valve (s), the operators W difficulty with the controls for 11MS10
and, as a result, ===*a=a4 this valve in a manual and cloemd annehhnn. About an hour after
reest, at 12:54 p.m., the 11MS10 opened to about 50% open posanon, but was i==adianaly
closed with no aasia==hl* cooldown. The plant pressure and ta=parahng gggg thgg mamem J
using the other three MS10s with no further difBcuines.

Followmg reset of the second safety usecnon and establish ===t of solid plant pressure control
usmg charging and needown, the opemtors deseramed that the accan Pana=====* of Technical
Speci8 canon 3.5.2, which required two operable ECCS injection systems (or cooldown to below
350*F within six bours) could not be met. By denga, the anta==ae ECCS actuanon capabihty
was not available following the safety injection acaiahan and would not be reinstaaed unless
resceor trip breakers were cycled aAer the safety injecnon was reest. Sales procedures did not
include a provision of restoring the automanc funcnons of the safety injecnon system from these
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conditions. In addmaa, the operators were not sure if either promenon trains were operable

based on s-- = durms the precedme events. Since Salem operators had no pmcedural
gudence for seesabhshing automanc safety injecuan capabdity, and since it was not clear that
the automanc logic was operable, and due to the eSamanad six hours required to re-establish a
pressunser steam bubble, the operssors could not complete a mactor cocidown in the time j

regered by the Tarsantal Specificanon. PSE&G management caneidared the use of 10 CFR :
!

50.54(x) while the EOPs were in effect. However, laser, aAer ressonng normal pressure control
and complenng the EOPs, PSE&G requested and was grensed enfornmamat discrenan by the
NRC for the additional time necessary to allow a tractor cooldown in a controlled =manar, in
accordance with normal cooldown procedures without automanc safety injecnon capabihty.

Event Declaranans j

Declaranon of the Notificanon of the Unusual Event was timely and in accordance with Salem
E.- .ay Accan Levels. The decimon of the emergency coordmator to declare an Alert to
obtain eachaie=1 stantanae when EOPs did not prtmde clear gmdanaa was prudent.

t

Summary

Operneor respanee to the reactor trip and safety injecnon was per the emergency operatmg
procedures. Operators maintamed adequase sutH:cohng margm throughout the event. Operator
control of a 4 safeguards equipment was -yywyu.is throughout the event. "Ihe post-trip
phase of the event revealed waalmeneem in operator knowledge, yo'me, and procedural
guidance for: solid plant pressme control; use of faaraaaal recovery pmcedure * yellow paths;"
handhas of Si train disagreements; and, control of MS10 controllers.

4.3 Precedere Adequacy and Use

Pnor to the Reactor Trip

Prior to the reactor trip, direenon to the operators for clogging and loss of the cLw .; g water
system was provided by iwe-,Js, SI-OP-AB.CW-0001(Q), CLQ Water System
Malfuncnon. " Ibis procedure directed reduccan ofload and removal of the turbine from service
when'a - - - condpaanan of three csrculators was not met. 'Ibe power :=darean was
condamed using the direason provided by procedme, St.OP-IO.Z7A1004(Q), Power Operation.
Nether procedure primded managamaar erpace=naan as to when operators should cease the
enort to mannam plant operanons and inssend, stabdiae plant aandaans by either turtdne or .

ireactor trip. As a residt of the lack of gedance, operators went to an atypical rate of power
!

reduenon (8 percent per manuse) in an anempt to mamama main aandannar and turbine operanon.

'!he inspectors did not idennfy procedural npartanaan for operator acnon if the plant !

temperamme is not controlled above the nununum temperanse for enecal operanons, except that
Tecduncal Speciacanaan requae recovery within 15 annuass.

i
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The team idendfied that the Semor Nuclear Shift Supervisor, instead of diiQ control room
activities during the traanimat, ignored operations directives for equipment control and manually
defeated a circulator start interlock located in the turbine buildag while anempang to ensure
continued plant operanon.

Followmg Reactor Tnp

At the time of reactor trip, operators correctly impternanted procedure,1-EOP-TRIP-1, Reactor
Trip or Safety lajecnon. 'Ibe EOP directs that carapananta not abgned by the =uaasnane
areamaan be individually'ahgned to the safety injecnon position. Manual aca==sian of safety
injecnon is duected if safety injecnon is required but not indicaand on the control panel
indicanon. In e case, actunnon was indicated, but not requimd, hence no manual actuation
was insened. It was not clear to the AIT, that the operators could aparshally associase the
failure of the large number of components to respond to the safety injechan actuanon with a
failure of SSPS train B logic. 'Ihe team noted that no gudance had been pamded to the
operators on proper response to ECCS train nr.,_. t. which was idaankd to the operasors
during the transient by flashmg lights on status psael RP-4, on the main control board.

'Ihe w.s e correctly transitioned to procedure,1-EOP-TRIP-3, Safety Injecnon Terminanon,
when appropnate plant conditions were established. Followmg the initial trip and safety
injecnon, operators attempted to establish stable plant raadinana but were unable due to the
steam generator safety valve actuanon and cooldown that resulted in a second safety ingeenon.
Quasi-stable conditions were established upon recovery and re entry into y.-.,1-EOP-
TRIP-3, following the aanand safety injection. At this time, the plant was in solid plant pressure
control. Specific control guidance for solid plant control is not provided by the SI tenminanon
procedure.

Gmdance for re establishing pressure control with a steam space in the pressunser was availabic
to the operators by Critical Safety Funcnon; raalant Inventory Status Tree, yellow path
directive,1-EOP-FRCI-1, Psapanne to High Pressunzer I.svel. However, this opean was not
used. Instead, the operators continued through 1-EOP-TRIP-3, and with manhaical support from
the Salem Tar *amal Support Center, re asenklinhad the steam space in the pressunser outade
of direct EOP gudanos.

As mentioned y..A,udy, given the resultant aandsriana of the transient, and aheent procedural
gedance to restore the aneasa=*ie safety injecnon capability from those aaadisiaan operances
could not acheve the shutdown requirements of the piant techment spentennam within the time
allowed. A Nonce of Enfoscoment Discrenan was issued by the NRC to allow the operators to
proceed with a normal cooldown.
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4.4 Event Claedfkation & Notifications

Event t-tane.acanane and Notifications were per procedure. The Alert declaranon was
p.rWy prudent, given that the operators felt they wanted or needed additional resources.
During the initial nonficanon of the Unusual Event, NRC exp-tanaris were not met regardmg i

'

the level of detail of the daahaaa reports to the NRC and the ability to discuss the event and
'

answer quesnons that would enable the NRC to quickly assess the event to deterrmne the
appuoprinae NRC r aponse posture. The initial nodfication to the NRC did not convey to the
NRC informanon that comphcanons were amacianad with the event. It was deseramed that the
licanee's Emergency Plan and Event ClasaLficahan Guide required the licanam's cammamenenr
to fill in a data sheet (NRC Data Sheet - Attachawnt 8 of the ECG) that, if properly completed,
would have given the NRC suf6cient detail within the required notificanon time. These
problems with level of detail and knowledge of the event were due to the physical locanon and
the preevent activities of the commurucator, combined with the limited background and |

expenence level, in general, of commumcators at Salem; and, an apparent lack of oversight by :

the samor nuclear shift supemsor in approvmg the informanon day for transmineina to |

the NRC.
i

4.5 %=l=*ar Demonstration

On April 12, 1994, the Kalem trammg department provided a damanstranon of the event of ,

April 7,1994 to AIT team raendiers. The demonstranon included an capinannart of plant i

response, nadicana== available to the operators, menacinead emergency operator procedures, and
a walkthrough of the EOP actions. *lhe demonstrabon primded the inspaesars with a good
undermanding of the event dynamics, man-machme interfam, and relevant procedures. The
demannerrenan was valuable in fossenng the team's understandag of the event and ===enad
operator rP= The team acknowledges the eaaaar=h of site management and the Salem i

trammg depenment in facilitating the simulator demonstranon. ;

4.6 Reacser Vessel Imel Ind8*=*8a= System (RVLIS) Monitoring

12,1994, the NRC Semor Resident a a-ana noted that the RVLIS indic=nana in theIOn April
control room were at 93% (E +- = =; that the reactor vessel was not compienely full of water)
and quannaamd the operators about the indicanane The SRI was told that operators at Salem ,

are not required to monitor RVIlS indic=naam while in cold shutdown. The team reviewed
-

tramag masenal ansacinead with RVLIS. This trainmg material indicawn that RVIJS primdes
accurate indicanian while in cold shutdown.

A == of the G== Paihkia in the Dame *ar Va==al Unaar Head ;

The Salem RVLIS todic=nant are readily visible on a back panel from the normal operator
stanon at the control board. Further, the indicanon can be displayed on a control board rnonitor,
although, this was not in use when discovered by the SRI. The Semor Rendent taapaesar

i

i
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discovered that each of the two RVIJS readings were showag - 93% on April 12,1994. When
this was identified to the operators, they were not aware of the indemhan and initially judged
the instrumentation to be incorrect.

As a result, the AIT was concerned with the effectiveness of operator traimag on this system.
In this case, RVLIS was apar really inseminad to provide an indepsadent imhcanon of water level
for events ininannt from power operanon. A full understandag of shutdown operanon would
instill the inaght that RVIJS is important to shutdown operanon as well. Appuendy, the
hannene did not expect that a gas bubble would form during its shutdown opmanag anndifians-

Ultimanely, after much due==ian with the NRC, the hcenses took the fouowing acnons:

a. A sample of the gas bubble was drawn in a careful, well planned manner.

b. Oadag plans were changed to avoid plant perturhanane until the gas bubble and its
implicanons were understood. For example, the licensee typically switches remdual heat
removal (RHR) pumps from time to time to equalise use. A planned switch was
postponed because the haenaar had not yet investignaed whether gas bubbles easted at
other larnhane that could impact RHR system operanon if the switch were made.

c. An invesagation was initiated to idennfy the source of the bubble. ' lie investaganon
showed that the reassor coolant system (RCS) leadown, volume-contml tank (VCT)
conditions, and d.-, g were rnnaissent with generanag a bubble in the Isaccor vessel
by introducing nitrogen from the VCT via the chargag system. (NOTE: Dunng
shutdown operations a strogen "blanist" is ===ammad in the VCT to ensee proper
pressee for the charging system and smaimism the amount of oxygen is the symem.)

"Ihe AITjudged that the gas bubble was too small to be ofim=admea safety concern although ,

it would have been a concern if 4- T==tly larger. Importantly though, the AITanneladad that j

the bubble was slowly increaang when discovered. For the bubble to pan ==h=Hy penurb RCS
cooling during normal RHR operanon, it would have to expand into the hot leg. '1he most likely |

'

expansion process would result in draming all steam generator (SG) tubes, perhaps fouowed by
lowerms the pressunser level, before a loss of RHR would occur due to vortextag at the RHR
inlet. 1. ass of RHR due to the bubble was judged very unhkely based upon the bubble totume
and pressure at the time it was discovered. .

!

In addition to being concerned about the apparent lack of operaser awareness about the formanon
of the gas bubble, the AFT was also concerned, however unlikely based on other indw=enes,
whether the gas bubble could have been an invie=Han of fuel damage. 'Ihe licensee reponed an
iodine spike followmg the reactor trip that was expected fmm its knowledge that one or two fuel
pins were leaking. No indications of fuel damage due to the event were evident at the time of
discovery of the bubble, nor were any found at any time by the AIT. The licenses obtamed a
gas sample at approumately 5:30 p.m. on April 13. Analysis showed it to conast of about %%
nitrogen, 3% hydrogen, and minor amounts of other gases. No agnificnet ralhoactive
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er==pa=anee were found. The analysis was as expected for a gas bubble at that locanon due to
macean being introduced from the VCT. De sample was ennainamat with a ennelanina of no
fuel damage since no tanir,a=a' quantities of Asman product gases were found.

,

Based on the system operanons since the plant shutdown and the evidence gathered tinaugh the ;

linnaama's sample analysis, the AIT deemnised that the most likely cause of the bubble is gas
transport from the VCT. The composition of the gas sample is maniennae with an origin in the ;

VCT. Shortly aAer discovery of the bubble, the VCT pressus was 38 peig at a eseperature of
~

64 *F, in commast to =9 aman =Ily memaapharic pressure in the pressunmer gas space (and a higher
.

,

pressure in tic bot leg due so the head of water in tir pressunser) and an RCS temperature of |
170 *F. r'na,seiana exassed for absortung strogen in the VCT and releasing it in the RCS.
IJoensee enleal=eiana oceArmed the planadulity of this behavior. The boenses reduced VCT
pressee to 15 psig during the evaung of April 12 to reduce gas transport into the RCS.

4.7 Operations Ca=,a-a.-
!

The event revealed a number of waalr===ar in plant systems, procedures, operator accons and i

=manga==t connois that are normally maintained to assure plant safety:

Extensive response efforts had been aenklieharl by plant and crew managemmat for rapide

response to grass intrumons, including placmg maintan=ne and operanons supervisers
in the ;.L water structure during penods when grass satrumons occurred,
str==mlimar of work controls including use of co-the spot tagouts and elianannan of
individual component work orders, and the use of direct, er=n==1 er=a===r=*iana
between an SRO at the circulating water struceme and the control room. However, even
the str==haarl work controls were not fully adhered to during the April 7 event. Also,
CW equipment control was still rammeminart by the connel room operseors without
amiernaae, even though the resultant trananaat naarheians were ===a*-8

The connel room opernears had not been provided adequase gedance on managanaate

exparennane for control room activities dunng grass intrumons. Dunng the apid power
, reduccons that had become ahnost rouane, G4 water screens, cuculating water
! Puenps, main turtune load, steam plant eqinpment controis, and rescact controls requued
l

quick, on-the-spo: , '"== to most all of the gedehnes for power rariarenan - The ;
-

lack of management gedance was aggravated when red control was placed in manual l
insend of the normal ausomanc condition, requanag direct rencsor concel and overaght

Jas power was reduced. In spite of the daily power reduccons and =calasiana and the I
inoperable automanc feature of rod control, management had not provided maltheinaal '

measures to ensure that the control rocet operators could successfully respond to a rapid
;

trannent condition.

Pre-trip command and control of operator activities were weak as evviaarari by: a poorlye

convolled rapid downpower with muldple reactivity changes; vague duecnons from the
NSS to the reactor controls wator to " pull rods" to restore T above mmimum
temperunne for criticality; an. Messive rod pull; an operator being duected to leave the
reactor controls console to transfer electncal loads while reactivity was not stable; and,
the fact that s@vi-s did not obtam additional operator (s) in anticipanon of the
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tranment to ca-pan ==aa for having rod control in manual. Additionally, the on<iuty
Semor Nuclear Shift Supervisor (SNSS) was outade the control room, maanally defeating

,

a w4 water protective parassive interlock, when his presence in the control room j

would have better served nuclear safety, j
i

e lhe opantors had not been provided direcnon on accons requued for operation with j
reaciar semperstme below the muumum temperature for enucal opennons.

Although the amnber of CW pumps and screens was below the " J ~ ~ requued for
,

e

turbine openmons, operanons efforts were directed toward plant moovery wahout a trip. |
This ====e==%1 effort resulted in the ea=Aname lendag to the safety impecnons and
subsequent loss of the Prusmuner steam space.

Post-trip operator mi. = and command and control were generally good, and in
accordance with apphcable procedures, although some ws=lr===== were noemd. i;

'
* Operators ' , * i and appropnately followed BOP TRIP-1 and EOP-TRIP-3; with

one amor =astaan, i.e., one letdown inalsaan valve was missed dunas the initial valve
abgnmente

;

i

lhe MS10 controller charactensacs inhibited the control of stenspheric steam dumps. |
e

Ineffecove direeman had been provided to the operators to ensure @ control of
;

plant temperature following reacsor trips without condenser bypass capainhty. Whde '

training included Aarne== and simulator modehng of the MS10 control problems, the
condition r==miand uncorrected for years. The inninhty to control the annosphenc dump
valves contnbuted to a ensam generator safety valve hfhng and the second misty angecnon
during solid plant piessure control.

|
The operators had not maneg=nad that the cooldown and subsequent homesp would fill the*

1

pressunser. No diagnons of the effect of the open safety valve on the solid plant had
been made by the operators until pressure rapidly fell.

Use and knowledge of fnaenanal recovery p.-4. ' yellow paths" was weak. Ine

who the availability and analiam13ty of a yellow path to establish a pressunser
bubble was not known by to the operators.

lhe operators had not been pnmded sufficunt duecnon reganhng safety injecnon traine

logic dise pat, to muumtze the recovery accons and possible avoedance of loss ofs

the Pressunser steam space.

Event Classificanons and Notifications were per procedure. The Alert declaranon wase

particularly prudent, given that the operators felt they needed additional resources. NRC
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a_r==e =% were not met .W g the description of the event with the complanons
that occuned. F=- ,_.:y Plan ge:-- 2 ; for developing necessary informanon to be
transnitted to the NRC were not fully iamiaa ated.

o Operators knowledge and use of RVLIS during cold shutdown conditions was weak.

S.0 EVALUATION OF'I1tOUBI2 SHOOTING ACTIVITIES '

De AIT reviewed the he==naa's troubleshoonag plans to ensure that the causes of the
i- p-=i pinac egapsent response would be decennised. Also, the renew ensued that the ,

cause of any idenu8ed malfbacnon would be conoceed. De ATT observed pornons of the
'' ';.- - ; activities to venfy that the activities were appropnately manrumphahme-

Sohd State Protecnon Svmem

Following the safety injecnon on April 7,1994, PSE&G personnel perfonned creansive testag -

of the SSPS to detennine the root cause of the event and to detenene if the systent perfonned
as densned. Deee efforts included visual laaparaaaa, , '- = of ===hh=h=8 surveillance

.

'

tests and event spec Sc easts and troubleshoonag. Deee activities included the following:

A visual maparaan of the SSPS companan's, including the high steam line flow input '-

relays was perfonned. Discoloranon of the relay cases was noemd and some relays had
a powdery residue on the bonom of the case.

De response times of the high steam line flow input relays were tested to decennine the-

time front e innny the bistable to input relay contact closure. All relays operated and
the drop out times vaned from 4.2 to 14.8 milhaanande

Survedlance tests St.IC-ST. SSP-0006(Q)(0009Q), " Solid State Proescnon Symant Train-

A(B) Fi=enanal Test," were perfonned. De test results for both trains were
unef=enary. '

Pornons of survedlance test St.OP-ST. SSP 4009(Q), "Engmeered Safety Fensures SSPS-

Slave Relay Test Train 'A'," were perfonned to test the operamon of slave relays K616
and K621. Dese relays control the ciceang of the MSIVs. the feedwater isolanen valves
and the tnpping of the steam generator feed pump turbines and the main turbac. All
relay tests were =mhafacanry, r'anam*y checks of the release coils for the MSIV
control amhary relays were also found to be aansf=enary.

- Survedlance test $1.IC-TR. SSP 0004(Q), " Response Time of SSPS Imgic - Safety
injecnon Train B,' was performed with sansfactory results.

NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22 1.23-40
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" Mini SI Test" was developed and performed on each of the SSPS trains to determine |-

how long a safety injection signal must be pasent to cause the MSIV cloes cmmat
latchmg relays to energize. For this test, one main steam line high flow instnanent was
placed in a trip condition and a pulse generator was nannarearl to the input of a second.
The plant was in a cold shutdown condition resulting in all of the low T instrumanen
being in the tnpped enadirinn. With these conditions, a pulse egnal input to the second
high sesem line flow instrument completed the trip logic necessary to generate a MSIV,

innlaeian and SI protective signal.

The results of these tests deternuned that all of the latching relays operated as daagned.
However, this teseng damaa=* rated that raamanar, pnsbetable behavior could not be
achieved unless the input signal lasted longer than about 50 =me=anaada Punhennore,
the as found condition of the relays ===ae'=ead with Train A actuated faster than those
===ae'a*=d with Train B; and therefore, a shorter input pulse duranon on Train A would
effect valve closure. j

i

A similar time response test to that for the MSIVs was perfonned to deserunne if the-

feedwater nalm'is= signal would close the four feedwater asolanon valves and trip the
main feedwater pump turbmes. This tesang also showed that the eqmpmant arenarian
was dependent on the duration of the input signal. All campananta operated as deagned.

PSEAG decided to replace the high staun flow input relays based on the naults of their visual
mapae'ian. A difference in response times of the two trains could also have been caused by
differvmces in the input relay p L..a. Followmg the relay raplananwen, the " Mini SI
Test" was reperformed for Train B. The results of this ensung desenmned that the naponse time
for the MSIV cicang relays had decreased and the overall response times more closely
appnmimased those for Train A.

Atmosphenc Steam Dump Valve Controls

The design funenon of the air-operated atmosphenc dump valves (ADV) is to remove bent from
the reactor plant when the main anndanmar is not available, and to prevent openmon of the main
steam safety valves (MSSVs) during operanns tranaents. The main steam syneses pressee is
normally approximately 1005 peig at zero power and docnases to appen=imanaly 850 peig at full
power. The ADV controllers are set to open the valves at 1035 peig (whenes the MSSVs open
at 1060 psig). This notang results in a demand signal (actual steam presome vs. "open" setpoint)
that maintains the ADVs closed and charges capacitars in the ADV controllers. When senem
pressure rises above the controller setpost, the empmentars must discharge before the controller
can begin pnmding agnals to open the ADV. However, due to the actual presare being below
the controller narprunt for an extendarl penod of time (850 psig vs 1035 psig), the controller
output saturates low (a phenomenon called reset wind up) and causes a delay in openng the
ADV. Switching the ADV controller to manual will bring it out of saturation in a few seconds.

I.23-41 NUREG/CR.4674, vel 22
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; However, the spectfic time penod required for the controller to be in the manual mode to
discharge the internal capacitar, removing the reset wind up, is not imown.,

'
'Ihe team noted that the operasors were tramad to use the manual operating mode, however, the

'- emergency operstmg N did not address the use of the manual mode. ,

4

! The response of the controllers during the testag with a simulated ramp input pressure showed |

1 that the ADVs may begin to open before the pressure reaches the MSSV =epaia*=, but they may
; not limit the pressure sacrease to prevent opening the MSSVs.
,

To ==imi= the delay in the ADV controller response, PSE&O has inemilad a clamping circuit |
to decrease the full power seapoint from 1035 psi to 1015 psi and decreased the controller gainr

frost 12 to 3 and the reset time from 180 seconds to 2 weande These changes should improve
'

i the response time of the ADV controllers to prevent a rapidly increasmg steam pressure from
;- imaacamewily opeang the MSSVs.
!

.
'

'

'!he reset wmdup problem menacinead with ==ampharic steam dumps was the result of a plant
consols madi&=tian impL =*anad in the late 1970's to prevent an inadvenent opemag of the4

j t valves. The AIT found that PSE&G had recognized this problem for many years, and had
j iamandad to address it during a planned design change to the feedwater control system.

'

,
* ;

j T Lwanae troubleshoonng efforts also determined that the problem that occurred with 11MS10 ?

j. on April 7, was due to a bad servo in the controls, which was then replaced.

Rod Control System
!

j 1he team reviewed the followmg two issues related to the rod control system operation: first,
why the rod control system was being operated in the manual mode prior to the event; and,

second, whether the rod Control system respnadad appropriately when it was momentarily
switched to autoauec control during the event. To address these questions, the team rumewed
the following:

maintan=are history of the rod control system prior to the event:o '

operation of the rod control system during the event; ande

e troub'% and testag of the rod control system after the event.

The team reviewed the reant mainermane, hineary of the rod control system to deterame why
it was in manual control at the time of the event. This review mdirstad that troubleshooting of
the rod control system had begun on February 25,1994, to investigate three separate enemaram
of sie control rod insertion while the system was in automatic control. The results of
initial troubleshoonng identified multiple grounds within the T /T., recorder, wtuch were |
conected. However, on March 14, 1994, the rods again %;smi unexpected control rod |

inseroon. Troubleshoonng the same day identified noise at the T, input from isolator |

|

|
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'

ITM505A. Noise was also identified on the T !aput inom isolator ITM412N. Suhaastaantly,
| both isolators were replaced and the noise was elimmanarl After tsolator ITM412N was
! replaced, it was found to be dnfhng. "Ihe isolator was reamhbrated and PSEAG aantiamari to

monitor it to deternune if the drift was a problem.,

I At the onset of the April 7,1994 event, the rod control system was being operased in the manual
; mode. Dunns the rapid load reduenon the operator switched md control to ==aa- eir with the
j NSS' approval. "Ihe rod speed indicated seven steps per minute and the rods stepped in
! approatmately two steps then stopped. The operator observed the T, recorder and noeced a five
| degree temperature error between T and T., and determined that rod speed should be 72 steps
i

per minute. Th=='as the operator thought that ==aa==eir rod control had not r==paadad
j appropnately and switched back to manual control.

PSE&G performed the troubleshoonng to deterame whether the rod control system rearamtari
; appropnaasiy in mana==rie during the event. This E- ""

---g included the satisfacsoryi

performance of piecedure, SI.IC-CC.RCS 001 (Q), " Rod Control Sysaem Ausamene Speed
i Verificanon," that venfied proper rod control system operation at 6 and 72 steps per ininute.

The rod speed and direeman dammart are based on a aa-pan ==eart temperature error manal.
i Temperature enor is defined as the difference between T., and T., and is camp ==amad by a
j power smam seh signal. The magnitude of the ranpan==tian signal is dar-daa' on the power'

mismarh between main turbine power and reactor power. Additional troubleshooting was
j

performed to venfy the proper operanon of the rod control system by.varymg one input
i parameter while maintammg the other input parameters smessent. The results of these tests
j mdicated proper operanon of rod control in the automanc mode.

PSE&G also i fonned a dynamic test to verify proper operanon of =nna==*ie rod consol. This
-

; test established initial conditions where nuclear power, turtune power and T., were set at 10%,
; while T , was set at neganye five degree error. Nuclear power was then ramped from 10% to j

25 % over a one-minute time interval. This test also indicated proper operanon of =nea==*ie rod, 4

| control. j
:

Ii PSE&G performed other troubleshooting to confirm that the problems identified prior to the '

'

event were adequately resolved. These tests included a venfication that the system grounds were
removed and that the isolator drift was within =aaeme=h Additionally, PSEAG concluded
that the T., recorder should not be used as an indacator of reqmrod rod speed during power
changes and intended to communicate this to the lineaaari operators and reinforce it in operator
traming,

f ata a.hte R= nee (TR) Nnel==e Instrumentadan Svutem (NIS)

In addition to other functions, the IR instrumentation channels provide reactor trip capability and
'

block both automatic and manual withdrawal of control rods (rod block) at 25 % reactor thermal
power (RTP) and 20% RTP, respectively.

1.23-43 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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|
*Ihis trip, which provides protection during reactor startup, can be manually bypassed ifi

two cut-of-four power range channels are above approximately 10% of full power. Dunng the
,

! evust, the resceor tripped at 25% RTP by the power range (PR) NiS low natprunt when the
reactor power merensed from 7% RTP to 25% RTP under manual control of the control rods.

i

| Dunng this power esentatina, the IR instrumentation channels 1-out-of-2 logic did not provide

; either the rod block or the reactor trip funcnons. It was determmart that the IR instruments were
' uubcatag a lower power than the PR instruments and never *=caariarl the IR rod block or
; sector trip aceprunes.

i

'Ibe t- stated that the IR rod block and trip funcnon are for startup pramaceiaal but, the PR J
; startup trip is used in the safety analysis (and the IR funcuans are not credited). 'Ihe hcensee's

invesagation found that the difference between the PR and IR instrument's indu aned power wase

j due to the different locatacms of these two detectors around the core. The IR detectors are in
j the nuddle upper region ci the core and thus expenence :nore neutron stuelding from the control |

! nods in the core (rod shadowmg) than the PR detectors. 'Ihe PR detectors ate locmand at the ,

'

upper and lower regions of the core and are, therefore, less aneceed by the rod as=*iana For ;P
j a given reactor power and control rod position, this phenomenon may result in a higher power
i indientiaa on PR instrumaa'a'ian channels than on the IR instrimwneneinn channene as was |

; observed dunng this event. PSE&G determined that red shadowing due to the control bank "D"
! rod position (operator pulled 35 steps, from step 55 to step 90 on control bank D) was
| :=araanihle for the failure of the IR NIS to provide rod blocks at 20% RTP and rencear trip at

! 25% RTP. Westmghouse study of this phenomena found that desecear DOS would not initiate
| signals for rod block and reactor trip until the RTP was 28.1% and 35.1% respeenvely, while
j its :=dandant detector IN36 would not initiate those signals until 25.3% RTP and 31.6% RTP

| respecevely. 'Ihis translates into a manimum error of 10.1% RTP on IN35 and 6.6% of RTP
. m.;

'

The existag seapoints of the IR instrumentation channels are based on WCAP-12103,
'Westmghouse Setpost Methodology for Prosecnon Systems, Salem Units 1 & 2." In this
analysis the assumed "setpoint uncertamenan* used percent span accuracies for vanous Rack
Paranwaars (RP) and Process Measurnawat (PM) that were canaimanat with the standard
Wesanghouse methodology. This analysis used a combmed uncenannty value in tenns of
percentage RTP for all PM campan==** which eaa*== art allowances for power calorunstnc,
down-corner temperature, radial power redistnbution and rod shadowing. A subsequent
Wesunghouse analysis WCAP-13549 "Setpost Uncertainnes for IR NIS of Salem Units 1&2"
separated the rod shadowmg from the rest of the PM components and perfonned e= leal =*iaaa to
deterame the inanimum value for rod shadowmg that would preserve the total allowance. Total
allowance is the difference between the Safety Analysis Ilmit and the nommel trip setpomt
assummg all uncertainties at their maximum values. "Ihe new e=le=1=*iaa used an uncertamty
of 1.8% R'!? for rack drift which resulted in an increment of rod shadowng enact from 6.25%
R'IP to 11.87% RTP. This value is found to encompass the observed error in the setpoent of
the IR NIS channels due to the rod shadowing phenomenon (10.1% RTP on IN35 and 6.6%
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RTP on IN36) as long as the actual as-found IR NIS Rack Drift is less than 1.8% RTP. De
post-incident as-found seapoints of both IN35 and IN36 instrument channels were found to be
within this assumed Rack Drift value.

The team observed that the rod shadowing effect was used in the standard Westinghouse
instrument seapoint awahadaiogy and may have been reevaluated in the plant specific analyses
(e.g WCAP-13549) for other Westinghouse Nuclear Power Plants.

Haqrh Steam Flow Setpoant Change Circuitry

PSE&G performed testag to determine if the automanc change in the high steam flow seapoint
followmg a reactor trip (P-4) was inducing electrual noise that may have caused mamantary high
steem low agnals.

De results of this test indicated that summator IPM505B dropped its nerpaint slightly below the
===aad setpoint for a penod of time following the reactor trip, while summator IPM506B
responded as ar==ad by going directly to the new setpcant. PSE&G ruled this out as a poemble
cause of the event since high steam flows were received on both chanaale and this would regare
that both mmmatars exhibit the same setpomt drop.

PSE&G continued troubleshooting the high steam flow setposat circuit to identify the cause of i

the summator IPM505B seapoint dropping below the expected seapomte. Initially, PSE&G
thought that the - had failed, however, a sp - module yielded the same test
results. Further invesaganon by PSE&G revealed that both the r=al-t module and the
module that was inerallad at the time of the event were not the proper module. This module and
the one used to replace it during the current tmubleshootag were of the proper part number, but
did not contain the "special" designanon specified by the vendor. His 'special" damigantian was
used to identify the incorporanon of a capacitor in the enemanar circuit. Upon determining that
the wrong module was lameallad, the licensee installad the proper madule De test was
performed again, and the ame results occurred. At the cancluaan of this inar=aaaa, PSEAG
was continuing to investigate the reason for the high steam flow seapoint dropping below the
ernaaw setpoint followmg a reactor trip and how the incorrect module was installed in 1989.
De AIT canchwlad that neithar of these two concerns contnbuted directly to the April 7,1994

'

ewat; but, that the second issue was a potential loss of ccefly..eks control.

Conclusian

De AIT closely monitored the haa=aa's troubl=haa**ar and testag activities. De team found
that the planning, control and perfwmance of in- 5 '" +r-t activities were very good and
resulted in the thorough validneiae of the root causes for the unexpected equipment rampan==
De results indumted that the plant r==aa-w as designed for the conditions present on
April 7,1994. Also, some equipment performed poorly, as a result of preexisting
vulnerabilities or deficiancica such as the CW screen wash system, the high steam flow relays
and the MS10 controllers. As described in Secnon 3.2, the hemises was initially prepared io
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accept the pressunzer PORVs without a visual exammation of the valve internals. Wlule this
activity was noted as weak by the AIT, this was not indicative of the finaaaaa's generally very
good troubleshootag efforts.

6.0 OTHER FINDINGS

ca.wi.n- vaa m= Ala.m maal A:=:= i h.- i- -

The team renewed the alarm printouts and the SPDS priniout of the naarl==r vacuum values
for the April 7,1994 event. This renew revealed the followag:

'Ihe vacuum sesed on the west side of the armatariser was enamenantly 2" - 3' Hg lower
*

than that of the east side as recorded by the SPDS;

*
The vacuum sensed on the west side of the condenser dropped below 23' Hg at 10:40
a.m. and remamed below 23' Hg for approxunately three minutes, with the lowest value
being 21.67* Hg for over one minute during that time; and

'Ihe condenser vacuum low-low alarm came in at 11:23 a.m., while the condenser
*

vacuum low alarm did not come in during the event.

The enadaner vacuum sensed on both the east and west sides of the <madanear are used to
prende tarhenhan. Additionally, the naarlanner vacuum amsed on the east side is used to
prende alarm f= *-== These alarm funcanne are a aa=wlan=r vacuum low alarm with 2 i

'

seapoet of 25" Hg, and a naadan=ar vacuum low-low alarm with a asspanne of 23" Hg.
Discussons with PSE&G staff revealed that the enarianmer is a single-pass aandannar, with the
cuculatmg water entering on the est side. This desgn explass the vananons between the
sensed vacuum for the east and west side.

The team renewed the alarm :=panee procedme for the naadaanse vacuum low-low alarm.
'Ihis procedure desenbad the alarm seapoet, the cause, anna a=ae actions associesed with the
alarm and operator actions regured in response to the alarm. 'Ibe aner===ne actions described
in the procedure were a turbine trip and rencear trip if power is grosser than 495, and just a
turtnne trip if power is less than 49%. "Ihe team deseramed this slassment is incorrect since
the device that trips the turbine is a near** awl dence not related to the device actuatag the
alarm. Additionally, review of the last calibranon of the turtune trip dence indicaand that it was
set within its specined range of 18' - 22" Hg, at 18.4* Hg, and would not have actussed at the
same time as the alarm. To address this issue PSEAG developed a procedine revison request
to revise the alarm response procedure so that it properly reflects that the turtune trip is not an
==aa===aa funcnon associased with the aandannar vacami low-low alarm.

NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22 1.23-46
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!ssps raarar= am with im-279

Code of Federal Regulanons in 10 CFR 50.55a(h) requires the nuclear power plant protection
system to meet the requirernents of IEEE Standard 279, * Criteria for Protection Systems for
Nuclear Power C-'": Stanons." As a result of the equipment responses experanced during
this event the team reviewed the SSPS design relative to two secnons of IEEE-279.

Section 4.16 ofIEEE-279, 'CP of Protective Acnon Once it is Initiated," states that the
protecnon system shall be so designed that, once initiated, a protective accon at the system level
shall go to complenan and return to operation shall require subsequent dobberase operasor accon.

Sechan 4.12, 'nn da: Bypass,' which states that where operatag regarements -*
==na==*ic or manual bypass of a protective funcnon, the denga shall be such that the bypass will
be removed automatically whenever permissive conditions are not met.

The team found that there were latching relays or seal-in features in all of the component control
circuitry such that if there wee actual conditions requinns an MSIV inalatian and safety
myoction, all meriaan are dengned to go to completion. Also, the team deteramed that the
manual bypass of SI (Auto SI block followmg reset) in response to an EOP step is not an
operanag bypass. 'Ihe bloclang of automanc SI followag a symem reset, permits the operators
to tale manual control of equipment as necessary to recover from a plant tranniait or accident.
'!he pened of time that the auto SI may be blocled is controlled by plant Techmcal
Saari6=*==.

'Ihe team concluded that the SSPS at Salem was in 1----f=+ with IEEE-279.

SSPS Idadificanon Historv

'Ibs seem reviewed the 'nadWumniaa history ==aci=*d with the SSPS, including changes to the
steam flow tr==== amirs. It was deseramed that the changes made to the system did not have
any enset on the April 7,1994, event. Addissa ny, the team also reviewed the design
armemmenan for the SSPS, tad found no spect5 canon related to the mi==== pulse length

requised for mer==e=a of the SSPS/ESF systems.

Input Relav Chaner

The esem found that the main steam line flow 'adh have exponenced delning during the
operanag cycle. The drifhas resulted in the instr ====*=*'a= output reaching the high mean line
Sow trip seapoint and caused mosomatary dmp out and pick up ('chansring") cf the assoaisted
input saiays. -To olismanes the relay chamar the flow insawasandon was periodicauy ;

raa=Hh maad As discussed la Section 5 of this suport, a visual inspendon of the minys indiamand j

soms discolorenen of the nelay cases and the ovulsene of a powdery rendus in the cassa. '!)s ;

input salays were subsequendy replaced. 'Ihs suspoons time of tbs Train B of the SSPS
t

appened so improve fonowng the immanados of new misys, however the team could met

j
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i desenmne if the relays had been degraded by the ch=aaring The cause of the instrwnentation
drift had not been idennSed prior to completing the AIT inspecnon. The AITjudged that the
relay chauenng did not play a key role in this event and should be rewewed by NRC as part of ;

routine inaparaan NRC lampw*iaa in this area was continuing after the AIT effort, as part of '

the NRC Regnen I effort to review and assess liansee accons prior to restart. This effort will i
be daen===aad in a future nampacnan report.

7.0 SAFETY SIGNB1CANCE AND AIT CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Safety Mag =Ine==n*

The AIT found that the event was not a %=I'== threat to the reactor fuel, the fuel claddag
or the consamnaent. The RCS pressure boundary was maintained within its demgn throughout
the event; however, the pressunser PORVs and piping upstrusm of the PORVs were ch=Ilmaged :

'

by frequent cychng of the valves to maintain RCS pressure.
;

The PORVs fnaenaamd as demgned to prevent an RCS overpressure although they were damaged
in the process,1his damage did not appear to affect PORY fimenannhty during or followmg
the event. The haan==e did not A evaluanon of piping upstream of the PORVs prior to
the AIT exiting the site, and consequently the ATT was unable to campimw its n====aw=* of that
papag. .

The PRT rupene disk rehewed to contmament as demgned during the event. The amount of
coolant released to aantmanwat was mimmel and readily cleaned up followmg the event. The
aaananaman' pressure boundary was not challenged.

The most likely camphemaaa with sigmficant consequences if further failures had occurred
during the event is a small break LOCA. Multiple eqmpment failures would have been
necessary for this to occur, such as: ca=acidaa' failures to close both a pressunaar PORV and j
its block valve; or, aa==end==* failures to open both PORVs and a resultant opemag of the i

presmanner safety valve (s) and a subsequent failure of one or more valves to close. However,
tmeimaan of the LOCA would be within the demgn basis for the plant, and eqmpment necessary
to mitignee such conditions rampandad as demgned to the inadvertent safety injection acamaan
and hence, would have been available to respond to any further degradanon had it occurred.

The Salem April 7 event resulted in no protective barner failures. However, the event led to
a loss of the pressunser steam space and sigm6cendy challenged RCS pressure boundary
aa=ra=='m

Wluie, as desenbod above, the safety consequences of the event were msnimal, the AIT
canadered the eqmpment, personnel perfonnanar and g6 .! problems to be noteworthy and 1

to warrant addressel by the hasmear '

i

|
;
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7.2 AIT Conclusions

* No abnonnal releases of radiation to the enviraar===* occurved during the event.

The AIT developed an in?g='=t sequence of events and perfonned an naaramnwat of key
operanng parameters that would indicate a failure to a prunary bamer such as fuel cladding,
reactor coolant pressure bs- |-y or containtnent. De AIT deterrmned that the prunary
boundanes remamed intact throughout the event.

De pressurizer PORVs functioned properly on numerous occasions to mamtman the RCS
pressure boost.-y within the previously analysed envelope. As a result of these opeutions, the
Pressunzer relief tank (PRT) rupture disk ruptured, as would be ==~ *=', to prevent destruccan
of the tank. As a result, a few gallons of reactor coolant from the PRT were released to the
contamment floor. The AIT reviewed the radiological surveys of the area near the PRT and
concluded that the level of contamination was minor and canaissant with the normal activity
contamed in the PRT.

Event challe=r=1 RCS pressure boundary resulting in analtiple, ==a=pdal operations*

of presumiser PORVS and no operations of the pressuriser safety valves.

As stated carher, the AIT findags disclosed that the event sequena provided a challente to the
RCS pressure bs-.4-y. As a result of the initial safety injecnon, the RCS filled with weser.

- -

Without the normal ghur steam space to dampen pressure excursions, the continued
injectio:1, both from the initial and second automanc safety injecnon =en='iaa*, resulted in
r penemi, successful meninhane of the pressunzer PORVs to limit the RCS pressure within the
analyzed envelope.

De AIT concluded that the event did in fact pose a mi=aina=at ekaH="=* to the pressure
boundary by ch.n .ing the PORVs; that the pressure boundary protective devices (PORVs and
safety valves) fimeriaried properly throughout the event; that no limits were =e== dad during the
event; and that some equipment degradation resulted.

* Operator errors occurred width ea pMa=*=e the event.

De AIT reviewed plant event data and interviewed the operators involved in the event. It was
concluded that operator errors occurred throughout the event sequence. However, it was noted
that operator y L s;s was better after the reactor trip than prior to the trip.

De operators responded appropnately to the paeana=1 loss of cand===r cuculating water by
b,.i.ii reactor and turbine power, ultimanely with the intent to remove the turbine generator
unit from semce. Power was reduced, using a combinanon of control rods and bombon, to a

,

point that the operators began to switch comte electncal loads to offsite power supphes in I
anticipation of removmg the tutune from service. The shift supemsor duected the operator on
the reactor controls to perform the electncal load swaps. At that time, neither the shift

,

i

|
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l
supervisor nor the reactor operator recognized that the reactivity change, due to boranons, was j

incomplete. In fact, when this was complete, the reactor power was less than the turbme power |

so that T began to decrease. This decreasmg T was not immediately identified; however, I

upon discovery the shiA supervisor r-d~4 to this condition by pulhng rods in manual. Thus, ,

the shiA supervisor was no longer in a position to properly direct the activities of the ruector '

operators. The RO completed the electrical load swap, returned to the reactor controls without
adequase coeurnauratiane from the shift supervisor regarding the shiA supervisor's accons and
ansan=aaad to raise reactor power. The RO noted that T., had gone below the Techmca! i

SM h nununum temperature for criticality, but failed to effectively commumcate such
to the semor reassor operator. Also, the shift supervisor directed the RO to raise power, but,
was not exphcit regardag how far or fast to raise power. Absent such direcnon, the RO

,

naaaaaad to raise reactor power while monitonng T for an indicanan that temperature was '

recoverms and failed to identify that a reactor trip on low power-high flux naadiana would
occur. As a result of the above operator errors, a reactor trip occurred on high flux (25%) and i

the low T condition was still present. The low T condition in comcidence with an indientad
high sesam flow signal initiated the first automatic safety injecnon.

!

After the reactor trip and safety injection, the operators appropnately entered the EOPs and
meramefully completed the required actions. As a result of the unusual equipment reapanee to !

the initial safety injecnon system acmation, described previously; numerous valves were not in
the nIwcwwl or required position per the EOPs. The operaer responded to these conditions per i

the EOPs. One leadown isolanon valve that was maspositioned was not imnally identified and ,

corrected by the operator. This was subsequently discovered by the operators during the i

ter=> aman / recovery accons after identifymg that the safety injection was not needed. It is
noemd by the ATT that a radandant valve for this same isolation line did close.

At about this time in the event sequence at least one steam generator code safety valve liAnd
'

caumns a rapid eaaandary and primary cooldown. This cooldown, from the solid RCS
condition, induced a very rapid t , uiization of the RCS, and ultinnataly the second safety
injecnon. The ATT concluded that the operators were not properly monitoring the RCS heanup

,

'

resulting from decay best and the runmng Reactor Coolant Panps, aAer the initial safety
injection. The ATT noted that the automanc steam generator maaephanc relief valves should

,

have lifted before the steam generator code safety valve set point was reached, but due to a
;

characeansac of the controller for the re;ief valves (reset windup), wluch the operators were,'

tramed to handle, the valves did not open sufficiently to limit the main stamm pressure rise.
,

1

Following" the code safety liA, operatt,rs properly responded by taking manual control of the
steam generator manaaphanc relief valves in order to lower pressure to re-seat the safety (s). The
resulting rapid RCS depressunzanon was observed by the operators and they doculed to
manually re-initiate safety injecnon. A eanand automatic SI occurred prior to the manual
operanon; however, the operators continued with the manual actuanon. The operators then

,

j
appropnasely re entered their EOPs at this time without father enor.

!

j,

;

!

'
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In addition to the above, the AIT also identified the following two concerns i, Lg operator
actions:

During the down power tranment, the sensor shift supervisor, also SRO<1uahfied and the semor
maangement representative in the control room, left the control room area to bypass a nandramar
vacuum pernussive switch in an attempt to restart one of the inoperable wQ water pumps,
hopmg to ressore adequate condenaar coohng. The AIT concluded that this was an inappropnate
work activity and also, poorjudgement on the semor shift supervisor's part to leave the control
room dunng the transient.

After the initial safety injection, the senior shift supervisor left the control room proper in order
to classify the event and initiate nonfimnons per the emergency plan implemsonag procedures.
While this activity was timely, the initial notificanan message developed for a - , - ~

provided mmimal informanan to the NRC in that it failed to describe the comphenna== that had
occurred.

e ;.'' " aHowed g ', ^ problems to exist that anode operations dif5cadt for
lP ant operators.

1. 'Ibe AIT found that during this event and for about a month prior to the event, that the
automanc rod control system was not in service. This led to the operators havmg to
manually control reactor power to maintain RCS T,. within program.

Dunng the event of April 7,1994, the operators initially decreased turbme power at
15/ minute, but quickly increased that rate change to a mari=== of 85/minues. At this
rate of change, even the automanc rod control system would not have been able to

,

mamtam T In program without operator acnon to assist by baranon. With the rods in i

manual, as was the case, operator action in response to the 85/ minute rate of change j
was very difficult, i

The AIT noted that PSE&G management was addreanng the ==namane rod control !
system problem and that, in fact, the control system was avadable at the time of the
event. However, operanons management had not yet ruesored the system to service since
a final surveillmana test had not been completed. 'Ihat test had been erhadalad for the
day of the event.

2. 'Ibe AIT found that the short duranon, high steam flow signal, resulung from the turbine
trip, had beam previously identified by the licensee fouowing prior post-trip reviews
conducted afar mmdar turtune trips in the past. Informanon provided the Arr indicanad
this condition had been recognized as early as 1989. 'Ibe high steam flow agnal was of
very short durabon, on the order of 20 to 30 =illi" . and appeared about 1 second
after the turbane trip. Whde this condition had been recogmand previously, the henaeaa
attnbuted the cause to be a combinabon of the logic (the reactor trip anaamancally
reduces the high steam flow setpoint from about 110% to about 40% of rated mesa flow)
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and the actual decay in steam flow followmg a reactor trip-tubine trip. Upon closer
analysis followmg this event, the licensee identified that the actual cause of the indicanad
high steam flow signal folkvwmg a tubine trip wm t.; to a pressure wave initiated !
by the turbine stop valve closure. |

|

De AIT concluded that this pressure wave did cause the indicated high steam flow, and,
conculent with the low T,. condition induced by operator error, reenland in the inmal
annamane safety injecten actuanon. De AIT further aaneladad that earlier ficaaaaa
======awat ofindiented high steam flow after turbine trips was inadequate in that it failed
to ideonfy this machmaie= and therefore the problem tomamed uncorrected.

,

3. De AIT found that the automatic controls for steam gemensor anaaaphat relief valves |
were not maintamad. This, cunncident with the operators failure to recogmae that RCS
and steam generator ^ -----:- s and pressures were incressmg after the initial safety
injection, led to the stamm generator code safety (s) mernahan and rumdtaat second safety
injection actuanan De at=arpharic relief valves (MS10s) control symem had boon
madded in the late 1970's, which resulted in the controls not responding properly in
automanc without operator action. Plant @.;m. had been trained to make up for this

,

W= y by placing the system in manual for a few seconds and then restoring the '

system to automatic. This would result in the connel system then worlang properly.
During the events of April 7,1994, the operators failed to take adequate manual control ,

of this system prior to pressure incressmg to the lift setpost of the stans generator code
safety (s).

De AIT determined that the control system for the MS10s was known to be deficient.
Modifications had been planned but never F ;'-- ---i to correct these aaadi*iana and

'

operasors had bem *=araad, through trammg, to make up for the control d*Aciane==
by manual acnons. |

|

4. De AIT found that the cueulatmg water system was vulnershic to periothe grass '

mtrumons. Dis had been daenawanad by the licenses for a number of years. Records
indientent that this naadiana was aspacially aggravated in the synag of 1994 were
provided the to AIT. However, the vulnerability had been previously recognimod by the
licensee and maddemnaan had been planned to make the system less =iaampdhia to grass
intrumons. Dese madineneiana had not beim impimamanad prior to the event. During
the spnas of 1994, as the river grass eaadinana worsened, the licenses began to initiene
special work semas and work connais at the cinnlanag water structure in response to the
predaceshie grass intrumons that occuned conocident wish daily tide changea. D oes
spadal practices were quite effecave at responding to the degrading circuladog waaer
condinoes and usually readeed in reasonas inoperable traveling seasons and cdroulating
water pumps without the need for control roost operators tnppsag the tuttnae or reactor.
De AIT oceed that on one occaman prior to the April 7 event, operators had been forced
to remove the autume from service as a rasult of a grass intrumma but, the seactor was
===t==ad in low peer operanon. No further aa= pine =daan had occaned on that

NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22 1.23-52
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everit. It was also noted by the AIT that the event of April 7 was apparently more severe
than earher events, resulting in operators decreanng power at a maximim, of 85/rninute.
This was done to reduce turtune power fast enough to nimimina the increamag back
pressure in the anndannar. The prior grass intruman events did result in opesanors
frequently reducing power to maintain condenser vacuum, wCle the specal work
actmees at the eA water structure restored inoperable circulators. However, no
prior event requued such a high race of change in power to campan==aa for the loss of
circulating water.

'!he AIT desernused that the grass intruman event of April 7 was very severe; however,
the vulnerabahty of the deman was previously recognised and modiflashans so improve
the symem had not yet been ! .' '.

e some equip ===* was degraded by the event, but everall, the plant pesfersmed as
designed.

The AIT observed the licensee's E-- " ' =-5 efforts. It was noted by the team that certain-

valves for the safety irsecnon systems, aa='=i====* isolanon systems, feedweser innineinn
system, and steam line inalmeian system did not respond in the usual rnanner to the initial
antamane safety injection arniatian This was a result of the short duranon of the inraanng
signal, winch was only of sufficient duranon for parts of the protecnon logic to respond,
resulting in the ===aa*=d behavior. However, fnacrianal testmg of the penaareian logic clearly
indiennad that it would have performed properly in response to real sceviant candisinne had they
been present. 'Ihe AIT further concluded that bcensee troubleshootag rasehada clearly
d-aaserated the logic rampandad as would be erpacead to the short duranon signals. The AIT
determined that the plant response ao the event was as expected for the aaadi*iana that occurred.
'Ibe troubleshoonag efforts clearly d=aaerrated that the protecnon logic rampan=, as well as
the respons_ of the main steem and feedwater ienteriaa systems, were a direct result of
instrument sensitivity and rampan= behavior to short duranon agnals. Tesang demonstrated that
canaissant, predactable behaver could not be achieved unless the input signal lasted longer than
about 50 m Hiaarnade The vulnerabihty of the protecnon system to short duranon signals had
not been ye..iansly idenafied or evaluated by the licensee prior to the April 7 event.

Due to the repeated operation of the pressunser PORVs, the AIT requested, and the licensee
complesed an assessment of the PORVs, pressunser code safety valves and mens =winne piping and
supports. 'Ibe licensee and NRC insparend the PORV internals, winch exhibiend wear reganns
further evaluation and corrective acnon prior to restart.

As a result of the troubla=haariaf activities, other equipment conditions requiring repairs were
also idaanfied, including the PRT rupture disk, main steam high steam flow input relays, and
vanous MS10 control components.
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o' Operator -m of emergency procednines was good.
)

'!he AIT detenamed tLar the operators' use of the EOPs in naponse to the multiple automanc
'

safety inyecnon merumanns was good; however, some errors happened after entry into the EOPs.
The AIT found that operros s were not specifically knowledgeable in the use of EOP " Yellow
Path * pmcednes for solid p;anaaxwery. ' Yellow Path * system funcnon restoranon promdures
are opnonal in the Salem EOP rheme; but, for this event and the solid plant condition, to .
ahereenve procedmus had been provuled. Knowledge, tramng and practice in the use of i

" Yellow Path" i,.M . could have aided the operators carher in the recovery of the
pressunser steam space following the multiple SI acamanae

.

i

Operaser acaces to manually initiane SI ca rapidly decreas;ag RCS pressure and in declarmg the
Alert to ensure approprime engmeenng support for plant recovery from the solid RCS condition
were raamd-ed appropnate by the AIT.

.

Prior to entry into the EOPs, the operators committed a t w!ber of errors deshng with nammand
control and coonhannon of the downpower tranment. Nxt of these errors could have been
avoided if appropnase gnulmaar had been hi,, t. and implemented in the normal integrated
operanag procedures and in the abnormal or alarm response procedures. >

o rjan-am. go,anagnesa== and troubleshooting efforts were good

:

The AIT closely monitored the liana ==a's troubl=haanag activities and, to a lesser ex>ent, the
linnanna's ' ' , invesaganon. Based on the direct cheervanon of the logic tesang and

'

,

other troubleshootag activanes, the AIT desenmned that the hoenses approach was clearly to '

ascutma the root causes of the events of April 7, ideonfy necessary conective acacos and then
implement such measures. However, it was noted by tbs AIT that the bana=a was prepared to
accept the opmabahty of the pnesunser PORVs without a visual inermenan of the campan=te 1

The AIT asked for the necessary engmeenng evaluanan of the PORVs upon which the liaanmaa ;

was to base their operstmaity a-* Pnor to developing this evaluation, the heenses then
elected to open the aa= pan =** for a visual la=paraan. This led to the findags of the degraded j
PORY internals naulang from the event. Whde this specific activity was not pursued ngorously I

by the heensee without NRC promptag, this was not indumtive of the other troubleshoonng I

activities obeaved by the AIT. |
,

The AIT met with ===hms of the l'a==a's invesuganon team to docuss preliminary findings;
and, reviewed the operanons post trip report and the invesaganon report. Infonnanon gathered !

froni those repons was useful to the AIT =--' Further, the heensee's sequence of events ]
and facts suppornag the event sequence were found to be na===annt with the AIT's. The AIT
ouacluded that there was evuleene of notewonhy ramang===at oversight and connel w=l====
due to the couneidanaa of eqmpmaat issues, both recent and tuseoncal, operator errors and
procedural gudance deficianeim that all contributed manificandy to the April 7 event. In
contrast, the finanaaa's invesaganons placed a greater emphasis on the operator errors in
contribunng to the event. The AIT noted that the hcensee's investiganon did not anempt to

I
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ascenam why the operator errors occurred, but identified the erTors as root cause. However,
it was also noted,by the AIT that licennee's recommended corrective actions clearly addressed
the equipment and procedural deficiencies that contributed to the event.

8.0 EXIT MEETING
1

On April 26,1994, the AIT conducted a public exit meeung at the site discussing the inspection
scope and wdisdeidy fuxhngs. The exit meetmg slides were prtmded to the public and madei4

an official record under separate cos;-:- t=re to the licensee, dated April 26,1994. *lhe
ah at the exit meetmg are listed in Awhment 6. Following the public raarnar, the AIT
met with and rh3 to quesnons from the public and media representatives in attendance.

I

:

i

!
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ATTACHMENT 1 )
ArrCHARTER j

April 8,1994

MEMORANDUM FOR: Marvm W. Hodges, Director, Division of Rametor Safety .

!FROM: , Thomas T. Marna, Regional Administrator

SUBHiCT: AUGMENTED TEAM INSPECTION CHARTER FOR THE !
REVIEW OF THE SALEM UNIT NO.1 REACIUR SCRAM ;

AND LOSS OF PRESSURIZER STEAM BUBBIE ;

On April 7,1994, Salem Unit No. I reactor scrammed from 255 power durmg maneuvers to *

shut the plant down. Subsequent to the reactor scram, the plant exponenced a smies of safety
injecnons which resulted in loss of the pressurtser steam bubble and normal pressure control.
In additma to the reactor trip and safety injecnon, certam valves that are reqared to opense,
failed to close. Because of multiple failures in safety related syssess dunng the event and
poemble operator errors, per M.C. 325, Paragraph 05.02, Item a, I have desenmood that an
Augmented faW Team (AIT) should be initiated to review the causes and safety ,

is.ylkaisees =enacianad with these malfuncuans.

The Division of Reactor Safety (DRS) is assigned the a g-Mili*y for the overall conduct of i

this augmented inspecnon. Robert Summers is appomted as the AIT. leader. Other AIT ;

members are identified in Enclosme 2. The Divison of Reactor Projects is asagned the
reapane*ility for resident and ciencal sapport as necessary; and the coordmanan with other
NRC offices, as appropnate. Further, the Divison of Reactor Safety, in coorthnance with DRP
is responsible for the timely issuance of the inspecnon report, the identifianon and procesang
of potentially generic issues, and the identificanon and completion of any enforcement acnon
warranted as a result of the team's review.

Enclosure 1 represents the charter for the AIT and dett a the scope of the insparnan. '!he
!==;+M== shall be conducted in accordance with NRC IWanagen=nt Directive 8.3, NRC
inspection Manual 0325, mspection Procedure 93800, Regional Office Instruenon 1010.1 and
this memorandum.

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY:
William F. Kane for
Thomas T. Martin
Regicmal Administrator

Enclosures:
1. Augmented 1= ; =:== Team Charter
2. Team Ca'a==i iont

Al-1
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ATTACHMENT 1
AIT CHARTER

ENCLOSURE 1

AUGMFNTED INSPECTION TEAM CHARTER

The general objectives of this AIT are to:

1. randnet a thorough and systemanc review of the ciraimarmanas surrounding the reactor
scram at Saleen Unit No.1 on April 7,1994 and the resulang loss of the prussuriser
steam bubble.

2. Assess the operators' acnons precedmg and subsequent to the reacsor scram. Develop
a sequence of events and events caunt factor analysis for the plant and operators' |

'

responses and human factors ===m='ad with the event. rm the expeceed plant
rver to the actual plant responses.

3. Renew the licensees event classification and notificanons for appropnate %w.

4 Assess the safety significance of the event and commusucase to the regional and
headquarters management the facts and safety concerns related to problem identified.

5. Exarmne the equipment failures and identify ===ammaad root causes.

6. Determme if any design vulnerabilities or definanaan exist that warrant prompt acnon.

7. Prepare a report documenting the results of this review for the Regmnal Adminiprator
within thirty days of the completion of the irmparaan.

Schedule:

The AIT shall be dispatched to Salem so as to arrive and commence the '----- ^ - on April 3,
1994. During the site pornon of the inspecnon resident and ciencal support is avadable.

Al-2
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ATTACHMENT 1
AIT CHARTER

ENCLOSURE 2

TEAM COMPOSITION

The assigned team members are as follows:

Team Manager: Wayne Hodges, DRS
Onsiac Team imeder: Robert Summers, DRP
Onsine Team Members: Steve Barr, DRP

Scott Stewan, DRS
Iarry Scholl, DRS
Wanen Lyon, NRR
Iqbal Ahmed. NRR
John Kauffman, AEOD
Richard Slooloowski, DRS *
Howard Rathbun, NRR

New Jersey State Observer Richard Pmney

* added later

i

Al-3
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AIT No. 272/94-80 Appendix I

ATTACHMENT 3
CONHRMATORY ACTTONIETTER

April 8,1994 I
i

Docist No. 50 272
IJoense No. DPR-70
CAL No.1-94-(X15

,

iMr. Steven E. Miltaiberger
Vice Presulent and Chief Nuclear Offiar
Pubbe Service Electnc and Gas Company

.

P.O. Boa 236
Hanaack's Bndge, New Jerwy 00038

Deer Mr. Mileenberger:

SUBJECT: CONFIRMATORY ACTION LEITER l-94 005 ,

On April 7 and 8,1994, in telephone diernesiaan, Williant Kane, Deputy Regional *

Ademinerator, infonned Mr. Joseph Hagan, Acting General Manager, Saleen Nacient Generanng
t

Station, of our dacimaa to dispeech an Augmented Inspecnon Team (AIT) tarevmw and evaluate
the circumstances and safety agm5cance of the Unit I reactor trip and safety ugecnon that
occurred on April 7,1994. The event was complex and may have involved persnanel error,
esparmant failure, or a combaatian of both. 'Ibe AIT was initiated bemuse of the aamplaney
of the event, the uncertamty of the root causes of sonne of the eaadisiane and espapmaat
problems annananmed during the event, concerns relanvc so the proper funceomag of engmeered
safety features, and possible genene impbcanons. The AIT, led by Mr. Robert Sununers of our
office, is e to com nence their activities at the Salem Nuclear Generanng Station on April
8, 1994. ,

la reapaa=* to our request, Mr. Hagan agreed to place Salem Unit 1 in a cold shutdown '

raadisian and maintam that candisian until the AIT acquired all the informatina needed for their
assessnent and was r::isfied that any necessary conective measures have or would be taken; and

that your staff would take actions to:

1. Assure that the AIT IAnder is cogmanat of, and agreds to, any remnmpnaa of activines
that involve the operaten, testag, nimineamanan repair, and surveillance of any
estuipment, including protection logic or associated components, which failed to properly
actuate in response to the reactor trip and safety indecnon(s) of April 7,1994.,

I

2. Assemble or otherwise make available for review by the AIT, all documentation
|

A3-1
1
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ATTACHMENT 3,

CONFIRMATORY ACTION LETTER

(in:luding analyses, assessments, reports, procedures, drawings, personnel trammg and
qualificanon records, and core) that have pertmence to the eqmpment
problems lendmg up to the reactor trip and safety inyecnon(s), and subsequent operator
rearanne and recovery acnons.

3. Annemble or otherwise make available for review by the AIT, all eqmpment, assemblies,
and components that were meanciaw with the problems marr=meared dunng the events
lendmg up to, and subsequent to the reactor trip and safety injecnon(s).

4. Make avadable for interview by the AIT, all% that were ==aae=W with, or have
information or knowledge that pertams to the problems encountered dunng the events
leadmg up to, and subsequent to the reactor trip and safety injecnon(s).

5. Gain my agreement prior to commenemg any plant startup.

Pursuant to Section 182 of the Atomic Enegy Act,42 U.S.C. 2232, and 10 CFR 2.204, you
are hereby required to:

1. Notify me immediately if your understandmg differs from that set forth above.

2. Notify me, if for any reason, you require mochficanon of any of these agreemmats.
:

In== mare. of this Cw'us-kuj Action latter does not preclude issuance of an Order formahams
the above commitments or regarms other accons on the part of the th, nor does it
preclude the NRC from taking enfoseement acnon if violanons of NRC regulatory requuements
are identified through the actions of the AIT. In addition, failure to take the acnons addressed
in the Cs.u'u --ny Action I. meter may result in enforcement acnon.

De reapa==== duected by this lesser are not subject to the clearance procedmes of the Of5ce of
Management and Budget as required by the Paperwork Reducnan Act of 1980, Pub. L. 96511.
In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practa," a copy of this louer will

!

be placed in the NRC Public Document Room. We appreciate your cooperation in this masser.
i

Sincerely,
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY:
William F. Kaas for:

Thomas T. Marun
Regional Adrmanstresor

|
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:

3 ATTACHMENT 3 t

CONFIRMATORY ACTION LETTER

cc:
J.J.Hagan, Acting General Manager - Salem Operations

!

C. Schaefer, Exte:nal Operanons - Nuclear, Delmarva Power & Light Co. *

S.14Bruna, Vice Presulent - Engmeerms
R. Hovey, General Manager - Hope Creek Operations
F. Thomson, Manager, I wenemg and Reigulation
R. Swanson, General Manager - QA and Nuclear Safety Review
J. Robb, Director, Joint Owner Affairs '

A. Tapert, Program A hku.wi
R. Fryling, Jr., Esquire
M. Wetterhahn, Esquire
P. J. Curham, Manager, Joint Generation Department,

Atlantic Electric Company
Naa- Advocate, Office of Consumer Advocate
William Conkhn, Public Safety Consultant, Lower Alloways Creek Township
K. Abraham, PAO (2)
Public Document Room (PDR)
local Public Document Room (LPDR)
Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
NRC Resident inspector
State of New Jersey

A3-3
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ATTACHMENT 4
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

DETAILED SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

Apn17.1994

Pre-tranaent initial conditions: Unit 1 power at 73%, rod control in manual.

0730 12A circulator out of service for waterbox clesmag.

1016 13B w% water pump emergency trip on s.c.." g screen differennel pressure;
13A,13B and 12B travelling scrests all clog and eventually go out of service.

1027 13A cuculatmg water pump trips on high screen dineruanal pressure.

1032 Unit 1 operatmg crew initiated a plant power reduchon from .,,, - ' y 650 M We
at 1% power per minute initially (up to this point, plant power had decreased from 800
MWe due to an increase in condann.r back pressure). Subsequently, operators increased
the reduccon rate to as high as 8% per minute.

1034 Operators attempt to restart 12A circulanng water pump; pump immediately trips due to
pump circuit breaker not being fully racked in.

1039 P-8 pernussive (runctor trip on low coolant flow in a magle loop) reest (blocked) at 36% !
reactor power, l

By this time, all circulanng water pumps except 12B have tnpped; 13A and 13B are
restarted, but by 10:46 they have tnpped again, leavmg 12B as the only cmadasor in
se m ce.

!

1043 P-10 permissive (power range low seapout reactor trip and intermediate range resceor
trip and rod stop) reset (remstalled) at 10% reactor power.

;

1

At about this time, the Nuclear ShiA Supervisor (NSS) directs the Reactor Operseor (RO)
at the rod control panel to go to the electrical distnbutaan panel to perform group bus
transfers.

1044 Turbine load at 80 MWe, RCS temperature at 531 degrees F. Iow-low T., bastalde
saprne Tedi Spec allowable value .;t. 541 degrees F, therefore low-low T., bissables
trip.

|

A4-1
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ATTACHMENT 4
SEQUENCE OF EVEN'IS

1045 The NSS begins to withdraw rods, and then the RO is duected by the NSS to return to
the rod control panel and withdraws rods to restore RCS temperature - rods pulled 35
steps, from step 55 to step 90 on control rod bank D.

1047 Reactor power mcreases from 7% to 25 % due to the outward rod motion - reactor trips
at 25% power range low serpoint. This is a " reactor startup" nuclear instrument (NI)
trip. 'Ihe NI ' intermediate range" 20% power rod stop and 25% power reactor trip d'i
not actuate.

1047 Automatic safety injection (SI) on high steam flow coincident with low-low T.,.. All
ECCS pumps start, ECCS flow paths functional, main feedwater regulating valves close.

No "first-out' alarm was received for the SI. SI signal received on SSPS logic channel
'A' only.

1049 Operators enter EOP-Trip 1 procedure.

1053 Operators manually initiate main feedwater isolation.

1058 Operators manually initiate main steam isolation (only 2 of 4 main steam isolation valves
closed at the time of the auto-initiation of SI).

Operators manually trip main feed pumps.

1100 Limnsee declamd an Unusual Event, based on: " Manual or Auto ECCS actuation with
discharge to vessel'

'
1105 EOP exit-step 36 duects w.;uis to reset SI; operator nonces SIlogic channel "B" was

already reset (indicated that "B" channel had not auto-initiated) and a flashing light on
the RP4 panel (indicated S! logic channel disagreement).

1118 Pressurizer PORVs (PR-1 and PR-2) subsequently periodically auto open on high
pressunzer pressure (indicated pressurtzer was filling to solid condition).

A4-2
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ATTACHMENT 4
SEQUENCE OF EVEN'IS

During recovery, steam generator atmospheric relief valves open several times to control
secondary temperature and pressure.

Number 11 and/or Number 13 steam generator safety valves cpen, causag RCS
cooldown (by this time T , had increased to about 552 degrees F). '!his indicated that
the steam generator atmosphenc relief valves were not properly controlhng presure.

1126 Second actual automatic safety injecoon - initiated by low pressunser pressure (Iow
presanser pressure trip setpoint= >1765 peig, allowable > =1755 peig). Law
pressunzer pressure due to RCS cooldown (due to steam generator code safety valve
going open).

Orand auto SI received on SSPS logic channel "B" only. Operators initiane a manual SI
just after auto SI, in response to the rapidly decrensag RCS pressure.

1141 While resettmg the second SI, operator nonces that RP4 panel lights indicate SI logic
channels in agreement (i.e., light no longer flashmg).

Technical Specification Action Statement (TSAS) 3.0.3 entered due to two blocked aute
SI trains.

1149 Pressunser relief tank (PRT) rupture disk ruptures (pressunser was either solid or nearly
solid after the first auto-initiated SI at 1047, and the second auto initiated SI resulted in
sufficient relief of RCS to the PRT to raise level and pressee until rupture disk blew).

1316 Alert declared. 'Ihis was done to ensure pmper technical staff was avalable. T 1ma-
staff r-W that TSAS 3.0.3 could not be met for inoperable SI logic ch====le The
operators were also concerned about how to properly ressort the pnesuriser to normal
pressure and level control from solid RCS conditions and wanted sufRcient engmeenng
support.

1336 'Ibe NRC entered the monitoring phase of the Normal Paepaa* Mode of the NRC
incident PP= Plan. NRC Region I activated and staffed their Inculent Pampana*
Center, with support provided by NRC headquaners p G.

1410 The Tarhaimt Support Center was staffed to assist control rooni operators with recovery
of normal RCS pressure and level control.

1511 Operators restore pressunzer bubble.

1630 Pressunser level restored to 50%, level control returned to auto. EOPs exited, IOP-6

A4-3
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ATTACHMENT 4
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

(Hot Standby to Cold Shutdown) procedure entered

1715 Plant cooldown initiated.

2020 Alert termmatart.

Apnl S.1994

0106 Mode 4 (Hot shutdown) entered.

!!24 Mode 5 (Cold shutdown) entered.

1

A4-4
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ATTACHMENT 5
IJST OF ACRONYMS

AIT Augmented faMaa Team
CDF core damage fmquency
CETPS core emit thermocouple pmcesang system
CW circulatmg water
DNBR depenure from nucleate bahng ratio

' EPRI Electric Power Research Institute
ESF engmeered safety features actuanon
FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report
GL genenc lener
IPE Individual Plant Evaluanon
LOCA loss of coolant accident
MPA multi-plant accon
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRR NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulanon
PRA probabilistic risk assessment
PRT pressurizer relief tank
PORV pressure operated relief valve
PR... PRI, PR2 are pressunzer PORVs; PR3 - PR5 are pressunser safety valves
RCP reactor coolant pump
RCS reactor coolant system
RHR residual heat removal
RVLIS Reactor Vessel level Indication System
RV reactor vessel
SCM subcooling margm
SER safety evaluanon report
SG steam generator
SI safety injecnon actuanon
SIS safay injecnon sysum
SSPS solid state protection system
SW servue water j

VCT volume control tank i

1
1

|

|
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ATTACHMEPrr 6
EXIT MEE11NG ATTENDEES

NAME TITLE

Nuclear Regulasary Commassen (NRC)

Iqbal Ahrnarf Semor Electncal Tig, NRR
Stephen Barr AIT Ammanne Team lander, Divimon of Reactor Projects (DRP)
M. Wayne Hodges Director, Divison of Reactor Safety (DRS)
John Kauffman Semor Reactor Systems Engmeer, AEOD
Warren Lyon Senior Reacsor Systems L.gi.w, NRR
Larry Scholl Reactor Emp , DRS
Richard Skokowsin Reactor rap-=r, DRS
J. Scott Stewart Reactor Engineer - F=ai=, DRS
Robert Summers AIT Team Imader, DRP
Edward Wenzinger Chief, Projects Branch No. 2, DRP

Public Servim Flar eric and Gas Comnany (PSE&G) .

R. Dougherty Senior Vice Pitsident - Electrical
J. Hagan Vice President, Nuclear Operations & General Manager, Salem

Operations
S.LaBnma Vice President, Nuclear Engineenng
S. Miltenberger Via President and Chief Nuclear Offiar
F. Thomas Manager, Nuclear Licensing

,

A6-1
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ATTACHMENT 7
RGURES

MGURE1 PORV Design Drawing-

MGURE2 RCS Pressure P-=M-

MGURE 3 Salem and Hope Creek CW and SW Iayout-

MGURE4 Salem CW Drawing-
i

MGURE 5 Salem SW Drawing
!

-

MGURE 6 Hope Creek SW Drawing-

!

!

,
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ENCLOSURE 2

0
- . -

Deparament of Emeronomental Protection and Energy
Div2sion of Environmental Safhty, Ilealth

Robert C. SNnn, Jr. : and Analydcal Programs
Commandoner a Radbudon P% Programs

CN 415una-
Trenton, N.J. 08625-0415

Tel (609) 987-6389 |Fax (609) 987-6390

May 20, 1994

Mr. James T. Wiggins, Acting Director
Division of Reactor Safety
U.S. Nuc7.sar Requistory a;ommission
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406

Dear Mr. Wiggins:

Subjects Sales Unit 1 Augmented Inspection Team

In accordance with the provisions of the July 1987 Memorandum
of Understanding between the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
and the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection and
Energy (DEPE), the DEPE is providing feedback regarding the April7, 1994 Alert at Salem Unit 1 and the subsequent NRC Augmented
Inspection Team (AIT). As you know, the New Jersey DEPE's Bureau
of Nuclear Engineering (BNE) observed part of the performance of
the AIT. In keeping with the spirit of the agreement between theDEPE and the NRC, the DEPE will not disclose its b=paction
observations to the public until the NRC releases its final AITreport.

This participation was especially valuable for our nuclearengineering staff. It allowed us to gain immediate understandingof the actual events and plant conditions leading to the Alert
declaration on April 7. This information has been shared with DEPEmanagement. Our representatives were impressed with the diligence
of the AIT members and their ability to expeditiously sift througha complex series of events. The AIT Team Leader was extremelycooperative and open to our representatives' questions and

All team members had inquisitive attitudes, allowing forconcerns.
effective information gathering from PSE&G and analysis within theteam,

growtweer u an t=iawnw
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1

We are continuing to review all available information
concerning the Alert. overall, the information we have seen is ;

consistent with our observations of the AIT. The May 10, 1994
internal memorandum from Mr. Martin, NRC Regional Administrator, to
Mr. Taylor, NRC Executive Director of Operations, clearly
described the chain of events and the results of the operator
interviews. We have two specific subjects we have not seen

iaddressed in the information made available to date and we have one
general concern.

First, the NRC and PSE&G have stated that spurious high steam I

flow signals have been experienced before at Salem Unita 1 and 2.
We understand that other Westinghouse units have experienced this *

problem as well. We are concerned that these past spurious signals
have not been shared within the industry or if it was shared, there
may be a wea): ness in PSE&G's ability to evaluate industry
experience. If the AIT is not assessing this matter, we recommend
follow-up through the inspection process. '

2

second, following the first safety injection on April 7,
operators reported that trouble alarms were received on all three ,

'

diesel-generators and an urgent trouble alarm was received on one I
of the diesel-generators. An SRO was dispatched to the diesel-
generators. He found all diesels operating properly and reset the

;alarm which was attributed to low starting air pressure. We i

recognise this is unrelated to the events that led to the |

declaration of the Alert. However, it may indicate that a problem
exists with the diesel-generators that operators have learned to
cope with. Certainly, responding to an urgent trouble alars in an
emergency situation is a distraction that should be avoided.

Third, our general concern involves an apparent inoonsistency
in stataments made by NRC senior management and the results of the
previous two SALP periods. MRC has expressed concern with long-standing cultural and equipment problems at Sales Units 1 and 2.
The results of the previous SALP reports are not consistent with
these observations. In fact the latest SALP -

We are concerned over the effe d.- t indiostes somei-,. - - --t . eness of the SALP
process to refloat the true assessment of this utility's

; performance. Perhaps we could discuss this issue at an appropriatetime.

1

NUREC/CR-4674,Vol 22 1.23-76
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I
If you have any questions, please contact me at

,

(609) 987-2189.

ly,

i

Anthon J. McMahon ng
Acting Assistant D '

,

Radiation Protection Element,
DEPE

os Kent Tosch, Manager, DEPE
Dave chawaga, sIO, NRC

Attachment DEPE/NRC MOU

i

|

l

|
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!' '% NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
i I naoxusI
e, sei eama avenue
N, mine se e=ussia es=mertvaassa iones

Richere T. Dowling, Ph.D., P.E.
Cometssioner
Department of Environmental

Protection
401 East State street
CN 402
Trenton, New Jersey 04425

Dear Caseissioner Dowling:

This letter is to confirm the general agreement reached as the result of our '

meetings with Dr. Berkowitz and his staff re0ercing the surveillance of the
nuclear power plants operating in New Jersey. Ouring those meetings we agreed
that there was a need to have a more formal way of coordinating MAC and State )

activities related to plant operations and that the Department of Enytronmental
Protection's Bureau of Nuclear Engineering (SNE) will be the int'erface with the
NRC on a day-to-day basis.

j
;The areas aderessed by this letter are
|

|

1. State attendence at NAC meetings with licensees relative !to Itcensee performance, including; enfan:eeent conferences. '

plant inspections and licensing actions.

2. NRC and SNE exchanges of inferisation regarding plant con-
ditions or events that have the potential for or are of
safety significance.

We agree that New Jersey efficials any attend. as observers, NRC enforcement
conferences ane MAC meeti s with itsensees, inclueing Systematic Assessment of
Licensee Performance (5 ALP reviews, wtth respect te nuclear power plants
operating in New Jersey (PSE40, SPUN). We shall give timely nettfication to
the SNE of such meetings, including the issues espected to be addressed.
Although I de not espect such cases to arise freeuently, we must reserve the
right to close any enforcement conference that deals wtth highly sensitive
safeguares metecial er information that is the subject of an engeing investi-

gattenbytheNRCOfficeofInvestigation(01)latoryaction.
where the premature disclosure

of infersatten could jeopardise effective regu In such cases, we
would brief you or your staff after the enforcement conference and would
expect the State to maintain the confidentiality of the briefing.

With regard to MAC inspections at nuclear power plants in New Jersey, we agree
that the SNE staff may accompany NRC inspectors to observe f aspections. To the ;

extent practicaole, NRC will advise the. State sufficiently in advance of our |inspections such that State inspectors can make arrangements to attend. In |order to ssure that these inspections are effective and meet eur mutual nases6 ;
I suggest ths f all;, win 0 Guioellnesi~~'~ ' ~ ~

NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22 1.23-78
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1. The State of New Jersey will make arrangements with the
Ifconsee to have New Jersey participants in NRC inspec*
tions trained and beeged at each nuclear plant for
unescorted access in accorcance with utility reovirements.

2. The State will give NRC adestate prior notification when
planning to accompany NRC inspectors on inspections.

3. Prior to the release of MRC inspection reports, the State
will exercise Ciscretion in disclosing to the public its I

observations during inspections. When the conclusions or
i

observations made by the New Jersey participants are sub- !

stantially different free these of the NRC inspectors,
New Jersey will make their observations available in
writing to the NRC and the licensee. It is understood
that these communications will become publicly available
along with the NRC inspection report 6.

With regard to comununications, we agree to the following:
,

1. The NRC shall transmit technical information to BNE relative
to plants within New Jersey concerning operations, design,
external events, etc.; for issues that alther have the potential
for or are of safety significance,

2. The NRC shall transmit all Preliminary Notifications related
to nuclear plant operations for New Jersey facilities to the
BNE routinely.

3. The SNE shall communicate to the NRC any concern or question
regarding plant conditions or events, and any State information
about nuclear power plants.

Please let me know if these agreements are satisfactory to you.

Sincerely ~,

d.7 - Mb
W1111am T. Russell
Regional Administrator

I.23-79 NUREGICR 4674,Vol 22
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p%S. umTro sTAtts ENCLOSURE 3i .
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION' y a

E REG 80NI
4 % 475 ALLENDALE ROAD

% KING of PRUSSIA, PENNsYLVAMA 194081415

Docket No. 50-272 g 2 41994

Mr. Anthony J. McMahon
Acting Assistant Duector

! Padi=rian Protecten Element
State of New Jersey Departmenta

of Environmental Fi&Gon and Energy
CN 415

'

Trenton, NJ. 08625 0415
i

Dear Mr. McMahon:

SURIECT: CORRESPONDENCE DATED MAY 20,1994 REGARDING SALEM
UNIT 1 AUGMENTED INSPECTION TEAM

'Ibe purpose of this letter is to thank you for forwardmg the assessment of the AIT activities that
were observed by your representatives and to address the concerns you raise in the subject letter.
We were pleased with the generally favorable remarks you made regardmg the conduct of the
AIT.

J

Your letter provided three issues for our consideration, which you did not believe were being
addressed at the time of the AIT. You are correct in that the AIT did not address these issues.i
Our plans are outlined below,

i Your first issue addressed past industry expenence related to spunous high steam flow signals
and ratsed a concern about PSE&G's ability to evaluate such industry experience. In reply, the
AIT did not assess this issue duectly. Also, while the PSE&G iPt investigation did4

i address operanns expenence f*k no =====at of this specific issue was made.
Therefore, NRC will follow up on this issue during a future inspar nan and will ensure that the4

findings are d~~ated in an inspection report. More scoerally, the AIT findmg i+J-g the
vulnerability of the high steam flow instruments is being reviewed by NRC management for;

i possible generic communications to the industry.

'

Your second. issue addressed the trouble and urgent trouble alarms received on the emergency
diesel generstor (EDG) following the first safety injection actuation on April 7,1994, and raised
two concerns s .iding: operators learmng to cope with existing problems; and, distracnon ofs
operasors by nuisance alarms during emergency situanons. In reply, the AIT did not g= T- ally
review the causes of the EDG alarms. 'Ibe alarms were investigated by the licensee and the
findags of that investigation were docussed with the NRC. The cause of the urgent trouble
alarm was a defective air receiver outlet low pressure switch, which was replaced. 'lhe cause(s)
of the other trouble alarms was not identified; but, additional future anonitoring of these alarms,

during EDG starts is planned. Future NRC mspections will evaluate the licensee efforts to
identify the specific cause(s) of the trouble alarms. Regarding your concern about operators

,

NUREGICR-4674,Vol 22 I.23-80
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Mr. Anthony J. McMahon 2

. learning to cope with existing problems, the AIT does address this issue for different n==pla
of preexisting equipment prnhiame. This matter will be followed up as a result of the AIT
findags. Regarding your other concern about the poenmaal dem=r*iaa of apermaars denng
einergency naarii'iana, NRC agrees that this should be avonded, if possdde. Our view is that
all inchcators, including alarms, should bc ===imari to be conect and appropnately :=paariari
to. If the alanung condition is subsequently found to be defective, then appropnses conecave
accons should be taken. In this case, corrective actions have been taken for the urgent troulde
alarm. If future testing id=hnan the cause(s) of the other nouble alanns, we will ensuse
appropnase correenve accons by the haraw are taken.

Your finalissue addressed a percepnon involving an apparent taanammi'acy in ==a====*= made
by NRC semor management regarding "long-standing cultural and egmpmaar problems at Salem
Units 1 and 2,* and the results of the previous two SAIJs. 'Ibe NRC renews hasases
performance on a connaual basis. This is mana-phetari through SAIS, timough rounae
aanmawames in support of NRC Senior "-- ,, Meenngs and through saaparmana 'Ihe
SAIJ, by its nature is a very broad and p.f- -- : '- ' ananammaat, but is focused on
perfonnance observed during the SALP period. The anael-aan drawn in the SAIJs were
based on informanon gathered during their respective SALP penods. Recent NRC fhuhngs,
including the AIT findings, and diecussians by NRC manage ==aar are factors that are canadered
in our current assessment. These findings, as well as other indonnanon that NRC maang===t
gathers through ineparnaa and lia-a '-- activities and maangamant revaews that occur
pd.sc.lly, are all appropnately canadered in the connomal NRC assessment of. i- =

We would expect to include the results of our current mana===ane in the next SAIJ report We
understand how your review of the past SAIE reports can lead to the puoignon you developed.
Although inftequent, it is not imaamman that we would also see differences between past SAIS
=======*=en and current perfonnance of liamae== 'Ihose differences have typumuy asmiend
either inun i. T ... changes in the licensee's processes or organizanon, or from mese defined
anaghts gained by us through our ongosag programs. In the case of Salen, I suggest both
caren=armaaas were at work. If you would like to discuss this process further, we would be glad
to do so.

Both this lener and your lener, dated May 20,1994, will be enclosed with the armamminal lesser
forwanhng the results of the AIT inspartiaa to PSEAG. In accontence with the provision of
the MOU between NRC and the State of New Jersey, both these leners will be placed in the
Pubhc Docenent Room.

Once again, thank you for your a-t and observations. If you have any quesnoes, please
contact me at (610) 337-5080 or Mr. Edward Wenzinger at (610) 337 5225.

Sincerely,

~
.

J T.Wi , Acang Duector
Division of Reactor Safety

i

!
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On December 14,1994, at 0026 PST. with Unit 1 and Unit 2 in Mode 1 (Power
Operation) at 100 percent power, both units experienced reactor trips. Both units were
stabilized in Mode 3 (Hot Standby) in accordance with plant emergency procedures. A
four-hour, non-emergency report was made at 0131 PST in accordance with 10 CFR
50.72(b)(2)(ii). |

The reactor trips were due to an undervoltage on the auxiliary power bus that provides
power to the reactor coolant pumps. The undervoltage condition was due to a system
disturbance external to the PG&E system. 1

Due to the circumstances of the event, no corrective actions were deemed necessary.
However, the Western System Coordinating Council, a utility coordination group
composed of the eleven western states and British Columbia that are interconnected
through the 500 kV Pacific intertie, will study the transient and a formal report should
be available in several months, if PG&E determines that any corrective actions are
necessary as a result of this final report, a supplement to this LER will be issued.

I.24-3 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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1. Plant Candicans |

Unit 1 and Unit 2 were in Mode 1 (Power Operation) at 100 percent power. I

i
N. Desensten af Prehism

A. Summery t

,

On December 14,1994, at 0026 PST, with Unit 1 and Unit 2 in Mode 1 at
,

100 percent power, both units experienced reactor trips (A8)(RCT] due to a
{12 kV auxiliary power system (reactor coolant pump (RCP) [A81|P) feeder
ibus (EAlI8Uj) undervoltage. The units were stabilized in Mode 3 (Hot
1

Standby) in accordance with plant emergency procedures. A four-hour, non- |

emergency report was made at 0131 PST in accordance with
:10 CFR 50.72(b)(2)(ii). ' t

I
B. Background i

PG&E has transmission systems operating at several voltage levels. The
|

Dime Canyon Power Plant (DCPP) is connected to the 230 kV system [FK) ;
for aartup and standby power and to the 500 kV system IFK) for ;

trcamiseion of the plant's power output. The 500 kV system is further i

connected through the 500 kV Pacific Intertie to the Westem Systems !
Coordinating Council (WSCC) network covering the eleven westem states
plus British Columbia.

The DCPP electrical systems generate and transmit power to the high-
voltage (500 kV) system, distribute power to the auxiliary loads, and provide
control, protection, instrumentation, and annunciation power supplies for the -

units.
j

FSAR Update Section 15.3.4, " Complete Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant
!

Flow,' states that a reactor trip on RCP bus undervoltage is provided to
e,

protect against conditions that can cause a loss of voltage to all RCPs, i.e.,
loss of offsite power. In addition, a reactor trip on low primary coolant loop
flow is provided to protect against loss-of-flow conditions that affect only 7

;
one RCP and also serves as a backup to the undervoltage trip. i

C. Event Descripton

'.
On December 14,1994, prior to 0026 PST, the PG&E 500 kV system
configuration was normal, except for one section of 500 kV line that had its ,

backup relays in service (the primary relays were out-of-service for testing).i

|
At 0026 PST a 500 kV network fault and system separation occurred in

ines m aec
t
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Idaho. The fault / separation voltage surge affected Nevada, Arizona,
Southern California, and Northem California.

On December 14,1994, at 0026 PST, with Unit 1 and Unit 2 in Mode 1
(Power Operation) at 100 percent power, both units experienced reactor
trips due to RCP bus feeder undervoltage. Uconsed picnt operators in the
control room (NA) responded in accordance with established emergency
procedures, confirmed the reactor trip, verified proper engineered safety
features (ESF) actuations, and initiated manual actions to stabilize the units

;

in Mode 3 (Hot Standby). At this time, the instrument AC uninterruptable j

power supply common trouble alarm annunciated.

At approximately 0027 PST, a unit trip automatically initiated and all 12 and
4 kV buses, except 4 kV vital Bus 1-F, transferred to startup power. Vital
Bus 1-F was paralleled to both the auxiliary power system and its associated
diesel generator (DG 1-3)lEKl[DGl for routine surveillance testing at the time
of the event, and upon receipt of the automatic bus transfer signal, DG 13
picked up the bus load as per design (i.e., auxiliary power breaker opened).
At approximately the same time, DG 1-1 and 2-2 started automatically, and,
per design, all containment fan cooler units (CFCU), except CFCU 15,
started.

l
l

in response to the reactor trip, both units experienced reactor coolant
system temperature decreases. A centrifugal charging nump was started for
Unit 1 and the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater (AT' pumps [BAllTRB)[P] '

were throttled for both units. The RCS temperature recovered following
these activities. Unit 1 reached 520 *F prior to recovery and Unit 2 reached
525 *F prior to recovery.

At approximately 0100, a manual transfer of vital Bus 1-F to startup power
was attempted. During the manual transfer to startup power, the DG 1-3
tripped on phase-A nvercurrent and DG 1-3 was declared inoperable.

Also, at approximately 0100, Unit 1 normal letdown could not be re-
established due to the failure of valve 1-LCV-460 to open, and excess
letdown was placed in service,

in addition, at approximately 0100, a loss of vacuum was experienced on
Unit 1. The condenser air ejectors were realigned and the condenser
vacuum pump was started.

A four-hour, non-emergency report was made at 0131 PST in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.72(b)(2)(ii).

At 0345 PST, excess letdown was removed from service and normal
letdown was re-established.

seeanessac
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At 0428 PST, due to continuing decreasing condenser vacuum, the Unit 1
main steam isolation valves were shut and the vacuum was broken.

D. Insporehls Structures. Components, or Systems that Cent:6sted to the Event

Prior to the system disturbance, the PG&E 500 kV system configuration was
normal, except for one section of 500 kV that had its backup relays in
.,vrvice (the primary relays were out'of-service for testing).

E. Dates and Appresimete Times for Idejer Occumacos

1. December 14,1994, at 0026 PST: Event / Discovery Date:
Automatic unit trip initiated
following 500 kV system
disturbance.

2. December 14,1994, at 0131 PST: A four-hour, non-emergency - ,

report was made to the
NRC in accordance with
10CFR50.72(b)(2)(ii).

F. Other Systems or Secondary Functions Affected

.

1. Diesel Generator 1-3

DG 1-3 testing was in progress at the time of the reactor trip. After
the reactor trip, DG 13 was observed to be providing power to Bus F.
During the manual attempt to transfer Bus F to startup power, an A-
phase overcurrent tripped the feeder bredker. The cause of the
overcurrent trip is being investigated and if any valid failures are
identified, a separate special report will be submitted.

2. Letdown isolation

Letdown isolated as required, but 1-LCV-460 could not be re-opened.
Excess letdown was placed in service until the failure to re-open 1-
LCV-460 could be investigated. The valve was subsequently opened
using the control board switch following operators exercising valve
position switches locally at the valve. The position switches were
adjusted and the valve tested satisfactorily.

3. Loss of Vacuum

A loss of vacuum was experienced on Unit 1 approximately 30
minutes into the event. The air ejectors were realigned and the

i--- one
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NASH vacuum pump was started. Subsequent investigation
determined that there was leakage through two moisture separator j

heater relief valves. The open relief valves were successfully |

ressated prior to retuming Unit 1 to power operations. |

4. Instrument AC Uninterruptable Power Supply Trouble Alarm

|Instrument AC uninterruptable power supply 2-2 exponenced a fai'ad
AC input. The failure was due to a previously documented rectifier |
control boe' d sensitivity to voltage transients. The rectifier, as an |r
equipment protection design feature, shuts down during voltage
transients of 30 percent below and 20 percent above nomenal. To
reset the control board, the ac input breaker was cycled open and
closed.

G. Method of Diocevery

The event was immediately apparent to plant operators due to alarms and |
indications received in the control room. I

H. Operster Actions

Licensed plant operators in the control room responded in accordance with j

established emergency procedures. confirmed the reactor trip, verified proper !
ESF actuations, and initiated manual actions to stabilize the units in Mode 3. |

!

Approximately G minutes after the trip, plant operators secured the turbine- |
driven AFW pump for each unit in accordance with Emergency Procedure
EOP E-0.1, " Reactor Trip Response," in response to an RCS pressure and

,

temperature decrease. This manuel action was successful in stopping the l

cooldown and recovering the RCS pressure.
|

1. Safety System Responess I

1. The reactor trip breakers (JC)(BKR) opened.

2. The main turbine [TAl[TRB) tripped (turbine stop valves closed).
|

3. The control rod drbe mechanism (AAl(DRIV) allowed the control rods to I

drop into the core. j

4. The motor-driven AFW pumps and the turbine-driven AFW pump started
automatically and delivered water to all steam generators as required.

tecessansac
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5. DGs 1-1 and 2-2, due to light bus loading conditions, started on,

momentary bus undervoltage but, by design, did not close on their 4 kV
bus since startup power was available. '

,

,

i 6. All CFCUs, except for CFCU 1-5, started as expected on transfer to
| startup power. An investigation determined that the low speed twnmg

relay failed on CFCU 1-5. The relay was replaced arid the CFCU tested
; satisfactorily. '

;

! Bl. Camas of the Prdlem

0
A. luunediste Cause

i

: As a result of a transient on the 500 kV system, the Unit 1 and Unit 2 RCP
feeder buses experienced undervoltage, resulting in the initiation of a reactor
trip signal.

)

B. fleet Cause

The event was due to a 500 kV system disturbance due to a transmission
line fault external to the PG&E system.

IV. Analrasof theEvent

A reactor trip from 100 percent power is a previously analyzed FSAR Update,
Chapter 15, Condition || event. The reactor protection system (RPS) responded as
designed and initiated a reactor trip on low RCP bus voltage. The units were
stabilized in Mode 3. Due to the momentary nature of the transient, and the
availability of the standtiv ?30 kV system power supply, the RCPs remained in
operation throughout the ovent.

1

At the time of the reactor trip, Unit 2 was operating with a known fuel defect. |
Prior to the unit trip, RCS dose equivalent iodine (DEI) activity was below 0,1
micro-curie / gram (uc/g). After the reactor trip, the RCS DEI activity peaked at 0.g
uc/g approximately 4 hours after shutdown. Subsequent samples taken after
shutdown showed declining RCS DEI activity. The low value of the DEI spike and

i

short duration indicates no further fuel degradation due to the trip. The conditions
of the fuel and the absence of primary to secondary leakage supported restart of
Unit 2 as soon as practical (i.e., the fuel condition was not viewed as a constraint).
An iodine spike is anticipated during restart, but it will not be as high as the spike
after the trip. Therefore, the restart would not be expected to exceed the steady-

;
state Technical Specification limit.

An engineering evaluation was performed with regard to the voltage transients
experienced by the plant equipment. Based on the voltage plots recorded for Unit
2, a momentary overvoltage condition, lastmg less than one second, was

1

100EM
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exponenced prior to the reactor trip.* The magnitude of the overvoltage c>mdition
was fouM to be within industry standards for all potentially affected equipment.

Initial concerns were raised that thu coidown was higher then expected for both
units. After a review of previous reactor trip data, PG&E determined that the plant
cooldowns were consistent with several post unit trips. An invesDgetion
concluded that the cocidown was due to a combination of AFW flow and, to a
lessor extent, to steam dump operation due to controls sensitivity (a cooldown
factor above 543 Y only). In addition, Unit 1 exponenced a larger cocidown
because Unit I was aligned as the normal source for common unit auxihery steam.

The health and safety of the pubhc were not affected by these everits.

V. Consense Aeneas

A. bumediate Conectwo Actens

Electrical equipment inspections were performed before allowing the plant to
restart. No evidencs of any adverse effects was found.

B. Conectwo Actions to Present flessnenes

No corrective actions were deemed necessary since the RPS performed its
intended function.

The WSCC will study the transient and a formal report should be available in
several months. If PG&E determines that any corrective actions are
necessary as a result of this final report, then PG&E will submit a
supplement to this LER.

In addition, as a prudent measure, PG&E is evolusting the RCS cooldown to
determine if there are any lessons to be loomed and whether operational
enhancements can be made to provide better RCS temperature control
duri >g plant transients.

VI. Addmenellnfennenen

A. Feind Components

None.

B. Pronous LElts en simier Problems

LER 187-004-00, " Reactor Trip on Low Reactor Coolant Pump Bus Voltage Due
|

to a 500 kV System theturbance." On March 15,1987, with Unit 1 in Mode 1, a l

reactor trip occurred when en airpione crashed into the Diablo Canyon Castes 500

sessenesse
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kV transmission line approximately 50 miles from the plant site. At the time of
the event, Unit 1 main generator voltage regulation was in manual control,
awaiting adjustments. The root cause of the reactor trip was the inability of the
unit to withstand a major 500 kV voltage transient with the main generator
voltage regulation in manual control. Based on the circumstances of the event, no
corrective actions were deemed necessary. For the present event, the voltage
regulation was in automatic mode and the plant responded as expected to the
external system disturbance. Therefore, lessons learned from the 1987 event
could not have prevented the present event.

,

museusc
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on August 3, 1994, at 1122 hours, an autcenatic Pri.aary Containment Isolation Control
System (PCIS) group 5 actuation occurreo during performance of the Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling (RCIC) System quarterly surveillance test. The actuation resulted in the closing
of the RCIC turbine steam supply isolation valves. This caused the RCIC system to become
inoperable. The isolation respited frcen a high steam flow isolation signal.
Investigation revealed the direct cause for the isolation signal was the governor control
valve failed to respond to the control system demand due to valve binding. Purther
investigation into the cause of the control valve binding determined the fulcrum dowel
pins were not properly aligned. Subsequent investigation determined the maintenance
procedure did not provide sufficient guidance regarding alignment of the douel pins.
Utilising guidance provided in the vendor tee.hnical manual, the valve was rebuilt and
properly aligned. The unmintenance procedure will be revised to included adequate guidance
for dowel pin alignment. During post work testing on August 5, 1994, the turbine had been
running for approximately fifteen (15) minutes when the turbine speed began to oscillate.
At this time, oil began to spray frous the governor end bearit,g cover, oil level on the
coupling end bearing housing dropped below the sight glass level and oil was observed on
the skid. The turbine was manually tripped at this time to investigate the cause of these
problems. Se cause for the oil level change was determined to be due to air becoming
entrained in the oil. Vents were added to the oil sump and system oil pressure was
reduced to correct the problem. His event occurred during plant operation while at 100
percent reactor power. Se reactor modo selector switch was in the RUN position. The
Reactor vess<si (RV) pressure was approximately 1030 poig with RV temperature at
saturation. De RCIC System was returned to operable status on August 12, 1994 Se High
Pressure Coolant Injection System was operable during the period the RCIC was inoperable,

asa:ansas er
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REASON FOR SUPPLEMENT

This supplemental report includes the results of the root cause investigation regarding
the improper alignment of the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) turbine steam governor

i

control valve fulcrum alignment pins. The investigation had not been completed when the
initial report was submitted.

BACKGROUND

The Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System turbine steam supply piping is equipped
with differential pressure sensors (DPIS 1360-1A and -1B) that provide a steam line break
detection function. A high steam flow signal in one or both logic channels functions to
close the RCIC turbine steam supply piping isolation valves to limit the release of steam
if a break in the RCIC Turbine steam supply piping occart. The Group 5 portion of the
Primary Containment Isolation Control System (PCIS) closes the RCIC turbine steam supply
valves MO-1301-16 and -17 and initiates an automatic RCIC turbine trip when an isolation
signal is present. I

EVENT DESCRIPTION ;

i
On August 3, 1994, at 1122 hours, an automatic Primary Containment Isolation Control '

System (PCIS) group 5 actuation occurred during performance of surveillance procedure
8.5.5.1, Rev. 36, " Reactor. Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) Pump Operability Flow Rate and
Valve Test at approximately 1000 psig." The actuation resulted in the closure of RCIC
turbine steam isolation valves MO-1301-16 and 17 due to a high steam flow signal. The
RCIC turbine tripped when MO-1301 16 and 17 closed. RCIC was declared inoperable and
Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) A94 176 was entered. The NRC Operations Center was
notified at 1204 hours per 10CFR50.72.B.2.ti for the RCIC isolation (Engineered Safety
Feature (ESF) actuation), and per 10CFR50.72.B.2.iii for the RCIC system being inoperable.
Problem Report (PR) 94.9313 was issued to document the group 5 PCIS isolation, and
PR94.9314 was issued to document oil identified on the turbine skid.

This event occurred during plant operation while at 100 percent reactor power. The
reactor mode selector switch was in the RUN position. The Reactor Vessel (RV) pressure
was approximately 1030 psig with RV temperature at saturation.

ROOT CAUSE

Subsequent investigation determined the cause for the high stown flow signal to be binding
of the RCIC turbine steam governer control valve (H0-1301-159). Investigation into the
binding of the governor control valve determined the direct cause to be improper alignment !of the control valve fulcrum alignment pins. The alignment pins were not fully seated in
the alignment holes. Investigation into the improperly aligned fulcrum dowel pins
detennined the root cause to be an inadequate m&intenance procedure. Maintenance
Procedure 3.M.4-78. Rev. O, "RCIC Turbine 5-year Preventive Maintenance Inspection", does
not provw .fficient guidance for proper alignment of the fulcrum dowel pins during
governor control valve reassembly. The root cause investigation also identified that the

,

dowel pins are not shown on Terry Turbine Drawing No. E4747 (our Drawing No. 2059-12-6). |The governor control valve was supplied by Terry Turbine Company as a part of the turbine !
unit.

. - . .
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At approximately 0400 hours on 8/5/94, the RCIC system was started for post work test ~
(PWT) using procedure 8.5.5.11, Rev. O, " Manual Start of the RCIC Turbine for Maintenance
Activity", followed by the operability surveillance procedure 8.5.5.1, Revt 36. During
the post work testing evolution, the turbine had been running for approximately fifteen
(15) minutes when turbine speed began to oscillate. At this time, oil began to spray from
the governor end bearing cover, oil level on the coupling end bearing housing decreased
below the sight glass level and oil was observed on the skid. The turbine was manually
tripped at this time to investigate the cause of these problems. Based on discussions
with the vendor (Dresser Rand) and troubleshooting observations, the cause for the oil
level changes was due to air becoming entrained in the system lubricating oil. The air |
fonned a bubble in the drain line from the governor end bearing, preventing the oil from '

properly draining, resulting in an increase in be,aring oil level. Since the oil was not
fully draining from the governor end bearing, the major source of oil to the sump and oil
pump was from the coupling end Maring. This resulted in a lower oil level in the
coupling end bearing. Dresser Rand stated the most probable cause was the pumping action
of the turbine mechanical trip disk which aerated the oil; however, other sources such as
pump suctica piping leaks could have been the cause.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

The governor control valve was rebuilt, properly aligned using the alignment pins, and
'
;

successfully post work tested on August 5, 1994. Maintenance Procedure 3.M.4-78, Rev. O,
will be revised to include guidance from the vendor technical manual for alignment of the
dowel pins during governor control valve reassembly. A Document Change Notice will be
issued to revise Drawing 2059-12-6, "RCIC Turbine Longitudinal Drawing", to include the
dowel pins which currently are not shown.

Several actions were taken to identify the source of the entrained air. These actions
included sealing the joints on the oil pump saction tubtag followed by replacement with
piping to eliminate any potential sources of air in-leakage at the pump r.uction.
Verification of oil level was performed to ensure the oil was not being agitated / aerated
by the pumping action of the trip disk, and the oil was replaced with oil of the type used
prior to RF09 to identify if the new oil was the cause of the foaming. The oil pump was
also replaced and a new oil pump (regulator) relief valve was installed. A vent line was
installed on the governor end and coupling end bearing oil drain return lines to the oil
sump. After each of these actions RCIC was operated, and in each case the same symptoms
occurred approximately 15 to 20 minutes into the test run, with the exception of the
initial run following installation of a temporary vent line on the governor end bearing
oil return drain line to the nil sump. This installation was temporary for testing
purposes, and it contained non-Q parts. During this test run tygon tubing was still
connected to the ti.ermocouple wells on the bearing oil drain lines. These served two
purposes: first, it allowed a path for the entrapped air to vent from and also allowed
obserystion of the entrained air phenomenon as it occurred. From these observations,
during a test run of the turbine, it was noted that at turbine speeds less than rated
(4500 rps) the oil aeration could be significantly reduced and even stopped. When the
permanent vent assembly was installed, the tygon tubing was removed and the thermocouples
were replaced. The subsequent test failed. The vent path provided by the tyeon tubine

I.25-5 WREGCR-4674, vel 22
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appeared to have contributed to the successful test run with the temporary vent assembly
installed on the governor end bearing oil drain line. A permanent vent line assembly was i

also installed on the coupling end bearing drain line. Subsequent testing indicated the
aeration and foaming of the oil had minimal improvement.

011 discharge pressure is proportio.ial to turbine speed as the pump is driven from the
turbine shaft through a worm gear arrangement. In addition, there is a relief / pressure
control valve which is adjusted to maintain proper system operating pressure. Based on i
observation from testing and concurrence from the turbine manufacturer, the relief valve 1

setpoint was reduced from 12-15 psig to 8-10 psig with significant results. With the
slightly reduced header pressure oil aeration was significantly reduced with no adverse '

effect on turbine operation. This condition is believed to be inherent in the design of |

the system. It had gone undetected because it requires at least fifteen (15) minutes of |
continuous operation at rated speed, flow and pressure to manifest itself. Surveillance
testing, although routinely performed at these operating parameters, rarely lasted fifteen ,

<

minutes. In addition, review of historical plant computer data indicates that when RCIC i
was actually called upon by Operations personnel, it was typically run at less than rated
speed which would result in oil pressure less than 12 psig. Operability testing was :
performed and the RCIC System was returned to operable status on August 12, 1994, at 0320.
Any further evaluation regarding the oil aeration is being addressed as part of our ;

operating experience program review of Information Notice 94-84, " Air Entrainment in Terry
Turbine Lubricating 011 System".

I
REQUEST FOR ENFORCEMENT DISCRETION ;

On August 10, 1994, Boston Edison Company requested (Ref. BEco Ltr. 94-086) the NRC to
exercise enforcement discretion in granting a one time out-of-service (005) extension of
the RCIC System Technical Specification 3.5.0.2 from 7 days to 14 days. The extension
provided needed additional time to implement corrective actions to restore the RCIC system

ito Operable status. |

The request for a 14 day out-of-service (005) reflected the Standard Technical
Specification allowed RCIC system 00S time, and is consistent with Boston Edison Company's
June 9, 1994 (Ref. BEco Ltr. 94 068) proposed Technical Specification change submittal
that would increase Pilgrim's RCIC 005 time from 7 to 14 days.

'The NRC granted enforcement discretion verbally on August 10, 1994 and documented it in an
NRC letter dated August 12, 1994. On August 11, 1994, repairs to the RCIC System were i

completed and satisfactorily post work tested. Operability testing was satisfactorily |
conducted in accordance with Procedure 8.5.5.1 and the RCIC System was returned to
operable status on August 12, 1994, at 0320 hours and the enforcement discretion was
terminated.

I
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OTHER ACTION TAKEN

The high steam flow trip setpoint was set conservatively low at Pilgrim Station. On
August 3,1994, the negative trip for differential pressure sensors DPIS 1360-1A and -1B
was removed in accordance with PDC-94-06 and the positive trip was changed from 105 inches
to 180 inches of water pressure and incorporated in revision 21 of procedure 8.M.2-2.6.1,
"RCIC Steam Line High Flow." Although this action would not have precluded this event, it |
will help to preclude future spurious high steam flow trips.

SAFETY CONSEQUENCES

This event posed no threat to the public health and safety.
IThe group 5 high steam flow isolation is designed to mitigate the consequences of a break

in the RCIC system turbine steam supply line. The automatic closing of the RCIC turbine
steam supply isolation valves prevents excessive loss of reactor coolant and the release
of significant amounts of radioactive materials from the nuclear system process barrier if |

a pipe break occurs. For this event, no break in the RCICS turbine steam line occurred.

The High Pressure Coolant injection System was operable during the period the RCICS was |
inoperable as required by Technical Specifications.

This report is submitted in accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv) because the PCIS
actuation was not a planned part of the surveillance test. This report is also submitted
in accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(v)(D) because the RCIC system became inoperable.

SIMILARITY TO PREVIOUS EVENTS

A review was conducted of Pilgrim Station Licensee Event Reports (LERs) submitted since
January 1984. The review was focused on LERs submitted in accordance with
10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv) involving a siallar group 5 isolation due to high steam flow signals.
The review identified LER 91-001-00, LER 93-007 01 and LER 93-021-00.

LER 91-001 00 reported an event on January 25, 1991, at 0956 hours and at 1407 hours,
involving an automatic closing of valves MO-1301-16 and -17 during a surveillance test.
The cause was a sensed RCIC turbine steam supply line high flow condition. The high steam
flow condition occurred due to a failed transistor in the system's turbine speed control
electric governor (EG-M). An exact cause of the transistor failure could not be
identified. However, the signal cable connecting the EG-M to the turbine control valve
hydraulic actuator (EG R) was found to be degraded. This degradation could have led to
the transistor failure. The transistor and cable were replaced.

.se:nsmiseen
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LER 93-007-01 reported an event on March 17,1993, at 0024 hours, involving an automatic
Primary Containment Isolation Control System (PCIS) group 5 actuation that occurred while
attempting to place the Reactor Core Isolation (RCIC) cooling system in standby service
during the performance of procedure 2.1.1, "Startup from Shutdown". The actuation closed
ACIC turbine steam supply isolation valves MD-1301-16 and 17. The isolation resulted from
a high steam flow isolation signal while attempting to jog open the RCIC turbine steam
supply valve MD-1301-16. After several attempts, valve MD-1301-16 was opened. The
opening of the valve resulted in a rapid steam line pressurization and actuation of the
steam flow sensors upstream of valve MD-1301-16. The inability to open MD-1301-16 on
initial attempts was caused by a missing jumper that bypasses the torque switch in the
opening circuit.

LER 93-021-00 reported an event on August 24, 1993, at 1329 hours, involving an automatic
Primary Containment Isolation Control System group 5 actuation that occurred while
operators were using the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System for reactor vessel pressure ;

control in accordance with procedure. The actuation resulted in the closing of the RCIC
turbine steam supply isolation valves M0-1301-16 and 17 and inoperability of the RCIC '

system. The isolation resulted from a high steam flow signal following a reduction in
RCIC test return flow by throttling Condensate Storsge Tank (CST) return valve MD-1301-53.
An increase in turbine steam flow and turbine speed resulted as the RCIC control system
attempted to maintain CST return flow. The steam flow increase eventually caused one high
flow sensor to trip and initiate the event.

EMFRGY INDUSTRY IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM (EIIS) CODES

The EIIS codes for this report are as follows:

CWIPONENTS E
Valve. Isolation (M0-1301-16 and -17) ISV
Valve, Control, Speed (HO-1301-159) SCV
Transmitter Differential, Pressure (DPIS 13601A/lB) PDT

SYSTEMS E
Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (PCIS) JE
Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (RCICS) ON
High Pressure Coolant Injection System (HPCIS) 8J
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On March 23.1994 at 1754. the Operating Department was attempting to vent Containment. Pressure indiCattons were not lowering.
so a Shift foreman was dispatched to investigate he found that the syns1Rg lines on all of the safety related Containment
pressure transmitters were CdDped off insioe Contaironent

The Cause of this event was management /0A deficiency. Contairunent Penetrations inside Containment are not labeled.

As a result of the inoperability of these instrunents. there was not an accurate ind1Catton of Contaiteent pressure in the Control
room and the following automatic actuation functions of Engineered Safeguard features. (ESF) were also inoperaDie: Safety
Injection on a Containment Migh Pressure signal at 4.5 0319 Containment Spray initiation (CS). Phase B Contaifunent isolation and
Mate Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV) Isolation on a Containment hign high pressure signal at 23 psig. todated Firial Safety Analysis
Reco*t (UFSAR) transieets wetCn generate a Containment pressure increase were evaluated to identify the safety significance of
ints event. Specif1Cally the Main Steam Line Brest (MSLB) and Loss of Coolant ACC10ent (LOCA) were reviewed and determined not
tC nave Deen adversely affected

]aenediate Corrective actions included removing the pipe Caps that were found and verifying that lines required to be open to
Containment pressure for both units were open. Additional Corrective actions will include leDeling penetrations inside
Contalfunent for both units. Changing GOP 0. Checklist G. *Cantatrsent Closecut.' to verify penetrations are open Defore plant
heatie. and incorporating sessons learved from this event.
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A C0ff713 Pe10p TO EvtNT

' ODE 1 Hot Shutoown RI Power 0t RCS (A8) Temperature / Pressure 538 / 2235 pstg

8 DEsCRieTION OF EVENT

On Maren 23. 1994 Unit I was in Mot Shut Down (Mode 3) and plant heat up was underway. Between 0022 and 0512 the %erating
Department attested to vent containment several times. But the indicated pressure on IPI-RvS5 did not decrease as
expected. Tne valve lineups were ver1fted and the vent lines were drained in efforts to lower containment pressure. DI
tne following shift. the venting problem persisted so operators expanded the troubleshooting efforts. At 1445 the
containment pressure and vacuum reliefs were weetfted to be open. At scout 1630. IPI C519 was reading about 1.5 psig with
the redunoant pressure Channels snowing no elevation in pressure W1th IP! RV85 and }PI C$19 both indicating a high
c' essure. Operations disDatched a Snift Foreaan to Containment to savestigate further. The Shift Fore ian found a newly
installeo pipe cap on the sensing line for IPI C$19 at containment penetration P 41 and repoeted this finding to the
Centrol Rom. The shift determined that this installation was seroper and the cao was removed. Pressure indication on
1PIC519 cropped in response to the now open penetration. The Shift Foreman then inspected the other penetrations unten
sucoort containment pressure indications. He found newly installeo pipe caps on the three otner sensing Innes for Unit I
containment pressure. These were also determined to be improper and were removed. Upon removing t'io cap from the line
inat supplied IP! Rv85. tnaicated pressure cropped.

A tctal of four pipe caps were removed from instrumentation sensing Itnes (penetratton nebers P 41. P 54. P 78. P 82).
These caps nad renotred inopera01e 8 containment pressure instroents. The affected main control board indicators were:

Mst e'.re** Nm Descriction

181 C$19 CONTAINMENT PRESSURE ESF ACTUATION

181 CS20 CONTAlle(NT PRE $$URE - [58 ACTUATION

;Pl.C121 CONTAlle(NT PRE 55tRE E58 ACTUATION

;F1 CS22 CONTAINMENT PRd5URE - [$F ACTUATION

:PI-Rv85 CONTAINMENT PRESSURE ICICATION

IPI C550 CONTAINMENT PRESSURE WIDE RANGE IN0! CATION

IPI-C551 CONTAINMENT PRES $URE b!OE RANGE ICICATION

1rR CSSO CONTAIMENT OVER PRES $URE RECORDER

:nvestigation has positively estabitshed that the caps were installed on the afternoon of March 19. 1994 with the unit in
* eld snut Down (Mode 5). However. prior to discovery of thts conettton. untt I transitioned into Mode 3.

All instrumentatten. alare and protective features normally afforded by these transattters were mavailable from the time
e8 cap installation until tne Condition was discovered and tamediately corrected Dy 1754 on March 23. 1994.

An [NS red phone ca11 was made at 1806 to the NRC to report the snoperability of the containment pressure transmitters.
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C. Ap4Rtut CALM & Tw! EvtNT

The cause of this ever:t was management /04 ceficiency. Contaiment penetrattens instde contaiment are not teeled. These-
cenetrations are teentified by using a penetration orte map (M print) showing how the penetrations are laid out from the
vertical pipe chose side of the contatment well. The map must be transposed when loettne at the penetrations from inside
containment. When containment closecut was peing performed. the map was incorrectly reed and the wrong penetretten nummer
(P 06) was given to System Engineering to determine if it was acceptele to cap the penetration. P42 was the correct
penetration numer. System Engineering determined tha* P 06 could be capped.

ZA8 a00-01. *5tation Material Condit1'on Program *. Appendia A Exaeles of Minor Maintenance * states that minor maintenance
activities on station compon6nts shall not irvolve temporary or permanent alteration to plant equipment. cussonants or
systems. 2AP 400-02. * Initiating and Processing a Wort Recuest*. Appendia AJ. *Emaspies ef Minor Melntenance", states
trat minor maintenance activities on station ::r:conents shall not result in a permanent configuration change of the plant.
Adoing ces to these lines was a configuration enange to the plant, however it was not recogniaod as such.

Eso connunications between the maintenance wora crew and two seervisors about outra lines they had found without caps
were not clear. The crew perceived that they were authortaed to install ces on these extra itwes and empended their sort

: ope to include the entra cas. No fcilow-wo was perforneo on the estra caps by either seervisor after tne 3ce to
toontify what extra penetrations had been casoso.

*e addition. the wors list for capoing the open Itnes was not accurately prepared. The 11st identified four open menemied
'nes and a spara contaiment penetration neeo'ng to be capoed for FME purposes The list should have only taentified two

::en bnes as neecing ces and no penetrations needing cas.

C. fartTV ANAtysM y tythT

U to tne troperable transmitters the Engineer Safeguard Feature (ESF) automatic actuation functions based on the |::9tainment pressure signal were also Inopersoie. The affected E5F fwictions were: )
Safety le.tection on a Contaiment H' 8* essure Signal
Coatainment Soray (CS) Actuation. Pease 8 containment isolation and M5!v isolation
on a Containment Hi H1 Pressure Signal.

en eve uation was performed whicn osmonstratec that based on tne less limiting actual plant conditions (e.g. minimal core
:e:ay e. eat. Iower containment temperature) entstine curing the event, the inoperale contalment pressure transmitters sid
rot have an adverse safety signif1CanCo. That evaluation follous.

Se inoperale contatnment pressure sign'al ESF fwictions could only affect those UF5AR transtants which generate a
:Dntainment pressure increase. Therefore, tne following UFSAR transients required evalustion:

Main Steen Line Breat (MSLB) (UFSAR Se: tion 15.1.5)
Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) (UF5AR 5ection 15.6.5)

It should be noted that the reture of a Control Rod Drive Mechanism (CADM) housing (UFSAR Section 15.4.3) could also
jenerate a containment pressure increase. no.ever. the containment pressure effects of this event are towided by the LOCA.
ferefore, tnis UFSAR accioent does not reouire evaluation for this evunt. It should also be noted that the automet1C E5F

attuation functions derived from the Containment pressure signal (e Cept for the C5 actuation and Phase B 1 solation) are
*edundant to otner ESF actuation signals as follows:

ey n tion sure
Steen Line Differential Pressure
Mign 5 team Line Flow witA

Law Steen Pressure or
Low Law Tavg

Main Steen Line Isolation Steam Line Flow withMifew Stese pressure or
Law Low Teve

?nese redundant protection signals were opersole during the time that the contatfusent pressure signals were inoperable.
Also. all of the ESF functions Including contatment spray and Phase $ isolation were avatlele for menuel actuotten.
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Mis of Coolaat Accideat (tfEA)

Peae Clad Tsunerature (PCT)

The LOCA PCT results must be evaluated since the contatnment pressure response unich affects the RC$ bloudoun and refleed
Chases, will be changed due to the loss of the automatic containment spray flaiction, it should be noted that the LOCA PCT
analysis assumes a different contatfeent pressure response than that used to estaolish contaifuent integrity. Since the
p;T results become less severe witn increased containment pressure the loss of contaifuent spray would result tn a Iquier
PCT than for t** current WSAR LOCA case in sodition. Zion Unit I was at muen less limiting initial conditions than
analyzed in the UFSAR full power case. These initial conditions included being in the hot shutdoun mode with only
4Dorontsstely 0.11 rated thermal power of core oecay heat and a fouer RC5 temperature. Consequently, the loss of
containment spray automatic actuation had no safety signif1Cance on the LOCA PCT analysts results.

C3etainment Intenaity

The contaitunent integrity analysts consists of two seoarate calculations unich must be evaluated. The first calculatten
9enerates the Conservative maximian mass ard energy (M/[) released into containment during a LOCA event. This LKA M/E dete
is then used as input into a cosputer coot containment model whtCh Conservatively moorls the heat removal systems and

( Calculates the resulting pressure and temperature response. Therefore. NFS has performed separate evaluations of the
y potential effects due to the loss of autoinatic C5 actuation on the LOCA M/E and the contairment response.

" A Mass aa! Eneeny Release (w'f)

*ne limitino LOCA M/E 1s the double ended oupe suction (DCPS) case as documented in the Westinghouse analysis results.
Powever. Commonwealth [dison huClear Fuel heev1Ces Department (W5) has assumed the LOCA M/E data for the blowdown phase
re'lood phase is based on an 8 ft Quench **Mt ' listed in WSAR Tables 15.6-16 and 15.6-19) instead of the 10 foot ouench
** cat used in the UF5AR case. This asseption is acceptaole since Westinghouse identified the 10 foot quench front data to
be extremely Conservettve.

V5 has evaluated the LOCA N/I by cuantifying the net effect on each major energy source during the bloudsen and reflood
;*ases due to the actusi Mode 3 plant conditions during the event as compared to the limiting not full power values asstated
m the W5AR case. The net blowdown and reflooo chase energy effects are then combined to determine the overall effect on
*ne total LOCA energy released during the blowoown and reflood phases by adjusting eacn source by the estimated change.
h s evaluation is based on the assuRction tr.at 1' the W5AR identified source energy is changed by a certain percentagei

based on actual plant conditions. tnen the net eneegv released from that source would also change by the same percentage.
US has conservatively assumed that the LOCA mass release is unchanged. even though it is emoected to be less for the
a:tual conditions as cancered to the UFSAR case. Also. NFS has not credited any interactive effects between the revised
containment pressure response due to the loss of C5. and the M/E release as a function of time.

tr5AR Tables 15 6 23 and 15.6 24 list the various energy sources for the blandomm and reflood phases of the event. maitch
a*e also sumarized in Table 1 along witn tneir snoividual percentage contetbution of the total energy available. The
clowoown energy sources will be affected by the reduced RCS temperature. the reduced core stored energy, and the zero core
cower generation based on Mode 3 operation The reflood energy sources will be affected by the reduced core stored energy i
acc the minimal core decay heat (sporonimately 0.1% rated thermal pomer) based on the unit beino shutdoun for almost sin I

months. In ado 1 tion. tne reflood Steam Generator (SG) energy is affected by the actual plant SG 11oute mass and |te9eerature. The following paragrapns briefly suonartre the cuant?fied effects on tnase energy sources as suimartred in jTable 1.
i

jLCCA M4 Blowoown 5%ase

decause the evaluated RCS Tevo of $40.0*F is less than the UFSAR case of 562.2*F. the NF5 calculattons setermined there is
a decrease in the availaole coolant ene ey. Consecuently. It is conservativelv estimated that there will be a decrease of

91 in the reactor coolant energy source for the blowdown phase.
and since the core decay heat is accounted for in the reflood phase,'WS determined test there is no net contribution fran5 nce uiit I was in mee 3 operattan witn 08 core pomer.
care power generation to the blowoown phase Thus. It is conservatively estimated that there will be a decrease of 1005 in
tee core power generation for the blowdown phase.

Nr5 Quantified net effect on the core storeo energy based on the assnaption that the calculated stored energy is
croportional to the average fuel temperature Consecuently, the WSAR LOCA case would have an average fuel ienperature
corresponding to 1001 power. while lion usit 1 actually had an average fuel temperature corresponding to 0% power. In
sodition, the Zion unit i startup core had 76 fresh assemelies unose only stored energy would be due to the RCS average

Therefore. hFS conservatively calculated that there would be a net decrease of 53.38 in the Core storedtemDerature
energy for the blowoown phase. This Calculation ts also applicable to the core stored energy for the reflood phase.

|
!

|
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I

LOCA N/f Refloed Phase I

The core decay heat is a $1gnificant energy source for the reflood phase M/E release. Based on the estimated actual Zion
Unit I decay heat at 6 months.1115 conservatively estimated that there wiIi be a decrease of 98.53 in tne decay heat

,energy of the reflood phase.

The ave 11able steen generator energy source for the reflood phase will increase due to the increased $G mass and pressure
(and therefore saturation temperature) at the actual M50 Conditions compared to tne UFSAR full power case.

,

!

Tnerefore. Nr$ calculated that $G so'ucce energy woulo increase by approximately 46.8% for the reflood phase.

het Enerav Chance for LOCA M/t Riewdown sad Reflood

Based on the Individual ener y source effects sisinarised in Table 1. the estimated Zion Wilt 1 blowdesi and reflood energy
18 only 94.0% of the cricina total energy generated for the limiting UFSAR case. In additten. en esplicit M/E calculation
based on the plant Mode 3 conditions would be expected to generate an even larger energy reduction. Consecuently. NFS has
determined tnat the loss of the automat 1C C5 actuation function did not have any adverse safety significance on the Zten
LOCA M/E analysis.

LO's Containmeat pressuee Resnonse

As discussed previously. Westinghouse established the current bounding containment peak pressure case as a Double Ended
Peo Suction (DEPS) LOCA Consecuently. NF$ performed an analysis using a CONTEMPT 4 mod 5 camputer model of the Zion
Coritainneet, to Quantify the effects due to the loss of automat 1C C5 function. The evaluation analysis was performed
assping no C5. but using initial conditions based on plant cata obtained due1n9 the loss of contairmierit pressure
ind'Catton event and some more realistic assumptions than credited in the UF54R Case. These analysts inputs are
sunniar14ed in Table 2 and discussed in the following paragraphs.

The initial containment air tencerature was reduced from the UFSAR value of 120*F to 85'F. since this conservattvely boeds
the plant data. Although the plant centalfimefit c* essure data is invalid due 10 the inoperable transmitters, the $11e
System Engineering Primary Group estabitshed that a value of 2 pstg was conservatively bounding. The 2 psig value is also
Conservatively greater than the initial 1.0 psig assmed in the UF5AR case.

NFS credited four RCFCs avs11able for heat removal since the plant actually had all five RCFCs operable during the event
(minus one for ass med si le failure). NFS also credited a 1cuer service water temperature compared to the 80*F alsmed
in the UFSAR case The 50 F service water tescerature assumed by NFS conservatively bounds the clant data during the
event, but still has the effect of increasing the RCFC heat removal capability compared to the UF$4R case,

NFS also assmed an B foot ouench front (as defined in Ur$AR Tables 15.618 and 15.619) which generates less mass and
energy than the 10 foot cuench front used in the UFSAR case. inis is acceptable since Westinghouse identified the 10 foot
Quenen front as overly conservative.

,

1

The calculated LOCA peak pressure results for the evaluation case was 44 94 psig at 123.4 seconds. This value is less than
the Containment peak pressure Calculated in the UFSAR LOCA case, and well below the design limit pressure of 47.0 pstg.
Therefore. this analysis demonstrates that the inocerable containment pressure transmitters did not have any adverse safety
significance fcr the LOCA contatrimerit integrity analysis.

0 " ute Dese

The UFSAR LOCA case is the bomding event for offsite dose since it generates significant fuel cladding damage and same
fuel failure However. this UFSAR Case is based on estended full power operation. While Zion Unit I was starting @ from a
refueling and in tne MSO moce durifig the event. Consecuently, about one third of the Zion core was new fuel with sert
residual decay heat and with no fuel Cladding degradation in the event of a LOCA at the plant HSD condittons.

The Ziori Unit I decay heat at the time of interest was calculated to be about 0.1% rated thermal poser (RTP). Therefore.
hF$ performed a stmolified and conservative Calculation to determine the fuel rod heat @ which would occur during a LOCA.
The calculation was performed with the RETRAN02 computer code model of a OFA/ WANTAGE 5 fuel pin in a time dependent volpe
representing the surrounding core coolant.

The fuel pin was assmed to Ove a decay heat rate twice that of the calculated core average to conservattvely bound the
masses to average core burnuo ratio. The fuel pin was inittelised at steaQy state conditions with the core coolant et
547'F and 2250 psig The core coolant conditions were then modified to acnieve steam conditions at 300*F % be
conservative with the peak Calculated coritatnnent air temperature. The fuel pin was then allowed to heat up asswing a
Conservatively low steam corivection heat transfer coefficient The heat up continued unt11350 seconds. which is much
longer than the time until reflood cuenching occurs (<200 seconds) per the UFSAR Table 15.619.

ZLER\94007.ler(6)
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The W5 calculations demonstrated that the fuel pin cladding taperature would not onceed 1200*F uhtle the fuel temperature
did not exceed 1250*F by 350 seconds. These temperatures are mell below the values where fuel integrity is a concern. such
that no fuel failures would occur and no fuel gap activity would be released to the containment atmosphere. Conseoventiv.
the loss of contruent spray automatic actuettoa and the Phase 8 tsolation had no adverse safety strtficance on tne L0tA
dose results.

Main Steam t*ne Break (M5L8)

The consequence of the RB event are mitigated by the Safety Inpetton ($!). main stem Inne isolatten. and the
containment heat removal protection functions. As discussed in Zion UF5ah Section 15.1.5. the M5LB core response event is
analyzed both inside and outside of containment. Tre RB Cases outside Containment do not effect containment press #e.
and therefore. do not reovire any evaluetton.

The R8 event results in a rapid cooldoun and deocessurtration of the RCS. Consequently, the Zion UFSAR M5LS core
response analysts generates a $1 signal on lou pressuriser pressure, and the inoperele containment pressure 51 function
has no safety significance for th1s event.

The RB event also rewires a main stem line tsolation in oreer to prevent the simultaneous econtrolled bloudem of more
Inan one stem eenerator. Although the etSLB insice contalment uould not have generated a stem line isolation signal eut
to tne Inoperale contaimment pressure transmitters, the check valves would have provind steen Itne isolation protection.
Therefore. the loss of the main steen Itne isolation sectved from tne containment pressure signal did not have any safety
significance for the M5LB event.

The containment cooling actuation is reoutred to provide sufftetent heat removal in order to ensure a postulated event mes
not exceed the peat contaiment pressure esign limit. The RB pressure effects on contaissent are bounded by the LOCA
peat pressure case which has already been evaluated not to be adversely affected. Therefore, the loss of contatnment spray
actuation peat pressure did not have any adverse safety significance on the M5L8 peat pressure analysts.

Ecutament Qualification (to)

The Zion E0 bounding pressure and temperature profiles for inside contatment are shown in UFSAR Figure 6.21 and Figure
6.2+2. respectively. W5 has already onnonstrated in the previous LOCA containment integrity section that the loss of
automatic C5 had no adverse safety siptficance on tne containment pressure analysis and therefore. the E0 pressure profile
is $ttll bounding. However. W5 stile had to evaluate tne potential effects due to the loss of automatic C5 on the Zion IQ
temperature profile to ensure it is still bounding.

?ne same Zion CONTEMPT 4 mod 5 containmeit mosel escribed in the previous LOCA containment integetty section. was used to
evaluate the M5LB inster Containment cases, W5 evaluated all tuelve of the Double Ensed (DE) sero poner M5LB breat cases.
Most of these cases did not reevire empitett evaluetton since based on the actual Zion conettions. they involved either a
enysically incredible single fatlure, or they were oeviously Demoed by other aero pouer cases. As a result. the follenttag
four zero power DE G8 cases mere evaluated:

Full DE breat with FWlV failure
Full breat with containment safeguards failure
0.2ft DE Breas with FWiv failure
0.2ft DE Brest utth containment safeguards failure

These cases were all calculated assuntng no automatic containment spray (CS) ectuation but crediting the same initial
Conditions and performance assnsWtions discussed in the previous LEA containment integrity evaluation.

The caleviated peak containment atmosphere touperature is 321.12'F st 600.5 seconds. $1nce this tauserature exceeds the E0
curve in Figure 6.21, an additional evaluation uns performed to model the temperature pf an E0 component. Therefore, andadditional small heat structure ses added to the containment model, consisting of a Ift carbon steel sIm in oreer to
estimate the E0 component transtent temperature. This aseitional heat structure mes modeled smell enough to ensure there
.as not an inadvertent effect on the overall contatment tangerature the calculated surface tauperature of the
simulated EQ component metal surface did not exceed tne 271 O*F 11m11. tly, the louer poet E0 component surface
temperature provies assurance that the loss of automatic C$ actuation aid not have en severse safety strificance on tne
Zton E0 temperature envelope.

Conclus1W

eased toen the preceding evaluettons. Zion Untt I snoperale contaiment pressure transmitters did not have an adverse .

impact on the safety analysts accootence criteria. )
1

i
i

1

l
i
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Table 1 Net Eneaev Effects for 81m and Reflood

Source UFSAR Case Initial Zion Witt 1
(1 Total Energy) fondition Evaluated

huitipiter Case
(Fracttre of #5 Alt) (2 Total

Enerer)

BL O "7)WW

Reacter Coolant E9 21 1 004 89 61 '

Acceulators (4 c' di 1 at 10 1.41

latttet Core Stereo Eaerav 5 81 0 467 2 71

Thin Me'el Storec Eaeroy 1 31 1.0 1 38

Thiet Metal Stereo Eneroy 0 Ot 10 0 01

Core Dewe* Generetton (to the end blowoowal 2 31 0 000 0 OS

91 onco.a tetal 100 02 95 Ot

AEFLOT

Core Steeto Ener:y 14 It 0 467 6 68

Decay wat 19 21 0 015 0 31

N a Met s' 9 95 10 9 95

_Thiet Metal 5 11 10 51

Steam Geaerators 51 62 1 429 73 71

Ref?cp *Stal 99 93 95 68

Table 2 Conta$funnet Retaanse lattial Candition r = ritan

trout ovameter/ Assert toa (FSAR Case Pion teit 1 (valuetton

Initial Containment Air 120'T 85.0'F
Teneerat ure

leitial Cortatruneat Pressure 1 0 osic 2 0 osta

RCFCs Avatta01e 3'5 4/5

Service Water Tsumerature 80 0*F 50 0'F

e flood Quench Front Height Case 10 ft 8 ft -e
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/// hunber /// humber|

.

{lionUnit1 0 | 5 | 0 [ 0 [ 0 | 2| 9| 5 9|4 - 0[0|3 - 0|0 0|8 0F 0|8
i TEXT Energy Industry identif tcation System (E!!S) codes are toentified in the test as [KI]

E. CORRfCTIVE AETf0NS

The following are the inneciate actions that were taken to correct the incorrectly capped piptng:

1. The pipe caos were removed from the Unit 1 cortaiment pressure sensing lines. (P-41. P-54. P 78. P 82)

2. The Unit 2 containment pressure sensing Itnes were inspected.
{

3 Botn units were inspected. and lines in systems tnet are reautred to be open to containment pressure I

mere verified to De open. Peaetrations specifically inspected incluoed the following-
a. containment pressure and vacuun relief (P 60)

D accumulator nitrogen vent (P 76)

c. hydrogen recomoiner outlet (P-56)

a hydrogen recombiner inlet (P 15)

e contatnment air monitoring outlet (P 44)

f containment air monitoring inlet (PM
4 Interviews were conducted to determine the nunoe* and locations of the caps that were installed by tneSr.volved wort group. It was cetermined that vio additional caps were incorrectly installed.
5 Maintenance work activities were restricted t: the formal wort request process in the Auxiliary

Ba11 ding and both Containments as an interim a: tion.

6. System Engineering requested that an evaluation of the contaimnent pressure condition during the event
witn respect to F5AR oesign assWtions De performed Dy huclear Fuel Services.

7 N event was discussed with the individuals involved in regards to the lack of follow up, the
inaccurate work list and poor work practice.

The following are the long term corrective actions:

1. 6acelino of penetrations inside Unit I and Unit 2 contaimeents will be reviewed. A11 penetrations will
De vecibed to have appropriate labeling. (295-180-94 00701)

2. heasting department will initiate a procedure change to GOP 0. Checklist E. ' Containment Close Out*. to
ve sty penetrations or associated lines P 41. F 54. P 78. P 82. P 60. P 76. P 56. P 15. and P 44 are
open/ uncapped Detore plant neat-up. (295180-W 00702)

J Paintenance Staff will review 2AP 400 01 and 400 02 to clarify and strengthen the minor mairtenance
restrictions on plant changes. (295 180-94 00703)

4 inis event and Appendia A of ZAP 400 01 will be tailpated to the Maintenance Depertments. (295-180-94-
00704)
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i.;CENSEE EbEhT REPORT (LER)
;

Fone Rev 3.0
r :ility home (1) Donet humoer (2) Page (3)a

Don bait 1
0| $| 0| 0| O! 2| 9| 5 1 | of| 0 | 3

Title (4)

Wiolation of the 10CFR50 Appendia R Analysis $ecaration Criteria in Fire Zone 18 6 A 1

Event Date (5) LER hunoer (6) Report Date (7) Other Facilities involved (8)
%ntn Day veer Veer /// 5eouential /H Revision Month Day tear Facility hames Dociet hanoer(s)/H HI

H/ kJnbte /H kJ!ibtr

Zion Unit 2 0| $| 0| 0| 0| 3| 0| 4

0| 7 1| 4 9| 4 9|4 . 0|1|1 - 0 |0 0|8 1| 2 9|4 | | | | | | |
THIS REPORT 15 $UBMITTED PURSUANT TO THE RIOUIREMCifTS OF 10CFR

(Chect one or more of the following) (11)

20 402(b)_ _ 20 405(c) 50 73(a)(2)(sv) 73.71(c)_ _

POWER 20 405(a)(1)(1) _ 50 36(c)(1) v 50 33(a)(2)(v) _ 73 71(c)_

LEVEL 20.405(a)(1)(ii) 50 36(c)(2) 50.73(a)(2)(vii) 0ther (Spectfy_ _ _

(10) 0 0 0 20 405(a)(1)(iii) 50.73(a)(2)(1) 50.73(a)(2)(viii)(A)
_

in Abstract_ _ _

i///H/H/H////////////// 20.405(a)(1)(iv) * 50. 73(a)(2)(11) 50 73(a)(2)(viii)(8) below and in~
/HHH////HHH//H/H// ~ ~

ti////////H//HH////HH 20 405(a)(1)(v) 50.73(a)(2)(iii) 50. 73(a)(2)(m) Text)I'HHHH//////H///H/H - - -

LICENSEE CONTACT FOR TNIS LER (12)

Name
TELEPHONE NUMBER

AREA CODE

Art Campos. System Engineerirg est. 2245 7|0|8 7| 4| 6| -| 2| 0| 8| 4
COMPLETE ONE LINE FOR EACM COMPONENT FA! LURE DESCRIBE 0 th THIS REPORT (13)

CAUSE SYSTEM COMPONENT MANUFAC. REPORTABLE /////H CAUSE SYSTEM COMP 0hENT MANUFAC- REPORTABLE /H/H
H/H// //////

TURER 70 hpR05 HH/H TURER 70 kPROS H/////HHH lilli/! | | | | | | h H/HH
| | | | | | | //HH'

HH/H
| | | | | | | | ""/"

l III III """
//HH

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT EXPECTED (14) Expected Month Day Year

Subetssion
-

Date (15)-
| YES (If yes complete EXPECTED SUBMISSION DATE) X|NO

A55 TRACT (Lielt to 1400 spaces. i.e accronimately fifteen single space typewritten lines) (16)

On July 14. 1994 while presaring Enemot Chance (EC). ho [22-0-93 255 (work Reouest Z32800) to replace Thermo-Lag fire wrap with an
sooroved material for a conouit in Fire Zone 18 6 A 1. it was discovered that an adjacent conduit, unich 's not fire wrapped. or part of
tne Et scope. created a discreoancy in the 10CFR50. Appendia R analysis currefitly on record This discovery indicates that a failure
scenario exists tnat could rencer the 0 Emergency Otesel Generator (EDG) inoperable for both W11ts, and disable both the lA and 18
centrifuos) charging punos. Tnis means tnat the necessary eauipment for reacning hot shutdown would not be available in the event of afire in Zone 18.6.A 1, concurrent with a loss of offsite power.

Tne cause of tnis event is management oeficiency. The engineering review that was performed for the original 10CFR50. Appendia R
analysis did not realtze that the 18 Cefit. Charging Pump could De affected by a Unit 2 cable.

Tne corrective actions incluoe verifying that the existing continuous fire watch was still in place, and ensuring that no other 10CFR50.
Appendia R discrepancies o common unit casles for the 0 EDG existed.

ZLER/94019.ler(2)
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LER No. 295/94-011 Appendix I

L]CENSEE Ev!NT REPDRT (LER; TEXT CONT]NUATION form Rev 3 0

NiJTv NAME (1) DOCKET hpBER (2, LER huMBER (6s Page (3)

Year i// Seouential /// Revision
/// ///

| /// humDer /// hunber

Zion Unit 1 0 | 5 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 2| 9| 5 9|4 0|1|1 , 0|0 0|2 0F 0[ 3
TEri Energy industry loenttftcation System (E!!5) cooes are toentified in the text as (XX)

A CONDITION pof0R 70 (VENT

KX)E 3 et Shutdown RX Power 1 RC5 (A8) Tencerature/ Pressure 545'D2235 pstg

8. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

NRC IE Information Bulletin 92 01. " Failure of Thermo Leg 330 Fire Barrier System to Maintain Cabitng in Wide Cable frays
a4 511 Cwwv;ts fm from Fire Damage *, reovired that all installations of thermo Lag 330 be identtfted. Sie of the
conduits toentified is associated with the 0 Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) [[K) . and is located in Fire Zone 18.6. A 1.
This conduit houses cabling for the O EDG fuel transfer pump and air compressor control circuitry.

01 July 14. 1994 preparation of an Esempt Change (EC). No E22-0 93 255 (Wort Reauest Z32800) to replace Thermo-Lag 330
fire wrap with en approveo material for tnis conouit was utoerway unen it was oiscovered that an aojecent conduit which
is not fire wrappec. or part of tne EC scoce. could create a discrepancy in tne 10CFR50. Appendia R analysts currently on
record The unwrapoed adjacent conduit provices the 0 EDG power feed to Unit 2 Bus 247. and is on tne 0 EDG side of the
Bus 247 feed breater 2473 (see figure 1).

This discovery indicates that a failure scenario entsts that could render the 0 EDG inoperable for both units. and disable
| both the 1A and !$ Centrifu9al (Cent,) Charging Pumos [CB). This means that the necessary eculpment for reaching hot |
| shutdown would not be available in the event of a fire in Ftre Zone 18 6 A 1. concurrent with a loss of offsite power.

This scenario assumes that the conduit containing the power feed cables to the Unit 2 0 EDG outout breaker faults in the
event of a fire. as do all the other cables in the fire zone. Since there is no isolatton device between the 0 EDG output
ano the fault (section of Caole in Zone 18.6 A 1). the O EDG would be faulted and would be rendered inopereele. Since tne
18 Cent Charging pumo is feo by the Unit 1 emergency feeo breaner 1473, and the 1A Cent. charging pump cable is also
routed through Fire Zone 18 6 A-1. Doth pumps would be rendereo inoperable,

A continuous fire watch has been established in Fire Zone IB 6.A 1 since 1992 when the NRC bullettn toentified that Thermo-tag 330 would not provice accouate fire protection.

C. ADPARENT CAust Or EVENT

The cause for this event is management deftciency. The 1A Cent. Charging Punp cable Conduit was relocated in Fourth
Ouarter 1964 into Fire Zone 18.6 a-1 unoer a modtfication to resolve separation criterta issues in another Fire Zone. The
en91neering review that was performed for the original 10CFR50. Appendia R analysis did not realtze that the 18 Cent,
Charging Puup could be effected by a Unit 2 cable. This type of situation is unique to the O EDG design.

D $AFfTv ANALYSIS Or EVENT

The 10CFR50. Appendia R Safe Shutoown Analysis Indicates that at least one train of the Chemical and volume Control System
(CVCS) is necessary to reacn not snutoown. This analysis assumes a scenario that incluoes a fire in Fire Zone 18.6.A-1
that faults all cables in that zone. and a loss of all offsite power. In such a scenario. a reactor trip would occur
isomediately followino a loss of offsite power. The loss of both trains of the Chemical and Volume Control System (1A and
18 Cent. Charging Pumps). would dissole seal in ection flow to the Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) L4Dyrinth seals. However.
Since Component Cooling watPr 1s assumed to sti I be available. adeouste cooltng would be provioed tc preclude an
uncontrolled loss of Coolant Accioent through the RCP seals. Furthermore. the Safety injection Pumps fed off buses 148 and
149 would be availsDie for local operation for responding to a loss of coolant through the RCP seals or for make-up of
controlled seal teatoff.

The subject zone has been under a continuous fire watch since 1992. and no fires have occurred in this area. This area is
a stairwell and contains little or no costustibles.

Stace the proper compensatory measures were taten when the Thermo-Lag 330 deficiency was discovered. and no events
involving fire in this Fire Zone have occurred. this event is of minteel safety significance.

ZLER/94019.ler(3)
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Appendix I LER No. 295/94-011 i

L1CENSEE EVEh? RIPORT tLEE. TEXT CONTINUATION Form Re 1 0

I FKiLITY NAME (1) DOCKET AUMBER (2, LER NUMBER (6) Page (3) ,

1 |
-t year /// Seouential /// Revision i

I// ///

/// humber /, / hunter

Zion Unit 1 O | 5 | 0 | 0 { 0 | 2| 9) 5 9|4 0|1|1 - 0|C 0| 3 Or 0| 3-

,
TEXT Energy Indcstry Identification System (EIIS) cooes are ioentified in the tex: as[sx)

1

E- EE.1Y[.M
1 The 1Mued4te corrective action for tnis finding was to ensure that the Continuous fire watch. that was

esteb11shes in 1992, is still being performed.

2. An engineering review to determine if similar discrepancies exists was geformed. This review was limited in
scope to the o EDG power output caoles. because the 1A.18. 2A, and 28 tuu's provide direct feed from their
respective EDG room Fire Zones. into their respective switchorar room hre Zones. This e11minates the possibility j
of cross unit interaction. The 0 EDG it rioue in that a feed to sus 247 must be routed through suittple Fire i

Zones.
3

! The conclustons of trns limited scope e- . tion was that, with the exception of Fire Zone 18 6.A 1. no other
! errors resulting in incorrect oversli tu e usions affecting plant operating Conditions were identified. In

addition, no indication of programatic oeficiencies were revealed through tais limited scope review.

3 Several potential correctiv c 'ons are being analyzed for feasibility by Modification Casten Engineering. such '

as fire wrapping socitional conduits witn an soproveo material. (295 180 94 01901)
1

F. P9EV10US EVENTI

Licensee Event Report 2 92 003. cocumented anotner event identifying cables associated with redundant channels of Wide
Range Reactor Coolant System iemperature loops not being fire wrappes Corrective actions from LER 2 92 003 would not have
prevented LER 1 94 011. because tnis situation already entsted unen LER 2 92 003 occurred.

G. C09n0NENT FAILUR[ DATs
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Appendix I LER No. 298/94-010

sftc Fonn 366 U.S. seuCLEAR REGutATORY C0poil5530h APPROVED BY 08 W . 3150 0104 -
(5 92) EXPIRES 5/31'95

ESTIMATED BURDEN PER afspoutt 70 COMPLv WITN IN!s
INFORMATION COLLECTION REeutsT: 50.0 uts. Foauna0LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) C(seemis afana0rus sumoEm Estasiatt 70 inE inF0a.
NAfl0N AND aECOR03 emasaENT ORANCN (sESS T714),
u.s. NUCLEAa SERALATORY C(asilss10N, blisNimE70N, DC

(See reverse for remetred rustier of sligits/characts?s for each block) 20555-0001, As0 TO TME PAPEsWORK RE0uCTION PROJECT
(3:50-0106), OFFICE OF mennessuf Ass SLEDGET,
Wasutustou, DC 20503.

FACILITY IIAE (1) DOCKET IROGER (2) |PAK (3)COOPER NUCLEAR STATION 05000298 I 1 OF 5
TITLE (4) Cleeure of shuteaun Coottne suction teotetten vetves taitte vorming the aestamaet naet asenvet system pue to

Leekege Through the Nintous Flom Velve.

EVFIFT DATE (5) LER 1RSOER 16) nr.runi DATE U) OTER FACILITIES lllVOLVED (8)
staufst:AL afvis Ou FACitiff mane 00amt ensiettmoutu oAv YEAa vtaa ,,,,, ,,, ,,,,

muusta munsEn

* ' ' " ""05 26 94 94 --010 ;- 01 11 14 94

OPERATIgg TH!5 mi runi 15 SL5 PITTED %R? MNT TO TE RE(UIRE8ElfT5 1F TO CFR 5: (Check one er aire) (11
fl00E (9) N 20.602(o) 20.605(c) x 50.n(e)(2)( t v) rs.rt(m)

pggg 20.605(e)(1)(e) 50.36(c)(1) 50. 5(s:(2)(v) F3.71(c)
LEVEL (10) 20.605(e)(1)(It) 50.36(c)(2) 50.13(a)(2)(vi t ) Orema

. ; y 7e ;; up 20.605(o)(1)(ttt) 50.7)(e)(2)(t> 50.73(a)(2)(vt t 8 )( A) g ' Q , $ ''** NM
Q - 20.605(e)(1)(tv) 50.73(a)(2)( t t ) 50.F3(o)(2)(vtit)(8)

- w m. te- 20.605(e)(1)(v) 50.T3(a)(2)(tit) 50.73(e)(2)(a)
LIr W C(NTACT FOR THIS LER (12)

sNum
TELEPsilNE maeEt (inctuse aree Code)Gautam Sen, Senior Staff Nuclear Licensing & Safety

Engineer (402) 825-3811
COPFLETE 'WE LIIE FOR EACH C(BF(F4IT FAILutE DESCRIlED IN TMH REPGtT (13)

"Q/ %, YM8CAust systEn ConP0utur sensuFACrumEn CAust systen ConPouEnt mesurACrumEs
nQ

X BO V A395 Y jf
0'f94

SUPPLEENTAL REPGt1 EXPE;TED (14)
EXPECTED se0mia nav YEAa

YE5 $LSMISSION(if yes, couplete EXPECTED submiss!ON DATE). X HD DATE (15)

E TRACT (Limit to 1600 spaces, t.e., esprontestely 15 stnote spaces typewritten tense) (16)

On May 26, 1994, at 09:44 an., and again at 11:57 am and 12:06 pm, Residual Heat Removal
(RNR) shutdown cooling isolation valves RER-MOV-M017 and RNR-MOV-M018 closed as a result
of actuation of one or both of the shutdown cooling suction high pressure switches RER-PS-
128A and RNR-PS-128B. These isolations occurred during heatup and flushing of RNR
subsystem B loop piping which was being conducted in order to place the subsystem in the
Shutdown Cooling mode of operation. A.: the time when these isolations occured, reactor

pressure and temperature was approximately 40 poig and 200 degrees F, respectively. The
turbine bypass valves were controlling RPV pressure, rejecting decay heat to the main
condenser.

Subsequent to these isolations, leakage was audibly detected through RER-MOV-M0163 (RNR
pump B tainimum flow valve) to the suppression pool (torus). At 12:30 pm, RMR-DOV-M016B
was closed manually vith less than one hand wheel turn of the motor operator. Leakage
through the valve was determined to have caused the rapid depressurization of the shutdown
cooling suction line, creating steam voids ir. that section of piping, which led to
hydraulic instability (pressure spiking) upon admittance of fluid to the suction piping.
Per NUREG-1022, the root cause of this event is *0ther,* attributed to the lack of a
Foreign Material Exclusion (FME) program at CNS.

unc F0am 366 (5-9z) '
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aAC Fonn 366A It,$. NUCLiAR EliULAT(RY CSOG55101} APFMED BY SS W. 3150 9194
(5-92; EXPlats 5/31/95

ECTimTB gmEs PER MereugE 70 tusPLT WITN
INis IsFthmTIOu COLLECT 14Bt agensT: 50.0 ans.

'anDYcNos N*
LICENSEE EVMIT REPORT (LER) t weenn

TEXT CONTINUATION (*ss me, u.s. muttaan assutavanT cusseissl0m, ,

taSmissfGI, DC 2W55-0001 as To TW Papea m t1
N imi PROJECT (31w-01su, sFFICE OF
- nf as ma ET. WhaeliesTO 6 BC 20503.

FACILITY NME (1) puuas 45 W 3t (2) LD _ _ _ (5 ' PM (3)
M esuflaL REVisim 'yggg

COOPER NUCLEAR STATIcel 05000298 94 010 -- 01.-

Tui Ut more spect us renurreo. use someonel capres el anc form 366U (1; 1

A. 1lant status
,

The plant was shutdown and preparations were being made to place the RMR system in the '

Shutdown Cooling mode of operation. Reactor pressure and temperature was approximately
40 psig and 200 degrees F, respectively, throughout the duration of tihis event. The
turbine bypass valves were controlling RPV pressure, rejecting decay heat to the main
condenser.

3. Ev2nt Descrintion

on May 26, 1994, at 09:44 am, and again at 11:57 am and 12:06 pm, Residual Heat Removal
(RNR) shutdown cooling isolation valves RNR MOV-M017 and RMR-MOV-MOIS closed as a
result of actuation of one or both of the shutdown cooling suction high pressure
switches RMR-PS-128A ar.d RHR-PS-1285. Prior to receipt of the first isolation, heatup
and flushing of RMR subsystem B locp piping was in progress in preparation for placing
the subsystem in the Shutdown Cooling mode of operation. When RMR-MOV-M015R and RNR-
MOV-M015D (RHR pump shutdown cooling suction valves) were opened, RMR-MOV-M(e17 and RMR-
MOV-M0le closed. Indications of a prescure perturbation were observad and RPV level
dropped approximately 4.5 inches (minimum level for the event was approximately 210
inches above TAF) Other indications included annunciation of both the RER SDC suction

!header pressure high alarm and the Automatic Depressurisation System (ADS) auxiliary
cooling interlock alarm. I

A preliminary evaluation of the data on the isolation indicated that a steam void had
formed and subsequently collapsed in the RMR suction piping downstream of RMR-MOV-M0153
& D causing a pressure perturbation which actuated one or both of the shutdown cooling l

'suction high pressure switches RNR-PS-128A and 1283. A walkdown of accessible RNR
piping was performed and no damage to system piping or couponents was found. No
evidence of system leakage was observed during the system talkdows. Prior to
attempting to re-open RMR-MOV-M017 and le, it was noted that because the heated water
(approximately 250 degrees F) had been static in the auction piping for more than two
hours, a void could be present. As such, it was understood that there was a potential
for a second isolation, and that in this event, the valves should be re-opened as soon
as possible afterward to prevent a void from reforming. At 11:00 am the intermediate
elevation RNR suction pressure gauge was indicating 25 peig.

At 11:57 am, the group 2 logic was reset and RMR+MOV-M017 and 18 were opened. The
isolation was again received with indications of a pressurr perturbation and an RPVe
level decrease of approximately 13.5 inches (minimum level for the event was

approximately 200 inches above TAF). However, the actual setpoint of 72.5 peig
(shutdown cooling high suction pressure interlock), which provides overpressure
protection for the shutdown system piping, was not reached.

NAC FOR81.'464 (5-TZ)
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|

mRt F0an 366A u.5. NUCLIAR REGULATGty ColeOSSION APMIOWED BV IDS NO. 3150 0104
(5 92) Esplats 5/31/95

Esi MTED BURDEN PEA RESPONSE TO COMPLY WITN
TNIS INFORETION COLLECTION Afeutti: 50.0 NRs.
FORWAAD CelsENTs REGARDies BUWEe EstisfE TO

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) rut assenet:On AmD aEcCaDs =amaan=st seamCn
TEXT CONTINUATION tess 7714), u.s. auCLEma secutatert mission,

unsNItsfou, DC 20555-0001
(31kam 70 Tw PAPteWDREREtuCTION PA0 JECT 0104), OFFICE OF

""-" NT AIS mSGET, WASNigsTG . DC W.
FAC]LITY llAlf (1) D EIET E85ER (2) LER E5 W R (6. PAR (3)i

,,,, seaufstsat aEvis Om
_

COOPER NUCLEAR STATION 05000298 94 olo _ _ og_.

TEXT Uf more space ss recusreo. use n00stsonal ccpses of ARC forn 3664) (1; )

3. Event Descrintin f emti miaru

At 12:06 pm, the Group 2 logic was reset and RER-MOV-M017 and it were re-opened. The
isolation was again received with indications of a pressure perturbation and RPV level
decrease of approximately 16.5 inches (minimum level for the event was approximately
200 inches above TAF). Subsequent to the event, the system engineer, who was in the j

,

vicinity of RHR pumps B and D, audibly detected leakage through RNR+MOV-M0168 (RMR pusy
3 minimum flow valve) to the suppression pool (torus). In a parallul investigation, it
had been noted that suppression pool level had been increasing slowly since
approximately 5:00 am, which corresponded with the commencement of subsystem flushing
operation. At 12:30 pm, with less than one hand wheel turn, RER-MOV-M0168 was manually
closed and was subsequently declared inoperable. I

over the time period of flushing and heatup operations (seven hours), RMR pump B I
minimum flow valve RER MOV-M3168 had been leaking into the torus. The leakage through )
RER-MOV-M016B was the cause of both the torus level increase and the rapid
depressurization of the shutdown cooling suction line. The multiple isolations of RMR
shutdown cooling isolation valves RHR-MOV-M017 and M010 were caused by pressure

|perturbations (water haanner) in the RHR shutdown cooling suction line. '

At 1:10 pm, the intermediate level RMR suction pressure gauge, which was indicating 28
psig prior to closing M0168, was found to be indicating 3e psig.

At 3:30 pm, based on p.unp suction pressures and gauge elevations, it was determined
that no void could exist in the suction piping. In addition, it was noted that the
increase in torus level had ceased since RRR MOV-M0168 was closed. A systematic
walkdown of accessible piping was again performed and no damage to system piping or
components was found. At 5:25 pm, RHR-MPOV-M017 and 18 were opened and proceoure
2.2.69.2 was re-initiated. Shutdown cooling was established at 9:35 pm without further
incident.

IntC FCsM 3 dea (5 92)
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WC Foam .MA U.5. NUCdAR REGULATORT Com15510N APPROVED Bt 04 NO. 3150-0104 !
(5 92) EMPIRES 5/31/95 l

EST!mfED BURDEN PER RESPONSE TO COMPLY WITN
TNil INFOAu fl0N COLLECTION REeutst 50.0 NR5.
FORW AD COMMENTS REGAADING SURDEN ESTIMATE 10

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) TNE INF0ne t:ON AND nEconos mANAetaENT seANCN
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C. Canaa j

Leakage through RHR-MOV-M016B caused depressurization and flashing of hot fluid
(approximately 250'F) in the suction line and led to steam void formation in the line.
The rapid repressurization of the suction line, when RNR-MOV-M0155 and 15D (first '

attempt) and RHR-MOV-M017 and M018 (second and third attempts) were opened, collapsed
the steam voids which resulted in a water hansner. The engineering and operations
personnel did not develop pre-planned actions to eliminate the steam void. This
resulted in multiple unsuccessful attempts to establish shutdown cooling.

The failure of RHR-MOV-M016B to fully close was ct.used by foreign particles on one of
the two torque switch contacts. When the control switch for the valve was taken to
CLOSED, the limit switch (LS8) bypassed the torque switch and allowed the motor
operator to operate up to 97% fully closed position.

The root cause of this event is lack of a Foreign Material Exclusion (FME) program at
CHS.

D. Enfaty Sicmifican ce

The failure of RHR pump B minimum flow valve, RHR-MOV-M0165, to fully close was caused
by foreign particles on one of the two torque switch closed contacts. The leakage path
past the seat of RHR-MOV-M016B valve provides a source of vessel inventory loss into
the tor'as. Based on the estimate of total leakage to the to ns (9000 gallons) over the
time frame of flushing and heat up operations (seven hours), the leakage rate would
have been approximately 50 gpm through RNR-MOV-M016B valve during shutdown cooling. It
is not a significant impact on available system flow from either the main condensate i

system during normal operations, or low pressure ECCS pumps during faulted conditions. I

Shutdown cooling is the only mode of concern during which the leak path is isolable
(either by RHR-MOV-M017 and Mole or RRR-MOV-M0155 and 15D from the suction side, and by
M027B and pump discharge check valve forin the discharge side) . The effects of this
leak would raise the torus water level and it is well monitored in the Control Room via
high level alarm annunciators. If RRR-MOV-MOl65 valve failure would have occurred
coincident with a LOCA, then it would be considered as the single failure and the
redundant A-train of RNR system would provide the required cooling. Also, containment
int egrity is assured because this is a closed Aystem outside containment.

Based on'the probable impact of the leakage of RHR-MOV-M0168 valve on the plant duringr

operation, shutdown and LOCA conditions, it can be concluded that the safety
significance of this event is minimal.

.NRC FORM 3a6A E5 92)
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E. Corrective Action

As part of the short-tern corrective action for elistinating the root cause of this j
event, appropriate safety related motor operated valves (Mov) will be checked for

!torque-in current during MOV operability surveillances.
|

In order to prevent recurrence of this type of event, a Foreign Material Exclusion
,

(FME) program will be developed and inglemented at CNS and a motor operated valve
|compartment cleanliness program will be incorporated into the MOV surveillance '

procedures.

Also, throughout flushing and heatup evolutions, per RMR system Operations Procedure
2.2.69.2, it will be ensured that RHR suction and discharge piping is filled and
pressurized.

F. Similar Events

LER 92-007 Actuation of shutdom cooling isolation valves due to low reactor
pressure while warming the Residual Heat Removal System.

LER 94-005 Actuation of shutdown cooling isolation valves due to a pressura
perturbation caused by void collapse in the Residual Heat Removal
System,

met team .1leeA (5 e2)
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Generocers Dunne Ashmens" on the 28 Enweeney 0.sel Generesse MKI18006. Oweg TSS 16.4.43. v. 2A Ammhery poesweest pump
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A. PLANT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO EVENT |

MODE ,,,3.,,- Hot Standow RX Power ,,,,Q,,1 RCS [AS) Temperature / Pressure MDT / NDP peig
1

1

B. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

On March 7,1994. Urwt 2 wee in Mode 3, performme Techrucal Staff Survesenes (TSS) 15.8.43, * Endurance
Testme of Diesel Generotore Dunne Refusiing* on the 28 " 6._ _ ; Diessi Generseer IEKl(EDG). Dunng TSS
15.6.43, the 2A Turspro Driven Ausdiary Foodwater Pump [RA) (APW) reenwed a stort signal and subsequently
tnpped due to overspeed. At 0633 hours, the 2A APW pump wee dealered inopereMe per Technmal
Specificanon (Tech Spec) 3.7.2 Accon c, and a Penede Test (PT) 14, *Tesh Spec Related inopereWe Eeuioment
Test Sheet,* wee irwtieted. The AFW Headers were spilt et 0000 hours as por Toshnical Specinseelens 3.7.2
Acton c to eisen the decharge of the motor driven APW pumps to separous heedere. With a turbino driven APW
pump enoperelde, both trator drtwen feedwater pumps are recusred to be apareMe with the normal and
emergency AC and DC power supphes sieo being opereMs.

At 0618 hours, the 28 EDG began exponenemg frequency swinge and elevened instat weser and tube oil
temperatures and wee menue#v tnoped The 28 EDG was deJered inopereMe per Techressi Spesinoonons 3.16
and a PT 14 wee irwtieted.

On March 8,1994, the question was remed concemeng the inoperablip 2A APW pump and the operability status
'f the associated motor driven APW pump with the 28 EDG being inoperous. Subsequently, et 1000 hours, at f

as determmed that Techrucal Speaficatans LCO 3.7.2 Action e eheuld have been entered at 0018 hours on
.4erch 7,1994 wNoh requires that the Unit be pleoed in Mode 4 (Het Shuedown with Tevg less then or equel to

350*P) wettwn 20 hours due to 2A APW pump being inoperehle and 2C APW pump being technieepy inoperstdo
due to its emergency AC power soures from 28 EDG being inoperoMe. A 20 hour steek to Mode 4 was started |
et 1000 hours. A Urwt cooldown was commenood and Unit 2 emered Mode 4 en 03/06/94 et 0130 hours.
This resutted in exceeding the 20 hour Lamenne Condison for Opereelen,3.7.2 Aasen e, to go to Mode 4 try 23
hours and 12 mmutes.

C. APPARENT CAUSE OF EVENT

The cause of this event le' procedural denouncy. PT 14, which is utmond to status and treek inoperable |

|
'

eouipment, did not regusta reviewing Technical Spaceneeton 3.0.5 for appesobety or referencing the Zion
Opershielty Determinseen Manuel (ZOOM).

The cause of the 2A APW pump tripenne due to overspeed wee doestmined to be equipment failure. The buffer
oprmee in the 2A APW pump turtwne govemor were of the wrong spring constant This resulted in the governori I

becomme unstelde and unetdo to centrol turtune speed and eventueNy trtyping the turtine due to overspeed.
The buffer sonnes were not entf enough. The improper springs were in service for the last *0 years of
operemon.

71FRPsenflM briel

NUREG/CR 4674,Vol 22 1.29-4
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|C. APPARENT CAUSE OF EVENT (Contmuod)
1

The cause of the 2g EDG frequency owmps was component faseure. Two problems occurred easedsenseuely on i

the 2B EDG. The first problem was that 2ebre mussel shells and corroeson nodules were found in the tube od
eniet and jocket water cooler. This debne biosked the flow through the cootere and caused the incresso en
tube od and lacket water temperatures that were seen by the equipment operator before the EDG was menuelty
tnpped. The jocket water cooler wee heavdy fouled with a met of tobre museel shelle and conomen noduise
approssmately 1/2* thack egesnet the inlet tube sheet. Appresemately 50% of the tubes in the hee oil cooter
were partially plugged with a comtknotion of astre rnuseel shelle end corrosson nodules, and there were several
corrosson nodules ori the inlet channel head. Bened on these results both turbocharger interoselors were opened,
inspected and cleaned. The reeutte of thee mesection revealed approximately 50% and 100% partial tube
blockage with eilt,2ebre mussel shelle, and corroeson nodules with the same type of dehne in Wee ehennel
heads. These deed 2ebre mussel shelle were from the fire protocoon header that wee used for 50 temporary
cooimg water durmg the Fall 1993/ Winter 1994 duel urut service water outage.

The second problem wee the failure of a potonnel treneformer (PT) fuse. The PT fuse that ft"ed wee found to
have loose end cope ceueing mtermettent cononusty thus ceuesng the voltage regulator to Genee e Austuonng
(errotaci reference signet whech produced voltage Muctuohone The frequency andscapen wee flueesetng due to
the effects on the metenne circuit by the PT fuse. The EDG epeed was not oeceleteg, only the treguency
indiceDon.

The prob 6em with the lube oil and jacket water heet exchanger tube fouling wee discovered due to en increase
m temperaturee morwtored dunng the runnmg of the EDO. The ED3 did not snp or exponence vehege and i

frecuency fluctuatione due to the foulmg of thans heat exchangers. j
!

D. SAFETY ANALYSIS OF EVENT
|

The AM system providee a reliable source of water to the steem generetore for decay heet removal. The |
'

turbine onven AFW or one of the two motor drwen AFW pumpe are capable of mesong the decay host removal
demande for the unit dunng occadent conditions. Although the mergen of esfoty wee anpected, there wee no
safety significence dunng this event because one motor driven APW pump was availates. The Ilon truleveduel
Plant Esemmetion (IPE) shows that the turbine driven AFW pump is especeally important because of its ability to j

function for lose 4fefforte power scenenos in whsch all diesel generators have failed. However, Wie estuonon i

which is the subsect of this LER occurred in Mode 3, efter e very long shutdown period for the 2 ion duel urut
Service Water (SW) outage. The resultant 4 t 4 lower decoy host level dromenessy reduend the
importance of AFW, compared to what is modeled in the IPE, wtuch is bened on fuu power condolene.

The worst entuation is one in whech there has been a lose of off-sies power and either the 2C APW pump or ete
respectsve EDG (i.e., 2A), fails. For this estussen, reacter coolant pumps would be tnpped by see initionne
event. mmim:2mg the heat treneferred into the reactor cooient system Given the doesy heet leuets dunnt, thee
particular event and normal steem generator weser inventory, coloutscono show that west no AFW opermang,
the steem generator inventory would test at least 36 hours. This providee a coneadorable amount of ame for
recovery of off site power, AFW, EDGE or other necessary menone

w reinanflM iwan
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E. CORREcTfVE ACTIONS

1. PT 14 wee revreed to recuere e Ucensed Shift h;n c.; review of Techrucal Specificemon 3.0.5
{;; - :p and ZODM review for each PT-14 inreeted.

2. The buffer opnnge in the 1 A and 2A AFW pump turbone governor were repleoed with the propes buffer
opnnes. This greesty incrossed the stelweity of the governor and no everspeed trips have occurred eence.

,

The governor date sheet to wtuch new governore are ordered so wed se the governor spocrfacecons have
|

been revised to specify the correct buffer sonng type. Thee we ensure that any new governors ordered or
|

old governore sent for refurlwehment wel conteen the oorrect see buffer opnnes
|

3. The Potoneel Transformer fuses on oil 6 EDGE were repieced with send fWed fuses. The send filled fuese
are en unproved dessen fcr the environment that they funcuen in.

4. In November of 1992, the 10* Fire Proteccon (FPI heeder that supphes a bookup weser supply to each EDG |

heat eschenger wee flushed out to the foreboy, This flush wm pertenned by PT 21SD, ' Fire Suppreseson
Water System Flush of the Indoor and Underground 10 inch Header'. This flush is performed on a yeerty
frequency. )

5. The 28 EDG lube oil cooter, jocket water cooter, and both turbocharger inesrooolers were cieened and the
28 EDO was returned to service

6. The IB EDG lube oil and jacket water cooler had been opened, mopected, and cienned on Foiwuery 14, f

1994. This mopecoon occurred after the 13 EDG had been sophed with temporary osehng water from the
FP system throughout the duel unit outage Roth cooiers had esto tubes plugged and emeN emounts (*
sheHs in the meet channel heads. Based on the cleenkness of the lute od and jocket weeer cooler, it wu
dooded that en inspecton of the intercooters wee not warranted.

7. The 2A EDG jocket water cooier, lobe oil cooter, and both interosolers were opened, inspected, and cleaned
on March 9,1994. The coo 6ere had up to apprommately 50% pareal tube blockage and varying amounts
of retro mussel sheNo and corrosson nodules in the inlet channel heado.

8. The O EDG incket water cooter, lube oil coster, and the 0 2 innereceier were opened, inspected, and cieened
on March 12,1994. The esoters had very emeN amounts of pareal tube blockage and emeN emounts of
zebre museel ehens and corrosson nodules in the intet channoi heads. Based en the cleenliness of the 0 2
mtercooter, it wee decided that en enspeccon of the 01 interemotor wee not warranted.

9. The 1 A EDG wee the only EDO that did not have its heet eschengers being suppNed w6th temporary water ;
from the FP system dunne the duel urut outage Therefore, the 1 A E00 host osehengers have been

)oveeusted as not contaming the same type of fouhng theoevered in Wie scher EDG host eschengers. Work t

roguest 940029217 was wntten to flush the emeN seceen of 4' fire proteeden bookup supply pipmg for
the 1 A EDG from the 10* fire protocoon supply header to the pressure eeneral valve. This flush is

,

scheduled to be performed dunne the Urut 1 Refuehng Outops (21R14! which began on September 9. '

1995. (304 100 94 0020101)

| 10. Engmeenng Request ER960030s hoe been sent to deep enginsonne to ovelvete insteNing flush teos m the
fire protection backup supply lines to the EDG host eschengere for penedioamy flueneng these sections of
pepeng. (304180-94-0020102)

,,rocann w ei
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F. PREVIOUS EVENTS ,

LER 2 926 documented on event where the 2A EDG end the 2A Safety infection pump were both inoperable
and Zion Urut 2 entered Techracol Specification 3.0.3. The corrective actions from LER 2 926 would not
have preventsd LER-2 94-OO2.

|
l

|
G. COMPONENT FAILURE DATA

Manufacturer Nomenclature Manufacturer ufart Number

Woodward Governor Co. Governor (including buffer spring) 9903 283
Littlefuse, Inc. Fuse Type 702001

|

7LtR'940025 ler(7)
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LICEN8EE EVENT HEPORT (LER) gesteengnesecseann0N'a'4m" !'*"""g sum
W4SD91Giopt DCEeBMopt AfCTo ne pRPERN0fttfEDUCfl0NSIGECT

#ses reverse for r - : r" of "- &_-_ ;; tot easti block) omo% N oF acuenesEBfT Af0 EcoET.6 DCasos_

F ACILITY seAasE (1) DoCMET MutaBER 9) PaoE e
Calvert Cliff s, Unit 2 05000 318 1 OF 09 i

TITLE #4)

Reactor Trip Due to Opening of 13.8 Kilovolt Feeder Breaker
|

EVENT DATE m LER NutseER 89 REPORT DATE m oTHER FACILff aEs IMWotVEo m
sE '" 8wo8fTH DAY YEAR YEAR woeffM DAY YEARgg

CC, Unit 1 05000 317
01 12 94 94 001 01 03 16 94- -

05000
oPERATR)g THad . REPORT RA -'TTED P' " T To THE M^'-~11 oF to cFR hans er fitt

escoE m 1 m *asse neo*w X so. ram e w rafiw
, measuma maswm X sarawaw rs rim
LEVEL 100 staesw(i>m maswm sarassem pe
"# ,7g,,

an eoswmee X so rawma mo rammwe4A) a msvuAhnennene.ensu
maeswmu sorammoo entsumuom *"'8**
so donwmm sarawmae sorawapoo

LICENSEE CONTACT Foft TMis LER (13
N

TELEPHONE NUtdNR $nalude Area code)

R. Cary Gradle, Compliance Engineer 410 260 3738

CondPLETE oceE LINE FoM E ACH CouPoNENT F AILuflE DEND IN THis MPoRT (tal

Yg7 ",7,7,"cAueE sysTEu cowPoNENT Q "'YM"TOcausE sysTEu consPoesEiff
-

|
|

suPPLEuENTAL REPORT EXPECTED (14) EXPECTED wostrH DAY YEAR

sueusesom
someteen EXPECTED suendessioN oATE)

ASSTRAct (tmee to seco spesos.e.e..espeo.masseytS . ._ - -._. unesi (IG

On January 12, 1994 at 0552, Calvert Cliffs Unit 2 tripped when an electrical
protective relay actuated in the 13.8 kv voltage regulator (2H2103) for Unit
Service Transformer (UST) U-4000 22. This actuation caused the loss of 4 kv
Busses 22, 23, and Safety Bus 24 Both control element drive mechanism motor
generator sets lost power, causing a reactor trip from loss of power to the
control element drive assemblies and a main turbine trip.

The cause of the 13.8 kv feeder breakers opening was the actuation of the
sudden pressure trip circuit for the 13.8 kv voltage regulators due to
intermittent grounds on their associated 125 VDC bus.

,A Significant Incident Finding Team was appointed by the Picnt Ceneral Manager
to investigate the event. The results of this investigation Td associated
corrective actions are included in this supplemental report.
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)I. DESCRIFIION OF EVENT
j
i

on January 12, 1994 at 0552, Calvert Cliffs Unit 2 tripped when an electrical
protective relay actuated in the 13.8 kv voltage regulator (2H2103) for Unit
Service Transformer (UST) U 4000 22. This actuation caused the loss of 4 kv
Busses 22, 23, and Safety Bus 24 Both control element drive mechanism socor
generator sets lost power, causing a reactor trip from loss of power to the
control element drive assemblies and a main turbine trip.

Subsequently, similar protective relaying for UST U 4000 21, which supplies the
redundant Unit 14 kv Safety Bus 14, actuated resulting in a loss of normal
power supply to Bus 14 At the time of the event, both units were operating at
100 percent power.

At the time of the event, a modification was under construction which installs
six 13.8 kv voltage regulators (three per Unit). Each regulator has manual
transfer switches located between the respective UST 13.8 kv supply feeder
breaker and the UST. On the morning of January 12, 1994, all six voltage
regulators and transfer switch assamblies were mounted in place, but their
13.8 kv cables were not connected to existing plant equipment. Their
annunciation circuits were tagged out with fuses removed. The voltage regulator
protective trip circuits to the respective 13.8 kv supply feeder breakar control
circuit had been connected earlier in the construction sequence. The project
team members incorrectly believed these protective trip circuits were
functionally isolated from existing plant equipment. At the time of the event,
construction personnel were working on top of Unit 2 voltage regulator 2H2101
and inside each of the three Unit 2 voltage regulator transfer switch assembly
cabinets. They were preparing 13.8 kv cable ends for termination during future
planned 13.8 kv bus outages.

Each voltage regulator protective circuit consists of two parallel circuits
sensing a sudden pressure increase in either of two separate compartments. Each
circuit consists of a bellows type sensor switch and solid state seal-in relay
circuit card which is connected to the trip circuit of the associated 13.8 kv

|UST feeder breaker. The circuit is designed to open the breaker and doenergize '

the regulator / transformer combination in the event of a sudden pressure increase
from a fault inside a winding compartment.

Figure 1 provides a schematic of the power supply scheme discussad in this
Licensee Event Report (LER).

NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22 1.30-4
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At 0552, a Sudden Pressure Trip Relay actuated in voltage regulator 2H2103,
tripping open 13.8 kv feeder breaker (252 2103) to UST U 4000 22. 4 kv
Busses 22, 23, and 24 feeder breakers (152 2201, 152 2311, and 152-2401,
respectively) also tripped open, as designed, on undervoltage and Unit 2
tripped. Control Room operators implemented appropriate post trip Emergency
Operating Procedures. Auxiliary feedwater flow was initiated at 0556.
Emer5ency Diesel Generator (EDC) 21 started and loaded as designed.

A Plant Watch Supervisor was dispatched to inspect the 13.8 kv electrical
components for anomalies. He found UST U 4000 22 feeder breaker 252 2103 open.
There was no local indication of any breaker protective devices tripped, but the
breaker's lockout device was tripped. The Unit 1 13 kv switchgear house was
inspected and all breaker conditions were r.ormal.

At 0617 the 13.8 kv feeder breaker (252 2102) to UST U 4000 21 tripped open,
with a subsequent undervoltage trip of Unit 14 kv Bus 14 feeder breaker
152-1414 No. 12 EDC started upon loss of power to 4 kv Bus 14 Unit 1 Control
Room operators implemented appropriate procedures and took actions to close
alternate feeder breaker 152-1401, which reenergized 4 kv Bus 14

At 0619. the 13.8 kv feeder breaker (252 2101) to UST U 4000 23 tripped open,
resulting in a loss of Unit 2 4 kv Busses 25 and 26 At 0628, the control Room
staff had determined that the spurious 13.8 kv breaker trips were isolated to
13.8 kv Bus 21 and opened the 13.8 kv Service Bus 21 feeder breaker 252 2104, ,

I

deenergizing 13.8 kv Service Bus 21.

At approximately 0630 plant electricians verified a ground on Unit 2 125 VDC
Bus 21. Using schematic drawings of the voltage regulator they identified the
sudden pressure trip protective circuit, investigated, and found a sudden
pressure seal in relay actuated for each of the three Unit 2 voltage regulators.
Subsequent troubleshooting isolated the DC ground to voltage regulator 2H2102.
Plant electricians discovered that all three voltage regulator protective trip
circuits were connected to the breaker control circuits.

The sudden pressure trip circuits for the breakers associated with the Unit 2
13.8 kv voltage regulators were disconnected. The three Unit 2 voltage
regulator transfer switch assemblies were then tagged and locked in the bypass

,

|
mode.

|

At 1535, Unit 2 13.8 kv Bus 21 was reenergized. At 1550, the other Unit 2
4 kv busses were restored to a normal lineup. Similarly, Unit 1 4 kv busses

I

l

l
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were restors.1 to a normal electrical lineup with the voltage regulators isolated
and the trip circuits removed, at about 1845. ,

II. CAUSE OF EVENT

The immediate cause of the 13.8 kv feeder breakers opening was the actuation of
the sudden pressure trip circuit for 13.8 kv voltage regulators due to
intermittent grounds on their associated 125 VDC bus. Extensive electrical
bench testing confirmed that the circuit would actuate in the presence of a DC
ground in the specific condition that the circuit was in at the time. An

actuation did not occur if the circuit was in its final designed configuration.
The designed circuit is reliable if it is properly connected. However, if the
sensor device is disconnected (and a ground occurs), we have shown that the
solid state seal-in relay will actuate. Opportunities were missed to detect the
sensitivity of the solid-state seal-in relay during the design review phase of
the project.

A Significant Incident Finding Team (SIIT) was appointed by the Plant General
Manager to investigate the event. The SIFT determined the actuations were
caused by intermittent grounds on the DC control power circuits interacting with
the plant's DC ground detection system. The grounds actuated the sensitive
solid state relay because its sensor device was not connected. The intermittent
nature of the electrical ground in the system was most likely due to loose leads
from a terminal block in the 2H2102 bypass transfer switch cabinet coming into
contact with the inner cabinet door. The leads were not taped and minor
movement of the door or the leads could have resulted in their contact.

A detailed analysis of this event has identified the following root causes.

A. Our control of new equipment while under construction was less than
adequate. The 50.59 safety evaluation required the sudden pressure
trip protective circuit to be disabled. This circuit was energized
and enabled prematurely. The Design Instructions did not adequately
implement the requirements of the 50.59 safety evaluation as
required by our modification procedures. This inadequate design
control carried through the implementing work package.

B. The r2odification process did not adequately require testing to be
integrated with work in progress. The 50.59 safety evaluation
specified the required voltage regulator transfer switches'
positions to disable the trip circuit. The voltage regulator bypass

NUREGICR-4674,Vol 22 1.30-6
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transfer switch auxiliary contacts were assumed, but not verified,
to be functional. Sensor devices were not detected disconnected.

C. Less than adequate communications existed between project team
members. After many of the project meetings, there were conflicting
views of the planned approech to enst.re the protective circuits were
disabled. Imprecise communications confused 13.8 kv and 125 VDC
--i and misleading statements existed about " associated DC
circuits" and " breaker control wiring."

D. The design review conducted by personnel involved with this
modification was less than adequate. The specified sudden pressure
increase seal-in relay circuit is susceptible to inadvertent
actuation when its sensor is disconnected. The designated method
for enabling and disabling the protective circuit (auxiliary
switches) was less than adequate. Opportunities were missed by our
design personnel to detect the sensitivity of the solid state seal-
in relay during the design review phase of the project.

III. ANALYSIS OF EVENT

A loss of non emergency AC power (LOAC) event is defined in the Updated Final
Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) as a loss of the plant's 500 kv/13 kv service
transformers. A loss of load to one unit's turbine generator with offsite power ,

|unavellable and the other unit's turbine-generator unavailable would result in a
|1DAC event. In this context, a loss of offsite power (LOOP) means a loss of the |main power grid (500 kv ring bus) in conjunction with the loss of the other

unit's turbine generator; in other words, a loss of all non emergency power with
the EDGs supplying AC emergency power to all of the plant's vital electrical
loads.

The most limiting LOAC event described in the UFSAR assumes a loss of turbine
load on a unit operating at 100 percent power with offsite AC power unavailable
and concludes that no significant safety consequences will result from this
event. The UFSAR scenario bounds this actual event.

At the time of the event, Unit I was fully capable of being safely shutdown and
maintained in a safe shutdown condition in the event of a LOOP. No. 12 EDC was
OPERABLE and available to provide AC emergency power to Unit 1 safety related
equipment.

I.30-7 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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At 0405 on January 12, 1994, No. 11 EDC and No. 11 saltwater loop for Unit 1
were removed from service for scheduled maintenance. The next planned 13.8 kv
service bus outage for continued modification installation was to occur the
following morning on January 13, 1994 Approxier.ately 25 minutes after the start
of the event, at 0617, flow was lost through Unit 1 No. 12 saltwater loop when
No. 12 saltwater pump stopped due to loss of Unit 1 4 kv Bus 14 Since there is
no ACTION statement fer two inoperable saltwater loops, Unit I was placed in a
condition not covered by the plants Technical Specification. Power was promptly
restored to 4 kv Bus 14 by closing its alternate feeder breaker,
No._12 saltwater pump was started and saltwater flow was restored through
No. 12 saltwater loop. There were no significant safety consequences resulting
from the approximately two minutes that flow was lost through No. 12 saltwater
locp.

This event is considered reportable under the provisions of the following
10 CFR 50.73 reporting criteria:

A. 50.73(a)(2)(1)(B); Any operation or condition prohibited by the
4

plants Technical Specifications. '

B, 50.73(a)(2)(iv); Any event that results in a manual or automatic
actuation of any ESF, including the RPS.

|
C. 50.73(a)(2)(v); Any event or condition that alone could have '

prevented the fulfillment of the safety function of structures or
systems needed to; (b) remove residual heat; and (d) mitigate the
consequences of an accident.

IV. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

Isaediate Corrective Actions:

A. The immediate construction areas around the Unit 1 and 2 voltage
regulator project were physically posted and quarantined.

B. The Plant General Manager directed that a SIFT assess the event.

C. Each voltage regulator sudden pressure trip circuit was disconnected
from its respective 13 kv feeder breaker.

D, The Unit 1 and Unit 2 voltage regulator transfer switch assemblies
were tagged and locked in the bypass mode.

NUREG/CR-4674, Vel 22 1.36 8
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E. All work associated with the voltage regulator project that could
affect operable plant systems has been stopped, pending Plant
General Manager approval.

Preventive Actions:

A. We are currently reviewing the 50.59 safety evaluation, design
instructions, and associated implementing procedures for this
modification. They will be revised, as necessary, to ensure they
are consistent with each other.

B. We are developing an integrated test plan for the 13.8 kv voltage
regulator project. The project impleme?tation plan will be
presented to the Plant Operations and Safety Review Committee and
the Plant General Manager.

C. We will require minutes for project meetings to document concurrence
on agreements.

D. We plan to replace the solid state seal in relay with a design that
is less susceptible to spurious actuation. We plan to remove the
auxiliary contacts from the sudden pressure trip circuit and install
new test switches.

E. This event has been reviewed with the involved design engineering
personnel.

T. We are proceduralizing guidance for review and control of " potential
high risk" construction activities.

C. We will develop guidance on how and when to defeat and enable
protective circuits.

!! . We are developing procedural guidance for integrated work / testing
requirements for modifications.

L30-9 NUREC/CR-4674, Val 22
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V. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

A. Affected Component Identification

IEEE 803 IEEE 805
Component or System EIIS Funct System ID

Electrical Protective Relay 94 EA
13.8 kv Voltage Regulator 90 EA
13.8 kv Breaker BKR EA
Motor Generator Sets MC AA |Saltwater System Pump P BI
Emergency Diesel Generator DC EK
125 VDC System N/A EI
Unit Service Transformer XFMR EB

B. Previous Similar Events.

Both LER 50 317/93 003 and this event involve actuation of
unnecessarily enabled breaker protection circuits leading to partial
losses of offsite power and reactor trips. These events do not have
similar casual factors, however. One of the causal factors
identified in LER 50 317/93 003 was that isolating the protective
circuit was not recognized as a means to avoid an unnecessary
reactor trip hazard. In this case, the need to isolate the
protective circuit was recognized and planned as part of the
modification process. However, in this case, the implementation of
the plan did not result in an effective circuit isolation. Thus,
while some similarities exist between these events, we have
concluded the underlying casual factors of these svents are
different.

I

1
.

l
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On May 21, 1994 Unit 2 was in a Refuel Outage. The Unit 2 Startup Auxiliary Transformer(SAT) was being supplied from Switchyard Bus 2B. At 1442 hours, the system dispatcher
notified the Brunswick Control Room that maintenance had been completed on the Whiteville
230 kV line and that the circuit breakers would be restored to service. i

Testing of theWhileville breakers would involve opening one breaker on Switchyard bus 2B and two
i

breakers on Switchyard Bus 2A. At 1509 hours, the dispatcher opened the one breaker onBus 2B. He then opened the remaining two breakers feeding bus 2B (the two bree.kers
feeding Bus 2A should have been opened). Opening the remaining two breakers to Bus 2Bcaused a Loss of Offsite Power to Unit 2. All four Diesel Generators (DGs) started andDG 3 and 4 auto loaded to their respective Emergency Buses.systems actuated as required. Engineered Safety Feature
automatically isolate due to a failed relay.The Reactor Building Ventilation inboard dampers failed toThe dampers were manually closed from the
control Room. All other systems operated as designed. The cause of the event waspersonnel error.

evolutions at nuclear power plants and reviewing the event with appropriate operationsCorrective actions include requiring dual verification for switching
personnel. The safety significanae was minimal. All DGs auto started and DGs 3 and 4loaded to their respective Emergency Buses.
The cause classification for this event per the criteria of NUREG-1022 is personnelerror.

l
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Dispatcher Switching Evolution Results in 14Nss of Offsite Power to Unit 2 |

INITIAL CONDITIONS

on May 21, 1994, Unit 2 was in a Refuel Outage. The Unit 2 Start-up Auxiliary
Transformer (SAT) and the Caswell Beach Pumping Station Transformer were being supplied
from Switchyard Bus 28.

EVENT NARRATIVE

On May 20, 1994, a line clearance from the System Dispatcher had been placed on the
Unit 2 Whiteville 230 kV Line to apply Room Temperature Vulcanized (RTV) Silicone
coating to the bus insulators. On May 21, 1994, Carolina Power t. Light Substation
Maintenance personnel canceled the 1tne clearance on the Unit 2 Whitev111e 230 kV line.
The syrrtem dispatcher inforwaJ the Brunswick Nuclear Plant (BNP) Control Room that the
Whitev111e circuit breakers were going to be returned to service. The switching
instructions were written to test and restore the section of the Whiteville 230 kV lineto service. The Wallace (28B), the Castle Hayne (27A), and the Delco West (30A)
circuit breakers would be opened to isolate the 2B bus from any possible fault, and the
Whiteville 230 kV line would be tested from the Wallace 230 kV line through the 2A bus.

The Unit 2 230 kV electrical system configutation (see attachment) has four incoming
feeders from the grid (Whiteville, Delco West, Wallace, and Castle Hayne West). The
feeders can be lined up to either the 2A or 2B Bus. The th.it Main Transf ormers, the
Startup Auxiliary Transformer (SAT), and the Unit Auxiliary Transformer (UAT) also ,

supply either the 2A or the 2B Bus. The SAT supplies power to the plant during j
shutdown conditions. During power operations the SAT feeds the Reactor Recirculating '

Pumps and the UAT supplies all other plant loads. At the time of the switching
evolution the SAT was being supplied from the Switchyard 2B Bus with the Delco West, 1

|the Castle Hayne West and the Wallace circuit breakers feeding the bus.

On May 21, 1994, at 1442 hours, the dispatcher notified the BNP Control Room that they
were ecmunencing the switching evolution to return the Whiteville 230 kV line to
service. At 1505 hours, the dispatcher confirmed with the BNP Unit 2 Control Room that
the SAT was being supplied from Switchyard Bus 2B. The procedure instructs the
dispatcher to ago to manual control and open the Wallace 288 230 kV CB, the Castle
Hayne West 27A 230 kV CB, and the Delco West 30A 230 kV CB'. There is a manual
selection for each of the circuit breakers on the 230 kV line and at 1505 hours, the
dispatcher placed the Delco West 305, Wallace 285, and Castle Hayne West 27B circuit
breakers in manual. At 1509 hours, he opened the Wallace~288, Delco West 308, and
Castle Hayne 27B circuit breakers de-energizing Bus 28 and causing a loss of power to
the SAT. All four Diesel Generators (DGs) auto started and DG 3 and DG 4 loaded to
their respective Emergency Buses. The Reactor Protection System (RPS) motor generators
'A' and "B" tripped. The spent fuel pool cooling pumps and supplemental spent fuel
pool cooling pumps tripped and the "2A" nuclear service water pump auto started. There
was an isolation of Reactor Building ventilation System and an auto start of the
Standby Gas Treatment System (SBGT). The Reactor Building Ventilation system inboard
dampers did not automatically isolate due to a relay failure in the SBGT control relay
logic. The following Primary Containment Isolation System (PCIS) isolations occurred

pCIS Group 2. Drywell Floor and Bquipment Drains,

NUREG/CR-4674,VoL 22 1.31-4
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PCIS Group 3, Reactor Water Cleanup System,

PCIS Group 6, Containment Atmospheric Control System,

PCIS Group 10 Pneumatic Nitrogen System

Unit 1 experienced an isolation of the PCIS Group 6 (CAC) valves, a Reactor Buildincy
isolation and a SBGT auto start, '.oss of two drywell coolers, a Conventional Nevice
Water (CSW) pump trip and an auto start of a standby CSW pump, and the Unit 1 Hydrogen ,

Water Chemistry System trip. j

The Unit 2 Reactor Operator inf erined the dispatcher that there had been an au*o start
of the diesel generators. The dispatcher realized that the "B" breakers had been
opened rather than the "A" breakers and notified Brunswick of the error. At 1511 hours
the "B" circuit breakers were closed and. r was restored to the Unit 2 SAT.

Subsequent recovery actions were in accordance with the plant Abnormal Operating
Procedures. At 1551 hours, Buses '2F. 2C, and 2Th were re-energized f rom the SAT.
Emergency Bus E4 was re-energized from bus 2C at 1613 hours, and Bus E3 was re-
energized from Bus 2D at 1618 hours. All four diesel generators were secured and
placed in standby. All switching operations were coupleted at 1828 hours, with the
switchyard 230 kV buses in normal configuration.

CAUSE OF EVENT

The cause of the event was personnel error. The dispatcher executed the actions
specified in the switching instructions too rapidly. The switching instruction
contained six actions in one step, allowing the performance of multiple actions without
referencing the procedure. All six actions were completed in 52 seconds which did not
allow time for self-checking. Additionally, the time between actions did not allow
communications (intended action and feedback) with the BNP Control Room which should
have identified that the intended action was inccrrect.
The switching instructions contained actions for both the "A" and "B" bus in one step.

The dispatcher had previously reviewed the switching instructions and noted that
actions were required on both "A" and "B" buses. He had underlined the differences,

yet when referencing the step prior to execution, only "B" registered in his mind.

A contributing factor was the BNP review of the switching instructions prior to the
evolution. The review did not identify that the instructions were not written to the
same standard as BNP procedures nor that a high risk potential existed with incorrect
executien of the switching instructions.

CORRECTIVE AC"rIONS

1. Appropriate controls were established to ensure that switching instructions
follow established plant procedure format.

2. The event was reviewed by appropriate system dispateners.

3. Pre-job briefings will be required for all planned switching activities involving
nuclear power plants.

1.31-5 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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4. Instructions for any planned switching activity at a nuclear power plant will
require dual verification ensuring that the correct device has been selected.

5. Senior Reactor Operator review of switching instructions will be docuenented on
the BNP Control Room copy prior to authorization of planned switching activities.

6. The event will be reviewed by appropriate BNP operations personnel.
7. System dispatchers will be trained on the STAR (Stop, Think, Act, Review) method I

of self-checking.

SAFETY ASSESSMENT
!
|The safety significance was minimal. All four diesel generators auto started with

diesels 3 and 4 auto loading to their respective emergency buses. All Engineered
Safety Feature systems operated as designed with the exception of the Reactor Building
inboard supply and exhaust dampers failing to auto close. The failure was due to a
relay failure in the Standby Gas Treatment System control relay logic. The dasg>ers
were manually closed from the control Room at 1608 hours. The relay was replaced onMay 28, 1994. Switchyard bus 2B was rettored within 4 minutes and bus 2A remained
energized and available throughout the event.

PREVIOUS SIMILAR EVENTS

Previous events involving a Loss of Offsite Power are discussed in LERs 1-93-008 and 2-
91-016.

EIIS CCmF - T IDENTIFICATION

Svs t em /Cennnener t IIIS. Code
,

|Containment Atmospheric Control System IK !Primary Containment Isolation System JMReactor Protection System JD
Standby Gas Treatment System BH
Switchyard System FK

NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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On December 6,1994, at 2223 hours, wem the plant dedueled, it was desemuned tiet a release past esdeled tom
|the Endoeure Building that would allow for a drect discharge to atmosphere following a Loss of Coolant Accident

(LOCA) that would not receeve cheronel filtratiort

The root cause is a doncsoncy in the original design.
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1. Danortphen of Event

On December 6,1994, at 2223 hours, with the plant et 0% power weih me core olboeded, it was
desemuned that a toisase pam easted kom the Enciosure Building that would aNow a direct discharge to
the atmosphere dustng a Loss of Cooient Accident (LOCA) tiet would not recesve diarcoal meanort The i
cause of this event has been doesmuned to be an oversight in the arteinal design of the mecharge now :
pam tar me Hydrogen analysers Wuh the essabeshmert of the system engmeerme program, me engmeer
reviewing a work package immodussey idenghed me decrepency in mis non-safety reissed syssom and
inmissed an t am-

The design basis of pio Enclosure Bundmg Filtrellon Syssem is to cotect
Containment Structure duetng a LOCA and process the leakage tirough a ' leakage from me

!

EEcsoncy Pareculate ,

(HEPA) and Charcoal FEweson system. This memod of decharge mmemmes me publes esposure to
lodine and memeens off eles does less then 10C8:R100 limits.

A hydrogen analyzer cabinet and semple hood enhetat ten wee found to take a euchon on the enclosure
and checharge apprommately 1000 cfm out the Unit 2 Main Enhaust osack. This tow path hee

HEPA but does not have any Charcoal Adeorber WWaton. This non-sofety related eWieust fan
,

'

nomiaNy runs to memtain a negesve preneure on me semple hood to provert techmcdens from being
esposed to gas while obtaining routmo cfismistry comples. The tan hee no automage shut off lessure and j
there are no isolemon dampers in me llne to prevent a release during an event 91st would accuses the
Enclosure Buildmg Filtaban System. i

,

|
The Radlological Assessment brancti performed an evalummon to desarmine the eAsces of this condWort
Their anesysse wee bened upon a mapr accident assuming a subesenmal meadown of the core with
= *=ary'arit release of appreciable quenemos of Reelon produces as idonelhed in 10CFR100.11 and
concluded that the r=h eles boundary thyrosci dose would exceed 10CFR100.11 limles.

Fotowing the discovery of tiis condson on December 6,1994,immettate correceive acelon was to declare
the enclosure buildmg integrtty inoperable. The plant was in an undsened modo due to tie core being off
loaded ween the cuecrepancy was tound and declared inoperable Encicoure Buteng insegrity is not
required in Mode 5 or 6, therefore, no addhonel operasor schons were required.

'

There were no automatic or manuaNy inluated safety systems actussed as a result of the event.

11. C.agna of Event

The root cause of this event is the design and insteNation of the hydrogen analyser cabinet ventuallon
system.

lit. Analysis of Event

Based on event C ';-H i, this event is reportable under the criteria of 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(v),"Any overt
or condition met alone could have prevensed me tulAllment of the safety funceon of structures or systems
that are needed to Mitigate the consequences of an accident.'

The Radiological Assessment branch portormed an evaluation to doiermine the ellects of tiis condWort
Their analyses was beood upon a mapr accident asetming a subesansel meltdown of the core with
= *=aryaarit release of appreciable quenstes of Assion products as idenghed in 10CFR100.11 and
concluded that the enh datatt see boundary thyroid does would exceed 10CFR100.11 Emits. This has
been a conAgurselon tiet has been in service since inital inesellatert

oce== essa e-en,
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Fotowing the event discovery on December 6,1994, immediese correcWwe acekm wee to deciere me
Endoeure Building inteDrny inoperable Since the plert wee delusied when he diewapency wee found
and dedored inoperable and Endoeure Builden0 IntegrNy le not required h Mode 5 or 6, no addalonel
immedmee actone were required.

Work is in progress to rodeogn the hydrogen analyser and esmple eink ventieslon eyessmo to correct this
dondency prior to Mode 4 when enctosure bundmo ineagrey le required.

-

'

v. Addmonalinformenon

SimBer LERs: None

Ells Codas

Endoeure Bundng 80

Hydrogen Analyzer Cabmet IK-CA8

Hydrogen Analyzer Cabinet Fan IK-FAN

c e-.o
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On 3/17/94, at 1131 EST, Unit 2 was in the Cold Shutoown mode, one day into a scheduled j
refueling outage. Reactor coolant temperature was 168 degrees Fahrenheit. The "B" loop of the
Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System was in operation in the Shutdown Cooling (SDC) mode. At
that time, a non-licensed engineer was tracing the routing of a control wire in a Control Room panel
when he observed an arc in the panel and heard several relays actuate. He notified the licensed ShiA
Supervisor. Subsequent walkdown of the control room panels revealed that the loop "B" SDC
discharge valve,2 Ell-F015B, was closed and SDC flow was zero. An operator attempted to open
the valve with the control switch but was unsuccessful. Shin personnel then entered procedure
34AB-Ell 0012S, " Loss of Shutdown Cooling," and began, with engineers' assistance, to
investigate the cause of the valve isolation. At 1202 EST, the cause of the event had not been
determined, and it was decided to place the "A" loop of RHR in the SDC mode. By 1250 EST, SDC ;

flow had been restored via the "A" loop of the RHR system. Bulk average reactor coolant
temperature did not exceed 212 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the event. However, investigation
showed that the reactor vessel pressurized to approximately 9 psig during the event. The cause of
the event was inadvertent grounding of a Primary Containment isolation System logic circuit
resulting in a fuse actuation and isolation of the SDC discharge valve. Corrective actions include
replacing the fuse, repairing a wire termination, revising procedures, changing an alarm setpoint and
training personnel.

=c e ms essei
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PLANT AND SYS17_M IDENTIFICATION !
:

General Electnc - Boiling Water Reactor
Energy Industry identi6 cation System Codes are identified in the text as (EIIS Code XX)

,

DESCRIPTION OF EVENT |

On 3/17/94, at 1131 EST, Unit 2 was in the Cold Shutdown mode, one day inso a scheduled |
refuehag outage Reactor coolant temperature was 168 degrees Fahrenheit as measured at the inlet j
to the Reactor Water Cleanup System (RWCU, Ells Code CE). The "B" loop of the Residual Heat (
Removal System (RHR, EIIS Code BO) was in operation in the Shutdown Cooling (SDC) mode. '

The "A" loop of RHR was aligned to the Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) mode. The "A" ;
and "B" loops of Core Spray were operable The 2A, IB, and 2C E.c. ,-f Desel Generators {
(EDG, EIIS Code EK) were operable. The reactor vessel was vented to the Unit 2 Drywell via the 1

reactor head vent line. The Unit 2 Drywell head had been removed, thus Unit 2 Pnmary J

Contamment was commurucating with Unit I w=8= y Contamment (The two units share a
common refueling floor which is part of Unit i Secondary Con.amment.) Unit i Secondary
Containment was intact but the Unit 2 Secondary Contamment (Reactor Building) was not intact.
All Drywell penetrations which allow communicanon between Unit 2 Primary Contamment and
Unit 2 Secondary Containment were isolated.

Prior to the event, it had been determined that several control circuit relay coils needed i-/--- --

In support of the replacement effort, a nonheensed engmeer was tasked with phymcally venfymg the
wiring configuration of the relays. At 1131 EST, the engmeer was tracmg the routing of a control
wire in Main Control Room panel 2Hil-P623 when he observed an arc in the panel and heard
several relays actuate. After being notified of the arc, the ShiA Supervisor inspected the panel and
directed the licensed operators to walk down the control panels, noting any unusual conditions that
may have resuhed from the arcing incident At approximately 1140 EST, an operator walkmg down
the panels discovered that the loop *B" SDC discharge valve, 2 Ell-F0158, was closed and that
SDC flow was zero. The operator noti 6ed the ShiA Supervisor. No plant conditions existed that
would necessitate closure of the valve; therefore, the operator attempted to open the valve with the
control switch. The valve cycled open and then automatically closed indicating that a Pnmary
Containment Isolation System (PCIS, EDS Code JM) signal was in effect on the valve control logic.
This valve is a dual function valve providag Primary Contamment isolation capability as well as
injection capability for the SDC and the Low Pressure Coolant injecuon (LPCI) modes of the RHR
system. The operator then reset the PCIS signal and attempted to open the valve. Again, the valve

i

cycled open and then automatically closed, indicatmg that an invalid PCIS signal was sealed in. The<

operating RHR pump was then secured and the discharge throttle valve, 2 Ell-F017B, was closed

MUREG#CR-4674, vel 22 1J3-4
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Shift personnel then entered prccedure 34AB-El 1-001 2S, " Loss of Shutdown Cooling," and began,
with engineers' assistance, to investigate the cause of the PCIS signal. Procedure 34AB-El 1 001-2S
requires increased monitoring (ie., every 15 minutes) of the reactor coolant temperature and the
reactor vessel pressure, as well as other plant parameteis. The procedure also requires that reactor
water level be raised to greater than 53 inches above instrument zero, if SDC flow is not restored
immediately, in order to induce natural circulation in the reactor vessel Prior to the event, the
reactor water level was 37 inches above instrument zero (195 inches above the top of the active fuel)
and was therefore raised to 57 inches above instrument zero

Procedure 34AB-Ell-0012S requires that if reactor coolant temperature approaches 212 degrees
Fahrenheit an ahernate means of SDC should be established. The "A" loop of RHR was operable
and capable of being aligned to the SDC mode if necessary. However, since temperature as
measured at the RWCU system inlet was essentially constant at 168 degrees Fahrenheit, placing the
"A" loop of RHR in the SDC mode was not immediately pursued and activities focused on
monitoring plant parameters and identifying and correcting the cause for the invalid PCIS signal.

At approximately 1202 EST, licensed personnel saw reactor coolant temperature as measured at the
RWCU inlet begin increasing At this point, the cause of the event had not been determined and it
was decided to place the "A" loop of RHR in operation in the SDC mode. By 1250 EST, reactor
coolant temperature as measured at the RWCU inlet had increased to 185 degrees Fahrenheit and
SDC flow had been restored via the "A" loop of the RHR system. Forced circulation was thus
restored and the higher temperature coolant in and above the reactor core region was being moved
into the annulus region. Consequently, RWCU inlet temperature initially increased, reaching a
maximum of 194.8 degrees at 1255 EST, before it began to decrease.

By 1325 EST, a blown fuse in a Group 2 PCIS initiation circuit had been found and replaced
Subsequently, the PCIS signal was reset and the 2 Ell F015B valve was cycled to ensure its
operability.

An Event Review Team was established to fully investigate the event, in reviewing strip charts and
process computer printouts after the event, the team determined that the reactor pressure had
reached a maximum of approximately 9 psig during the interruption in SDC flow. Pressure was,

greater than atmospheric for approximately 3 hours. Because of the apparent pressurization of the
reactor vessel, there was concern that the plant had gone from the cold shutdown condition, to hot
shutdown. Analysis of the event by General Electric, however, showed that the bulk average

1.33-5 NUREC/CR-4674, vel 22
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. temperature was less than 212 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the event, indicating that the Hot |
Shutdown mode had not been entered. (By dennition, the plant is in the hot shutdown mode when j
the average reactor coolant temperature is above 212 degrees Fahrenheit). ;

CAUSE OF EVENT i
i
!

The cause of the interruption in SDC flow was inadvertent grounding of a PCIS initiation circuit. j
Specifically, an engineer, in attempting to identify control wiring, slightly moved a bundle of control ;
wires in a control panel to view a wire label. One of the wires in the bundle that was landed to a j

nearby relay terminal contacted a metal cable raceway when the bundle was moved, grounding the !
circuit. This wire is a multi strand wire and is attached to the relay with a compression fitting One !

of the strands of the wire had been separated from the other strands apparently during irianallanon
and was not held by the compression fitting. When the bundle was moved, the wire moved enough
to bring the strand into contact with an adjacent metal raceway, grounding the associated circuit. {
The grounding incident caused the circuit fuse to actuate and the circuit to de energiae. The wire !

was part of a PCIS initiation logic circuit which is of a fail-safe design in that it de-energizes to {
initiate an actuation. Consequently, when the fuse actuated, a PCIS signal was generated and several !
outboard PCIS valves including valve 2E11-F015B automatically closed. i

l
i

Pressurization of the reactor vessel wu caused by several factors. First, the reactor had been !

shutdown approximately 34 hours before the event, thus, decay heat load was relatively high !
Therefore, with the interruption in SDC flow, locahmed boiling occurred in the reactor core and j
steam was generated and emitted into the steam dome area of the reactor vessel The reactor head i

vent line was open at the time of the event. However, the 1/2 inch line was not of suf5cient capacity |
to totally vent off the steam being generated, resulting in slight pressunzation of the reactor vessel {
An additional factor contributing to the event was that licenned personnel bebeved that with the i

reactor head vent open, pressurization of the reactor vessel was not possible for the condmons
existing at the time of the event. Procedure 34AB-Ell-001-2S also contamed wording that imphed |

that pressurization was not possible with the head vent open. However, a review of design
documentation for the vent line showed that the purpose for the vent was to provule a path for
noncondensibles when flooding up the vessel for hydrostatic testing, not to prevent pressurization
due to localized boiling.

Procedure 34GO-OPS-015 2S, "h' ""-; Cold Shutdown," was less than adequate in that it
specified inappropriate instrumentation for monitoring reactor pressure in low pressure conditions.
Specifically, the procedure directed licensed personnel to use reactor pressure subcators 2C32
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R605A, B, or C or the Process Computer for monitoring reactor pressure in the Cold Shutdown
mode. The scale of the pressure indicators is 0 - 1200 psig and the smallest graduation is 20 psig on |

a spacing of 3/16-inch. Consequently, a pressure increase of the magnitude occuning in this event
|

would be difficult if not impossible to discern on these indicators The Process Computer, however,
provides a digital output that is accurate at low pressures. In this event, licensed personnel, given
the option to use the indicators or the Process Computer, used the indicators and, therefore, did not
see the rise in reactor pressure during the event. )

A Process Computer alarm for low core flow that had recently been installed did not annunciate
j

during the event. The alarm was designed to annunciate when jet pump flow decreased below the
level expected with SDC in service, providing an indirect indication for an interruption of SDC flow.
However, when the interruption in SDC flow occurred, the alann did not annunciate. It was later
deternuned that indicated jet pump flow did not decrease with the interruption in SDC flow. This
was because the jet pump flow instrumentation is calibrated under high temperature conditions.
Without density compensatior integrated into the instrumentation, indicated flow increases as
temperature of the coolant decreases even when actual flow remains constant. At the time of the
event, the reactor coolant temperature was'substantially less than that during normal operation.
Therefore, due to the higher density of the lower temperature coolant, the indicated flow of the jet
pumps did not decrease sufficiently to trip the alarm. Had the alarm functioned in this event, licensed
personnel would have been made aware of the intenuption in SDC flow approximately eight minutes
earlier; the eight minute delay was, however, inconsequential in this event.

REPORTABILITY ANALYSIS AND SAFETY ASSES' MENT

This report is required pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73(aX2Xiv) because an unplanned Engineered Safety
Feature fESF) actuation occurred resulting in the automatic closure of Group 2 PCIS valves
Additionally, the event resulted in an interruption of SDC flow which further resulted in relatively |
low pressurization of the reactor pressure vessel. This aspect of the event is not reportable, i

however, is being included in the report since it was a consequence of the ESF actuatum and may be
ofindustry interest.

The Primary Containment isolation System provides autornatic isolation capabdity of Primary
Containment penetrations to preclude the release of radioactive material and the loss of reactor
coolant inventory in the unlikely event of an accident. In this event, inadvertent grounding of a )
control circuit resulted in a loss of power to a PCIS initiation circuit which is of a fail-safe design in

'

that, upon a loss of power to the circuit, an isolation signal is generated. Consequently, a partial

I.33-7 NUREC/CR 4674, vel 22,
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PCIS isolation occurred resulting in several PCIS valves automatically closing. With the unit in an
,

outage, many of the valves were already closed prior to the event. Had the event occurred +

coincident with an accident, the valves would still have closed as required, isolating the associated [
Primary Containment penetration.

One of the PCIS valves that closed as a result of the fuse actuation was valve 2 Ell F015B. As
stated previously, this valve is a dual function valve providing Primary Containment isolation in the
closed position and SDC/LPCI injection capability in the open position. Consequently, when the
valve automatically closed in this event, SDC flow was intenupted. The purpose of the SDC mode
of the RHR system is to provide adequate cooling to the reactor core while the reactor is shutdown
in order to reduce the reactor coolant temperature to and/or maintain it below 212 degrees
Fahrenheit. In this event, SDC flow was interrupted for approximately one hour and twenty minutes
At the time of the event several backup systems, each of which are capable of maintaining adequate '

reactor core cooling, were available The "A" loop of RHR-SDC was available and was ultimately i

used to re-establish cooling flow to the reactor core. Had the *A" loop of RHR not been available, ;

either of the "A* or "B" loops of Core Spray (CS, EIIS Code BM), which were both available, could
have been used for alternate shutdown cooling. In this mode of operation, the RHR System is [

aligned to the Suppression Pool Cooling mode. When reactor pressure reaches approximately 50
psig, a Safety Relief Valve (SRV, EIIS Code SB) would be opened providing a flow path from the
reactor vessel to the Suppression Pool. A Core Spray pump would then be started taking suction !
from the Suppression Pool. Reactor water level would then be raised to the level of the Main Steam

i
lines and flow would be established through the SRV to the Suppression Pool.

During the event, the interruption in SDC flow resulted in heatup of the reactor coolant. An analysis
performed by General Electric showed that the bulk average temperature of the reactor coolant did
not exceed 212 degrees Fahrenheit. Therefore, based on the Technical Specification criteria for
entering the Hot Shutdown mode, a mode change to Hot Shutdown did not occur as a result of this

However, the reactor vesse! did pressurize to approximately 9 psig during the event. Theevent.

General Electric Evaluation also detemtined that the noted pressure increase was credible.

Had the Hot Shutdown mode been reached during the event, the requisite conditions of Primary |

Contamment and Secondary Containment would not have existed. Specifically, Unit 2 Primary
Containment was not intact. The Drywell head had been removed prior to the event and Unit 2
Primary Containment was communicating with Unit i Secondary Containment. (The two units share
a common refueling floor which is pan of Unit 1 Secondary Containment.) The penetrations

NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22 1.33-8
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between Unit 2 Primary Containment and Unit 2 Secondary Containment were isolated, therefore.
Unit 2 Primary Containment was not in communication with Unit 2 Secondary Contamment. Unit 2
h=dary Containment was not intact in that the Reactor Building equipment door was open to

,

support outage activities Had the Hot Shutdown mode been reached, Unit 2 Secondary !

Contamment could have been established quickly by closing the equipment door. Unit 2 Primary
Contamment could not have been established expeditiously due to the Drywell head being removed ;

However, due to the fact that no gross fuel failures existed, any radioactive releases into Unit 1
Secondary Containment would be minimal and would be processed by the Standby Gas Treatment
system (SGT, EIIS Code BH) and released via an elevated release path. Consequently,10 CFR 100
limits would not have been exceeded. ]

Based on the above information, it was concluded that this event had no adverse impact on nuclear
safety. This assessment applies to all operating conditions.

1

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS '

The fuse was replaced and the operability of the 2El1-F015B valve was verified.

The wire involved in the grounding incident was reterminated with all of the strands landed in the
compression fitting.

,

1

The Process Computer alarm setpoint problem has been corrected.

Procedure 34GO-OPS-015-2S will be revised to specify the Process Computer as the primary means
for monitoring reactor pressure in low pressure conditions. Other operations procedures will be
reviewed for this problem and revised as necessary. This action will be completed by 7/29/94.

Procedure 34AB-Ell-00125 will be revised to state that the potential exists for pressurization of
the reactor vessel upon interruption in SDC flow even if the reactor head vent is open. Other
operations procedures will be reviewed for this problem and revised as necessary. This action will be
completed by 7/29/94.

An engineerink evaluation will be completed by 6/30/94 to determine if the reactor head vent line
size should be increased.

The outage planning and scheduling philosophy has been revised to require that both loops of RHR
be available until the reactor cavity is flooded. l

|

I
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Operations hcensed shift personnel have been trained on this event with special emphasis on the
potential for pressuru:ing the reactor vessel even with the head vent open.

t

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

No systems other than those previously identified in this repon were affected by this event. !

!

One event has occurred in the previous two years in which SDC flow was interrupted. The event i
was reported in LER 50-321/93-004, dated 5/14/93. In that event, a PCIS logic circuit fuse actuated
when the circuit was inadvenently grounded during a wiring modification. The condition went
unnoticed for approximately one and a half hours. Corrective actions for the event included
increasmg the frequency of checking critical plant parameters, including SDC flow, during Cold
Shutdown and issuing a plantwide directive informing plant personnel of the possible consequences
of grounding incidents and the need to aggressively investigate incidents to determine their effect on
the plant. These corrective actions were not intended to prevent future interruptions in SDC flow. t

No reasonable actions can be taken to completely eliminate the potential for such events. These
'

corrective actions were intended to prevent prolonged interruptions in SDC flow by helping to i
ensure that licensed personnel became aware of such interruptions as soon as possible. One of the ;

corrective actions was instrumental in this manner. Specifically, the individual seeing the arcing in
'

this event knew of the potential consequences of such arcing events because of previous training and
notified the shift supervisor of the event almost immediately after it had occurred.

The frequency of SDC flow checks had been increased from once every four hours to once every
hour as a result of the previous event. It had been performed thirty minutes prior to the event and
was not scheduled to be performed for another thirty minutes when the event occurred. Had the
interruption in SDC flow gone unnoticed for another thirty minutes, placing the "A" loop of SDC in
service would most likely not have been delayed since the decision to do so was based on RWCU
inlet temperature increasing which did not occur until approximately thiny minutes after the
interruption occurred.

No failed components contributed to this event.

!
1
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On March 7, 1994, during plant shutdown for Refuel 6, it was determined that Component
Cooling Water (CCW) Heat Exchanger 'A' was degraded according to performance testing
conducted in response to Generic Letter 89-13. The CCW system is designed to provide
cooling water to safety-related components at a maximum temperature of 115 degrees F
under accident conditions. Evaluation of test results, extrapolated to design accident
conditions, predicted a CCW outlet temperature of 117.2 degrees F. The degraded

condition of CCW Heat Exchanger A is believed to be outside the design basis of the
system in that the required capacity of the heat exchanger may not have been available ,

for maximum design accident conditions. The root cause of the degradation is I

biological fouling of the heat exchanger. Corrective actions included chemical
cleaning of CCW Heat Exchangers 'A' and 'B'. An engineering review concluded that the
heat exchanger would have fulfilled its intended safety furction prior to shutdown
because the heat removal capacity of the degraded CCW Heat Exchanger would have been |

adequate to remove accident heat loads. Therefore, this event did not compromise the |
'

health and safety of the general public or plant personnel.
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REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE

On March 6, 1994, during cooldown to begin Refueling Outage 6, Special Test Procedure
01120153 was conducted to collect perfomance data on Component Cooling Water (CCW)
Heat Exchanger 'A' (EIIS Identifier CC-HX) in accordance with the recommendations of

i

NRC Generic Letter 89-13, " Service Water System Problems Affecting Safety-Related.

Equipment." Evaluation of test results, extrapolated to design accident conditions,
predicted a CCW Heat Exchanger outlet temperature of 117.2 degrees F, which would
exceed the design outlet temperature of 115 degrees F.

j

The CCW system (EIIS Identifier CC) is a closed water system designed to remove heat
i

from safety-related components. Two trains of dry and wet cooling towers, alang with
the water stored in the wet cooling tower basins (EIIS Identifier BS), constitute the
ultimate heat sink (EIIS Identifier BS) at Waterford 3. The function of the ultimate
heat sink is to dissipate the heat removed from the reactor and its auxiliaries during '

nomal unit operation, during refueling, or after a design basis accident. Ultimate
heat sink dissipation is accomplished jointly by the dry and wet cooling towers and is I

highly dependent upon meteorological conditions.
i

Each dry cooling tower (E!!S Identifier CC-CTW) is sized to dissipate to atmosphere
approximately 60 percent of heat removed by the CCW system after a LOCA assuming a
historically highest ambient dry bulb temperature of 102 degrees F. The wet cooling
towers (EIIS Identifier BS-CTW) remove heat from the CCW system via a separate

Auxiliary Component Cooling Water (ACCW) system (EIIS Identifier 81). The ACCW system

uses water from the wet cooling tower basin and pumps it through the CCW Heat Exchanger
where its temperature is raised, and then to the wet cooling tower for heat dissipation
to the atmosphere. Each wet cooling tower is sized to dissipate to atmosphere

e ,o ==
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approximately 40 percent of heat removed by the CCW system after a LOCA, assuming the
historically highest ambient wet bulb temperature of 83 degrees F.

With a degraded CCW Heat Exchanger, heat transfer to the wet cooling tower is
diminished. The design basis maximum CCW Heat Exchanger outlet temperature is 115
degrees F under maximum post-accident heat loads. Evaluation of special test results
on March 7, 1994, indicated that the design basis maximus CCW Heat Exchanger outlet
temperature could have been exceeded, resulting in the discovery of a degraded
condition while shutdown. This condition would have resulted in operation outside of
the plant design basis and is reportable as a 30 day LER per 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(ii)(B).

INITIAL CONDITIONS

Plant Power 0

Plant Operating Mode Mode 5

Procedures Being Performed Specific Special Test Procedure 01120153
to this Event
Technical Specification LCO's in None

Effect Specific to this Event

Major Equipment Out of Service CCW Heat Exchangers 'A' and 'B'
Soecific to this Event

nac now a.u .=,
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!
EVENT SEOUENCE

{
(Times are approximate)

On March 6, 1994, at 1500 hours,.Special Test Procedure 01120153 was initiated in Mode
'

S during cooldown to begin Refueling Dutage 6. The purpose of the Special Test
Procedure was to collect performance data for the CCW Heat Exchanger 'A', in response
to recommendations of NRC Generic Letter 89-13, " Service Water System Problems

Affecting Safety-Related Equipment *. At 1955 hours the data collection was completed
and the affected systems were secured from testing.

On March 7. Engineering completed a preliminary evaluation of the performance test
results and extrapolation of those results to design accident conditions predicted a
CCW Heat Exchanger outlet temperature of 118.2 degrees F, which would have exceeded the
design outlet temperature of 115 degrees F. At 1645 hours, a four hour notification
was provided to the NRC in accordance with 10CFR50.72 (b)(2) for the discovery of a
degraded condition while shutdown. In addition, Condition Report (CR) 94-174 was
initiated to document the degraded condition of the CCW Heat Exchanger in the
corrective action program.

On March 13, a borescopic examination was performed on CCW Heat Exchanger '8'. The

borescopic examination revealed deposits and microbiological activity on the outside
diameter of the tubes. Chemical cleaning of CCW Heat Exchanger 'B' was completed and
the results of the chemical cleaning were verified by an additional borescopic
examination on March 18.

!-. .s.,
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On March 21 Engineering completed the femal evaluation of the perfomance test
results and extrapolation of those results to maximum design accident conditions
predicted a revised CCW Heat Exchanger outlet temperature of 117.2 degrees F.

On March 25, a borescopic examination was performed on CCW Heat Exchanger 'A'. The

borescopic inspection revealed similar fouling conditions to those found in CCW Heat
Exchanger 'B'. Chemical cleaning of CCW Heat Exchanger ' A' was completed and the
results of checiical cleaning were verified by an additional borescopic examination on
March 28.

CAUSAL FACTORS

The root cause of this event is biological fouling of the CCW Heat Exchanger tubes,
which degraded the heat transfer capability required to dissipate heat to the wet

!
cooling tower under maximum accident conditions. Borescopic examination of both CCW
Heat Exchangers 'A' and 'B' revealed deposits and microbiological activity on the
outside diameter of the tubes. It is believed that'the microbiological activity in the
wet cooling tower basins contributed to the biological fouling of the heat exchanger
tubes.

{

IfetEDIATE CORRECTIVE MEASURES

Corrective measures included the performance of a borescopic examination on both CCW
Heat Exchangers 'A' and 'B'. The borescopic examination revealed deposits and
microbiological activity on the heat exchanger tubes. Chemical cleaning was conducted
and the results of the chemical cleaning were verified by a post cleaning borescopic
examination.

.
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The post-cleaning borescopic examination revealed that the deposits and microbiological
activity were removed from the outside of the heat exchanger tubes. Engineering
concluded that the thermal perfomance of the CCW Heat Exchangers has been restored to
the design condition.

t

ACTIONS TO PREVENT RECURRENCE

In addition to the current performance trending and testing of CCW Heat Exchangers,
periodic borescopic examinat'ons of the heat exchangers will be performed during Cycle
7 as plant conditions permit, during system outages. Findings will be reported to the
Chemistry Department. Condition Report (CR) 94-174 was initiated to document the
degradation of the CCW Heat Exchanger and track associated corrective actions.

Furthemore, the Chemistry Department will evaluate the current sampilng and treatment
program as defined in Technical Procedure CE-002-003, ' Maintaining Wet Cooling Tower
Chemistry." Technical Procedure CE-002-003 will be revised based on the results of
that evaluation by August 31, 1994, to prevent the conditions which contributed to the
degradation of the CCW Heat Exchangers. Condition Report (CR) 94-217 was initiated to
document the condition of the wet cooling tower basin and track associated corrective
actions.

e non *w
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SAFETY SIGIIFICANCE

Engineering performed a review to determine if degraded CCW Heat Exchanger would have

fulfilled its intended safety function prior to shutdown. The engineering review
concluded that the heat removal capacity of the degraded CCW Heat Exchanger would have
been adequate to remove accident heat loads.

The function of the ultimate heat sink is to dissipate the heat removed from the
reactor and its auxiliaries during normal unit operation, during refueling, or after a
design basis accident. The ultimate heat sink is required to have sufficient capacity
to dissipate heat removed by the CCW and ACCW systems:

after a design basis accident, assuming a single active failure .oincident with a.

loss of offsite power and the historically highest dry bulb temperature of
102 degrees F and the historically highest wet bulb temperature of 83 degrees F.
and;

to permit safe shutdown of the unit coincident with a loss of offsite power,.

multiple tornado missiles and single active failure.

The ultimate heat sink consists of dry and wet cooling towers and water stored in the
wet cooling tower basins. Each dry cooling tower has been sized to dissipate to the
atmosphere approximately 60 percent of heat removed by the CCW system after a Loss of
Coolant Accident (LOCA) assuming the historically highest ambient dry bulb temperature.

l
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Wet cooling towers remove heat from the CCW system via the separate ACCW system. The

ACCW system takes water from the wet cooling tower basin, pumps it through the
component cooling water heat exchanger where its temperature is raised, and then to the
wet cooling tower for heat dissipation to the atmosphere. Each wet coolina tower is
sized to dissipate to the atmosphere approximately 40 percent of heat removed by the
CCW system after a LOCA, assuming the historically highest ambient wet bulb
temperature.

The dry and wet cooling tower design heat removal is based on the maximum historical

one hour average dry bulb temperature of 102 degrees F, and the maximum historical one
hour average wet bulb temperature of 83 degrees F. The ultimate heat sink heat
dissipation is a collaborative effort of the wet and dry cooling towers and the heati

sink capacity is highly dependent upon meteorological conditions. When meteorological
conditions more favorable than the historical maximums exist, heat dissipation capacity
margin is created. With a degraded CCW Heat Exchanger, heat transfer to the wet
cooling tower is diminished. Meteorological conditions permitting however, the dry
cooling tower capacity will increase and attempt to compensate.

An engineering review concluded that, given the degraded capacity of the CCW Heat
Exchanger, the ultimate heat sink was capable of dissipating the peak LOCA heat load
coincident with the highest recorded hourly ter,er;*.ure during Cycle 6. Therefore, the
degraded condition of the CCW Heat Exchange' did not compromise the health and safety
of the general public or plant personnel.

SIMILAR EVENTS

There have been no similar events reported as LERs.

w eoau mu e n,
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On 03/14/94, the dessen bases of the Flood Seal Ope 8vnes IFSO) located between the Main Seeam Tunnel IMSilSBl
and the Auxikary Feedwater (AF)lBAl Tunnel was eumetsoned since these flood seal opensnes have been oocessonally
removed during operation to allow access to the AF tunnel. Byron Stesion's Safety Evoluenon Report (SER) stones that
the flood seal oponen0 plates between the Mam Steam tunnel and the Auxilery Foodweser tunnel asperoso seuspment
in the AF tunnel from the envwonment created in the event of a mom steemhne break (MSLSI in the MS seesty vehe
room or steam pape tunnel and ensure a we'.orbeht envwonment in the AF tunnelin the event of turtune bulkhn0
floodm0 due to a cwculating water pape break. The AF isolenon valves in the AF tunnel are not in the Equipment
Quehfcaten (EQI Program smce the envwonment is conssdered mild, and therefore, since they have not been analysed
for a harsh envwonment they cannot be rehod upon to meeste conseguonces of an event osoumns whi;a the FSO
pistes are removed. ' owever, the pistes have been removed for penods of ame alunne plant operemons whehA
exposed the seuspment in the AF tunnel to potoneally harsh envronments

immechste corrective actens included verstying that the AF tunnel FSO pieces were eri piece on both units and requiring
the FSO pistes to remem in piece unta this issue has been ovatusted and accepteWe remotueen achewed.

This event is reportable per 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(vl any condmon that alone could have prevented the fulfenent of the
safety functon of structures or systems that are needed to meeste the conessuances of an accedent.

(9953R/trPF/041294/2)
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A. PLANT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO EVENT:

Event Date/Twne 03-14-94 / 12:30
i

Unit 1 MODE 1 - Power Onoratom Rx Power 99 % RCS (Asl Temperature / Pressure NOT/NDP

Unrt 2 MODE 1 - Power Doeranon Rm Power 99 % RCS (AS) Temperature / Pressure NOT/NOP

3. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT. |

On 03/14/94, dunne a revow of plant documentanon fotowen0 a rouano plant weekdown. en operseer noemd that
the Updated Final Safety Analysss Report (UFSAR) idendfess a mensmurn normel temperature for the auxsiery

,

feedwater (AF) IBA) tunnel of 100 degrees F and a mammum accedent temperature of 419 degrees F for the mem :

,

steam (MS) ISO) tunnel. The defference in the temperature values prompeed the operator to ousemon what allowse '

removal of the FSO plates durme opersoon smco tr ey provide the isolecon betwoon the MS tunnel and the AF
tunnel. These plates have been removed for penods of tune dunne power operanons to accommodate

;
maintenance and surveellence acevrees in the AF tunnel (see Attachment Al in accordance with Syron ;
Admmistratsve Procedures in existence since 1985. The souspment locesed in the AF tunnel both trains of steam

i
Generator (SG) AF isoistson valves (1/2AF013A through H) and supporang electncel eeuspment, is not included iri

t

the Environmental Qualificaten (EO) Program smco the AF tunnel is consulered a rnild environment

Upon further investeetion by Regulatory Assurance, it was determmed on 03/29/94 that cioecre of the FSO piste.
is recured for comphance with General Deseen Criteria (GDC) 4. As documented in the Syron SER and SSER 2,
the FSO plates are rehed upon to separate couement in the AF tunnel from the envwonment crossed in the event

i

of a mam steamime break IMSLB)in the MS safety valve room or steem pipe tunnel and to cwsre a waterD0ht
environment in the AF tunnel in the event of turbene busidene floodeng due to a cucuisen0 weser pape break. As
noted above, the sousement in the AF tunnel is not in the EO Pro 0 ram, and therefore, sence they have not been
analyzed for a harsh enveronment they could not be rehed upon to mrDeste conseguences of an event occumne
while the FSO plates are removed Specifically, the AF isolaten valves in the AF tunnel may not prevale isolecon
of a faulted SG fonowns exposure to the envvonment created by a MSLB or floodme event. Reportatukty
consistent with 10CFR50.72, a conditaon wtuch alone could have prevemed the fulflument of a esfoty funcaon
needed to met 6 ste the consecuences of an accident, was determined at 1430 CST on 03/29/94. NRC was0
notified via the Event Notification System of this condeten at 1510 CST (1610 EST) on 03/29/94 At the ame of
notificaten, all AF tunnel FSO plates were in piece.

|

This event is reportable per 10CFR50.73(a)(2Hvi any condmon that alone could have prevented the fulfiument of
the safety functon of struc".ures or systems that are needed to meeste the conseguances of an acendent

C. CAUSE OF EVENT.

The removal of the f6ood seats was performed in accordance with our current procedures: however, the bases for
removal of the flood seal oporun0s dunne operaten reeuwes further inveengemon A Root Cause irwese0 econ is ir'
progress. The reeutts of this invesagecon will be reported in a supplemental LER.

(9953R/trPF/041294 /3)
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D. SAFETY ANALYSIS.

The see=y - w eis owem w.re tv--nw. owin. W i m. p.m. .A FSO idmes w.e
remow.d. no ine.d.nce of MSts or t,Mne b men. nogen. Occur.d Ned -m an event occ.=d. c-rent symn
Emergency Operstmo Procedures address sinomete eeuoment and methods which could have been used to
provide isoleton of AF to tho steem generseers, if needed

Electncal caMe for sousement ot.:gr then the AF isolomon volves passes through the AF tunnel but no esisty
reisted termenscons for these cables are present in the tunnel. The caldes are eseMied and purchemed to Wie some
specrhcocons as other safety reissed calde used in harsh environneengel W. Since the plant ceMe
oueirfecanon onwetopss the MS tunnel condmons alunne a MSLB there would be no adveres eMeses en the ceMe in
the AF tunnel should an event occur while the FSO pleeps are removed.

E. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS.

Immediese correceve accons included wenfying that the AF tunnel FSO pteens were iri pleos on both units and
recuenne the FSO pistes to remsen in piece unta the issue has been evolussed and acceptelde resoluth schewed
Addmonelly. the AF tunnel FSO pieces were tagged to alert personnel to not remove them weeheut Shift Engmeer
approval.

Acevees curroney in progress to esterwune approonoce long term conocovo acuans instude the fotowen0*

1. Eweiuseon of ability to ousMy/ document other souipment avaitside to achieve isolomon of the SGs in the event
of a MSLB in the steem tunnel with the AF tunnel FSO plates removed.

2. Evatuseon of an appronness twne ponod for which the FSO pistes can be removed for meineenance and
survedlance activities without sagnshcantly merosame the risk of core demose and/or offeies reisees.

3. Evaluenon of procedural enhancements bened on results of 1 and 2.

The above activities are being tracked via comnwtments 454180 94-00300-01 through 03 respeenvoly. When
fmal corrective accons are determined. a supplemental report will be subtrutted 1454-180-94-00300S1).

F. RECURRING EVENTS SEARCH AND ANALYSIS.
|
'

SOER 85-05 and NRC Informaten Notscos No. 87 49 and No. 92 52 addressed industry flooding conoems. Dyron
responded with admonistrouve controis and trairwng reisted to the flood seats. These accons are ret threcey
related to ths concems in this event.

An event concomin0 design inadeovacy of the AF discharge isolecon wolves was reported as Byron LER 90 012.
This inadecuacy rendered the AF013 valves potenteuy incapable of being closed within the specined time frames
of the analyse for a MSLB inside containment. Although the condmon was different than coneadored in this LER
(94-003), the corrective actens. enhancmg procedures to provide attemedves to operseers for isolodne flow to a
faulted steam Generator. served to mmoete consecuences of the current event.

(9953R/trPF/041294 /4)
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G. COMPONENT FAILURE DATA:

No component faaure occurred dunng tNs event.

(9953R/WPF/041294/5)

NUREC/CR-4674,Vol 22 1.35-6
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LaR s+403
Attachment A

History of AF Tunnel Flood Seal Opening Plate Removal
for previous 12 months (03/29/93 03/29/94)

DATE REMOVED DATE REPLACED REASON FOR REMOVAL

11/17/92 04/27/93 Flood seal #1-9 removed for EM survosilence

01/29/93 04/27/93 Flood noel #17 removed to support outage activines.

01/29/93 04/27/93 Flood seal #1-8 removed to support outage activenes.

03/09/93 03/29/93 Flood sosi #2-8 removed for EM aurvedience

06/25/93 05/29/93 Flood seal #2-8 removed

06/21/93 07/07/93 Flood seal #1-8 removed for EM access to Unst 1 Tunnel.

07/13/93 07/16/93 Flood seal #2-8 removed for EM acosas to AF Tunnel.

08/24/93 09/02/93 Flood seel #1-8 removed for access to AF Tunnel.

09/01/93 10/25/93 Flood seal #2-8 removed.

10/13/93 10/19/93 Flood seal #18 removed for inspeceon support.

11/15/93 02/23/94 Flood seal #1-8 removed for EM access to AF Tunnel.

12/15/93 03/14/94 Flood seal #2 8 removed for Telodyne survedience

03/16/94 03/25/94 Flood seal #2-8 removed to inspect pipe hengers

03/16/94 03/25/94 Flood seal #1-8 removed to inspect / repair AF line pipe hengers

|

I
l

(9953R/IrPF/041294 /6)
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On bpranhar 8,1994 at 8:28 PM, with the ruector at 97 pescent power, an aner===*Ee reactor scram
occurred due to a false high reactor water level ev==henan sensed on channels C and D of the reactor water
level instnunaientian. During this evuot, the RCIC turbine tnpped due to bindang of the nubine governor
valve. De conditions leadmg to this failure have been danarmined to be reportable pursuant to 10CPR21.
Since the HPCS system was manually operated during this event, this supplement also finalizes the Special
Report required by Techecal Specificanon 3.5.1 concerning emergency core cooling system (BCCS) |
injecuans !

De cause of this event is spurious signals fnxn i=wia=Ta,e masamanar model 1153 tr====isaars in rueponse to
process noise. The model 1153 transmittars that were in service in the reactor water level instruma==*ian
application have been replaced with Pan == aunt model 1152s. Extensive =aasearing was cana=*=1 as a
conservative measure during the startup from the forced outage and cantimiing into power apamrian for a
limited pened of time. ;

!

The investigauon of transmitter performance revealed that the snodel 1153 anar=prihihey to proCSBs noise
would not have prevented the tansmitters from functioning properly in an actual event. Eqmpment and
radaological issues, including reactor vessel cooldown and the Technical Specification surveillance time limit
non.emaphances for radiolosical and chenisery sampling was evaluated and determined not so be safety I
sisnificant. Danfore, this event did not compromise the beakh and safety of the public.

I.36-3 NUREG/CR 4674, Val 22
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1.0 REPORTED CONDITION
!

On * --J - -- 8,1994 at 8:28 PM, with the reactor at 97 percent power, an ==aa===*ie reassor scram'

occuned due to a false high mactor water level enarkhna sensed on channels C and D of the nanow
range reactor water level instr ==warnhan (*JC-LT'). During the course of the event, serveillance |

itime limits requiring samphag of noble gases, tntann, and reactor coolant conductiviqy were not met.
:'Iherefore, this event is reponed pursuant to 10CFR50.73(aX2)(iv), to dar-i==r the renesor scrum,

and 10CFR50.73(aX2)(i)(B) to dac=niaar the non-comphances with the Technuat Specifications.

2.0 INVES11GA'I1ON

2.1 Innial Condamas

'Ibe plant was at 97 percent power with power nac==ian in progress to 100 percent power at a ,

|

rate of 1 percent per hour. During the pievmus shift, power had been reduced to 76 percset in
response to loss of a non-safety-related chiller. No survedlance test proceduas were being
performed and no ni===asaaaac* was in progress in the ennemannwar

2.2 Event Descnption

On 6 eand*c 8,1994, at 8:28 PM, an matannahe reactor scram occurred due to a falas high
t

reactor water level candshan, sensed by the C and.D channels of the narrow range seactor water
level instr ====e= ham. The control room operators had no indicarian of the engin of the scam at

the time it occurred. There was no control room indicahan of a rescaer water level incuense or a
"

feedwater level excursion. Operators inniatad recovery y,+ __

By design, the reactor scram did not result in an annammane trip of the snais turbine ("TA*) or
electne gm.;oi ("IB') or the reactor feed pumps (*SJ-P*). Dunng the process of completag
AOP-0002, **ntrbine/ Generator Trip,' the unit opensor (UO) recognized that the turbine had not
tnpped. R=--:---*-% that the normal trip for this candirian would be the generator trip ce reverse
power, the operator attempted to determme if a averse power cantheiam actually exassed. 'Ibe
digital generator load indentar was alternately indentier 5 and 6 MW. The aanlog generator load
mchcator had decreased to 0 MW, but the generasor output breakers (*IB-BER*) had not opened
on reverse power as *=aa'ad by the operasor. The UO isms =adinaaly reported to the Control Roca
Supervisor (CRS) that the turbine was still on-line.

!
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Since reactor pressure was contmuing to drop, the crew felt that some acuan was required to take
the turbine off-line regardless of whether or not a reverse power condataon eussed After
evaluatr.ig the condition, the CRS directed the crew to manually trip the turbine, intendag to
intenuonally arm the generator anti-motonng trip funcuon, so that the generator output breakers
would automaucally open.

Following the turbine trip, the main generator failed to trip on reverse power and was manually
tnpped at 8:40 PM, appmumately twelve mmutes after the reactor scram. "Ihe manual trip of the
generator resulted in a slow bus transfer of non-safety related stanon services, as designed

The slow bus transfer resulted in the de energtzation of oon-safesy related loads as the bus supply
source was slufted from the normal stauon service transfonners (*XPMR*) to the y. ' .J
stauon service transformers (*XFMR*) (i.e., off-site power). The d: s.A of the non-
safety related buses resulted in the loss of power to all canden==se pumps (*SD-P*), all feedwater
pumps (*SJ-P*), reactor recirculation pumps (*AD-P*), and both Reactor Pmtecuan Symem
(RPS) (*JC-BU*) buses. Loss of normai power to the RPS buses caused a balance of plant
isolation and main steam isolation valve (*ISV*) closure. This loss of electncal power also
caused a failure of the Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS) (*IU*) and the ::a . -y,

Response Information System (ERIS) (*IQ*) computers

The Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) ("BN*) system wu mammally started to provide
make-up to the reactor pressure vessel, but tnpped on a marhanical overspeed condnuon The
High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) pump (*BG-P*) was then mammally staned and used to raise
Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) level and ==menin adequate core coohng. Main steam safety-
relief valves (*SB-RV") were cycled by the operators, as required by promdures, to control RPV
pressure. During the event, an automatic transfer of the HPCS suction source, from the
condensate storage tank (CST) (*TK*) to the suppression pool, occurred on high suppression
pool water level. After due considernuon, the HPCS system was manually transferred back to the
CST, as duected by EOP-0001 'RPV Control."

::a ;y procedures were mentwad to assuse control of RPV and caneminmane parameters. On
three accanian<, SRVs anenmatically actuated at the relief setpoint. At 10:09 PM, the Shift
Super neandant declared a Notification Of Unusual Event (NOUE) at his discretion to mahilew
a ...rance to mannemin the plant in a stable condienan. There were no namanneared radmiogical
releases and all effluents r*=nainad within estabhshed limits.
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At 11:21 PM, reactor feedwater was restored to service. Restoranon of other plant syness was -
p ==img in accordance with plant procedures. At 12:30 AM on W 9, all Emergency
Operatmg Procedures were exited and the NOUE was ter===tari

2.3 SEOUENCE OF EVDTTS

20:28 Automatic reactor scram (Imustag signal: RPV Water Level 8 signals to RPS
,

channels C and D.). |

Recirculation pumps transferred to slow speed ansa ==twelly.

20:38 Manual trip of main turbine.
.

20:40 Manual trip of Main Generator output breakers.

'

Normal (13.8 kV) stauon service buses NPS-SWGI A and NPS-SWG1B * slow
transfer" from the normal stauon service transformers to the preferred station
service transformers. Non-safety related plant equipment was deenergized as
followg:

Condensate and feedwater pumps (loss of normal high pressure makeup to the-

reactor vessel).

- RPS A and B (results in a full MSIV and BOP isolabon). (Normal power supply to
'

safety related RPS busses is via non-safety related motor generator sets. RPS fails
safe on loss of power.)

,

Reactor recirculation pumps.-
,

Circulating water pumps A & C.-

Instrument Air Compressor B >-

One Normal Service Water pump.-

NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22 1.36-6
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Emergency Response Information System (ERIS) computer.-

- Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS) computer.

20:41 RPS A&B manually transferred to alternate supply.

20:44 Operators attempted to provide coolant ==lrenp water to the reactor via the Reactor
Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System. De RCIC turbine trips on overspeed and
cannot be reset from the Main Control Room.

Safety Relief Valves used to manually control reactor pressure.

20:49 Restored Drywell Cooling.

20:57 High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) pump started manually to prtmde coolant
makeup water to the reactor. I.evel at 0" (wide range) and lowenng (Note:
Normal operating water level is +35 inches, auto-inication seapoint is -43 irebes,
and the top of the active fuel is -162 inches).

|

21:18 Opened B21*MOVP019 (*SB-20*), Main Steam Drain Outboard taalatina Valve,
establishmg a vent path from the reactor vessel to the main raartenaar to assist in
reactor pressure control.

21:20 Restored hrbine Building Chillers (*NM-CHU*) to service.

21:27 Started Residual Heat Removal System in Suppression Pool Coohng Mode.

21:38 Valve ICNS-MOV112 (*SD-20*) could not be opened during raarlanante fill and
venting '

21:56 Reset Reactor Scram.

22:03 Re-insened one-half scram on Division I to comply with Tachairal Specification
3.3.1, " Reactor Protection System Instrumentatian."

22:09 Notification of Unusual Event declared

I.36 7 NUREG/CR-4674, vel 22
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22:20 Restarted Coridentate Pump CNM-PIA (*SD-P*).

23:21 Started Main Feed Pump A (*SJ-P*).

23:51 Re-opened Main Steam Isolation Valves (*SB-ISV*) aAer chdiers reduced area
temperatures below the isolation seapost.

00:17 Secured,HPCS. Reactor water level manaaminad with main feed pump.

00:30 Exited Es .,ay Operstmg Procedures and terminated Notice of Unusual Event

2.4 Thrtune Response
.

As M.taad the reactor scram did not result in an automanc trip of the main turbine. Instead,
operators manually tnpped the turbine at 2238, ten maanas aAer the scram. Operators
manually tnpped the generator breakers at 2040. The mammal trip of the generator rassilead in a
slow bus transfer of nonsafety-related station services, as designed.

The feedwater control system reactor vessel level transmanars are used to sense reactor water
level and trip the main turbine and feedwater pumps on high water level. 'the nuclear boiler
insuurneontian reactor vessel level transmittars sense reactor water level and trip the reactor on
high water level. In this case, since two level transmistars in the nuclear boiler lastrimmanentiaa
system sensed the high reactor water level, an ainamatic scram ressleed. However, since only
one level transmitter in the feedwater control syneen sensed a high reactor water level, the
main turbine and feedwater pumps did not maanmatically trip. Process computer data indicate
that the scram was caused by level 8 signals from narrow range reactor water level
insuumentation channels C and D. ERIS data indicataa that narrow range feedwater level
transmitter 4C reached the level 8 setpoint and that 4A and 48 did not. The two aut-of-three
logic required to produce a turbine trip was not satisfied since only one of three cha==*Ja
reached the level 8 setpoint. Therefore, with regard to the reactor vessel high water level
signals, the main turbine trip logic funcenaaad as designed.

NUREG/CR.4674,Vol 22 1.36-8
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2.5 Generator Response
,

By design, the reactor scram did not result in an automatac trip of the main turbme or generator.
Operators inserted a manual trip of the turbine apprortmarely 10 minutes after the reactor trip.
The manual turbine trip resulted in turbine stop valve closure. Following the turbine trip, the
main generator did not trip on reverse power. Normally, the generator output breakers are
expected to open upon reverse power to the generator following a reactor scram. The generator
output breakers were manually opened at 2040, approxunately twelve muutes after the reactor
scram, since the reverse power trip function had not imtaated. The mammal trip of the generator
resulted in a slow bus transfer of non-safety related stataan services, as %-=M

The investigation revealed that the failure of the reverse power trip to istante as --e*M was
due to common mode calibration inaccuracies in the reverse power relays, 32G and 32G1,i

( combined with a very low power factor (i.e., high reactive load).1he generator was |
>

operatmg under a large reactive load at a very low power factor which resuhed in an extreme
phase angle at the relay. The relays were found to have been misadjusted by 2 degrees for
relay 32G1 and 4 degrees for relay 32G. This combined with inherent relay inaccuracy,
resulted in the failure of the relays to acenate har= nee the generator was operatag within the
error band of the relay trip point. This is the root cause of the failure of the generator output
breakers to open on reverse power.

2.6 Trnader to Offsite Power

During a main turbine trip, the main generator should trip after reverse power occurs. Two
automatic transfer schemes (" fast" and " slow") are provided to transfer station electrical loads
from the main generator to off-site power. In Ewid-s. with the system design, a slow,
mstead of a fast, transfer occurred during this event. A slow bus transfer provules a
protective function for station equipment and differs from a fast transfer in that it resuks in
the tripping of all bus loads. Manual restoration of those loads is required following a slow
transfer.

!

The slow transfer of INPS-SWGI A and IB was not ==*Ma=*M by Operations W 1, but the !

,

evaluation revealed that it occurred correctly. Since the generator output breakers were mammally I
tnpped prior to the reverse power trip occurring, relay logic blocked the fast transfer |

l
.
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from occurring. Thus, the prerequisites for the fast transfer were not met. With regard to the
function of the fast / slow transfer circuits, no corrective action is required. However, the
i=*=k+s available to the operators could be improved to allow evabantian of the reverse power
condition and support operators' decision when to trip the generator output breakers.

2.7 ROC Turbme Tnp

On September 8,1994, subsequent to the manual openmg of the generator output breakers after
the scram, the slow transfer to the preferred offsite power resuhed in a loss of normal feedwater.

Upon the loss of feedwater, the operators imtssted actaons to =nanally start the ROC turbine
in anticipation that it may be needed to help control reactor vessel coolant level and reactor !

pressure. 'Ihe ROC turbine tnpped when steam was adautted to the turtsne. The operator I

could not reset the ROC turbine from the control room and the indicariana that he had were
consistent with a mechamcal overspeed trip which by design must be reset locally. Suhaagswsw
field investigataon verified that the mechanical overspeed trip devicz was actuated and had
caused the ROC turbine to trip. The cause of the ROC pump turbine overspeed was found
to be binding of the turbine governor valve due to accelerated conosson of the valve stem.
'Ihe root cause of the accelerated corrosion is the combined effect of prt,blems with the
surface treatment of the governor valve stem, improper washer materalin the valve gland
area and charactenstics of the carbon spacers in the gland area (i.e., porosay and the presence
of sulfur). The investigation revealed that the surface traatmant of the stem was non-unifonn,
with vanations in thickness and defects present. The sulfur in the carbon spacers can leech out
in a moist environment and create an electrolytic salinian to support galvanic carro,*m. The
improper washer material can also promote galvanic corrosion. BOI has detenmned that this
condition is reportable pursuant to 10CFR21. The stem, washers and spacers were
manufactured by Terry Steam 1brbine Company. Dresser Rand Steam Turbines is the
current vendor. The stem, spacers, and washers were new equipment innenllad during
refueling outage 5.

The washers supplied in 1984 were installed during refuehag outage 5. One of these washers
wu selected for analysis which revealed that it was made out of 300 series stainless steel
instead of 410 menialaan. Another group of washers was supplied in 1985. Of the 21 washers
in the 1985 order, 20 of them were 300 series stainless steel, and one was 400 series stainless
steel. The part number of the washers supplsed in 1984 and 1985 was the same, P/N#54846.

NUREC/CR-467.;,Vol 22 1.36-10
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2.8 MOV Issues

The post-scram invesugation revealed that SWP*MOV40A (*BS-20*) failed dunng midstroke
due to a short in one of its control cables. The safety funcuan of ISWP*MOV40A is to open
during a standby service water inniaMon. Valve ISWP*MOV40A was .,,,, _-- "y 30%
open when it failed during mid-stroke. A genene design vulnerabahty apphcahie caly to
Iinutorque SMB-00 actuators was identified and measures have been impiamannad to prevent
recurrence.

In addauon, several non-safety power operated valves (MOVs and SOVs) also failed to
respond as expected. These valves were in halmans -of-plant (BOP) systems and had no
impact on the ability to safely shut down the reactor and mamtam it in a safe shotdown
condition.

The root cause for the problems associated with the non-ufety related valves is the lack of a
preventive maintanance program.

2.9 Event Daanana* Isfe-- - =k- Sva*=== and Rafnev N -- Di=alav Sv=====
-

During the plant tensient, the normal power supply to the Safety Parameter Diplay System
(SPDS), transient analysis computers which is part of the Emergency Response Informatina
System (ERIS) and Digital Radiarian Momeonag System (DRMS) was lost. Upon discovenng
that the computer systems were inoperable, the symem engineer =nampasvi to archive any availshie 1

data, then restarted the computer systerns and restored them to their nonnat display and data
collecuan functions.1he cause of the failure was that the power inverter (*DW|"*), IBYS-
INV06, which supplies power to these systems, was unavailable. The invertei was in bypass for
mamtenance

!
.

i

!
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2.10 haane Va. i stratifientian. caaldawn. Pmeure/T ==- m i i-iee

"Ihe investigation included evaluaten of reactor vessel stratife= tina, cooldown, and the effect on ;

*

pressure and temperature limits. The cooldown rate excaadad the Techmcal Specificauon limit of
100 degrees F per hour. The evaluations to address these issues revealed that in each case, the !
thermal transient effects were bounded by previous analyses, including the thermal transient
effects due to the cooldown rate. Usage factors for the HPCS nozzle, papag, and recirculmenan
system piping and components were determined to be within the design values. The total
accumulated menistian cycles for the HPCS nanle was calculated to be 15. "Ibe circumstances i

that led to the istnation of the HPCS system are desenbed in Canaan 2.2, Event Descriptaon |
This report provides the information required for the Special Report pursuant to T.S. 3.5.1. }

2.11 Noble n== and Tritium C==ntae

After the reactor scram, Chemistry did not obtain samples of main plant noble gas and trnam
within one hour even though the dose equivalent I-131 concentration acaadad three times normal.
The tritium and noble gas samples were taken approximately one hour late. ;

Following the event, an invesugation of the TS requirananen was **ad.1his investigation
found that the TS wording changed prior to issue of the initial low power openmag license to add
the one hour time limit for sampling tritium and noble gases following thennal transients. The
change created a time requirement that is inconsissaar with the other heensag basis dac=nante
reviewed and the TS from the other operatag bodang water reactor (BWR) 6 plants in the United
States. The one hour limit following reactor thermal tinamianes cannot be fulfilled following a
reactor scram due to time requirements for sampling and analysis. While the survallmaca was not
performed within one hour, the requirements of the action erananaae of TS 3.11.2.1 were not
violated. The dose rate due to radioactive effluents was always within the TS limits.

|
|
;
a

!
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The missed sample was a recunence of a previous event, docutaented in LER 87-013 and
Caamaa Report (CR) 87-962, in which the same T3 samples were missed following a reactor
scram. In that event, the root c .use was failure of control room personnel to notify clwanistry
personnel that the plant had scrammed. "Ihe conective actsons for that event included adjustmg the
volume on the plant paging system in the chemistry lab and invesugatmg a possible change to the
TS. The response from that investigation stated that there was inadequate justifration to request a
change. The corrective actions for LER 87-013 were not sufficient to prevent recunence and are
considered part of the cause of the massed c.' .i.sy sample

Contributing factors included absence of the sample pump at IRMS*RE125, and delays entermg
the Auxdiary Building due to operation of the SGTS.

2.12 Caarkieeivirv sm-ale

Following the reactor scram, chenustry failed to obtam the reactor coolant canthwevity analysis
once per every four hours after a loss of contmuous enartuctivity is,.di g. Prior to the nector
scram only the Reactor Water Cleanup System (*CE*) (WCS) influent conductivity monitor was
operable in accordance with 73 3/4.4.4. The secorder in the control room for the reactor

rectreulation conductivity monitor had been determined to be inoperable earlier that day by the
on-shift chenustry techmenan While ah*=iaiag the dose equivalent 1 131 samples at 0206 of that
same night the on-shift chemistry eachai ian observed flow from the WCS sample line, althoughC

at a reduced rate. Communications with control room personnel at 0230 informed him that the
WCS pumps had tripped following the scram; however, he was unaware that enar=iamaar
isolation valves for this system had closed and that the reactor recirmineian conductivity remrder
was not operable.

The root cause of the mineart conductivity sample was determinart to be the lack of timely
communications between control room and chenustry gw. ;,: ic.= ding status of the reactor
water cleanup system. Chemistry Ws...;,: were also unaware that the reactor recirculation
conductivity recorder was inoperable.

I.36-13 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol. 22
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2.13 Radiolopcal Impact

Two radsolopcal tr==neare occuned nihaar|==ar to the scram. A transient in the turtune innidsag
,

vennlarian symem resulted in a build up of noble gases in the turbine building. After the |

vennlarian system was restored to service, noble gas levels rapidly decreased to normal. In i

addition, a radiolopcal transient in the contamment building occuned mihmarinant to safety relief
{

valve meniarian which resulted in an increase in enaramamar buskhag actmty. An evaluation and
|

off-site dose calculation was performed prior to istanting a reactor building purge.' As a result, !
r= mala-ical conditions in cane =====ar stabdized and returned to normal.

|
' Die contnbution of these trannente to the off-site dose was below TS an:110CFR off-she |
radiolopcal limits. A review of the events deterininari that the radiolopcal procedures utdmed ;
during the event were adequate for tranamar events. The review also ennelariart that '

commumcation and staffing (including augmented staffing) were adequate to perform the seguired *

RP activities. No conective actions are required.

3.0 Root Cause Evaluation j

i
All avadable data associated with reactor operation that could potentially affect reactor water level j

| instrumentation was reviewed and all potential failure modes were identified using event and i
causal factors charts, Kepner-Tregoe (K-T) analysis, and failure mode analysis. i

!
Two major paths were considered in the investigation of the level 8 signal. One of these paths {
considered an actual change in reactor vessel level. The other path considered was an inteicarati '

.

level transient. The analysis of the events in the indicated level transsent path led to the conclusion
that the probable cause of the event was process noise resulting in a large amphoude trip signal on

,

the RPS C and D level tranunitters and feedwater level transmitter C. The investigation included ;

in-vessel-visual inspections (IVVI). The informatian gained from these ineramians was evaluated |
and resulted in ruling out many theorned causes. (

"Ihe cause of this event is opurious signals from undamped Rosemount model 1153 transminars in !
response to process noise. All three of these transmitters are Rosemount model 1153 transmitters.

(
Rosemount model 1152 transmitters were used for RPS chanaala A and B and these chanaale did !

not initiate a level 8 signal. The investigauon revealed that all three of the model 1153 '

transmitters had been installed as ruptarwaansa for Rosamr=>ar model 1152s.
t

i

!

,

P
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The three affected 1153s had muumum damping; two were as at minimum damping and one had no ,

damping card innallart. The investiganon of the damping issue revealed that the time response tesung {
requirements for the transmitters results in minunal dampag. I

The investigation also revealed deficiencies in the triamtenance of these tranamnears While these
issues did not contribute to the root cause, they are being addressed. A dampeg card was not
innallad on RPS level channel C and feedwater level tranamnear C was untlampart. However, if the
damping card had been innallari on RPS channel C, it would probably have been set to n - ~
damping, and the scram would still have occurmd. The muumiratina of damping was perminanhle
given the design guidance available to mauwenance WR; however, unprovements in the areas of
genenc modificanon guidance and maintenance planning will be evaluated.

Based on testing that was performed, engmeering p-, d concluded that the transmitters would
have funcuoned properly during an actual level trannient 'Ibe investiganon also revealed that no
electncal or significant hydraulic transient existed.

4.0 Corrective Action

As a result of the September 8 event, Entergy Operations promptly formed a "Significant Event
Response Team" (SERT) to investigate the event and develop appropriate corrective acuans 'Ibe !
SERT team was authorized by the plant manager and its membership included a high level of
management from multiple departments The team's funcuon was to investigate root cause and
provide corrective actions for all deficiencies identified during the September 8 event. Management

,

oversight was provided by members of the executive staff led by John McGaha, Vice President - |
Operations. |

The event response organization was supplemented by offsite Entergy Operations personnel and
nuclear industry expertise, including General Electric and root cause analysis experts from Failure
Prevention International (FPI). An assist team from the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO)
was also onsite to investigate the event.

1.36-15 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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'

Review of selected condition reports sawrimead with this event was cananc'M by the Corrective
'

Action Review Board (CARB). '!his board is compnsed of the direct repons to the Vice Presidesir -
Operanons, the General Manager - Plant Wriaas and his direct repons, Manager, Nuclear Safety
and Assessment, and the QA Manager. This review is caaAread to assure proper root conee i
determination and development of effective corrective acuans for events detennised to be significant j
by the criteria of River Bend Nuclear Procedure RBNP-030, "fairiatiasi and Processqng of Condsuon ;

Repons." |
|

'Ihe secuans below document the current status of the pnmary corrective actions for the issues ]
identified in this event.

4.1 Rosemount Model 1153 Tansmitters and Backfill System

The Rosemcunt 1153 transminers that were in service in the reactor water level instrumentauon*

and feedwater level applicanons have been replaced with n-=r model 1152s which do not ;

have the same sensitivity to process noise.

I
A verificanon of all aspe:ts of the configuration of all safay related Rosemount transmiseers was -I.

performed prior to startup. Plant walkdowns were used to haenime the configuranon and venfy
the transmitters based on model number, required damping, and mounting.

Time response testing methodology will be reviewed with a focus on industry precuces..

Generic modificauons for changeouts of equipment and the mainaannace planning process will be.

evaluated.

To address a potential vulnerability identified by the investiganon, the backfdl system has been.

modified to relocate the orifices downsunam of the check valves.

i

|
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EOI developed a momtoring program to track important process parameters during the startup.

from the forced outage and following this for a limited time during power operauon De
objective of this program was to idenufy operational anomahes to minimim the risk of recurrence,
as a conservative measure. De monitonng program was completed with no vamanal events or
anomahes itaeactari.

4.2 Operanons

With respect to operator performance, several lines of investigataan are being pursued as a neult
of this event. De goal of this investigauon is to idantdy areas where ==haar=====ee will result in
improved operator performance. Specific areas ofinterest include:

Event Reconstruccon. In the interest of obtaining a complete, clear understandag of a*

significant plant event, Operators should be debnefed as soon as possible. Although
individual debriermgs were con <iactart by operanons management, a full crew debnefing
was not conducted in a timely mannar. De delay in n=Ane*ia a full crew debriefing will
be evninneart and appropnate guidance developed +t g the hinelina== of these
interviews.

Procedures. De AOP for turbine and generator trip contains requirrenanta related to.

verification of generator trip. His procedure, AOP-0002, has been revised to improve the
procedural guidance for positive verificanon of reverse power tv=ristiaan. Procedure
Fahancements identified during review included revision of AOP-0001, "Ranctor Scram,"
to improve the turbine trip verification, and SOP-0080, "hrbine Generator Operation," to
provide a caution on turbine / generator motonng.

Training. De crew's undentanding of the issue of the fast / slow transfer of station loads*

was not clear and the simulator madalia: and associated training was inconect. Simulator ;

modificataons have been implemented to correct deficiencies. Training has been provided

during the last ,semanari operator requalification module concenung the procedure changesI

to AOP -0001 and AOP-0002. In additian, a simulator scenano has been developed which
requires operator acuan to manually open the generator output bresloors following failme
of the generator reverse power / anti-motoring trips.

1.36-17 NUREG/CR 4674, vel 22
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4.3 Generator Response

Both reverse power relays were recabbrated to mannaam the phase angle of each at its setpoint ;

with the tightest tolerance an===hle. Lnprovements in the applicable .. ~ . procedure, '

MCP-1005, are being consadered ;

4.4 Transfer to Offsate Power,

To improve the indienhans available to the operators for evalanhan of the reverse power ==l*ian
,

and determining when to trip the generator output breakers, the SPDS symem grapluc display in '

the control room has been upgraded to inchcate negative megawatts. This display will allow
v. vis to monitor severse power condshaan. |,

4.5 RCIC Turbine Trin
i

The governor valve stem has been replaced with a new stem having an shi===ad coating for i

increased corrosion r=mance. Washers of the proper matenal have been insamtlad, and penodic
mostonng of the stem r=== ace is being performed, pending further evakianan of ==marsag
data.

4.6 Motor Operated Valves

Corrective actions being implemented for SWP*MOV40A are:
1

The damaged wire and lug were replaced and repositioned to avoid rubbag. f
*

,

Nine (9) additional SMB-00 acniatars were iderified and have been inal=*wl for similar
*

lug configurations on contact IS-1 and LS-9. No additional problems were identified.
,
,

Maintenance procedures wid be revised to include guidante on proper positaoning of wires*

landed on contacts LS-1 and LS-9.
i

,

!
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River Bend Station is ?=- g a preventive maintananer program actica plan with a focus on
reliability centemd ===tannoce (RCM), and pnoritenenan by Ma=eaa==e- Rule system and
:-:+g=; importance. The predactive and preventive maanrananea tasks for non-safety related
valves will be addressed in the context of this prognm.

4.7 ERIS and SPDS

The services building power inverter, IBYS-INV06 has been restored to service. Replacemant of
the ERIS system is being evaluated. This evalustaon will also address concerns with the ease of
retrieval of historical data from past events.

4.8 Noble Gas and Tritium Kamnline

To prevent recunence, Techmcal Specifications 3/4.11.2.1.2, Table 4.11.2.1.2-1 will be revised
to remove the one hour sampling and analysis requirement for noble gases, and the tntium
sampling requirements. T icanea Amendment Request (LAR) 94-11, ' Gaseous Effluents," was
submitted to the NRC on October 4,1994 (RBG-40919). Other conective actions include
changes to operations announcement pracaces, revision of SOP-0043 to provide safe access to the
aux 1hary building when the standby gas treatment system is in operation, and ensuring the proper
equipment is dedicated and staged for ready access near IRMS*RE125. 'Ibese actions have been
implemented.

4.9 Condartivity tamnie

Chemistry Procedure, CSP-0101, has been revised to incorporate a shutdown enclosure in the
procedure. Corrective actions have also been implemented to address timeline*< of required
chemistry actions and assure that chemistry personnel coming on-shift will be cogninnt of current
equipment status.

5.0 Safety Assessment

Based on testing that was performed, engmeenng personnel concluded that the transmitters would
have functioned properly during an actual level transient. "Ihe investigation also revealed that no
electrical or significant hydraulic transient existed.

!

.

!
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The evaluation of other equipment related issues revealed the following:
,

"the reactor scram did not result in an automatic trip of the main turbine or electnc generator, by.

design. "Ihe 'two out of three" logic required to produce an automatic turbine trip was not
satisfied sinz only one of three feedwater level transnutter channele provided a level 8 signal.

.

'

The slow transfer was also deternunart to have occurred as designed. 'Ihe canthenana requued for a.

'

fast transfer to occur were not satisfied.
!

The HPCS system was available throughout this event and was operated manually to psovide |
.

rnalranp to the reactor vessel following the trip of the RCIC turbine.

The reactor vessel cooldown rate has been evaluated and the thermal tranter effects were
'

.

bounded by previous analyses. Other thermal effects, such as thermal stranfication, were also |
shown to be bounded by p.eicus analyses. j

The contnbution to offsite dcse as a result of this event was analyzed and detennaned to be below |.

Techmcal Sga-d-- limits and other regulatory limits.

Operator actions were correctly privaimi throughout the event. While they did encounter.

unexpected responses from some plant equipment, the was effectively utihzed the available
resources to A.*naaa and respond to reactor and plant system indicatm<. They focused on reactor.,

safety and took actions to manually control reactor water level and pressure. Based on the above
,

considerations, EOI concludes that this event did not compromise the health and safety of the public.
1

Note: Energy indnerry Identificatxm System (E!IS) Codes are irlantified in the text as (*XX*).

NUREG/CR 4674,Vol22 I.36-20
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COPmlSSION
REGION IV

Inspection Report: 50-458/94-20
iLicense: NPF-47
|
ILicensee: Entergy Operations incorporated

P.O. Box 220 j
St. Francisville, Louisiana 70775-0220

Facility Name: River Bend Station

inspection At: St. Franctsville, Louisiana

inspection Conducted: September 8-15, 1994

Team Members: M. Runyan, Reactor inspector, Division of Reactor Safety

D. Loveless. Senior Resident inspector, South Texas Project,
Division of Reactor Projects

|

G. Galletti, Human Factors Engineer
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

J. Lazevnick, Senior Electrical Engineer
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Accompanying
3ersonnel: W. Smith, Senior Resident inspector, River Bend Station

el n
Team Leader: / F AI//A /o 9hThohrts F. Stetka, Team Leader D4Ke /Division of Reactor Safety

/

Approved: [v / M II
Tholmas P. Gwynn, Di et Date
Division of Reactor Saf y

i
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DETAILS

1 INTRODUCTION (93800)

The NRC has established a policy to provide for the timely, thorough, and !
systematic inspection of significant operational events at nuclear power
plants. This includes the use of an augmented inspection team to detemine
the causes, conditions, and circumstances relevant to an event and to
communicate its findings, safety concerns, and recommendations to NRC
management. In accordance with NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 0325, an AIT was
dispatched to the River Bend Station (RSS) on September 9, 1994, to review the
circumstances surrounding the reactor trip ar.d unusual plant response
following this trip that occurred on September 8, 1994.

1.1 General Descriotion of the Event

On September 8, 1994, the RBS was operating at 97 percent of full power. At
approximately 8:28 p.m., a reactor trip occurred. The plant operators
responded to the trip by entering their abnormal operating procedures (h0Ps)
for a reactor trip and emergency operating procedures (E0Ps) due to a low
water level in the reactor vessel. Approximately 7 minutes after the reactor
trip, with the at-the-controls operator controlling reactor vessel water level
as directed by the AOPs, the u-it control operator had completed his A0P and
:>egan to assist the at-the-con:rol coerator with her A0p when he noted that
the main turbine had not tripped. ~~*s observat:en was discussed with the
:ontrol room supervtsor and the decision was made to manually trip the main
turbine.

'ollowing the manual trip of the main turbine, the operators observed the main
generator operation and expected the main generator output breakers to
automatically open. When the crew decided that the main generator output
areakers would not open, further discussions occurred between the unit
aperator and shift supervision. The supervisor inen directed the unit
)perator to manually open the generator output breakers.

|

| dhen tr.e main generator output breakers were manually opened, the plant
esponoed differently than the operators were trained to expect. .The

)perators'did not expect the power transfer to result in the loss of
1onsafety-relatedbalance-of-plant (80P)electricalloids.*~However,,the
jelayed power transfer did result in the loss of the nonsafety-related
electrical loads which than required the operators to manually-restore power
to these affected loads.

The power transfer delay caused loss of the feedwater
reactor protection system (llP,5) power, reactor rectrc'ufumpsi, Qbadegate pumps,,atdag .qspaapt
turbine building ventilation. The transfer delay did not affect'tas". safety-

NUREGCR-4674, vel 22 I.37-6
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!

related electrical buses (because they are normally powered from a different !
power source). Since no safety-related loads'were lost, the emergency diesel ;

generators did not get a signal to start. The loss cf the BOP loads caused |the loss of the normal heat sink for reactor decay heat removal.
;

To compensate for these conditions, the operators followed their E0Ps and
attempted to estabitsh makeup water to the reactor using the reactor core-

isolation cooling (RCIC) pump. However, when this turbine-driven pump was ,

i

manually started,_the,' turbine tripped on an overspeed condition and this j
condition could not'be| reset. The operators then started the high" pressure ;
core spray (HPCS), pump to inject water into the reactor vessel...The operators 2

also manually opened the' safety relief valves (SRVs)4*aii,'regstrod/,te,contrel'
reactor pressure.

,

While taking these compensating actions, the operators were also taking
actions to return power to the RPS (this was restored within about 3 minutes)
and to restore the feedwater system, condensate system, and turbine building
ventilation. The turbine building ventilation needed to be restored because
the lack of ventilation caused an increase in airborne radioactivity within
the turbine building and, due to increased temperatures in the main steem
tunnel, preventeu reopening of the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs). |

To help control the reactor pressure and water level, the operators opened
salves in the main steam drain system (a 3-inch pipe) to both provide
eaualization of pressures around the MS!Ps and to assist with pressure control~

by dumping steam to the condenser.

At approximately 10:09 p.m., the shift superintendent declared a notification
of unusual event. While there was no requirement to declare a notificatiost of
unusual event,.the shift superintendent made the declaratten because there,was
onlyonemakeupwatersourcetothereactor,the,e' vent'hadthepess1bjjity,of
degrading, and additional personnel were needed to assist'in return,ing the 90P'
systems to servicel

At approximately 10:20 p.m.,,the condensate system,,was restored to, service,and,
at approximately 11:21 p.m.', the feedwater system was~ restored to' service.
TheMSIVswerethenopened,andtheoperatorsverified.that. reactor.
level and pressure were being properif c6ntrolled.. They then secur
sump, exited the notification of unusuiil event',' anit'i;ontinued 'td"co,eg,

. HPCS,
'

al the
reactor to the cold shutdown condition. - '

l.2 AIT Formation and Tasks

Region IV, in consultation with the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR)
and the Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data, formed an
augmented inspection team (AIT) on September 9, 1994. The AIT, which was led
by a team leader from Region IV and which was camposed of a reactor inspector
from Region IV, the South Texas Project senior resident inspector, a human
factors engineer from the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR), and a

2
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senior electrical engineer from NRR. was sent to RBS to gather information
regarding licensee actions and to review plant response to this event. The
Ali members began to arrive onsite on Friday, September 9, and initiated
on-site inspection activities on September 10. 1994.

The AIT tasks, which were specified in a Charter dated September 9, 1994, to
Mr. T. F. Stttka from Mr. L. J. Callan were:

(1) A complete review and :ocumentation of the initial conditions and +

sequence of events through the initiation of shutdown cooling;

(2) A review of the plant structures, systems, procedures, and components
that caused, or contributed to the cause, of the event. This should
include a review of the licensee's root cause determination as well as
the corrective actions that have been or will be taken;

(3) A review of plant equipment that did not respond as expected. including,
but not limited to, the reactor protection system, turbine and generatcr
output breaker trip functions, other electrical system eculoment, the
reactor core isolation cooling system, certain nonsafety-roated
mechanical equipment, and motor-operated valves and the resantir.c safety
impact;

i
(4) A review of operator response to the event, includir: -he decision to '

use the main steamline drains to control reactor ore::are; anc

(5) An evaluation of management response to the event.

2 AIT INSPECTION

he inspection effort began with a briefing oy a licensee senior management
esponse team. The briefing included the licensee's investigation into t..e

events and their findings to date. The AIT found this briefing to be
:omprehensive and highly beneficial. In addition to this manecement response,
unich also included around-the-clock senior management presence, the licensee
established a significant event review team, which conducted its investigation

,

!

in parallel with the AIT's activities. Senior management and the significant-
event review team kept the AIT informed of their findings throughout the
inspection.

ali inspection included a review of plant logs; numerous interviews with
personnel, including intervie=< of the operators who were on shift at the time
of the reactor trip; a review Of plant procedures ar,' maintenance recorcs, a
rev ow of pertinent vendor inicemation; walkdowns of selected equipment and
co' ol panels; and observations of ongoing maintenance and testing I

,

. ties. The team also independently developed an event and causal factors
i :. hat was then used to juoge the depth and breadth of the licensee's own

investigation.

|

3
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2.1 Seouence of Events

The AIT developed the following sequence of events based upon review of the
licensee's documentation, personnel interviews, and briefings by plant
management personnel. Times marked with a "*" are approximations.
(Attachment 8 provides the event and causal factors chart developed by the jAIT.)

;

September 8, 1994

6 p.m.* Night shift operators assumed the watch. Reactor power was at 96
percent.

;7 p.m.' The shift crew briefing was completed and operators began the
|following routine night shift duties:
1
1

- Nuclear equipment operators began performing rounds in I

the plant in accordance with building logs.

A low volume containment purge was established. *-

Operators began flushing a reactor water cleanup-

demineralizer.

8 p.m.* Reactor at 97 percent power, operators were increasing power at
approximately 1 percent per hour.

8:28 p.m. The reactor tripped (scrammed) when two of four reactor vessel
water level channels indicated high level (Level 8). The
operators in the control room entered the following procedures:

Abnormal Operating Procedure A0P-0001, " Reactor Scram,"
-

Revision 9; and

- Abnormal Operating Procedure A0P-0003, " Automatic
isolations," Revision 7.

As expected, reactor vessel water level immodtately began I

decreasing to the low level setpoint (Level 3). The control
room supervisor entered Emergency Operating Procedure E0P-0001
" Reactor /ressure Vessel Control," Revision 11.

i

The et-the-controls operator began performing the immediate |

actions of AOP-000). The operator actuated a manual reactor {
i

trip, placed the reactor mode switch in the shutdown position,
verified that the control rods were fully inserted, verified
that reactor power was lowering, and began to control the- j

feedwater system to restore reactor vessel water level.

4

i
!
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8:30 p.m. Main generator output indicated zero megawatts.

8:32 p.m. The unit operator completed the actions of A0P-0003. All
required isolations actuated as designed.

8:3b p.m. The shift superintendent ordered a precautionary reactor |
building evacuation. Security personnel deterutned that no one
was in the building at the time of the reactor trip.

8:36 p.m. The at-the-controls operator established the
condensate /feedwater systems on long cycle recirculation to
better control reactor vessel water level.

8:38 p.m. The unit operator, assisting in the performance of A0P-0001,
identified that the main turoine had failed to trip as expected.
After a discussion with the control room supervisor and a
determination that the main generator output megawatt meter was
reading *0* (which indicated a motoring conoitton), the turbine
was manually tripped.

The main generator was still motoring, using apprcximately
10 egawatts of power by backfeeding througn the main g e rator
out:ut breakers.

2:.3 p.m. The main generator output breakers did not open as expected
following the *.urbine trip. Discussions were held among the
operators, the control room supervisor, and the shift
superintendent. The output breakers were then manually opened.

When the breakers were opened, the main generator began
backfeeding the still connected plant switchgear.. The.1 main
generator low voltage annunciator alarmed. A main generator
load of approximately 30 megawatts was present immediately after
the breamers openeo.

8:41 p.m. Plant switchgear transferred to the preferred powee supply as
undervoltage conditions occurred on each switchgear unit. As
designed, the following eculpment was lost:

All main feedwater pumps,*

All :endensate pumps,
!

,*

Both trains of the RPS,*

A and C main circulating water pumos,*

One of the two running normal service water pumps,.*-

Both reactor recirculation pumps,e'

One instrument air compressor.*

The safety parameter display system, and*

The emergency response information system.*

5

1
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As a result of these losses, the following engineered safety
features actuations occurred as designed:

Closure of the MSIVs,*

A B0P equipment containment isolation, and*

Automatic start of the standby service water system.*

Operators responded by entering the following procedures:

A0P-0003 (Reentered);*

A0P-0005, " Loss of Main Condenser vacuum / Trip of*

Circulating Water Pump," Revision 8;

AOP-0006, " Condensate /Feedwater Failures," Revision 8;*

A0P-0008, " Loss of Instrument Air," Revision 7;*

A0P-0009, " Loss of Normal Service Water," Revision 7;*

AOP-0010. " Loss of One RPS Bus," Revision 8; and*

AOP-0053, " Initiation of Standby Service Water,"*

Revision 1.

E0P-0001 was raentered on decreasing water level (Level 3) in
the reactor vessel, and E0P-0002, " Primary Containment Control "
Revision 9, was entered for high primary containment pressure,
which were expected conditions, given the actuations listed
above.

The Standby Service Water Pump ZA Discharge; Valve 1-SWP*MOV40A
did'not fully open upon pump start.

8:41 p.m. Operators restored the RPS to service on the preferred power
supply and began verification and recovery from the associated
isolations.

8:42 p.m. The main generator reverse power relay tripped. Normal Service
Water Pump 18 tripped on low surge tank level.

8:44 p.m. Operators manually started the RCIC'sy' tem pump to establishs
reactor water level and pressure control. .The pump immediately
tripped on overspeed.- The. operators. made seversi unsuccessful
attempts to relatch th~e' turbine trip, and ,thrott.le valve.

8:45 p.m. The control room supervisor asked the at-the-controls operator
about the availability of the condensate and feedwater systems.
They determined that the system needed to be vented prior to
restarting the condensate pumps.

6
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i

The control room supervisor directed that the high pressure core
spray (HPCS) system be manually started when needed to provide
makeup water to the reactor.

,

The shift superintendent determined that the manual initiation '

of the HPCS system did not require ceclaration of an emergency.

8:46 p.m. Operators manually opened one main steam safety-relief
,

'

velve (SRV) for reactor vessel pressure control.'.
'

8:49 p.m. Operators reestablished drywell cooling.

Primary conta'-*ent radiation high alarm received on the digital |8:50 : 9. ~

radiation moni': ring system..

8:51 p.m. Reactor vessei water level swelled to 1.evel 8 during
manipulation of the SRV.

8:57 p.m.* Operators manually :arted the n9CS system pump, after alJgning
the flowpath, to prcvide makeup water to the reactor.

'he control room supervisor directed operators to maintain
reactor cressure a 600-800 psig.

~ie control room supervisor increased tne pressure control ;and
and albwed piessure '.o increase to 1040 psig befort, opening an
SRV.

9 p.m.* a nucl N r equionent operator and a chemistry technician could not
open the door to enter the auxiliary building to respond to the i

-eactor trip because of differential pressures caused by both fans
running in the standby ;ss treatnent system.

9:C2 p.m. tV: lifted automatn ally at '.105 osig. E0P-0001 had directed
tne coerators to stanilize pressure below 1064.7 psig.

9:05 p.m. Nuclear equipment operators began locally venting the condensate
:ystem.

:06 p.m. Reactor vessel level :ontrol was established with HPCS by
routing excess flow arough the system full flow test return
line to the condensate storage tank.

i:17 p.m. HPCS isoiation va.ve :losed when reactor vessel water level
swelled to Level B curing *anipu.ation of safety-relief valves.
This occurred four additional times during the event.

? ? p.m. Nuclear equipment operators restored the turbine building
-hillers to service.

NUREG/CR-467d,Vol 22 1.37 12
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9:27 p.m. Operators placed Residual Heat Removal Train A in suppression
pool cooling mode in accordance with System Operating
Procedure SOP-0031. " Residual Heat Removal," Revision 12.

9:30 p.m. SRVs again lifted automatically at 1105 psig.

9:36 p.m. The main plant exhaust radiation monitor alarmed high.

9:37 p.m. Operators aligned the suppression pool reject to radweste in
accordance with 50P-003), as directed by E0P-0002,

9:38 p.m. Nuclear equipment operators reported that Valve Cit $-CV0112'would
notopentoprovidefillwatertothecondensatq,sy$es.

,

9:40 p.m. The HPCS pump suction automatically transferred from the
condensate storage tank to the suppression pool because of high
suppression pool water level. ' ~ ~

9:41 p.m. After starting lodine Removal Filter Train 6, operators started
a condenser air removal compressor. The lowest vacuum observed
was approximately 7 inches of mercury.

9:48 p.m. Nuclear equipment operators manually opened Valve CNS-CV0112 and
began filling and venting the condensate system.

9:46 p.m. Operators reset the reactor trip.

10 p.m. The standby' gas treatment system was secured by the operators.

10:09 p.m. The shif t superintendent declared 'a notification of 'inusual
event because only one source of high pressure water to the
reactor was available, the event had the possibility to degrade,
and additional support was needed to help return the condensate
and feedwater systems to service.

10:20 p.m. Operators reestablished condensate's'yst'en flow.

10:30 p.m. Operators attempted to equaltre pressure across the MSIVs and
provide additional reactor pressure control by opening steam
drains in accordance with E0P-0001.

!! p.m.* Operators identified that the control rod drive hydraulic system
parameters were not reading correctly. The only available
indication was pump current.

11:19 p.m. Nuclear equipment operators responded to manually open Discharge
Valve 1-SWP-MOV040A on Standby Service Water Pump 2A.

11:21 p.m. Operators started Feedwater Puhd IA*Iin~:accordance with System
Operating Procedures 50P-0009, "Aeactor' Feedwater System,"
Revision 10. and SOP-0007, " Condensate System," Revision 9.

I.37-13 NUREC/CR-d67d, vel 22
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11:a7 p.m. .:erators secured suppression pool reject to radwaste. -

11'' p.m. Ar. operator rapidly reduced reactor pressure to 600 psig,
utilizing an SRV to equalize pressure across the MSIVs. The ;

'

MSIVs were then opened.
I

1:55 p.m. Ocerators replaceo the slown fuse in the control rod drive
hyoraulic system circuitry and returned the system to service.

;

fentember 9 .994

.:.;7 a.m. After verifying that the feedwater system was maletalning
~

reactor vessel water level, the operators secured?the HpCS
system.

The emergency rescense information sj:; ten and safety aarameter'. ~ . 2 0 .m.
Jisolay sv ' n was tturned to service.

'

.:22 a.m. Operators ..ailshed a low voiume purge of :rimary containment
to reduce .:c*4:nment pressure in accoroance with E0P-000t.
Health pres- ersonnel had :i; ermined that 'imits would not be
exceeded ,:gr:- was establa " 3 through t e containment ourge#

filter train.

.:30 a.m. The shift suoerintencent exitec - a iotificatice ;r pusual
e .at after .ne contrel room s .;er 'sor enitec Ine 4mergency

.;s c a:ng pr:cedures. The reactor was stanie, Ine raeonater
ty*. rti was supplying water to the reactor vessel, and the main
nets oypass valves were controilirg reactor vessel pressure. ,

:53 a..m. Operators began raising reacter water level to greater than
75 incnes to meet tne administrat u limits for low temperature
naturai circulation.

'

.14 .:. Rea: tor vessel .ater .evel reachee at 75 incnes.

a.m. Operators securec the residual heat removal system from
suppression pooi cooling.' ;

.9 a.m. Operators star e warm wo up the residual he6t removal system i
ffor snutdown oling,

.:!:. a.m. ::erators starteo' Restoua"., heat Removal Pump. f, and,placed the
;ystem in shutcown eco' ling' mode in accordance wi h ,50P M 31

Ooerat- 2esconse.

.2.1 Reactor -: Response

rke team interviewed the shift s aerintencent. ,e centrol room supervisor.

the three reactor ecernors n were on s-aft at *te time of the reactor

9
l
1

l
4
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trip. These interviews provided additional insight into what took place in
the control room during the September 8 event.

Prior to the event, the operators had completed shift turnover activities and
had sufficient time to become familfar with the control panel status. Three
operators, the at-the-controls operator, the unit operator, and the control

iroom supervisor were in the control room at tt.e time of the event. The i

reactor pressure vessel water level was in its normal band at approximately
35 inches on the narrow range level instruments.

The first indication the operators had of a plant problem was the reactor
trip. The operators did not initially realize that the reactor trip was
caused by a Level 8 trip signal. They responded to the reactor trip and the
resultant low reactor vessel water level condition (Level 3) by perfoming the
actions required by their abnormal operating procedures (A0Ps) and emergency
operating procedures (EOPs).

IReactor water level recovered rapidly and the at-the-controls operator began
|taking feedwater pumps off line to prevent overfilling the vessel. '

Approximately 8 minutes af ter the trip, reactor vessel water level beg,an to
stabilize.

At this time, the unit operator who had been verifying that the required
isolations had occurred, began to assist in the completion of the AOP
immediate actions. He noticed that the main turbine / generator had not tripped
as expected. Procedure AOP-0001 directed the operator to " Verify turbine is
tripped." He consulted with the control room supervisor about the condition,
and they decided to manually trip the main turbi.ie.

Following the main turbine trip, the operators noted that the main generator
output breakers had not opened (due to failure of the reverse power relays to
actuate) as they had anticipated. The operators requested the shift
superintendent's assistance. The shift superintendent was concerned that
opening the main generator output breakers too early could cause the turbine
to overspeed. During interviews, the operators stated that they had some
concern that a delayed transfer from the nomal to the preferred power supply
could cause a loss of electrical loads. However, neither voiced their
concerns because they had been trained to expect a power supply transfer to
occur that would not have resulted in a loss of loads.

The team questioned the operators about the indications that they had used to
determine that the matn generator was motoring and needed to be tripped. The
operators responded that they had used the main control panel generator output
neters and elapsed time. None of the operators indicated that main turbine
control valve position or main turbine first stage pressure had been utilized
to determine if steam was still available to the main turbite. These
indications would have assured the operators that all steam to the main
turbine was secured and, therefore, that an overspeed condition would not
occur when the main generator output breakers were opened. However, the
operating crew did make the decision to manually open the main generator
output breakers.

10
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2.2.2 Reactor Vessel Water Level Response

The team reviewed the operators' response to the decreasing water level in the- -

'

reactor vessel following the loss of the condensate and feedwater systems.
The team determined that use of the RCIC turbine would have helped control
reactor pressure by utilizing this steam as a motive force while also

i

providing reactor vessel makeup water. The team also verified that the
condensate storage tank and suppression pool levels, as well as primary
containment pressure, were within appropriate limits for operating the RCIC
system.

Through interviews, the team detemined that the operators properly attempted
the RCIC system initiation. Operator actions could not have caused the
turbine overspeed event. In addition, following the mechanical overspeed -

trip ' system design would not have allowed operators to relatch the turbine's ;

trip and throttle valve from the main control room. ,

Following the loss of the RCIC system, Procedure E0P-0001, Step RL-4, directed
theoperatorstoutilizethehighpressurecorespraysystemtomaintajn
reactor vessel water level with a suction from the condensate storage tank, if r

'

possible. The operators aligned the system in accordance with System
Operating Procedure 50P-0030, "High Pressure Core Spray," Revision 11, and !

'reestablished water level. Operators stated that they then opened the full
flow test return line to the condensate storage tank to control the flow rate
to the reactor as they had been trained. The team noted that this response
was not documented in Procedure 50P-0030. The system remained available and ,

maintained water level for approximately 3 hours until secured when the '

feedwater system was made available and controlling reactor vessel level.

2.2.3 Use of the Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) ,

The team detemined that, in general, the operators followed the requirements |
and guidelines of the E0Ps. The team noted, however, several occasiens
throughout the event where operators failed to maintain reactor vessel
pressure and water level below the limits required by Procedure E0P-0001.
Following the loss of power to the normal switchgear, reactor operators took
manual control of the safety relief valves ($RVs) to control reactor pressure.

Step RP-8 of E0P-0001 requires the operators to stabilize reactor pressure
below 1064.7 psig. However. on two occasions during the event, operators
allowed pressure to increase to the lift setpoint of the SRVs of 1105 psig.
The control room supervisor initially directed operators to reduce pressure to.
900 psig; however, due to the coarse pressure control that occurred when the
SRVs were used to control pressure, it was difficult to maintain the 900 psig
pressure. As a result, the control room supervisor revised his direction to
now naintain pressure in a 600-800 psig band. Shortly thereafter,'however,
the control room supervisor again revised the control band and requested that
pressure be allowed to increase to 1040 psig prior to opening a SRV and that
he be kept informed of the reactor pressure so that he Could direct the
operators to open the SRVs when necessary. This supervisory direction limited
the operator's discretion with the operation of the SRVs.

11
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The E0P bases for Step RP-8 states that the operator be given a desired
pressure control value to maintain. The intent of maintaining the reactor
pressure below 1064.7 psig would allow the reactor trip to be reset and
provide sufficient margin to prevent the SRVs from automatically opening.
During the event, the operators stated that the reactor trip had not been
reset and, therefore, was not of concern. However, allowing the SRVs to open
automatically at the lift setpoint clearly did not meet the intent of the
pressure control band required by Procedure E0P-0001.

Similarly, Step RL-4 required the operator to restore and maintain reactor
vessel water level between 9.7 and 51 inches. However, on numerous occasions,
operators maintained water level high enough, so that upon operation of a SRV,
the water level swelled to greater than 51 inches. This caused the high
pressure core spray (HPCS) system isolation valve to close automatically.

The E0P bases document stated that Step RL-4 defines the preferred range in
which reactor vessel water level should be established and maintained. The
upper water level limit prevented a main turbine trip, feedwater pump trips,
HPCS injection valve closure, and RCIC shutdown. The operator's fallvie to
control the reactor vessel water level below Level 8 did not meet the intent
of the bases because Closure of the HPCS injection valve was not prevented.

Although the team considered the plant conditions and operator responses that
caused reactor vessel pressure and water level to increase above the
Procedure E0P-0001 control bands, the team also noted that operator
distractions were low at the time, a different dedicated operator was assigned
to pressure and level control operations, and the plant responses were similar
to those seen by the operators during training.

2.2.4 Operator Connand, Control, and Communication

The team reviewed the licensee's command and control of the event by
interviewing the operators involved to ensure that adequate staffing and
overstght was provided to mitigate the transient. The team determined that
the crew appeared to adequately control the transient and that control room
supervision was responsive, e.g., issuing the notification of unusual event to
ensure appropriate operations staff was available to support the recovery
efforts. Additionally, it appeared that crew members were kept appraised of
major evolutions and focused on their responsibilities assigned by the control
room supervisor. However, the team noted several communication weaknesses
which may have contributed to operator difficulties during event recovery.
These included: (1) lack of clear direction to maintain reactor pressure
below 1064.7 psig using SRVs per E0P-0001, which resulted in several automatic
SRV actuations and HPCS isolations on level 8 during event recovery; and
(2) failure of operators to communicate their concerns about a possible
delayed bus transfer prior to manually opening the main generator output !.breakers.

12 !
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2.2.5 Use of Main Steam Line Drains To Control Reactor Pressure

Approximately 2 hours after the reactor trip, operators attempted to equalize
pressure across the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) and provide for
additional reactor pressure control by opening steam drains in the main steam |
system. This was as directed by Step RP-8 in Procedure E0P-0001.

Opening the main steam line drain caused a discharge of steam to the main I
condenser. Main turbine gland seal steam was available and there was a vacuum |

in the condenser. The team determined that the increased airborne
radioactivity levels in the turbine building were caused by the loss of |
ventilation and not by operating the main steam system without gland seals. |

!2.3 Qperator Overt e/Fatiaue Considerations

The team reviewed the operations department biweekly time sheets to determine
if operator fatigue may have been a contributing factor to the transient
response. The crew on shift Thursday, September 8, during the event was in
their second night of rotation, havtr.g previously worked day shift on Sunday,
September 4, followed by 2 consecutive days off. The crew had completdd their
normal 12-hour rotation on Wednesday, September 7, and had completed shift
turnover at 7 p.m. on Thursday, September 8, approximately 1.5 hours prior to
the reactor trip. From the records reviewed and interviews with the crew
members involved with the event, there was no evidence that fatigue was a
factor in the operators' transient response.

2.4 Ooerator Trainina

The team reviewed the licensee's training program to determine if operator
training may have been a factor that affected the ability of the operators to
mitigate the event. A sample of lesson plans related to abnormal and
emergency operations were reviewed with particular emphasis on reactor trip,
main turbine / generator trip, and E0P implementation guidance. Additionally,
the team observed several short simulator scenarios of reactor trips, manual
and automatic main turbine / generator trips, and a simulated slow transfer of

,

power to the 13.5kV non-vital buses. '

From this review, the team determined that the licensee's simulator did not
adequately reflect the actual plant response including: (1) slow transfer of
non-vital power following manual opening of the main generator output
breakers, (2) failure of the main turbine / generator to automatically trip on
motoring of the main generator, and (3) non-simultaneous trip of the main
9enerator output breakers following a manual main turbine trip. Additionally,
ie; son plans associated with main turbine / generator trip focused on verifying
main turbine trip based solely on main generator electrical output indication
trending towards zero without further analysis of other main turbine
parameters, such as control valve position and main turbine impulse pressure
that was available at the main control panel. These weaknesses in simulator
fidelity and training contributed to the operators' lack of understanding of
main turbine / generator operation and response during the event and subsequent
loss of plant equipment, as a result of the transfer of electrical power
following the manual opening of the main generator output breakers.
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2.5 Control Room Indications and Ooeratina Procedures

The team reviewed key control board indications, controls, and abnormal and
emergency operating procedures during simulator exercises, control room
walkdown, and desktop review. The team determined that the operators had
sufficient indication and control to adequately mitigate the transient.
However, the team noted several areas where lack of direct control board
indication and vague procedural guidance may have contributed to operator
difficulties during the event recovery. These included a lack of: (1) direct
indication of motoring of the main turbine / generator; and (2) explicit
procedural guidance for verifying main turbine trips and transferring plant
loads from normal to the preferred power supply prior to manually opening the
main generator output breakers.

2.6 Control Rod Drive (CRD) Hydraulic Systen Fuse Failure

A fuse to Power Supply ICll8-K600 and to the indicating lights of Flow Control
valves ICll-FVF002A and -B in the CRD hydraulic system failed after the
reactor trip. Emergency response information system data indicated that the
fuse blew approximately 12 minutes after the reactor trip. The team's* review
of this failure indicated that the fuse failed due to an overcurrent
condition. The team concluded that the voltage transient that occurred after
the load transfer produced a current surge that was sufficient to cause the
fuse to blow.

The team reviewed the impact of the blown fuse in the CRD hydraulic system on
plant operations. The blown fuse caused a loss of most control room
indication of the CRD system status and caused the CRD flow control valves to
fail shut. Charging water was available to the hydraulic control units,
allowing them to be repressurized and the reactor trip to be reset.

Since cooling water was no longer available to the control rod drives, an |
;

additional source of high pressure water to the reactor was lost. Step RL-14
|in Procedure E0P-0001 directed the operators to maximize control rod drive

hydraulic flow when the condensate and feedwater systems were not available.
This source of water was unavailable, and due to the failed fuse, insufficient
indication was available in the control room for operators to be aware of this

isystem's status.

The team discussed the issue of water stratification within the reactor vessel
with the licensee. The team determined that since the high pressure core
spray system was available and injecting water into the core, the failure of
the CRD hydraulic system may have been of benefit. With the reactor in
natural circulation following the loss of the recirculation pumps, cold water
entering the bottom head of the reactor vessel, as would occur with the CRD

isystem in operation, would tend to stratify and cause additional stresses in i

the vessel walls. The loss of the CR0 system did not make this a factor
during this event.

Another issue identified by the team involving the loss of the CRD cooling
flows was the effect of increased temperatures on the CRD seals. Degradation
in these seals could result in longer insertion times for the control rods.
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l
On September 14, General Electric, the reactor designer, provided the licensee !

with a letter stating that the short-term control rod drive operations at |
higher than normal temperatures would not have caused significant damage to |
the CRD seals.

2.7 Plant Radiation levels
|
J

One of the balance-of-plant (BOP) systems lost following the main generator
trip was the turbine building main ventilation system. With the shutdown ef I
this ventilation system, removal of any radioactive gases from the turbine
building ceased while several sources of noble gas leakage into the turbine
building were occurring. At g:41 p.m., operators started a condenser air
removal compressor so that condenser vacuum would be maintained. Although the
discharge from this compressor was routed through the iodine removal filter
train,' leakage from the compressor seals caused increasing airborne
radioactivity levels and minor contamination in the vicinity of the
compressors. A temporary loss of loop seals in the offgas system piping also
caused increasing airborne levels in the offgas building.

During the condensate system venting process, additional radioactive ga'ses
were released. A nuclear equipment operator involved in venting the system
alarmed the personnel contamination monitor when exiting the area.
Approximately 90.000 counts per minute of contamination were detected on this
operator. The contamination was determined to be caused by the released noble
gases.

At 11:10 p.m., radiological protection technicians declared the turbine
building, offgas building and auxiliary building to be airborne radioactivity'

areas. General area surveys of these buildings indicated no increase in
radiation levels or loose contamination, with the exception of certain
equipment filters (that ranged from 6 to 8 mrem per hour). As a result,
personnel stay-time records were used for all building entries after this
time, The team noted that building airborne radiation levels decreased
rapidly once the turbine building ventilation system was returned to service.

The team reviewed the radiological effluents released following the reactor
trip and during the low volume containment purge. An offsite dose projection
was performed to determine the potential dose rates that a purge would cause.
The highest recorded main plant exhaust release rate was 38,400 microcuries
per second. Licensee personnel calculated that had this release continued,
this release rate would have caused a dose rate of 118 mRom per year to a
member of the public at the site boundary. This represented approximately
25 percent of the Technical Specification limits. The inspectors also
received the licensee's analysis of main plant exhaust grab samples. This
analysis corroborated the release rate data.

2.8 Delaved Chemistrv Samole

The team reviewed the events surrounding the failure of licensee personnel to
obtain and analyze a main plant exhaust noble gas and tritium sample within
I hour of the reactor trip. This sample was required by the Technical
Specifications. Upon loss of the reactor protection system, both trains of,
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the standby gas treatment system started. The resulting pressure
differentials made entry into and out of the auxiliary building difficult.
Although a chemistry technician and a nuclear equipment operator gained access

-to the building, they determined that the necessary equipment was not
available to obtain the required sample. Additionally, the shift
superintendent directed that no other entries into the building be made, while
the standby gas treatment system was running, for personnel safety reasons.

-The team interviewed the chemistry technicians on shift following the reactor
trip. These personnel stated that communications were less than adequate.
The control room operators apparently failed to understand that the Technical
Specification required sampling and analysis would be missed.

During-these interviews with the chemistry technicians, the team determined
that the procedure for obtaining and analyzing the main plant exhaust grab
samples did not fully implement Technical Specification requirements.
Chemistry Surveillance Procedure CSP-0100, " Chemical / Radiochemical Technical
Specifications Surveillances," Revision 14, required the technicians to take
the sample within I hour, and then analyze the sample. This activity was
required following reactor power changes exceeding 15 percent of rated'themal
power. However Technical Specification 4.11.2.1.2 Table 4.11.2.1.2-1
requires that the sample be obtained And analyzed within I hour following such
reactor power changes. The technicians stated that, based on the requirements
of Cheatstry Surveillance Procedures CSP-00$0, " Grab Sampling Gaseous
Streams," Revision 6. and CSP-0303. " Operation of the Canberra Multi-Channel
Analyzer. Series 90." Revision 4, it would be impossible to obtain and analyze
the samples within I hour. The licensee planned to review this issue to
determine what training, procedure and/or equipment changes may be required.
It appeared to the team that a Technical Specification revision may be
reautred.

The team was concerned that the standby gas treatment system operation could
prevent normal access to and egress from the auxiliary building. This concern
was discussed with the licensee. As the result of these discussions, the
Itcensee planned to review auxiliary butiding accessibility to ensure that
required entries into the auxiliary building could physically be perfomed
under accident conditions.

2.9 Hioh Reactor Vessel Water Level flevel 81 Reactor Trin

2.9.1 Background

This event was initiated by a sensed high reactor vessel water level
condition. An automatic reactor trip would occur when water level in the

i

,

reactor vessel reaches +51 inches (Level 8). A trip of the main- Iturbine / generator and feedwater pumps would also occur at this level. 1

There are four sensors (channels) in the reactor protection system (RPS) used |
to detect a Level 8 condition. The channels, identified as A, B, C, and D,
were arranged in a one-out-of-two-taken-twice logic. A high water level has
to be detected by either Sensor A Level Transmitter 1821*LTN000A or C Level
Transmitter IB21*LTN080C. and must also be detected by either Sensor B Level <
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Transmitter IB21*LTN0808'or D Level Transmitter IB21*LTN0000 before an-
'

automatic reactor trip would occur. RPS Sensor Channels C and D sensed a !
Level 8 condition that initiated the trip. The RPS Channel C trip came in !

slightly ahead of the RPS Channel O trip. RPS Channels A and 8 did not trip. |
|

There are three sensors (channels) in the feedwater control system that were 1

used to sense reactor vessel water level and trip the main turbine / generator !
and feedwater pumps on high water level. The channels, identified as A, 8, i

and C, were arranged in a two-out-of-three logic. A high water level had to ,

be detected by any two out of the three sensors before an automatic trip of
the main turbine / generator and feedwater pumps would occur. During the event, !
only Channel C Level Transmitter IC33*LTN004C sensed a Level 4 condition. The ,

A and 8 feedwater level transmitters showed only a very slight and gradual !

level change and did not trip. Therefore, the main turbine / generator and !
feedwater pumps did not trip. The Channel C Feedwater Level i

Transmitter IC33*LTN004C had a reference leg and condensing chamber, !
instrument rack, and variable leg instrument line that were comon with the .

RPS Channel C Level Transmitter IB21*LTN000C. |

2.9.2 Potential Causes

The potential causes of the high reactor vessel water level reactor trip were j
identified by the licensee and reviewed by the team. The following causes |
were systematically eliminated from consideration as a likely cause of the !

event: !

,

Reactor vessel water level transmitter reference leg backfill systes :*-

induced transient. !

Electrical fault / grounding / radio interference.*

Spurious transmitter trip,*

Mechanical shock,*

Feedwater excursion, and*

Reactor recirculation flow excursion. '*

The following sections briefly sumarize the licensee's investigation and j
disposition of the above items. This information was reviewed by the team ;
during the inspection.

|

2.9.2.1 Reactor Vessel Water Level Transmitter Reference Leg Backfill System .

Induced Transient

The water level transmitter reference leg backfill system was installed during
refueling Outage 5 in response to Generic Letter 92-04, " Resolution of the
issues Related to Reactor Vessel Water Level Instrumentation in SWRs Pursuant
to 10 CFR 50.54f," and NRC Bulletin 93-03, * Resolution of Issues Related to
Reactor Vessel Water Level Instrumentation in SWRs." The generic letter and
bulletin addressed a concern that noncondensible gases dissolved in the
reference legs of boiling water reactor (BWR) vessel water level
instrumentation would result in level indication errors. The backfill system
pipes relatively cool CR0 water to the reference legs of the water level
instrumentation. The licensee considered this system to have the potential of
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being a common cause of the high water level signals. The following is a
summary of the considerations used by the Itcensee and reviewed by the team
that resulted in the elimination of this system as a potential cause of the
Level 8 high water level reactor trip.

No CRD system evolutions were being conducted just prior to the reactor*

trip.

The CRD flow control valve fuse failure occurred approximately 13 minutes*

after the reactor trip.

Emergency response information system computer data for reactor water
!

*

level and CRD flow showed no evidence that a water hammer event occurred.

Wide range water level transmitters showed no large or sudden level*

changes.

Only two RPS narrow range water level transmitters and one feedwater*

water level transmitter exhibited large level increases.

The transmitters affected (C and D) were physically located 145* apart on*

the reactor vessel. The C transmitter was relatively close physically to
the CR0 system and was on the west ring header of the backfill system,
while the D transmitter was much farther physically (3 or 4 times) from
the CRD system and was on the east ring header of the backfill system.

The A and B narrow range feedwater level transmitters showed only a very*

slight and gradual level change of aoout 1 inch. No RPS trips on
Channels A and B occurred.

Level responses observed were not typical of CRD backfill system*

transient test data that had been accumulated by the BWR Dwners' Group
and other BWR type plants.

Mechanical impact on the piping and transmitters was discounted based on*

2.9.2.4 the physical locations of the backfill system piping and the
transmitters, ERIS computer transient data, and computer security logs
(no one was inside the containment building at time of the event).

The pressure wave generated by the CRD system would result in a time*

difference between the C and D transmitters of only 0.02 seconds, whereas
the observed time was D.2 seconds.

The reactor pressure transmitter data available on the ERIS computer did=

not indicate any pressure perturbations prior to the trip. These
transmitters were common to the reference legs to which Level
Transmitters C and D were connected.
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2.9.2.2 Electrical Fault / Grounding / Radio interference {

Electrical faults (ground fault, power supply noise, cross channel- <

Icommunication, etc.) resulting in, or causing a spurious high water level trip
on the three level transmitters (RPS C and D and feedwater C) were
investigated by the licensee and reviewed by the team. They were eliminated ,

as a possible cause of the high water level signals for the following reasons.
' f

t

The affected RPS transmitters were powered from different sources. RPS ;*

Transmitters C and D were powered from APS Bus A and RPS Bus 8,.. |
respectively. Feedwater Transmitter C was powered from the 125 vde :
distribution system. !

RPS Transmitter C and D cables were verified to be routed through f*

penetrations which enter the Fuel Building, while the feedwater j
Transmitter C cable was routed through a penetration which enters the

,

Auxiliary Building.
|
'

.. :Transmitter inspections were perfonned to detect loose terminations or !
*

signal wires and any unusual or abnormal indications in the grounding '

buses of RPS Tcansmitters C and D. Divisional wiring in the vicinity of. {
these cables was also inspected. No problems were identified. ;

Transmitters powered by the high pressure core spray (HPCS) power supply*

ran through the same panels as the C reference leg transmitters; however,
they did not run into the same panels that the D reference leg
transmitters ran into. The two sets of cables ran through separate cable- ;
trays and condult. If the event was induced by the NPCS power supply
system, a transient on tha HPCS level transmitter (wide range) would have - i

,

been seen. .

i
The observed signals on RPS Transmitters C and D that occurred during the ;

*

event were not typical of an electrical spike. ;

I
While lightning was observed in the area, none was occurring in close |

*

proximity to the plant. A lightning strike would be expected to have
{caused a more random effect on various types of instrumentation, rather '

than on just the three narrow range water level transmitters. Equipment
,

that was typically more sensitive to the effects of lightning than these :
level transmitters did not exhibit any of the usual lightning-induced
characteristics. i

Radio interference was eliminated based on a review of security printouts*

of personnel in the plant, personnel interviews, and the physical
locations of radio-equipped personnel in the plant.

|
!

:
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2.9.2.3 Spurious Transmitter Trip

The licensee investigated the possibility of a transmitter or associated trip
unit spurious actuation due to calibration drift that could have caused a

premature reactor trip (C and D instruments) or prevented a reactor trip from
occurring (A and B instruments). The team reviewed the Itcensee's i

investigation and noted that this possibility was eliminated, based upon the :
following information:

Survelliance Test Procedures (STPs) 051-4205 through 051-4208, for RPS*

level Transmitters A through D, were performed during the last refueling
outage to calibrate the entire instrument loop from the transmitter to :
the trip unit. Also, STP's 051-4505 through 4508 were performed on a '

monthly basis to ensure correct actuation of the trip units for each
instrument loop. Each STP was recently completed with satisfactory i

results.
!

The applicable portions of STP 051-4206 and STP 051-4207 were performed*

on RPS level Transmitter B (IB21*LTN0808) and C (1821*LTN080C) following
the event, in order to verify the accuracy of the transmitter outputs.
RPS Transmitter C had an as-found error of +0.2" and RPS Transmitter B
had no error. While the small amount of error found on Transmitter C was ;

not within the acceptance criteria of the procedure, it was considered to i

be of no consequence with respect to the amount of level change detected *

on the C and D instruments during the transient event.

Temperature-related effects on the transmitters were discounted because*

the containment temperatures remained constant, both prior to and i

following the reactor trip.

The team also reviewed Condition Reports (CRs) that identified previous
spurious operation of these RPS level transmitters to determine if there was a
history of spurious transmitter trips that could have been a precursor to the
September 8 event. As the result of this review, the team noted that
CR 91-0015, that was issued on January 11, 1991, identified that a Level 8
half reactor trip had occurred on RPS Channel D. The half reactor trip (or
half scram) meant that one-half of the RPS had tripped and that if the other
half of the RPS were to receive a trip signal, a full reactor trip would
occur,

The licensee's corrective actions from this event were to recheck the
calibration of the trip units (they were found to be in calibration),
determine if any other activates were in progress that would have effected
this unit (none were identified), and to install a recorder on these trip
units so that any anomalous operation could be detected (none was). As a
precautionary measure, the licensee replaced the suspect trip units. The
licensee considered the root cause of this trip to be indeterminate.

The team concluded that this January ll, 1991, event was unrelated to the
September 8 event. (Note: Subsequent to this inspection, the team was
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informed that the transmitter that tripped on January 11 was a Ro'samsunt !
Model 1152 - see Section 2.9.3 of this report.) j

!

2.9.2.4 Mechanical Shock j
t
IThe licensee investigated the possibility that a physical shock to the

instrument tubing or transmitters might have resulted in a spurious high water |
level trip on the three level transmitters (RPS C and D and feedwater C). The ,

team reviewed the licensee's investigation and noted that this possibility was i
eliminated based.upon the following information,

t

The physical location of the transmitters and the actual routing of the |*

instrument tubing prevented the possibility of a single physical shock |
!affecting all three transmitters. -

l
No damage was detected on the instrument tubing inside containment.*

No personnel were present within the containment at the time of the |*

reactor trip. .

!

2.9.2.5 Feedwater Excursion
'

The licensee investigated the possibility that the Level 8 reactor trip was
caused by a feedwater excursion. The team reviewed the licensee's
investigation and noted that this possibility was eliminated based upon the
following information: j

;

I

ERIS computer data indicates that feedwater regulating Valves A and C j*

remained at the steady state value of about 80 percent open prior to and j
immediately following the trip. The 8 feedwater regulating valve's :

position indication was not operative at the time of the reactor trip; ,

however, there was no indication, based upon feed flow, that an increase |
occurred prior to the reactor trip,

The feedwater system master controller output and reactor vessel level I*

setpoint showed no change on ERIS prior to the reactor trip. !
:

ERIS data indicated that, subsequent to the reactor trip, the feedwater !*

level control system responded, as designed, to control reactor vessel ;

water level.
,
.

ERIS data indicated that main steam line flow and feedwater flow remained*

constant prior to the reactor trip.

The accuracy of the ERIS data was checked and confirined, by comparison to*

control room recorders, for feedwater flow and for reactor vessel water
level indication.

All three feedwater pumps were running at the time of the reactor trip.*
r

Feedwater flow response was compatible with this condition.
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Feedwater level control Channel A was selected at the time of the reactor |*

trip. Both the A and 8 narrow range reactor vessel water level '

indication showed no significant level increase prior to the reactor
trip.

The two-out-of-three logic for Level 8 feedwater pump and main*

turbine / generator trips did not occur, indicating that only Channel C of
the trip circuitry experienced a high level condition.

Wide range water level transmitters showed no level increases prior to*

the reactor trip.

2.9.2.6 Reactor Recirculation Flow Excursion

The licensee investigated the possibility that a reactor recirculation flow
excursion might have caused the Level 8 reactor trip. The team reviewed the

ilicensee's investigation and noted that this possibility was eliminated based
!upon the following information: )

Pressure across the reactor core plate remained relatively consta 6t un to*

the time of the reactor trip.

Recirculation pump differential pressures and total recirculation flow*

remained constant up to the time of the reactor trip.

All jet pump differential pressures remained relatively constant up to*

the time of the reactor trip.

No recirculation loop flow oscillations were observed and no change in*

recirculation flow controller output signals were observed. j

Changes in the flow through the reactor core can usually be observed by=

changes in neutron flux indications. The average power range monitors
showed no sudden or prompt changes in neutron flux magnitude just prior
to the reactor trip.

A jet pump failure similar to that which occurred at other BWR type*

plants caused a sufficient perturbation to the water level sensing
transmitters such that HPCS was initiated. River Bend Station's wide
range water level indication was unaffected prior to the event. This
f act, when considered in addition to the constant jet pump differential
pressures, indicated that jet pump failure did not occur.

2.9.3 Additional Potential Causes of the Sensed High Water Level Condition

Based on the elimination of the above potential causes and on a review of the
signals received from the reactor vessel narrow range water level
instrumentation, the licensee postulated that a cause of the sensed reactor
vessel high water level change could have been a hydraulic wave phenomena that
occurred within the reactor vessel. The scenarios investigated were those
that coJld have caused a hydraulic wave to be formed in the vicinity of the
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C narrow range variable leg tap due to a sudden influx of flow or flow f
redistribution in the reactor vessel annulus region above the reactor core. ;

'
it was postulated that such a wave, initially sensed at Channel C, could have
resulted in two symmetric waves that moved around the reactor vessel annulus :

!and collided at approximately 180* apart, resulting in a level change such as
that sensed at Channel D (Channel D water level sensing is 145' apart from :

'~ This scenario was supported by data fromChannel C on the reactor vessel).
the event (Channel C high water level signal came in slightly ahead of the
Channel D signal, and Channels A and 8 showed a small and gradual water level ,

-rise).
A feedwater sparger break, shroud crack / shroud head bolting failure, or jet
pump mounting plate manhole cover failure were some of the possible causes of
a hydraulic condition that could have led to this event. Subsequent to the
completion of this inspection on September 15, 1994, the licensee opened up
the reactor vessel and conducted a detailed inspection of the reactor vessel
internals. The licensee reported that no failures of reactor vessel internals ,

'

had occurred.
I

On September 29, 1994, the licensee reported that they had identified t'he root
cause of the reactor trip. They reported that the trip occurred due to the ;

use of more sensi: ve water level transmitters (Rosemount Model 1153) on RPS ,

level sensing Channels C and D and on feedwater level sensing Channel C. The .!
use of these more sensitive transmitters without either properly adjusting the {damping circuitry or installing the damping circuitry (which reduced the

i

transmitter's sensitivity) made them subject to spurious trips, due to nor1aal j
process flow noises. The other RPS and feedwater level transmitters were of
the less sensitive Rosemount Model 1152 variety.

The licensee presented this information to the NRC staff in a public meeting
conducted at the Region IV office on Octaber 4, 1994. Details of this meeting
are included as Attachment C to this report.

2.10 Main Turbine / Generator System Resoonse and Slow Power Transfer

2.10.1 Background

following the high reactor vessel water level (Level 8) trip of the reactor, !

the main turbine / generator and feedwater pumps failed to trip. As described '

in Section 2.9.1 of this report, the reason for this was due to the fact that
a high water level condition was only sensed by the Channel C feedwater level
Sensor IC33*LIN004C. The A and 8 feedwater level transmitters showed only a
very slight and gradual level change of about 1 inch. Because only one of the
trree feedwater system level transmitters sensed a high water level condition
inat was sufficient to trip its channel, the required two-out-of-three logic
necessary to trip the main turbine / generator and feedwater pumps was not
satisfied.

When the operators observed that the main turbine / generator did not trip
following the reactor trip, they waited for a period of time to allow the main
generator's reverse power protection relays to automatically trip the main
turbine and open the main generator output breakers. The plant loads are
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designed to automatically ~ fast transfer from the normal station service power
(powered from the output of the main

. service. power (powered from the grid) generator) to the preferred station j
when this occurs. 1

{
-When the reverse power protection relays had not tripped the main turbine / '

generator within approximately 10 minutes following the reactor trip, the i

operators manually tripped the main turbine and waited for the reverse power |. protection circuitry to trip the main generator output breakers. The plant !
loads are designed to fast transfer as indicated above when the reverse power i. protection actuates.

|

After waiting approximately 1 minute 43 seconds, the operators then manually.
: tripped the main generator output breakers when it appeared that the reverse-
power protection circuitry was not going to automatically open these breakers.
The operators expected the plant' loads to automatically fast transfer to the ,

preferred station service power when they manually opened the main generator j
|

output breakers. However, the load transfer occurred slowly resulting in a
significant amount of balance .of plant equipment tripping on undervoltage
which than required operator action to restart this equipment.

2.10.2 Effect of Main Turbine / Generator Operation on Bus Transfers
'

.Just prior to the high water level reactor trip, the main generator was
providing power of approximately 955 megawatts real power and 200 megavars
reactive power (supplying real power and reactive power to the grid).
Following the reactor vessel high water level reactor trip, the main generator

-power output decayed from the initial value of approximately g55 megawatts
down to approximately 0 megawatts in about 80 seconds. The main generator
power than became negative, which was indicative of a mo'.oring condition. The
main generator power continued to increase in the negative direction for about
an additional 4 to 6 minutes and then stabilized at approximately -10
megawatts. Within an additional 2 to 4 minutes of this condition, the
operators tripped the main turbine. This was approximately 10 minutes after
the reactor. trip and about 8.5 minutes following indication of initial main -
generator motoring. .The operators had no direct indication of a main
generator motoring condition in the main control room. At the time the main
turbine was tripped, the main generator output analog meter was indicating 0
megawatts and the digital meter was alternating between +5 and +6 megawatts.

Following the manual trip of the main turbine, there was little additional
change in main generator negative power, indicating that the main turbine was j

already at or near a zero steam flow condition prior to the trip. {
;

Approximately 1 minute 43 seconds after the manual trip of the main turbine,
the operators manually opened the main generator output breakers. When these
breakers were opened, an abrupt change of main generator output occurred in
which main generators output changed from approximately -10 megawatts
(motoring) to about +30 megawatts (generating). Over the next 43 seconds the
main generator output decayed from approximately +30 megawatts to
approximately +14 megawatts. This indicated that upon tripping the main
generator output breakers, the plant loads remained connected to the main ;

generator output through the normal station service power supply, as designed.
'

Following the opening of the main generator output breakers, the speed of the ;
i
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main turbine / generator dropped from 1800 rps to approximately 1580 rpm in
40 seconds and the main generator eNciter and voltage regulator remained i

,

operational. However, when the exciter and voltage regulater reached their ;
maximum field forcing limit, the slowdown of the main generator subjected the f

connected loads to a decaying voltage and frequency over the period of time
they remained connected to the output of the main generator. It appeared that '

the main generator supplied power to the loads due to its rotating inertia and
whatever small amount of steam was still available to the turbine.

j

Approximately 11 seconds after the opening of the main generator output
breakers, numerous main steamline isolation trip signals and neutron
monitoring trip signals and related alarms occurred. These were due to the f

loss of the power from the RPS motor-generator sets. This trip occurred while '

the plant loads, including the RPS motor-generator sets, were still connected '

to the utput of the main generator, but were experiencing decaying frequency

:

Approxteately 28 seconds after opening of the main generator output breakers,
the first main generator low voltage alarm came in. At approximately .,

I minute, 16 seconds, the 13.8 kV Bus IA undervoltage protection actuated and
t

,

then reset about 2 seconds later and at approximately 1 minute, 23 seconds the
13.8 kV Bus IB undervoltage protection actuated and reset about I second i

later. These reset times-indicated the time at which the 13.8 kV A and 8 ;

plant buses riow transferred to the preferred power supply. The plant buses :

(and associated equipment), therefore, remained connected to the output of the !

main generator for about 1.3 minutes following the trip of the main generator
i

output breakers. As the main generator output voltage and frequency decayed. 4

the plant equipment tripped on undervoltage and as designed, initiated the (
islow transfer to the preferred power supply. This transfer scenario

correlated well with the transfer circuitry electrical schematics reviewed by ithe team.

2.10.3 Failure of the Reverse Power Relays to Actuate
i

There are two reverse power relays (32G1 and 32G) that were expected to trip
during this event. The 32G1 relay is set at approximately 3 megawatts (at a
0* power factor angle) with a 5-second time delay and is enabled only if the
main turbine stop valves are closed or the main turbine control valves and the
intermediate / intercept valves are closed, as is the case if a main turbine
trip occurs before a reactor trip. The 32G relay is also set at approximately
3 megawatts (also at a 0* power factor) with a 30-second time delay and
requires no turbine permissives to trip, as would be the case if the reactor
tripped prior to the main turbine. The purpose of the 30-second time delay
was to insure that the main generator was motoring prior to opening the main
generator output breakers; thus, preventing a main turbine overspeedcondition. Following the event, the relay calibration was checked and found
to be acceptable; however, it was also noted that the relays were sensitive to
large power factor angles such as the power factor angle that existed when the
main generator was motoring. With the main generator initially at
approximately 955 megawatts and 200 megavars just prior to the event, the
reactor trip and subsequent loss of steam to the main turbine resulted in the
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!
decay of power output from the main generator as described; but with the main )
generator exciter and voltage regulator still operative the negavar output
remained high and maintained a large power factor angle. The team's data
review indicated that the main generator was operating during the motoring
state at an angle of about 84*-87' (approximately 200 megavars onto the grid
and 10 megawatts into the main generator).

Subsequent testing of the reverse power relays by the licensee indicated that
with a power factor angle in that range, the 32G1 relay would require
approximately 9.2-12.8 megawatts to operate and the 32G relay would require
approximately 20.4-30.8 megawatts to operate. Since the main generator was
motoring with a power input of approximately 9-10 megawatts, it appeared that
a reverse power trip was unlikely.

2.10.4 Slow Transfer to Preferred Power Supply

As described previously, had the reverse power relays actuated as intended,
the transfer of the plant loads to offsite power would have been a fast {transfer (typically less than 10 milliseconds), and the main turbine and main

|generator would have tripped automatically. Because the main generator output |oreakers were opened manually, the prerequisites for the fast transfer were '

not met, and the only action that occurred was the opening of the breakers.
|

This was consistent with the design of the manual trip circuitry. The slowed
|transfer subsequently occurred due to actuation of the 13.8 kV bus load

undervoltage relays.

2.11 Bus Transfer Induced Eautoment Anomalies

As discussed in Section 2.1, the slow bus transfer caused the loss of a number
of electrical loads. Based on the events that occurred and the electrical
system lineup prior to the event, these losses were expected. The only
exception to these losses involved the nonsafety-related reactor protection

-system (RPS) motor-generator sets. The tear reviewed the loss of these motor-
generator sets, since such motor-generator sets are designed to coast through
a short duration power interruption. To further investigate this aspect, the
team reviewed a condition report that involved a previous slow transfer event
to determine how the motor-generator sets responded. During an event on
February 15, 1992, the slow transfer occurred because the closing circuit
breaker operation was slowed due to a dried and hardened grease ctqdition.
There was no indication that the RPS motor-generator sets had beer, lost during
these slow. transfer conditions. The team concluded that the RPS motor- !

,

generator sets would probably not trip on a normal slow transfer. In the '

September 8 event, however, the decaying conditions on the output of the
generator caused a slower than normal loss of bus voltage, resulting in the ,

loss of the RPS motor-generator sets.

During the event, circulating water Pumps B and D and normal service water
Pump B should also have tripped. This equipment, however, continued to run.
The cause was determined by the licensee to be a failed bus undervoltage I

relay. A review of the failure history for the Type KV-1 relay did not ;
indicate past problems with this type relay nor a potential generic concern, |The faulty relay was subsequently replaced.
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2.12 Valve Failures

! 2.12.1. Failure of Vavle SWP*MOV40A to Operi

During the event, the control room operators started Standby Service Water
Pumps 2A and 2C to provide cooling to safety-related loads. The pump<

discharge valves, motor-operated valves (MOVs) ISWP*MOV40A (MOV 40A) and
ISWP*MOV40C (MOV 40C), respectively, were designed to automatically open when
the pumps are started. Contrary to this design MOV 40A failed to open fully.
Control room position indication for MOV 40A was lost. MOV 40A is an 18-inch e

butterfly valve with a Limitorque SMB-00 actuator. Pumps 2A and 2C and
: MOV 40C operated properly and the combined flow through this division of

standby service water was sufficient to provide the design cooling loads.
Later in the event, an auxiliary operator manually opened MOV 40A, thus"

restoring the normal system configuration.

Upon investigation, the licensee determined that the control power fuse on
MOV 40A had blown, a condition sufficient by itself to prevent remote
operation of the valve and cause a loss of control room indication, as
observed. The locking gear set prevented the valve from subsequently drifting

: in either direction. Inspection of the actuator revealed that arcing had
occurred between the limit switch compartment cover and a wire landed to limit'

switch contact point LS-1. The wire was routed in a configuration that caused'

it to be bent back sharply from the lug. The small bend radius in contact
with the cover had resulted in abrasion of the insulation jacket, especially;

from the vibration present during valve strokes. A single strand of bare wire
; was exposed. A ground between this wire and the compartment cover was thought

to have caused the overcurrent condition that blew the control fuse. The team
examined the exposed wire in the actuator and concluded that it was the
probable cause of the valve failure.,

.

The only information available to determine the position at which the valve
failed was the recollection of the nuclear equipment operator who manually
opened the valve during the event. The operator stated that the local valve
position indicator dial was slightly above horizontal, corresponding to a
valve position of approximately 10 percent open. Be:ause of the lack of
evidence establishing the position at which the valve failed, the team
considered the possibility that the valve may have failed to stroke at all
during the event. However, the licensee provided an evaluation based on fluid
dynamics that satisfactorily demonstrated that MOV 40A was open and passing an
appreciable amount of flow at the time of failure.

To determine the generic implications of the MOV 40A failure, the licensee
examined the clearances between limit switch terminals and compartment covers
for all sizes of installed actuators. The licensee determined that only
SMB-00 actuators with wires connected to limit switch Terminals LS-1 or LS-9
were susceptible to the failure mechanism observed in MOV 40A. All other
actuators and terminal points were determined to provide adequate clearances.
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The team examined sample SM8-00 and SM8-000 actuators and concurred with the
licensee that the SMB-000 actuator (the smallest of the Limitorque actuators)
could be eliminated from the scope of corrective actions. The licensee
developed plans to inspect nine additional safety-related SM-00 actuators
that were identified to have wires attached on Terminals LS-1 or LS-9..

The licensee stated that there had been previous occurrences of crushed or
damaged wires in limit switch compartments, but that these problems had always
been discovered during the post-maintenance valve stroke test that was
performed after any work was performed in the limit switch compartment. What
made the failure of MDV 404 unusual was that this valve had passed.its last
post-maintenance valve stroke test. Evidently, the loss of wire insulation
was progressive over time and the ground that developed was intermittent in
nature. The previous failures had occurred on all. sizes of Limitorque
actuators. The licensee considered inspection of only S M-00 actuators to be
adequate by reasoning that wire damage, if sufficient to cause problems, would
be successfully discovered during the post-maintenance stroke testing.
Continuing degradation would occur only in those cases where the wire was held
firmly in place while in contact with the compartment cover. The team
considered this position to be reasonable. Based on the measurements reported
by the licensee, only the SM8-00 actuators with wires landed to LS-1 and LS-9
would be subject to progressive vibratory deterioration.

The team witnessed inspections of three of the nine SMB-00 actuators that had
been identified to have wires landed to LS-1 or LS-9 (IE12*MOVF068A,
ISWP*MOV40C, .nd ISWP*MOV 55A). The wires landed to LS-1 and LS-9 in these
actuators were in good condition and were routed in configurations that did
not result in high bend radit or contact with the compartment cover. One
discrepancy was noted. A control wire in ISWP*MOV40C was damaged and had
evidently been crushed at some prior time when the cover was installed. Some
bare wire was evident. In discussions on this subject, the team agreed with
the licensee that the damaged wire found in ISWP*MOV40C would not have been
subject to further deterioration from vibration since the wire was free to
move inside the compartment (unlike the condition in MOV 40A where the wire
was held in place against the cover).

2.12.2 Apparent Failure of Valve 821*MOVF016

Valve 821*MOVF016 (MOV 016) is the inboard containment isolation steam-line
drain valve. This valve is designed to close automatically in response to a
low condenser vacuum. During the event, a low condenser vacuum alarm was
received in the control room. The operators noted that MOV 016 did not close.
Based on these facts, the licensee initially believed that MDV 016 had failed
to perform as designed.

During investigation, the licensee determined that MOV 010 had not-
malfunctioned. The MOV and the control circuit were tested and determined to
be operating properly. The licensee determined that the low vacuum,conditten
lasted for a short duration and was close to the valve's setpoint value.
Since the annunciator and valve isolation circuitry are derived from separate
presture transmitters, the annunciator transmitter could have reached its trip
setpoint, whereas one or both of the transmitters that must trip to send a
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close signal to MOV 016 could have remained above the setpoint. The team
concurred with the Itcensee's conclusion that MOV 016 did not malfunction
during the event.

2.12.3 Failures of Balance-of-Plant Motor-Operated Valves and Air Operated
Valves

During the event, several nonsafety-related balance-of-plant MOVs and air-
operated valves (ADVs) failed to perform as expected. Although these valves
were not needed to safely shut down the reactor or prevent the release of
radioactive material, their failure to perform as expected complicated
recovery efforts and distracted control room operators. The team reviewed the
licensee's investigation of these valves. A summary of the valve failures is
presented below:

CNS-MOVil2 (condensate transfer line to concensate system supply valve)*

failed to open.

CNM-MOVl36 (low pressure feedwater heater bypass) failed to open.*

IFWS-MOV34A (1st point feedwater heater bypass valve) failed to open.*

FWS-MOV26A (feedwater Pump 1A discharge valve) failed to close.*

MSS-MOV106 (steam jet air ejector bypass valve) handswitch broke, but*

could still be operated from ti,e control room.

SVH-A0V25B (3rd point feedwater heater vent) and SVH-A0V418 (5th point*

feedwater heater vent) stroked satisfactorily during the event. However,
they indicated closed in the control roce when, in fact, they were open.

The Itcensee had not completed evaluations of these valve failures, but scoe
preliminary information was available. The team was particularly interested
in the three MOVs that failed to open and the one MOV that failed to close.

Valve CNS-MOVil2 stopped after opening approximately three percent of the full
stroke. This was the point in the stroke where the open torque switch was
enabled in the control circuit. The contacts on the open torque switch were
not closed. Further inspection revealed that the power termination screws,
leaf contacts (SM8-000 actuator), and bridge contact screws were all loose.
The licensee postulated that the torque switch components had loosened over
time as a result of vibration experienced during operating flow conditions. A
further complication was that the open torque switch bypass, which shared a
:mit switch rotor with the valve position limit switch, was not properly set

to bypass the unseating loads experienced under full flow conditions. The
licensee replaced the torque switch and the valve .was tested satisfactorily.
The licensee inumdad to increase the open torque switch bypass setting byusing a spare rotor. ~
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Valve CNM-MOVl36, which had failed to open during the event, was found to have4

: been heavily damaged. Limit switch decks were sheared, rotors were cracked,
I screws were loose, the motor was twisted, and the stem appeared to be bent.
! Causal factors had not been determined at the conclusion of this inspection.
|

| Valve IFWS-MOV34A, which failed to open during the event, was found to have
! incurred hydraulic lock of the actuator springpack. The l uensee postulated
; that during the preceding closing stroke, the close torque switch did not make

up, the motor stalled, and the thermal overloads tripped. No remote ,

ti indication of the thermal overload trip was available (though all safety- ji related MOVs have control room indication of tripped thermal overloads). As a
i result of the tripped overloads, the MOV could not be opened remotely. ;

'

i
;

In an attempt to close, Valve FWS-MOV26A experienced a torque switch trip at a l

) valve position of approximately 95 percent closed. The valve was closing
e against a differential pressure of 1400 psid and a line pressure of 2000 psi.

The torque switch tripped because its setting was based on a valve factor of
0.3 and a stem friction coefficient of 0.15, whereas actual values for these;

4 parameters were probably higher. After the pressure had decayed, the control
| room operators were able to remotely close the valve, apparently because the

springpack or torque switch gearing relaxed slightly, allowing the torque; switch to reset.

In response to the multiple failure of balance of plant MOVs, the licensee
developed a plan to inspect 38 MOVs that the operations department had
designated as being the most important nonsafety-related valves. An
additional criteria in the selection process was the lack of recent preventive
maintenance.

The team witnessed the inspection of Valve IFW-MOV268, which was one of the
38 balance of plant MOVs selected for examination. The inspection met the
stated objectives and, overall, the condition of this MOV appeared good.

2.13 Reactor Core Isolation Coolino (RCIC) Turbine Trio

During the event, the RCIC pump turbine tripped on mechanical overspeed. The
turbine, which was supplied by Dresser-Rand Steam Turbines, could not be reset
remotely. Therefore, the RCIC pump could not be used during the recoveryefforts.

The Itcensee determined that the cause of the overspeed trip was that the jnormally-open governor valve was stuck in the open direction. This was :
confirmed by the fact that the valve could not be manually stroked. Once l
steam was admitted to the turbine, rotor speed was uncontrolled and continued
to increase until the mechanical overspeed device activated.

The team witnessed the removal of the RCIC governor valve. No obstructions
|

were found in the area of the valve seat that would have prevented the valve
from closing.
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The licensee disassembled the governor valve and discovered that the valve ,

stem was excessively corroded in the gland area where the stem interfaces with
carbon spacers and stainless steel washers. Corrosion products had migrated

|into fractures in the carbon spacers. The corrosion caused the valve stem to
stick and resist tha hydraulic pressure that othenvise would have repositioned
the valve so that turbine speed was controlled.

During the previous refueling outage (Refueling Outage 5, Spring 1994), the ;

governor valve was observed to be difficult to move. As a preventive measure, !

the licensee replaced the valve stem, carbon spacers, and washers. The old '

stem exhibited some corrosion, though not to the same extent that the new stem '
incurred after less than three months of standby service. From these facts,
the primary failure mechanism was believed to be accelerateo corrosion. ,

Similar incidents of accelerated corrosion of turbine governor valves have i

been reported in the nuclear industry. The most recent occurrence was
reported in a 10 CFR Part 21 report, by Virginia Electric and Power Company, i

dated September 2, 1994. Accelerated corrosion of governor valve stems ,

appears to occur most often in the first weeks or months after a new stem is j

installed. Some recent information has suggested that sulfur contaminetton in ;
the carbon spacers may accelerate the corrosion process.

,

'!

The RCIC pump was tested on a quarterly surveillance interval. The pump was
last tested following the governor valve rebuild in Refueling Outage 5 and had ,

not yet reached the quarterly testing interval where periodic testing was '

'required. Therefore, this failure was the first time the RCIC pump was called
on to start since the conclusion of the refueling outage. ,

|
The licensee sent the valve stem and some of the carbon spacers and stainless
washers to a laboratory for analysis. The results of this testing were not r

available during the inspection. Once the specific failure mechanism is !
estabitshed, the licensee will determine the corrective actions to be taken. L

During the inspection, the licensee discussed several possible courses of L

action. These included the coating of the valve stem and washers, using a i
nickel-zinc plating process. As an alternative, the licensee was also i
considering the use of a chrome plated valve stem. !

|2.14 Manaaement Response
!

-

The team considered the management response to this event to be adequate and !
appropriate. It was observed that senior management was involved with the '

event soon after the reactor trip as evidenced by plant management responding ;

to the control room within approximately 30 minutes of the event to assist the i

operators with their event response activities. In addition, the team
observed continued strong management oversight of activities as evidenced by
the rapid development of the Significant Event Response Team (SERT) that was
manned by plant management personnel and around the clock coverage of

,

l
activities by senior management personnel.

i

When the team was assembled at the site on Saturday, September 10, 1994, |
senior management personnel provided a briefing for the team. This briefing j

was detailed and comprehensive and demonstrated that senior management was i

fully involved with the event and its consequences.
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3 FINIIIGS AM C011CLUSI0lts '

The Ali had the following findings and conclusions:

j The licensee's development of a sequence of events from just prior to the*

reactor trip through the initiation of shutdown cooling was in good
agreement with the sequence of events independently developed by the
team. In addition, the event and causal factors chart that was developed
by the licensee also demonstrated good agreement with that indeoendently
developed by the team.

The team agreed with the licensee's initial assessment that the most*

likely cause of the reactor trip was the postulated hydraulic wave within
the reactor vessel. However, subsequent to the conclusion of the AIT,
the licensee completed a thorough examination of the reactor vessel
internals and did not detect any failures. In addition, it appears that
the licensee has identified the root cause of the reactor trip to be
sensitivity of the Rosemount Model 1153 level transmitters to process
noise. This information was presented to the IlllC staff in a public
meeting at the Region IV office on October 4, 1994. This meetin(
confirmed that the licensee has identified the root cause of the reactor
trip. Details of this meeting are contained as Attachment C to this
report.

The team reviewed the radiological releases that resulted from the event*

and confirmed that the releases were small in comparison to the license
limits.

The team considered the operators' responses to the event to be adequate*

and appropriate. Nevertheless, the team noted the following apparent
weaknesses:

The operators' knowledge of the main turbine / generator operation was-

weak, as evidenced by their lack of knowledge that a slow electrical
bus transfor would occur following a manual main generator output
breaker trip. The team attributed this to training weaknesses and a
lack of simulator fidelity to actual plant operation.

Communications between the operators and other plant personnel were-

lacking in certain areas. This was exhibited by the operators'
failures to: :

|

Communicate their concerns about the possibility of a slow bus*

transfer occurring.

Prevent the safety relief valves from cycling automatically at a*

pressure that was higher than specified in the emergency
Ioperating procedure,
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Control reactor vessel level within specified limits resulting*

in the actuation of a Level 8 signal during high pressure core
spray operation causing the high pressure core spray injection
valve to close, and

Take action to allow the chemistry technicians to take required*

Technical Specification samples in a timely fashion.

The team considered these communication weaknesses to have complicated
the operators' response to the event.

The team considered the use of the main steam line drains to control*

reactor pressure to be appropriate and in accordance with the emergency i

operating procedure.

The team noted a confilet between the Technical Specifications and the*

plant procedure regarding the noble gas sampling of the plant exhaust
effluent following a reactor trip. This appears to be a Technical
Specification problem in that the Technical Specifications required
actions that could not be completed within the allotted time. *

The team agreed with the licensee's conclusions that the RCIC turbine*

overspeed condition was caused by a sticking turbine governor valve. The
team also agreed that this sticking was caused by a corrosion condition
which existed between the valve stem and packing. The team Concluded
that the licensee had established a satisfactory plan of action to
identify and correct the specific failure mechanisms.

The team agreed with the licensee's conclusions regarding the postulated*

failures of two safety-related MOVs to operate when required. The team
concluded that Valve B21*MOVF016, a main steam line drain isolation
valve, did not fail and that Valve ISWP*MOV40A, a standby service water
pump discharge isolation valve, did fail to stroke open as required. The
team also concluded that the failure of Valve ISWP*MOV40A was caused by a
pinched wire within the motor operator's limit switch compartment and
that the problem had potential generic implications.

The team considered the licensee's inspection plan of nonsafety-related*

valves to be a satisfactory response to the balance-of-plant valve
failures experienced during the event.

The team agreed with the licensee's conclusions that the cause of the*

main turbine / generator trip anomalies was the result of the reverse-power
relay operation.

,

4 CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

The team reviewed the licensee's planned corrective actions. It is the team's
cr.derstanding that the following corrective actions are being considered:

,
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!
1 Improve the operators' knowledge of the main turbine / generator operation* i

i through the use of additional operator training and improved simulator |
'

fidelity.

j Review the abnormal operations procedure that addresses the main turbine /*

i generator trips and consider enhancements to this procedure.
:

Analyze the valve stem and packing for the RCIC turbine governor valve toi *
'

confirm the failure mechanism. To reduce corrosion of this valve stem,
i evaluate the replacement of the existing stem with a valve stem that is
'

more corrosion resistant.

! Review the preventative maintenance procedure for testing the RCIC*

! turbine and consider enhancements to this procedure to ensure proper
governor valve operation.t

! Inspect an additional nine timitorque Type SMB-00 safety-related*

actuators with similar wire lug configurations to check for a shorting
potential.

.

;

! Provide additional t.r lning of etintenance personnel and procedure*

! enhancements that address work that is conducted in MOV limit switcho

compartments.,

|
; To improve main generator operation and indication by:*

1

- Positive indication in the main control room of a main generator
motoring condition.

Additional instructions in the procedures regarding a manual main-

generator trip.,

,
- Replacement of existing reverse power relays with relays that have

1 improved tripping characteristics.

Inspect 38 balance of plant MOVs recommended by the operations department*

as being important for event recovery actions prior to plant restart.
For each MOV, the licensee plans to: !

-

Inspect limit switch housing for crimped or loose wires.< -

Relubricate the valve stems,-

Check grease condition, and-
,

Perform a valve stroke test.-

If an MOV was found to have significant discrepancies, additional
refurbishment efforts would be performed.

Review auxiliary building accessibility issues such as procedures and<

equipment lineups to assure that required access is available when
needed.
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i

Reevaluate chemistry department training and procedures to assure that*

chemistry technicians are prepared to take samples under varying plant
conditions,

i

|

i

|

|

l

|
!

!
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ATTAC181ENT A

1 ENTERGY OPERATICIIS INC., PERS00sIEL

" R. Bigg, Supervisor, Quality Assurance
"*0. Bulich, Manager, Licensing
" B. Burke, Corporate Chemist

J. Burton, Manager, Mechanical Engineering and Safety Analysis / Grand Gulf
*

*"T. Davey, Manager Electrical Instrumentation and control
*"W. Day, Cajun Site Representative

D. Derbonne, Technical Assistant to the General Manager*

"*D. Dormady, Manager, Mechanical / Civil
R. Douet Director, Plans, Projects & Support*

** K. Dreher, Communications Specialist
"*E. Ewing, Maintenance Manager

J. Fisicaro, Director, Nuclear Safety*

** K. Gladrosich, Manager Quality Assurance
" L. Grant Lewis, Manager, Training
"*J. Holmes, Superintendent, Chemistry
" C. Hurst, Secretary, Nuclear Safety
" H. Hutchens, Superintendent, Plant Security
" H. Keiser, Executive Vice President
***M. Krupa, Manager, System Engineering

J. Leavines, Manager, Nuclear Safety and Assessmenta

"*T. Leonard, Director, Engineering
*"D. Lorfing, Supervisor, Licensing
***J. McGaha, Vice President, River Bend

J. McGhee, Operations Technical Assistant*

"*B. Odell, Superintendent, Radiation Control
" C. Odom. Site Administrative Program Coordinator

5. Radelbaugh, Senior Oversight Specialist"

J. Roberts, Director, Central Licensing"

J. Russell, Steno, Licensinga

M. Sellman, General Manager*

W. Short, Onsite Engineering"

B. Smith, Manager, Emergency Preparednessa

J. Somerindyke, Supervisor, Security Operations"

J. Sutherland, Project Manager"

" F. Titus, Vice President Engineering
"*J. Venable. Operations Manager
" T. Young, Manager, Communications
*"K. Zimmerman, Communications

G. Zinke, Technical Coordinator, Nuclear Safety
*

2 NRC PERSONNEL

" L. Callan, Regional Administrator
G. Galletti, Human Factors Engineer, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

*

" J. Gilliland. Public Affairs Officer
" T. Gwynn Director. Division of Reactor Safety
" C. Skinner. River Bend Resident inspector

I.37-4I NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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J. Lazevnick, Senior Electrical Engineer, Office of Nuclear Reactor*
,

Regulation
D. Loveless, Senior Resident inspector, South Texas Project*

M. Runyan, Reactor Inspector*

W. Smith, Senior Resident Inspector*

3 OTHER PER$0101EL

** J. Connelly, W8RZ
" M. Goldsby, Channel 9
" L. Ketti, Public
" M. McGraw, WBRZ
" J. Minton, Morning Advocate
" A. Plettinger, Public
" L. Zganjar. Associated Press

,

,

The AIT contacted the following personnel during this inspection. In addition
to these personnel, the AIT contacted other licensee personnel during this
inspection.

* Denotes personnel that attended the interim exit meeting held'on
September 15, 1994

" Denotes personnel that attended the public exit meeting held on
September 22, 1994.

"* Denotes personnel that attended both the interim exit meeting held on
September 15, 1994, and the public exit meeting held on September 22, 1994.

EXIT MEET!IIG

An interim exit meeting was conducted at the end of the onsite inspection on
September 15, 1994. A final exit meeting open to public observation was
conducted on September 22, 1994 The personnel that attended these exit
meetings are listed above. During the September 22 meeting. the team leader
summarized the scope and findings of this inspection, as delineated in this

.

report. The licensee acknowledged the inspection findings and did not express
a position on the inspection findings. The licensee did not identify as ;

proprietary any information used in the performance of this inspection. I

!

|

2
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,

ATTAtiglENT C

NRC Pubite Meeting Attendance List and Briefing Handout
'

On October 4, 1994, a management meeting that was open to the public was
conducted in the NRC Region IV office in Arlington, Texas. During this
meeting, the root cause and corrective actions for the September 8, 1994,
reactor trip was discussed. The following personnel attended this meeting:

1 ENTERGY OPDATIONS, INC.

T. Davey, Manager, Electrical Instrumentation and Control
T. Dickson, Public Information Officer

E. Ewing, Maintenance Manager ,

J. Fisicaro, Director, Nuclear Safety |
H. Keiser, Executive Vice President !

M. Krupa, Manager, System Engineering
T. Leonard, Director, Engineering ;

J. McGaha, Vice President, River Bend
M. Sellman, General Manager j

|

2 NRC |

|

A. Beach, Director, Division of Reactor Projects (DRP) :
|L. Callan, Regional Administrator

J. Gilliland, Public Affairs Officer
B. Henderson, Pubite Affairs Officer
J. Pellet, Acting Deputy Director, Division of Reactor Safety (DRS)
D. Powers, Chief, Maintenance Branch, DRS
T. Stetka, Team Leader, DRS
C. Van 0enburgh, Chief, Projects Branch D. DRP
D. Wigginton, Licensing Project Manager, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

|

|

!
,

!
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RBS/NRC

MANAGEMENT

MEETING ,

-

-INTERGY-

OCTOBER 4,1994
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MANAGEMENT MEETING
AGENDA

i

1. OPENING REMARKS JONN McGAHA
Vice President-
Operadone

n. SUMMARY OF SCRAM INKE SELMAN
ROOT CAUSE General Manager

Plant Operamone

M. INVESTIGATION RESULTS MIKE KRilPA
Manager Syeesm
EM

IV. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS AND TED LEONARD
START-UP MONITORING PLAN Director- Engineering

V. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS EARLY EWING
DAMPING Manager- Mainionance

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS MIKE SELLMAN
General Manager
Plant Operatone

|

|

|
|

|
1

|
|

PAGF.2

|

|

|
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>

1

OPENING REMARKS

* PURPOSE OF MEETING

l

.

JOHN McGAHA
Vice President-Operations

.

PAGES,
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.

1

PURPOSE OF MEETING
,

EXPLAIN CAUSE OF SCRAM*

PROVIDE SUMMARY OF SCRAM CAUSE-

INVESTIGATION

DISCUSS INVESTIGATION RESULTS*

PRESENT CORRECTIVE ACTION AND*

START-UP MONITORING PLAN

:

|

|

I
l

PAGE 4
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I
|

SUMMARY OF
SCRAM CAUSE

!

EVENT OVERVIEW-

STAFF RESPONSE-

INVESTIGATION PROCESS=

ROOT CAUSE SUMMARY-

SCRAM CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS

MlKE SELLMAN
General Manager
Plant Operations

PAGE6
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EVENT OVERVIEW
!
|

AUTOMATIC REACTOR SCRAM OCCURRED |*

ON SEPTEMBER 8,1994 AT 2028 |

NO INDICATION OF FEEDWATER LEVEL*

! EXCURSION

CAUSE DETERMINED TO DE*

- UNDAMPED ROSEMOUNT MODEL 1153
TRANSMITTERS ON RPS NARROW
RANGE CHANNEL C AND D REACTOR
WATER LEVEL RESPONDED TO
PROCESS SYSTEM NOISE

l
l

l

PAGE4
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!

STAFF RESPONSE

STAFF SUPPORT BEGAN IMMEDIATE-

INVESTIGATION OF ROOT CAUSES

TECHNICAL EXPERTS BROUGHT IN FROM-

OTHER EOl PLANTS AND CORPORATE
,

OFFICE

INDUSTRY EXPERTS TO ASSIST=

INVESTIGATION

- GENERAL ELECTRIC
1

- BABCOCK & WILCOX |
|

- FAILURE PREVENTION INTERNATIONAL |

|

- ROSEMOUNT

-INPO

SPECIAL INVESTIGATION TEAM*

ESTABLISHED TO FOCUS ON SCRAM ROOT
CAUSE

PAGE 7
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,

INVESTIGATION PROCESS
,

IDENTIFIED 37 POTENTIAL FAILURE-

SCENARIOS FOR INVESTIGATION

INVESTIGATION EXPLORED ALL-

PLAUSIBLE EVENT INITIATORS

UTILIZED RIGOROUS METHODOLOGY FOR-

EVALUATION

- POTENTIAL ISSUES EVALUATED IN
PARALLEL

- ISSUES RULED OUT BASED ON FACTS
AND EVIDENCE

ESTABLISHED MOST PROBABLE-CAUSES-

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS ESTABLISHED TO-

ADDRESS THESE CAUSES

PAGE8
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SCRAM CAUSE :

SUMMARY |

EXTENSIVE INVESTIGATION NARROWED-

PROBABLE CAUSES

i

THOROUGH INVESTIGATION TO EVALUATE-

POTENTIAL INITIATORS

- POTENTIAL IN-VESSEL INITIATOR LED
TO REACTOR VESSEL DISASSEMBLY

a PLAUSIBLE EXPLANATION FOR l

PROCESS NOISE

= CONCERNED THAT INITIATOR COULD
HAVE BEEN DAMAGED SPARGER / |

OTHER INTERNAL COMPONENTS

- POSTULATED SCENARIOS
INVESTIGATED IN PARALLEL,

CONCLUSION !
*

,

!
- PROCESS NOISE IN COMBINATION l

WITH UNDAMPED ROSEMOUNT MODEL
1153 LEVEL TRANSMITTERS

PAGE9

,
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SCRAM
1

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

' ACTION PLAN.

- ADDRESS VULNERABILITIES

- COMPREHENSIVE START-UP
MONITORING PLAN

I

4

i

l

PAGE 13
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|

i

i
l

i

|

|

INVESTIGATION RESULTS |

| * DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION
,

= INVESTIGATION SURNRARY |
,

* INVESTIGATION
CONCLUSIONS

MIKE KRUPA
Manager-

System Engineering

|

PAGE 14
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DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION
1

!
DEVELOPED SCENARIOS (07)

-

INDEPENDENCE*

OBTAINED FACTS*

- SUPPORTING EVIDENCE

- REFUTING EVIDENCE

PERFORMED NECESSARY DIAGNOSTICS
*

- TESTING

- INSPECTIONS I WALKDOWNS

- ANALYSIS / CALCULATION

DOCUMENTED ASSUMPTIONS*

ESTABLISHED CONCLUSIONS.

PAGE 15
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INVESTIGATION SUMMARY

ACTUAL LEVEL 8 REACTOR TRIP-

- SUPPORTING EVIDENCE

C AND D NARROW RANGE RPS AND=

FEEDWATER TRANSMITTERS TRIPPED

- REFUTING EVIDENCE

NO OTHER LEVEL INSTRUMENTS=

RESPONDED

FEEDWATER FLOW REMAINED CONSTANTm

MAIN STEAM FLOWI FEED FLOW MISMATCHm

WAS NULLED

= CALIBRATION WAS VERIFIED ON THE LEVEL
CONTROL TRANSMITTERS

CONCLUSION: (2 FAILURE MODES RULED OUT)
*

- NO ACTUAL VESSEL LEVEL CHANGE

- REACTOR SCRAM WAS THE RESULT OF A
SPURIOUS LEVEL 8 TRIP

PAGE 17
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LEVEL SWFII SCENARIO

5. 6",

,W

556" NWL ~
DRYER SKIRT

N

509" NARROW RANGE [

5 05.1 " - - - - - - {"/ .Y U

N
d

483.5" FW NOZZLE jh d
is.

\
,, g -,

SPARGER
!

A

REACTOR VESSEL =
' O'7

STAND PIPE REGION= =

~
358" WIDE RANGE
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INVESTIGATION SUMMARY

HYDRAULIC DISTURBANCE: INTERNAL TO-

VESSEL

- SUPPORTING EVIDENCE

m WAVE THEORY GENERATED TO
SUPPORT PRESSURE PULSE AT TWO
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE LEGS

- REFUTING EVIDENCE

m EXTENSIVEVESSELINTERNAL
INSPECTION WAS PERFORMED WITH
NO FAILURE MECHANISMS FOUND

m FULL FLOW FEEDWATER TESTS WERE ;

RUN TO ELIMINATE SPARGER !
BLOCKAGE AND LOOSE PARTS !

a RECIRCULATION SYSTEM WAS RUN TO |

ELIMINATE JET PUMP PLUGGING OR
OTHER DAMAGE

PAGE 20 '
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:

| Appendix I AIT No. 458/94-20
|

!
!
!

|

!

!

| INVESTIGATION SUMMARY
!

!
1

| CONCLUSION:(14 FAILURE MODES WERE.

j ELIMINATED)

- NO INTERNAL DAMAGE OR FEEDWATER
BLOCKAGE CAUSED THE LEVEL 8 TRIP

- NO MAJOR HYDRAULIC DISTURBANCE
INTERNAL TO VESSEL

1

I

i

PAGE 21
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i

e

INVESTIGATION SUMMARY

HYDRAULIC DISTURBANCE: INSTRUMENTATION-

AND TUBING

- SUPPORTING EVIDENCE

a BACKFILL MODIFICATION COMMON TO ALL
REFERENCE LEGS INSTALLED DURING RF 6

m CHANNEL C TRANSMITTER REPLACED WITH
MODEL 1153 WITH NO DAMPING BOARD

= TESTING VALIDATED SPURIOUS REBOUIS
RESPONSE FROM UNDAMPENED MODEL 1153

- REFUTING EVIDENCE

m TESTING COULD NOT DUPLICATE TRIP OF
ONLY MODEL 1153 TRANSMITTERS

m TESTING DID DEMONSTRATE TRANSMITTERS
WOULD HAVE FUNCTIONED PROPERLY I

DURING A,CTUAL LEVEL TRANSIENT !

CONCLUSIONS:(10 OF 11 FAILURE MODES*
,

ELIMINATED, EXCEPT HI-10)

- UNDAMPENED ROSEMOUNT MODEL 1153
TRANSMITTERS ARE SUSCEPTIBLE TO !
TRIPS FROM PROCESS NOISE

PAGE'24'
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,

INVESTIGATION SUMMARY

INDICATED LEVEL TRANSIENT: ELECTRICAL-

PROBLEM

- SUPPORTING EVIDENCE

= SIMULTANEOUS MIS 4PERATION OF THREE
MODEL 1153 TRANSMITTERS

= LIGHTNING WAS OBSERVED IN AREA

- REFUTING EVIDENCE

a THREE TRANSMITTERS POWERED BY
SEPARATE POWER SUPPLIES

l

n NO MAJOR EQUIPMENT STARTED OR
STOPPED

= POWER SUPPLY CABLES ARE ROUTED IN
SEPARATE RACEWAYS AND PENETRATIONS

a PHYSICAL TRANSMITTER LOCATIONS
PREVENTS SHOCK OR RF FROM AFFECTING
ALL THREE

= SIGNAL CURVES NOT CHARACTERISTIC OF
ELECTRICAL NOISE AND MORE SUSCEPTIBLE
INSTRUMENTS DID NOT RESPOND

PAGE 28
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INVESTIGATION SUMMARY :

CONCLUSION: (9 OF 10 FAILURE MODES WERE.

RULED OUT, EXCEPT E-4)

- BASED ON REVIEW OF SIL 463 AND THE
ROSEMOUNT NEWS LETTER, WE HAVE
DETERMINED THAT MODEL 1153
TRANSMITTERS WITH NO OR MINIMAL
DAMPlNG ARE SUSCEPTIBLE TO SPURIOUS
TRIPS FROM PROCESS NOISE

|
|

|

PAGE 27
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INVESTIGATION
CONCLUSIONS

NO ELECTRICAL OR SIGNIFICANT-

HYDRAULIC TRANSIENT EXISTED

PROCESS NOISE CAUSED THE UNDAMPED*

MODEL 1153 TRANSMITTER TO TRIP

- ELIMINATED ALL OTHER CAUSES

* ONLY 3 TRANSMITTERS GOT LEVEL 8
SIGNALS

|

; m ALL 3 WERE MODEL 1153
'

TRANSMITTERS

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS HAVE BEEN-

TARGETED TO REDUCE POTENTIAL FOR
SIMILAR EVENT

| TESTING CONCLUDED TRANSMITTERS*

| WOULD HAVE FUNCTIONED PROPERLY
DURING ACTUAL LEVEL TRANSIENT

|

!

PAGEN
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: Appendix I AIT No. 458/94-20
!
j

<

:

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS AND
START-UP MONITORING

PLAN 1

l

* SCRAM CORRECTNE
ACTIONS

START-UP MONITORING
PLAN

,

:

TED LEONARD
Director- Engineering

PAGE29
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l

|

|

|
,

SCRAM
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN TO ADDRESS-

CAUSES

- MOVED MODEL 1153 TRANSMITTER
FROM CHANNEL D TO A

,

'

a NO IMPACT ON RPS CAPABILITY

- PROPERLY DAMP MODEL 1153
TRANSMITTERS WHICH CAUSED
SCRAM

- VERIFIED PROPER APPLICATION OF ;

MODEL 1153 TRANSMITTERS RELATED ;

TO SCRAM

BACKFILL SYSTEM VULNERABILITY-

MODIFICATION

ADDING ERIS COMPUTER'D'ATA POINTS-

PAGE.30'
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START-UP MONITORING
PLAN SUMMARY

AREAS OF FOCUS*

- HYDRAULIC NOISE INTERNAL TO VESSEL

m- FEEDWATER SYSTEM

m REClRCULATION SYSTEM

- MODEL 1153 PROCESS SIGNAL SENSITIVITY

- BACKFILL SYSTEM NOISE

ACTIVITIES*

- ERIS DATA MONITORED AND STORED FOR
EVALUATION

- ROUND-THE-CLOCK ENGINEERING
SUPPORT TO EVALUATE AND REVIEW DATA

|
REAL-TIME

- SYSTEM MONITORING BY COGNIZANT
SYSTEM ENGINEERS TO IDENTIFY
ANOMALIES

- TEMPORARY VIBRATION MONITORING
POINTS ON BACKFILL SYSTEM

PAGE 31'
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1

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
DAMPING

!
1

TRANSMITTER RESPONSE

* CAUSES

* ACTION PLAN

i

!

EARLY EWING
Manager- Maintenance

PAGE'32
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TRANSMITTER RESPONSE

THE 3 TRANSMITTERS THAT INDICATED-

LEVEL INCREASE WERE MODEL 1153's
'

- PREVIOUSLY REPLACED MODEL 1152's I

- HAD MINIMUM DAMPING

m 2 SET TO MINIMUM DAMPING

m 1 WITH NO DAMPING CARD

,

PAGE 33
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CAUSES .

INADEQUATE WORK INSTRUCTIONS LED* ,

TO:

- FAILURE TO INSTALL DAMPING CARD
IN NARROW RANGE LEVEL
TRANSMITTER 80C

- FEEDWATER LEVEL TRANSMITTER 04C
WAS UNDAMPED

INADEQUATE CONTROLS OF DAMPING-

REQUIREMENTS

METHODOLOGY FOR TIME. RESPONSE-

TESTING NEGATES DAMPING ~

NOTE:-
j

|
- HIGHLY LIKELY, HAD ALL

TRANSMITTERS BEEN REPLACED AS
SPECIFIED (l.E. JOB INSTRUCTIONS

| CORRECT) THE SCRAM WOULD HAVE
STILL OCCURRED

PAGE 34
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i.

b
:,

!

!
!

! ACTION PLAN
!

!
.

VERIFY THOSE TRANSMITTERS REQUIRING-

DAMPING ARE SET PROPERLY PRIOR TO
START-UP

1

| REQUIRE COMPONENT SPECIFIC-

| ENGINEERING INSTRUCTIONS FOR ,

t

FUTURE REPLACEMENT OF 1152 UNTIL
MORE APPROPRIATE CONTROLS
ESTABLISHED PRIOR TO START-UP i

REVISE LOOP CALIBRATION REPORTS FOR=

TRANSMITTERS WITH DAMPlNG
REQUIREMENTS (MODEL 1153 AND 1154)

REVISE TIME RESPONSE METHODOLOGY--

FOR THE MODEL 1153 TRANSMITTERS TO
ALLOW MORE DAMPlNG PRIOR TO START- 1

UP

|

PAGE 38
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;

SUMMARY AND
CONCLUSIONS

* SUMMARY

CONCLUSIONS=

MIKE SELLMAN
General Manager
Plant Operations

PAGE 34
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SUMMARY

CAUSE-

- PROCESS NOISE IN COMBINATION
WITH LACK OF TRANSMITTER
DAMPING

INVESTIGATION DID NOT REPRODUCE-

INITIATING EVENT

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS ADDRESS*

PROBABLE CAUSES OF EVENT

- TRANSMITTER DAMPING

- CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

- OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE
|

COMPREHENSIVE START-UP MONITORING |
-

WILL IDENTIFY ANY ANOMAllES

PAGE 37
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|-

1

CONCLUSIONS I

|
|

l
COMPREHENSIVE INVESTIGATION DID NOT -j*

IDENTIFY MAJOR PROBLEMS

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS WILL PREVENT*

REPEAT EVENT

NECESSARY ACTIONS HAVE BEEN*

COMPLETED TO ENSURE SAFE START-UP
AND OPERATION

|

|

I
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|

IU.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0ptilSSION '

REGION IV |

Inspection Report: 50-482/94-18

License: NPF-42

Licensee: Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation
P.O. Box 411
Burlington, Kansas

Factitty Name: Wolf Creek Generating Station

Inspection At: Coffey County, Surlington, Kansas

Inspection Conducted: November 28 through December 2, 1994

Inspector: J. F. Ringwald, Senior Resident inspector

Approved: /2- 7* Y4
D. D. 4hamberlain Acting Chief. Date
Project Branch 8,
Division of Reactor Projects

Inspection Sunnary

Areas inspected: Nonroutine, unannounced inspection of Unresolved
item 482/9410-01 pertaining to the drain-down event of September 17, 1994.

Results:

Three apparent violations were identified:*

j

(1) The first apparent violation involved the failure to comply with
{the requirements of Technical Specification 6.8.1.a. On
iSeptember 17, 1994, operators opened Valve EJ HV8716A, Residual

Heat Removal (RNR) A to safety injection system hot leg
recirculation Loops 2 and 3 isolation, when Procedure SYS EJ-120
"Startup of A Residual Heat Removal Train," Revision 22, required
the valve to be shut. This directly caused the transfer of
approximately 9200 gallons of water from the reactor coolant
system (RCS) to the refueling water storage tank (RWST).

(2) The second apparent violation involved the failure to comply with
the requirements of Technical Specification 6.8.1.a. On
September 16, 1994, operators omitted Step 5.3 of

)

|

|

!
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1

)Procedure STS EJ-202, "RHR System inservice Valve Test,"
Revision 4, in that, the step required that the test be performed
in Mode 5 or 6 when the test was actually performed in Mode 4, an

j

action prohibited by licensee administrative procedures.
|
t(3) The third apparent violation involved the failure to comply with
|the requirements of Technical Specification 6.8.1.a. On
iSeptemoer 17, 1994, after the drain-down event occurred, operators )

in the control room failed to comply with Off Normal
Procedure OFN 8B-031, " Shutdown LOCA [ Loss of Coolant Accident]."
Revision 1 by not opening the procedure and following the
requirement of the foldout page, paragraph 4 requiring operators
to determine emergency action levels while continuing with the
procedure.

Summary of Inspection Findinos:

Apparent Violations 482/9418-01, 482/9418-02 and 482/9418-03 were,
*

opened (Section 2.1.1).
j

Unresolved Item 482/9410-01 was closed (Section 2.1).
*

Two noncited violations were identified (Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3)
*

Attachment:

Persons Contacted and Exit Meeting*

.

NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22 I.38-4
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~

' DETAILS

i

1 PLANT STATUS

During this inspection the facility operated at essentially 100 percent power.

2 UNRESOLVED ITER REVIEW (92901)

2.1 (Closed) Unresolved fuem 482/9410-01: Procedural Adherence and Control
Room Personne' Contri and Coonizance of Activities Which Have T1e
Potentia' To Affect r ant Conditions

This unresolved ites addressed events associated with control room operator
performance of activities having the potential to affect plant conditions.
These events included the drain-down event, an inadvertent ESF actuation, and
a failure to follow an alarm response procedure. The review of each. event is
addressed separately as follows:

2.1.1 Orain-Down Event

On September 17, 1994, with the plant in Mode 4 at approximately 290*F cold
leg temperature and 345 psig, operators opened Valve EJ HV8716A, RNR A to
safety injection system hot leg recirculation' Loops 2 and 3 isolation, with
Valve BN V8717, RHR pump to the RWST open causing the RHR Train A pump to
transfer approximately 9,200 gallons of water from the RCS to the RWST. This
drained the pressurizer from an almost solid condition to nearly empty,
depressurized the RCS to approximately 250 psig, and caused approximately
600 gallons of water to overflow the top of the RWST to the liquid radwaste
system. Operators responded imediately by isolating letdown, maximizing
charging, stopping the two running reactor coolant pumps, and shutting
Valve EJ HV8716A.

This event involved an unanticipated flow path associated with the concurrent -
performance of two incompatible activities. This unintended flowpath resulted
in the drain-down event described in further detail in NRC Inspection Report

!50-482/94-10, paragraph 2.4. NRC Inspection Report 50-482/94-10 opened an ;

unresolved item to review licensee corrective actions related to the event and
to continue the review of licensee performance related to procedural adherence
and control room personnel control and cognizance of activities which have the

,potential to affect plant conditions. The NRC Office for Analysis and jEvaluation of Operational Data also decided to review the event onsite to i

evaluate the potential safety significance of events of this type. The
results of further review of the event are discussed below.

On September 17. 1994, operators were working with maintenance personnel who
were performing a packing leak repair of Valve EJ HV8716A under Work
Request 05811-93. At the request of maintenance personnel as part of the

)retest, operators cycled Valve EJ HV8716A on several occasions. Operators
|concurrently began the system alignment to recin:utate RHR Train 8 in
t

)
|

I.38-5 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22 l
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,

I preparation for placing it in ,ervice. Step 6.10.1 of Procedure SYS EJ-120
I "Startup of a Residual Heat Removal Train,* opened Valve BN V8717. RHR Pump to j

'

} RWST. The opening of Valve EJ HV8716A with Valve BN V8717 open resulted in a
flowpath from the RCS through the RHR system directly to the RWST. which'

1 inadvertently transferred approximately g200 gallons of water from the RCS to
i the RWST. The event was diagnosed by a supervising operator (50) who was not

part of the operating crew nor involved in the actual valve manipulations. At:

! the start of the refueling outage the licensee modified the operations shift
i schedule to assign two crews to each shift so additional operations support
I would be available for the anticipated increased operations workload. The 50

who recognized the cause of the event was from this additional. Operations;
crew.

Operators used Section 6.3 of Procedure SYS EJ-120 to startup RHR Train 8.
Step 5.1 required operators to verify the RHR system lineup per;

} Procedure CKL EJ-120. "RHR Normal System Lineup." Step 6.3.3.3 of
{ Procedure SYS EJ-120, closed Valve EJ HV8716A. Step 6.3.11 directed
j operators to perform Section 6.10 to recirculate RHR Train 8 using

Containment Spray Pump B. Step 6.10. therefore, relied on the lineup from
Procedure CKL EJ-120. and the changes to that lineup specifically required by
Procedure SYS EJ-120. The opening of Valve EJ HV8716A under Work
Request 05811-93 while performing Section 6.10 of Procedure SYS EJ-120 was an
apparent violation of Step 6.3.3.3 of the procedure and Technical
Specification 6.8.1.a. This apparent violation directly caused the
inadvertent flowpath.

The area operator who opened Valve BW V8717 stated that a considerable water
hammer was heare initially upon starting to open Valve BN_V8717. The area
operttor also stated that a second water hammer was heard after Valve BN V8717
was fully open. The area operator did not note any pipe movement during the
first water hanseer. Subsequent discussions between members of the Office for
Analysis and Evaluation of Operattor,al Data and the system engineer revealed
that the occurrence of a water hammer was never communicated to the system
engineer. The inspector questioned whether snubbers in the affected systems
were tested during refueling outage number seven. The licensee responded that
none of the potentially affected snubbers were tested as part of the snubber
test sample during refueling outage number seven. All potentially affected
snubbers were however visually inspected during a licensee walkdown of all
accessible portions of the entire flowpath from the RHR system to the RWST and
overflow piping. The system engineer completed the walkdown of RHR system
piping up to Valve BN V8717 on September 20. 1994. and of the piping from
Valve BN V8717 to the RWST on November 2. 1994. Licensee personnel did not
identify damage to any giant equipment as a result of the event.

The work schedule for the packing adjustment of Valve EJ HV8716A suggested
that the packing adjustment should occur prior to placing RHR Train A in
service. Mechanics completed the initial packing adjustment and electricians
completed the initial Valve Operation Testing Evaluation System retest before
operators placed RHR Train A in service. After operators placed RHR Train A
in service, operators noted additional leakage. The shift supervisor (SS) and

|
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.

50 discussed Valve Operation Testing Evaluation System testing of Valve
EJ HV8716A with RHR Train A in service and determined that the testing would
be feasible if Valves EJ HV8716B. RHR B to safety injection system hot leg

* recirculation Loops 2 and 3 isolation, and Valve BN V8717 remainen shut. The
55 did not initiate any additional actions to ensure that these valves
remained shut. The inspector concluded that the performance of rework that
was not on the schedule and had the potential to affect the only available
safety train imposed an unwarranted risk. This issue was discussed in NRC
Inspection Report 50-482/94-12, paragraph 4.1.

One specified retest following the packing adjustment of Valve EJ HV8716A was
the performance of Procedure STS EJ-202 "RHR System inservics Valve Test,"
Revision 4. Step 5.3 of Procedure STS EJ-202 required that the plant be in
Mode 5 or 6 during the performance of this test. Precautions and limitations.
Step 2.2.2.5 of Procedure STS EJ-202 required that the test be performed in
Mode 5 or 6. Procedure AP 15C-002, " Procedure Use and Adherence," Revision 0
Step 6.7.5.2, allows omission of a step or section if the omission does not
violate the precautions and limitations stated in the procedure. On
September 16. 1994, operators performed the applicable portion of STS EJ-202,
and marked Step 5.3 as not applicable, while operating the plant in Mode 4.
The omission of a step specifically required by the precautions and
limitations of Procedure STS EJ-202 is an apparent violation of Technical
Specification 6.8.1.a.

During interviews, the 55 and 50 stated that they used the guidance from Off
Normal Procedure OFN 88-031, " Shutdown LOCA [ Loss of Coolant Accident),"
Revision 1, but did not actually open and read the procedure. Paragraph 4 of
the foldout page required operators to determine emergency action levels while
continuing with the procedure. The SS and 50 further stated during interviews,

that they did not even consider whether this event should be classified per
the emergency plan. The failure to review the procedure for consideration of
emergency action levels as required by 0FN 88-031 is an apparent violation of
Technical Specification 6.8.1.a.

2.1.1.1 Potential Consequences

From November 7-10, 1994, members of the Office for Analysis and Evaluation of
Operational Data, visited the site, interviewed personnel, reytewed records,
and collected data. The purpose of this visit was to attempt to determire the
potential consequences of this event if it had not been terminated promptly.
With RCS water entering the RHR system at approximately 290*F, the water
entering the RWST was approximately 260*F. Since the flowpath of the water
entering the RWST shared a portion of the line from the RWST to the suction of
the emergency core cooling system pumps (the centrifugal charging pumps, the
safety injection pumps, the RHR pumps, and the containment spray pumps), this
water at approximately 260*F would be the first water to enter the suction of
these pumps. The members of the Office for the Analysis and Evaluation of
Operational Data attempted to determine whether the water at the suction of
the emergency core cooling system pumps could have been warm enough to have
caused flashing or possibly steam binding had these pumps been called upon to
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inject water into the reactor vessel. The piping between Valve 8N V8717 and
the comon RWST suction line was 8 inches in diameter. The common RWST
suction piping was 24 inches in diameter. The 8-inch return line from Valve
8N V8717 entered the RWST suction line between the suctions for the Trains A
and 8 caergency core cooling system pumps. At the conclusion of this
inspection, the licenste had not completed the evaluations needed to determine
the impact of the hot water at the suction of the emergency core cooling
system pumps had they been called upon to operate.

2.1.1.2 Licensee Investigation

After the event, the Vice President Plant Operations directed that an Incident
Investigation Team (!!T) be formed to conduct an investigation in accordance
with Procedure AP 34E-001, "Self Assessment Process." The team completed the
initial !!T Report 94-04 on September 29, 1994. Errors were identified and
corrected in Revision I to !!T Report 94-01 which was issued on November 3,
1994. At the conclusion of the visit from the members of the Office for the
Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data, the Vice President Plant ;

Operations stated that !!T Report 94-04 had been re-opened to consider {
<

additional questions resulting from the Office for the Analysts and Evaluation
of Operational Data visit. IIT Report 94-04. Revision 1, concluded that the
retest of Valve EJ HV-8716A was not compatible with the boundary conditions

.

established by Procedure SYS EJ-120; that check valve leakage through Valves
EP 8818C RNR to accumulator injection line check. and 88 8948C, safety
injection / accumulator to Loop 3 check valve, led to the dilution of RNR ;

Train B; and the requirement in Procedure SYS EJ-120 for RHR boron
concentration to be within 50 ppe of the RCS prompted operators to prepare to
increase the boron concentration by recirculating the system to the RWST. IIT
Report 94-04. Revision 1, recomunended that a placard be placed on Valve
BN V8717 directing operators to check that Valves EJ HV8716A and EJ HV87168
are in the correct positions to prevent an inadvertent transfer of water from
the RCS to the RWST: that engineering review the boron concentrationi

i
requirement to reduce or eliminate the need for recirculating the RHR system;
and that !!T Report 94-04 be placed in operations required reading and be
considered by training for inclusion into operator training. The inspector
noted that !!T Report 94-04 did not address several pertinent factors. The
IIT Report 94-04 did not address the failure of the SS to ensure that Valves
BN V8717 and EJ HV8716B remained shut while stroking Valve EJ HV8716A despite
the SS and 50 discussion which established this as a requirement for stroking
Valve EJ HV8716A while RNR Train A was in service. The !!T Report 94-04 did
not address the potential safety impact of perfoming nonessential work on the
only available safety system train. The !!T Report 94-04 did not discuss the
inappro
above. priate omission of the mode verification discussed in paragraph 2.1.1

The !!T Report 94-04 did mention the fact that the emergency plan and
|off normal procedures were not reviewed; however. the report failed to draw

any conclusions regarding procedure use from this observation. The !!T
Report 94-04 did not discuss the potential consequences if problems had been
encountered in promptly closing Valve EJ HV8716A. The inspector concluded
that the !!T report and its conclusions were narrowly focused.

NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22 1.38-8
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2.1.1.3 Past History of Problems with Operators Maintaining Control of Plant
Configurations

The inspector reviewed inspection reports during the past 2 years and
identified ten violations or examples of violations involving problems with
plant configuration. The events identified were:

NRC Inspection Report 50-482/93-01, paragraph 2.7*

On February 4, 1993, an inadvertent RWST inventory loss occurred when
operators failed to close Valve BN V0004, safety injection to RWST
isolation, following the performance of a surveillance test.

NRC Inspection Report 50-482/93-01, paragraph 2.9*

On January 14, 1993, operators failed to maintain the fuel building at a
negative pressure because an operator failed to open two ventilation
dampers that the procedure required to be opened.

NRC Inspection Report 50-482/93-03, paragraph 2.6
*

On March 10, 1993, a containment purge isolation and control room
ventilation isolation signal was received when operators opened
Valve BG V0221, excess letdown heat exchanger tube side combined drain
valve, with the pressurizer relief tank pressurized. This permitted
gases in the tank to vent into containment.

NRC Inspection Report 50-482/93-03, paragraph 2.13*

On March 21, 1993, operators continued to drain the reactor vessel below
half pipe due to a :315 coordination of two clearance orders.

NRC Inspection Report 50-482/93-16*

On May 8, 1993, operators entered Mode 3 with both motor-driven
auxiliary feedwater pumps in pull to lock.

NRC Inspection Report 50-482/93-21, paragraph 6.2.3*

On April 29, 1993, operators failed to shut Valve EF V0263, essential
service water warming line, as required by Procedure STN GP-001, " Plant
Winterization," Step 6.3.3.1.

NRC Inspection Report 50-482/93-24, paragraph 2.5*

On August 13, 1993, operators started Safety injection Pump A, without
starting a component cooling water pump to provide cooling to the safety
injection pump bearing oil heat exchanger.

| NRC Inspection Report 50-482/93-27, paragraph 2.1*

On September 21, 1993, an operator failed to ensure that Valve BG V0149,
boric acid filter inlet isolation, and Yalve BG V0152, boric acid filter
outlet isolation, were fully shut as required by Clearance
Order 93-1825-BG.

I.3g.9 NUREGICR-4674,Vol 22
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NRC Inspection Report 50-482/93-29, paragraph 2.3.1*

During May 1993, the air supply to Valve BB PCV455. RCS Loop 1
pressurizer spray valve, was isolated. Operators failed to recognize
this during the performance of STS RE-0138, "Incore-Excore Detector
Axial Flux Difference Calibrations," Revision 2, performed on May 20.
and July 30, 1993.

NRC Inspection Report 50-442/93-29, paragraph 2.3.3*

On November 7, 1993, operators found that Valves BM HV0019 Steam
Generator A upper sample isolation, and BM HV0022. Steam Generator D
apper sample isolation, were open when they should have been closed.
These valves were opened on November 5, 1993, at approximately 2 a.m..
and ree.sined in that position until November 7. 1993 when the condition1

was discovered.*

NRC Inspection Report 50-482/93-29, paragraph 2.3.4*

On November 12, 1993, operators found Valve EF HV0043. Essentia,1 Service
Water A to air compressor, closed when it should have been open.
Restoration from a clearance order closed the valve approximately
9 hours prior to its discovery.

NRC Inspection Report 50-482/94-06, paragraph 2.3*

On June 16, 1994, operators opened Valves EF HV0059, component cooling
| water (CCW) heat exchanger (HX) essential service water Train A outlet,

and EF HV0060, CCW HX essential service water Train 8 outlet, without
shutting Valves EF HV0051, CCW HX essential service water Train A inlet.
and EF HV0052, CCW HX essential service water Train B inlet. thereby
reducing the essential service water flow through the emergency diesel

,

'

generator heat exchangers below their minimum flow requirements without
recognizing the effect of this condition.

While corrective actions for these ten violations have addressed the specific
issues associated with the individual events, the number of events during the
past 2 years suggests the need for a more generic review to determine why
these events continue to occur.

2.1.1.4 Licensee Corrective Actions

The IIT Report 94-04, Revision 0. contained the three recommendations
discussed above in paragraph 2.1.1.2. PIRs were generated to track these
three recommendations. Revision I to the IIT Report 94-04 did not alter these
recommendations. On November 10. 1994, the licensee identified several
additional corrective actions. These actions included the installation of a
positive padlock on Valve BN V8717 such that it required operations manager or
vice president plant operatjons permission to open Valve BN V8717. an
operations manager briefing on this event with all operating crews, and a
review and plans to revise OFN BB-031 to require immediate tripping of the
reactor coolant pumps for a rapid depressurization event. In addition the
llT was reopened to consider the potential consequences of the temperature of

NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22 I.38-10
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*ne water flowing into the RWST ano any other concerns which may arise. Since.

November 10. 1994 the licensee nas completed several additional corrective
actions. PIRs 94-1533 and 94-1565 evaluated the cold pressurizer insurge and
determined that one thermal cycle on the pressurizer occurred during the
event. Engineering completed the evaluation of the need to recirculate the
RHR loops to ecualize boric acid concentration and determined that the
recirculation wouli not be necessary in the future. Operations revised
procedure SYS EJ-120 to add a caution prior to placing an RHR train in
recirculation to check either EJ e4V-8716A or B shut prior to opening Valve
BN V8717 to avoid the transfer of water from the RCS to the RWST. Operations
revised Procedures SYS EJ-120 ano Sf5 EJ-121. "RHR Train Startup in Cooldown
'400e." to celete the requirements #3r recirculating the RHR loops to equalize
ooric acid concentration. Meenanics repaired the eneck valves that caused the
:HR system ailution during refueling outage number seven. The licensee did
90t take this action in response : the event as it had already been planned
as part of the cutage schedule.

2.1.2 Inadvertent ESF Actuation

*his event involved operators .istatenly restoring Radiation Monitor GT RE-27.
'uel building ernaust monitor. o service on Septemoer 6. 1994, when they had
seen requested to restore Radiation Monitor GG RE-22. the containment purge
exhaust radiation monitor. Operators subsequently received an inaovertent
engineered safety features actuation of the control room ventilation isolation
actuation system and the containment purge isolation actuation system when
instrumentation and control tecnnicians inserted a test signal to Radiation
Monitor GT RE-27 per scheduleo surveillance testing. The licensee initiated
p!R 94-1468. counselled the reactor operator who restored the incorrect
raciation monitor, and had that reactor operator Orief management on the event
at the morning eeting. The nsoector concluded that this was a violation of
'ecnnical SDect # tcation 6.8.!.a. 915 violation 's not being citeo because

~

the licensee satisfied the cr ter?a specified in paragraph VII.B.2 of the
NRC's Enforcement Policy.

2.1.3 Alarm Response Proceoure Not followed
|
| ~his item invoi.ed the SS's ano ST s failure to follow Alarm Response

broceoure ALR CO-0618. " Process Rao Hi." Revision 9. in response to a process
radiation high alarm receiveo at *0:44 a.m.. on Seotemoer 8. 1994. The.

'icensee promptly changed the aiar response proteoure to more clearly
associate the reautred actions niin the potential conottions. The operations
manager also counseled the SS ana 50 regarding the need to initiate a

| Drocedure change whenever the procecure is determined to be inappropriate for'

the encountereo circumstances. ~915 issue was also ciscussed and this
expectation clearly communicateo at the 5S/50 metting held on September 8,
.994 The inspector conc.ludeo ta.at this was a violation of Technical
3pecificatien 6.3.1.a. This . oiation.is not being cited because the licensee
satisfied tne c " teria speci' ec paragraph Vll.3.* of the NRC's Enforcement,

Dolicy.
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ATTACHMENT

1 PER$0NS CONTACTED

1. S. Carns. President and Chief Executive Officer
T. D. Damashek. Supervisor, Regulatory Compliance
C. W. Fowler, Manager. Maintenance and Modifications
R. B. Flannigan. Manager, Regulatory Services
W. J. Goshorm. Wolf Creek Coordinator-KEPC0
4. C. Hagan Vice President Technical Services
R. Johannes. Chief Administrative Officer
W. M. Lindsay, Manager. Performance Assessment
O. L. Maynard. Vice President Plant Operations
P. M. Martin. Superintendent. Operations
3. T. McKinney, Manager, Operations
R. A. Meister. Senior Engineering Specialist. Regulatory Compliance
T. S. Morrill. Manager, Quality Control
W. B. Norton. Manager. Nuclear Engineering
D. K. Parks. Supervisor. Corporate Training
1. L. Farmenter. Supervisor. Operations Procedures
J. M. Pippin. Manager. Integrated Plant Scheduling
F. i. Rhodes. Vice President Engineering
R. L. Schneicer. Shift Supervisor. Operations
M. A. Schreiber. Supervisor. Iwrgency Planning
4. L. Sims. Supervisor. Operations Support
J. D. Stamm. Manager, System Engineering
L. W. Stevens. Supervisor. Nuclear Safety Engineering
J. D. Weeks. Assistant to Vice President Plant Operations
S. G. Wideman. Supervisor, Licensing
M. G. Williams. Nanager, Plant Suoport
W. B. Wood. General Counsel anc Secretary

The above licensee personnel attenced the exit meeting. In addition to the
personnel listeo above, the irspectors contacted other personnel during this
inspection persoo.

2 EXIT MEETING

An exit meeting was conducteo an ecember 2. 1994 During this meeting, the
inspectors reviewed the scope ano findings of the report. The licensee did
not identify as orcprietary any 9 formation provioed to. or reviewee by, the
inspectors.
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Appendix I LER No. 482/94-013 :

sc FORM 3ss U.S. NUCLEAR REou1AroRY comisstoN APPROVED BY oMB No. 3150-0104
'l 92) EXPIRES 5/31/95
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Wol.F CREEK GENERATING STATION 05000482 1 OF 7
TITLE del

Personnel Error Resulted in an Unanticipated Loss of Reactor Coolant Level
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TELEPHOSE NURMER (include Asee Ceda)Richard D. Flannigan
Manager Regulatory Services 316-364-4117

CoNFLETE olfE LI3fE FoK EACH coM6 . FAILRE M9NYW IN THIS RuPGtT (13)
t+uS5 |--- cG-Fv ENT -~~ nurun e AsLE CAU5E --- werv . RA4fdWFACTURER nurwniasLE,
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ABSTRACT:

On September 17, 1994, 1rith the plant in NODE 4 at 300 *F and 340 peig, Wolf Creek Generating
Station experienced an unanticipated decrease in Reactor Coolant level due to personnel error. The
'A' Residual Heat Removal (RMR) (BP] train was lined up to the Reactor Coolant System (RCB) (AB]
providing cooldown. Ef f orts were in progress to place the 'S' RNR train in recirculation to sample
and adjust boron concentrations prior to aligning the train to the RCS. Naintenance was performed
to correct a packing leak and the Control Room Operators were stroking valve EJ NV-8715A (the 'A'
RHR to Safety Injection System (SIS) Hot Img Recirculation Loops 3 & 3 isolation valvel to seat the
packing and to perform motor operated valve testing. When the Control Room operators stroked valve
EJ HV 0716A, they noted a rapid drop in pressuriser level. They immediately diagnosed the problem
and shut valve IJ HV-8716A. The root cause of this event was that Licensed Operators
inappropriately allowed two incompatible evolutions to occur sintitaneously. At the Oma of the
event the '3* RMR train was being lined up for RwST recirculation concurrent with the stroking of EJ
NV 0715A. Corrective Actions include improved physical and administrative controls and additional
operator training.
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WRc FORM 366 U.S. NUCLEAA REGULATQRY CQfellS&lON APPROVED sY OMB NO, 3160-0104

($.92) EXP!RES $/31/95

EST84ATED SURDEN PER RESPONSE TO COMPLY
WITH THIS NFOlt4ATION COL 1ECTION REQUEST.

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) 500 HRS FOMAMC COMMENTS REGARDeeG
BURDEN ESTIMATE TO THE INFORMATION AND

TEXT CONTNUATION
RECORDS MANArnsaasedT BRANCH $4d88 7714). U S
NUCLEAR REGULATORY rmammarM WASHINGTON
DC 200664001. APO TO TE PAPERWORD REDUCTION
PROACT (31904104). OPPICE OF M4pmmasan AND
BLEGET WASHadGTON.DC30003

FACILIrr MAME tas DocusT wuMasa (2) Lun ogMask (6) PAGE 63)

rsAn smoueNTIAL ABVISIGE

05000
Wolf Creek Generating Station 482 S4 013 00 2 OF 7

TEXT (if more specs a soeusee, use soebones copes of NRC Form 308A) (17)

Plant canditinna:

Operational Status = MODE 4
Reactor Coolant Temperature = 300 *F
Reactor Coolant Pressure = 340 psig

| Two Reactor Coolant Pungs running

( Four Steam Generators operable and available
| "A" Residual Heat Removal Train in service and providing cooling to the core
|
'

n==Im for a - tah111tv

Due to the potential generic implications of this event, WCNOC is voluntarily submitting
this Licensee Event Report.

Description af Eventt

Ynfrial ("%nM e i nn a :

At 4:00 a.m., Wolf Creek Generating Station was in MODE 4, cooling down at the beginning
of the Seventh Refueling Outage. The Reactor Coolant System (RCS) [AB) was at 300
degrees F and 340 psig. The Control Room operators were in the process of taking the
Pressurizer solid. The *A* Residual Heat Removal (RNR) [BP) train was lined up to RCS
providing cooldown. The valve line up for recirculating the "B" RHR train to the
Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST), to bring boron concentration within specification of
the RCS boron concentration, was in progress.

Evnene haerineinn:

The *A* and *B* RHR trains are cross-connected downstream of the heat exchangers. The

| line cross-connecting the trains has a motor-operated valve at either end: EJ HV-8716A
and LT HV 87168. Between these two valves, manual valve BN 8717 isolates a 8 inch line to
the RWST via the conunon Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) pump suction header.

Event har-rint i nn :

Valves EJ HV-8716A, EJ HV-8716B, and BN 8717 had been closed. To acconplish the |
recirculation of the *B* RHR to the RWST, Control Room operators dispatched a Nuclear j

station Operator (non-licensed) (N80) to open BN 8717.
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NRC FORM 366 U.&, NUCLLAR R&r,ULATORY COMMISSION APPROVsD DY OMB No. 3150-0104
,,,,n axPIRss 5/31/95

ESTNATED BURDEN PER RESPONSE TO COMPLY
WITH THIS INFOWTXW COLLECTION REOUEST

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (IJER) 200 HRS FORWARD COMMEMS REGARDeG
BURDEN ESTMATE TO THE INFORMATON ANDTEXT CONTINUATION
RECORDS MANAGEMENT BRANCH (MN88 7714). U S
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION.. WASHINGTON.
DC 2056MX01. A#C TO THE PAPERWORD REDUCTION
PROJECT (31504104). OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND
BUDGET WASHsCTON. DC 20603

FAc2L m Nans m DOCKET NUMata ta) Lsa wuMasa m PAGE IJ)

TEAR SEQUENTIAI. R8V18308

"05000
Wolf Creek Generating Station 482 94 013 00 3 OF 7

TEXT (tr more space o requeed, use socoonel copes of NRC form 366A) (17)

On September 16, 1994, with the plant in MODE 3, the pre-planned outage work on EJ HV-
8716A was performed. The work on the valve actuator was completed early in the evening,
and Maintenance personnel contacted the Control Room to discuss motor-operated valve
testing for EJ HV-8716A. The purpose of this discussion was to ensure the plant
configuration was satisfactory for the required testing. The Shift Supervisor and the
Supervising Operator discussed the test with Maintenance personnel and corr'ectly
determined that plant conditions were acceptable. At 9:00 p.m., EJ HV-8716A was tested
satisfactorily. Part of the maintenance performed on EJ W-8716A was to repack the valve.
To ensure the packing was installed correctly, Maintenance personnel had to wait for
pressure to be at the valve after the Residual Heat Removal System was placed in service.
Residual Heat Removal Train A was placed in service after the plant entered MODE 4 later
that evening. Maintenance then rechecked the packing on EJ HV-8716A and noticed it was
leaking.

On September 17, 1994, at approximately 3:00 a.m., the Shift Supervisor held discussions
with Maintenance personnel concerning EJ HV-8716A. Permission was granted to adjust the
packing which would require stroking EJ HV-8716A for motor-operated valve testing provided
appropriate plant conditions existed as per the direction of the on-shift Supervising
Operator (SO) . Following the packing adjustment (approximately 4 :00 a.m.) , Maintenance
personnel contacted the Control Room to stroke the valve. The Balance of Plant (BOP)
Operator took the call. He conferred with the 80 and inappropriately received concurrence
to conduct the valve stroke.

Meanwhile, the NSO had arrived at BN 8717 and proceeded to slowly open the valve as
directed to place the "B" Train RER on recirculation to the RWST.

At 4:10 a.m., the BOP Operator stroked EJ HV-8716A, Control Room operators did not observe
anything out of the ordinary. About 30 seconds later, the BOP Operator conumenced a second
stroke of EJ HV-8716A at about the time BN 8717 was fully opened. This provided a flow
path from the RCS, via the 'A' RHR train through EJ HV-8716A and BN 8717, to the RWST
suction header. Pressurizer level dropped rapidly concurrent with a high RWST level
alar 1n. The Control Room operators immediately diagnosed the problem and closed EJ HV-
3716A, terminating the flow. During the response, the Control Room operators also
isolated low pressure letdown, maximised charging, and secured the operating Reactor
Coolant Pumps (RCPs) .

During the 66 seconds that EJ HV 8716A was not fully closed, approximately 9,200 gallons
of RCS water transferred to the RWST. This overfilled the RWST resulting in about 650
gallons flowing to the Waste Hold Up Tank (WHITT) [WH] via the inst &1 led overflow piping.
Pressurizer level never went below the top of the heaters. RCS pressure stabilised at
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ESTIMATED BURDEN PER RESPONSE TO COMPLY
WTH THIS INFOlmeATON COLLECTION REQUEST

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) 50.0 HR$ FORWWW PNhdSNTS REGARDING
BURDEN ESTIMATE TO THE INFORMATION ANDTEXT CONTINUATION
RECORD 6 MANAGBENT BRANCH (MNEB 7714). US
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PRCWECT (31800104), OPPM OF namamserf Ape
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FAcILIrY NAMS u) DOCKET WUMBER (2) LsR NtNesR 66) PAGE O)

TBAR 880UENH AL asvasten
"05000

Wolf Creek Generating Station 482 94 013 00 4 OF 7

TEXT (N more space a reeuwee. une seemonal cognes of NRC Form 306A) (17)

about 225 psig, maintaining a sub-cooling margin of greater than 90 degrees F. The
temperature of the RCS increased about seven degrees F due to the Pressuriser outeurge.

Evaluation:

Equipmaner

subsequent evaluation of the *A* RHR pump, RWST, RCPs and Pressurizer determined that no
equipment damage occurred as a result of this event.

Recirculation of the RHR system was required because minor back leakage of the RHR line
check valves during normal operation, slowly diluted the water in the RER piping over the
18 month cycle. The back leakage was well below the Technical Specification limit of one

gallon per minute. This is not a concern for accident conditions since the RHR will
always be at or above the RCS boren concentration during normal operations,

par.nne.1 Aceinn :

Two activities were performed simultaneously (1) *B" RHR lineup for recirculation to
RWST, and (2) EJ HV-8716A packing adjustment. The second activity was incompatible with
the first because EJ HV-8716A was a boundary valve between the primary system and the
reactor coolant. The BOP Operator and SO erred by stroking M MV-8716A.

Administrative controls were not sufficient to guard against a potential RCS drain down
should a misalignment occur with valves EJ HV-8716A or M MV-87168 and RN 8717

j Once the event initiated, the response by the Control Room operators was proupt and
correct. This minimized the extent of water transfer and prevented any equipment damage
or degradation. The Control Room operators closed Valve BJ HV-8716A. Closure of this
valve isolated the flow path to the RWST. Additionally, the control Room operators had
assessed the event and determined four acceptable alternate actions which would have
tarininated the event if valve EJ HV-8716A had not closed on demand. The alternate actions
included:

1. The closure of BN 8717 (this action had been ordered), or
2. The closure of either RCS loop suction valves (BB PV-8702A or M MV-8701A), or
3. The closure of the RHR heat exchanger outlet valve and bypass valve (EJ FCV-618 and EJ

HCV-606), or

I"MNUREGICR-4674,Vol 22
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4. The closure of the RHR pump manual outlet valve (EJ 8724A) and tripping of the RHR
pump (EJ-HIS-1)

Following the event WCNOC personnel performed an evaluation to determine if the event
should be classified in accordance with the WCNOC Emergency Response Plan. This
evaluation included a review / evaluation of:

1. Event duration,

2. Time required to terminate the event,
3. The lack of any radioactive material being released from the system,
4. Water volumes remaining contained within plant systems,

The RCS remaining subcooled,
5. The health and safety of the public (this review clearly showed the event did not

impact the public health and safety)

This review determined that the event did not meet the event classification scheme used by
WCNOC (as supported by the NEI methodology), nor did it warrant the activation of the
emergency response organization.

WCNOC maintained ECCS makeup capability and the abilit) place the plant in cold*

shutdown.

=-e cmuna ==A carreceiva Acelana:

DMt f'a n a e g

The root cause of this event was that Licensed inappropriately allowed two incompatible
evolutions to occur simultaneously. At the time of the event the "B" RER train was being
lined up for RWST recirculation concurrent with the stroking of EJ HV-8716A.

f*mit am i Far-t arm g

1. The stroking of EJ HV-8716A was not conpatible with the boundary conditions for RCS
cooldown using 'A' RHR train.

Minor check valve leakage led'to the reduction of the 'B' RRR train boron2.

concentration, thus requiring recirculation prior to placing this train in service
for normal cooldown during an outage.

I.39-7 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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corrective Actions:

Inunediate :

The Manager Operations thoroughly discussed, at the Management Meeting on the morning of
the event, perceived cause, immediate actions taken, and all planned correc,tive actions.

The Manager Operations briefed all operating crews on this event. Management's
expectations were clearly delineated at the briefings.

Procedure SYS EJ-120, "Startup of A Residual Heat Removal Train," has been revised to
preclude future occurrence of this event.

A placard has been placed on BN 8717 to require the NSO to check with the Control Room to
verify that EJ HV-8716A and EJ HV-8716B are in the appropriate position before opening BN
8717

A unique lock has been placed on BN 8717 and Administrative Procedure ADM 02-102, * Control
Of Locked Component Status," requires the approval of either Vice President Operations or
the Manager Operations before opening.

An engineering evaluation determined that recirculation of the RHR trains prior to placing
them in service is not required provided:

1. The boron concentration in the applicable train exceeds the boron concentration
required for shutdown margin, or

2. The boron concentration is less than 100 ppm below the concentration required for
shutdown margin, and at least two RCPs are rimning.

3. The boron concentration is greater than or equal to the required shutdown margin boron
concentration and no Technical Specification Action Statement limiting positive
reactivity addition is in effect.

4. If the boron concentration is not acceptable, the RER system will be aligned to the
RNUT via the low pressure letdown system and the water volume will be changed. The use
of BN 8717 will not be required for this activity.

The above note criteria has been incorporated in to System Operating Procedures SYS EJ- -

120, "Startup Of A Residual Heat Removal Train," and SYS EJ-121, *RNR Train Startup In
Cooldown Mode."

NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22 I.39-8
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Longterm:

Training will be provided to the operators covering the potential consequences of this
type of event. This training is scheduled for completion in the first quarter of 1995.

Procedure OFN BB-031, " Shutdown LOCA," is being revised to require inanediat'e tripping of
the RCPs for a rapid depressurization event, to enhance the RCP tripping criteria, and to
enhance the safety injection reduction criteria for cold over-pressurization or
pressurized thermal shock concerns. Further evaluation of the mitigation strategy is
ongoing. The revised procedure will be issued by 3/1/95.

WCNOC is continuing to evaluate this event. WCNOC Incident Investigation Team Report 94-
04 will be revised as appropriate based on further review of this event. WCNOC's review
activities will be completed by 3/1/95. Final IIT Recommendations will be evaluated and
implemented as appropriate.

sacat, ston4fi-----,

During the RCS drain down to the RWST in MODE 4, high temperature water was transferred to
the RWST through the RHR train A return line. The RCS pressure began dropping due to
rapid decrease of the RCS inventory. Based on preliminary calculations, the event was
terminated prior to there being significant voiding in the ECCS piping to cause steam
binding of any ECCS pump. If the event would not have been terminated when it was, and if
the event would have occurred earlier in MODE 4 than it did, flashing would have
eventually occurred in the RCS and a steam / water mixture would have been released to the
ECCS piping. A thermal-hydraulic analysis has been initiated to determine the fluid
conditions in the RCS and the ECCS piping. This analysis will provide conclusions on
whether the ECCS pumps would fail during the recovery period. The preliminary analysis
results have determined that a void fraction of less than 5% would have occurred at the
ECCS pung suction under various conditions including those supported by operator action
times from a simulator run in November, 1994. The BCCS pumps would not fail under any of
these conditions although some pump degradation could be expected due to the low void
fractions at the ECCS pump suctions. Based on the preliminary analysis results and
Westinghouse findings, it is concluded that the ECCS make up capability can be maintained
to bring the plant to cold shutdown conditions,

ot.har travinus occurrancas:

None.

1.39-9 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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on May 28, 1994, at approximately 1115 MST, Palo Verde Unit 2 was in Mode 1
(POWER OPERATION) operating at approximately 86 percent power when the Unit
sustained a reactor trip. The trip was due to a low Departure from Nucleate
Boiling Ratio signal which was a result of Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) IB
tripping,on a phase to-phase electrical fault. The plant responded normally
to the event. No safety functions were challe'nged and no Engineered Safety
Features Actuation System actuations were received or required. The Control
Room Supervisor classified the event as an uncomplicated reactor trip at 1130
MST and the Unit was stabilized in Mode 3 (HOT STANDBY). Management has
conducted briefings with Operation and Maintenance personnel regarding the
circumstances of the event. The 18 RCP supply cables and the penetration
termination box have been repaired. At approximately 1515 MST on June 2,
1994, the Plant Review Board reviewed the status of the recovery / restart plan
and approved entry into Mode 2 (STARTUP). Unit 2 returned to 86 percent power
at approximately 1235 MST on June 5,1994. An investigation of the event is
continuing.

There have been two previous similar events (LER 528/88 011 and 529/92 006)
reported pursuant to 10Cf1t50.73.

.
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1.
DESCRIPTION OF UNAT OCCURRED:

A. Initial Conditions:

At approximately 1115 MST on May 28, 1994, Palo Verde Unit 2 was
in Mode 1 (POWER OPERATION) at normal operating temperature andpressure,

i

B.
Reportable Event Description (Including Dates and Approxiaste
Times of Major Occurrences):

Event Classification: An event that resulted in the automatic
actuation of the Reactor Protection System
(RPS).

At approximately 1115 MST on May 28, 1994 Unit 2 sustained a
reactor trip on a low Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio
(DNBR) signal. The low DNBR signal was the result of the 15
Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP)(AB) tripping on a phase to phaseelectrical fault. The plant responded normally to the event and
no safety functions were challenged. No Engineered Safety
Features Actuation System (ESTAS) actuations were received or
required. The Control Room Supervisor (utility, licensed)
classified the event as an uncomplicated reactor trip at
approximately 1130 MST and the Unit was stabilized in Mode 3
(HOT STANDBY).

Approximately two hours prior to the event, Control Roos
personnel (utility, licensed) had authorized troubleshooting and
replacement of the sub group Kill relay (RLY) in the A Train
ESFAS (JE) relay cabinet. The function of the sub group Kill
relay is to provide an open signal to the A Train Containment
Spray (CS)(BE) isolation valve (ISV), SIA UV 672. This occurs
when a Containment Spray Actuation Signal (CSAS) is initiated by
a high-high containment pressure signal of 8.5 pounds per squareinch gage (PSIC).

The work to be performed by the Maintenance technicians
(utility, nonlicensed) required access to the A Train ESTAS
relay cabinet. Therefore prior to starting work, SIA UV 672 was
isolated and down powered by operations personnel to prevent itfrom opening. Earlier, each technician had been involved in
different aspects of the work. One had been testing the new
relay and the other was briefing Control Roos personnel and
preparing the work area. Both technicians returned to the
Control Room together to begin work, and eetup in front of the
incorrect ESFAS relay cabinet

NUREG/CR.4674,Vol 22 1.40-4
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Work was started without independent verification of the train
to be worked on. The technicians inadvertently removed the sub-
group Kill relay in the B Train ESFAS relay cabinet. The
removal of the this relay caused the B Train CS isolation valve,
SIB UV 671, to receive an open signal. The opening of SIB UV-
671 resulted in a flow path which allowed water to gravity drain
from the Refueling Water Tank (RUT)(BQ) into Contaisument through
the 140 and 120 foot elevation auxiliary CS nozzles (BE). There
were no audible alarms warning the operators of the valve
opening.

There are a total of 620 CS nozzles. 160 are located in the
auxiliary headers below the 140 and 120 foot levels of
Containment. Nozzles in the auxiliary headers are designed to
deliver 3.0 gallons per minute each at 40 pounds per square inch
differential (PSID). During this event, the CS pumps (P) did
not start. The level differential between the auxiliary spray
nozzles and the RWT provided the driving head.

Approximately 7000 gallons of borated water entered the
Containment (NH) over a period of approximately 1 hour and 55
minutes. This volume represents about a one percent change in
RWI level which was not noticeable to the Control Room staff.
Some of the borated water flowed down on and entered an RCP
penetration termination box (JBK) which contained the 1B RCP
power leads (JX). The water intrusion caused the exposed 13.8
kV connectors of the power leads to short circuit causing the 1B
RCP power supply breaker (BKR) to trip on instantaneous
overcurrent. This caused the RPS to generate a low DNBR trip
signal resulting in a reactor trip.

Prior to the trip, Control Room personnel were in the process of
conducting high rate blowdowns of the Steam Generators (SC)(AB).
At approximately 0944 MST, the east Containment Sump level alarm
(IA) annunciated in the Control Room. Using approved
procedures, the sump level alarm was investigated and a reactor
water inventory balance was initiated. The SC blowdowns were
terminated and the lineup secured. The Control Room staff
verified an increasing east sump level and increasing
Containment humidity. No Radiation Monitors (IL) were in alare
at the time of the event. Trending of the sump level increase

was started a,nd preparations for a Containment entry were
initiated.

A Containment entry was made at approximately 1108 MST to
identify the source of the water. Prior to identifying the
source of water, the Reactor tripped. Once water was visually
identified as coming from the auxiliary CS nozzles, control Room

1.40-5 NUREG/CR 4674, vel 22
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personnel identified that SIB W 671 was open. Valve SIB W 671
was closed at approximately 1131 MST terminating the flow of
water into Containment.

Contairunent components within the area affected by the spray of
borated water from the auxiliary CS nozzles were visually
inspected by teams comprised of Engineering and Maintenance
personnel. The inspection found two RCP penetration termination
boxes (lA and 15), one coil box, and one nozzle das test panel
(PL) with evidence of water intrusion. Repairs to the affected
enclosures along with the repairs to the 15 RCP penetration
termicstion box were completed. In addition, the remaining RCP
penetration termination boxes were inspected and returned to
NEMA 4 drip tight standards. A cleanup of Containment followed
a detailed walkdown prior to close out of the Containment.

An incident investigation is continuing to be conducted into the
event. At approximately 1515 MST on June 2, 1994, the Plant
Review Board reviewed the status of the recovery / restart plan
and approved entry into Mode 2 (STARTUP). Unit 2 returned to 86
percent power at approximately 1235 MST on June 5,1994

C. Status of structures, systems, or components that were
inoperable at the start of the event that contributed to the
event:

Not applicable - no structures, systems, or components were
inoperable at the start of the event which contributed to this
event.

D. Cause of each component or system failure, if known:

Not applicable - no component or system failures were involved.

E. Failure mode, mechanism, and effect of each failed component, if
known:

Not applicab'le no component failures were involved.

F. For failures of components with multiple functions, list of
systems or secondary functions that were also affected:

Not applicable - no failures of components with multiple
functions were involved.

1
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G. For a failure that randered a train of a safety system
inoperable, estimated time elapsed from the discovery of the
failure until the train was returned to service:

Not applicable - no failures that rendered a train of a safetysystem inoperable were involved.

H. Method of discovery of each component or system failure or
procedural error:

Not applicable there have been no component or system failures
or procedural errors identified. There were no procedural
errors which contributed to this event.

I. Cause of Event:

The cause of the event was a cognitive personnel error made by
the Maintenance technicians failing to verify the correct
equipment before commencing work. Prior to the event, one of
the Maintenance technicians had prestaged equipment in the
general location of the work activity. After the tailboard
briefing, the other Maintenance technician went to the work
location and did not verify the equipment had been staged at the
correct train. The first technician had left the equipment by
the incorrect train ESFAS cabinet.

No unusual characteristics of the work location (e.g., noise,heat, poor lighting) directly contributed to this event.
However, the lack of formal communications between the
Maintenance, technician and operation Department personnel as
well as between the two Maintenance technicians contributed to
this event (SALP Cause Code A: Personnel Error).

An independent investigation of this event is being conducted in
accordance with the APS Incident Investigation Program. If
information is developed which would affect the reader's
understanding or perception of this event, a supplement to this
LER will be submitted.

J. Safety System Response:

Not applicable there were no safety system responses and nonewere necessary.

K. Failed Component Information:

Not applicable no component failures were involved.

1.40-7NUREGICR-4674,Vol 22
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II. ASSESSMENT OF THE SAFETY CONSEQUENCES AND IMPl.lCATIONS OF THIS EVENT:

Nuclear Fuel Management personnel (utility, nonlicensed) determined
that this event did not result in a transient more severe that those
already analyzed. The loss of 15 RCP caused an automatic reactor
trip when low DNBR signals were received on two RFS channels. Other
equipment and systems assumed in the Updated Final Safety Analysis
Report (UFSAR), Chapter 15 were functional and performed as required.
Scenarios defined in UFSAR Chapter 6 concerning a 14ss of Coolant
Accident (IDCA) were not challenged during this event. A review of
RCS average temperature, pressure, and level plots indicated that
adequate subcooled margin was maintained throughout the event and RCS
conditions posed no threat to fuel integrity. Peak RCS pressure was
approximately 2245 pounda per square inch absolute (PSIA) and is
below the Safety Limit of 2750 psia. Therefore, the event did not
result in any challenges to the fission product barriers or result in
any releases of radioactive materials. There were no adverse safety
consequences or implications as a result of this event. This event
did not adversely affect the safe operation of the plant or the
health and safety of the public.

III. CORRECTIVE ACTION:

A. Immediate:

Once water was identified as coming from the auxiliary CS
nozzles, Control Room personnel determined that CS Isolation
Valve SIB UV-671 was open and at approximately 1131 MST, the
valve was closed terminating the flow of water into containment.

The penetration termination box ,containing the IB RCP supply
cables was replaced, the cables repaired, and equipment checks
completed.

The remaining Unit 2 RCP penetration termination boxes were
inspected and returned to NEMA 4 drip-tight standards.
Containment components within the area affected by the water
from the auxiliary spray nozzles were visually inspected by a
team comprised of Engineering and Maintenance personnel. A
cleanup was conducted and no other significant problems were
identified.

Unit 3 containment termination boxes were inspected for
adherence to NEMA 4 drip tight standards. No problems were
identified.

I.40-8 NUREG/CR-4674,Vol 22
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Unit 1 Containment termination boxes were inspected for
adherence to NEMA 4 drip tight standards. No problems were
identified.

A plant stand down was conducted with

Maintenance personnel to discuss the event and managemente

expectations associated with communications and train
verification, and

e operations personnel, including STAS, to discuss the event
including communications with non departmental personnel and
the mitigating actions taken during the event.

Both Maintenance techniciars also received coaching from their
Team Leader and Senior Management.

t
B. Action to Prevent Recurrence:

The PVNCS Training Department will review the contents of this
1.ER and the associated Incident Investigation for inclusion into
applicable training programs. This review will be conducted and
completed in accordance with Training Department procedures.

An independent investigation of this event is continuing to be
conducted in accordance with the APS Incident Investigation
Program. The investigation is expected to be completed by June
27, 1994 If additional corrective actions or information is
developed which would affect the reader's understanding or
perception of this event, a supplement will be submitted.

IV. PREVIOUS SIMIlAR EVENTS:

There have been two previous events reported pursuant to 10CIlt50.73
(LER 528/88 011 and 529/92 006) where personnel error (operating the
wrong equipment) resulted a reactor trip. Cognitive personnel errors
that are the result of inattention to detail are not normally
correccable with revised procedures or additional training.
Therefore, the corrective actions for the previous event would not
have prevented this event.

I.40-9 NUREG/CR-4674,VoL 22
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were identified by computer-screening the 1994 licensee event reports from commercial LWRs to identify
those that could be potential precursors. Candidate precursors were then selected and evaluated in a
process similar to that used in previous assessments. Selected events underwent engineering evaluation
that identified, analyzed, and documented the precursors. Other events designated by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) also underwent a similar evaluation. Finally, documented precursors were
submitted for review by licensees and NRC staff to ensure that the plant design and its response to the
precursor were correctly characterized. This study is a continuation of earlier work, which evaluated 1969-
1981 and 1984-1993 events. The report discusses the general rationale for this study, the selection and
documentation of events as precursors, and the estimation of conditional probabilities of subsequent
severe core damage for events. This document is bound in two volumes: Volume 21 contains the main
report and Appendices A-H; Volume 22 contains Appendix l.
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